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ARYAN PATH

Ganst thou destroy divine Compassion ? Compassion

is no attribute. It is the Law of Laws—eternal Har-

mony, Alaya’s Self; a shoreless universal essence,

the light of everlasting right, and fitness of all

things, the law of Love eternal. The more thou dost

become at one with it, thy being melted in its Being,

the more thy Soul unites with that which Is, the more
tfiou wilt become Compassion Absolute. Such is the

Aryan Path, Path of the Buddhas of perfection.

—The Voice of the Silence
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THE ARYAN PATH
Point out the Way —however dimly,

,

and lost amonil the host—as docs the cveninif /
star to those who tread their path in darkness. ^

'

\

—The Voice of the Silence

VoL. XIII JANUARY 1942 No. 1

FROM AGE TO AGE
The salient points in world history

are not the victories and the defeats

of potentate or prince, not the rise

and fall of nations or of continents,

but the vicissitudes of thought, and

especially the proclamations, period-

ically made, of the never-changing

Truth.

" From age to age,
** declared the

Indian Shri Krishna more than five

thousand years ago, ** I incarnate

for the preservation of the just, the

destruction of the wicked, and the

establishment of righteousness.
"

Not by announcing the superiority

of a given race or nation, not by

branding as inferior and evil a chosen

scapegoat race, not by establishing

a rule of iron in which no scope is

left for individual initiative, is this

mission of every great teacher fulfill-

ed, but by the setting of a noble

example in his own life and by pro-

claiming once again, in terms suited

to the age to which he comes, ** the

same exhaustless, secret, eternal

doctrine, " by sowing the grains of

Truth, leaving it once again to the

seed to test the soil.

Gautama Buddha, coming twenty-

five hundred years later, when ** the

mighty art was lost, ” repeated

Krishna’s message. His esoteric

teachings were none other than the

Gtipta-Vidya, the Secret Knowledge

of the ancient Brahmins. His own
disciples carried his teachings far and

wide, northward, eastward, south-

ward, and also to the West, to Egypt,

to Greece, to Judaea. And Jesus,

coming in Judaea five hundred years

after him, preached unmistakably the

philosophy of Buddha-Sakyamuni.

Those w^ho claim a unique status

for any particular Prophet wTong

and belittle him. It is in his setting

as one of an unbroken succession of

Friends of the Human Race that each

great Teacher is seen at his true

stature, in his full glory. Tlie Teacher

of whom the Christians would like to

claim the monopoly is no exception.

In spite of their best efforts, those

who call themselves his followers

have fortunately failed to fit his

majestic figure into the niche of a
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petty god in the world's panthe^ of

deifies; and for the non-Chrikian

world, as for the Unitarian “heretics,”

Jesus stands forth in all his grandeur

as the Son of Man, a lover of Divine

Truth who had become by his own.

efforts a veritable god on earth,

even as his great Predecessors had

before him, as his great Successors

would after him.

We publish in this issue the first

of a series of articles on “Jesus

Christ—Glimpses of His Life and

Mission ” by Ernest V. Hayes. His

treatment is at the same time rever-

ent and rational. Arguments for

and against the historic accuracy of

the Gospels are of little value com-

pared with the lofty ethical teachings

there enunciated, which some great

Teacher must have given—the Mes-

sage does not proclaim itself—and

the ideal life pattern there portrayed

for men to copy if they can, as they

can. That to which all but the

Christian dogmatist would agree is

that the figure of Jesus was that of

a great and pure man, a reformer who
would fain have lived but who had to

die for that which he regarded as the

greatest birthright of man—absolute

Liberty of conscience ; of an adept who
preached a universal Religion knowing

of, and having no other “ temple of

God “ but man himself
;
that of a noble

Tocher of esoteric truths which he had
no time given him to explain ; that of

an initiate who recognized no difference

—^save the moral one—between men
;

who*rejected caste and despised wealth

;

and who preferred death rather than

to reveal the secrets of initiation.

The mission of every teacher

worthy of the name is the same,—to

restore to men the truth that in their

folly, in their preoccupation with

non-essentials, they have forgotten

or have overlaid with dogma and

with ritual.

Ammonius Saccas, in the third

century of the Christian era, declared

that

the whole which Christ had in view was

to reinstate and restore to its primitive

integrity the wisdom of the ancients—

to reduce within bounds the universally

prevailing dominion of superstition . .

.

and to exterminate the various errors

that liad found their way into tJie

different popular religions.



JESUS CHRIST
GLIMPSES OF HIS LIFE AND MISSION

[ To present Jesus—as Ernest V, Hayes does in this series of studies, the

the first of which we publish here—as a Man among men, is by no means to

belittle the great Prophet of Nazareth, but rather to add to his glory. There

would be little merit in a life of such nobility as is ascribed to him if a unique

Divine status had made it impossible for him to act otherwise than as he did.

It is the example of Divinity unfolded by struggle and self-conquest that holds

out hope for other men. That such an one as he, was a Son of God," is as

undeniable as that he was neither the only “ Son of God," nor the first one, nor

even the last who closed the series of the “ Sons of God,” or the children of

Divine Wisdom, on this earth.

—

Ed. j

I.—ANTICIPATION

To understand the life and the and of Greece, and the more spiritual-

work of Jesus, one must know some- ly minded of the Prophets of Israel,

thing about the Jew and something What led him to choose Palestine as

about " The Mind of Christ." For the scene of that incarnation which

Jesus only became Jesus Christ by has become one of the wonders of

the full realisation in himself of that the wwld ? Was it what Easterners

Divine Principle which is " the Light call Karma, the last shred of Karma

which lighteth every man that to be dissolved before he reached

cometh into the world." That Liberation ? It must not be forgotten

" Mind of Christ" is a term for the that St. Paul saw him as "made
spiritual culture known as Yoga. perfect through suffering.” Not Very

Jesus was among that number God, as in the subsequent orthodox

who, through the ages, have realised view of him, but a man made perfect.

God with such clarity that the One thing is certain: he identified

relationship becomes as that of a liimself with the race in which he

son to a father. At the same time, was born, sharing their nobler view-

harmoniously, he realised his kinship point, embodying their ideals,

with humanity with such flame that Through the centuries, the Hebrew

the sinner, the suffering and the People have changed but little. In

oppressed became as himself. That their better characteristics, they have

God-and-Man-realisation is truly not changed at all. Their Lawgiver,

Yoga, as every Indian knows. Moses, like another Manu, impressed

As an advanced soul, nearing the on them such a faith, such a culture,

end of human struggle, Jesus was as would stamp them for all time as

one with the Rishis of India, the a marked race. The Jew will always

nobler of the Hierophants of Egypt believe it is his mission to show the
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surrounding nations how to live. . .

.

Their natural desire to live in

peace, in a sane social order, has

been frustrated by turbulent and

jealous neighbours. Like later Bel-

gium or- Poland, Palestine has been

in the way of greedy conquerors, and

at the time Jesus is bom, it will be

* under Roman rule. Not a bad mle,

as such Protectorates go. Once a

people has been subdued, Rome is

tolerant and helpful. But the Jew,

conscious of his mission, will twist

in pain under the Roman yoke. How
can he show the world how to live,

unless free to live in his own way ?

To be freed from the Roman tyran-

ny, more spiritual than material,

will be the longing and the aim of

every true son of Israel. Away
from the sophisticated City of

Jemsalem there will be a passion for

the coming of the Messiah to re-

establish the Throne of David, to set

up a Civilisation where swords will

not be necessary, where no one shall

build a house and another inhabit it,

where the lion shall lie down with

the lamb, and none shall hurt or

kill.

In Galilee, especially, will this

longing be found. There we shall

find a mere girl in years, with the

passion Of her race within her. Pure

and, fervent, Mary will dream of the

Kingdom of God, as foretold by the

Prophets. In the .synagogue, she

will think of Hannah, the mother of

the Prophet Samuel and of her song

:

“My soul rejoiceth in the Lord; I

am exalted in His salvation." That
Prophet came with his spiritual force,

centuries gone by, to put new life

into a disillusioned people

Mary is about to go to her hus-

band. It is then that an angel comes

to her, bearing the name of Gabriel.

In the Hebrew Book of Daniel,

Gabriel, as also his Brother, Michael,

are spoken of as men. And angel in

Greek means a Messenger, not neces-

sarily a superhuman being. Glorious

indeed is the appearance of Gabriel,

like the coming of one of those

Adepts of whom most religions tell,

but not what in Indian thought

would be called a Deva, with a body

of pure fire.

Gabriel greets her. She is to bear

a son. There is no word of Very

God of Very God, a vicarious atone-

ment, or a world religion. " He shall

be great and shall be called the Son

of the Highest. The Lord God shall

give him the throne of his father

David. He shall reign over the

House of Jacob forever.” What
Mary hears is what every pious Jew
is praying for. It is as though

modern India were to hear that a

great Rishi was about to be born

for her redemption, who, in delivering

her, would enable her to take her

rightful place as the spiritual heart

of the Aryan Race.

Here, in the Gospel of Luke, comes

an interpolation to suit later ideas of

Mary’s Perpetual Virginity. She is

represented as saying; “How shall

this be, seeing I know not a man ?
”

As a wife about to share the bed and

board of her husband, she would

naturally associate the angel's dec-

laration with the first child to be
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born of her in wedlock, remembering

the Jewish belief that every male

that first openeth the womb shall be

holy unto the Lord." An ancient

manuscript of a Gospel ( Sinaitic MS.

of Old Syriac) simply tells us:

“Joseph, to whom was betrothed

Mary the Virgin, begat Jesus, who
is called Christ.*' ( The early Christ-

ian ascetics had a thick streak of

materialism in them. They could

not see that the sex act necessary

for the conception of a child could

be a very lofty and pure function

where advanced souls, like Joseph

and Mary, were concerned. The

words of Shri Krishna concerning a

rare birth in a family of Yogis would

have been repellent to these torturers

of the body, tormented with sex-

phobia.
)

The days pass. Joseph and Mary

are living at Bethlehem. Luke's

story of a general taxation, of a

woman, heavy with pregnancy, com-

pelled to undertake a long journey

and then to become a mother in a

barn, can be dismissed in favour of

the account given in Matthew's

Gospel. There, the Yogis from the

East come “ into the house " where

Mary and the child are. Those who
find a special poetic value in poverty

may feel that “ Nativity " Plays

would suffer if the Barn incident be

left out, but the Poverty that helped

Jesus and St. Francis, with many an

Indian Saint, towards Perfection,

was a voluntary renunciation, not a

karmic disability.

Under simple but dignified con-

ditions Jesus comes into the world.

Shepherds will visit him, having

heard a Song
; Wise Men will come,

having seen a Star. And " Mary

wall keep all these tilings in her

heart.” We shall hear little of her

from now on
;

only in certain

moments of crisis and decision will

her name appear and her influence

be felt.

Ernest V. Hayes



PHILOSOPHY AS SUCH IN INDIA

A MISAPPREHENSION

[V. Subrahmanya Iyer, well-known Sanskrit scholar and thinker, analyzes

here, with characteristic Indian thoroughness, the fundamental difference in

philosophic thought, East and West, and shows the way which Indian Philosophy

indicates to the attainment of the Truth of Truths. "

—

Ed.
]

Is this the time to think of Philo-

sophy as it signifies to the modern

mind ? Metaphysical speculations.

Mystic or Yogic intuitions, Religious

inspiration, the illuminations of Art,

Theological and Scholastic wrangles

or interpretations, nay, even theo-

risations of Science and whatever

else may go now under that name,

do undoubtedly bring satisfaction or

consolation in various w’ays to

individuals. But do these personal

or private satisfactions mean com-

mon comfort in life and common
public peace, in this world, to the

millions in agony as at this moment ?

A glance at the history of the world

shows that none of these philosoph-

ical courses have succeeded in check-

ing human sorrow or suffering in

general. On the contrary, most of

them have aggravated conflicts and

consequent misery. The more man
grows in thought, the more are the

differences and the breaches, not

only in religion but also in life in all

its aspects. Men have been demon-

strating this on an ever increasing

scale. When, in the past, was waged

a war involving four continents at

the same time, as at present ? And
this after at least two thousand

years of the discipline of the best

religions and philosophies ! May it

not then be asked “ Does Philosophy

as such in India, teach anything

different ? ''

In this country, Philosophy as

such is not concerned with the

"spinning of yarns (of novel con-

cepts and intellectual riddles) from

within one's own brains" or with

seeking consolation or refuge in the

"Intuitions" and the "Ecstasies"

that soothe those individuals and

even those groups that have suffered

from " baulked struggle, strained

emotion or baffled enquiry. " It is,

as the highest ancient authorities

have declared ;
" What promotes the

happiness of all beings and conduces

to the welfare of all, in this world,

"

—not in any other region.

While India has been, in respect

of her culture, immensely benefited

by her contact with the West, she

has forgotten some things that are of

permanent value.

Philosophy is a Westeqrn word and

not the least noteworthy feature of

it is that it implies variety, difference

and disagreement. As has been

pointed out by some eminent think-

ers of the West, there may be said

to be as many philosophies as there

are human beings. For every man
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has his own view of life and of the

universe. The more words and

phrases he uses and the more he

spins out of his imagination as a poet

does, the greater is the admiration

for his Originality. It is then no

wonder that every religious novelty,

nay, every fresh effort of imagination,

now claims to be philosophy in some

sense. And the bewildering plurality

of philosophy has driven many a

serious mind away from it to the

open field of Science.

The West has begun to realize that

the way to Philosophy proper lie.s

through Science, but America and

Europe have not risen as yet to the

level of realizing that whatever is

characterised by difference in any

respect is not j^hilosopliy proper, but

religion. Yoga or Mysticism, Escap-

ism, Theology, Scholasticism-—at the

best. Speculation (scientific or meta-

physical), if not mere “ Blab, blab,

blab. Let it not be thought that

variety and difference are to be

condemned. They are necessary

stages or steps of thought, stimulat-

ing enquiry and leading finally to

Truth.

Naturally, the Western exponents

of ''Indian** Philosophy, as they

could understand it, have admired

the wealth of differences among the

schools of India. They could not

see anything more in it. Walking

in their footsteps the most disting-

uished of modern "Indians** also take

pride in the wealth of such differen-

ces in India. Modern Indian teach-

ers and students of Philosophy are

not able, as yet, to free them-

selves from the " Western complex.
**

They dwell on the variety and

the differences of such thought in

this country also. The market is

flooded with publications containing

accounts of the differences betw’een

Patanjali, Kanada, Kapila, Vyasa,

Jina, Buddha, Nimbarka, Ramanuja,

Sankara, Madhwa, Basava and a

host of others. All this is perfectly

appropriate, at the preliminary

stages. But what about philosophy

as such, whicli takes the whole

human experience, including Scieme,

into account finally } Modern Indian

exponents are so deeply impressed

by the " Western complex ’* that

they do not care even to ask why
Western Philosophy is beginning to

take its stand on Science. Let India

not ignore wluit made Carlyle ex-

claim " Which of your philosophical

systems is other than a dream—a net

quotient confidently given out when

the divisor and the dividend are

both unknown ?
**

;
or what made

Shakespeare say :
—

There are more things in heaven and earth. ,

.

Than are dreamt of in your philosophy.

If all that Philosophy can do in

the West as well as in the East is

to divide mankind and to accentuate

or to multiply the differences, not

only in thought but also in life, is

it worth while pursuing it any

longer ?

India answers ;
" Yes. ** Her ex-

perience has taught her that all

calamities in life are traceable to

the single fact that every one thinks

that w^hat satisfies or pleases him

or her, is Truth and that action
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based on it is Right.

What India of the past and a few

of the most eminent thinkers in the

West have seen, is that Philosophy

proper is concerned solely with

Truth, but not with satisfaction deriv-

ed from faith, intuition, emotion,

even intellect, or the like. “ A
Plato dissatisfied is superior to a pig

satisfied."'

Millions mistake for philosophy

" the cave, the theatre and the

couch." as Bacon puts it ; or. ** the

volubility of tongue, the multitude

of words, the feats of interpretation

and the uncommon intuitions of

Yoga or Mysticism " as the ancient

Hindu Philosopher says. But ‘‘Truth

is the Home of Philosophy,” say the

Upanishads.

The Philosopher should have no

favourite hypothesis, be of no school,

and in doctrine have no master. He
should not be a respecter of persons

but of things. Truth should be his

primary object.—Faraday

Philosophy having as her shield a

good conscience and as her motto,
“ Subject to no one but to Truth alone.”

—Paulsen

That enthusiasm for Truth, that

fanaticism for veracity, which is a great-

er possession than learning, a nobler

gift than the power of increasing knowl-

edge.—Bacon

The longer I live, the more obvious

it is to me that the most sacred act of

a man’s life is to say and feel, ” I

believe such and such to be true/*

—Huxley

Truth is the summit of being.

—Emerson

Such eminent thinkers in the

West attach so much importance to

Truth
;
yet Western philosophy has

done so little good to mankind as

a whole

;

and why ? Because the

West has not reached the stage of

feeling the need for pursuing Truth

to the end. It has not seen that

there is a higher view of Truth than

that attained even by Religion and

by Science. WTien the Scientist

himself becomes aw^are of the incom-

pleteness of his view of tnith, he

often slides back to Intuition or to

Mysticism, instead of proceeding

forward.

The part that Truth plays in

Hindu philosophy is best indicated

by one of its greatest exponents

thus :
” God Almighty

(
Vishnu,

Siva or Brahma
)
Himself may in-

spire or declare something. But it

cannot be accepted unless it be

proved to be truth.” Can the world

show a parallel to this attitude ?

Sri Ramakrishna Paramahamsa.

the greatest of the Philosophers of

our times, says, ” Thou mayst take

thyself aw^ay, 0 ! God, but only

leave Truth to me.’*

In India he that seeks to enter

the gates of philosophy as such,

without first ascertaining the meaning

of Truth is either a child or a

coward.

The variety of the senses in which

the word Truth is used, is so great

that most writers on “ Philosophy
’*

deliberately avoid committing them-

selves to any definition of their own,

though they freely quote number-

less authorities, which leads us no-
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where. Owing to this drawback, the

writers, neither in the East nor in

the West, arc able to get beyond

differences of views and distinctions

created by their schools or isms.

Europe has been familiar with the

problem of Truth even from the

days of Protagoras and Socrates.

Pontius Pilate’s famous query
“ What is Truth ? ” has not yet

been answered there, though nearly

two thousand years have elapsed.

Some of the modern thinkers echo

the same query.

Every man seeks Truth but God

only knows who has found it.— Ches-

terfield

But wliat puzzles one is this. Even

those who say that Truth cannot

be defined and that its implications

cannot be clearly described, do

possess some vague idea of it. If

they did not, their words would

amount to nonsense. So the Hindu

philo.sophcr holds that there is none

who docs not possess some instinct

of Truth. Even the insane and

the higher animals reveal it
,
though

in some primitive form, which

manifests itself when they try to

avoid a repetition of w^hat causes

pain or error. But not many men
have become aware of its existence

and very few have cared to study

its nature. Everyone that speaks

of Truth, believes that what agrees

with what one likes is truth. But
it is deeper enquiry that leads ,to
its meaning.

To begin with the common analys-
is. Just as one apple added to

another is more thin one to a white

man or a black man, to an aged

woman or a young child, to a

Muslim or a Christian, a Jain or a

Buddhist, a Parsi or a Brahmin, so

Truth is the same to all. Similarly

fire is felt to be hot and ice, cold, by

all except those that are mentally or

physically diseased. This non-differ-

ence in experience is the chief

feature of truth ; it leads us to the

two characteristics of “Universality”

and “ Necessity. ” But this em-

phasises objective reference. To take

into account the truth of thoughts

and feelings, which are of a subject-

ive nature, the Hindus add tw'o

other features :
“ Non-contradict-

ability” and “Being beyond the

possibility of doubt.” Where doubt

or difference is possible there truth

exists not, nor “Philosophy as such.**

The great controversy as regards

the distinction between Truth and

Reality has a value only at the first

stage of the quest for Truth. When
the stage of non-contradiction is

reached, we find no such demarca-

tion : Ultimate Truth and Ultimate

Reality mean the same. But it is

held by thoughtful men that there

are religious and mystic truths,

metaphysical truths and, above all,

scientific as well as practical truths.

But those truths cany their own

meanings. It is a matter of universal

Knowledge that the same word is

often used in several senses. Those

truths are not the same for all, nor

arc they beyond tlie possibility of

contradiction, nor even of doubt.

As has been stated already, those

views imply only that whatever
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agrees with what one likes is Truth.

Philosophy, however, freely recognis-

es the fact that all these have great

value as steps leading to truth and

marks them with various qualifying

terms such as partial,” “empirical,”

'' compartmcntal, ” fractional,
”

“ tentative, ”—not to refer here to

theories like “ copy,
” “ coherence,

”

"correspondence,” "pragmatic” and

so forth, which attempt to explain

their various meanings.

One has to ask what tlic common

feature of all truths is, to get at Truth

proper. Therefore pure ])liilosophic

Truth is labelled in India, "the

Truth of truth,” or "the Ultimate

or the Highest Truth,” which latter

expressions are familiar to the West

also. But truths (in the plural) are

all characterised by differences which

lead to disputes and, what is worse,

even to quarrels, bloodshed, human
slaughter and unlimited suffering.

This, then, is the test of Truth, of

Philosophy as such : It leads to

non-difference or non-contradiction

in thought, and at the same time to

harmony and Universal Well-being

in this life.

If one but perseveres in the pur-

suit of Tiuth one sees that "Beauty”
and "Goodness” are nothing but
stages of Truth, not distinct entities,

as the Greeks thought.

That the several kinds of truths

referred to above are said to be
attainable, if not here, at least in the

next world, is a matter of general
knowledge. While Scientific truths
are publicly demonstrated. Intuitive
or Ecstatic truths are privately qr

individually verified by some. It is

the Truth Universal that is upheld

by philosophy as such but that,

however, has cast the greatest doubt.

Truth is on a curve whose asymptote

our spirit follows eternally.—Leo

Errera

F*inal Truth belongs to heaven, not

to this world.—Russell

In regard to Truth. . .tlierc is no

finality.—Wildon Carr

Is our concept of Truth, then, a

chimera ?

Here c(>mcs India’s original and

mo.st valuable contribution. Truth

is the most indispensable factor of

all thinking. 'Hie philosophers as

such in India have reached it, beyond

all doubts, nay, have verified it in

the most scientific manner possible.

But the method is so difficult and

the discipline needed so exacting,

that men dislike and shun it. They

are satisfied with the assumption

" I know, I know, ” as the Indian

philosoplier puts it. To modern

minds in general, as has been pointed

out, whatever agrees with what one

likes is Truth.

" Philosophy as such ” is an

impossihility to him who does not

start with an exact definition of

Truth. The Hindu philosopher’s

final declaration in this matter is:

That alone is philosophy that is

based entirely on Truth : that alone

is Truth that makes contradictions,

doubts and differences impossible, of

which the sole practical test, in the

words of the Mahabharata, is,
” Truth

alone can free [ not individuals but ]

the world from sorrow,
"
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Nevertheless, Europe and America

are averse to the pursuit of Truth

to the end. As an Indian philosopher

of the past points out, most men
treat with indifference, nay. even

with contempt, the enquiry regarding

Truth. It is nothing strange that

the appeal made in 1937 to the

authorities of the Nobel Prize award

to include the pursuit of Truth or

Philosophy proper in their subjects,

was ignored. And they now see the

condition of their country and the

world in spite of all the great

encouragement they gave to other

kinds of knowledge.

Philosophy as such, which is

concerned with the u'liolc of Exist-

ence, cannot confine itself to the

world of “ Concepts, " for which

people often mistake it. Conceptual

Knowledge has, as so many philoso-

phers have said, no value in this

respect unless verified in life
** as a

whole. ” Conceptual knowledge and

private experience do undoubtedly

give satisfaction to the individual,

b\it they do not reveal 'fruth or

Pinal 'I'nith, which is beyoml the

possibility of difference of any kind.

We liave therefore to turn to verifi-

cation of the Universality etc. of

Truth in Philosophy proper.

No man can learn wliat he has nut

the preparation for learning, however

near to his eyes is the object. A
chemist may tell his most precious

secrets to a carpenter and he shall

never be the wiser—the secrets he

Would not utter to a chemist for an

estate.—Emenson

Whiit preparation, then, does

philosophy demand ?

He who does not define Truth

before proceeding to make any

enquiry into the Universe as a whole

will only be wandering in a maze of

words, “ Searching in a dark room

for a black cat which is not there.
**

He alone can be a philosopher as

such, who asks himself at every step

the question :
“ How do I know

that what I think or know is Truth ?
"

Robert Browning seems to have hit

it well :
“ When the fight begins

within himself, a man is worth some-

thing.
"

It is only when contradiction or

disappointment is experienced that

one begins to open his eyes and to

encpiire. But most men, even

scientists, who are most keen on

'I'ruth. do not or cannot pursue to the

end, as they get disgusted or ex-

hausted early.

What are the methods, then, that

the Indian pliilosophers adopt to

attain their object What deter-

mines Truth “ Universal, “ Neces-

sary.
” “ Beyond doubt, and

“ Non-contradictory ” is not intui-

tion, emotion or intellect, which

reveal the other, or qualified truths,

and wliieli are characterised by

differences, but is Reason—“ God-

like " Kea.si)!!, as Shakespeare has it.

Kcason is the yiicen and Mistress of

all things.—Plato

Since it is Reason that finally

distinguishes “'fnith" from “Error,'*

the most authoritative Indian philos-

opher of the past, Sri Krishna,

savs :

—
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Find final refuge in Reason.

Loss of Reason spells ruin—

the loss of everything.

But Reason which is Universal

and which is found to exist even in

the insane and in the lower animals,

is mixed with intuition, emotion,

and intellect, that give us the vari-

ous kinds or degrees of Truth. It

is therefore a matter of supreme

necessity to free Reason from them.

Why are these mental factors said

to misdirect Reason, when it is

associated with them ? They arc

inseparably bound up with the

“ Ego w^hich is called the “ Black

Serpent ” by some Hindu Philoso-

phers. Europe has not failed to see

the misleading influence of the “Ego**

or the “ Self.** Science, the besl in-

troduction to, nay, an indispensable

preparation for, the pursuit of Truth

or Philosophy as such, is most

emphatic on the absolute necessity

for “ Self-Elimination ’* or “ Dc-per-

sonalization.
**

Not knowing the next higher step

of Reason, but being convinced that

the intellect is incompetent to get

at philosophic Truth, the late Pro-

fessor Bergson fell back upon Intui-

tion, which we find is no better than

emotion or intellect, inasmuch as

they all signify differences.

Why Philosophy is barren in the

modern world is that it has not

yet appreciated the worth of Truth
and Reason or analyzed them as

thoroughly as the ancient Hindu
Philosopher as such has done. Truth
can never be reached till Reason is

distinguished from intellect and the

rest and till the Ego is kept within

its bounds first, and then eliminated

altogether.

In 1937, when the writer was

touring in Europe, he could find five

among the eminent thinkers there

that appreciated this feature of the

Indian philosophical method. They

w'cre the late Professor Bergson,

Professor Max Planck, Dr. E. J.

Steiner, Dr. C. Jung and Profes-

sor Lalland.

Thus prepared, if one proceeds to

analyse life or experience or knowl-

edge, as a whole, it will be found

resolvable into two factors : Aware-

ness, or Consciousness per se, or

Knowingness, on the one hand, and,

on the other, that of which Aware-

ness is aw’are or conscious—that

which is known. The latter consists of

the entire Universe of thought, feel-

ing and matter. Here the Eastern

as well as the Western thinkers

display their numberless isms, with

their endless differences. Fur they

ignore the definition of Truth that

demands the wiping out of the Ego,

a feat which appears almost impos-

sible for mankind in general.

Further, Truth is reached positive-

ly only when one takes into account

the whole of experience, that is, the

three states of waking, dream and

dreamless sleep, which is something

unknown to European philosophy.

Hence its endless differences and

inability to get at Truth or Final

Truth. It confines itself to the

waking state alone. European

Science, however, is just beginning

to study dreams. It has not yet
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thought of the significance of sleep.

This knowledge of the three states

reveals the meaning of the
‘

'causal'

'

relation and of the duality of Con-

sciousness and that of which one is

conscious, be it God, angel, man,

matter, or multiplicity.

If with this Indian Torch of Truth

men will investigate existence as a

whole, they will realize that where

there is a possibility of difference

there is no philosophy as such, and

that such philosophy means nothing

else than " the happiness of all be-

ings and the welfare of all, '* That

is the goal of existence.

Is it possible, it may be asked,

for all mankind, the young and

the old, the uncultured and the

cultured, the unthinking and the

thinking, to realize this Truth so

that all, at the same time, may
enjoy perfect peace and happi-

ness, on every part of this globe ?

Nothing can be more patent than

that such a stage is an impractica-

bility. So long as the world is what

it is, such a stage cannot even be

conceived as a possibility. What
Indian philosophy says is that

wherever the leaders or rulers attain

to a knowledge of Truth, there the

social bodies following them, or in-

fluenced by tliem, will reap the

benefit of philosophy. In this view

the Western Socrates and Plato are

n

in perfect agreement with the East-

ern Yajnavalkya and Vyasa.

If, however, one be not a leader

or a ruler, which most men cannot

be, of what use is philosophy as

such ? Will it not then be the same

as Religion and the like in making

the philosopher also seek individual

or personal consolation or satisfac-

tion ? No, the "Philosopher as such"

will never rest satisfied with prayers

or yogic illuminations or even with

the most original speculations. He
cannot sec in actual everyday life

any difference between himself and

another, in respect of either joy or

sorrow. To the extent to which he

realizes this, to that extent he does

approach Truth. Whoever lives

such a life, whatever be his religious

or other conviction, whatever his

race, colour or clan, the philosopher

recognizes, in him or in her, the

fellow pilgrim to the peak of Truth.

And, what is more, he will lose

no opportunity of helping others to

grasp and to realize Truth. He

knows that he exists solely for al-

leviating the sufferings of humanity

wherever they may be found. For

Truth alone can free from sorrow,

not merely this or that individual

but the " World.
" " Virtue not in

action is vice. " This is Philosophy

as such in India.

V. SUBRAHMANY.^ IyER



INDIA AND THE MALADY OF OUR TIME
[ R. M. Fox, the author of The Triumphant Machine and Drifting Men,

brings a first-hand experience of factory life to his consideration of the machine

order and its recent sinister extension to the political field. Nearly a decade

ago, when he reviewed in our pages (Vol. Ill, p. 122, February 1932) Gandhiji's

Wheel of Fortune, he sounded a note of warning—was it an unconscious proph-

ecy ?—against the widespread conviction that the world must be planned on

machine lines " and urged keeping a firm grip on the significant human values.

He was confident that “ the machine will not stifle humanity. The soul of man
will survive. ” In the light of recent tragic developments, can Ruskin’s query

be much longer ignored by practical politics: ‘‘...whether, among national

manufactures, that of Souls of a good quality may not at last turn out a quite

leadingly Jucrati\'e one ” ?—Ed.
J

In my student days at Oxford I

heard the Indian poet, Rabindranath

Tagore, speak on “ The Mefisage of

the Forest, “ lie spoke of tlie fever-

ishness of the modern industrial city

and contrasted this with the simplic-

ity of life in the East, following a

traditional pattern as natural as the

trees which grow in a primordial

forest. No one who listened could

fail to be moved by his beauty of

voice and nobility of thought.

Since tiiose years it has become

increasingly evident that India has

much to offer the West. And now,

in the turmoil of the greater World

War, the East brings an emphasis on

human personality which the West
sorely needs. Does tliat emphasis

gain by being linked with village

handicrafts and the spinning-wheel ?

It would seem so, for on the remote

seaboards of Ireland, where spinning

is carried on in the small whitewash-

ed cabins, one can find a gentleness,

a courtesy and a sense of lia}>piness

rarely discernible in the jostling

centres of modern industry. In

India—and in Ireland too—there is

no sympathy with overbearing Im-

perialism. Life draws a different

kind of nourishment from the sources

open to it and arrives at a different

scale of human values.

If we look at the WY‘st we are

compelled to note the ease with

which modern dictators succeed in

exacting blind obedience and in

manipulating masses of men in the

most cynical faslhiui. I'ascisni and

Nazism have W'orked out slick form-

ulas to gain their ends. Hitler gives

his recipe in Mein Kampf, To lie

boldly on a big scale, never to argue

but to rcprnit lies with emphasis, to

stun tlie population into acquies-

cence. 'Jhis is his formula. Force

and repetition arc the key words of

the system. All this is not sufficient

to explain its success. Never at any

time has there been a lack of un-

scrupulous men prepared to lie them-

selves into power but—until the

Totalitarian era—they have not
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found it easy to silence opposition or

criticism.

Tcrrorisation docs not in itself

account for the general subservience

they have enforced. Bismarck, in the

nineteenth century, introduced fero-

cious anti-Socialist laws. But even

in well-disciplined Germany, he was

compelled to repeal these as their

only result was to strengthen the

opposition.

To explain the modern accci)tanre

of dictatorship we must look for

some new important factor which

exists today and which did not exist

when Ihsmarck lived. One such

factor is, of course, the Versailles

Freaty and its consequences. But

these consequences do not account

for the rise of dictatorships in coun-

tries outside Germany. No doubt

the general feeling of post-war un-

certainty and unrest prepared the

ground for dictators who promised

strength and security. Yet obedience

could only be secured when masses of

people were broken in to unthinking

submission in the affairs of life.

Slavery is born in the soul, though

it manifests itself in the body and,

until it is eradicated there, no kind

of resistance to tyranny is possible.

Looking for the positive factor

making for submission today we find

it in the increasing power of modern

machine industry, through which

huge factory plants are able to

mould the lives of millions every

day, regulating their activities, sub-

jecting them to a steady and uniform

pressure. Their relentless iron fingers

are insatiable. In pre-Hitler days I

was invited to an international con-

ference on industrial problems held

at Schloss Elmau—a Bavarian castle

in the Alps. I was there in conse-

quence of my book, The Triumphant

Machine {
Hogarth Press

)
which

has since been adopted as a text-

book for use at Birmingham Univer-

sity. Many industrial experts, re-

search workers and works managers

w'cre present at this Bavarian

conference. German trade-union r(‘p-

rcscntalivcs discussed current meth-

ods of rationalisation in industry,

as the movement for the elimination

of waste, competition and inefficiency

was called. Production was being

pushed fonvard with a ruthless dis-

regard of human eonscqiiences.

Trade-union delegates spoke of an

agitation to fix what they called the

culturally admissible rate of inten-

sity of labour.’* At first I regarded

this as just anoilicr cumbersome

German phrase. But I was assured

that the l)urning issue for the Ger-

man worker was to prevent his

being driven to the point of physi-

cal and nervous exhaustion. Ra-

tionalisation squeezed him like an

orange and left him without energy

at the end of the day. So the

trade-unions were discussing liow

to determine a rate of labour that

would be ** culturally admissible "

—

which would leave the worker able

to benefit from his leisure, to enjoy

books, pictures, theatres, concerts,

study and other interests.

At the back of this conflict were

two conceptions : One, that the

worker was just an instrument of
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production, to be made more effi-

cient ; the other, that a human

being in his totality was something

greater than industry and should

not be sacrificed to its needs. Every

teacher, thinker and mystic of the

East would support the second con-

tention, as would the humble vill-

ager in India or in Ireland who has

escaped the numbing effect of fac-

tory existence.

Modern industrial practice has

played a huge part in the growing

enslavement of whole populations

in the Totalitarian states. Any one

familiar with the modern industrial

plant knows how it stamps on the

mind of the machine tender the

idea of his o\vn insignificance. He

is the servant of Power, the channel

through which Power expresses it-

self. But this only emphasises his

own smallness. As an individual

he knows that he can be scrapped

and replaced, just like any part of

the standardised mechanism wliich

he handles.

During the present war period we
have heard much talk about
“ Power politics

’’ and this helps to

reveal the close analogy between

the dictatorship state and the in-

dustrial plant. The individual has

that same sense of helplessness when
caught in the political and military

machine of the dictator that he has

in relation to a huge industrial

plant where he functions as a human
handle or lever.

A significant fact about the

dictator S5^stem is its entire riitliless-

ness. Considerations of morality.

conscience, pity or humanity do not

enter into any of its activities. It

has the insensibility of a machine

and applies the sole machine test of

efficiency to the work in hand. It

is no accident that the rules of war

have been disregarded by tlie dicta-

tors. They describe themselves in

mechanistic fashion as the “ Axis

Powers. ” In this description is to

be found their acceptance of the

ruthless quality of drive, irrespective

of every other consideration.

To function as a great machine

—

technically perfect—formed by mil-

lions of human robots, is the aim of

modern dictatorships. It is super-

fluous to discuss matters of ethics

or morality with these pow’crs. They

can only be reached by reasoning

concerned with mechanical clhciency

and material achievement. Their

weakness is that machine standards

always fall short as a measure of

humanity. Calculations based on a

wrong measurement —howe,vor exact

they may be in detail—cannot

produce succc.ssful results. This is

the great defect of the dictator

system, a weakne.ss which must

reveal itself in greater measure as

time goes on.

To underestimate the strength of

the dictatorships would be foolish.

In the workshops of today there arc

masses trained to that docility and

that rigid discipline which make

blind obedience possible. Habitua-

ted to ugline.ss, unfamiliar with

freedom and unaccustomed to

reflection, these workers are the

natural prey of the dictators.
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This drive to dictatorship from

modern industry might at first seem

as inevitable as the distribution of

power from the dynamo to the

various machines through the media

of belts and pulleys. But all the time

there is the counter-pull of humanity,

with its instinct for freedom, its

capacity for a widening vista of

culture, its reference of human
activities to an implicit criterion of

spiritual values.

Sensing this opposition to its

debasing influence, dictatorship is

bound to make war upon literature,

upon culture, upon spiritual leaders

and teachers, and upon the values

they represent. It wars, too, upon

trade-unions which foster self-respect

and upon all organisations, such as

works councils, through which the

industrial worker is encouraged to

use his mind and to function, not

blindly as an animated machine, but

consciously as a partner. The

influence of the trade-unions in

England as a democratising agent

can hardly be overcstimat(jd.

A controversy has long ' gone on

between the industrial psychologist

and the efficiency engineer as to

whether the workers should be

treated as part of the plant and

dealt with strictly as productive

units or considered as human beings

and encouraged to take a larger share

in the industrial planning which

concerns their lives. Efficiency engi-

neers have objected to professors’

invading their workshop realm with

ideas that seemed to have no con-

nection^ with industry. For some

years this controversy has continued

but its interest did not at first extend

far beyond the factoiy walls. Now
that systems of dictatorship—built

on the technique and the methods of

industry—are reaching out to clutch

the world, the importance of apply-

ing correct principles to industry is

becoming more obvious.

Mechanised industry—mechanised

army—mechanised world—this is the

line of advance. After the last war

there was a widespread interest in

psychology which, as a science,

seemed bent on restoring the indi-

vidual to his true position as the

centre of human society. But psy-

chological study was perverted into

becoming the instrument used to

break down individual resistance to

large-scale organisation on dictator

lines.

Wc need something at once deeper

and more simple than psychological

study. Gandhi understood this

when, in the years following the

first great war, he urged the restora-

tion of the spiniiing-w'heel through-

out India. In his book, The Wheel

of Fortune

y

he says :

—

1 know there are friends who laugh

at this attempt to revive this great

art. They remind me that in these

days of mills, sewing-machines and

typewriters, only a lunatic can hope

to succeed in reviving the rusticated

spinning-wheel. These friends forget

that the needle has not yet given

place to the sewing-machine nor has

the hand lost its cunning in spite of

the typewriter .... Indeed typewriters

and sewing-machines may go but the

needle and the reed pen will survive.
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The mills may suffer destruction. The

spinning-wheel is a National necessity.

I would ask sceptics to go to the many

poor houses where the spinning-wheel

is again supplementing their slender

resources and ask the inmates whether

the spinning-wheel has not brought

joy to their homes.

It indicates how far we have stray-

ed from the real path of human

activities that Gandhi's desire to

bring joy to the homes of the people

comes with a strange novelty. It

is difficult to think of any Western

statesman who would seriously

affirm this aim.

Gandhi also desires :

—

to remodel national life in keeping

with the ideal of simplicity and do-

mesticity implanted in the bosom of

the m<isses. We will not then be

dragged into an Imperialism which is

built upon the exploitation of the

weaker races of the earth and the ac-

ceptance of a giddy materialistic civil-

isation protected by naval and air

forces that have made jxjaceful living

almost impossiWe. . , .The political and

economic power of a nation depends

even in the ** age of mechanical indus-

trialism not on its powerful macliincs

but on its powerful men. Germany

was equipped with the best and most

powerful and modern machinery but

it failed ( in the last war
) because at

the last moment the power of Its

nation failed.

For India the spinning-wheel is

both reality and symbol. For the

West it is symbolic. The spinning-

wheel symbolises those qualities of

individual skill, industry and har-

mony which go to make up effort

and character. These qualities are

opposed to those standards of con-

duct and criteria of action imposed

by machine industry upon the

masses. Dictators have used the

industrial machine to achieve mass

regimentation of robots and to

stamp ugliness and slavery upon

the world as if they were stamping

out pieces of metal with a gigantic

press tool. Subdivision of labour

ensures that not one j)roducer makes

something that is complete, in which

he can take pride or interest.

Against all this stands the con-

ce])tion of the free man in industry,

subj(xt only to those controls which

his reason approves as practical and

necessary. A society of free men

and of free nations would spell the

end of the malady of our time.

R. M. Fox



AT WHAT AGE IS MAN MOST CREATIVE ?

[ The statistics brought out by Miss Lalita Kumarappa are interesting,

but are based on psychological foundations which are not wholly correct. Genius

is connected not only with the development of the brain-mind but also with

the power of the Human Soul to control and express itself through that

brain-mind. The real curve of human growth during one life, based on spiritual

teachings, is of a septenary character : from i to 35 ascending and from 70 to

35 descending. This applies to the psycho-physical instruments of man through

which, however, he lias to manifest himself. Spiritual growth is not hampered

by physical age.—Ed.
]

The question “ When does man
reach the peak of his mental abil-

ities ?
’* has aroused the interest

of many keen tliinkers, and has

opened up a stimulating but contro-

versial discussion. Sir William 0.sler,

great British physician, scientist and

humanitarian, maintains that though

people over 40 have contributed

great treasures to our culture, we

owe the advance we have made
through the ages in all fields of

human endeavour to those under 40.

Despite his strong views upholding

the greater ability of youth over

maturity, it is interesting to note

that Sir William himself did his most

important wwk between 40 and 70,

that is, during the last 30 years of

his life. Among many who support

this view was Oliver Wendell Holmes,

the famous American writer. “ If

you haven't, " said he, “cut your

name on the door by tlie time yoiTve

reached 40, you might as well put

up your jack-knife."

As against this group of thinkers

is another which defends the achieve-

ments of maturity. Its general

estimates seem to indicate that 40 is

the turning-point which will show

whether you arc headed for the

Olympian heights of fame and for-

tune or not. According to Walter

B. Pitkin of this school of thought,

“ Life begins at 40 for masters of

thoughtful literature, of architecture,

of high drama, of diplomacy, and of

music that is majestically organic in

conception. " This view receives

support also from the outstanding

American Experimental Psychol-

ogist, Professor Edward L. Thorn-

dike. who says that “as a rule,

man's achievement rises till age 40,

holds at a level until age 54, and

then falls, though not very rapidly,

up to age 70." And Nicholas Murray

Butler, President of Columbia

University, says : “The age of 40

seems to me to mark the point where

a man can tell whether he is to go

on growing in learning and power or

whetlier he is going to settle down

to the humdrum of life."

For medical opinion we may quote

Dr. W. H. Kiger, fonner President

of the California Medical Association.

In addressing the American College

of Surgeons recently, he declared
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that man reaches the top of his

creative age after 50. Dr. W. A.

Newman Dorland—prominent Chica-

go surgeon—made a study of 400

great men of ancient and modern

history, famous in all lines of activity.

He found that the average age of

greatest achievement was 50. His

investigation, however, of each type

of activity by itself revealed that

those inspired by emotion, such

as poets, novelists, dramatists,

inventors, intrepid explorers and

warriors, as well as musicians, actors,

artists and divines, had their most

outstanding successes between the

ages of 44 and 50. To illustrate

this, we may mention Sir C. V.

Raman, the noted Indian scientist,

who achieved fame before 50 through

his contributions to science, and

the award of the Nobel Prize when

he was 50. On the other hand,

those who depended more on the

development of their reasoning

powers to do their best work did not

carve out a name for themselves

till after 50. On the basis of his

findings, Dr. Dorland argues that

if we arbitrarily discount the

accomplishments of men over 40,

we lose such fine assets to culture as

“ The Monroe Doctrine,'* Da Vinci's

*‘Last Supper," Napier’s system of

logarithms, Gulliver*s Travels and

so on.

As against this, the industrialists

look at the problem from the point

of view of physical energy; they

drop men over 45 from the pay-roll,

because they are no longer at the

peak of producing ability. Similarly,

men in Government service in India

are required to retire at 55. And
yet a record of great men of the

world shows that many have done

their best work after 60, and 800 to

1,000 of them did their chief work

between 60 and 90. For example,

Goethe at 80 was just completing

his drama Faust

;

Voltaire at 83 was

still making the cosmopolitan intel-

lectuals of the globe squirm with his

sly, subtle satire
;

Michelangelo’s

superb “ Last Judgement ’’ was

painted when he was 60. Tagore,

our famous poet, won the Nobel

Prize for literature at the age of 52 ;

he started creative work in the

entirely new field of painting at 68

and exhibited his pictures at Moscow,

Berlin, Munich, Birmingham, Paris

and New York. When the late poet

was 80 years old and physically

feeble, his mind was still alert and

creative. Mahatma Gandhi became

a world figure after 55, and came to

be recognized as one of the greatest

men of the world at 60. He is

now 72 years old and still holds in

his hands the political destiny of

India. When asked how it felt to

be an old man, Professor George

Herbert Palmer of Harvard Univer-

sity—who wrote books after 45 and

his autobiography at 80—replied

that it did not feel very different

from being a young man, except

that he had to go a bit slower owing

to physical infirmity.

If the great works of the above-

mentioned old men are compared to

their more youthful creations it will

be found that it was their later
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works which eventually raised them written by composers who were be-

to their final position of prominence, tween 35 and 39, while the most

Therefore it may be gathered that, popular musical comedies and light

though a man past 50 may be operas were done by those ranging

physically feeble, he may still possess in age from 40 to 44. The astron-

the ability to create mentally, and omers achieved success last, between

thus one type of faculties com- 43 and 47.

pensates for the oilier. Kcppel in Of course, these figures are only

1926 declared that “ at least five the result of statistical analysis and

times as many adults engaged in represent group tendencies, not in-

formal educational study, as there dividual patterns—though many
were candidates for degrees in all famous careers do follow the curves

colleges and universities in the to a very marked degree. From his

country." voluminous total data Dr. Lehman

So far, I have mentioned two as- concludes that the peak for quality

pects of tliis much debated question, appears even before the peak for

Now let us see what statistical and quantity of production,

impartial evaluation of man’s best Besides statistical averages there

years gives us. Prof. Harvey C. are the numerous and notable ex-

Lehman of Ohio State University ceptions in every field of endeavour,

during the past ten years has worked Well-known are the examples of

out innumerable gra])hs showing the really precocious youngsters, among
“age-curves" which demonstrate the whom is Mozart who composed four

average creative peaks for the va- sonatas and a symphony at eight

rious types of mental activity. His years. W inifred Sackville Stoner, Jr.,

findings arc certainly most interest- of Pittsburg could read when sixteen

ing. Poets were very prolific months old, and could keep a diary

between 26 and 30 ;
chemists, from in eight languages at 2 years. At 7

28 to 32 ;
physicists and symphonic Macaulay began “A Compendium of

composers, from 30 to 34. Inven- Universal History," and at 8 he

tors turned out the greatest number wtoIc “A Treatise to Convert the

of gadgets, and the cleverest ones. Natives of Malabar to Christianity."

between 31 and 35. illustrating Einstein issued his first statement

this is Thomas A. Edison, who on the Theory of Relativity at 26

obtained almost one-tliird of his and Mendelssohn started composing

patents—312 out of 1,076—between at ii. Horace Greeley had read the

the ages of 33 and 36. The fertile Bible through before he was 6. The
imaginations of short-story writers brilliant mathematical powers of

were found to be most active from Ramanujan were recognized when

33 to 37, and mathematicians most he was about 25. He w^as the first

original and brainy from 34 to 38. Indian to wii^t^ h.nnnnr -4rf-^being

The best-loved giand operas were elected fallow of the Rqyjjki^^iety

JVs28603l
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and a Fellow of Trinity College,

Cambridge, at an early age.

Then at the other extreme are

Verdi, who composed his greatest

operas, ‘‘Otello" and ‘'FalstafE*'

between 74 and 80 ;
Titian at 98

produced some of his most beautiful

paintings, and President Charles W.

Eliot was inspiring Harvard men

with sound advice at 90—and out in

the chill open air too ! Milton,

Locke, Beethoven, Bacon, na3^den,

Descartes and Kant are a few of the

illustrious members of this group.

Researches show that there is a

characteristic form of development

and decline for clever and dull

people, and that both deteriorate

at approximately the same age.

According to psephologists, the

curve of ability to learn from 5 to

45 seems to reach its height at

about 25 and then slowly drops

until by 45 it corresponds to what

it was at 18. However, the change

from 18 to 45 is so gradual as to

justify the conclusion that there is

no reason for those in the prime of

life to be diffident about undertak-

ing new branches of study. This

view is supported by those who

have had years of experience in

teaching adults. Hence, we may
maintain that much of the dimin-

ishing power to learn that becomes

apparent after the third decade of

life is due mainly to disu.se or rusti-

ness; the degeneration, therefore,

in the mental abilities of adults is

functional
; that is, it results from

lack of use, and not from organic

deterioration. Ruch found that

learning capacity varies not only

with age but also with the tasks

and problems, utility and useful-

ness, as well as with the degree of

interest they evoke.

It is sad to note that achieve-

ment may become its own handicap,

because some men never rise above

the adulation of a hero-worshipping

public. Other men are given an

administrative post wliich ties them

down and limits their work. Some

discover that their success has

increased demands to such an extent

that they can no longer concentrate

upon their specialized field to

master it. Society is, un\vittinglJ^

unkind to genius in demanding the

man rather than his creation, and

thus penalizes both the individual

and societjr. We also find for some

men that accomplishment of great

merit is reached in youth, but that

this promise of more to come is

never fulfilled. Others develop

slowly but surely, and give the

world their greatest contribution in

middle life, while an infinitely small

number will be remembered mostly

for their accomplishment in ad-

vanced old age.

Nevertheless, it seems relevant to

point out, in conclusion, that today

great accomplishment is becoming

a truly co-operative endeavour,

because outstanding older men are

being asked to work in collaboration

with younger workers. Thus the

older men afford the stimulus to

discovery, and the younger ones are

alert to opportunity.

Lalita Kumarappa



INDIA’S EARLY INFLUENCE ON
MEDITERRANEAN MUSIC

[ Dennis Stoll has contributed to a number of musical journals, and has

written a treatise on The Philosophy and Modes of Hindu Music, He feels that

if Indians could know more of European music and Europeans about Indian

music, they would be brought together in closer cultural communion.—Ed.
]

The ships of Hiram's Phoenician

merchants, ** bringing gold, and

silver, ivory, and apes, and pea-

cocks " from Ophir, arc said in the

Bible’ to have caused King Solomon

to excel “ all the kings of the earth

for riches and for wisdom. " Among

these precious Indian cargoes were

“ great plenty of almug trees
"

(sandalwood), from which “the

king made. . .harps. . .and psalteries*

for singers. " Indian sandalwood

seems to have been of the best

quality for constructing musical

instruments, and the biblical narra-

tive adds that “ no such almug

trees. . .were seen unto this day.

So, nearly three thousand years

ago, the Indian influence was

felt in Mediterranean music. The

psalteries " that made “ a joyful

noise unto the Lord in the Temple

at Jerusalem, the haqis of the

“ many strange women ” in the

royal harem, were grown, if not

made, in India.

It is possible that some Hindi

ways of music, too, sailed along

with the “ ivory, and apes, and

peacocks " to add to the rich store

of Solomon's wisdom. The “ strange

women " may have disdained to

twang their harps in the manner of

the Hebrews, and may have bow^ed

them Indian-fashion, as the two-

fhousand-ycar-old girls in the Amara-

vatf sculptures appear to be doing

to this day above the main staircase

of the British Museum. Perhaps

the Levites in the Temple, and those

lazier anonymous musicians
( whom

Amos so reviled for lying “ upon

beds of ivory "
)
“ that chant to

the sound of the viol, used bows

borrowed from India.

The present writer will not attempt

to offer conclusive proof or disproof

of his speculations. Some dogma-

tists may assert that the now

obsolete Indian harp was never

bowed, that the Amaravatl girls

have in their hands not bows, but

hooked sticks for plucking the harp-

strings. Yet the very obsolescence

of the harp in India suggests that

the instrument passed into another

* I Kings X.

* The original Hebrew nehel means a bottle or flagon. The medieval square or triangular

*' psaltery “ oi the English translators, therefore, hardly meets the case. Probably the

instrument intended was a kind of lute, resembling the flagon-shaped Arabian ud

of later date.

* Ainoavi.
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form. If it is true, as Carl Engel

and the majority of musicologists

are agreed, that the original Welsh

cfwth (or English crowd) was a small

harp adapted in the course of cen-

turies as a fiddle-harp, it is surely

equally probable that the early

Hindi harp of the Indus Valley

(
3000 B. c.

)
may have developed

into a fiddle-harp by the era of the

Buddhist sculptors.

Certainly India is widely support-

ed in her claim to the invention of

the fiddle-bow. As Francis Galpin,

an eminent Western authority on

ancient instruments, has written :

** Many attempts have been made

to prove that the use of the bow

was known in the classical days of

Greece and Rome, but the word

plectrum will bear no such transla-

tion. With the spread of Arabic

influence the bow came westward;

for apparently its use was first

recognised in India.

Scholars have ceased to cite the

charming legend of the ten-hcaded

Havana of Ceylon, who was reputed

to have created the first bowed

instrument anything from five to

seven thousand years ago. The

many ancient examples of primitive

fiddles, collected in India during the

past fifty years, provide evidence

that cannot be dismissed with an

incredulous smile. A single exhibi-

tion at Calcutta contained two such

instruments from Assam, four from

Bengal, four from the Central Prov-

inces, and half a dozen from various

other localities.

From earliest times the Indian

bow has been used as an instrument

in itself, the form ranging from the

simple pinaka, which was twanged

with the finger, to the elaborate

giant bow of Travancore. The

theory is that some remote Indian

musician ( in deference to the legend,

possibly Ravana ), by comparing a

short with a long bow-string, found

that the former produced a note

higher in pitch than the latter. The

logical step was to fasten a number

of strings of different lengths to the

same bow in order to obtain a scale

of sounds.

Thus the harp of the Indus \’allcy

was evolved, and its sister the thin-

toned Sumerian za^-sal, and the

Egyptian primitive harp of the

Fourth Dynasty.

Our remote Indian friend next

fashioned one end of the bow-harp

into a hollow^ boat, which he covered

with tightly stretched skin. The

resonator so formed increased the

volume of tone, and gave the instru-

ment the appearance of something

between a harp and a lute. Tlie

Buddhist sculptures at Bhaja and

Sanchi
(
300-200 B. c.

)
which show

the instrument,® suggest that the

Persian-Arabic lute, introduced into

Europe by the Crusaders in the

Middle Ages, may have come from

India. There is also the possibility

that the Arabs may have had it

from the Egyptians, for the rock

tombs of Tell-el-Amarna furnish

^ Old English Instruments of Music ( Methuen, London ).

* In Burma it is still in use under the name of tsaun.
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several examples of the instrument.

But, since the Arabs are known to

have received the lute via Persia,

India seems the more likely source.

Mediterranean music is undoubt-

edly indebted to India for the

transverse flute (bloWn through a

hole in the side instead of down one

end ). The much-cited “flute girls,”

imported into India from Greece

in the first century of the Christian

era, did not use this instrument, but

the ” penny whistle ” type. Fitz-

gibbon says that ” no undoubted

and complete specimen of a real

transverse side-blown flute, or ab-

solutely authentic contemporary rep-

resentation of such an instrument,

has ever been found among the

numerous relics of the ancient

Greeks, Romans, or Egyptians.”^

Indeed, there is no substantial evi-

dence of transverse flutes in Euroj)e

till the tenth centur}'.

The eastern gateway of the Sacchi

Tope in Madras, and the Amaravati

sculptures, prove that the instru-

ment was known in India between

300 B. c. and 100 A. D. The present

writer's opinion is that Indian

Gypsies ( the Zutts as the Arabs

called them) introduced it to Europe

through Persia and Byzantium. The
Raudat al-Safa of the Persian histo-

rian Mirkhwand relates how King

Bahram V
( 420-438 A. d.

)
colonised

ten thousand singers and dancers

from Hindustan “ all over the coun-

try.” Their subsequent migration

from Persia into Byzantium, and

the fact that they habitually dressed

in their national costume and

marched to the music of their nat-

ional instruments, adds to the

probability that they brought the

Indian transverse flute unspoiled

into Europe.

So, the sandalwood for Solomon's

“ psalteries and harps,” and possi-

bly a bowed harp and an early form

of lute, came from India. And
certainly the bow for Bach’s violin,

and the transverse flute for Mozart s

symphony orchestra, sped westward
“ to adorn,” in Galpin’s gracious

phrase, “ as the legacy of India, the

highest attainments of our European

music.”

Dennis Stoll

* Th* Story of the Ffute, (
Reeves, London )



THE EVOLUTION OF INDIAN MYSTICISM

VIII.—MEDIAEVAL MYSTICISM, WEST AND SOUTH,
AND THE OUTLOOK TODAY

[Dewan Bahadur K. S. Ramaswami Sastri, District and Sessions Judge

(Retired), brings to this scries of studies of the evolution of mysticism on the

congenial soil of India—the eighth and last instalment of which wc publish here

—a wide acquaintance with this country’s mystical lore and an understanding

sympathy with its varying expressions.—

E

d. ]

Indian mysticism had a very line

flowering in Western India. Besides

producing many saints and poets

and musicians, it took on special

forms and had its own distinctive

features. While North Indian mys-

ticism was strongly protestant and

democratic and sought to abolish or

to modify the caste system, mysti-

cism in Western India wtis conserva-

tive and sought to abolish caste

exclusiveness and arrogance and

superiority rather than to abolish

caste altogether. Further, it created

a new and wonderful artistic form

—

the Hari Katha—in which the re-

sources of poetry and music and

dance were harmoniously combined

so as to appeal to the ear and the

eye as well as to the mind and to

popularise the highest truths of

philosophy and religion in an easily

assimilable form.

Dnyandev, alias Dnyaneswar, alias

Jnaneswar, was the earliest of the

Mahratta Saints. His Jnaneswari,
which is a Mahratti commentary on
the Bhaguwad Gita, is deservedly

famous. It contains nearly q.ooo
stanzas of exquisite poetry, full of

sublime ethics and philosopliy. The

Mahar poet Chockamela was one of

Dnyaneswar’s followers.

Namadev is said to have been

born in 1363 a. d. He was a tailor

by profession and ho also was the

disciple of the famous saint Dnyan-

dev. His own saintly ministration

was between 1400 and 1430. He
realised and taught tliat the whole

universe is pervaded by (iod and

tliat God can be realised in the heart

by pure devotion. He says :

—

The Wtla hits to speak by Thy

might and the Sun has to move round

by it : such is Thy might, O Lord of

the l-nivTrsc. Knowing this essential

truth, I have surrendered myself to

Thee.

He says again :

—

Vows, fasts and austerities are not at

all necessary
;
nor is it necessary for

you to go on pilgrimage. Be watchful

in your hearts and always sing the

name of Hari. It is not necessary to

give up eating food or drinking water,

fix your mind on the feet of Hari.

Neither is it necessary for you to con-

template God without attributes. Hold

fast to the love of the name of Hari.

Tukaram was a petty trader who

lived in the seventeenth century. He
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was a pious devotee of the God
Vithoba of Pandarpur and attained

union with God by devotion. He

says :

—

God is ours, certainly ours, and is

the soul of our souls. God is near to

us, certainly near, outside and inside.

God is benignant, certainly benignant,

and fulfils every longing, even of a

longing nature.

He says again :
** I measure the

endless by the measure of love. He

is not to be truly represented by any

other means. ” His songs in the

lovely Abhan^ metre are very popu-

lar in Western India.

In a famous poem he says :
—

A gold dish filled with milk is put

before a dog. A necklace of pearls is

put round a donkey. Musk is smeared

on a .sow. A scholar [ireaclies w'isdorn

to a deaf man. Wliat good comes of

all this ? Tuka says that only a saint

knows the greatness of devotion.

Even before Tukaram, Ekanath,

who belonged to the sixteenth cen-

tury, Iiad attained and expressed

high mystic rapture in his sweet and

simple poems in the Ovi metre. In a

famous poem he says :

—

Tliougli one restrains the senses, yet

are they not restrained.

Thougli one renounces sensual de-

sires, yet are they not renounced.

Again and again they return to tor-

ment one. For that reason the flame

of God*s love was lit by religion.

There is no need to suppress the

senses
; desire of sensual pleasure ceas-

es of itself. So mighty is the power
that lies in God's love. Know this

assuredly, 0 first among Kings !

The senses that ascetics suppress.

mystics devote to the worship of the

Lord. The things of sense that ascetics

forsake, mystics offer to God. Ascetics

forsake the things of sense, and forsak-

ing them, they suffer in the flesh
;
the

mystics offer them to the Lord, and

hence they become for ever emancipated.

Wife, child, house, self, offer them

to the Lord. In this, above all else,

does worship consist.

Samarth Ramada.s, the spiritual

maker of Maharashtra and the gurti

of Sivaji, was both a patriot and a

saint. The famous poet Mahipati

has written an excellent account of

the saints of Maharashtra.

I have traced the evolution of

North Indian and Western Indian

mysticism and shown tlieir charac-

teristic features and differences.

South Indian mysticism had a spec-

ial efflorescence of its own and the

greatest liynms in the Tamil lan-

guage are of extraordinary sw^ectness ;

they have been ranked along with

the Vedas and have helped to give

a new sweetness and splendour to

the Hindu religion. They led to the

founding of new schools of philosophy

and religion which, though they were

based on tlie Vedas, gave a new

orientation to old ideas by fusing

new aspects with old. The concepts

of Prapathi ( surrender of the human

will to the Divine Will
) and Kain-

karya (
service of God and of God's

children )
were given by them a

high and honoured place in the

scheme of Godward life.

The greatest interest attaches to

South Indian mysticism for two

special reasons. One is that in South
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India the Mahomedan influence was

least, because North India bore the

brunt of the Islamic attack and

West India was the birthplace of

the Hindu counter-attack, whereas

South India lived a comparatively

sheltered life and produced the great

Bhashyakaras and a succession of

saints who carried forward the great

Hindu traditions in all their purity

and perfection. The other is that

the Vijayanagar Empire showed the

potent influence of political consol-

idation and unity on religious

synthesis and enabled Hindu religion

and art to flourish in their highest

forms. Sayana could not have

written his immortal commentaries

on the Vedas in the fourteenth cen-

tury without such political resurgence

and security. Hindu law was codi-

fied, great Hindu temples were built

and Hindu arts began to flourish

under combined princely and public

patronage. The Tantras and the

Agamas extended the benefits of the

highest Vedic culture in new forms

to both sexes and to all classes.

Though Karma differed from man
to man and from group to group,

Yoga and Bhakti and Jnana were

open to all and formed a strong

binding force, giving individual as

well as national pow^r on a stupen-

dous scale.

It is not possible to go here in

detail into the South Indian mystic

hymns, but I may say a few words
about the chief Saivite and Vaish-

navite Saints to whom we owe the

famous collections of poems called

Thevaram and Tiruvirmozhi, The

Thevaram consists of the devotional

poems of Appar, Sundarar and

Jnana Sambandhar. Sambandhar

belonged to the sixth century of the

Christian era. His very first poem

to the God Siva describes Him as

“ the divine thief who has stolen my
heart.*’ Another poem says : His

mantra Namassivaya is the essence

of the four Vedas and leads aright

those who repeat it with love and

pining and tears.”

Appar, who wms his contemporary,

has composed hymns full of .spiritual

passion and yearning. In one of

them he says :

—

The shelter of God my father’s holy

feet is sweet as the faultless Vina, the

evening moon, the soft southern breeze,

the crescent si)ring and the tank

musical with humming bees.

In another poem he says: “We
are not the slaves of any one. We
do not fear death. We will never

know torments in hell. We have no

sorrow.”

Sundaram, who belonged to the

ninth century, wrote equally lovely

hymns recording liis mystic ex-

periences. One song says :
“ I shall

not die. I shall not be born again.

Even if I am born again, I shall

never age.” In another he says:

“ I meditated on Thy flower-soft feet

with love ; and at once all my bonds

fell away from me.”

I am of the opinion that the saint

Manicka Vachahar was earlier than

these, and probably belonged to the

fourth or the fifth century. His

Titu Vdchakam is one of the finest

gems of devotional poetry in the
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world and his Tiru Kovaiyar pictures

the love of the soul for the Oversoul

in terms of human love.

The Alwars have left us equally

wonderful hymns. They were drawn

from all castes and all levels in

society. One of them was a lady

named Andal and her poem Tirup-

pavai is peerless in its poetic beauty

and its spiritual passion. One of

Andal's poems says :

—

When thus we come pure of heart,

strewing fair flowers, adoring and with

songs upon our lips, and meditating in

our hearts on him—Mayan, tlie chihl

of Muttra, the ruler of Jumna*s sacred

stream, the shining lamp whicli lit the

shepherd clan, Damodaran who purified

his mother’s womb by his incarnation—

our sins, j)ast and present, burn away

like cotton in flame.

'riierc is a pretty poem by Perial-

war in which Yasoda is described as

calling the moon to run up to

Krishna. One stanza says:—
My little one, precious as nectar, my

blessing, is calling thee, pointing with

his little hands !

O Moon, if thou wishest to play wdtli

him, hide not thyself in the clouds but

come here with joy !

Tamil is rich in other famous

devotional poems also—such as

Tirupugazh by Saint Arunagiri,

Thayumanavar’s poems, Ramalinga-

swami’s Tiru Varutpd, etc. The
Tclugu and Malayalam and Canarese

languages also have mystic poesies

of a high order, though Tamil over-

tops them all.

In modern Indian poetry we find

the ancient mystical note here and
there but not in such exuberance

as before. India also has felt the

impact of the practical, hedonistic^

sceptical present age. But all the

same the mystical yearning for God
is of the texture of the Indian mind

and can never be entirely suppressed

or eradicated. In Rabindranath

Tagore’s poems

—

Gitanjali, etc.—we

find a fragrant flowering of the finest

mystical feeling. Only a few examples

can be given here :

—

He who plays music to the stars

is standing at your window with his flute.

( The Crescent Moon )

My beloved is ever in my heart,

That is why 1 see him everywhere.

Come to my heart and see his face

in the tears of my eyes.

( The King of the Datk Chanihef )

I am waiting with my all in the

hope of losing everything.

{
The King of the Dark Chamber }

What Divine Drink would thou have,

My tiod ! from this overflowing cup of my
life ?

( Gitanjali )

But the finest flowering of modern

Indian mysticism was in Sri Rama
Krishna Paramahamsa. He spent

decades in the pursuit of a variety

of mystic SUdhanas and attained

many types of illuminative expe-

rience. Of his numerous wise and

wonderful sayings one may be

quoted here :

—

So long as the bee is outside the

petals of the lotus and has not tasted

its honey, it hovers round the flower,

emitting its buzzing soimd ; but when

it is inside the flower, it drinks its

nectar noiselessly. So long as a man
quarrels and disputes about doctrines

and dogmas, he has not tasted the

nectar of true faith ; when he has

tasted it he becomes still.
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It is thus abundantly clear that

India has been a storehouse of

mysticism from ancient times. The

introspective mentality has been

cherished and perfected here through

the ages, and the ideals of conti-

nence and asceticism, of yoga and

bhakti and jnana, have had a great

and unique fascination over the

human mind in India. Sometimes the

flame has burnt brightly and some-

times it has flickered and has seemed

likely to be extinguished. But at

no time has it completely disap-

peared. Even now, and amidst the

thunders of war, we find many

asrams dotted here and there where-

in the travail of the spirit for “ the

white radiance of eternity " is found

as the most imperious inner urge.

India was the mother of religions

and will yet be the messenger of

God to Man and the guide of Man
to God, and the nations of the

earth, war-weary and stricken in

Soul, will come to her for consola-

tion and illumination. Has not Sri

Rama Krishna said :
“ When the

rose is blown, and sheds its fra-

grance all round, the bees come of

themselves. The bees seek the full-

blown rose, and not the rose the

bees.’*r>^

K. S. RaMASWAMI SAf^TRI

DISCIPLINE

Sliri B. G. Kher, former Prime Min-

ister of Bombay, who inaugurated the

Third Bombay Students’ Conference on

November 22nd, emphasized seif-disci-

pline as indispensable in the pursuit of

truth, which he pronounced a sacred

obligation on all students. Emotions

and enthusiasms, left unchecked, he

warned, could lead only to disaster.

“ Self-discipline should be your watch-

word.
''

Shri Gurdial Mallik of Santiniketan

dealt in The Dawn of India for Novem-
ber with the Question of Indiscipline

in Schools and Colleges, *’
in which he

asked the pertinent questions “ Is the

teacher's own life a disciplined one ?
”

and ‘'Is the life of the parents them-

selves disciplined ?
” He writes with

pers])icacity,

I have accepted it almost as an axiom that

a very large percentage of the students' faults

and foibles are a result of the disturbed,

damaged and defective mode of living of their

teachers and parents.

Discipline is Law in action. With-

out discipline from without or from

within, no permanent happiness or even

safety is possible. For the young child

the former obviously must prepon-

derate, but with growth to moral

maturity the balance should change

and the discipline imposed from within

should go farther and farther beyond

the demands of man-made laws, in

strictnes.s and in scope.



NEW BOOKS AND OLD

FROM DIGESTION TO CEREBRATION*

Mr. J. E. R. McDonagh is already

well known as a highly original and

synthetic thinker, fertile in ideas and

eloquent in expressing them. His latest

book is a remarkable achievement, both

for its main theme and for the wealth

of detail brouglit to support or illustrate

the successive stages of theoretical

argument. Whatever opinion may be

formed of it by orthodox medicine and

natural science, there can be no doubt

tliat it represents a valuable and

stimulating contribution to man’s

ccasele.ss efforts to understand the

universe.

Mr. McDonagh starts from the prem-

ise that the universe was originally

filled with a sulxstance which he calls

•' activity and wliich he cciuates with

energy conceived as a form of matter.

This activity has been undergoing a

steady process of condensation, giving

rise in turn to sub-atomic products, to

atoms, to molecules, to colloids, to

vegetable life, to animal life, and tinally

to man. The countless myriads of

phenomena displayed by activity,

which is itself essentially unchangeable,

he ascril^es to varying exhibitions of

three functions, viz,, ‘attraction,’* “stor-

ing,” and “radiation,** The nature of

activity, its origin, its destination and
what caused it to undergo condensation

arc unknown and probably unknowable.

In the first stage of condensation,

the author believes that two basic

products were formed, namely, the

• The Universe Through Medicine,
n^ann, Ltd., London. 25s. )

negatron and tlie neutron. The negatron

spontaneously disintegrates, liberating

electrons and cosmic rays, while the

neutron undergoes differentiation in the

process of which electrons and positrons

are formed.

In the second stage, atoms were

formed by the condensation of sub-

atomic particles, and Mr. McDonagh
discusses the atomic structure of the

ninety-two different elements against

the background of liis activity concept.

He says that yb elements—the metals—
act as radiators, 10 elements—the non-

metals—as attractors, and 6 elements

—

the inert gases—as storers of activity.

Passing then to the third stage, in

which molecules were formed, Mr.

McDonagh gives a very interesting and

novel \iew of chemical combination

and couples it with lus interpretation

of chemotherapy. His work in medicine

has, he says, led him to conclude that

there is only one disease and that the

s\Tuptoms produced are the result of

the worsting of the host’s resistance by

the invader. This resistance lies in the

protein particles in the plasma, upon

which every invader exerts its influence

immediately it enters the body, and

the actual effects observed are deter-

mined by the grades of dehydration

and hydration to which the protein

particles are subjected. Chemothera-

peutic remedies are themselves “ invad-

ers,
** and when they cure they do so

by completing the cycle of physico-

By J. E. R. McDonagh, f. r. c. s. ( William Heine-
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chemical changes that the protein

particles undergo.

With the further condensation of

molecules into colloids, we approach

the confines of life, and the author goes

into considerable detail in describing

his views on the structure of plant cells

and products, the differentiation of

nucleus and cytoplasm, the origin of

sexual reproduction, the functions of

bacteria, vitamins and disease in plants.

The separation of the sexes, and their

attraction for one another, he assigns

to the fact that the female exhibits the

functions of attraction and storing,

while the male possesses those of radia-

tion and storing. The two reactive

functions are antagonistic, yet attrac-

tion occurs because the aim of activity

is to reach a stage of stability and to

function as a storcr.

In the last section, which most read-

ers will find the most fascinating

part of the whole book, Mr. McDonagli

considers animal life and the life of

man in the light of the theory care-

fully and elaborately built up in the

earlier sections. He suggests that the

first organs to be evolved were the

digestive glands. As more and more
organs were formed, intra-organic dis-

harmonies became establisiied which

led to the progress of some and to the

regress of others. The organs which pro-

gressed undertook other than digestive

functions, while those which retrogres-

sed became ductless. It is possible that

the sex glands will in time become

ductless. The last organ to have
become differentiated is, in Mr. McDo-
nagh*s opinion, the cerebrum. The
enormous pace at which this organ

has developed has led to disharmony

between man's psychical and physical

mechanisms, and this lack of co-

ordination may lead to the extinction

of the human race unless steps are

taken to control and prevent it. Edu-

cation is one such step ; its basis

should be co-ordination, and the state

of normality, particularly as regards

health, should be inculcated in the

mind of every individual from the

cradle up.

Finally. Mr. McDonagh asks the

questions, “ Is man the last product

of tlie condensation of activity to be

generated ? " and “ Has he a hand in

shaping his destiny ?
"

'I'o both of

these questions his answer is “ Yes.
"

The account here given of the main

gist of the book cannot succeed in

conveying an idea of the alluring by-

paths which appear at every turn, and

down which the author has evidently

had some difficulty in restraining him-

self from conducting us. Neither can

it give a just impression of the great

factual content of tlic book, drawn

from the author's apparently inex-

haustible store. Even if Mr. McDonagh 's

theoretical framework may appear

somewhat frail in parts, his treatise

deserves to be widely read for these

merits as well as for its thought-pro-

voking originality.

E. T. Holmyaki)
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VIVISECTION OF INDIA*

Can the problem of Pakistan be a

philosophical and academical subject ?

It has been presented in so many forms

that to an impartial spectator it seems

to be fabricated rather than real. Yet

it is a dangerous proposal and should

be prevented from making any head-

way lest it bring disaster.

Tlie idea of Pakistan arose on the

plea that the Muslim interests would be

jeopardised in a united India in which

the Hindus formed a majority. But to

judge from the newspaper reports the

Muslim minorities in the provinces

with Hindu majorities are far happier

than the Hindu minorities in provinces

with Muslim majorities.

“ El Hamza ” puts forward a claim

for a separate Pakistan, including the

Punjab, Baluchistan, Sind, part of

Rajputana, the Hindu State of Kash-

mir and Jammu and the North-West

Frontier Province, on various grounds,

racial, religious, climatic, economic and

other. He says little about Hyderabad

(
Deccan

)
and other states and prov-

inces, though he talks admiringly of

the “ virile Bengalee ” in spite of his

being of the rice-eating race, for which
“ El Hamza " shows contempt when
he warns Sikhs against being “ over-

whelmed by alien rice-caters and
exhorts them to remain a minority in

Pakistan. But the Sikhs probably wall

not forget the treatment they received

from the Muslims in the course of

history, until they were able to conquer
the Punjab for themselves. If the

British Government is really going to

divide India, it will be but proper to

make the Punjab a Simhastan or a

Sikhistan, with Lahore as the capital,

for the Ihinjab is known throughout

the world as the land of the Sikhs and

not as the land of the Muslims, and
more Sikh blood than Muslim blood

has been shed on that soil.

Why does “El Hamza" want Pakis-

tan ? In order to find a national home
for the Indian Muslims. But are the

Indian Muslims a nation ? Not in the

sense of being citizens of a national

state. They do not form a nationality

any more than the Christians do.

Religion may be one important element

of nationality, but it is not the most

important. And what about the Sikh,

Hindu and Christian minorities of

Pakistan ? And what are wc to do

with the Hindu and Sikh states of

Pakistan ? Similarly, what wall happen

to the Muslim princes and populations

of Hindu India ? And what amount
of misery will repatriation entail ? Is

it worth our while ?

“ El Hamza " urges that all the

people of l^akistan lx?long to one race.

This is questionable. But if they do
and tliat racial unity is offered as an

argument for separate nationhood, how
can they freely mix with the Muslims

of Malabar ajid of Bengal, who belong

to different races, cat rice and wear a

different dress ? One can easily tell a

Punjabi Muslim from a Bengali or a

Malabari Muslim. Either Pakistan is

not meant for the latter or they have

to be repatriated. In the former case,

T ^ ^^histan : A Nation. By El Hamz.\. " (Shaikh Muhaimuad .\sliraf, Kashmiri Bazar,
Lahore. Rs. 3/- )

« ... Danger to (he Hindus. Bv “ An Obscure Hindu.’* (The Harbinger Office,
Puthiyara, Calicut. Rc i/8

)
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Pakistan is not reaUy for all Indian

Muslims and in the latter it is not

meant for the Pakistani race. Muslims

will remain in the other provinces and

states and the minority problems will

continue. And if these problems can

be solved—and they will have to be

solved—even the problem of a general

Muslim minority can be solved without

partitioning India. Some even say

that the Muslims are not a minority at

all, forming more than thirty per cent

of the total population of India ;
and

no community which fonns more than

twenty per cent of the total can claim

minority rights.

Culture does not mean merely relig-

ion and its cult. Certain fasts and

feasts may be common to all Muslims

just as others are common to all Christ-

ians. But this fact does not make

the Muslims a nation any more than

it makes the Christians one. Culture

lies in the appreciation of beauty,

music and other forms of art, in the

possession of moral qualities and the

appreciation of their worth, in the

feeling of the sublime and in fellowship

with all humanity. In short, culture

lies in rising above the brutal nature

which man has in common with

wolves and jackals. It may develop

differently in different environments.

The aesthetic state of a Mongol or a

Negro may not be exactly that of an
Aryan. If two races profess the same
religion, it is not a rule that what
appears beautiful to the one will

appear so to the other. Often dress

and food are determined by climate

and ornamentation by racial features.

Either way the Muslims are not one.

A Malabari convert to Islam cannot
also be converted to eating whe^tt
except occasionally.

" El Hamza's” book does not im-

press the reader as unbiased. He has

no good word to say about Hinduism

and Gandhiji. The author's knowl-

edge of the racial characteristics of

the people of the Indian peninsula is

not intimate and needs revision. His

statement that all the people of Kash-

mir, the Punjab, Sind, the North-West

Frontier Province and Rajputana are

Aryans is obviously false.

That that part of India has less than

twenty inches of rainfall, experiences

extremes of climate, contains a desert,

grows less rice and more wheat, has the

largest number of camels and no coco-

nuts, is all irrelevant to the claim for

a separate state of Pakistan, The

only argument that might be relevant

is the need of a separate state for the

Muslims if they really were a nation.

But they are not.

Nationality, indeed, is not natural.

That is, it is not something innate. It

is the result of certain factors like

language, race, religion, territory and

so forth. But none of these factors by
itself is decisive, though territory seems

to be the most important. Behind and

above all there should be the will of

the j)eopIe to be united, and where

there is that will neither differences in

language, nor in race, nor in religion

can stand in the way. Nationality is

a ** will to co-operate. ” Toynbee says

that " would-be nations must find their

souls. ” Some time ago Sir S. Radha-

krishnan declared that India was a

nation seeking its soul. The soul has

to be sought by discovering, if neces-

sary by creating, the common bonds

that unite the people. The real issue

is : Is it advantageous to unite all the

people of India into one Indian nation,

or to divide them into the many
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nations of Hindustan, Pakistan, Dravi-

dastan, Bangastan, Rajastan, Marati-

Stan and Sikhistan, each -s/a« indepen-

dent of the others, raising tariff walls

against them, and spending billions on

armaments and war ? These many na-

tions are not yet formed
;
they do not

yet exist. So long as the British are

holding India against outside attack

we may talk glibly of so many -stuns.

But after these proposed nations are

brought arbitrarily into existence, if

the British leave them to themselves,

we shall feel the need for a united and

single India which only can be a

powerful state, respected by others and

full of confidence in its strength.

So it is better for us to burn all

schemes for the division of India. Noth-

ing has been lost yet but some

dangerous talk has been indulged in.

The argument of some Muslims that

Pakistan should be created because the

Muslims want a national home, that

the Maharaja of Kashmir should be

deprived of his kingdom I3ecau.se the

majority of his subjects are Muslims,

but that Hyderabad should remain a
Muslim State because the Nawab is a
Muslim and, as he has no outlet to the

sea, that part of Madras Province,

including the City of Madras, .should

be made over to him and converted
into a Muslim area, sounds chauvinistic

rather than rational. And if Madras,
Calcutta and Karachi become Muslim
ports, then only Bombay remains for

the Hindus, and tliat too not for

Hindustan but for Maratistan. And
the plea may not be w'anting for ask-
ing that also for the Muslims, because
Hyderabad may want a port on the
Arabian Sea and Arabia has a religious

significance for the Muslims. Such
unconsidered utterances by some of
the Muslims of India tend to create the

gravest apprehension in the minds of

the Hindus. Both communities may
grow suspicious of each other and work

for each other's ruin. And no patriotic

Indian, whatever be his political views,

can view this development with favour.

The India of the future will not be

a Hindu India or a Muslim India but

an Indian India,

To one with such an attitude even
the “ Obscure Hindu's " Grave Danger
to the Hindus does not appear to be
very far-sighted, though the excuse

may be pleaded that it is written in

self-defence.

The “ Obscure Hindu "
is a revivalist.

He exhorts us to go back to ancient

times, to follow everything our ances-

tors said and did. He is of an opinion

that is gaining more and more strength,

namely, that ahimsa or non-violence

is not a Hindu creed, and that Lord
Krishna in the Bhagavad-Gita never
taught Arjuna to lay down arms. The
Muslims taunt ahimsa as the creed of

the timid and the coward. It is a
peculitirly Buddhistic creed, but the

wonder is that none of the Buddhist
nations follow it. It is to be noted
that the Samurai or the warrior caste

of Japan belong to the Buddhistic Zen
sect. A warrior has to be an ascetic

;

if he want.s pleasure he cannot risk life.

And the Zen doctrines were found very

suitable for him. Only, he does not

want to destroy life wantonly and for

selfish ends, Ahimsa is great. But it

is only great politicians that can decide

liow far it is practicable in politics.

The “ Obscure Hindu " should be

read by all Indians ( including Muslims

)

whether or not they accept everything

he siiys. He warns the Hindu of the

danger that awaits liim if the moves of

some of the Muslims succeed. And
the Muslim reader will foresee the fate

of the Indians if some of the members
of his community persist in their

activity. One is led to feel that, religion

or no religion, the Indian must be

happy. And if Swaraj means religion,

and so conflict, war and misery, then

better be witliout it. But religion

need not be identifled with Swaraj. To
identify them would be going back by
four centuries.

P. T. Raju
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THE FIRST OF THE P. E. N. BOOKS *

From its inception in 1933, the

P.E.N. All-India Centre at Bombay had

in mind the publication of a series of

brochures on the several regional Indian

literatures. Then the Prague session

of the International P. E. N. Congress

accepted the invitation of H. H. the late

Maharaja of Mysore, conveyed through

the founder of the All-India Centre,

Shrimati Sophia Wadia. to hold the

Congress in India late in 1940. It

therefore became urgently necessary

for the All-India Executive Committee

to devise means by which the delegates

from abroad could be easily acciuainled

with the treasures of the classical

Indian literatures as also with aspects

of the recent Indian literary renais-

sance. The Committee decided to

bring out the projected brochures on

the Indian literatures before the 1940

session. Meanwhile Hitler intervened,

and inevitably the Indian session of

the International Congress had to be

postponed till after the war. However,

under the inspiring leadership of

Shrimati Sophia Wadia, the P. K. N.

All-India Centre has decided to pu.sli

on with the venture, undeterred by the

difficulties incident to the publication

of books in war time.

The present plan seems to be to

devote one volume to each iinporlant

regional language besides one attempt-

ing an assessment of the contributions

of Indians to Englisli literature—twelve

volumes in all. Shrimati Sophia Wadia,

the General Editor of the Scries, has

secured the co-operation of scholars

from all parts of Irnlia ; and if this

first volume is an earnest of those to

follow, one has little doubt that the

P. E. N. Books on the Indian Litera-

tures will phenomenally succeed in

their twofold aim, of making the

literary achievements of each linguistic

group familiar to the other groups and

to the outside world, and also of em-

phasising the cultural unity of India in

spite of its apparently teeming versatil-

ity and variety.

Following the general plan of the

series. Shri Barua divides his book into

three sections. In "The History of

Assamese Literature," he gives a rapid

sketch of its course from its beginnings

in the thirtcentli century to the end

of tlie eighteenth. Like many another

Indian literature, Assamese literature

seems to have been fertilized by a

rich layer of translations from the

original Sanskrit. TJicn came Sankar

Deva
( 1449-1569 ),

" tlie real founder

of Assamese literature," and his disting-

uished disciple, Madliav Deva. After

the heyday of the Vaishnavitc Period,

Assamese literature shot out in many
directions—history, biography, alle-

gory, romance, science, mathematics,

what not ? The vicissitudes in the

political life of Assam left their marks

on the literature coinpfjsod during the

latter half of the Ahoni Period.

In Section II, Shri Barua surveys

the Modern iVriod. The Ahoms gave

place to tlie Burmese, and the Bur-

mese in turn to the British
;

Bengali

ousted Assamese from its official posi-

tion in the province. Thanks, how-

ever, to the meritorious endeavours

of the American Baptist Mission Press

and to the pioneer work of men like

• Assameu‘ Literature. Hy Birinchi Kumar Barua. lulited by Sophia Wadia for tlu*

P. E. N. All-India Centri* ijntcrnation.'il Book House, Ltd., Ash Lane, Fort, Bombay. Rp-
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Anandram Phukan and Laxminath
Bezboroa, the embers of Assamese

literature were kept alive, and soon

they burst into sudden blaze. Towards

the close of the last century, Assamese

regained its official position, and the

opening decades of the present century

saw a very considerable measure of

creative literary activity. As a result,

Assamese men and women today are

behind no linguistic group in India

in their allegiance to letters and in the

quality of their achievements.

In the third section, a forty-page

anthology of representative specimens

from Assamese literature is offered for

the benefit of readers who know
linglish but are ( like the reviewer

)

ignorant of Assamc.se. The Dakar

vachans wliich have the pointed brev-

ity of a Japanese Haiku; tlie folk-

songs that recapture tlie free and
fragrant spirit of a bygone age

;
the

Great Prophecies about the War, By
Clarenxe Reed. (Faber and Faber,

Ltd., London. 2 $. 6d.)

This is a titbit to amuse tho.se wdio

like to fit the cap of prophecy to the

events most dear, because most near to

them—those of their own period and

country. After introductory examples

we have the author’s ingenious if not

convincing interpretations of various

predictions, one from a Polish Spiritual-

istic source, another attributed to St.

Odile, some from the British Israelite

37

soul-stirring ecstasies of Sankar Deva
and Madhav Deva ; Raghunath Chow-
dhury’s insinuating melodies ; Ambika-

giri Roy Chowdhury’s inspiring patriot-

ic songs that are as opportune today

as when they were composed—these

and the other verse and prose speci-

mens garnered here must whet the

appetite of the reader for more and

yet more of them.

Shri Barua writes easily and con-

vincingly, and he has succeeded in

giving a brief conspectus of Assamese

literature to the eager outsider. The
book is excellently printed and got up.

Attractive hand-made paper has been

used as jacket
;
and the book is bound

durably in saffron khadi. Not the

least of the attractions of the book is

the map of India, with the Assamese

area painted yellow : a suggestive and

useful editorial contribution, this !

K. R. Srinivasa Iyengar

movement, while Tolstoy and Nostra-

damus complete the tale. It can be

entertaining to speculate in this way as

to what is meant by other men’s

prophecies, but the serious student

knows that these may be deceptive.

The way for him lies first in the study

of the periodic cycles of history. By
such a study of the recurring events and

tendencies of the past, he wall acquire

for himself the data needed to predict

in some measure the series of their

continuance into the future.

W. E. Whiteman
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THE FAITH OF A BIOLOGIST

Julian Huxley is at all times instruc-

tive. He has the capacity to interest

without levity and to instruct without

heaviness. This new volume covers a

wide range of topics from the size of

living things to mice and men, from

the analysis of fame to the worthfulness

of life, from eugenics and society to

religion as an objective problem.

The reader will be taught to beware

of the concept of race, and the confu-

sion of that with the concepts of culture

and of nation ; and greater caution will

be acquired in evaluating the claims of

environment vs. genetic endowment.

He will learn the considerations which

restrict size, e.g,, the mode of respira-

tion, the habit of moulting, the restric-

tion of available food supply where

animals are slow-moving and so on
;
he

will also find that while "'man is almost

precisely half-way in size between

an atom and a star, the biggest single

organism is a quadrillion times larger

than the smallest and the sun is almost

precisely as much heavier than a

big tree as the big tree is heavier than

the filter-passer. ” While adaptation,

natural selection, etc., arc a few

of the long-range trends of the growth

of species, nature also exhibits many
“ frills and furbelows of non-adaptive

accident. . .mere diversification abun-

dantly but meaninglessly superposed

on the adaptive meaning and slow

advance of life. The reader will get

some useful ideas on the science of

society as an organism, the biological

analogy being shown to be fruitful,

in spite of the marked difference

between cell and human individual.

in that while the latter is more devel-

oped than the former, “ human society

is far less developed than its indiv-

idual units." Further, “ Man has

entered a realm where things and

experiences can have a supreme value

in themselves even without subserving

any purely biological needs." In man
evolution “ could become conscious "

;

in this possibility lies what can make
life worth living ; this valuable pos-

sibility of achieving a sense of union

with something bigger than our ordi-

nary selves, " this is the possibility to

achieve salvation, a possibility which

is still left to us despite the repu-

diation of God and immortality.

The student of philosophy will find

the first essay on the “ Uniqueness of

Man " the most stimulating and,

perhaps, the most provocative. The

writer indicates not merely how man’s

capacity for conceptual thought, ex-

pressed in the possession of speech,

tradition and tools, distinguishes him

from the rest of creation, giving him

superiority even over creatures endow-

ed with wonderfully and elaborately

organised instinct-apparatus, but also

how man could have arrived at his

place in the universe only along the

path of evolution, which we are able

to reconstruct now. Huxley's own

words are worth quoting :

—

And conceptual thought could have ariien

only in a multicellular animal, an animal

with bilateral symmetry, head and blood

system, a vertebrate as against a njollusc

or an arthropod, a land vertebrate among

vertebrates, a mammal among land

os. 6J.

vertebratc.s. Finally, it could have arisen

'TA« Uniquemsi of Man. By Julian Huxlby. ( Chatto and Windus, London.
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only in a mammalian line which was grega>

rious, which produced one young at a birth

instead of several, and which had recently

become terrestrial after a long period of

arboreal life.

Yet, if the religious impulse views

the force behind this wonderful work

(vicitra-racand) as spiritual, not merely

physical, biological or even psycholog-

ical, that impulse is to be stemly

called to order, to be adjudicated on as

to whether it is intellectually permis-

sible and socially desirable'* and to

be “harnessed to take its share in

pulling the chariot of man’s destiny ”
!

It is this topsyturvydom that is

provocative. The religious impulse, if

it is truly such, envisages man and the

universe as a whole, not piecemeal ; it

should harness others, instead of being

harnessed
;
it should guide instead of be-

ing sat upon in judgment. The trouble

with Huxley as with scientists in general

is that, having got under way, they

stand amazed at their own progress

instead of marching on to the journey’s

goal. If man has reason, animals have

instincts
; but while man realises his

endowment, there is no evidence that

animals realise theirs ; it is this realisa-

The Indian Constitutional Tangle.

By Jamil-ud-Din Ahmad.
(
Shaikh

Muhammad Ashraf, Kashmiri Bazar,

Lahore. Re. 1/4)

It is perhaps oversanguine to look to

a partisan politician for an uncoloured

picture but surely one is entitled to

expect from him at least fair play,

a dignified approach and freedom from

personal invective—in all of which

expectations the reader of this polem-
ical work will be sorely disappoint-

ed. The proposed partition of India,

tion, not the endowment itself which

constitutes man’s uniqueness : and with

this we have passed to a better knowl-

edge of ourselves than as conceptual

animals. The capacity for conceptual

thought would make man just human,

the narrow, ordinary self
;
escape from

this even in Huxley's own sense of

salvation is possible only because man
is more than this, wider, deeper, more

permanent in his satisfactions and less

dependent in his needs, essentially

beyond speech and thought, though

the wielder of speech and tools. Man
is unique, in short, not because, he is

man, just as a bird is a bird or a reptile

a reptile, but because he is more than

man ; the bird may not know that it is

a bird, much less that it is God ; man
can know and does know, at least for

fleeting instants, that he himself, like

the whole universe, is God. In the

grasping and the holding of this truth

lies the salvation both of individuals

and of society, not in the mere study

of sociology or in eugenics or in the

attempts to create a brave new world

by the perfection of birth-control and

artifical msemination.

S. S. SURVAXARAYANAN

which the author defends so zealously,

must he a painful thought to every

lover of that venerable land. But, the

issue of “Pakistan” aside, the informed

and equitable reader cannot but regret

the gratuitous aspersions here cast

right and left—on the Indian National

Congress and its Muslim President,

on the Congress Ministries and their

Muslim members, and on Gandhiji.

One can only hope, for the sake of

all concerned, that the writer’s attitude

of suspicion and distrust does not
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reflect that of the All-India Muslim

League Council, of which he is a mem-
ber. We know that it does not repre-

sent that of all Indian Muslims, whose

interest is ill served indeed by such a

book as this. It is hard to be patient

Witchcraft. By Charles Williams.

( Faber and Faber, Ltd., London.

I2S. td .)

We all have the tendency to think

the horrors of our own times unequalled

in history and this book could usefully

disabuse any mind of such conceit.

Though the publishers disclaim any

attempt by the author to make the

reader’s blood curdle, Mr. Williams is

too able a writer not to evoke, willy-

nilly, the nightmare atmosphere of the

periods he describes.

Yet the book is unsatisfactory despite

the care in setting out the picture from

the ''pagan” times of the Roman
Empire, the dark ages, the noble trials,

the "Malleus Malificarum” and the

insanity of the persecutions, the Fire

Philosophers’ movement, the Salem

outbreaks, down to the change in the

public outlook in the eighteenth

century. When he touches upon
the metaphysics of the phenomena
described so well, the phrases appear

to have significance, but their content,

like a very spectre of the thought,

melts in one’s grasp, leaving bewilder-

ment as to what is really meant.
"Satan fallen like lightning” is a phrase
that fascinates him, but it is used
merely as imagery that evokes an

with partisanship and separatism in

these days when breadth of sympathy
and recognition of community of inter-

ests are such crying needs of India

as of the world.

Ph. D.

atmosphere. He does not seem to have

met the universal interpretation of the

myth of the fallen angels, any more
than he has recognised the actual

periodicity of the outbreaks of

witchcraft and other phases of psychic

development.

Yet there are many points of inter-

est in the book, some of which it

W'ould have been good to have seen

developed. One may be mentioned.

He describes the four types of the early

centuries who operated the supernatural

powers in which all men then believed

;

first, the vile malefic wizards, secondly

"the grander kind, such as the priestess

in Virgil, learned in conjurations, who
by knowing, as it were, the mathemat-

ical pattern of the universe, the proper

balance of sound and movement, could

control the heights and dci)ths of

things.” Third were the astrologers and

lastly, " some few to w^hom the magical

art was indeed " high priestess of

heaven” who, pushed on by a pure

learning, follow'ed in honour and chas-

tity towards a sublime union with the

final absolute power.” Whatever Mr.

Williams’s ultimate beliefs may be, this

theme w^ould surely have been more

worthy of his gifts.

W. E. Whiteman
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Witchcraft. By William Seabrook.

(George G. Harrap and Co., Ltd.,

London. los. bd.

)

You Can Speak with Your Dead. By

Shaw Desmond. ( Methuen and Co.

Ltd,, London. 35?. bd .

)

It was said in the 8o’s of last century

that there were not in the West lialf a

dozen people calling themselves “occiilt-

ist.s,*’ who had even an approximately

correct idea of the nature of the Science

they souglit to master. The warning

was also given that, with few excep-

tions, these students were on the higli-

way to sorcery. This pungent com-

ment comes to mind in reading this

voliimeof Mr, Sea])rook’s. Gupta Vidya,

with its foundation in altruism, is far

removed from the unpleasant events

here narrated. Mr. Seabrook is anxious

to dismiss the supernatural as explana-

tion of these studies in the power

Witchcraft in the world today, jtrofer-

ring to believe in tliat wliicli he calls

"induced stiggeslion. ” In his \iew,

too, spiritualistic phenomena "all have

a physical-medianicrd oiigin, ’ and

the werewolf " is a pathological case, a

hallucinated human being, like the

vampire.'* pA’crything Ii.us to he, judged

from the stand-point of the five phvsical

senses. The impression left on the

mind is that the "civilised" West is

not without its galaxy <.»f dugpas. and

that the dross of the medieval " black

arts *’
is being revitalized by a sensa-

tion-seeking public in these modem
days. The chapters on native African

magic are of interest to the anthropol-

ogist. One of the appendices is

devoted to Krishnamurti "living today

in Hollywood, a friend of Aldous

Huxley and other intellectuals."

There is ample evidence, historical

and otherwise, for the existence in man
of nervous and magnetic forces that

act as vehicles for certain of his unseen

powers. Mr. Seabrook could cease to

shudder at the word "supernatural,”

if ho would only concede the possibility

of the extension of our knowledge of

jnirely natural laws. None-the-lcss, liis

1x)ok is of \alue as an indication

of the modern attitude towards his

subject- -not least, in its apparent

failure to recognize the full ethical

implications of the horrible practices

hr d.escribcs.

Mr. Shaw Desmond is one of the

most popular writers today on psychical

fcsearcli He docs not {^retend in this

small volume to solve the many prob

lems that face in\ estimators in this

field. It is questionable, however,

whetlicr the olla podrida of .spiritualistic

romniimications, and the continued

encouragemeiU of I'assivity, are not

likely to lead to worse evils than exist

at present. There is a brief chapter

with rcfeiencc to tlic world’s general

trends in tJie light of an ".Aquarian Age."

B. r. Howell

SHORT NOTICES

Rice.
(
All-India Village Industries science of nutrition, and education in the

Association, Maganvadi, Wardha. As. higher nutritive value of hand-pounded

12 ) rice and in hand-pounding methods

The chronic malnutrition of the is very badly needed. A pertinent

Indian masses is a pressing national section brings home to the Government

problem. They atv ignorant of the and to local bodies their responsibility

—
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for banning ricc-mills and the import

of polished rice or at least for discourag-

ing machine milling by heavy license

fees for rice-mills, if not, as found

effective in the Philippines, by a tax

upon the milled product. This is not

an academic question. It involves tlie

Legend of Lost Ring and Other Poems.

By B. Rama Rao, m. a., f. g. s.. Direc-

tor, Mysore Geological Department.

( Published by the Author, Bangalore

City. As. 12
)

Lyrics and Sonnets. By M. Gilbert.

(
The Hosali Press, 6, LTsoor Road,

Bangalore. Re. i/-)

Shri Rama Rao disarms criticism by
his modest preface to this second

collection of his verso. He need not

apologize for straying from his

vocation.

On the side of prosody and even of

choice of words in the foreign medium
the captious could find here much to

criticize. Only by reason of its length

could the eponjTTious ballad of

Sakuntala justify its pride of place.

Shri Rama Rao is at his most felicitous

in blank verse, as in “ The Genesis of

Earth. He has well described most
of his poems as “ of a purely des^ rip-

tive type, almost devoid of any exalted

Asphalt Road to Concrete Paradise.

By V. S. Mi-dvedkak.
(
The Bombay

Book Depot, Girgaum, Bombay) The
more men and women we have
thinking things out for themselves, tlie

greater the hope that individualism
will survive the pre.ssurc to conform,
which is being brought to bear so

heavily on thought and speech in

practically every part of tlie w(jrld

today. It is not necessary to agree
with all the detailed solutions .so con-
fidently pre.scnted here—the reviewer

Replenishmentfrom the Central Source
by a New Method of Raja Yoga : The
Higher Mental Development explained
in the light of the Esoteric Philosophy,

health and the vigour, even the span
of life, of millions. By the correction

of this one remediable evil the Govern-
ment could make a more effective, if a

less spectacular, contribution to the

good of the country than all its

railroad schemes have done.

E. M. H.

emotional pictures. Yet he is a poet

at heart. He stands entranced before

A Sylvan Dawn '' and claims to have
glimpsed its soul, but he vouchsafes us

only a vivid description of its outer

beauty, when “ the silhouette shrubs

in silence shed their dusky veils.
**

The contrast is striking between the

robust extraversion of Shri Rama Rao
and the introversion that finds expres-

sion in Mr. Gilbert s sonnet apotheosi-

zing liis tears as his greatest treasure

and in liis nostalgic longing now for his

lost childhood and again for the silence

and the solitude of the Sahara. Most of

the latter’s Lyrics and Sonnets are

pleasant reading but they fall somewhat
short of distinction. Here is reflection

without profundity. The choice of

words is generally pleasing but tlicre is

an occasional slip in syntax and even
in spelling, and the rhythm is some-
times defective.

E. M. H.

frankly di)cs not—to recognize in these

essays on a variety of subjects, political,

social, economic, even dietetic, the

mark td original and virile tliought and

of fearless expression.

Valuable features are the author’s

demand for food fin* all and his in-

sistence that the interest of humanity

as a whole be put ahead of i^tty

personal interests and that goodness

and greatness be appreciated without

reference to country of origin.

E. M. II.

By Basil Crump, Barrister-at-Law,

Member of the Esoteric Yogacharya

School of Tiljet, (
Free on application

to the author at P. 0. Ranchi, B. N. R.)



ENDS AND SAYINGS

“ ends of verse

And sayings of philosophers.”

Hudibras

It is salutary lor Britain to be re-

minded, as slie was in mid-Novemlxir

by Sir Prafulhi Chandra Ray’s open

letter to Sir Richard Gregory, I^rosi-

deiit of the BritisJi Association for the

Advancement of Science, tliat the

justice of India’s claim to nationhood

is not the dream of political enthu-

siasts in India but a deep conviction

in the lieart of the overwhelming major-

ity of thoughtful Indians. The latter

could not wish for a spokesman more

temperate or more frank than the

great scientist, as rich in honours as

in years, w’ho in that letter pointed

out on behalf of Indian scientiists

“ tliat the object of science for the

promotion of human welfare is not

only frustrated by Fascism but also

by Imperialism as it operates, for

instance, in India and in other depend-

encies of Britain.” He backs up his

statement with specific illustrations.

A tree is known by its fruits and the

extent to which .science has been utilised for

the progress and happiness of India would be

revealed by the fact that after 200 years of

British rule the percentage of illiierucy is 00,

the aveiage annual income is less than £5,

the average expectation of life is 25 years

and a ridiculously small proportion of the

economic life of India is industrial. Cases

of interference in academic life for non-aca-

demic reasons are not rare. . .

.

We, Indian scientists, urge other scientists

all over the world to assert that llie question

of scientific reconstruction of society on the

principles of freedom and justice for all

should not have geographical limitations.

We are convinced, as we hope you are, that

the problem of the frc'iclom, progress and

liappincs'i of mankind indivisible in the

modern world.

Noble words, and true, and as the

ICdilor of Science and Culture assures

us in his December issue, they express

views “shared by all scientists in

India.” They must be shared by all

men everywhere who accept the uni-

versal validity of etJiical ideals and

certainly by every Indian who in addi-

tion feeds deeply for his country’s

plight.

Self-confidence is the first step to

that kind of Will which can make a

mountain move. That full self-confi-

dence modern India as a nation lacks

and Sir C. V. Raman in his Convo-

cation Address on November 28th at

tlie Patna University did us all a

service in holding up a mirror to the

inferiority comjdex from which, in spite

of the keenness of the Indian mind, too

many of our people suffer. Courage,

even audacity, the driving force w’hich

takes one anywdicre. Sir C. V. Raman
urged upon his audience. The antidote

which he prescribed for our defeatist

mentality w\as the recognition of the

place which is rightfully ours as the

inheritors of a civilisation glorious and

great when most of the world was

steeped in ignorance. Its achievements

in the tield of practical applications

were great, but also in ” communion

with the Infinite. ” The true represent-

atives of the human spirit, he declared,

were not the famous conquerors :

—
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The true creators oi human civilisation are

those immortals who have sought communion

with Nature, who have sought to find from

Nature lier profoundcst secrets and make

them available to their less gifted brethren.

And it is well for us to remember

that those creators include the devotee

and the philosopher as well as the

scientist, for what are religion and

philosophy, like science itself, but the

pursuit of Truth, the attempt to arrive,

by one or by another road, at the

nearest possible approximation to tiie

Real ? Sir C. V". Raman implied tliis

common bond between the seekers after

Truth when he declaveil that even iii

science “ devotion is the passj)oii to

success.

I he dignity of all work w'ell done and

the special responsibility of the edu-

cated for correct social attitudes were

cmpliasizcd by Shri Prakasa, m. l. a.,

in his admirable address inaugurat-

ing the provincial Students' Conference

at Allahabad on November 25lh, which

The National Herald (Lucknow) pub-

lishes. He traced much of our tnaible

(o the false standard that holds only

certain types of work as honourable and

condemns as mean the useful labours

that sustain life. India needs to take

to lieart his definition of true service as

to perform onc’.s allotted task to the best of

one's ability and capacity, undeterred by
what others might say, content in llic approba-

tion of one's own conscience. ... If we are

good scavengers or washermen, good tailors

or carpenters, good ]|>capaiits or workers, we
would be making ourselves far more useful

than in being indifferent lawyers or scheming
ofhcials.

It was an outstanding merit of the

original division of castes in ancient

India, in terms not of birth but of

gunas, natural qualities, that it made
^ach man conscious of his relation to

society and of his responsibility for the

commonweal. No caste is dispensable.

Their harmonious functioning depends

upon the faithful discharge by individu-

al members of the duties appropriate

to each. The principle is everywhere

and always valid, whether or not we
call the natural divisions of society

“ castes ”
a.s the Hindus do. And the

attitude of the individual to his own
work is of the first importance. As
Sri Prakasa put it :

—

If a swt‘eper felt th.it but for him the city's

atreeti would be foul-smelling, if the washer-

man felt that but for him every person would

have only diity garments to put on, if the

tailor felt that but for him the world would be

naked, if the peasant felt that but for him the

world would remain hungry, if the carpenter

felt that but lor him there would be no houses

to live in his profession would attain a dignity

that is unknown today. . .

.

I.ft us forget that the only worthy thing for

an edurated person to do is the government

ser\ i( e or law, and the only thing worth be-

coming is a political loader. JMiic.iled per-

sons can do jiractiially thing, and do it

well too, if only they wdl. ... If wo have good

workers and good citizens in every dcpaitmenl

of huiiuin life—educated ])»’r^ons doing every

]>icce of work, taking pride in it and feeling

the joy of it - -v.e sliouid a wm v ditTcrrnl

people indeed.

Whcllicr wc like it or not, ludiii is in

the j)roccss of being iiulustrialized. Of

tiic four primary requirements for

industrial production—men, materials,

money and the entrepreneur—India has

an embarrassing preponderance of the

first. Labour is a drug in the market.

There is no dearth of raw materials but

capital is relatively scarce and the

avenues for the productive employment

of India's immense man-power are

limited. The tide is rising inexorably,

but the trend to urbanization which

the latest Census brings out is not a
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wholesome one, for one reason because

the poor housing conditions in the

cities mean that many urban industrial

workers are living separated from their

families in the villages, a proletariat

ripe for the demagogue. The rate of

increase in the population in the last

ten years is rejx)rted particularly

marked in cities of 100,000 or more

inhabitants.

Dr. Sudhir Sen believes that wise

planning can obviate miicli of tliC

suffering which attended the industrial

revolution in the West. In Publication

No. I of the Vibva-Bliarati Research

Studies

—

Cimjlii t of Economic Ideologic^

in India : An Attempt at Reconciliation

—he e.ssays tlie thaiiklr.ss role

of arbitrator, llis solution will perhaps

appeal little to either tlie charkha

enthusiast or the advocate of rapid

industrialization, but his approach is

temperate and Jiis conclusion not

unpromising. He recognizes the initial

need for the handicrafts of which the

charkha is tlie accepted symbt)!, but he

urges that an increase in the national

income is of the first importance in a

country so poor as India. The problem

for the economic planners here is how
to secure the maximum increase ol

national wealth consistent with the

fullest possible utilization of labour.

Dr. Sen's proposal of (locentralizing

industry has nnicli in its favour. He
visualizes for India factories in tl\o rural

districts, or in small towns, and short

working-hours—perhaps two shift.s—to

enable the workers to cultivate their

fields. Employment in the village

factory would thus be virtually a

subsidiary industry for the farmer,

more remunerative than handicrafts

and, like them, enabling the villager to

remain in his own setting. Dr. Sen

meets the charkha advocates on another

point—the recognition of the desir-

ability of regional production, for

consumption, as far as possible, in the

neighbouring area.

Sir Tej Bahadur Sapru in his Con-

vocation Address at Benares, which

The Searchlight for 2nd December re-

ports, urged upon the universities as

a primary duty in the development

of our national life the bringing about

of a synthesis of Indian culture.

While it is correct to say that there is

such a thing as Hindu philosophy and such

a thing as Muslim philosophy, it is absurd to

maintain in the year 1941 that there is such

a thing as a purely Hindu culture and such

a thing as a purely Muslim culture. As time

has gone on in our history there has been

a remarkable blending and fusion of the ori-

ginal Hindu culture with that culture which

is popularly called the Muslim culture but

which i.s clearly traceable to countries like

Persia anti to a certain extent Arabia...The

last two hundred years of association with the

West have also profoundly affected our mode
ot thinking and even our mode of life.

He suggested as the main questions

for all thoughtful men to consider,

how, as Disraeli once put it for

England, the elements of the nation

are to bo blended again together and

in wliat spirit that reorganisation is

to take place. The spirit of genuine

compromise must indeed be present, as

Sir I'ej brought out in his consideration

of our ix)litical problem.s, but equally

necessary, we .submit, is discrimination

between the sii]>crfluoiis elements in

each contributory factor and tho.se in

each which cannot be spared without

impoverishing the cultural blend. No
fear of irreconcilable clash between the

latter : Truth cannot contradict Truth,

though two truths may be complement-

ary to each other.
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But there must be as sleepless a zeal

to conserve all that is of worth in the

religion and the culture of others as in

one's own. There can be no division

in any fundamental sense between men
of good-will imbued with such a spirit

of mutual understanding and mutual

appreciation, who own their first alle-

giance to Truth, wherever found. “ The

.seekers of the Light are one.'’

The joint September and October

number of The Penal Reformer (
Luck-

now
)

is devoted to the problem of

reclaiming the Criminal Tribes, a

problem most acute in the United

Provinces, where about fourteen lakhs

of men, women and children belong to

groups which traditionally regard crime

as a legitimate profession. Over

40,000 of these are registered criminals.

Assassins can be hired from their ranks

for a small fee; tliree years ago two

hundred murders in the United Prov-

inces were officially ascribed to

" professional murderers. " In 193S it

was estimated that in the United

Provinces alone they stole property

worth rupees thirty lakhs. There were

in that year 34,000 cases of burglary

and 3,400 cases of cattle-lifting.

Bombay and the Punjab and other

provinces face the same problem though

their criminal-tribes population is

smaller. There is general agreement

that “ there is no race of congenital

criminals ” and that the best hope of

reform lies in the education of the

children along right lines
; several

writers would remove them inexorably

from their environment, permitting

contacts with parents only under defi-

nite restrictions—a stringent ni«.‘asure

which would seem to entail dispropor-

tionate distress if the estimate of Major

P. C. W. Merry is correct that the really

flagitious characters in the Criminal

Tribes Settlements constitute not more

than five per cent of their population.

It is quite understandable that the

moral influence of that small percentage

.<^hould be devastating among the youth

of the whole community, but why not

remove the evil influence instead of its

innocent potential victims? We do

not evacuate a town when a contagious

disease breaks out, but only isolate the

sufferers.

A few points of special importance

emerge from the recommendations for

rehabilitating the members of these

tribes. One is the contribution of

economic causes to the criminal tenden-

cies of these people. A traditional

leniency towards crime and the rank

inadequacy of income of the working-

cla.sses make a bad combination. The

Annual Report on the Working of the

Reclamation Department for 1940 warns

that

il proix»r arrangements to enable them to

improve their economic conditions and to

adapt thembclvcs as law-abiding citizens are

not made, there is every likelihood of the lice

members of the tribe once again reverting to

crime.

As one writer puts it, “ We tell the

child not to steal, but we do not

provide for all his requirements and

eliminate the need for stealing. " It

is emphasized that efforts at educating

the younger people of the Criminal

Tribes will be futile unless they arc

assured of suitable and remunerative

employment. The cost of reliabilita-

tion, by education, by settling adults

on the land. etc., will be considerable

but tlie cost of failure to rehabilitate

these people will be incomparably

greater.

Another point made is the necessity
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of restoring their self-respect, which in

the education of the young involves

avoiding a patronizing attitude, not

reminding the children of their unde-

sirable antecedents, etc.

Three of the six Criminal Tribes

Settlements in the United -Provinces

arc run by the Salvation Army, in

connection with which side-stepping

by the Government of what is obvious-

ly its own responsibility a comment of

Shri Sampurnanand, [former Minister

of Education in the United Provinces,

is of interest

:

Personally, I am rather dubious about

religious associations, no matter what their

religious label, because their primary interest

in the saving of souls is apt to make them a

little oblivious of things more obviously

mundane.

The Young Men’s Hindu Associatioji

of Bombay set an excellent example in

sponsoring, on November 29th, a cele-

bration of the Gita Jayanti ( the Birth-

day of tlic Gita ) that was in tliorough

Jiarmony with the universality of that

ancient Scripture of the Soul, inviting

a Christian, a Vedantist, a Muslim and
a Parsi to speak on the Bhagavad-Gila

at a public meeting presided over by

Sophia Wadia of the Ibiited Lodge of

Theosophisls. All of the tributes to

the Gita were iiotewortliy, one speaker

impressed most by its emphasis on

Duty, another by its stress on Renun-

ciation and a third by the sound basis

which it offers for linivcrsnl Brother-

hood ill its teaching of the One Self in

all beings.

Prof. A. M. Moulvi of the Ismail

College, Andheri, the representative of

Islam, in evaluating this great work,
to which no group can justly lay

exclusive claim, made sever^ import-
ant points. First, what should be the

aim of representatives of different faiths

in coming together to put before the

public their different points of view oh

religion
—

'^to find out the highest

common factor and thus create an

atmosphere of good-will, peace and

harmony which is the need of the day.”

He laid down accommodation as a

major aim of education—" ability to

see and to appreciate the point of view

of others,” and proved his own adher-

ence to this ideal by recognizing in

the Gt/a

a book of mysticism for the Chri.stians, of

Sufism for the Musalmans and of Vedantism
for fhe Hindus. It satisfies the need of

people of all tastes at all times. To a material*

ist it is a treatise im Duty. To a spiritually

minded person it is an alchemy that converts

b.-ise metal into guld. It is a divine fire that

consumes all that is dross in man and illu-

mines his being from within and without.

Professor Moulvi traced some of the

striking parallels between the teachings

of the Gitu and those of Sufism.

Religion, he declared, was a means to

an end, not an end in itself
;

if any

devott'e of any particular religion were

to make, like Arjuna, an earnest search

for truth, lie would surely come at

length to see God wherever he looked,

within and without.

If such tolerance and breadth of

outlook could only spread, the old

unhappy quarrels between the follow-

ers of different faiths would in no

long time fade from our memory, and

religion, which, thanks to its exploiters,

now di\'idcs man from man, would

take its rightful place as a unifying

force, an inspircr of brotherly feeling, a

spur to righteous living, an enkindler

of heart consecration.

Science cannot be allowed to evade

responsibility for the misuse of find-
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ings which bear their destructive poten-

tialities upon their face. Tlie claim

made by Dr. R. C. Roy on November

16th in his Presidential Address at the

annual meeting in Patna of the Bihar

Branch of the Institution of Chemists

(
India ), which The Searchlight reports,

that *^poor old human nature must

take the blame” is rather disingenu-

ous, as i.s his statement that

although it is belter to keep powerful wcaixuis

from irresponsible hands, the only realistic

solution is to eliminate the irresponsible.

The elimination ” of irresponsible

individuiils miglit present some con-

scientious difficulties to any but a Nazi

mentidity. But the fact that irrespon-

sibility is even more characteristic of

aggregations that of individuals proves

Dr. Roy’s solution fantastic. Most

civilized individuals, it may safely be

assumed, are sufficiently mature mor-

ally to be entrusted, say, with knives,

without risk of mayhem. But group

morality too often lags far behind the

ethical standard of the majority of its

units. In the melting-pot of organiz-

ed society, the solid metal tends to l^e

submerged while the dross rises to the

top like scum. The heartlessncss of

corporations, the greed and the ruth-

lessness of imperialist nations are no-

torious.

The law of the jungle in trade, with

its sardonic caveat empior, is out of

date. The State is there to trim the

cheater’s claws. But, until war be-

tween nations is correctly branded as

mass murder, the State will never

move against the scientist w^ho, in

making public discoveries obviously apt

for destruction is giving, not stones,

but sticks of^dynamite, for bread.

Dr, J. C. Ghosh, the Director of the

Indian Institute of Science at Banga-

lore, writing in The Scholar Annual

2^41 on '' Science in Modern Life
”

recommends " a central thought ” to

the educated youth in every land, viz.,

It is not enough to provide mankind with

tools of progress. It is a much higher task

to teach them how to use these tot)ls.

He admits that " men of science

cannot escape the moral responsibilities

even for the evil fruits of their

labours, ” but he suggests that a solu-

tion of the present moral cliaos may lie

in the joining of “ every man of good

will and understanding ... in a great

cducati\'c effort which will prevent the

forces developed by the pursuit of

science from being used for the drstruc-

tion of civilised lif(‘.”

The texts for sucli an educative

effort are, of course, ready to hand in

the world’s great scriptures, but science

itself, as he brings out, has an import-

ant contribution to make to right

thinking, in the mental discipline, the

dispassionate lioiiesty whicli it imposes

on its votaries.

Science teaches that it i > a crime to declars

a inoratoriam on intellectual honesty even in

times of war.

A noble contribution, but we suggest

that science has an even more vital

lesson to teach us all

—

i. <?., the inexor-

ability of the law of cause and effect

which governs in the laboratory no

more exactly though sometimes more

perceptibly than in the activities of

men. Science can perhaps best help

to save civilisation by dwelling on
that law and on its implications in

the lives of nations as of individuals.

If once that basic concept is generally

grasped, conviction will dawn of the

truth of W. E. Channing’s assertion

that “ no greater calamity can befall a

people than to prosper by crime.” The
wide-spread acceptance of that aphor-

ism would spell the end of imperialist

exploitation no less than of war.
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are removed from it, and thus one

becomes conscious of the weakness

and the futility of the original object

of lust. Its animal direction has been

checked when the instinct of lust it-

self is frustrated or turned to the real

object of satisfaction.

The fundamental LVge—call it

“libido ” in the sense of Freud or of

Jung, or Mind-Energy—is that wliich

supports the manifold play of self-

being and self-perpetuation, the

struggle for existence and the struggle

for persistence or becoming. This is

what continues to be the nucleus of

existence and of immortality Ihroiigh-

out man's or even God’s Being. TIic

animal and the social are but dis-

coloured muddy canals of its flow,

whereas the purity of its existence is

realised in realisation of the Self, of

the Great Brotherhood of man and of

the Fatherhood of God. This may

form the background, metaphysically

speaking, of tlie organic resonance of

the lust-love instincts, however con-

trary they may appear to one another

wiien seen from their different planes.

But it is true to say that it is not

the gratification or the satisfaction of

lust that leads to its transformation.

The author of 77ie Voice of the Silence

is entirely right in denouncing tiic

theory that the gratification or the

satisfaction of the animal can ever lead

to spiritual realisation.^ The doctrine

of anubhava or the working out of sex

or of instinct in the manner in which

it has appeared aiftongst us will

lead to worse than hell. On the con-

trary, the main aim in mystical and

religious life is to take away from the

instincts the force that guides them and

to lead it up to spiritual ends. The
primitive resonance of the psychic may
continue, for the aim is a substitute

satisfaction which finally shall become

the specific satisfaction as determined

by spiritual life. To utilise otherwise

in substitution means nothing more

than the sublimation of the instinct by

lifting its object from the plane of the

animal vital and the human to the

Divine Spiritual and the Highest.

There must be the substitution of

higlier ends along with the withdrawal

from old ends; anukidyasya sankalpa

must be ff^llowcd by the pratikulyasya

varjanam. The life of man henceforth

being governed by the Object of

Realisation, God, all the powers of man
become exclusively directed towards

that Object. In the life of Sri Andal,

for example, the Object, because of its

utter planal difference from anything
tliat the human ever knows, has utterly

reorganized the response, has canalised

her incipient desire for the Lord,

sexually even, into something appearing
totally different, that is, asexual or

Pure Platonized Love. The H^mns
of Andal are illustrations of the trans-

formative possibilities of the substitu-

tion, othenvise viniyoga prthaktva,

principle.

There is restraint of the mental
modifications followed by Isvaraprani-

dlidna. When, McDougall writes,

restraint leads to sublimation, the energy of

the restrained impulse is guided into useful

channels where it co-operates in sustaining

activity directed to goals consciously approv-

ed by the whole personality.*

The aim of the substitution of high-

er ends or of God, even for instincts

the lowest and most fierce, drains the

energies away from them and leads to

the modification of those energies or

rather to the upbuilding of new organic

* The Voice of the Silence, pp. 17, 18. Cf. Bases of Yoea. By Sri .\urobindo, pp. 174.

191 ff.

* Energies of Men, p. 307.
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or psycho-physical paths that yet

somehow resonate with the previous

ones. If it be not so there can be no
study of the genetic growth of mind
from its primitive nature to the present

nor can we satisfactorily prophesy the

future. It is because of these reso-

nances in psycho-spiritual life with the

behaviour patterns of animals and of

insects even, that we perceive the pos-

sibilit3^ of modification of the human
instincts into intelligent behaviour.

There can be no compromise with

falsity or ignorance or the animal life.

But that does not mean anything more
than the building afresh—with the

strength given to the self, the same
strength that expressed itself previous-

ly in and through the mechanism of

ignorance—of a new world of Godliness.

The rose must indeed become the bud
and become a new rose. This is the

making of oneself in Spirit, without

desire for external objects of sense,

without any passion or lust or greed or

hatred, Man in such a state of Platon-

ic existence is one with his Self. He
and His Object, God, have become one,

and his entire nature has been fashion-

ed so as to be suitable to the apprehen-

sion, the appreciation and the ananda
of the Object.

Thus it has been said if one could

but know one's Object, it would
be easier to attain it. Man's choice

always has been between accepting the

life of a frustrating environment and
fulfilling Divinity; the wise have al-

ways chosen the latter whereas mortals

have alwa^’s tended to choose the
former with all that it entails. The
call to man has always been to throw
overboard the w^orld of sense and to

substitute for it love for the Divine.

This had to be done and, once done,

the Object controlled the individual

and transformed him, kneaded him in-

to shape and fashioned him into the

servant of the Spirit, l^eligion has

always believed in this great possibility

of God's transformation of His disciple.

Conversion, leading up to divinization

wherein the vital sex has no place, has
been declared a possibility by the great

Sri Vaishnava writer Venkata natlia in

his RuhasSya-iraya-sara, and by Sri

Aurobindo in modern times. Sublima-

tion is a state arrived at through the

process of substitution of ideal ends or

of an ideal End or Object.

K. C. Varadaciiari

AN EXPERIMENT IN ADVERSITY
The famous French writer Andre

Maurois has distilled wisdom out of

disaster. Exiled from home and coun-
try, stripped of all his possessions, he
has found a truer sense of values. He
contributes to the first issue of To-
morrow (U. S. A.) a significant article,

"An Experiment in Adversity." Its

kernel is the discovery that ** nothing
in life is ever truly posscvsscd, save a
steady faith, a clear conscience, and
a well-stored mind. The rest is frail-

ty." And the practical application
of realizing that ” as long as you are
alive, there is in that frail little skull
of yours a fortress no Blitzkrieger can
storm " ?

Since this inner retreat is the only one that
will be left us when our home has been de-
stroyed, and our favourite room shattered, it

seems to me that the first rule of an Art of

Living ouglit to be : Der^oraia and furnish

with love and rare that inner sanctuary ofyours.

We take a lot of trouble buying the right arm-
chairs, the right tables and the right pictures ;

certainly wc should take even more trouble

to adorn the invisible walls of our mind.

Wc take a lot of trouble filling our library

shelves with the best books, and we are right,

but we should take even more trouble to fill

our invisible shelves with the best thoughts

and the best poetry, because we can lose our

pictures, and our books
(

I have lost mine ),

but we cannot lose our culture ;
especially

that part of it we acquired in youth.

Memory, with old age, or disease, or wars,

may fade. What was acquired first is last

to be forgotten. Store your mind, when you

are young, witli beautiful poetry, with noble

thoughts. You cannot imagine how helpful,

comforting, and soothing, and exalting, you

will find them all, if ever comes for you, ns

it did for so many of us, a lime of despair

and solitude.
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The central problem of our time Shri

G. C. Chatterji defined in his presiden-

tial address at tlic Aligarh Session of

the Indian Philosophical Congress on

2ist December as

to supply a ineaiimg to life, to define the aim

or purpose for which we live, and to indicate

the manner in wliich that purpose is to be

realised. If the lack of certitude in our

modern temper has bred a mood of despair

and a sense of the futility of all things human,

wliat solution has philosophy to offer in this

predicament ?

He rcc'ognises that it is in the best

tradition of Indian thought that ‘^philos-

o])liy must face from time to time

the practical problems of life and seek

to supply those in search of guidance,

not only doubts which will paralyse

life, but certainties on which they can

regulate their conduct/’ But philos-

oj)hy, in India as elsewhere, has not

always recognised that obligation and

must accept its fair share of the blame

for tlie very defeatist attitude Shri

(liatterji deplores. Philosophy by its

derivation means the love of wisdom.

And wisdom is soiiiething more than

facts, though it includes tliem
;
some-

thing higher than dialectics, though

dialectics is its tool. Metaphysics is in-

dispensable as the background and the

basis of ethics, but when philosophy

wanders into the bypaths of barren

s^ieculation, when it becomes divorced

from life, it is not the love of wisdom

but mere w'ord-spiiining, wasteful of

time and energy, if it does not actually

encourage the altitude that makes

“ ends of verse

And sayings of philosophers**

Hudibras

efforts at self-reform seem vain, and

attempts to ameliorate conditions

futile.

Philosophy might be defined as

thoughts to live by. Be a man's pro-

fessed belief what it may, each has his

own philosophy, whether formulated or

not, which he expresses in his life.

And nothing matters so much to a man
as his philosophy of life, his concept of

himself and of nature and of the rela-

tionship between the two. As he thinks

so, sooner or later, he acts. Convince

him that the universe is a fortuitous

concurrence of atoms, and that he can

evade the consequences of his actions,

and what incentive do you leave him

for right conduct ? Man has been

taught that he is a thinking animal

and current history supplies the

evidence that he can act the part

;

convince him that he is an unfolding

god and he will try to purify the

temple of his body and to express

increasingly the divinity within.

Prof. Amaranatha Jha, Vice-Clxan-

cellorof the University of Allahabad,

who presided over the Thirtieth Ses-

sion of the All-India Sahitya Sammelari,

held at Abohar on December 27 th,

dwelt not only upon the advantages of

Hindi as the national language but

also upon its needs and the services

\vhich the Universities have rendered

to the Hindi language and literature.

Not only has much work been done
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in Hindi at the Universities of Calcutta,

Patna, Benares and Allahabad but

teachers at Lucknow. Lahore, Jammu
and the Agra University are engaged

in literary work in that language. The

Allahabad University is bringing out

a uniform series of Hindi classics on

the line of the Oxford Poets series.

Many of the leading Hindi writers are

University men. Let us hope that the

time is not far distant when wc shall

have lived down the reproach of Gan-

dhiji in his latest brochure. Construe^

five Programme, Its Meaning and Place,

that

our love of the English language in prefer-

ence to our own mother tongue has caused

a deep chasm between the educated and the

politically-minded clas.ses and the masses.

The languages of India have suffered impov-

erishment. Wc flounder when wc make

the vain attempt to express abstruse thought

in the mother tongue. There are no equiv-

alents for scientific terms. The result has

been disastrous. The masses remain cut off

from the modern mind. Wc are too near our

own times correctly to measure the disser-

vice caused to India by this neglect of its

great languages. It is easy enough to under-

stand that, unless we undo the mischief, the

mass mind must remain imprisoned.

Dr. Anunda K. Coomaraswamy’s

analysis before the American A.ssocia-

tion of Museums at its Columbus meet-

ing, of the sources of greatness in

ancient art is not flattering, by com-

parison. to today’s popular lesthctic

theory. Tiie museum objects of today

were things for use, serving alike the

souls and the bodies of the users. Tlie

artificial division between usefulness

and Ideality was foreign to the artisans

of the past, free men, “ responsible

men, for whom their livelihood was a

vocation and a profession. ” A thing

can only be beautiful in tlic context

for which it is designed. ” Ornament

is nothing extrinsic, artificially applied

to redeem an object from ugliness.

“ The beauty of anything unadorned

is not increased by ornament, but made

more effective by it. . .made to function

.spiritually as well as physically.

Ancient art did not aim at mere

imitation. It presented things not as

they look but as they should look.

** Art is an imitation of the nature of

things, not of their appearances. ** To
appreciate the ancient works of art

demands education not in sensibility

but in philosophy. The works of art

in ancient Greece as in ancient India

were supports of contemplation, de-

signed, “in Indian terms, to effect our

own metrical reintegration through the

imitation of divine forms. " In this

light the canonical traditions of Egyp-

tian as of Indian art become clear. “It

is the irrational impulses that yearn

for innovation.'" What were the para-

digms that the ancient works of art,

with their balance between physical

and metaphysical, symbols which

meant the same in cultures widely

separated gcograiducally, were designed

to recall ? Transcendental concepts,

the eternal realities.

Dr. Coomaraswamy condemns as a

misuse of language s[)eaking of an

artist as "inspired by external objects."

"Inspiration,” he declares, “can never

mean anything hut the working of

.some spirit »ial force w'ithin you. " And
he deplores the visual education which

is limited to describing jdiysical actual-

ities.

It is the natural instinct of a child to work
from within putwards

;
" First I think, and

then I draw iny think." What wasted efforts

we make to teach the child to stop thinking,
and only to observe! Instead of training the
child to think, and how to think and of what,
we make him " correct ’’ his drawing by what
he sees !
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More and more the need of co-ordina-

tion not only of different branches of

science but also of all other knowledge

is felt. Welcoming the 29th Session of

the Indian Science Congress at Baroda,

H. H. the Maharaja struck the right

note when he said,

We have here representatives of all bran-

ches of Science. These branches arc all

interdependent, and the discoveries of one

react upon the others. A Congress of this

type can bring about greater co-ordination of

the work carried on in different branches.

Again, Sir V. T. Krishnamachariar,

the Dewan of Baroda, in welcoming the

5th Session of the Indian Statistical

Conference, said:—
We should, as far as possible, replace

detached, isolated and individual essays by

investigations which taken together form a

complete whole. In making this remark I

have in mind specifically the problem of our

rural life. A large amount of valuable work
has been done on separate aspects of it and
1 do not, for a moment, wish to minimise

their importance. But 1 feel that these

.separate investigations will gain in practical

effectiveness if they are inspired by a clearer

perception of the essential unity of i*ural life.

The geologist Mr. D. X. Wudia,

presiding at Baroda on the 1st of

January over the Twenty-ninth Session

of the Indian Science Congress, pro-

posed an international directorate of

scientists, supplemented by economists,

engineers and industrialists. Sucli a

directorate would, lie believed, by
adopting the technique and the temper

of science, make a better job of govern-

ing the world than those in power for

the past live thousand years who Jiave

not only “failed to bring harmony in

human relations, but have signally

succeeded in making history one record

of recurrent wars.*'

Those who rebuild when the present
orgy of destruction is over will do well

to consider, more seriously than it has

ever been considered before, the desir-

ability of government by the wise—of

substituting aristocracy, in its root

meaning of Government by the Best,

for demogogy, mobocracy, plutocracy

and all the other perversions of the

governmental ideal which have brought

the world to the very brink of ruin.

The principles of righteous government

have been laid down from ancient

times. They are to be found in some of

the great codes of the world where the

ideas of the truly Wise are enshrined.

But how to find the men most

fit to apply them, to hold the reins of

governmental rule? For regenerated

governments we need regenerated men
to put in power.

The question may legitimately be

raised, whether we can confidently

place our future in the hands of the

scientists and their advisers, technical

and business, as Mr. Wadia suggests.

He admits that there has Ix'en perver-

sion of science though he views the

wreckage its abuse has made po.ssible

as “an evanescent jiliase in the history

of nations... to be compared to the

havoc by earthquakes and tornadoes."

Science, he jiromiscs, will rebuild a

Ixjtter world and “reintegrate the

stricken people to a new and more

secure life." But as long as science in the

jierson of its votaries is venal, as long

as its discoveries are at the service of

national prejudice and hate, how dare

men sign a blank cheque in its favour ?

Mr. Wadia proposes as a preventive

of the admitted txTversion of science

that “the hierarchy of pure science"

assert “its patent rights on the

common pool of strategic knowledge."

By all means let it do so, but let it do

it first and proxc itself responsible
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before it claims "a determining share

in the governments of the world."

Lt. Col. T. J. Kedar, Vice-Chancel-

lor of the Nagpur University, in wel-

coming the delegates to the Seventh

Annual Session of the Indian Academy

of Sciences, which met at Nagpur on

December 25th, expressed gratifica-

tion at the presence of four Fellows

of the Royal Society but said that he

looked forward with confidence to the

day when, at meetings of the Royal

Society in London, its members would

look around to find how many of them

had “ won tlie honour of being Fellows

of the Indian Academy of Sciences."

A pleasantry, no doubt, but many a

truth is spoken in jest. Cycles do

repeat themselves and there would be

nothing surprising in India's regain-

ing at no very distant day the hegem-

ony which once was hers in scientific

knowledge as in moral culture.

We do not, however, follow the

Vice-Chancellor in his attempt to

whitewash modern scientists in respect

of the niisu.'^e of the power which they

have put in irresponsible hands. It

is (juite true that all natural tilings

are good or evil according to the use

to wJiich tJiey arc put, but to give the

})ublic more knowleflge than it is

morally lit to use for good, powxT for

evil to which it would otherwise not

have access, is a crime ethically if not

legally. This is his unconvincing

argument for tlie defence :
—

TliC Ijorrors wliicli iion-scientists have lot

lijoso OTi the world are, however, not— as is

frequently sii^posed -ot the making of scien-

tists. Knowledge is y)owcr, but the good

or evil licK not in the knowledge that we
possess or the power that it gives but in the

purpose for which we apply it.

Even in ancient days they were cry-

ing " Peace, Peace "
; when there was

no peace and no basis for a lasting

peace. Shrimati Vijaya Lakshmi

Pandit spoke truly when she told the

All-India Women's Conference on

December 29th that “ the establish-

ment of world peace by the ending of

national wars depends on the removal

of the causes of wars, " She pointed to

some of the more obvious causes when

she said that wars could be rooted out

only by the ending of the domination

of one country by another and the

exploitation of one people by another

and demanded that w^omen's organisa-

tions throw all their weight in favour

of world disarmament and labour peace-

fully for the establislimcnt of a juster

political and economic order.

As women w'e hnve a special responsibility

cast on us.... Shall we bear sons only that

they may murder other women's sons and

help to maintain a system which stands self-

condemned ? Or shall we raise our united

voice in favour of a brave new world where

human life and human liberty receive the

respect which is their due, where progress and

security arc within llie grasp of each individ-

ual ? . .

.

Unless it is recognised that tlic new
W'Orld must be built up on the co-operation of

a free people in a free world order what

ultimate good can come of a victory even

by the so-called progressive powers ?

A timely warning, especially for

Indian women in their new-found

freedom, against discarding in the name

of fashion tliat W'hich is line and beau-

tiful in Oriental culture is sounded by

Begum Mir Amiruddin in The Indian

Social Reformer for 20th December.

Imitation is proverbially the siiicer-

cst flattery, but when that which is

imitated in another is that wdiich is

base in him the result caricatures the

model and degrades the imitator.

Imitation and emulation are the poles
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apart. The latter aspires to make its

own the inner qualities from which

another's noble achievement has

sprung
;

imitation seizes upon the

adventitious and tJie meretricious,

concerns itself with mannerisms rather

than with the cultivation of the inward

grace from wliicli tliat which is admir-

able springs. Begum Mir Amiruddin

writes

We suffer in a clangorous degree from a

malady of imitation, dangerous because wc
do nc^t emulate otlior races and nations in

regard to habits and c ustoms which have con-

tributed to their progress but rather a|x: their

shortcomings and weaknesses.

Her warning is particularly apro]>os

in connection witli her article on

Women and Social Reform " in the

following issue in which she urges an

attack upon the double standard of

morality, along with the correction of

other disabilities which continue to

bear hard ui^on Indian womanhood

—

the discriminative inlicritancc and

divorce laws and the outworn institu-

tion of polygamy. There can be no

doubt that, as she writes, if men who
led an immoral life suffered ostracism

from society, and not merely women,

social life w^ould be rendered purer,

but let us hope that India will avoid

the disastrous error of sopliisticateci

society in the West, which has indeed

abolished to some extent the double

standard but has done it by levelling

down the moral standiirds of woman-
hood instead of by raising the ethical

demands upon the traditionally freer

sex.

His Exalted Highness the Nizam, in

his message to the Eleventh Session of

the All-India Oriental Conference wdiich

opened in Hyderabad ( Deccan
)

on
December 20th, reminded the delegates

that in the troublous times in which

they were meeting, when nut only

democracy and freedom but the very

foundations of society, culture and

civilisation were under attack, it was
“ all the more incumbent on them to

keep alight the torch of Eastern

thought, philosc)j)liy and religion.
"

The Nawab of Chliatari, the Presi-

dent of the Nizam’s Executive Council,

in his inaugural address referred to the

considerable contributiun of India and

the East to the great common pool

which is the sum total of human knowl-

edge and altaiumcnt.

To foster aiul promote Oriental studies is,

therefore not merely an endeavour to en-

courage Oriental Art, Literature and Learn-

ing, to create a sense of just pride in our

past... or to make us wortliy of the great

traditions we have inherited by bringing

them before our view for constant inspiration,

but also to spread far and wide that unifying

influence which imbues the mind with the

quality of detachment so necessary for wider

understanding and nowhere so emphasised as

in the East.

The late Sir Akbar Hyclari’s message

recognised in the Conference itself an

expression of India’s determination

that the torch of pure learning shall

not be extinguished. ” His second

thought, he adds, on reading the names

and the subjects on the programme

is the unity of our common heritage. And
how it takes no count of Hindu or Muslim or

Bengali or Madrasi or Sanskrit or Urdu. Pure

knowledge is universal ; learning knows no

creed or community. Surely it is an cncouragc-s

ment to us today, when the stress is so often

on points of disagreement, to know that how-

ever different the sources of our quiturc there

is a common ground on wdiich vre may meet

together in agreement.

These inspiring sentences, appearing

as they do in one of the last public

messages of a justly honoured and
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broad-minded son of India, may well

stand as his parting word to us all.

A major value of history, along with

the lessons that it teaches, is the

broad perspective that it affords. Its

impartial presentation widens our

horizon, shows us tJie mighty sweep of

cyclic law, of action and reaction, and

sets us on a hill-top of time from which

we scan the distant centuries as if they

w’ere but yesterday and understand,

beyond tlie barriers of the years, the

hopes and the fears, the successes and

the failures, of men quite like ourselves,

of men who were ourselves, perchance,

in other garb.

The role of the historian is a respon-

sible one, as several brought out in

their speeches and in messages read at

the Indian History Congress which met

in Hyderabad on the 21st of December.

Rao Saheb Prof. C. S. Srinivasachari

of the Annamalai University in his

presidential address stressed the indis-

pensability of unbiased judgment for

tlie correct weighing of historical evi-

dence and the need for an open mind,

without which there was danger of

becoming so wedded to stereotyped

conclusions from insufficient data that

new theories based on additional data

could not get a hearing. He warned

that

this danger wass particularly marked in those

aspects of Indian historical studies that were

associated w-ith questions of race and culture-

contacts and an examination of the soc ial

order and changes affecting them.

Distorted versions of present happen-

ings lay their promulgator open to a

charge of perjury, of libel or of slander.

Partisan narrators of past events—they

do not deserve the name of historians

—

arc no less mischievous, tliough they

may, with complete legal impunity,

poison the wells of thought as they

will, undermining the human synqxithy

which is the natural exjuession of

universal brotherhood and lilting their

readers with a steel armour of prejudice

against other nations, other races, or

the followers of other creeds. Professor

Srinivasachari referred to the monu-

mental undertaking of a liistory of

India, comprehensive, accurate and

impartial, in many volumes, for the

preliminary plans for which the History

Cxingress's approval and support were

sought
;
and he urged in conclusion that

the minds of historians “ should 1)C

guided by large ideas and generous

principles and not moved by narrow

and particularistic impulses.
”
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Ideals atid Illusions. By L. Susan

Stebbing. (C. a. Watts and Co., Ltd.,

London. 8s. 6^/. )

One question whicli Professor Sleb-

bing considers in her attempt to 1x5

definite—for to think in abstractions,

when one's concern is moral philosophy',

is to fail as a philosopher is whether

it can be right for Nero to fiddle while

Rome is burning. And clearly she

intends this book to be more than

academic fiddling. Provocatively leav-

ing without precise definition sucli

terms as “ intrinsic good ” and
“ inherent evil, " she would give a lead

to our troubled times by challenging

us to become clear and definite and

sincere about the detail of our ideals.

To dismiss ideals, ideas of what is

valuable and worth aiming at, as with-

out practical efficacy, is to talk non-

sense—and those who hav^e read the

Author’s Philosophy and the Physicists

and Thinking to Some Purpose will al-

ready know how devastating can be her

patient and lucid exposure of nonsense.

If to be ‘'realistic” is to get things

done, then he who has ideals and

abides by tliem is eminently realistic.

Our human world is sick partly because

there are so many who are cowardly

unfaithful to their ideals; but also

because there arc so many who arc

too laz3% complacent and timid to think

out their ideals with sufiScient clearness.

All around us are the muddleheads

who rave and bluster. We are being

destroyed both by those who would

repudiate all ideals whatsoever, and by
those who w^ould coerce us towards

ideals tliat are spurious.

Professor Stebbing ’s main concern is

therefore to distinguish ideals which

are, from tliosc which are not, illusions.

While denying " that anyone has a

right to speak dogmatically for others

in the matter of ideals,” she yet has

her own profound convictions as to

“ what it is we most deeply desire, the

attaining of which would bring us

inward peace-- that is, happiness.”

After all, we may allow ourselves to be

guided by our conscience, all the more

so as “Morality is not to be deduced

from anything else
;

the concept of

moral obligation is not to be exhibited

as a deduction from a system of the

universe.” And it is from the stand-

point, as it would seem, of an educated

conscience, of a mind not merely highly

speculative, but sen.sitive, undaunted,

generous and humane, that Professor

Stebbing would commend to us the life

that is spiritual—spiritual being used

to denote, not the “ unworldly,” but

“ the love and pursuit of what is worth

\vhile for its own sake.” P'or “ It is an

illusion to find the value of our lives

here and now in a life to come But

it is also no illusion but iincontestcd

fact that licrc and now wc know that

hatred, cruelty, intolerance, and in-

difference to human misery are evil.”

Alas, what is not contested by the

noble is now the mockery of vast

masses, the world o\‘er, terrible in tlieir

armaments. For which reason, perhaps,

Professor Stebbing ’s new book may be

all the more suited to its purpose for

being, in its constructive parts, not so

much an intellectual formulation, as a

persuasive expression of fine sentiment.

Michael Kaye
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Mofigol Journeys. By Owen Latti-

MORE.
(
JonathaJi Cape, Ltd., London.

i2.s‘. 6d. )

Most of iis might experience some

difficulty in drawing an accurate map
of Mongolia, and some might even be

slightly uncertain about the part of oiir

planet in which this vast territory lies.

The very word may suggest liardly

anything except ilic name of that fear-

some concpieror Jengliiz Klian who,

dying in 1227, left to his sons an empire

which stretched from the China Sea to

the banks of the Dnie})cr. Mr. Latti-

more is probably tlic best-infonned of

all foreigners concerning this little-

known country and its high-chcek-

boned nomadic inhabitants. Ho had

the advantage of spending his child-

hood and much of his early manhood

in China, and of being in consequence

familiar with the Chinese language and

with some types of Oriental mind.

His material is interesting but he

might liave put it througli a finer sieve.

Occasionally his book degenerates into

what we may call traveller’s trivialities.

Moreover, great skill in presentation is

necessary when a writer is dealing with

places and people and names which lo

most readers will be unfamiliar and

bewildering. This book, none-the-less,

has obviously a high value for students

of sociology , and as examples of the

author’s varied information f will

excerpt a few pa.ssages from a chapter

called Death, Kindness, Religious

Feeling ”
;

—

The Ramayunu Polity. By Miss I*.

C. Dharma, m. a., i>. litt., with a

Foreword by the Rt. Hon. V". S.

Srinivasa Sastri, p. c c. h., ll. d.,

D. LITT.
{ Madras l.aw Journal Press,

Madras. Rs. 2/-)

According to the Mongolb, no pobturc ought

to be grazed year after year by the same kind

of stock - sheep for iiislauco. A pasture ought

fitlier to be rested altogether from time to

time or grazed by some other kind oi stock,

like cows or horses. If it gets no rest or

change the steady accumulation of the urine

and dung of the suii>e animal ceases to be

fertilising and becomes " poisoiiou.s. .

-Already it is clear that the I.aina-Buddhist

church of today docs not owe its survival lo

spiritual vitality but to it.s accumulated

privileges. . .While I agree with the mission-

aries that it would be hard to find a more

debased religion than J.iima-Biiddhi.sm, 1

think that their emphasis on superstition

prevents them from rccogni.sing a genuinely

religious way of looking at things and under-

standing things tliat is perhaps inhercnl in

the life of a nomad of the slcpiw.

The Mongols, wc learn, arc so unusual

that they pay no attention to the dead

bodies of even their dearest relatives.

Mr. Lattimorc's guide, a very intelligent

Mongol, speaking of his mother ( whom
he loved deeply

) said that

She was ol . and he must be there when

she died. Then he would pick a fine place to

leave her body, some lovely, clean and noMe
place. Her spirit would be free and the bodv

.shed, the bones discarded. He spoke of this

as tendcil>' and lovingly as people sometimes

plan a beautiful and ijuiet tomb.

The same man told Mr. Latlimun*

that he had a fine liorse which had

(lied, and that “ he had chosen a line

;ind honourable place to leave its skull.”

This attitude, in Mr. Lattimore’s

opinion, is only due in part to the

Mongol's belief in transmigration.

Here, in short, is a book which will

either intc*rc.st yon deeply or not at all.

( Lll'FOIUJ Ba.x

Miss P. Dharma’s thesis on tlu'

important topic “ Ramayana Polity,
”

which has earned for her the degree of

Doctor of Letters of the University of

Madras, is a substantial contribution to

the understanding of the nature of
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Polity in Epic India. There is a mine

of information in this great epic of

Valmiki and Dr. Dharma has exploited

it, and has given us a monograph

characterised by clear analysis and

careful documentation. Several at-

tempts to present a coherent picture of

ancient polity have been made by

distinguished professors like Jayaswal,

Rangaswami Aiyangar and Law, but a

need was felt to analyse the conditions

of the Epic Age, with its two widely

separated periods of the Ramayana and

the MahahharaUi. The Mahahharata

has a wealth of stories and instructions

.ind inset dharma-sastras, more avidly

studied than the Ramayana, the testa-

ment of Bhakti, Duty, and Prapatti,

and it always stood as the Epic that

revealed the soul of India for a millen-

nium and more. Dr, Dharma shows

that the polity tliat prevailed in the

three domains of Aryan, Vanara and

Raksasa peoples was not as divergent

as miglit be presumed. This is an in-

teresting fact.

Dr. Dharma’s thesis on the whole is

a valuable piece of work on a neglected

aspect of research, fulfilling the words

of the eminent writer of the Foreword

:

**
I promise him—the reader—a golden

harvest of wonderment and knowledge.’*

It will always be diftiriilt to supply

a suitable and an adequate terminology

Ibn Khaldun: liis Life and Work;

trs. from the Arabic by M. A. Enan.

( Sh. Muhammad Asliraf, Kashmiri

Bazar, Lahore. Rs. 3/8 )

Ibn Khaldun is one of the strangest

characters in the history of Islam. His

life seems startlingly apart from his

work, unconnected, so much so that

Ibn Khaldun as a figure in fiction

would be strained and unreal, the stuff

in English for Sanskrit medieval terms,

and the differences in concepts between

medieval and modern times will always

make suspect the appropriateness of

the translated terms. But as the

problems of mankind have always

tended to recur, as man has been made

to learn over and over again what he

had forgotten, all knowledge is memory,

is recapitulation. Mankind—faced with

a modern civilization where conflict

reigns between peoples and rulers or

rather between government by the

people and government by an Absolute

Monarch, styled a Dictator—will find

much that is relevant in the counsel of

Rama to Bharaia and in the behaviour

of the ancient dictator Ravana. Rama-
rajya appears to have been a fair

arrangement, a workable compromise

between the ruler’s sovereignty and

the people's representational sovereign-

ty. It must, of course, be left to

professional politicians whether or not

they would welcome the return to

Rama-rajya—a period of peace, of

culture and of common liappincss in

the greatest measure. In any case, a

knowledge of the ancient polity in such

a clear and concise form as that in

which it is given to us by Dr. Dharma

will help greatly in ganging the soul of

India and her ancient conception of

Social Order.

K. C. \ ARADACHARI

of false fancy. The passion for strug-

gle and adventure was a perpetual heat

in his blood. But it was not adventure

for its own sake. A self-seeking man,

without scruples, this scion of a promi-

nent house of Andalusia (Moslem

Spain
)
moved through the restless

fourteenth century, riding the wave-

crest of sheer opportunism, rolling

between Throne and Throne in the
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Berber states of North Africa, from

Egypt to Morocco. He returned evil

for good. He betrayed friends. He
despised sentiment as weakness and

laughed at loyalt}^, gratitude and moral

principles. To him the final end, self-in-

terest, justified the means, however vile.

For thirty years he indulged in reckless

court intrigues and political strifes. He
bent the confusion of the twisted times

to his own purpose, and made himself

an outstanding personality. Then he

fell dizzily, a victim of his Nemesis.

All his adventures came to naught.

His dramatic life dwindled into a bitter

anticlimax, an enforced quiet.

Strange that this crafty fortune-

hunter should have been one of the

foremost scholars of the Middle Ages :

historian, sociologist, philosopher

!

The seven-volumed kitah al-Ibar, his

main legacy to world thought, is much
more than a History of Islam. Its

great interest lies in a probing analysis

of social phenomena, and a formula-

tion, on scientific lines, of theories on

the state and on sovereignty. When,

in the last century, European research

Spiritualism ? By Shaw Desmond.

( Lyndoe and Fisher, Ltd., London. 3$.

)

This appears to be the second

venture by a new publishing house

founded to publish books on astrology,

graphology, palmistry and similar sub-

jects, in itself an interesting indication

of the trend of public interest in certain

directions. It is written with Mr. Shaw
Desmond's usual ease and mastery of

his subject. He has not attempted to

deal with the difficulties of “ com-
munication** with what he calls the

spirit world, ** something about which

none of us know much, as yet," he
adds. He covers a wide ground, hpw-

first discovered Ibn Khaldun, it was

revealed that the Moslem thinker had

framed theories which anticipated cer-

tain ideas and principles of Machiavelli,

Vico, Montesquieu, Adam Smith and

even Auguste Comte! Ibn Khaldun

had preceded the W^est by centuries in

his profound exposition of the philoso-

phy of History, as also of certain

principles of Sociology and Political

Economy

!

Books on Islamic thouglit, either in

the original or in translation, arc almost

rare in the English language. The

interested student has baffling difficul-

ties unless he reads Arabic or German.

The volume under re\ac\v is, tlicrefore,

especially w^elcome. Within its short

compass it gives a fair indication of

Ibn Khaldun’s patterns of thought and

measures their historic worth, compar-

ing them W'ith tlie heritage of later

scholars and philoso]>hers. As a biog-

raphy, it is conventional, l>ut compe-

tent. I wisli, though, that it had a

little more vividness, a little more

human value.

Bhadam Bhattacharya

ever, and there is scarcely an aspect of

his varied and long experience of

Spiritualism wliicli is not touched upon

in these pages, even though he gives a

more extended interpretation to the

word tlian is customary. There is a

chapter on “Astral Travelling," in

which he recounts an incident that

occurred to him in 1933. Kc had gone

to bed early, and liad fallen asleep :

—

Soon afterwards, as it seemed to me,

although I cannot give the exact time, I

awoke in my bed. The room was dimly

lighted. As I lay there, on my back, I felt

myself lifted a little ^iito tlic air and then

carried or drawn along the bed until, as I

think, my feet must have projected beyond
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the end. Within a short time I, being

throughout fully conscious but incapable of

movement, found myself being brought back

and then laid down on my bed. One thing

I remember distinctly— the pressure of the

pillow against the hair on the nape of my
neck as I was replac.ed on my pillow.

An instance is also cited where Mrs.

Dawson Scott, the novelist, although

at the time in her house in North-West

London, visited the author in his room

at Twickenham. It is difficult, however,

to accept Mr. Shaw Desmond's reference

to “ those irresponsible playboys whom
we call in psychic research ‘ the

dwellers on the threshold,' who play

tricks just as earthly children will do."

Tlicre is a grimmer reality behind this

phrase than lie imputes to it. Nor is

it possible, with the records of Spiritual-

istic phenomena before one, to acquiesce

in the author's statement :
“ There is

no (lan.^^<?r whatcv(^r to anv woman or

The JhnvkspHY Experiment. By W.

David Wills. ( (ieorge Allen and

Unwin, Ltd., London, bs.
)

This sornewliat provocative book will

annoy some, shock others and depress

not a few. It must surely interest,

and cause any intelligcmt reader to

examine liis own beliefs concerning

discipline and punishment.

^Ir. Wills gives what he calls a “ per-

sonal confession of faith" rather than

an official account of llawkspur Camp
where young people had the chance of

a training in a free and sympathetic

environment in order to o>'crcomc

their social maladjustments.

Some of the camp mcmbcr.s had been

in trouble with the law, others had

social and personal difficulties. Those

readers who have any knowledge of

“ free " schools will recognise many
similarities in the re-education of the

man of sound body and mind going

into trance or becoming ‘ sleepy.

Indeed, while we may approve of his

castigation of the two chief classes of

objectors to his faith, the dogmatists

and the materialists, there is a third

class of critics who, studying these

phenomena, reject the orthodox "spirit-

ualistic" explanation of them. It was

an eminent spiritualist of the last

century—" M. A. Oxon "—who wrote :

" Spiritualists are too much inclined to

dwell exclusively on the intervention

of external spirits in this world of ours,

and to ignore the powers of the

incarnate Spirit." Mr. Shaw Desmond
inveighs against fraudulent practices

;

but there is little evidence that the

phenomena can be controlled effectively,

and the moral dangers of mcdiumistic

communication are patent.

B. P. Howell

young adults in the camp. Those who
were able to stay long enough to benefit

by the psychological and other treat-

ment have proved a justification for

the method, but there were many
disappointments. Incidentally a good

deal of light is thrown upon the shock-

ing failure of most official “reform"

schools.

While our economic and educational

system remains wffiat it is there will

always be maladjusted young people in

need of such enlightened treatment as

this book describes. What is somewhat

depressing is that the author seems to

show no desire for a change in society,

he merely wants to help people to live

in the world as it is. Surely his energies

could help us change it

!

The author declares that our social

order must be remoulded, but at the

same time he deplores the gradiial
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elimination of the well-to-do who can

afford to finance social experiments

!

Elsewhere he speaks of “ the dire con-

sequences of the levelling down of

incomes. However, in spite of much

that appears contradictory, much that

Out of the Body. By John and Erica

OXENHAM. ( Longmans Green and Co.,

London. 3s. 6^. )

The late John Oxenham was known

all over the world as a prolilic novelist

and writer. During his last long ill-

ness, his thoughts turned to the after-

death conditions, and one night he had

a dream. This he embodied in a story

and, upon this basis, he compiled this

“ parable of the life to come.” When
his sight failed him, he had the assist-

ance of his daughter Erica. In an

Epilogue she mentions that, for the

last few weeks before his death, her

father lived in the atnio.sphcre of

this book.”

The original dream appears to liavc

lasted only a quarter of an liour,

during which the author found him-

self “ looking over endless distances

—

forests, rivers, lakes, and range upon

range of hills and mountains, to what

seemed the very ends of the world.”

He dreamed, among other thing.s, that

he met his wife, who had predeceased

him. “You simply will to be with

whomsoever you wish, and you are

there, ” he was told, and so it seemed

to him.

The remainder of the volume is an

seems unscientific, this account is

worth the serious attention of all con-

cerned with the welfare of young

people, while the general reader will

find plenty of material for argument.

Elizabeth Cross

elaboration of this original dream

structure, and all of it is marked by a

deeply religious spirit of an evangelical

character. It is reminiscent of the

“ summer lands ” of spiritualistic litera-

ture, though the compilers here

make it clear that they have no con-

nection with spiritualism or psychic

research. “ We have, ” they WTitc,

“ an assured belief in the teaching of

the Bible.” We are bound to pay

respect to the sincerity of the message

contained in this simply written

volume, while taking leave to doubt

its adequacy to meet the real needs of

today. Any dcvuchan is valid for

those who may be experiencing it
;
but

its place in the scheme of things will

not be understood without a realiza-

tion of Life and Death being but epi-

sodes in a continuing unfoldment of

the soul, and of the natun*. of man's

cyclic progress within the framework

of a law of compensation. None-the-

Icss, a kernel of truth is here, c.spcc-

iaily in the message that “love beyond

the grave .... has a magic and divine

potency which reacts on the living,”

to use the words of quite a different

author.

B. P. Howell
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“ What Dreams May Come* • . .
" By

J. D. Beresford. (Hutchinson and

Co. (Publishers), Ltd., London. 8s. 6d.)

As a novelist, Mr. Beresford has

always been interested in ideas more

than in men
;

in an Utopian future

more than in the ugly present
;
and in

the architectonics of form more than

in the disturbing glow of colour. Mr.

Beresford is a severely self-conscious

and sensitive product of modern civil-

ization ; he is unescapably in it, but

he is not of it ;
he would escape from

it gladly but all that he can actually

do is to ask the eternal questions a-

new in one more Utopian novel and

to follow the adventures of yet another

idea. **What Dreams May Come.

.

is

the result.

Living in an uncongenial liome, the

hero, young David Shillingford, early

gets into the habit of dreaming. His

dream world j)rcsently acquires an

integrity and a solidity of its own.

During the aerial Blitzkrieg of 1940,

David, now a young man of twenty-

eight, joins the Auxiliary Fire Service;

while on duly he i.s shell-shocked

and lo.ses consciousness for three whole

weeks. His body is in a London Hos-

pital, but his .^])irit has gone to Oion,

the City on tlie Hill, the land of his

heart's desire, lie sees jniich in Oion,

he changes much, and he makes friends

with Karnak, Gourlayc and other in-

habitants of tliis strange land. David

is convinced at last that violence is

not the way of achieving peace or

happiness. Returning to London,

David writes out his new Bible, makes

two converts and dies opportunely in

prison.

David's is a deep dream of peace.

Says Yajnavalkya in Brihadaranyaka :

—

And wlicn he falls asleep, then after having

taken away with him the material from the

whole world, destroying and building up

again, he dreams by his own light. In that

state the person is self-illuminated.

Uddalaka Aruni also says (in Chhand-

ogya
)

that in deep sleep a man
returns to his true Self and is united

with the True. David too, recoiling

from the beastly present and influenced

by Utopians like Plato, More, Morris,

Butler and Wells, creates in his self-

illuminated state his own unique

Utopia
;

it is a picture of humanity

as it might be, as it wdll probably be

in the thirtieth century
; and, as Dr.

Hood puts it, this future “ sounds

pretty good from liis description of it."

It W'ould indeed be glorious if men
and w’omcn could live together, banish,

iiig all rancour and prejudice and

cultivating the arts of peace and of

happiness. But incii and women
would turn away from the promised

land—promised so long ago by the

Christ and the Buddha—and maim and

make themselves miserable. Mean-

while, sensitive souls like David ( or

Mr. Beresford
)

must dream their

dreams of felicity and project their

visions into a future that allures us

from afar but which, alas, when we

approach it, unaccountably flies fur-

ther off, to our discomliturc. This is

the tragedy of the human situation

and Mr. Beresford has movingly por-

trayed it in his book.

K. R. Srinivasa Iyengar
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SHORT NOTICES

Table of Indian Food Values and

Vitamins. ( All-India Industries Asso-

ciation, Maganvadi, Wardha, C. P.

Anna 1 )

A valuable and timely compilation

from several sources. It gives the

Hindi as well as the English names of

Poems of Peace ayid War. Christmas

Humplireys. (The Favil Press, London.

4s.6d.)

These poems are lovely and some of

them are richly satisfying
;
they add

their fragrant grains to feed the flame

that keeps the heart alight. Such are

‘'.Autumn," “Aniiiia" and ‘‘Humanity,"

and se\eral more. Many are sliecr

beauty and relaxation oi the spirit's

stress, like “ Avoca " and “ The Hills

of Connemara, " hut there are one or

two—“ Madrileiie " and “ Make Me
No Vows "—that, for all their glam-

ourous cliarm, the collection would, to

this reviewer's mind, have been the

iiiore rewarding without.

From another pen poems like “Mad-

rilenc " with their .'^ensuous beauty

Education. Compiled from the

Speeches and Writings of SwA.Mi ViVK-

KANAND.A by T. S. Avi.\’ASHILI.\GA.M,

(
Shri Rarnakrishna Math, Mylapore.

Madras. As. S
)

Whatever concerned liuman welfare,

and more especially the upliftment of

the teeming millions of the ignorant,

starving and slave population of his

beloved Motherland claimed all the

forces of Vivekananda's dynamic soul,

'fhe fundamental curse hanging like a

threatening cloud over tins fair land he

the foods listed and we are glad to

learn that a complete Hindi edition is

in preparation. It should be translated

into the other Indian languages as well.

Where incomes are so pitiably small,

the question what to eat is only less

important than how to eat at all.

E. M. H.

might give pleasure without awakening

misgiving. Why then in Mr. Humphreys'

pages do they seem to toll a warning

hell ? To invoke “ the dignity of the

cloth " may be to court condemnation

for prudery if not for cant, but why

are liberties condoned in mufti that

arc denied to men in uniform ? To be

prominently identified in the public

mind with a spiritual cause and mes-

sage i.s to wear its mental livery, tliat

cannot be put off at will. It is l)ecause

Mr. Humphreys' name is identified

with the cau.se of Buddhism, which he

loves and lias well served, that any-

thing he publi.shes will be assumed by

manv to carry its imprimatur. We
should be soriy^ to have Buddhism

judged bv " Madrih^ne.
'*

E. M. II.

visualized as ignorance in whose train

came many attendant ills : superstition,

jx)vcrty, the degradation of women and

the moral weakness wliich made foreign

domination possible.

Throughout his writings, as we see

from this excellent compilation, the

impelling call for education sounded

ever and anon in Vivekananda's car.

On ma.ss education as understood in

Ancient Aryavaria depended the spirit-

ual emancipation as the political and

social freedom of India.

D. C. T.



CORRESPONDENCE

SUBLIMATION AND SUBSTITUTION

f
This communication from our valuecl contributor Dr. K. C. Varadachari wjus called

forth by our reference in " Ends and Sayings *’ for November 1941 to an article of his on

•' The Doctrine of Substitution in Religion and My.'.ticisin, " which had appcijred in the

Journal of Sri Venkatesvara Oriental Institute. We disagreed emphatically with his suggestion

that “ lust could be utilized in such a -way as to yield love instead of disgust and hate and

misery, " and he writes clearing his position of tlie most dangerous implications of that

statement.—Kn. 1

The aim of life is to grow from a

primitive animality to a free sjiiritual

being. The wide gap that separates

the animal from the spiritual makes it

impossible for us eter to link up the

activities of these two in any intelligible

manner except by way of opposition.

It is certain that unless wc abandon,

renounce, annihilate, the animal within

us, a permanent foothold in divine con-

sciousness is impossible. Tlic non -roturn

to mundane animal life is the one prom-

ise of religion that permanently rules

the consciousness of seekers after real-

ity.' This Idling the case, it is true that

mere substitution of ends in the place

of previous ends, as in the conditioned-

reflex theory, cannot help much by way

of transformation. But the fact remains

that a substitution of some kind,

leading up to the resultant of a higher

activity or flow of energy adapted to

the higher poise of being, is a necessity.

This is the sublimation of the instinc-

tive energy brought about by the

substitution of other or contrary goals,

of suflicicntly ideal goals to make it

possible for the human individual to

.‘^eek them as more valuable intrinsically

than the original instinct, which cannot

but feel bafllcd by the task t(» which it

is directed and therefore, being frus-

trated, seek regression or lisycliic outlet

in the unconscious.

Freud defined sublimati«>n as the

way
by which poworlul c.vcii itiuas Itom itidivid-

Udl sources of sexuality are discharged

and utilised in other spheres, so that a

considerable increase in ps\rliic capacitv

results. fvf>m a. in itself dangerous, prohi-

b tion.

And elsewhere he explained that

It consists in the dbandonment. on the part of

the sexual impulse, of an aim previously

found either in the gratification of a

component-impulse or in the gratification

incidental in reproduction, and the adoption

of a new aim—which new aim, though

genetically related to the first, ran no longer

be regarded as sexual, but must be called

social in character. Wc call this process

Sublimation, by which wc subscribe to the

general standard which estimates social aims

above sexual ( ultimately selfish ) aims. •

^ Vedanta Sutra, IV. iv. 22.

• Three Contributions to the Theory of Sex. English translation, p. 322. Cf. Energies

of Men. By William McUouoall, p. 307 :
** Its essence is the raising of the plane (intellec-

tual, moral or resthetic
)
upon which our tendencies operate.

’*

Psychology Down the /iges. By C. Spearman, Vol. II, p. 150 : Sublimation, " a process

wherein a motive of primitive order is replaced by a higher one, ” by somehow' blocking the

primitive way.
* Introductory Lectures on Psycho-analysis. By Freud. English translation, p. lyo.
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Thus sublimation means, according

to Freud and the Freudians, " the

diversion of sexual tendencies towards

ends that are foreign to primitive sex-

uality and socially more valuable.

Prof. Ernest Jones points out that this

sublimation is a process of deflection

of a sexual to a non-sexiial goal.® In

our ordinary society our instincts are

not pure or isolated but are grouped

according to the configuration of the

situations. The configuration of in-

stincts in highly civilized society shows

that none of the inslinct.s display the

brute original primitive character that

is observable in the lives of animals.

And, as Pfister says, “ As to its form

sublimation presents no new phenome-

non.
'' ® At best what is meant by

sublimation is the instinct modified in

its moral order, and we may add that

it is instinct so modified or so deflected

as to realize the ends to which it is

applied in the moral or spiritual order.

It is not enough to lift or to deflect an

instinct so thoroughly as not to betray

its origins or original specificities, ” to

use the excellent phrase of McDoiigall,

to the .social level alone, for the social

is not, as many claim, at any higher

instinctive level than the individual

thinking being. The socialised instinct

may be less selfish than the individual-

ised one but it must be clear to any

student of Crowd and Society that the

intellectual or ideal level of the crowd

is many times a retrogressive pull on

the aims of the individual.

Pierre Bovet, criticising the views of

Secretan, writes

It is one single tendency the development oi

which leads man from one to the other kinds

of love. Diverse as they are in their objects,

they all contain the same forms of organic

resonance ; and it is these latter which give to

the kind look, the light touch, and the gentle

voice of the Sister of Mercy, dressing the

wounds ot the sick, something of the primitive

tenderness of the lover.*

Pierre Bovet continues :
“ From the

psychological point of view, we should

say that in the second stage the in-

stinct is canalised and complicated,

while in the third it is, in addition,

deflected and Platonisecl.*'-’ The Plato-

nised stage is clscwliere described I)y

him as a stage

in which nothing of the physical behaviour

of the first animal impulse remains, but

\vhirh still reminds us of this behaviour by

the organic resonance guessed at in ordinary

speech and expressed through metaphors.**

This, indeed, is the psychological

view of the substitution of ideal ends,

gradually modifying tlio dircclion and

canalising the individual’s force orig-

inally used as an instinct. This general

energy of the individual in action that

originally impelled the animal be-

haviour is now directed or deflected into

ideal channeLs. The twofold activity

involved in the substitution is with-

drawal as well as direction into useful

higher channels. The Vision of the.

Ideal or of God in some elementary

manner of perception is a necessity

even in religious experience. It is

this Object of the Visifui that makes

it possible for. the individual to divert

his energies in the new direction.

Whether Just could be utilized other-

wise or not, lust's fierceness and fury

^ Fighting Instinct. By Pierre Bovet. English translation, p. io6.
* Papers on Psycho-analysis, 2nd edition, p. 507.
® The Psycho-analytic Method. By Pfister, p. 311. Quoted by Pierre Bovet,
* Fighting Instinct, p. iio.

» Ibid.

* mi.



SELF-HELP

[
Miss Constance Williams, after a successful business career, has set out

to examine herself and recommends this to every one of us. I'his self-examina-

tion is of the utmost importance, Imt sliould we not first have a standard by

whicli we may judge ourselves ? If we do not, no matter how thorough our

examination, it will l)e fruitless, and where can we obtain a good working

standard but from the true immemorial Wisdom- Religion ?- -Kn.

An indispensable volume in the

libraries of our grand-parents was

a book called Self-Help by a mate-

rialistic old gentleman of the namt‘

of Samuel Smiles. 'I'hat book was

very typical of their age, an age of

industrial expansion, an age when

material possessions were beginning

to count for more than an illustrious

])edigree, an age when the “ Self-

made man ” was becoming an

increasingly familiar tigiirt‘.

Self-Help is necessary in our geiu*-

ration also, but for us the Self has

a deeper, wider meaning than it

ever had for our parents. Wo are

beginning to find that material

success is but a very small i)art oi

life, that the Self-made man ” for

all his pride in his achievement is

not necessarily a happy individual.

And that is wliat we are all .seek-

ing today— happiness. One by one

we find that the material possessions

we have striven so hard to obtain

do not bring ns Happiness. We ask

ourselves in bewilderment what we
do want. We grow annoyed Nvitli

ourselves for being dissatisfied.

A'^et this dissatisfaction is very

natural—and very healthy. It is

^vhat the poets call “ Divine Dis-

content,” and only by passing

through this stage of discontent can

we ultimately find out just what it

is in life that we are missing.

One cause of our bewilderment is

that wc are living in an age of

transition and all our values, the

values in whicli our parents believed

so implicitly, are in the melting-pot.

We do not know what to believe.

Science is destroying the faith our

fathers held and although it is

working hard to replace tliat by

another—and perhaps a better

—

faith, that faith is not yet ours and

in llie meantime what are we to do ?

By what are tve to guide our lives ?

What ideals can we uphold as being

worth striving for

It is a Common thing today to

find that the ideals we profess are

not the ideals we live by. For

iiisiaiice, we teach our cliiJdren that

the greatest iieight of nobility is

always to tell the truth, (piite ignor-

ing the fact lliat it takes a noble

man or woman to lie eorrectly at a

erucial moment. We lay too much

stress on exactness of detail and

neglect the real issues.

As Robert Louis Stevenson very

truly says,

The habitual liar may bo a \'ery

honest fellow and Ii\e triiJ\’ with his
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wife and friends; while another man

who never told a formal falsehood in

his life may yet be himself one lie-

heart and face, from top to bottom.

This is the kind of lie that poisons

intimacy. And, vice versa, veracity to

sentiment, truth in a relation, truth to

your own heart and your friends, never

to feign or falsify emotion—that is the

truth which makes lo^•e possible and

mankind happy.

Let us have ideals by all means,

but let us be consistent. Let us

teach our children ideals which they

have some hope of attaining. Let

us give them a religion which is not

at complete variance with the

society in which they have to live.

It is our duty to show them how

to live true to the real essence of

life rather than to preach a ''Sunday

only '* religion.

And in order to achieve this we

must be true to our own character

instead of attempting to mould it

into an ideal our neighbours profess

to admire. Yet it is far harder t(^

be our real selves than to conform

to the accepted pattern. Everyone

we meet endeavours to change us,

those nearest to us most of all. And

our natural laziness, or pleasantness,

or dislike of hurting 2)eople\s feel-

ings will be our greatest obstach*.

For to be labelled " different
”

today is ahnost to be made a social

leper. Yet if we arc strong enough

to be different, in other words to be

ourselves, the opinions of others

will have far less power to hurt us

than if we tried to conform and con-

tinually fell from grace.

And in time they will accept the

strong character as different, they

will tolerate from him that which

they would quickly condemn in

more timid beings, and in time he

will become an authority unto him-

self. He will not only build round

himself a circle of real friends, real

people who have gravitated towards

him because he has deserved them;

but people will turn to him for help

and advice, they will naturally lean

on him when they are in trouble

and he will be admired as a living

example of a calm, strong character,

all because he refused to do as other

people told him.

And what is, of course, more

important, if we are able to do this

we shall become a real integrated

personality, complete in ourself, able,

to bear solitude, able to make our

own decisions and stand by them,

and we shall really know content-

ment, which is one of the rarest

things in the world today.

So Self-Help in our time means

examining our own nature until we

really know ourselves, really know

what \ve want out of life, and then

directing all our energies into build-

ing up the many hicets of our j)er-

sonality into one consistent w'liolc

and achieving that which we desire.

The person wlio can do this is

very rare indeed. Most of us change

our minds according to every pass-

ing mood, every gust of emotion.

We want one thing today and

another entirely different thing to-

morrow. The only way we can

overcome this weather-vane habit rs
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by ruthless self-examination, self-

discipline, Self-Help. And, al-

though we may at first be stigmatised

as selfish and hard we .shall be of far

more use to others in the long run

because of the very strength of

character we shall build up, upon

which they will be able to lean as

upon a rock.

In other words, we shall be the

sort of person who counts in a com-

munity, the person to whom every-

body immediately turns in a crisis

and, what is more important, the

person who is able to withstand and

to handle the crises of his own life.

(•ONSTANCE WlLLIAM>»

BEAUTY AND MORALITY
Bcniard li. Meland, writing in the

Autumn 1941 Versonalist on ‘‘ Some
IMiilosopluc Aspects of Poetic Percep-

tion. ” sets up an artificial dichotomy

with dangerous implications when he

refers commendingly to “ the impulse

to prefer beauty to moral rectitude
**

and asserts that ‘‘ wliercvcr moral

])assion is in dominance, tlie more

subtle and fragile forms of the luiman

spirit arc put to disadvantage. ** He
cites reprovingly the attitude of the

Hebrews and of the early Chri.slians

towards the ie.sthctic life and of Plato

towards the fine arts. (Inc cannot, he

claims, absorb their spirit

wUhout chilling a bit townnl smliiiienls and
insights wliich stand in their own right as

expressions of bcaiit\, unrelated, in any
essential way, to the strenuous ends of the

j;ood life.

I he conclusion rc.sts upon a lal.se

lircmisc— that tlic positing of the

superiority of spirit owr matter Jicces-

sarily leads to regarding s])ati;d objects

generally as corruptive of the spirit,

to consider them as such w'onld be to
see ill blindness or in deafness cause

congratulation—the closing of one

avenue of approach by the Powers of

Darkness—a position which only the

bigoted fanatic could take.

True, artistic appreciation is more an

emotional than a mental experience,

but a work of art may convey a great

moral truth and a moral precept may
be couched in words of lambent beauty.

Between prudishness and the aesthet-

ic spirit there is indeed conflict, but

true morality knows naught of prudish-

ness. Its basis is union and harmony,

rhythmic relations, the suppression of

errant inclinations, the performance of

tliat w'hich is necessary, which “ coun-

terbalances the cause and the effect and

leaves no further room for Karmic

action. ” But true beauty, in art a.s

in Nature, also rests on harmony and

balance and restraint. ]\rr. Meland

writes that for the icsthete beauty and

truth are “ facets of the one cosmic

<Tvstal. ” The complementary facet is

morality and it is not to belittle the

arts to lind in the mastery of the art of

living the .icine of beauty as well as

of (null.



THE FAMILY vs. THE STATE
[
There are two sides to tlio institution of the joint family, still widely

prevalent in India, and which M. N. Srinivas criticises hero. Undoubtedly it

does sometimes bear heavily upon individual hopes and inclinations but equally

undeniably it serves as a check to the development of individualism and

selfishness, which grow so rampant in the West. It is worth noting that some

leading Western social workers have urged joint family responsibility as the

solution of otherwise almost insoluble socio-economic problems.—Ed.
;

Today in India the family is com-

pletely swallowing uj) the loyalty of

the individual. Family loyalty

prevents the individual from dedi-

cating his energies to tlio service of

any larger group. The small fish

is swallowing the big one. This is

the main tragedy of our national

life. The finest elements of socictv’,

the most intelligent, educated, sen-

sitive and idealistic, arc wasting

themselves in winning luead for a

number of relatives, all of them

probably ne’er-do-wells. If this

strong sense of family loyalty were

not deeply rooted in the middle

class oiiv country would have ad-

vanced much farther, .socially and

politically, than it has so far.

The middle class no doubt i.s mi-

merically insignificant. Eiit polit-

ically and socially it counts for

much. The country’s leaders very

frequently conic from the educated

middle class. And if the be.st ele-

ments of the middle class were not

obsessed witli this family loyalty, a

number of first - rate men would

have been released for the service

of the country.

We shall now try to consider Jiow

exactly this happens. The joint

family is very much aliv^c ev'cn to-

da}'. It may not be there in its

old fomi. Members of four or even

five generations living in one house

with all tlieir wives and children,

the expenses of birth, marriage and

death of cv'cry member being met

out of a common fund, is certainly

rare these days amongst the middle

class. But the joint family siirviv'es

in .«oine form or another. Ilrothers

with their wives and children often

livH" together. Again, though eco-

nomic conditions force people to go

away from home, brothers meet, .say,

at the Shriuldhas of their parents.

All the lirothers arc* present at any

birtli, death or marriage occurring

at one of their homes. A well-to-

do brother aids a poor one. A
brother wlio is in the city looks

after tlie education of a brother’s

son, or of a younger brother. The

consent of the eldest brother is

* lack o! any serious study of the working of^fchc joint family in India has com-

pelled the writer to write from his own experience and observation. But he is certain

that what he has writlen alK'Jut is a common thing in the life of the middle class all ov^r

India —M. N S.
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usually sought for the marriage o(

any son or daughter of any of the

younger brothers.

It is almost the duty of the elder

brother to see through the educa-

tion of a younger brother. The

younger is naturally grateful. He
is not only grateful, but he looks up

to the guidance of his older relative

on almost every occasion. His

attitude has something of reverence

in it. The older brother frequently

decides every important thing for

his j^oiinger brothers and the latter

meekly submit to his decision. The

powers of the former head of the

joint family liave descended to th('

(*lde.st brother.

It must be said here that the elder

brother really sacrilices a great deal

to help his younger brother, rhe

elder brother has his own wife and

children to think of, first, .\gain,

there are the younger sistor.s who
ought to be married. Marrying his

younger sisters is the (*ldcst brother s

first duty, rims every pic that the

elder brotlier give.^ sliows great

sacrifice on his part, and tlie y(mng<M

is not unconscious of il. Of course

there are cases where younger i moth-

ers have failed lo remember the

help they have received, Hut

usually they are grateful, and even

wliere they are not siifllicienily

grateful, the fear of social censure

makes them pay back a little of

wliat they have received.

Ihe allegation that the help the

elder brother gives is not disinterest-

ed does not really affect tlie issue.

It only strengthens the ease we

bq

have been making. A sensitive per-

son who knows that his benefactor

expects a return will naturally want

to pay off the debt first.

As soon as the younger brother is

able to earn, he comes to the aid of

his elder brother. And, again, he is

expected to do by his younger broth-

ers as his elder brother did by

him. This lie does whetlier he likes

it or not. It is his Duty. The great

(tiia teaches the doctrine of Duty

and everyone knows liow much a

Hindu is influenced by the teaching

of the Cila. Kantian morality—an

intense dislike of what you have got

to do—comes very naturally to the

Hindu. The whole force of his relig-

ions and social tradition is, however,

on tlie side of Duty and the still

small voice in protest is drowned in

its noise.

Another fact has to be consider-

ed before we proceed witli the argu-

ment. Fhe joint family ranges it-

self on the side of tradition. Custom

is king and it speaks through the

elders. Children are married young.

.\ boy is saddled witli marriage and

his roiiseiil is o{ no account. So a

member of a joint family is burden-

ed witli marriage long before he

knows the price he has lo pay for it.

He may find, on coming of age, that

the tie which was forced on him so

early in his life is coming in the way
of his spiritual growth. rhe.se nar-

row ties, he realises, are jireventing

the dedication of his life lo a wider

cause. Then does his life become

truly harrowing, caught as he is

between a dutv which asks him to
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go one way and a desire which asks

him to go the other. The very con-

flict is enervating. For every such

individual who suffers such a con-

flict and decides in favour of duty,

the nation has to pay a very heavy

price. Not only does the nation

suffer but the individuars life be-

comes painful. His deepest desires

unfulfilled, ho becomes bitter and

morose, and takes a sadistic joy in

compelling those who are dependent

on him to do what he considers their

“ duty. ’’
All the results of frustra-

tion are here. All those who are

dependent on him arc forced to feel

the pain of his self-sacrifice.

I am not saying that what binds

the younger brother to the joint

family is only gratitude. The .senti-

ment is far more complex and hence

I have deliberately used the vague

phrase 'Tamil}^ loyalty.” T'his loyal-

ty includes gratitude to the family

member who has helped you, ])ehav

ing towards those relatives who are

dependent on you as he has behaved

towards you, and, rmally, regarding

the family as the unit for whose

good you have to work. The family

is really an altar on which the indi-

vidual sacrifices himself. Perhaps

the origin of family loyalty is to

be traced to the long ages of joint

family life. Perhaps it has a diff-

erent origin. But the vital fact is

that it is there and its existence

affects the life of the nation and of

the individual.

Now for the conclusion. Looking

at the matter strictly from the point

of view of society, family loyalty is

responsible for much of good. But

at what cost to society ? If our

leaders think that the cost is too

high, that the finest individuals of

the middle class cannot be allowed

thus to sacrifice themselves, then they

must attack the institution of the

joint family. And unless this insti-

tution is destroyed and with it also

the .sentiment of family loyalty, our

society will .suffer greatly. The finest

men will devote themselves to the

prosperity of their petty families and

the nation will be starved.

It is tragic to note that not one

student of Hindu social institutions

seems to Ivave. noticed the waste

that is going on, e\'en though any

one with eyes will perceive it either

in his own life or in the lives of

tho.se around him. 'flu* sooner we
realise the gravity of the problem,

the better for om society,

M. N. Sri.siva^



JESUS CHRIST

GLIMPSES OF HIS LIFE AND MISSION

f This is the second of the series by Ernest V. Hayes whicij presents the

Prophet of Nazareth as an Adept of the Good Law.—Ei>.
'

II.-THE CALL

Save for one incident , the received

Christian vSeriptures say nothing

about the youtli of jesus. Tin*

(inostics, who held tlic tlicosophy of

the Faith, had more to do with

tlie shaping of the (jospels tlian

orthodoxy is likely to admit. For

the Gnostic, the outstanding Ursl

event occurred when Jesus was thirty

\'ears of ago.

One incident told by Luke concerns

him wlien he is twelve year.s old.

His parents take him up to Jerusalem

for a great festival. The Holy City

is thronged, like Benares at some

great celebration. In the one lemplc,

signifying the One, many Rabbis, the

Brahmanas of Israel, arc gathered.

There are deep discussions, prolonged

meditations, cxpre.ssions of devo-

tional worshij). Among the throngs

we find this highly gifted lad, Jesus,

trying to understand the cross-

currents of the sects, the conflict

within and without the men he

meets.

So absorbed is he that he stays

behind when the festival is over.

His parents, with a goodly company
of their relatives and friends, set out

again for Galilee. They miss their

son and, filled with anxiety, they

turn back, the mother’s heart beating

with prayer for his safety. They

find him in the remple. sitting with

the wise and the reverend, listening

to them, asking them searching

(questions. These Rabbis arc no

longer like the inspired Prophets of

old
; they follow Iradition and they

are timid of now light, ihe boy

.surprises them with his precocity

—

with his spiritual understanding.

Jesus has begun (o see. Reality, not

as a stern Potentate to whom man

iuust tremblingly offer the blood of

goats and of calves, but as a Father

—the Source within man himself- -

The Atman seated deep in every

creature’s heart."

“ Why hast thou dealt thus with

us ?
" complains the mother, \ittcrly

human as all mothers must be.

“ Thy father and I have sought thee

.sorrowing.”

' IIow is it lliat ye sought me ?
”

replies the boy. ” Knew ye not that

I must be about my Father's

business ?
” The words are not un-

dutiful : they are profoundly mys-

tical. He wants to share with them

his own .secret. The “ Father ” in

them should realise swiftly what the

“ Father ” in liim has appointed him

to do. He goes back with them to

their home, Mary cherishing every

word he utters, while he “ increases

in wisdom and in grace, in favour
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with God and man.”

Wc shall hear nothing more of

him from the received (iosj>els till

he is thirty years old. l^ut legends

will tell how in young manhood he

went to Jigypt and was there

initiated into such wisdom as re-

mained, into such adcptsJiip as ligypt

could still offer. The words ([uoted

by one of the Gospel-writers- Out

of Egypt have I called my son

and attached to a story of his being

taken there as a mere <'hil(1, for fear

of Herod the King, and returning to

Judiea after a brief stay, has move

significance if we attach it to this

visit of the young man eager for all

wisdom.

Coming back from Egypt, he

seeks the company of the Essenes.

Our Gospels will speak of PJiarisces,

Sadducees and Herodians as among

the enemies of Jesus, but not the

Essenes. They arc unorthodox mys-

tics, having links with the I'hcra-

peutac, and through them with

Egypt herself. The Essenes are

ascetics, not witli the pose of the

Pharisees but with the natural sim-

plicity of the illuminated. Jesus

must have found aflinity with them,

though his illumination is to pass

far beyond theirs, for his public

utterances later will be echoes of

their thought and practice.

He has no intention of remaining

in their monastic life. His heart

will be with tlie ordinary people,

oppressed, as they think, by a

foreign yoke, but more truly by

their own lack of vision. ‘'Where
there is no Vi.sion. the people perish,”

said one of their own Prophets.

That may have meant Vision for the

Leaders of the nation. Jesus sees

it as meaning Vision for the whole

people, so that leaders in tlic exploit-

ing sense are needed no more.

He is moved l)y accounts of the

preaching of one John the Baptiser,

alleged by tradition to be his cousin.

John is proclaiming tlie Kingdom of

(iod. Asked if lie considers liimself

the reincarnation of one of the an-

cient Prophets, John does not know

.

The Past ? It is the Present he is

concerned about. ” Repent !
” The

(ireek there really means “
'niink

differently!” By a liorrible misin-

terpretation it will come to mean in

the Latin Vulgate :
“ Do penance !

”

Sin do penance .... sin .... do

penance—that will be the subtle

poison of a popular religion claiming

John and claiming Jesus. But alter

your entire inner life of thought and

feeling is the keystone, the oft-re-

peated motif of what John is teach-

ing and wdiat Jesus is to teach will]

even greater power. With greater

})ower because of his lendernes.s, his

unescapable compassion and under-

standing, for with him, as with

(iaiitama Buddha, it is Love rather

than Sternness that awakens (he

divinity in the worst man's heart.

According to our (iospels, John

the Baptiser will be declaring

that a Greater than he is to

come and subsequently he will

sec in Jesus tlic fulfilment of his

prophecy. But a very different

tradition will come down to us out-

side the Scripture. A fragment of a
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jxjople—the Mandseans—will survive

to our own day. In their sacred

writings, John will be tlic one they

follow and Jesus will be spoken

of with hostility. And in the ovcm-

writing of these sacred traditions of

John and of Jesus, additions will be

made when ('atholicism has trium-

phantly emerged. These additions

will point to fundamentals in Catholic

sacramentalism as proofs of Jesus’

being a deceiver. Hut it is likely

that antagonism existed between tlic

disciples of the two Teachers rather

than between the Teachers them-

selves.

The fascination of “magic” is

strong among the people from wJioin

Jesus and John must draw their

followers ; all kinds of occult arts are

flourishing, in spite of the stern

prohibition of the ancient Lawgiver;

mediums abound ; and, inevitably,

there is a vast increase in forms

OLD MAN AND

Mr. Robert Herring, ICditor of Life

and Letters Today, roniiiiclcd us i)im-

gently in his August issue that

l*J;ins for reconstruction allow lor cvciyihinj;

save one. They provide a New World, and

forget that the person who is going to inhabit

it is the same Old Man. il is the Old Man
who wants curing of his dirty habils ; then

the world that he fouls may be more worth

living in. Humanity—which is greedy, lazy,

generous, despicable, sly. lamentable ami

lovable—is what has the final say. That isn’t

made better by everyone returning to all

^r.s, so as to seem equal, it is done by
tlio.se who kneel, rising: by those who • an

NEW WORLD 73

of obsession, riie greater part of

the public ministry of Jesus will be

restoring those possessed by “ evil

spirits. " He will proclaim the true

Yoga whicli has nothing to do with

occult arts, save to deliver the inaii

who practises tliem from the pow'cr

of his own encliantments. It will

be a dillicult task
;
his loving healing

of ihii sick and the devil-ridden will

be seen as magical performances to

glorify Iiiinself as a wonder-worker.

In truth, he has but one talisman

—

“The Father,” the Self of every

human soul. He has but one ideal

“The Kingdom of God”—within

each man as a pos.sibility. He will

be spared nothing by his friends any

more than by his enemies. He will

face all, for tlie sake of suffering

humanity, for on him has come the

Divine ("ompassion, tlie Eternal

Truth, making him a Hodhisattva.

Ernest \\ Haves

NEW WORLD !

>iand, kariuiig lo >\alk, and l)y those who can

walk, know ing where they are going and why.

In other words, if individuals in all

countries sit down and wait till there

is peace among the nations, till laws

arc perfect and society is reorganized,

they will wait in vain. Politicians,

priests, hankers, social workers, none

of them can save us. but, one by one,

each man can save himself, must save

himself. Even the co-operators’ “All

for each” depends for its effectiveness

upon tlie sincerity of their “Each for all.”
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THE LIGHT THAT FAILED

** From the earliest times, ” writes

Viscount Cecil, “ reasonable men have

protested against the folly and cruelty

of war. At intervals these protests

have resulted in proposals for the sub-

stitution of some organised internation-

al procedure to take the place of war

in the settlement of international dis-

putes. '' The horrors of the last world

war, the strong hatred of war which

swept over the civilised world in 1919,

and the personality of Wilson all

helped to bring the League of Nations

into existence. Viscount Cecil was

most intimately associated with the

working out of the plan for a League

of Nations, and subsequently for more

than a decade played an active part in

its deliberations. In spite of the

League’s latter years of frustration and

failure, he remains a convinced believer

in its possibilities, if only statesmen

would be loyal to its basic assumptions.

The League of Nations and what it

stands for are so much a part of his

public life that his autobiography is

inevitably written round it, both in

range and in interest. It w'as no

polite exaggeration, but a frank recog-

nition of facts that led President

Wilson to write to Lord Cecil soon after

the Covenant was completed : "I feel

that the labouring oar fell to you and

that it is chiefly due to you that the

Covenant has come out of the confusion

of debate in its original integrity.
"

When the League began its work, it

was harrassed by doubts and opposi-

tion. But very soon it “ welded itself

into a single cohesive sclf-conscious

instrument confident of itself, con-

vinced of having a mission to

discharge and resolute to discharge

it.” In the first decade of its existence

it WMS able to achieve much, both in

the field of non-contcntioiis activities,

like the promotion of health and of

social welfare and tlic economic relia-

bilitation of pox crty-stricken States like

Austria, as w'ell as in respect of inter-

national peace. It w'as able, for in-

stance, to settle the Aaland Islands

disputes between Finland and Sweden

amicably
;
the dispute between Yugo-

slavia and Albania was settled to

their complete satisfaction, to the

surprise of seasoned politicians like Lord

Balfour. The League established itself

ill a position of unprecedented interna-

tional authority, and hotli the Lcvigue

and its sister organisation, the Interna-

tional Labour Office, carried through a

series of social and humanitaiian

reforms of great value. A dozen or

more cases of international disputes had

been settled peacefully, which but for

the League might ea.sily liave led to

war. The Permanent Court of Inter-

national Justice was set up, whose de-

cisions and opinions in more than a

score of cases were accepted by the

Powers concerned. Persistent efforts

were also Iicing made to ensure the

maintenance of peace. It w'as, there-

* A Great Experiment . An Auiohio(^faphy^ By Viscount Cecil [
Lord Kobert

Cecil].
( Jonathan Cape, London, iC)5,

)
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fore, appropriate that, about this time,

with the support of the three leading

statesmen of Great Britain, Ramsay

MacDonald, Stanley Baldwin and

Lloyd George, a movement was set on

foot to present Lord Cecil with his

portrait in recognition of his unique

services to the cause of international

co-operation and good-will.

The year 1931, when the authority

of the League was very high and prom-

ised to reach still greater heights,

was a turning-point, and the next

decade saw the League discredited and

powerless. It is not necessary to go

over the tragic episodes of Manchu-

ria, Abyssinia and Czechoslovakia in

detail. It is more interesting to know

what Lord Cecirs own analysis is of

these years during which the League

went down hill. While his language

is extremely guarded and indicates no

personal bias, Lord Cecil is relentless

in his assignment of blame. From the

outset the attitude of the British

Government towards the League w’as

ambiguous, and no attempt w^as made

to transfer important international

work to it. Influential officials in the

h'oreign Office did not conceal their

suspicion of +lie League and all its

proceedings. This was in 1920. Things

did not improve. “The I’rime Minister,

Mr. Baldwin, was temperamentally in

its favour. But both he and others

regarded it as a kind of excrcscense

which might be carefully prevented

from having too much importance in

our foreign policy. Geneva, to them,

was a strange place in which a new-

fangled machine existed in order to

enable foreigners to influence or even

to control our international action.”

In the concluding pages of the

volume, Lord Cecil reaffirms his faith

in the League; he incidentally points

out what he considers to be the fallacy

in the Pacifist position, and holds that

“ the use of force is not in itself incon-

sistent with love.” He wants the

British Government to stand firm for

the principle that “ no nation should

attempt to take the law into its own
hands and resort to aggressive war to

enforce its rights.” “Aggressive war

is an international crime, and it is the

duty of all peace loving and law abid-

ing States to prevent or stop it.” Lord

Cecil also indicates his misgivings

about a W'orld State or a world federa-

tion, and in the concluding pages of

his work, while hoping that in the

future something of the kind may be

ix)ssible, he believes that the appro-

priate course is to proceed step by step.

He holds that “ inside the framework

of the League, a federation or con-

federation of geographically related

powers might be set up with appro-

priate federated organs.”

Wo close the volume with feelings

of respect and admiration for a great

mind that refuses to be discouraged by

the present tragedy and believes that

mankind is not destined to lapse into

final barbarism and destruction,

is capable of creating a new worllk,

which conflicts, if conflicts there must:

be, shall be subject to the rule of law.

This expression of faith by one who is

not merely an academical student of

politics will be a source of comfort

and of courage to those who are

oppressed by the poignant horrors of

the hour.

N. S. SiTBBA Rao
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SCIENCE AND SOCIETY ^

Mr. J. G. Crowtlier, who is Scientiiic

Correspondent of The Manchester Guard-

ian, has written in this volume, most-

ly in the form of short chapters with

attractive titles, a scries of thought-

provoking essays in chronological order

on the co-relations betwc'en science and

society, closing with a pamphlet address-

ed to scientists and telling them how

they should conduct themselves if the

world is not to end in complete chaos.

He has a very readable and plausible

style—too plausible, perhaps, since the

reader is apt to be curried along wiih*-

niJly, he knows not where. Mr. Tniw-

ther’s book is full of i)lausible state-

ments, for the Tuaiority of which he

ne^'er stays to give evidence. (.)nite a

number of his statements I know to be

true, but some I know to be false.

For example, he tells ns tliat Roger

Bacon “ was the first European to give

a description of the composition and

prcj)aration of gunpowder. "
I made a

similar statement my.self in my little

book on Roger Bacon, })uf)lislied in

i(j20
;
but r may ])c more easily for-

given than can ^Ir. rrowtiicr, for the

discovery that the cliajitcrs of Bacon’s

Epistohi . . . dc secrelis operihm naturae

et de nulliiatc magiae, in whicli the

composition of gunpowder and its prep-

aration are rc\ (*aled
(
or, rather, con-

cealed, since tlic style is cryptogramic
)

arc almost certainly interpolations of a

later date, was not made until after

my book had l)een publislied.

Whether Roger Bacon did know how
to make gunpowder or not is a matter

of very little importance
; but whether

tlie reader can safely rely on all Mr.

Crowtlier s statements is another matl-

*Thf Socifil Uclation' /.;/ Tly
J ().

cr. Indeed, it would need an immense

library and several years of research,

to say nothing of very careful function-

ing of the critical faculty, to check

them all up. One of the most difficult

things ill the world to discover, with

any degree of certitude, is what men

and women in the past did and thought,

and what was their motivation ;
and

this imj)ossibIe task is what must be

achieved in order to construct any

complete tlicory of the co-rclations

between science and society which goes

much beyond the j>rctty obvious thesis

that the dev(‘Ioj)ment of .science in any

age ha.s been to some extent condition-

ed by the prevailing state of society,

and has itself had .some effect in condi-

tioning social development.

I think Mr. ('rowthcr would wish to

go considerably beyond this. He has

been murli intlucnccd by Hessen, about

whose lecture to the Congress of the

History of Science held in lamdon in

Toji he has .soiiieihing
(
very commend-

atory
)

to say, and Hessen, I xcntiirc

to think, had been much intlucnced by

Karl Marx. In sj)ite, then, of all the

things ill Mr. Crowthor’s book which 1

like and wliich 1 am tempted to quote

with a|)proval, I cannot free myself

from the conviction that the book is

an essay in tlie Materialist ('onception

of History, wliich 1 do not like at all,

because I d(; not consider it to be true.

But there is one jiassage in Mr.

('rowther*s book which I cannot refrain

from ([uoting, because it expresses a

most important truth so infrequently

recognised and which Mr. Oowthcr

might himself jxindcr :
-

Writing is a tcdmi<|ur. Its origin was i»ra»
-

kowther. f Macmillan and Co., London. fr>v.)
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tical> and it has marvellous qualities. But

like all other technical inventions it has

limitations. It is not particularly .suitable

for describing the phenomena of the natural

world. It is impartial in its descriptions of

error and truth. Some day an inventor will

devise a recording technique which will be

automatically incapable of describing any-

thing except the truth. Writing will not do

this. In fact, in the short run, it spreads

error more easily than truth, because it will

record a free association of idca-.i which has

little relation to reality. After these colloca-

tions of ideas are described in writing, they

Sri-Vidya-Saparya-Vasaua. By

MASRi N. SuiJRAHMAXYA IviiR ; trs. into

English by A. Natakaja Tyer, with a

Foreword by Prof. S. V. \'fnkates-

WARA Iyer and an Introduction by

Dewan Bahadur K. S. Kama.swami

Sastrtar. (
Brahma-VldyaA'imarsani

Sabha, Madras. Rs. 3/ )

This \'olume of eleven sections,

translated from the Tamil and pattern-

ed after rmanandaiiatlin's Xityotsmui,

is the sixth general publication of the

Brahiiia-Vidya-V'imar.srini Sabha of

Madras. It contains tlie basic or essen-

tial elements of the olal)orato ritual-

istic scheme of wovsliip of the Power-

(ioddess tochmcally known as “ Sri-

Vidya," interpreted in reference to

their o.sotcric motapiiysi<’al or philo-

sophic significance.

rh<‘ wliole sclieiuo, in common with

many other traditional methods of

Worship once prevalent and ()ractised

in ancient India, gradually either fell

into disuse or degenerated into extrav-

agant practices. Though once Bengal

was considered the home of 'lantric

worship, many worshippers in South

India practise the “ Sri-Vidya ” as

part of a daily programnre of spiritual

pilgrim's progress or metaphysical way-

acquire a delusive reality from the reality of

the script. The phenomenon is the basis of the

popular belief in the truth of the written

w'ord.

“ Scientists, " wTite.s Mr. Crowthcr,
“ cannot be above the battle, either in

politics or in w’ar.” It is a debatable

point. But whether scientists are

capable of saving the world from de-

struction, or, assuming they are so

able, how they should act to achieve

this end, I confess I do not know.

H. S. Redgrove

faring.

Within the limits set for this notice

it would be impossible to examine in

detail the ritualistic programme audits

metaphysical import. Xor is there any
need, as an elaborate literature in

English and in other languages of

India is to be found in print. Tantric

literature was intensively studied, for

example, by Arthur Avalon
(
Sir John

Woodroffe ).

With one or two odi/cr dicta by the

authors of the Foreword and the Intro-

duction. it would he impossible to

agree. The learned Dewan Bahadur
remarks “ Tims Sri-Vidya is Brahma-
Vidya writ large ’

I am afraid it is

not quite so simple as that. When
the author of the Vaianta -Sutras dioWh-

eratcly u.sod ** Rraliman ” in Athafo-

Brahma-Jif^nyasij, lie gave ample
ojqxirtunitic.s to all forms f)f \vorship.

But. tlicn. he immediately followed

the matter up with a definition of

“ Brahman ’ as Creator, etc., of the

rniverse, /. r., Javmadyasaya-yatah.

Is that Supreme Agency Mshnu ? Is

it Siva ? Is it Para-Sakti —Lalita-Tri-

purasimdari etc. ? rheological heads

have licen broken over this matter,

and in the interests of pliilosophical
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theory and practice Sri-Vidya should

l^e kept separate and distinct from

Brahma-Vidya.

Nor would it be possible to agree

with Professor Venkateswara when he

explains that the “ essential fact " of

“ Mystic union is the conscious rela-

tionship between the Soul and Unity.

If there is an element of consciousness

Mysticism must commit suicide ! For

all consciousness must ipso facto be a

consciousness of dualism, and mysti-

cism and dualism are contradictions.

After all. in matters spiritual «'is in

matters secular the proof of the pudding

A Nation at Bay. With a Foreword

by K. M. Mcnsiii.
(
C. K. B. Naidu,

212, Tenth Road, Khar, Bombay.

Re. I/-)

A very topical book. The material

is not new ; it is a collection of .speeches

and statements bearing on the Viceroy's

announcement (8th August 1940) and

on Mr. Amcry’s speech in the Mouse of

Conimon^J
(
22n(l April 1941 )

both of

which are reproduced liere in full,

(iandhiji'.s statement, which i.s about

the weigfiliest indictment in the book

:

the te.\t of resolutions of the Congress

Working ('ominittee, the Hindu Maha

Sabha and the ^^luslim League
;
the

whole statement i.'^sned by the Standing

( ommittec f>f the Bombay ( onforenco;

the widely difiering points of view of

men like Jawnhnrlal and Srinivasa

Sastri, Sapni and Jinnah, Munshi and

Setalw’ad, etc.; and (ho comments of the

press, Indian, Anglo-Indian and British
;

arc all as'^orted Iutc for the reader to

form his own idea of the political t.angle.

is in the eating. The question whether

the studied and systematic practice of

Vidyas like the ** Sri-Vidya ** would

necessarily lead an aspirant to the goal

held out and sometimes furiously

advertised must be left an open one.

One thing, however, needs absolute

emphasis and can bear any amount of

repetition. That is that these Vidyas

should be practised without expectation

of any mundane rewards and advant-

ages. Qm Nishkama-karma, they are

excellent and unexceptionable. The

author and the translator should be

congratulated on their valuable work.

R. Naga Raja Sarma

It emerges from a reading of this

book tliat whatever the clash of opinion

between party and party, not one

approves of the Amery-Linlithgow

proposrds. The stalemate can be resolv^

ed, it would appc*ar, only by ceasing

to regard the August declaration as

linal, by turning to the War as the

central crisis and, fur securing the

fullest co-operation of the Indian

people, by conceding the major demand

of the nationalist j)ar(y ami so whining

to the support of the democracies a

historic nation.

Mr. K. M. Miinslii, in a charactorisli-

rally outspoken horeword, cmjdiasises

the solidarity of the nation and the

need for united endeavour at thi^

juncture in history.

A book of this sort would impress

one as more non-partisan and would

.serve its purpose better by avoiding the

tacking on to names of derogatoiy

complimentary epithets ; c. g.,
*' Trucu-

lent Jiniiah and Tranquil Sapru,” etc.

A. Venkavpa Sastri
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Point out the Way ”—however dimly,

and lost amon^ the host— as does the evenintt

star to those who tread their path in darkness.

-The Voice of the Silence
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IMMORTAL LITERATURE
A NO'l E

The true suhliiue, by >oiue virtue of its lutiuej elevates us; uplifted with

;i ?»ense of proud possession, wo are Idled witli joyful pride, as if wr bad our-

solves produced the very we heard \V1m:ii men who differ in their habits.

their lives, their taste.<, their ages, their dates, all aji^ree together in bolding one

and llie same view about the same writuigs, then the unanimous verdict, as it

were, of such discordant judges makes onr faith in the admired passage strong

.'ind indispntaldo. —Longim’s

riirough the constant changtis of

his moods and thoughts, man him

self remains e.ver constant. Further,

the CA'er shifting scenes of his life

point to the immortal perceiver that

man himself is. What is true of

man has its parallel in literature.

Each generation, racli century, pro-

duces its own literature, most of

which is forgotten ; but tliere is that

literature which is immortal, which

survives the onslaught of Father

l ime and endures througli the ages

and the yugas.

Wc publish below a very interest

ing article on Literature in Its

Changing Moods” by Mr. H. j.

Wadia, whose love for tlie best in

betters and whose knowledge r>f

Knglisli literature are alike great.

Wc welcome him among our con-

tributors and we hope; that now that

he has retired from the arduou.>

duties of a judge-—he adorned the

Bench of the Bombay High Coutf

tor many years- lie will give the

benefit of his discriminating literary

appreliension and appreciation to

the public and among them to the

readers of The Aryan Path. The

theme of his study prompts us to

draw attention to the tnitli about

literature of enduring nature. Wc
should learn to distinguish between

literature that is great and litera-

ture that is immortal.

It is legitimate and logical to

infer, for example, that in the very
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age that tlie grand hymns of the

.

Rig Veda were composed there must

Jiave been works of other creators,

great and small ; there must have

followed the process of the survival

of the fittest, and during the cen-

turies much, much of literature must

have perished, leaving the Rig Vedic

hymns to continue their task of

inspiring human minds. Or, coming

to more recent history : before our

eyes is going on the sifting process

in the mass of literary creations of

the great Elizabethan period of

English history. Shakespeare has

survived and will live on to delight

and to instruct the generations yet

unborn. But can we say the same

of other authors of that period ?

And again, for how many millen-

niums will the plays of Shakespeare^

himself survive ? The like of Valmiki

and of Homer, of Kalidas and of

Shakespeare, have their eternal

elements which cannot be disturbed

by the discovery of aeroplane or

televisio/i. But are there other forces,

intellectual and moral factors, which

push out of existence ('ven great

literary creations, heaving thc^ im-

mortal ones to continue their

benevolent task

The development i)l a language i^

seen in its literature. Ideas are the

soul of words and even when a

language dies the ideas live on.

Those languages live longest whose
literatures deal with immortal ideas.

Thus Greek lives on as a dead
language because it has been the ve-

hicle of Pythagorean wisdom, Platon-

ic ideas, and on, Sanskrit is a

living language because it incarnates

the sublime in thought and aspira-

tion and the appeal of that sublime

is so powerful that it continues to

attract generation after generation

of men to experience it. There

are ideas too deep for words

but not for sounds, and there art^

sounds which are too deep for mortal

minds to fathom. Mystics who pene-

trate the profound depths of such

immortal ideas use the device of

parables and fables to convey them

in words, just as poets ust* metaphors

at another level.

Space forbids any lengthy con-

sideration of that which may br

appraised as Immortal Literature

in comparison with that which may

be named (beat Literature. The

difference between the true mystic’s

realization and the lucid philosopher’s

reasoning may be mentioned as

corresponding to that between llu

two types of literature.

When the philosopher .'ipi)H'.heiuN

and becomes a poet and when, in ]\\>

turn, the poet unfolds into a mystic,

we have the perfect litoiary creator.

Only a mystic can bridge “ tli(‘

mystic gulf from God to Man ’’
ol

which Emerson spoke ; and only the

mystic who can wield a pen can

produce immortal literature. So

convincing a teacher of English

literature as Arthur QniUcr-Coiich

states that Dr. Johnson had small

capacity to understand mysticism

and adds, It is also something

which even Shakespeare did not

understand, though he unconscionsl\'

relied on it.
”
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The intimacy of the mystic with

words gives birth to immortal litera-

ture. The capacity to express in

words what the mystic realizes in

experience brings to the vision of

mortals immortal truths, and these

can never pass away from human

ken. This avenue of thought will

lead the young literary creators ia

the India of today to a wonderful

mini in which tliey can fashion

immortal coins out of the golden

nuggets which Nature provides.

LITERATURE IN ITS CHANGING MOODS

Literature is llie thought of think-

ing souls. It deals with the great

elementary feelings and passions

which are a necessary and perma-

nent part of h\iman nature. Human
nature being nnchanging in its deep-

er aspects, the literary achievement

of a country at first sight produces

an impression of uniformity. That

is the impression produced by

the literature of England through

the centuries. Hut the impression

wears off when we realize that there

are shifts in literary fashions also.

I'orms that are popular and attract-

ive in one age are replaced by thos(^

of another. JIany forms luivc, how-

<'ver, changed but little. The lyrical

tradition is the surest and most

lasting of England’s endowanents,

even though we do not know enough

to trace its earliest history. Songs

of love, devotion and patriotism

speak to the w'orld of an unchanging

humanity from generation to genera-

tion. In the veis(:*s of the Persian

f)niar Khayyam, the Roman Horace

iincl the English shcplicrd, Robert

Herrick, there is the same familiar

mood, liach is troubled by the

pathetic shortness of human life,

each shrinks from the thought of

death, and each tries to dispel the

thought with the scarcely consoling

resolve to enjoy life while it lasts.

How similar also are the main por-

tions of the folk-songs and legends

of the world ! Neither man nor

nature has changed profoundly since

the dawn of creation. The same

stars shine above, the same passions

stir men to their depths
;

flood,

drought, war and pestilence still

undo the labour of generations of

men. And yet literature, which

deals with all these, has undergone

various changes as it has received

new directions from its shifting envi-

ronment. Sometimes it is in conflict

with the aims and the ideals of

science. But science cannot enlarge

man’s moral vision as literature can.

That is the function of literature.

It is life that is the great educator,

and true literature does not out itself

oft from life and it-^ realities.

Ihe establishment of English as

one of the world's great literatures

w'as <hie largely to the foundation

aliorded it by the classical ftenais-

.sunce. It had its l)eginnings at

least nine hundred years l)efore
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Chaucer saw the light of day. But

it was under Queen Elizabeth that

Spenser gave voice to the national

ideals that inspired her spacious

times. He set the tradition of

English poetry which the centuries

have carried on. There were, how-

ever, more writers than readers in

liis time. Up to the middle of the

t'ighteenth century very few people

were sufliciently educated to read

and write. The humbler amongst

them listened to tales round the

home fires.

The love of a good .sto}'y is one of

the few mental cravings that accom-

pany mankind till the end. But in

the times of Elizabeth anrl the

Stuarts the drama became the most

popular and attractive literary form,

and the theatre was the school-house

of popular instruction. Tlirongh it

the people grew familinr with their

country's histo^y^ With a vividness

new to the age the dranui Jield nj)

the mirror to the past and handed on

its own picture to posterity. I la*

name of Shakespeare is still, for an

immense number of readers, a sort

of superstition. He was hinrself also

an actor ; and it is said that whilst

writing the ghost-scene in Hamlet he

passed a long night williiii the hal-

lowed walls of W'estininsler Ahlnw
for inspiration. We do not know
how he was received by his audience,

but he Wits certainly never sliglited

and insulted as, for instance, Moliere

was flouted by tin* high-brows of

France. Shakespeare made thtr stage

eternal. Tfie world in whiiih he lived

is dead
; the world which his j)en

created will never die.

The drama was the natural way of

expressing the national ideas and

sentiments of tlic time. But after

Shakespeare the influence of the

stage began to wane. Ihe party

spirit became the guiding factor in

political life, and the scene of patri-

otic appeal shifted from the Globe

and the Blackfriars to Westmin.ster.

An increasing number of people

wa.s learning to read as the country

advanced, rhe Restoration was a

landmark in history. It meant not

only a change of government, but

also the beginning of a new England,

in life, thought and literature. The

great<T portion of the literature

of Doctor Johnson s time conslsled

of novels, and it is incredible when

we think of the large stream of

novels at i)resent that they are

really the youngest thing in litera-

luie. Beginning with Pamela in 17.10

I heir number incroa.sed so rapidly

that Sheridan nuuh; Sir AntlioJiv

.\bsoliiie in The Rivals complain

of the puisorions elfrrl on young

minds of reading tho.se ‘trashy

nove/s” from tJa.M ircnlatijig libraries.

Later still, Wandsworth complained

of the cra/f‘ of novel-ieading. But

the rra/.o has conn* to .stay, ft were

idli* to guess what in*w developments

are possibkr in the jjovel form, or

whether, as tlie novel has largely

supplanted tlu: drama and partly

assumed the province of poetry. ii

may not in turn be ousted from the

dominant position it has held for tlie

last two hundred years. The novel

is undoubtedly a great intellectual
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iicluevement, and the time has long

gone by wlien a plea for the habit

of novel-reading need even be

entered. Fiction is popular all over

the world, and of all literary agencies

it best answers the cravings of the

mind.

I'he reading public of England

changed the form of literature in the

last century. Poetry had revived

from about llie end of the eighteenth

century, but tlie years 1821 to r8

marked the most melancholy inter-

lude of mortality among the KngJish

poets. Keats died of roirsiimption

at Rome in 1821. In 1822 Shelley

was drown(*d off Leghorn and in 1824

Byron succumbed to marsh ivv^r at

Missolonghi. Scott, worn out by th(‘

struggle to me et his en ditors, died

in his Scottish home in 1842 and two

years later ('oU-ridgi* gava^ up a long

and unequal struggle with ill liealth.

Some of tliese caim' to an untimely

end
;
accident, disease and I'riisirated

etfort have accompanied their mem-
oiy. Wordsworth lived on, but

his earlier impulses for humanity

had been numbed, renuyson ami

Browning contimied their work late

into tht' century, bnl Matthew

Arnold deserted poetry as somelliing

iK>t strong enougli to save cuUnn'

and n’vilizalioi].

One of (he marked featiin’s of the

literature of the last century was the

absence of a great school of poetic

satire. I'he age had its moments of

lun and parody, but it never endured
the lash which Dryden administered

to the men in power and Pojx? to the

ijeneral public of their times. Satire

seemed out of place in the romantic

movement which changed the old

ideas of art and literature. The

literature of the eighteenth century

was essentially the literature of the

town, but towards its end the centre

of interest changed from the coffee-

hoii.scs and clubs and the drawing-

room to the open country, which wa.s

the real land of romance. Like

Falstalf, men began “ to babble of

green fields.” Literature now took

more interest in men in humbler

circumstances, in the simpler ways of

living, in children and even in the

dumb animals. Is it not significant

that there were no children and no

animals in the literature of the

preceding centuries ? Even the

younge.st of Shakespeare’s characters

had left their childhood far behind.

Ihit the greatest attraction now was

the litV of the countryside. Nature

was romantic in her moods both o!

benignanry and of .stiife.

d'his great change in outlook

acconipaiiiod not only tlio advance

of democracy but even the growth

id industry. Ihe possibilities of

industrial wealth seemril luumdless.

OueiMi Victoria was ];y this time well

established on the throne of her

ancestors. ( arlyle was preaching

his new go.spoJs. and railing at his

own generation in trying to organize

a still chaotic world. Ruskin’s name

went with tlial of his master.

Pemocracy was still on its trial, and

none could yet estimate its import-

ance in the scheme of things. The

story of human life in the streets,

the factories and the countryside was
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lit up by flashes of valour and beauty

and sacrifice, but was not without

touclies of squalor and greed.

Literature began to deal with life's

growing problems from many points

of view, the most important of which

was tliat of the humanist who dared

to speak out . Tar away in Ayrshire

Burns first raised Ins voice in lyric

exaltation of the man who was “ a

man for a’ that,*’ regardless of the

guinea’s stamj). The best known of

all the Victorian pleas for the poor

was Hood’s immortal ‘'Song of the

Shirt.” It was reprinted in journals,

translated into other languages,

woven into handkerchiefs and sung

in the streets of London. Mrs.

Gaskell gave a most pathetic picture

of the working-class life in Manchester

in her novel, Mary Barton, which

appealed to a wide audience and w'oii

the admiration of Carlyle and of

Dickens. Ebenezer Elliott and

William Morris showed how in a

changing England Ptx^try tfK)k

Poverty for its companion.

It is impossible to consider litera-

ture merely as an ornament of tl)e

libraries. It is not an escape from

life, nor a refuge only of leisure

hours. It is one of the greatest

forces for mutual understanding and

appreciation among the nations of

the earth. Today its influence is

waning, like that of religion, in a

W'orld torn by discord and strife,

where might is right, and the only

right. This is an age of many
books and few readers. We are far

more ready to listen to the litera-

ture that comes through the radio

than to the old ma.ster voices which

alone can lift the human soul. The

war-winds have uprooted many of

the sanctities of life, and the future

alone can tell liow many will survive

in the ‘ new order ” of things. The

Victorians had faith in progress and

ill the dawn of belter times. That

faith grew dimmer as this century

advanced. I'wo great wars have

made the future darker than it ever

was before. But it were best to

cultivate the faith of the optimist,

the literary optimist. He of all

people brings a smile to trembling

lips, makes us believe that true love

is immortal, that clean, honest

laughter is a gift, not an acquisition,

and that in the printed page we can

Jielp the world to forget its sorrows,

its worries and its failures. Litera-

ture has its changing moods in all

countries on the earth, but supreme

over them all is " man’s unconquer-

able mind.
”

B. j. Wadi.a



MORALS AT THE CROSSROADS IN THE
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t Hervey Wescott, a Western student of philosophy, religion and science

in the light of history, is on solid ground in the modern welter of discreetly

guided thinking, in this, that or the other direction, when he advocates giving a

man the facts and letting him draw his own conclusions. For every student

who abandons the old and trodden highway of routine to enter upon the solitary

path of independent thought -(iodward—the world is tJie saner, and the richei'.

For no honest searcher after tJie eternal truth will come back empty-lianded,

and each original tliinker with an inspiration of his own to solve tin* nni\'ersal

])roblems can lay at least his miti* upon

Humanitarian Ameiicaii educators

have long endeavoured to create insti-

tutions of learning that would serve

the ideal function of education in

a democracy by becoming generating

plants for practical idealism. Hut

the essence of idealism—the desire

to give before receiving— is a practi-

cal religion inlicrent in a purposeful

philosophy of life. Ihe a(:(pnsition

of such a phikfSophy and its consoli-

ilation in the character of men i<

necessarily antecedent to >i)ecilK'

economic and social gains, although,

given a few genuine practical ide-

alists, many may be inspired by their

example. Example, however. ha>

its limitations. Man is primarily a

rational being, and ijnle.ss there an'

already firmly implanted in his

character the seeds of a philosophy*

of altruism, or of a " Religion of

Solidarity, ” as it was called by-

Edward Bellamy, example will not

compel alteration of a self-centred

programme of living.

The realization that an integrated

tnetaphysics has l)een the missing

the one idtar of Triitli. Kn.

vitamin in altvinpis al mural educa-

tion is gradually dawning. Dr.

Robert M. Hutchins of the University

of Chicago has played a helpful part

in furthering such an awakening, but

the elements out of which must come

a wide-spread recognition of the need

have been brewing for some time,

riie new God of tlie West, ^lociern

Science, after rightfully displaying a

disirust of traditional theological

answers lo the luimaii ecpiation,

devt'loped a religious zeal of its own
under the guise of a crusade in seep-

ticiMU. This .<ame scepticism, has,

liowcver. begun lo cancel itself out.

I he natural scientist, triumphant

from major victories over (he physi-

cal elements, has arrived at ferru

iHcoguita in social and moral prob-

lems. What is worse, his tools of

dissection, so useful in the laboratoiy,

fail to fit (lie needs of the new

occasion. Being a man of honour

he has begun to admit his predica-

ment.

The discoveries and the inventions

which he conceived to be neyv boons
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to human relations have often doub-

led tlie troubles. Nor is he ulto-

aether blameless, for by his short-

sighted attempts to treat the human

being as a formula in a test-tube he

has gradually eonvinced his Hock

that morality is ex]>edieijcy, that

man is an i*longalod ape and that

happiness is to be found in the .seltish

satisfaction of basic animal instincts

such as those involving sex, food

and shelter. Now tlu' bravi* new

world, because it is Jionest. is begin-

ning to frighten itself. Psychologists,

dominant inliiienees in the held of

education, have begun to realize that

when a student is indoctrinated with

the idea that his confused self is

simply and solely a bundle of condi-

tioned reflexes, he is a poor candidate

for superimposed exhortations to

idealistic beliaviour. Ethics profes-

sors who spend the first half of tlieir

course telling students the degree to

which a primary “moral nature”

has no basis in fact, find a common

response to counsels of perfection

subsequently given in Ethics B, to be.

summarized in three words :
“ Why

should I ?
” [before reaching this

all-embracing conclusion in an Ethics

course, moreover, students have

received considerable impulsion along

the same general pathway of thought

by the insistence of the average an-

thropologist or biologist on man’s

being a fortuitous concurrence of

atoms, coming from nowhere and

with a similar destination.

The necessity of a rational basis

for ethics is apparent to the greatest

educators—if not to all. Many

Ethics professors would like very

much to teach a system that would

carry a genuine and self-compelling

W’eight, but where is it to be found i

( crtainly not in the social sciences,

tlaily illustrating tlieir inability to

|)enetrate the deeper mctajfliysical

essence of human iiatnrt*, nor in the

old-time religious dogmas, for these.

have been both entirely irrational

and a failure in promoting Iniman

solidarity. P(‘rhai)s a few words of

counsel may be taken from fhomas

Paine, who wrote

:

We TiKist go back and Ihiiik as if wc

were the tir.sl men wlioever thought.

if we divest ourselves of both con-

temporary and medieval prejudice,

we may be on the road to a deeper

understanding of tlic relati(m b(‘-

tw'ecn moral and mental (pialities.

betw’een " intuition ” and intellect.

Begin, for instance, witli the primary

realities oKservablc throngli siinph'

intro.spection—leason, tJie moral

nature, intuition and in.'^linct. Soiik'.

where in man there is a sense ot

justice, somewhere ilu^ d«‘sire to find

enduring values, soniewlic'rc the

desire, if only a desire, to believe in

immortality. Why should these

fundamental (jualities of liiimun

nature be considered as secondarv'

rather than as primary in an analysis

of man ? Why should not nature

reveal reality to ns through intuition

and moral perception as w'cll

through intellect, and should not the

instinctive beliefs of men for millciv

niums in the soul and in an inde

pendent moral consciousness give us

pause for serious thought ? To select
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an admirable statement of this

argument from tJie Gifford Lectures

of W. Macneile Dixon :

—

On every side today you meet with

an exaltation of tlic intellect at the

exjjcnsc of the spirit. \'oumay trust, it

is said, your llioiiglits, but not your

aspirations, in your ideals you eniplox’,

it seems, a private script, a language

unknown to nature ;
in your logic, on

the other hand, nature herself sjicaks.

You SCO the design. Nature is rent

asunder. \'ou cnlhrojie tlie inoasiiring.

weighing, calculating faciilt\ of the

human creature. His remaining attri-

Imles are irrelevant. But wIhj told

you that nature IkuI drawn tlii<

line? Where did y«ni learn of tlii>

l>refereiice ? Nature lias no preferences.

If she has given ns deceiving souls, how-

can yon argue that slu‘ has given n>

tni.stw'orlhy intellects ? II nature mis-

leads ns in I lie om* case, siie \ erv

tnobably misleads us in the other, and

if that be so, it were best to wind up

the debate, and turn oiir allentioii to

>locks and sh.ucs. We should at least,

liien, aim at a concJiision which the

intellect can accept and the heart

approve.

Moral attitudes are inliueiiced to

a marked degree by contemporary

opinion relative to the origin of man,

hispre>;ent .signiticance in the totality

of evolution, loday the wholesale

destruction of belief in Cliiistian

eschatology havS left educators, ami.

in fact, all intellecliials, with a

congenital distrust of tlu‘ words

"soul'’ and “ immortality. " Vet it

has been the opinion of man\- noble

J^nd - respected minds tliat the

tpicstion of human immortality is

in importance second to none. “If

immortality be untrue, " wrote

Buckle, “ it matters little whether

anything else be true or not.” “ That

man,” said Goethe, ” is dead even

in this life wlio lias no belief in

aiiotlier.”

Ihis matter of either acceding to

or denying the plausibility of human
immortality is indeed crucial in its

bearing upon morality, livery ethi-

cal system is based upon certain

fundamental princi]>k>., for which

pennaneni valiu* i> claimed. Vet if

there is no permanence in man
himself, if ilie wliole human story is

wiiliout meaning, it is indeed the

ullimali^ fully to live for any ideal

higher llian ])Ieasure^of tlie moment.

I’pon no Mich structure can be built

a civili/.alioii of social cu-operation,

but, fortunat<‘ly, mankind is loath

to accept fully the modern material-

ism. Perhaps Scliopcnliaucr sensed

the answer when he wrote:

In the fiiiilicM depths of mir Iieing

we ,irc secretly coji>ci(ai> of our sluire

in (lie ino.NiKiu^tible spring i»f eternity.

>o that wv can alwax .s iiopi* to find life

in it again.

And it was ilu‘ (.>piniun of tliat

worthy mind, to which many before

aiul siiic(\ from Plato to Joliii

Mc'l'aggart, have, likewise suliscribod,

that eacli man is in fact on a long

pilgrimage, engaged in an endless

jnocess of growth through exi>eri-

eiice, and tliat the soul, as the real

i'.ss(mce of individual man. returns

again and again from death to new

birth iov tlie purpose of continuing

tasks not yet fultilleil. Such a view

not only fails to violate the sanctity
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of reason, but suggests a compelling

basis for social ethics in outlining

the life of man as an incident in a

co-operative enterprise of evolution

—intimately related to himself as an

individual. And yet such a concep-

tion, though in no way dependent

upon theology, would find great

difficulty in obtaining a respectful

hearing in our halls of learning. The

fault lies in the fact that the devel-

opment of modern thought has been

appallingly one-sided. Intellectual

leaders have concentrated their

efforts entirely on a “ pragmatic
”

approach, geared to the laboratoiy,

all the while blindly assuming that

their method is incompatible with

metaphysics instead of being one of

its essentials.

It is obvious that the purposes of

education could never be fulfilled by

indoctrination in a metaphysical

system, but, conversely, it is equally

true that deprecation of metaphysics

in general, and of any theories

regarding soul and immortality in

particular, leaves the student “ in-

doctrinated ” with a negative

scepticism unable to furnish the

driving desire for social co-operation.

Every ideal has its root in meta-

physics. On the basis of a material-

istic or purely economic philosophy

what support is there for exhortation

to a life of service ? Yet even the

position of the economic determinist

is a metaphysical position, usually

unconsciously held. And since it is

generally conceded that there can be
no moral virtue without conscious

choice, it seems imperative that

Ethics courses should include disci-

pline in metaphysics. Each individual

student should think through to his

own basic conclusions respecting the

nature of reality in human nature,

instead of absorbing views like a

sponge from the popular mind-set.

It is at this point that the contri-

bution of Robert M. Hutchins can

be fully appreciated. He proposes

to supply through education the

tools of philosophical and moral

evaluation, and then to leave the

individual to become his own

authority on ultimate matters of

moral value. To fear Fascist or

Catholic implications in such a pro-

posal is utter nonsense, for in fact it

offers the only alternative to regi-

mentation. Men who are tauglit to

think for themselves on fundamental

issues will continue to do so when

they confront the smallest details,

refusing to become blind followers or

blind leaders of the blind.

Intellectually honest educators are

beginning to perceive that when

modern science cleaned house by

removing medieval theological debris,

she also threw out the chairs upon

which to sit. A purposeful explana-

tion of man’s destiny, consciously

based on metaphysics, is in no way

rendered incredible simply for the

reason that metaphysics is distrusted

and because dogmatic religions have

failed to solve the problem. The

eternal questions remain, after being

covered over in turn, first by priest-

craft and then by a newer material-

ism. Satisfactory answers to the

ethical equations cannot be supplied
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unless this obvious fact is recognize<l.

An Ethics professor should not be

requested to blue-print the answers,

but he should be expected to state

the issues fairly. If John B. Watson

holds forth for environmental deter-

minism, Pythagoras and Schopen-

hauer will be found to balance

the scales adequately. If Freud

rises to proclaim that morality is a

reflex action of sex-drives. Plato,

the source of Western idealistic

philosophy, will state the reverse.

And among the moderns themselves

there are also the materials neces-

sary for contrast. Alexis Carrel,

William McDougall, G. Lowes Dick-

inson and John McTaggart of

England have a great deal to say but

lack an intelligent and interested

audience.

An Ethics professor has a serious

responsibility. He is aware of his

natural, personal bias, and that it

.should not obstruct careful con-

sideration of a view sharply contrast-

ing with his own, nor prevent

students from becoming each his own

responsible moral authority. Often

he admits to his class that lie is a

]>ragmatist, a moral relativist, a

“ nattiralist, ” or whatever ho may
call himself, but tins is not enough.

He should make his own position

clear not only by naming it, but also

by stating the fundamental postu-

lates upon which it rests, together

with its metaphysical implications,

so that students may be taught to

evaluate criticallj^ all basic hypoth-

eses.

Even then, the task of fairly pre-

30

senting the bases of moral evalua-

tion is yet far from complete. It is

well to contrast the opinions of

recent moralists, which differ in

specific detail, but it should also be

within the perceptive range of an

intelligent professor that the whole

of these systems together are strong-

ly biased by “ the climate of

opinion'’ of our age, to borrow

Whitehead’s phra.se. That climate

of opinion ” or “ frame of reference
”

is strongly pro-materialistic deter-

minism, and anti any conception of

morality which rests upon the hy-

pothesis of individual human immor-

tality. This is the most important

bias," a conditioning effected by

the dominant intellectual influence

of the day, and is not only anti-

religious, but also is disinclined to

consider the metaphysical questions

which religion has attempted to

answer. Yet the fact remains that

no self-compelling rational morality

can bo built without considering

the nature of permanent values, and

hence the problem of individual

immortality.

Two contrasting philosophies must

he presented to students—for, in

fact, only two exist. There is first

the philosophy of complete moral

relativism, based upon the concep-

tion of a world where *‘\vhirl isking"

and permanence is but delusion,

and, secondly, the philosophy of

permanent, purposeful development

of the moral individual through the

medium of cliangc. If moral theo-

ries are presented to the student

after he has been made aware of this
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great dichotomy in human thought,

he gains lx)th a deepiu' and a more

mature perspective. If the realities

of one age become the imtcnablo

hypotheses ” of another, it may be

that the quest for rational meaning

and purpose in the luiman <irama is

not yet finished, and that it is

profitable to seek a solution to the

moral equation from a \’iew-point

which recognizes that the “eternal

questions “ need to he attacked

anew.

Peter Dnicker. in The End <>/

Economic Mcvi, describes with pene-

trating insight the despair of the

masses when the\’ ])erceive the in-

ability of an economic ideal to give

a meaning to individual life aiul a

rationale for social etliics. ICconomic

<leterminism
,

psycliological behav-

ioiiris.n and biological (*thics are

of the same essence -all based

upon the assum])tion that man

is an irresponsible creature of

chance circumstance. What other

ultimate conclusion can be reason-

bly held ? There is only one, and

it is inextricably interwoven with a

hypothesis of human immortality

which describes man as a perma-

nent soul whose development

regulated by attendance to perma-

nent value.s.

The. Ft hies professor, then, in all

humility, should be willing to

undertake a ( omparative study of

religions and philosophies, both

ancient and motlcni, and to encour-

age a similar \>rocc(lure, while al

the same time welcoming in open

discussion the efforts of students to

reach a new synthesis. Tiadition^

of thought which i>aiance l)y con-

trast the inorleru bias should have

their iiearing and tlieir rt^poc'thil

consideration lw)th in tlu' rlnssroorn

and in student pJiblicatinus.

Wi -' Oii

Alas, alas, that all men should posses.s Alaya, be one with the (irent Soul,

and that, possessing it. Alaya should so little avail them

!

Behold how like the moon, reflected in the trarKpiil waves, Alaya is

reflected by the small and by the groat, is mirrored in the tiniest atom.s,

yei fails to reacit the heart of all. Alas, that so few men should profit by
the gift, the priceless boon of learning truth, the right perception of existing

things, the kno\vledge of the non-existent

!

The Voice of the Sdle>icf



THE PROBLEM OF THE BUDDHA IMAGE
1
Shri O. C. Gangoly, a well-known Indian art critic, demolishes here

the absurd theory that Indians wore incapable of sculptured representation of

the Buddha before they took instruction from the Greeks. The idea of ancient

fndia, the (generatrix of culture.s, havinj? gone to school to the infant culture of

Europe is flattering to Western \’anity : otherwise so fantastic a theory as that

which Shri Gangoly snrcesshilh’ rhallengos could hardly have gained a serious

hoarijig.- Kf).

rhe Laliorc (iovcMuinent Museum
contains a largo niiinbor of Buddhist

Images of a school sculpture

variously designated as the Hellen-

istic. tlie Greco- Buddhist and the

(Jandhava Srliool. riiey are lielit'ved

to have boon mad(' during tin* rule

of the Kushana ICmporovs. beginning

with Kaniska, who had Itis capital

city at Ihinisajnira or J'oshawar and

wlio, according to various estimates,

reigned sometime betwtM’ii 72 and

120 A. D. riie Kushana hanpiro

cov’erod the territory known as

Gandliara (a o.ame a-' old as th«'

Molulhhaiatu ), the oxtoiu of which

varied from lime to linn* I nil which

included tlic whole of tlu* Bunjab, a

jHirtion of tlii' Kashmir Swat \’alh‘\

and a fraction of .Afghanistlian.

Numerous cxamjiles of Buddhist

sculptures recovered from these sites

liave been colh-cted in the mnsenms
of F.altorc. Pesltawar and ( aicntta

nncl in various ICnroj)ean innseitms.

In i()io a great h'rencli antiquarian

read before a coterie of his friends

in Paris a paper in which he claimed

to prove, on the basis of study of a

of sculptures in the. Ealiore

Museum and at Hoti Maradan, that

the Indians conld nor formulate the

iigure of their national God—tlie

Lord Buddha—and that the first

Image of the Buddha was made not

by any Indian sculptor but by some

(ircek artist of Gandliara. This

assertion was liroadcast all over the

world and. tlirough the agencies of

Router, thi^ startling news was

telegraphed to all the newspapers of

India, which published the substance

of this paper that purported to prove

the (ircek origin of the Buddha

Image. The original paper in French

was lirsr published in linglish

translation liy the India Society in

roiN.so that very few Indian scholars

had any np| .tu t unit y in examine the

cA'idenc(' and to c(»ntest tin* con-

clusions of the L'rencli savant.

In Ktij. at the Oriental ('ongress

held at Leyden, an Indian scholar

read a paper in which iic contested

the claim of tlie (ircck origin of the

Biiddlia Image. In another well-

documented paper ptiblished in 1026.

t he same scholar showed by numerous

quotations from other scholars com-

mitted to the Greek theory tliat the

Image of the Buddha had existed

long prior to the rise of the (landhara

School. In another verj^ well illus-

trated paper it was proved by the
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same scholar that the formulation

of the Buddha Image—that of a

Yogi seated in a peculiarly Indian

pose—was an essentially Indian con-

ception, based on and derived from

earlier traditions of the ^[aksha

Image which had been current in

various parts of India before the

advent of the Buddha. It was fur-

ther proved that side by side with,

and perhaps earlier than, the earliest

representation of the Gandhara

School, the Image was represented

in the School of Mathura, that in all

probability the first Image of the

Buddha was formulated by an artist

of the Mathura School and that the

characteristic Indian conception of

the Buddha differed fundamentally

from the presentation we meet with

in the thousands of cross-breeds of

the Gandhara School. Notwith-

standing this able demonstration of

the Indian origin of the Buddha

Image, the Archaeological Depart-

ment is still committed to the theory

that the first Imago of the Buddha

was formulated in .^^omc part of the

(randhara country hy some (ircek

artist, and that this Imago, formu-

lated by a foreigner, lias been copied

tliroughoiit the later history of

Buddhist Art—in the Images of the

Amaravati, of the Mathura and of

the Gupta Schools.

Very recently the main plank in the

argument for a Greek origin has been

taken away by the discovery of a very

early text relating to the canonical

injunctions of Early Buddhism.

The pivot of the argument

of the protagonists of the Greek

theory is that in the earliest monu-
ments of Buddhist art, viz,, those at

Bharhut and Sanchi—datable about

the second and the first century

R. c., respectively,—in the various

scenes illustrating the life of the

Buddha, His figure is not represented

and His presence is suggested by a

symbol, either an umbrella (a chatra),

or a pair of feet
( pdduka ) indicating

the presence of the Lord. From this

it has been inferred that the formu-

lation of the Figure and the Image

of the Effulgent One—the Personali-

ty of Immeasurable Radiance,

Amitabha, as the subsequent texts

describe Him—was beyond the

capacity of Indian artists. It has

now ])ecn proved by a very early

text of the Buddhist canon that there

was a specific injunction laid down

in the canon which prevented the

representation of the Buddha in any

pictorial or plastic form. It has been

the consistent belief in all Vedir and

Post-V'cciir thought that the Tran-

scendental Being, whether in tiu'

Vcdic formiikition. or in llinayaiiisi

Buddhist conceptions, could never be

('aught within the limits of measured

lineaments. What was po.ssible was

to devise a form
(
more on the models

of earlier non-human and super-

human types Yakshas, Devas, (‘ak-

ravartins—than on the basis of tlie

portrait of the historical Buddha )

which could provide a convenient

support for the meditation of the

faithful, or the lay-dcvotce. And ii

was as a useful aid to devotion, an

easy implement of meditation or a

comfortable support for contempla-
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lion that the Image of the Buddha

crept into the later developments of

Buddhistic doctrine. And when the

necessity arose the Image was

immediately formulated in the atel-

iers of Mathura.

One of the most ijuportant and

significant impediments, then, to an

iconic representation of the Buddha

was the canonical interdiction against

any visible image of the Buddha,

implied in the words of the Buddha

Himself and recorded in the Brahma-

Jala-Suiia, a part of tlie Dighu-

Nikdya. 'Fhe Buddha is reported to

liave said :
- -

'J'hc outward form, brethren, of

Him, who has won the Trutli, the

Tathagata, stands before you, but that

which binds it to rebirth is cut in

twain. So long as His body sliall last,

so long do Gods and men behold Him.

On the dissolution of the body, beyond

the end of His life, neither gods nor men

shall see Him.

As is well known, this sulla deals

with the most fundamental Buddhist

doctrines and its canonical authority

was too sacred to be despised by

any artist
; none, in view of the

above assertion, could ever think of

attempting to render in visible form

One who had passed into the realm

of invisibility and was thus incap-

able of being seen by cither gods or

men.

Here, then, we have an authorita-

tive explanation why, on the reliefs

at Sanchi and at Bharhut, the

Buddha's invisibility is suggested

by omitting His figure. From the

strictly Hinayanist point of view, it

would be a heresy to depict the

Invisible One in any visible form,

just as from the strictly aniconic

conceptions of Vedic thought, the

Bramha, the Transcendental Being,

could not be repre.seTite(l in luiinan

shape.

But for tliis indirect injunction,

no lack of technical skill or of crea-

tive genius, nor any manner of

incapacity in the Anticjiiaiians’ sense

could ever have prevented the native

artists of India from rendering the

personality of (he Greatest Spiritual

Figure of her history in worthy and

adequate plastic forms, as the later

history of Indian Buddhist art has

.so brilliantly demonstrated.

When the devotional cult of the

Buddha, that is to say, the cult of

the personal worship of His Image

in the form of an Icon
( a pralima

)

—arose, about the latter part of the

first century n. c., and the Indian

sculptor was called upon to provide

Images for the use of worshippers,

lie liad already provided Images for

the earlier forms of cull-worship that

had existed before the advent of the.

Buddha, fliose had included the

Vedic God Indra, Skanda, Visakha

and Agni. the Images of the Jaina

Religion and also tliose of numerous

village-gods of popular folk-worship

( chiefly represented in early and

prehistoric terra-cottas ), of which

the most wide-spread cult was the

worship of the Yakshas—of one or

another of these, as the presiding

genius of a particular culture-area,

each city in India had a special

Image.
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So the Indian 1 mago-niaker iiad

in his ancient and traditional reper-

toire an ample supply of iconographic

formulas, patterns and types out of

which he could easily formulate the

Image of the Buddha, riiere was

no necessitj’ f<jr him to go to extra-

Indiaji sources to borrow the

lineaments of his national, religious

and spiritual i)atlern.s and types. In

ancient Indian tradition there were

definite canonical prescription.^ lor

visualising a Maful-l)untsLi or a

Supcrinan. This theoretical luiida-

ineiital type of the Superman was

conceived as having tliirty-iwo cliai-

acteristic marks or laksiaum. And

in Buddhist texts wliich belong to

times mucli earlier than any contact

with Hellenistic culture, the peculiar

[mage of the Buddha is indicated by

these thirty-two characteristic marks

of the Superman, In other words, a

definite idea of the Biiddlia’.s appear-

ance existed before the time of

actual reprc.scntations in plastic

forms or icons.

In early Indian art, represented by

a scries of pre-Christian stone Images

of Yakshas, there existed an old and

widely venerated type which was

naturally adopted by the new cult

of the new religion of the Buddhists

as soon as the personal worship

of the Buddha grew up, imposing

the necessity of fonnulating an Icon

for worship, rhis had to conform

not only with the thirty-two laksanasy

or characteristic marks of traditional

Images of iho Superman, but ajso

with the cult of the Yakshas which

immediately preceded in current

popular worship and was superseded

the newly establisheil cult of (he

Jiiiddha-Worship. In these circum-

stances, it is imp()S.sible to conccivi'

tliat any figure of Socrates or of

Christ could liave I)een used by

ilie Indian Image-maker as the

model for his formiiJalion of the

lir.st linage of the Biiddlia. I’o

.suggest sucli an absurdity is to ignore

the whole liislory of Image, wor.sliip

and of linage-making in India, which

had existed Indore the ailvent of llie

Buddha.

1'lie theory ol the ^U“Callcd (ireek

origin of tlie Buddha lias been

demonstrated l)y recent n*searcli to

be nntenable, and the more ]>r(;bable

tlieory of an iiidigeiiou.s origin has

been accepted by .M*vi‘ral grou(‘o of

Juiropcun scholars and savants a*

fact very little known in India aiidj^

ignored by Indian fndologisls. HieiW

is nothing surprising in (he facts

established l)y rcccnl research not

yet having been able to tivcitake the

misrepresentation (d the origin of

Buddhist art. ha* " a I-ie can travel

around tlii^ world and back again,

while the frutli is putting on its

shoos.”

0. (*. Gangolv



THE ARYAN PATH
Point out the “ Way ”—however dimly,

and lost amon;; the host—us docs the evening,

star to those who tread their path in darkness#

—The Voice of the Silence

VoL. XIII MAKCII 1942 No. 3

MAPIAVTRA
THE MAN OF D.

tlio (Iminlk ss eiuT.^y tli.

out of tin" iniro (*f lies 'I'hc

riio r(‘lii.(i()iis IxTu'fh and cnsloins

of the [ains ar(' so rlosoly a. kin io

iliosc of tlie lliiidus <lial Jaiiiisu'.

is grncrally n-j^ardod a^ a
J)

1 kiso or

an aspect of IfindniMn. Why is it

lliat, nllliough llieo' is a strikiin:^

parallelism l)et\veeu Jainism and

Buddhism, both of which an'

offshoots of Hinduism, Die world

rcco^uiizcs Buddhism as a separate

religion more readily tliau it does

Jainism ? Is it not because tin*

religion of the Jinas, unlike that of

the Buddhas, has been a living

influence, existing side by side with

Hinduism—almost merged in it ?

Buddhism arose as a protest against

the corruption of Hindu society

caused by religious siipo]\stilion.

dogmatism and ignorance, and so
it more naturally assumed the h)nn
of a religion distinct from Hinduism.
Jainism seems to have originated

a Mystic School whose pupils

jNTLESS energy
it its way to tlic supernal Tnithy

rc.V(’ rf /*'/:• Silence

followed a disciplint' of liff'
;
in tlie

course of agi'S this Order grew in

proportions and perhaps what was

onc(‘ esoteric in its teachings has

become subnp'rged in wliat is now
the evoteri(‘.

(iautama Ihiddha and Vardhama-

1K5 Mahavira were eonteniporaries

;

both wt're. of tlie Ksliatriya dan
with an ari>toeratic Jiiit'age

; both

renounccvl the world in quest of

truth, both attained Enlightenment,

both servv'd the souls of men, draw-

ing devotion from their respective

followers while tliey preached, and

both have won respectful homage

from generation after generation for

over twenty-five liiindred years. But

the background of their mission was

different : the religion of the Tirthan-

karas, as a distinct organism, already

existed and this institution Vardha-

mana used in the spreading of his

message. Gautama also came of a
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long line of Btiddhas, but lie had no

organization ready to hand
;
he had

to create his Sangha. The mighty

art of the Buddhas had been lost, as

it had been when Krislina appeared.

The work of the illustrious predeces-

sors of Vardhamana was still alive ;

his own parents belonged to tlie

Order of Parsva or Parsvanatha,

the immediately preceding Tirthan-

kara, who “ died 250 3’ears before

Mahavira ” and of whom it is

reported that he “ had an excellent

community of 16,000 sramanas and

38,000 nuns.” This Order itself was

very ancient for there were twenty-

two Tirthankaras before Parsva
;
a

corhplete list of the Tirthankaras

from Kashaba to Vardlianiana is

available in the jaina texts. They

had tlieir Book of Rules and dis-

cipline, named tlie Purvas ( known

as Fourlecn Piirvas ), held sacred for

long centuries.

Vardhamana Mahavira was the

last of the Tirthankaras. He carried

on the work of his illustrious pre-

decessors, expounding the ancient

teachings in language suitable for

the race-mind of his day. Tlie

example of his own self-discijiline

kindled the fire in many a new heart

while fanning the flame in the heart

,

of many another. The Jains will

'celebrate his traditional birthday on

the 30th of this month. Thk Aryan
Path approjniately prints the follow-

ing article on “ The Contribution of

Jainism to Religious Thought.”

Pandit Ajit Prasada, the Editor of

The Jaina Gaiielte, has been ably

editing also the Sacred Bpoki? of the

Jainas ( The Central Jaina Publish-

ing House, Lucknow
)
of which ten'

volumes have been issued. His

interesting article is a fair-minded

study and is valuable ; one of our

aims is the encouragement of the

serious comparison of the ancient

world-religions for selecting from

them universal ethics and the truths

,

common to them all. Such are to be

found in every religion
;
but so are

superstition and error to be found

in all. One simple test of true or

fanciful all can apply—to their own

creed as to tljc creeds of others : A
truth tliat has received the a.ssent,

however differently expressed, of the

wise in all ages and climes, may be

presumed to be probable, subject to

individual vcrihcalion. Distrust the

unique claim and the peculiar

dogma ! The vital aspect of any

religion is the life it inculcates, 'riie

great contribution of Jainism is

indeed Ahinisu
(
Harmlessnes.- ),

Pandit Ajit Prasada brings r-iit in

his article. That it is not peculiar

to Jainism is the proof of its univer-

sal validity; all the great d'eachers

have upheld its truth.

The particular contribution which

Maliavira made to the practice of the

doctrine of Ahimsa is connected with

the philosophic teaching about th(?

living nature of substance in relation

to what is termed ^'non-living sub-

stance.” The real import of that

Jain teaching should be grasped and

the Buddhistic doctrine of the five

Skandhas and also the Hindu one of

Samskara aid us in doing so.
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Vardhamana Mahavira gained

from self-imposed austerities such a

mastery over his senses and his mind

as led him first to knowledge and

then to Enlightenment. Ills power

of endurance was so predominant a

characteristic of his that the making

of vows has become a religious habit

with his followers. There is one

particular practice pursued even now-

adays by some among the earnest

Jains which might be adopted by

any educated man to his own better-

ment. I'o di*velop his will power a

man makes, at his own discretion,

gauging his own strength, a resolve

after his morning meditation, to

observe on that day some simple

discipline—not to cat certain foods,

not to s])eak at certain hours, not to

sit during a particular period. This

may appear trivial or even somewhat

ludicrous but in reality it is not so.

Such a discii)line checks hecdlessness,

engenders thoughtfulness and makes

habitual deliberate action and

mental self-energisation.

There arc many beautiful and

inspiring truths of practical social

value in the wisdom of Jainism and

a study of Jaina literature will prove

highly profitable.

rilE CONTRIBUTION OF JAINISM TO
RELIGIOUS THOUGHT

I'rom the earliest ages, religious

thought has concerned itself with

the solnticMi of throe related prob-

lems: What am I ? W'Iktico have I

come ? What will become of me ?

Jainism fuiTiislied a sedution to

these problems more than 700 years

before Jesus Christ was born, and

more than 250 years before Buddha
attained enliglitenincnt. Tlie (hnnis-

cient Jiiui declared: The 1
,

the

Atman, the Soul, is eternal, uncreat-

ed, ever-existing. It has feeling, con-

sciousness, knowledge. Knowledge is

the essence of the Soul. There is no
soul without knowledge, 'fhere is no

knowledge or knowabilily without
soul.

A pure soul, or pure life, is never
found in the world. It is not

f^tngible to the senses; it is non-

material, It cannot be touched,

tasted, smelt, seen, hoard, or pic-

tui*ed, in mind or in imagination.

It is all-knowledge, full and perfect

knowledge of all that is, has been,

or shall be.

What we do find in the world is

(1) l.iving substaneo mixed with

non-]i\'ing substance
;
and (2) Non-

living substance. I'hei'e is non-living

matter in both. But in one there

is life also ;
in the other, not. The

first, lit’ing substance mixed with

non-living matter, is embodied soul.

It is held in bondage by matter,

coarse or hue, in varying degrees, for

varying periods of time, in varying

(juantilies and with varying tenacity.

These vaiielics constitute the phe-

nomena of the Universe—earth, air,

water, lire, vegetation, tall trees,
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fragrant flowers, juicy fruits, worms,

reptiles, insects, birds, beasts and

men—all human and sub-human

life.

Embodied soul has ten vitalities

—

the vitality of each of the live senses,

the power of body, of speech and of

mind, respiration and age. The

lowest form of life has at least lour

of these ten. It lives for a ctT'tain

duration of time ; it breathes ;
it has

the sense of touch and a body.

An embodied soul is, however,

capable of throwing oil all body-

contact and attaining to perfect

purity, omniscience, beatitude,

unadulterated, everlasting Joy. The

path of purification, perfection,

liberation is clear and conclusive,

practical, of easy gradation and

possible of adoption by everybody,

howsoever situated, according to the

capacity, position and circumstances

of each. To follow the path, it

is not necessary to be born a Jaina

or to profess or embrace Jaini.sm.

Call yourself by whatever iiarm* yon

like, live your life as you have lived

it hitherto, but if it is in accord with

Jainism, if it conforms to the type

and the measure of faith, knowledge

and conduct leading to the (ioal,

the soul may be .sure that he or she

is a liberable being and on llie Path

to Truth and to freedom liom tiie

miseries and the limitations of

embodied existence. The soul is the

architect of its life and condition,

here and hereafter.

Death, accoiding t(> Jainism, is

not annihilation of anything, soul or

matter. It is only a separation of

the outer body from the soul.

Death is immediately followed by

birth. The soul reappears in another

body. Birth and death follow each

other, as assuredly and as certainly

as do day and night. It is only

wlien the soul is completely rid of all

contact with matter that it obtains

Liberation and becomes permanently

and eternally pure and perfect,

Omniscient, Omnii)otent and Omni-

present.

I'^arma is a well-known word now.

The has discussed it.

You shall reap wlial you sow, is a

popular proveri). Karma has, how-

ever, a special and technical signif-

icaiK‘(‘ in jainism, and its pliilosophy

of Karma is a imi(|ne contribution

to religions thought. Karina in

Jainism means and iiK'ludes mole-

cules of a v(M'y line and subtle kind

of inatltT whi('h is intangibles to the*

sense's and beyonel tli(‘ cognisaiii''' ol

the inejst delicate scicnliru' ii -tru-

meiits or j)r(je*.esst‘s yet inviiited.

'lliey abound ev(‘rywlieie in ine\-

hausti])l(t (jiiantities. 1 hey assiinu'

Kaiinic form when stinmiated and

influenced !)y the desires and the

j^assionsof an einbodi(‘d soul, a living

being; and lliey enter into close

contact and combination with such a

living being, ft is not difliciill to

s('e that a living being is immensely

affected by dead matter, by inani-

mate oJ)jects. Written words, paint-

ed pictures, sculptured images, ruins,

buildings, furniture and other ob-

jects, create emotions and passioiis

for good or for evil, affect health of

body and peace of mind. I'his is the
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effect of Karmic particles, invisible,

intangible, and yet mighty and

powerful. Karmas are of innumer-

able fonn.s, and vary widely in the

quality, the quantity, the tenacity

and the duration, in or with which

they are attracted and assimilated

by the soul. Kvery vibration or

activity of mind, speccli or body

•attracts and assimilates S(ane sort

of Karmic molecules. The intlux or

Ilow of Karmas into tlie embodied

soul, the sto|)i);igc* of that inllow, the

bondage of the soul and thr breaking

of that bondage have been discussed

by the Jaina Acharyas with a rich-

ness of (Ulail and a mathematical

accuracy, astounding, brain-racking

and fascinating, 'llu* millions and

billions of iricntal vibration^ have

all been classilied, tal)ulati*d, calculat-

ed, with the re.MiItant actii'iis and

reactions, d his was done over a

thousand \ears age,.

llroadly s]a‘aking, Karmas have

been di\’ideil into S main and i.|S

sub-('lasses, and >piritual evolution

into fourteen stages.

A descri])tion (jf these classes and

sub-classes would be beyond th.e

seo]H‘ of this article ; but tlie fourteen

sj>iiitiial stages may l)e e\]4aiiud to

give the leaihT .some idea of the

subject.

I. Miihydlvif.- ~'[hv Stagt' of the

Deluded Embodied Soul, riie soul

with a Wrong helief. riiis is

the hrst stage, in wliicli an inlinilc

number of embodied souls exist, in

the world.

l‘dl. lliiii ^ transitory stage into

whicli an embodied soul falls, after

gaining the stage of Right Belief but

falling away from it.

3. Misfira.—The Stage of Mixed

Right and Wrong Belief. This is

also a traiLsitory stage in the fall

from the fourth stage of Right

Belief.

. A virulii Sa uiyahiva- - dlie S tage

of Vowle.ss Right B>elief. In this

stage the euibodird soul has acquired

Right Belief aljoiit the true nature

of n alities, but is unable to act upon

that ])elief. fl does not re.solve or

vow to follow it in actual life.

5. /k's/'i.'-r/Vcf/u.- The Stage of

ikirtial \’ows. In this stage the soul

hdlows Riglit Belief by ado|)ting

\varlial vow.;.

VriOnulia --'rhe stage of

Imperfect Wnvs. Tlie precciling live

.‘^iages are those of a iionseholder.

1he sixth stage is that of a saint,

wlio has ri nounerd all worldly ties.

He has ado]>led full vows, but is

unable to ol)serve tiiein to perfection.

7. A I'riiniu.Wi r.Tn'cL—The Stage

of iVrfeei Wav.-. The ascetic saint

who has la aih* d this stage obseiaes

all tlie vow.s to poifcetion.

Api{na-KiijVj:iL ~Thc Stage of

New Thought-Activily. All the vows*

having been perfectly observed, a

stage of new inner progress begins,

idle soul begins to see inwards.

q. yivnlti'-Karana.— The Stage of

Advanced dlionglit-Activity. Wlieii

the thoughts are further advanced

inwards, greater insight, concentra-

tion and retiring into the Self are

attained.
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10. Snkshma-Sdmparaya. — The

Stage of Sliglitcst Delusion. Tlie

Delusion Karma begins to leave, and

only a trace of it is left. The real

self is ill full view.

11. Vpshant Moha .—The Stage of

Subsided Delusion. Delusion has

entirely subsided. Enlightenment

has dawned.

12. Ksliecna Moha —The Stage of

Destroyed Delu.sion. Delusion is

here destro3Td entirely.

13. Sayoga Kevuli .—The Stage of

Vibratory Omniscience. The Soul

knows all. It still has the body

vibration, though the body is rid of

its weaknesses, imperfections, im-

purities, defects.

14. Ayoga-Kevuli .—The Stage of

Non-Vibratory Omni.science. 'Flie

body vibrations also stop. 'I'his

stage is of very short duration, a

few moments, after which the Soul

attains Liberation, Moksha. Mun-

dane existence ceases. The soul be-

comes liberated for ever from all

Karmic contact and enjoys its own

eternal, supra-sense, undisturbable

infinite bliss. It is Siddlia. It is

Itself. Its modifications arc its owm

perpetual, continuous Self-modifica-

tions.

Spiritual progress is from Wrong
Belief to Right Belief, from ignorance

to knowledge, then to vows, then to

perfectly observed vows, then to

passionlessness and tlum to a ce.ssa-

tion of the vibratory activity of body,

speech and mind.

A soul steeped in ignorance, with

only an iota of ( onsciousness, has

thus the capacity to raise itself from

the lowest stage of life to the highest

Perfection—Godhood

.

How to attain this perfection ?

'File method, the manner, the means,

the graduated steps, to obtain

Liberation are easy, certain, effective,

showing a speedy and immediate

result. Everybody, howsoever cir-

cumstanced and situated, can follow

the course. The broad underlying

principle, the basic formula, is

“ Live, let live, and .so live that the

injury thereby caused to other living

beings be the slightest possible in

the circumstances. ” I'liis is popu-

larly called the Law’ of Ahimsa.

Tliis attitude of mind or principle

of conduct is not pessimism. It is

not inaction. It is not idleness. It

is not weakn(.‘ss. It is not cowardice.

It is duly controlled, pro])eiiy regu-

lated, intense, one-pointed, concen-

trated action for the good of all. It

leads to univcrsiil brotherhood, to a

fellow’ship of all living beings. It is

not a mere theory, but a practical

rule of conduct, suited for all stages

of society, for all grades of men, on

all occasions, in all circumstances.

Do not injure anybody in thought or

by word or deed.

In its perfection Ahimsa can be

practised only by the spiritually

highly evolved saints, the Sadhus

who have realised the true nature ol

the I, the Atman, the Soul, as distinct

from the body wliicli it inhabits,

who arc so concentrated in contem-

plation of the SELF that nothing

clone to the body or spoken abiaU

the body disturbs or perturbs them.

It may, however, be practised in
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varying degrees by all others. The

peace and joy experienced as a result

vary directly with the degree of

Ahimsa practised.

Mahatma Gandhi has experiment

ed with Ahimsa in all affairs of the

world, social, economic, political, and

has found it a rule (d universal

application. Ahimsa includes all the

virtues, all moral obligations, all re-

ligious commandments, truth, liones-

ty, chastity, contentment, charity

103

etc. All communal, national and

international trouble and tribulation
;

theft, robbery, dacoity, quarrels,

fights and wars, all are caused by

greed, l)y the desire to grasp, to ex-

ploit and to dispossess others. Ke-

duce your wants, remove your wants,

be above wants,and peace,prosperity,

pleasure and plenty follow immedi-

ately. You become the monarch of

all monarchs, loving all and loved

in return and looked up to by all.

AJIT PrasadA

A UNIVERSITY OF THE AIR

Those who ilfj^lnrc the loss (T a great

opportuiiity for tlie spread of culture

and of mutual sym])athy in tlie radi('»’s

dfbas(‘niOiit to trivial and j^aitisan

cuds must hail the cstahlishmenl by

\]\o World Wide Broadcasting Founda-

tion of sliort-wa\o Stations WRIT, and

WRUW in the V. S. A., " dedicated to

ciilightonment, ” to culture, education

and the fostering of international good-

will, as a real cultural achievement.

Young Lieutenant Walter Lemmon
accomiianied Presidtait Wilson to P.iris

and drew from the bickerings and the

strife that helped to make the “Peace
( onfcroncc ’* such a sad misnomer the

conclusion that the friction resulted

from lack of mutual umlcrstanding.
Bis idea of “a university of (he air to

‘^ct as a world culture exchange”
^^ppealcdto President Wilson but it did

not linally matciiadise til! recent years.

The objects of the non-profit Founda-

tion include tlie broadvrasting in dif-

ferent languages of cultural, education-

al. artistic and spiritual programmes

—

programmes that “will enhance the

cnitivation of spiritual values, and tend

to promote the growth of individual

character. “ The achievements of its

“ Frieiulship Bridge “ aiul other

programmes are solid though inlangi-

hle. Let us hope that, though the

r. S. A. is now in the war, tl\e rniver-

sity of the .\ir will be able to keep

clear of controversy and to pursue its

noble aims imliiiulered. For, as Louis

Adamic put it in a letter publi.shcd in

The Siitui'Jiiy RreicK' of LiteViUnre for

tSth NovemlHT, “ V for \detory is all

right, but we need also V for Vision.
”



YOUNG AND OLD SOULS IN EARTH LIFE

[Mr. Merton S. Yewdalc presents here the drama of human evolution,

the repeated descent of tlie soul into earth life for further experience and growth

until perfection is attained. Fortunately for mankind, the ])lay does not always

end as he makes it, with the withdrawal from the scene of the Kiilightencd Soul.

If Reincarnation is the Doctrine of Hope, its twin doctrine, Karma, is that of

Responsibilit}". Willi the realisation of Oneness grows Compassion, and many

an Emancipated Soul has made tlie (xreat Renunciation, to stay willi erring,

suffering humanity.—Ju).
]

Among the vast miiltiliides of

people on this Earth, there arc souls

of all ages. Looking from liarth to

Heaven, man has a soul, which is

the eternal part of him. I.ooking

from Heaven to Earth, man is a

soul, and his body is liis temporary

dwTlling-place. It is man as soul that

passes back and forth between the

invisible and visibk; worlds, in a

long .succession of embodiments and

unemlxidimenls. In Die visible world,

he is a soul embodied. In the invis-

ible world, he is a soul unemlHxlied.

His coming fortli from the invisibh'

to tlie visible world is evolution. His

returning home to the invisible world

is involution.

It is during the evolutions that

the reincarnations of man occur.

He who has experienced but few

reincarnations, is a young soul. He
who has undergone many, many
reincarnations, is an old .soul. The

remembrance of reincarnations de-

pends upon the age of tlie individual

soul. Young souls cannot remember
their past lives. They arc like

children, who have no recollection

of their infancy and whose memory
is too soft and delicate to retain for

long the fleeting impressions of the

occurrence.^ in childhood. It is only

old souls who can rememlxT their

past lives, b'or just as old people,

by means of their earthly memory
which gains in retrospective powvr

as they advance^ in years, remeinlxu'

with inen'asing vividness \ ]\c. scenes

and evc’iits of llu'ir (‘arly life, even

liapponings which hilherb) had been

but indistinct impressions and wliit'h

suddtuily emerge witli unexpcr.ted

clearness out of a misty past, so do

old souls, by the power of

cosmic memory whieli tlu'v liave

accpiired and developed during tlaar

many scjjournings in the invi.sible

world of the .spirit, remomher tiu'ir

former lives- in dilTercnt ages, in

different lands, among diJTc rent peo

pics. And wlum old souls are spec-

ially gifted, they sometimes not

only remember Win kinds of w'ork

they performed in their past lives,

but have a vision of the kind they

will do in the next reincarnation.

In l^arth life, it is the young souls

who carry on the practical work of

tlie visible world, and the old souls

who further the spiritual work of

the invisible world. Young and old
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souls are reflected in sculptured

figures. In sculpture, there are four

cosmic types of human figures : first,

the figure in the round which has

the aggressive movement of entering

farther into life ; second, the figure in

bas-relief which has the appearance

of stniggling to emerge completely

into life; third, the figure in the

round which gathers unto itself its

own life and suggests a regressive

movement back into the world

whence it came; fourth, the figure

in bas-relief which seems reluctant

to come any farther into life and

appears to be on the verge of back-

ing out of sight at the first oppor-

tunity. The first two symbolize the

younger souls who look forward to

active life with enthusiastic anticipa-

tion. The second two symbolize the

older souls who have lived through

their early periods of practical life

and have reached a point in their

development when their work is

essentially that which recpiires peri-

odic retirement and contemplation.

When souls are young and their

growth is before them, their evolu-

tions are symbolic of light and their

involutions symbolic of darkness.

Young souls are like children who
look forward eagerly to the day with

its light and dread the darkness of

night. In like manner, young souls

look joyously and hopefully upon
the days of Earth life, and hasten to

join the great body of otlier young
souls engaged in the work of build-

ing the material structure of civiliza-

fion. As they love light and youth
and life, so do they fear darkness

and old age and death.

But when souls are old and near-

ing their full growth, their evolutions

become more and more symbolic of

darkness and their involutions sym-

bolic of light. For, just as old peo-

ple find the day noisy and disturbing

and decentralizing, and come to look

fonvard to the night with its quiet

and restfulness when they can be

apart from the world of nervous

activity and find repose at the centre

of themselves, so do old souls with-

draw from Earth life little by little,

ever feeling themselves drawn to the

invisible world where they achieve

release through meditation and come

into closer union with the Divine

Spirit. That which is light to young

souls is darkness to old souls
;
and

vice versa. It is the outer eyes that

sec best in the light. It is the inner

eyes that sec best in the darkness.

The temple has much darkness and

little light.

Souls of every age live and work

together in this world. But they

are divided in their polarities. The

rliythm of tlie younger souls is from

Heaven to Earth, since their soul

growth through reincarnation is still

in its early stages. The rhythm of

the older souls is from Earth to

Heaven, because they have already

attained mature soul development,

together with a deep knowledge and

wisdom of human existence, and

they long to return to the invisible

world for further spiritual light.

All souls, when they are reincar-

nated on Earth,observe the perpetual

flux of things. They sec that nothing
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is ever at rest, and that motion is life.

Young souls, with exuberance and

expectation, draw out of the whirl-

ing mass those things to which they

would give permanent stability

—

beliefs, ideas, manners, customs—by
fixing them in the structure of civil-

ization. Yet when those tilings lose

their mobility, they cease to evolve,

then harden and eventually die, and

finally disappear even from the

memory of men. The young souls

who seek to bring about the stability

of things amid the changing elements

in the world of space and time, arc

like children on the seashore who

build walls of sand to keep back the

water of the incc.ssant waves. And
often the young souls themselves arc

drawn into the maelstrom, and know

no rest or peace throughout their

earthly existence.

It is old souls who have learned

during their many lives that the

world of the senses is the wwld of

illusion, and that its fundamental

law is that of ceaseless change. Also,

that the world of spirit is the real

world—spaceless, timele.ss, change-

le.ss—where man, living by the laws

of Heaven, becomes firmly establish-

ed in an absolute position from which

he cannot be dislodged by the

disturbing elements in the w’orld of

change. It is old .souls wdio bring

to harassed young souls a knowledge
of the laws of the Spirit, so that

they may not alone be saved from
being caught in the maelstrom of

illusion, but rc'alizc a spiritual equi-

librium which will enable them to
maintain themselves in Earth life

and to sec their way clearly amid

the bewildering and unrelenting

changes which assail them on every

side and throughout all their days.

Now there are in general two

beliefs concerning man in his relation

to the physical and spiritual worlds.

The first is that man is a combina-

tion of body and soul and that this

combination is effected when the

human seed, at the moment of con-

ception, is joined by the soul which

comes into being at the same mo-

ment. While man continues in Earth

life, his body and .soul remain to-

gether. When he dies, his body un-

dergoes dissolution, and his soul

passes into the realm of spirit, wliere,

as the eternal part of him, it awaiits

the Day of Judgment and the summ-

ons to appear before the Deity to

receive either eternal reward or eter-

nal punishment for his acts during

his one and only life on ICarth.

The underlying princij)le i.f this

belief is that man has a physi<.al and

a .spiritual beginning, and an eiifling

which is an eternity that fundament-

ally is an extension of Earth life;

that he has but one Earth life

in which to realize his ideals and

ambitions
;
and that he is to be for-

ever judged by his deeds during a

single lifetime which is shorter even

than that of some of the creatures

in the animal kingdom.

The concrete result of this belief

is that man, constantly pursued by

the thought of the few years allotted

to him and fearful lest he may not

be able to achieve all his aspirations

and ideals, lives in a continual state
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of uneasiness and anxiety. He begins

first to secure his place in the prac-

tical affairs of life. As he rises and

prospers, he begins to enjoy his

position of responsibility and of

authority ; and soon his aspirations

and ideals, which originally were the

natural expression and realization of

himself, become transformed into

unrestrained striving for wealtli and

power. His early ideals of truth

and justice give way little by little

to expediency and to an inflexible

determination to triumph through

the subjection of men to his will.

As he proceeds sternly on his course,

he gradually forgets all else but him-

self and his ambitions. He comes

to live by his self-made laws; he

cannot understand that there is an

eternal Law of Retribution from

which he cannot escape and tliat at

some future tiinii he will hav^e to

face the coiisequeiices of his acts. It

is liis short view of human existence

which not only awakens in him this

unholy will to power, but also g('n-

erates in him an excess energy which

brings out the lowest human instincts

and manifests itself in acts that

violate all the moral laws of life.

'this, in a lesser or greater degree,

is, and always has been in general,

the j)hilosophy and the experience

of unenlightened souls, wliether

persons or peoples. In extreme
form, and extended into realms

national and international, it has
f^ecn the cause of war, tyranny,
bigotry, persecution. It has led

men down the road of materialism
^nd has caused them to live their

entire lives in a state of struggle and

without a moment of that tranquill-

ity which comes only with the

repose of the spirit. The short or

earthly view of human life is the

w^ay to confusion and destruction,

and to the ultimate death of the

spirit.

The second of the two beliefs

concerning man, in his relation to

the physical and spiritual w^orlds, is

that man is an eternal soul which

comes to Eartli and takes on bodily

form in order that it may do its work

and may also evolve a personal-

ity which shall allow it full expres-

sion. To accomplish this, many
Earth lives are necessary

;
and these

occur intermittently during a vast

period of time. It is in Earth life

that the soul awakens
;
and with its

awakening comes spiritual enlighten-

ment. It is also during its reincar-

nations and in the brain conscious-

ness of its successive personalities,

that the soul experiences its progress-

ive .spiritual awakening. As its

reincarnations continue to increase

in number and the soul itself con-

tinues to unfold, its acts become

increasingly spiritualized. When
finally the soul has reached its com-

plete awakening and all its acts are

completely spiritualized, it leaves

(he Earth for (lie last time, and in

its full flowering returns forever-

more to the Divine Consciousness

—

the Supreme Soul—the impersonal,

all-embracing divine essence, the

original source and the ultimate goal

of all that exists.

This is tlie long or lieaveiily view
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of the life of man as soul. By it,

man sees that he himself is a part

of the Supreme Soul, and that

during his reincarnations he is

subject to the Law of Karma. So

long as his acts are in harmony

with the spiritual laws, his spiritual

progress continues. But if in any

one of his Earth lives he commits

acts which injure others or even

himself, he not alone loses some of

the progress he has made, but he

must, by the Law of Karma, make

reparation in the same or in the

next reincarnation before he can

make any further progress. Thus

the spiritual advancement of man
depends wholly upon himself and

upon the operation of the Law of

Kaima; and when he has at last

returned to the Divine Conscious-

ness, it is not as a soul to be judged,

but as one which has atoned for

all its misdeeds and is ready to be

received forever into the eternal

sanctuary of the Supreme Soul.

When man lives by the Laws of

Reincarnation and of Karma, he

sees stretching behind him a long

past wliich is the repository of the

Earth lives he has already lived,

and stretching out in front of him

a far-reaching future in which he

will live many more lives. Thus

man travels the path of the spirit

—

not in the short spasmodic rhythm

of a single Earth life whereby he is

deflected from his course and plunged

into the struggle for power and

riches and fame, but in the long

stately rhythm of the universe,

whereby he maintains his equilib-

rium between Heaven and Earth

and dwells with all men in truth

and justice and peace. It is a

knowledge of the Laws of Reincar-

nation
.
and Karma that alone

reveals the true purpose and mean-

ing of the life of souls on this

Earth.

Mekto.n S.

Of Law iherc can be no less acknowledged, than that her seat is the bosom

of God, her voice the harmony of the world : all things in heaven and earth do

her homage, the very least as feeling her care, and the greatest as not exempted

from her power. Richard Hookkr



Mr. BRAMLEY’S DATE WITH DESTINY

[ Mr. Claude Houghton, the well-known novelist, needs no introduction

to readers of The Aryan Path or to any lovers of thoughtful fiction. This

short story is characteristic of his gift for catching a wing-beat above the

trampling and the din, for opening a vista in the reader's mind.—Ed.
]

Mr. Brarnley walked automat-

ically through the familiar streets,

unaw'are of the ugly commercial

buildings and the incessant roar of

the endless traflic.

For over thirty years he had left

the office at twelve-thirty and made

his way through these loveless

streets in order to reach the restau-

rant, at w hich he invariably lunched,

by a quarter to one. He had a

book under his arm and his right

hand held the collar of his overcoat,

in the hope of obtaining extra pro-

tection from the penetrating air.

He was a white-haired, bent, non-

descript figure, but it is probable

that if a passer-by liad happened to

notice Mr. Bramlcy’s eyes, he would

have been impressed by their colour

and exprcs.sion. They were gentian-

blue and seemed to be intensely

interested in something far distant.

Tlie other features, like the figure,

had accepted defeat long ago - but

the eyes had not surrendered.

Now, it is certain that any one

passing this shabbily-decent wreck
of a man would have been aston-

ished had he knowTi that tw^o lines

of poetry were circling round Mr.

Kramley's mind as he walked
through the grim scenery of this

^reat industrial city-tw^o lines

which had long been familiar but

which, nevertheless, opened new

and vast vistas whenever they came

into Mr. Bramley's white-haired

head.

I saw Eternity the other ni^ht,

lAke a great ring of pure and endless light , , ,.

As the words winged through his

mind, he experienced the sudden

exhilaration which had come to him

so unexpectedly, and so beneficently,

at certain crucial moments during

his long and outwardly-drab exist-

ence.

He reached the restaurant, w’hich

was cheap and therefore usually

crowded, and made his way to a

corner table. It w\as the only table

for two persons and Mr. Brarnley

had a marked preference for it.

He had scarcely seated himself

when a wintry-looking w'oinan at a

neighbouring table rose and came

over to him.

I 'm glad you are back, Mr.

Brarnley.”

“ That is kind of you. I am
better again. Much better. Did

you know^ that I was away for a

week ?
”

“ Yes, I know you were. And

you've chosen a wretched day to

come back to work.
”
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Miss Grahamc went on talking,

but Mr. Bramley did not hear what

she was saying. He suddenly saw

her, not as she was now, but as

she had been twenty-five years ago

—when she had started to come to

this restaurant to lunch. Then,

she had just begun to work in an

office near Mr. Bramley’s—and she

still worked there. He remembered

her animation in those days and

tlie lights in lier bronzed hair. Now,

the features were resigned and the

hair was lustreless.

How brave you are he

exclaimed suddenly.

“ Brave ?

** Yes—very brave."

She stared at him - bewildered

and a little excited—then hurried

back to her table.

While Mr. Bramley waited for

someone to take his order, he won-

dered—for the thousandth time -

why it w^as that certain lines of

poetry, certain pictures, certain

aspects of nature,, certain music,

had always had such mysterious

power over him. Logically, he

ought to regret this fact very deeply,

because it was owing to the power

of these things that he liad become

a failure. He w'as an old, broken-

down clerk and it was miraculous

that he had not been sacked long

ago. By all normal standards, it

was the power of these things over

him which had condemned him to a

lonely and a loveless lite—and yet

something very deep in Mr. Bramley

asserted that, e.xcept for certain

crises, he had not been lonely and he

had not been „ loveless. What
actually astonished him was that

people dared to live without beauty.

That seemed incomprehensible, and

very brave, to Mr. Bramley.

I saw Eternity the other ni^ht.

Like a great ring of pure and endless light , . .

.

At this point, however, Mr. Pod-

gers came into the restaurant.

Mr. l^odgers was Mr. Bramley’s

immediate superior at the office and

there is no doubt whatever that

Mr. Podgers would have sacked

Mr. Bramley long ago had it not

been for a mysterious occurrenct'

which still bafiled all Mr. Podgors’s

attempts to solve.

Some years ago the Manager--a

person of enormous importance--- -had

dismissed a clerk ccdled Lane. The

Directors of the Company, who were

even more important lliaii tlie

Manager, had been very angr\ about

a mistake which had been made

and so the Manager had sacked Lane.

One afternoon, two days after

Lane's dismissal, Mr. Bramley had

suddenly ri.sen from his obscure seat

in the (ieneral Office and walked

straight into the Manager’s room.

This act created a sensation because

Mr. Bramley was far too insignificant

a person to have direct dealings wnth

the Manager. Also, Mr. Bramley

had gone into the Manager's room

without knocking

!

He went straight up to him and

said: You dismissed Lane, that

was unjust.
”
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What the hell's it got to do with

you if I sack Lane ?
"

Injustice is everyone's business."

“ Now, look here !
” the Manager

shouted. " One more word from

you, andyo7/7/ be sacked.
"

'' Lane only carried out your in-

structions.
'*

“ My God ! I like your nerve ! I

keep you on, when you’re a dam

sight too old to be any good, and

you come in licre and tell me my
business.

"

I’ve said all Tve got to say,

"

Mr. Bramley announced mildly. "I’m

going.
"

"You certainly arc going-— in a

month !

"

But Mr. Bramley did not go in a

month. And Lane wa.s given another

job in a branch olhce at Liverpool.

I'he Manager had never spoken , to

Mr. Bramley since their interview,

l)iit Mr. Lodgers who had heard

the Manager shouting at Mr. Bramley

w.Ks convinced that " Old Ih amley
”

had some mysterious power over the

Manager. Mr. Lodgers was, there-

fore, half-afraid of the old clerk and

avoided him as much as possible.

He had come to this restaurant today

only because he did not know that

Mr. Bramley had returned from sick-

leave.

Mr. Bramley often thought of this

interview with the Manager, chiefly

because he was convinced—absolute-

ly convinced—that, ten seconds

before he rose from his obscure seat

in the General Office to go into the

Manager’s room, he had had no in-

tention of doing anything of the kind.

His reminiscences were interrupted

at this point, however, by the arrival

of a waitress to take his order, but

Mr. Bramley discovered that he was

still feeling weak after his recent

illness and that thcndorc the idea of

a substantial meal was not inviting.

He ordered black coffee and a

sandwich.

/ Kinnity the other uie^ht,

IJkr a "rrat rint* of pure and endless light , . . .

It was disturbing how much the

lines meant to him. It was also

disturbing to remember how, at

certain crises in his life—when exist-

ence had suddenly seemed a total

impossibility— some sentence had

come to him as clearly as if someone

had whispered it in his ear. And,

whenever that had happened, a

strength not his own had instantly

surged through him, bringing deliver-

ance.

While Mr. Ihamley sat waiting

for his colTee and .sandwich, he

remembered a moment of despair

which had overwhelmed him some

years ago as totally as if he had

fallen into tlie bottomless pit.

It was a Sunday evening—grey,

drab, dismal. All day he had been

depressed, then, soon after six

o'clock, he had gone for a walk.

He passed gaunt silent factories

--crossed a Recreation Ground

—

threaded a labyrinth of mean streets.

Not far away, the bell of a chapel

jangled. Men stood at the doors of

squalid homes waiting for the public-

houses to open. Lavements were
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littered with fragments of Sunday

newspapers. In the distance, a tram

rattled.

Ugliness, torpor, inertia—every-

where.

He stopped and looked round.

Most people lived like this—and

did not want anything essentially

different from this. That was the

fact. Why lie to oneself ? And
those who did not live in surround-

ings like these had escaped only by

condemning others to sordid houses

in mean airless streets. The world

was a slum—a material slum, or a

spiritual slum. And poets who wrote

lines which opened vista after vista

in the mind were those who made

a marvellous make-believe w’orld

because they dared not confront the

horror of the actual one.

That was the fact—and he was

realising it for the first time on this

grey Sunday evening.

I have overcome the world."

The sentence .shot into his mind

as if someone had whispered it in

his ear.

But that sentence didn’t mean

—

it couldn’t mean—that Christ had

overcome the squalid inertia of mean

streets ! Till now, Mr. Bramley had

always thought that it was the

pride, pomp and panoply of the

Roman world which Christ had over-

come—not the stagnant, listless,

shabby one of mean streets.

I have overcome the world.’'

Yes, that must mean that Christ

had overcome the world of dead-

ening monotony no less than the

one in which evil flaunted'its power

in proud array.

Then, as Mr. Bramley walked on

through the darkening streets, a

sudden realisation of the courage of

men overwhelmed him. They dared

to live without beauty : they dared

to become slaves of the machine.

They, too, had descended into hell

—a mean, monotonous, squalid hell.

A sense of kinship with the people

of these mean streets surged through

Mr. Bramley. These men and

women were his brothers, his sisters

—destined, so soon, to die
; and

daring to live like this !

'‘Sooner or later,’' Mr. Bramley

had whispered to himself, “such

courage must bring them face to face

with God."

But at this point Mr. Bramley

again became aware of his surround-

ings and was beginning to wondi r

what had liai)penrd to his waitress

when she appeared with his Idack

coffee and .sandwich.

He took a sip of the coffee

-

decided that he did not want the

.sandwich—then looked round the

restaurant.

Everyone was eating and reading

simultaneously, while one or two

desperate spirits puffed a cigarette

between these activities. Miss

Grahame was reading a paper-backed

novel with an alluring cover de.sign

:

Mr. Podgers was studying the

Financial Times with the expression

of one long familiar with the intrica-

cies of high finance. Waitresses

threaded the .|teiSfow lanes between
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the tables, carrying heavy trays.

From the other side of the constantly

gaping swing doors, leading to the

kitchen, came a confused babel of

shouts and orders.

Mr. Bramley was about to read his

book when, feeling a sudden rush of

cold air, he looked up to discover

that the main door of the restaurant

had opened—and that a w’oman of

unique beauty stood on the thresh-

old.

Mr. Bramley gasped. He had

never seen any one so lovely. Only

ignorance could have induced her to

enter this hole—that was certain

—

and yet there she stood, looking like

a being from another world, .scan-

ning each table in turn as if she

were seeking someone. Then, to

Mr. Bramley ’s greater amazement,

she began to walk slowly towards

the centre of the restaurant.

At this point Mr. Bramley stood

up. Beauty was a member of

Mr. Bramley ’s Royal Family, and it

was impossible therefore to remain

seated.

It did not surprise him that people

in the restaurant took no notice of

the new-comer because, for many
years now, he had become accus-

tomed to the .strange fact that

others remained totally unaffected
by precisely those things which
moved him most profoundly.

So Mr. Bramley stood up, and
remained standing. Then he realised

that the only vacant scat in the room
was the one at his table. And then
he made the pul^i^ickcning dis-

covery that this uniquely beautiful

woman was coming straight towards

him.

“May I sit at your tabic ?’*

There were several reasons why
Mr. Bramley found it impo.ssible to

reply to this question. One was
that he had never heard a voice like

this voice. Never I It was perfectly

articulated and its tone invested

each word with an aura. Another

reason for his silence w^as the quality

of this woman’s beauty. The broad

brow was sealed with serenity; the

features were perfectly harmonised

;

the rhythmic figure shone through

the dark clothes but it was the eyes

which imposed silence on Mr. Bram-
ley. All the loveliest things he had
over known were but hints and

prophecies of the dark beauty of

those deep eyes.

“ May I sit at your table ?
”

“ Forgive me, but -roally —you
have made a mistake to come here.

This is a wretched cheap restaurant.

Believe me, you do not belong here.”

“ Oh yes, I do ! I go to all sorts

of places, f oil’d be surprised. Do
lot us sit down. It's high time you

and I had a talk together. We
should have had one long before this

if you had not insisted on dodging

nic.”

“ Dodging—you ?
”

“ Yes.”

They sat down, then Mr. Bramley

repeated :
“ Dodging- yew ? ”

“ Often ! Some yearn ago, on a

Sunday evening, when you went for

a walk, I couldn't make you see me.”
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Mr. Bramley stared at her for

some moments, then said jerkily:

But you don’t mean—you can’t

mean—that you came here today to

see me.
”

That’s exactly what I did do. I

have a suggestion to make to you.

The people I work for want you to

join their staff. And I begged them

to let me come to talk to you about

it.”

‘‘ You don’t mean to tell me that

you work in an office ?
”

'*0h yes, I do ! A most important

office. And I work very hard. Wc
all work very hard.”

And you arc really serious when

you say that your boss wants mo to

join the staff ?
”

She nodded her head. Her eyes

were as gay with delight as those of

a child who tells a thrilling secret to

a great friend.

“ I really think there must bo a

mistake, ” Mr. Bramley said with

some emphasis. I—well—between

ourselves—I’m no good. I never

was much good—and I’m none now.

You will only get into trouble if you

persuade your boss to give me a job.
”

She threw back her head and

laughed—cool, echoing, waterfall

laughter. “ I couldn’t persuade my
boss, ” she said at last. He’s made
enquiries about you—and has decid-

ed that he wants you on the staff.
”

To work with -yow ? ”

” To work with me.
”

Mr. Bramley glanced round the

restaurant in order to convince him-

self it was still there. Miss Grahame

was still reading her paper-backed

novel ; Mr. Podgers was still study-

ing the Financial Times, Waitresses

were still carrying heavy trays

:

shouts still came from the kitchen.

“ All this is most extraordinary,”

he said at last. I certainly never

thought any one would offer me
another job—especially after mak-

ing enquiries about me.”

He was about to continue when

he noticed her hand. Then he

looked more closely at her face, her

neck, her arms. The flesh was like

that of a newborn child.

Forgive me, ” he exclaimed,

but how old are you ?
”

**
I cannot remember. Wc l»av('

so much to do on our job that we

forget time. You know how it is.

When you are really interested in

anything, time ceases to exist,

doesn't it ?
”

Yes, that’s perfectly trur,” said

Mr. Bramley. “ It ceases to exist.”

Then he added : ''I’m afraid the

waitress is a long time coming.”

" It doesn’t matter. There’s no

hurry. We’ll sit here and talk.”

“ I’m glad there’s no hurry,” said

Mr. Bramley.

" We’re always busy in our job-

but never in a hurry. I think you’ll

like it.”

It was odd, but her presence creat-

ed the exhilaration—the tumultuous

inner release—of music. Often, when

listening to a symphony, it .had

seemed to Mr. Bramley that he had
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been miraculously transported to

his appointed place in a magical

universe. And now, sitting at this

table with her in this dreary res-

taurant, he felt again the rhythmic

surge and sweep of that strange

universe.

Suddenly he said : “You can’t

mean that you want me to go

straight to a new job without even

telling my present employers that

I am leaving them ?”

“Do you think they’d mind very

much ?”

“ No, not very much,” Mr.

Bramley replied. He glanced at Mr.

Podgers, then he added: “I’m

certain they won’t mind in the

least.”

A minute later, he said : “There’s

one thing 1 would like to ask you.”

“ What’s that ?
”

“ Are you sure you won’t mind

being seen with me in these clothes ?

They're very old, very shabby ^

quite done for.”

“ You need not give that a

thought. They give you new

clothes for our job.”

Some moments later, he said

:

“ Please don’t think this imj-Kirtinent

—because I assure you it is not

intended to be but you are famil-

iar to me. 1 can’t express it better

than that. I feel I liave met you

before—thousands of times.”

” You have—thousands of times.”

As she said the words in her clear,

deep, resonant tone, it seemed to Mr.

Bramley that she was transfigured.

For a timeless moment this sudden

vision of her dazzled him, then he

said in a whisper : “You should

not have come. You took a terrible

risk coining here, like this.”

Then, in an attempt to recover

normality, he lit a cigarette.

Almost immediately, however, he

heard himself say : “Let us go.”

“You are sure you are ready ?”

“Yes.”

''Certain?*'

“Yes.”

Mr. Bramley put his cigarette in

the ash-tray.

He rose, walked towards the door

...and then two events happened

simultaneously.

The first was that Mr. Bramley

found himself among a crowd of

people, who had risen hurriedly from

the tables, and were gazing at a man
lying on the, floor. And the man
lying on the floor was Mr. Bramley.

There was no doubt about that.

And Mr. Bramley was dead. There

was no doubt about that either.

Miss Grahame was convinced of it.

Her lips were trembling and tears

were running down her cheeks.

Mr. Podgers, too, was convinced of

it. He was staring with fear-rounded

eyes at the dead Mr. Bramley lying

on the floor. The waitress, too, was

convinced. Mr. Bramley was con-

vinced that the dead man was

Mr. Bramley. The smoke from a

cigarette still rose from an ash-tray

on the corner table.
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But, simultaneously, Mr. Bramley beatings of invisible wings

was standing by a radiant being in High, in a new heaven, shone a
a vast harmony-haunted twilight, great ring of pure and endless light.

The immaculate air was filled with Claude Houghton

A GREAT PIONEER

“ The Great Meddler ’* was the so-

briquet earned by Henry Bcrgh by

making the cause of the helpless and

the inarticulate his own. He started

his campaign against cruelty to animals

single-handed; other men whose con-

science he had quickened rallied to his

aid and the American Society for the

Prevention of ('ruelty to Animals came
into being in 1866 and laws were passed,

under pressure from the reformers, to

make illegal, cruelty in many forms so

long condoned that the public con-

science had grown callous to them. And
then the modern Don ‘Quixote, aristo-

crat and diplomat, set himself to see

that the laws were enforced, unfailingly

courteous but unbendingly firm, brav-

ing threats against his life, courting

the ridicule that brought publicity

for his cause. He fought in the courts

against cruelty to cows, to horses,

to turtles, to chickens; and “mock
editorials urged mercy for bugs and
worms. “ But at last his persistence

was rewarded
;
the tide turned

; and a
powerful public sentiment accepted the

fact that it is not meddling to protect

the weak, and supported the humane
associations* efforts. Bergh died in

1888 but his work lives on in a wide-
spread network rjf anti-cruelty organ-

isations throughout the U. S. A.

ifu hdd that it was the dignity ot the

huiuiui soul wliich suffored most when an

animal was abused by man that cruelty is

even more degrading to the one who inllicls

it than it is painful to the victim.

But Henry Bergh did not invent

“a new kind of gwdness" as the title of

Donald ('ulross Peattie’s recent sketch

of him in I'ronticra catchily claimed.

It was tlie same kind of goodness

that has ever iiis])ired every “ meddler
“

in behalf of the victims of oppression

and is natural to man in the Pleasure

of his transcendence of the anim.il pro-

clivities of his lower nature.

But many are thoughtlessly cruel

and many men incapable of indicting

cruelty themselves have not enough of

the knight-errant in their make-uj) to

chami)ion unpopular causes. It takes

one type of courage to face malice and

vindictiveness unafraid; it takes an-

other, and jHirhaps a higher type, to face

ridicule without lliiiching from a duty

self-assumed. Henry Bergh had both

ly|>es and he gave a stimulating dem-

onstration of what can be done by a

single earnest man who is not content

to deplore evils and to take refuge

behind that coward’s (luery,
“ What

can one man do ?
’’



A DANGER DREAMT...

AN INTERVIEW WITH UDAY SHANKAR
[We took advantage of Slid Uday Shankar's presence in Bombay in

December to have a member of our staff iwterview the famous dancer-educa-

tionist.—

E

d.]

“ I shall. . .straight conduct ye to a hillside, where 1 will j)oiiit ye out the

right i)ath of a virtuous and noble education
; laborious indeed at the first

ascent, but else so smooth, so green, so full of goodly prospect and melodious
sounds on every side that the harp of Orpheus was not more charming.'*

—-Milton

It is an impressive experience,

after seeing Uday Shankar in

gorgeous costume on the stage, the

incarnation of the graceful, elusive

and allusive sjnrit of the Indian

dance, to sec him in a drawing-room,

simple and dignified in his llowing

Indian garments, telling with an

earnestness the more impressive for

its quietness of his great educational

and cultural ideal which is finding

embodiment in Almora at the foot

of the Snows," finding it somewhat

slowly both becau.se the innovator

is feeling Ins way in unexplored

territory and because funds arc

needed for what he is trying to do.

The professional dancer is merged

today in tlie c<lucatioiii.st ; the stage

now but subserves the ends of the

Uentre by letting the world know
what it is for which the Centre

stands.

Westernized education and the

outlook which it imparts have played
the role of the abductor for how
many of our Indian youth ! In the

life drama of many an Indian, alas,

flie grand finale of restoration to

his own people has never been

played
;
the curtain has come down

on the exile still wandering abroad,

an expatriate of the spirit, though

his body may never have left the

Indian shores. But in the life of

Uday Shankar the drama has come

full circle and India can rejoice that

iier son who was lost has found his

way home.

A youth of artistic promise, Uday
Shankar early won the patronage of

the Maharaja of Jhalawar—his father

was one of the Maharaja’s Ministers

—but he was brought up in such

ignorance of his own cultural heritage

that he might almost as well have

grown up in the West. Almost, but

not quite, for his subsequent develop-

ment sliowed that strands musical

and rerpsichorcan, at least, of his

Indian background had been woven

into his make-up, though they were

long ignored. He studied Western

art for three years in Bombay and

went to Europe in 1919 to complete

bis education as a painter, a youth

almost completely glamoured by

Western civilisation.

Strangely, his awakening came in

the West. First, from Sir William
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Rothenstein, under whom he studied

at the Royal College of Arts in

London and who discouraged his

adoption of Western artistic tech-

nique. Shankar had bought the

biggest canvas he could find and was

splashing it with the costliest of

colours, to his own immense satis-

faction and with pleasing effect,

when Sir William's disapprobation

brought him down in full flight.

Sir William praised the Indian style

of painting, which could compress a

world of meanings, a universe of

subtle implications, into a miniature,

and he sent the bewildered young

man to the British Museum to study

Indian art. The great books of

copies of the paintings and the

carvings of ancient and of medieval

India which he found there were a

revelation to him, but it was in

deference to Sir William and with

mental reservations that Shankar

devoted himself to Indian art for the

remainder of his cour.se.

His second awakening he owed to

Pavlowa's enthusiasm for India,

which she had recently visited. He
had learned to dance in India, taking

it rather casually in his stride
;
he

taught Pavlowa Indian dancing
;
he

danced with her, at her insistence,

in London
; their Krishna and

Radha " interpretation was one of

the great triumphs of her career.

He had meantime won the certificate

of the Royal College of Arts and
was free to accept her invitation to

tour the U. S. A. with her. And
wherever he went he found deep
interest in India and a knowledge

of her past glories that put her un-

regardful son to shame. Humbly

he learned from American friends

what he should see in India and how
to get to this place and to that.

It was, how^ever, in 1929-30, when

Miss Alice Boner, a Swiss painter of

cultural sensitivity and of wealth,

requisitioned his guidance to the

triun)phs of Indian cave and temple

art and architecture, that the cul-

tural changeling came finally into

his own. At Guruvayur, near Tri-

chur, he saw his first Kathakali

dance and recognised, with a thrill,

in the traditional form, the timele.ss

prototype of the dance that had

gone out from India to China, to

Malaya, to Japan and where not ?

He put his reaction simply: ‘Ml

takes you away from this WT^rld to

some other world. " The consuinmate

art of the production, the imper-

.sonality of the players, w’h()S(?

names are iinadvertised, the pittance

wdiich contents them for their untir-

ing work, their self-oblivious iin

mersion in the characters that they

{x^rtray, all impressed him deejfly.

“ They not only know by heart the

Mahubharata and the Ramayana ;

they live them on the stage !”

It was perhaps then, glimpsing

the beauty of the Indian cultural

tradition and realising how' little i(

is understood, how inadequately

prized even in India, that the dream

first came to him of starting a

Centre where that tradition could b(‘

nurtured, where the traditional

fonns of the dance and of music

could be brought together from all
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parts of the country, and where the

Indian educational ideal could find

embodiment, free from the narrowing

bounds of province, caste or creed,

free altogether from the commercial

spirit which is the blight of art.

From Madura and Chidambaram

in the South to Ajanta, to Ellora,

to Benares, he piloted Miss Boner,

as eager, as enthusiastic as she, and

as his appreciation of the artistic

triumphs of ancient India grew, his

imagination caught fire and there

sprang up in him an intuitive

appreciation of the spirit behind

those marvels and an urge to foster

the unfolding of that spirit in our

modern age.

lUlay Shankar had taken Indian

dancers to the WVst before. On
his previous tours he had danced his

Oriental dances to the accompani-

ment of Western instruments, or-

cliestrating from memory .some of

tlic Indian rafias for them to play,

hut he was not .sitislied. He wanted

to take Indian musirians and Indian

instruments to the West witli his

troupe. Miss Boner made it possible

in 1931 and on the opening night in

Paris the audience was moved to

tears. He was besieged with de-

mands for what was behind his

dances. Where could they learn the

mythology of India, where the

Indian philosophy ? More than ever

was borne in upon him the need of

the world, as of modern India itself,

for the revival of the living spirit of

the Indian art of the dance.

Wealthy Americans tempted him
to start his Centre in the U. S. A.,

promising full support to the under-

taking, but he found the tempo of

life there too swift. It must be in

India, w^here there was time to wwk,
time to think. He was clear about

that. English friends, Mr. and Mrs.

Leonard Elmhirst of Dartington

Hall, furnished the funds for him to

make a start and the Uday vShankar

India Culture Centre was opened in

T939. It is still housed in rented

b\iildings, still handicapped financial-

ly at every turn, but it has a glorious

setting, an uplifting atmosphere and

a splendid natural amphitheatre

where as many as 21,000 have gather-

ed to see the Centre’s symbolical

dances, the “ Ram Lecla,” based on

the Ramayana, as inspiring and as

tnily religious a festival as the

Passion Play at Oberammergau.

The Centre is not an Ashram in the

technical sense, but much of the

spirit of the Ashram is there.

There were nine hundred appli-

cants the first year, though only

eighteen students could be taken,

most of them on scholarships. The

course is normally five years. Certain

exceptional pupils may cover it in

less time but, as l"day Shankar says,

to learn to dance may take a whole

life, and he added thoughtfully,

May be one life is not enough.”

The young people who are coining

today are fifteen years old or more.

Facilities and staff are yet lacking

to handle the ordinary txlucation of

younger students along with the

training in dancing and in music,

but it is part of the Dream that

some day quite little children may
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be admitted and taught until about

the age of eight or ten years, when

they will leave for ordinary schools.

Before that they will have been

helped to a true orientation, taught

to co-ordinate their movements and

to direct their minds, and encouraged

to begin to bring out the inner,

which Uday Shankar feels the

modern schemes of education take

too little into account. The work

at the Centre is designed to waken

something within the student.

The effort is to relate the dance to

life. Creative expression in different

directions is encouraged. Students

design and make some of their own

costumes
;
they are encouraged to

think out dances of their own. It

is Uday vShankar’s idea that once

the traditional techniques have been

mastered the artist should be free

to create his own interpretations.

“ I do believe in tradition. But we

cannot follow it altogether. From

it there arc wonderful things. We
do not discard the past but at the

same time we cannot live in the past.

I do not want to modernise things

blindly but I want to toucli the life

of today, which is the same as the

life in the past after all. We arc

the same but we approach things

differently because of the way w^e

live.'*

Uday Shankar attributes the in-

difference of many educated Indians

to their cultural inheritance more to

the innate desire for change than to

Western influence. It is the same
desire for something different, he

believes, that lies at the back of

much of the interest of people in the

West in India, though there are

some who do get hold of something

real. The ideal, he holds, is to get

whatever is best in life itself, to

bring together the highest expres-

sions of culture everywhere. Along

with the ideals of the exchange of

thought and of the unification of

culture, he recognises, is bound to

go the ideal of brotherhood. Art is

one
;

there are no barriers to the

appreciation of the beautiful. And
India is one. What does it matter

where the Centre is located ?

The routine of the day begins

with a general class which Uday

Shankar himself conducts and whicli

has no cut-and-dried programme.

First of all the students Icftrn to

w^alk. They are taught that walking

is not mere locomotion from one

place to another but a flexible

expression of character. They learn

to use imagination, to expu.ss thi.s

or the otlier (jnality in their very

gait - how to walk like a beggai.

like a judge, like a king. They learn

to control and to co-oidinatc their

muscular movements, to develop the

seeing eye, to concentrate. No

slumping postures! The students

sit erect, alert, one-pointcdly atten-

tive to the subject or the demon-

stration. Then they disperse to

follow .special lines, in music, in the

elaborate language of gesture, in

Kathakali, in Manipuri, under qual-

ified instructors. A short rest be-

fore lunch, a longer one after, and

then vigorous games, required of all,

till tea-time. Then a period for
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group discussion, guided but not

dominated by the teacher, in which

all kinds of problems, from ethical

to philosophical, are thrashed out.

There are no religious or racial bars.

Each talks freely of his own faitli.

rherc is no proselytism but a free*

interchange which broadens and

enriches all And just before the

eight-thirty dinner there i.s an im-

provisation hour wlicii any one may

act out anything that he or slie has

learned that day. Sometimes the

skits are trivial, but not infrequently

something beautiful emerges. Theij*

work is not competitively graded

but the students themsc^lves rec-

ognize whose work is good and

whose 'riien? is even mutual

].>ul)Ik: criticism of each otlioi’s work,

which the btudciits learn to take in

good part. From humiliation they

go to understandnig and from under-

standing they open their eyes for

criticism of themselves.”

The young people cumc Ironi all

over India. Tliey are the children

of their age. 'rhere. is no effort to

make them over forcibly. No sug-

gestions, for instance, are offered as

to personal appearance, but cosmetics

fall into disuse as the spirit of the

^'entre is caught
;
simplicity becomes

the natural expression of sincerity.

Uday Shankar is 'T)ada” to them
all, a spontaneous tribute perhaps^
in spite of his youthful appearance

—

to his maturity of outlook and to the

seriousness of his ideals. One letter

which he had just received expressed
with beautiful simplicity the reaction
^f one young student to his work

What wc have learned from you

will never be forgotten. And one

thing that you have made us realize is

to know that wc know nothing. Wc
are so ignorant and we have to learn

so much ! Art like a wide ocean lies

before us, unbounded and vast. Wc
think it is easy. You have at least

opened our eyes to tell us what it is.

Wc may not he able to learn art but wc
have at least known what art is.

The object of the Centre is not to

lurn out professional dancers, though

students may become such if they

wish. 1'lic aim i.s integrated individ-

uals, souls in command of their

bodily and mental instruments,

children of India who know their

heritage and are capable of translat-

ing that Iiciitagc intf) inodcrn life,

flow will tliey do so ? Some, Uday
Shankai hopes, will devote them'
solves to ])roviding performances

that will uplift and educate as well

as entertain. Others will become
missionaries of culture, starting and
i nnd\ictmg branch Ontres here and
there in the villages, where the

real Imlia lives on. Some may
carry inspiration to the waiting West.

But all he believes, will lead better,

more worth-while lives for the dis-

ciplined . broadening experience

which tlio ('ciilrc offers ; lives freer

and more purposeful for the years

that they h.ave had at the India

Culture Centre. India needs the

products of such education ; the

world needs them. There should

not be lacking men and women of

moans who have sufficient breadth

of vision and sensitiveness of per-

ception to see the value of this

undertaking of Uday Shankar s and

to provide the accessary fund.s to

make his dream come true.

E. M. H.



JESUS CHRIST

GLIMPSES OF HIS LIFE AND MISSION

[
This is the third of the scries by Ernest V. Hayes which presents the

Prophet of Nazareth as an Adcjrt of the Good Law.—

E

d.
]

III.-THE TEACHER AND THE TEACHING

Doubt has been expressed as to

the historic existence of Jesus.

None can deny that some fragments

of Sun Myth have gatliered round

him, or that, from one stand-point,

the Four Gospels present a story of

Initiation. But a careful reading of

these documents forces one to the

conclusion either that they briefly

record the life of a man who actually

lived, or that the writer of each

possessed the genius of a Shake-

speare. There is no reason to suppose

the genius and we may accept the

idea that, in the main, the Gospels

have historic value.

Taking Jesus, then, as a historical

character, without denying the va-

lidity of the mystical or occult

interpretations of the Gospels, we
find that, like Gautama Buddha, he

faces certain Temptations or Tests

before taking up his public mission.

In the desert, suggestions are made
by Satan—"the prince [or Godj of

this world.” "You have occult pow-

ers. You need food. Turn these

stones into bread.”

The temptation is (tismis.sed by the

answer that, comparatively speaking,

bread is not so very important. It

is this deep understanding that

will lead Jesus to say later : "Labour
not for the meat that perisbeth.

Take no thought what ye shall eat,

drink or wear. Your Heavenly

Father knoweth ye have need of

these things. Seek first His King-

dom and all other things shall be

added unto you.” It is not cliflicult

to see that if the getting of one's

bread and butter is a complicated

process, and uncertain as well as

complicated, the fault lies in man,

not in Nature’s generosity.

Jesus is invited to display his

occult power in a public demonstra-

tion—to cast himself from a pinnacle

of the Temple, possibly to impress

the Rabbis and the crowd. I'tterly

futile in itself, save as a gloiilication

of the lower self, this is repudiated

by Jesus as a waste of spiritual

force. Then comes the temptation

that is to furnish the key-note of his

teaching to mankind. He is ofl'ered

all the kingdoms of the world, if he.

will rvorship "the God of this world”

—if he will turn from Life to Matter.

But, "none other gods regarding,”

Jesus breaks the final effort of the

Tempter and stands free from every

human fetter save that of Love.

He chooses his own way by which

to call men back to Reality, to that

Ecstasy of Life, the One Peari, for

which all inferior gems may well be

lost. Clad simply ( it may have been
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in a yellow robe, for all we know),

devoting all his occult powers to the

healing of the sick and the afflicted

;

preaching the reversal of everything

that has been considered essential to

happiness and social order
;
he sets

nside all that might have been ex-

pected of the Messiah who was to

free Israel and restore the ancient

glories of the kingdom of David.

He will refer from time to time to

the antagonism aroused against him

in consequence, and the shadow of

a ceaseless persecution and a violent

end will darken his happiest mo-

ments, for he is not in India, where

tlic spiritual teacher is honoured,

even if not understood. He is among

a fierce, intolerant people who have

already designed the shrine into

which he is expected to fit. None-

the-less, he goes the time-sanctified

way of all the true Teachers of

humanity, seeing man as a spiritual

being and his pain and frustration

as having a spiritual cause.

There is a fault in man which

(iautama Biiddlia strove to eradicate

by the Eightfold Noble Path, 'Fhis

fault is an implicit denial of the

Truth and Love whicli maintain the

universe. Held as men are by the

illusion of Time, this fault seems

without remedy. It is the work of

Jesus to shew such men as will come
into personal contact with him that

the fault can be easily and swiftly

rectified. 'The Kingdom of God is

at haiuV’ is more a spatial reference

than one of time. The Kingdom is

within man
; it is the empire that

none may overcome. It is man, and

Jesus is near to the Indian Vedanta,

which implies that it is not a

question of man's being set free from

bondage but a question of his realis-

ing that he has never been really

bound. Hence those works of healing

of the soul and the body instantan-

eously so that men may know that

Re-Creation is not a laborious

process but a vivid moment in which

the soul sees the Reason and the

Love within itself perfectly poised,

utterly cleansed.

To bring about this illuminating

moment, “ one yet infinite," there

must be no Authority. There

may be authority and tyranny in

the kingdoms of the “ prince of

this world." With a touch of rare

satire, Jesus speaks of how the

tyrants of this world are often con-

sidered as benefactors by those they

enslave. As long as a man cliooses

to remain "in the world" (using

the term in a mystical sense ),

Jesus oifeis and indeed sees no help

for the terrors and the torments

which beset liim. Instead, there

must be entry into a Kingdom of

Light and Love, witliin a man's

own soul, where every thought is

transformed and every motive

transfigured. Of that Kingdom the

little child shall be the symbol of

true greatness, and " he that is

greatest among you shall be he that

doth servo." " Be none of you

called Master, for one is your

Master, even Christ—Ye are all

brotliers. " Among the Gentiles,

“ their great ones exercise authority

. . .but it shall not be so among
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He that shall desire to be first, the

same shall be the last of all.
'* A

man can be forced into a social

system, under a foreign yoke, harried

into a religion or a sect, manoeuvred

into certain relationships with his

fellows
; but he cannot be impelled

by authority into a Kingdom of

Heaven which is within himself,

awaiting discovery.

Next stands out the idea of Non-

Possessiveness, not simply as an

ideal for a few ascetics, but for a

regenerated world delivered from
“ Satan and lianded back to God.

Appropriation in a liundrecl forms

lies at the heart of a Imiulred miser-

ies from which man, missing liis true

purpose, persistently suffers. As the

overladen camel must first be reliev-

ed of its burdens before it can pass

through the low, narrow gate of

some Eastern city, so man must lje

willing to slied an abundance that is

not true wealth but the pLircel-carry-

ing of a slave. ‘'Ye cannot serve

God and Mammon.” Tlie tragedy

of Christendom has been th.at it has

made a dc.spcratc effort at lliat

double service. “Lay not up for your-

selves treasures on eartli. . .where

tliieves break through and steal.”

He might have added, “ unless you
make war on them in self-defence,

”

and they, in turn, still coveting,

make themselves strong to break

down your defences.

It has been well said that when
Jesus told the rich young man to

sell what he had and give it to the

poor, he was not thinking of the poor
so much as he was thinking of the

young man. Other spiritual teach-

ers had taught the same thing, but

they had implied it as for the few

who entered the narrow way. When
called upon to do so, indeed, they

had compromised so far as the man
of the \vorld was concerned; they

had indicated that too much was not

to be asked from him.

Jesus addressed himself to a

nation, and through his disciples he

hoped to address himself to the

world. If Non-Possessiveness were

a penance, then truly few would

undertake the piinisliment
;
but if it

leads to the greatest joy, tlie highest

health and the fullest life; if Appro

priation calls for miserabit* and con-

tinued sacrifice while Xoii-Pos.ses-

siveness offers exceeding joy, then

there should be no reason why men
in general, once tlicir eyes wen*

opened, should not gladly welcome

the total change in their societies

and their relatiunsliip.s whic ii .\on-

I^ossc.ssivencss would Iniiig. jc;su>

Ix'lievcd he could so open the eyes

of the men ami the women around

him; he directed all his j)ublir {carle

ing to that one aim.

We have no authentic portrait ot

Jesus, eitlier in pigments or in words.

Wc may be certain his was a radiant

personality
;
in the best .son.se, a gay

pcTsonalit}-. We have a statue of

Gautama known as the smiling

Buddha, and the Jain Saints look

down at their own nudity with a

faint amusement. We have a Krishna

with the flute and the melodious

songs and the dancing with the

Gopis. We have been condemned
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to imaginary portraits of Jesus as

weeping over Jerusalem, lifting de-

spairing eyes in Gethsemane, a tor-

tured face on the Cross and a stern

majesty in his Resurrection. But

it is not these things, weeping, de-

spair, pain. and sternness that can

win men*s hearts. It is a smile. A
laugh. A sense of infectious gaiety,

conveying to the uncertain that what

has been given up has been well lost.

The latter, we may be sure, Jesus

had and his teaching gathered power

with his smile. The outcast, the

man afraid of himself, the woman
who knew herself despised, the flurr-

ied, the muddled and the most

disheartened would hardly have

sought his company but for the smile

and the happiness that ran like

music through the silver voice.

Ernest V. Hayes

WHAT THK NEGRO WANTS

Nothing would seem more reasonable

than the demands tliat Mr. Langston

Hughes puts forward as tlic spokesman

of thirteen million American Xegrocs,

in an article. “ Wliat tlie Negro Wants,”

in tlic Autumn i()4i issue of Cowjiion

(rroiind, and nothing more temperate

ihaji Jiis a])])roarIj. A chance to earn

ii decent living ( Xcgrocs in tlie V. S. A.

iiro almost universally restricted, even

in (lovernmont service, to the lower-

income, lowTr-prestige jobs): ecpial

educational opportunities ( now denied

even in State-supported and ‘Clirist-

ian ” schools); decent housing (no

residential segregation); full partici-

pation in Government ( now pre-

vented by denial of the vote in parts

t>f the South and by rodistricting

to split the Negro vote ) ;
a fair deal

before the law (notoriously difficult

to secure); jmrrnal courtesy (South-
ern Negroes are generally called by

their first names and denied, even in

the press, “ Mr.,
" ” Mrs. " or “ Miss

before their names ) ;
and, finally, social

equality in public services—in trains,

in parks, in hospitals and in restaurants,

t'aii the juslicf* of these claims be

denied ?

To remeinbor in connection with this

article the high idealism which inspired

the hnmdcrs of the North American

Republic, to recall the line inscribed a

hundred years later on the Statue of

Liberty in Now York Harbour, ” I liold

my lamp beside the golden door, ” is

saddening, but it is luimbliiig too, and

should awaken pity, as well as provoke

deserved censure, for stumbling, erring,

immature luimanity. No imperialist

country, as no exclusive caste or sect,

even no man who is unjust in his home

or in his personal dealings, can shake

the head in deprecation and not stand

self-convicted of cant.



NEW BOOKS AND OLD

MEDIEVAL MYSTICISM OF INDIA '

Tlic most remarkable feature of the

Indian people is their power of assimi-

lation and the most noted characteristic

of Indian history is its continuity.

These features are best illustrated in the

life and actions of tlie numerous medi-

eval saints wlu.» tried to l)rini' about a

synthesis between Islam and 1 linduisin.

The {L;Teat seers belonged to the masses,

and, in tlie words of Tagore. “What-

ever they have realised or expressed

was ‘ not by moans of inlollcct or nnicli

learning of the sacred l(.»re’.” The spring

of this sadhana was within the inner-

most heart of the people and in its flow

broke all barriers (>{ rul(?s, prescripiivo

or proscriptive. This is a \'aluable part

of our historical heritage, and Prof.

Kshitimohan Sen has renderd yeoman

service to the cause of Indian history

by bringing out his Mcdicviu Mysticism

of India, a work well concci\'cd and

magnificently e.xccutcd.

Profe.'-'sor Sen riglitly divides the great

reformers, in the pictures<jue language

of the Bauls, into two classes, the

“fellows witli a long tether’* and the

“ fellows with no tether. "
/. c.. reform-

(t;s who remained within tiie limits

})rescribed by the scriptures and the

saints who broke down all such barriers.

'Hjc liLstory of the reformers begins

with the famous M.'ikhdfim Saiyad Ali

al Iffijwiri, an inhabitant of ('ihazni

*• wlio travelled over many countries

and finally made Taihore the held of

Ills spiritual e.xercisos “
] iis Kashf-al -

Mahjah is a ^’aluablc help for the

Sadhakasof the Sufi class. He exhorted

the people to take a vow of poverty, to

dissociate tlicrnselves from worldly

objects, to abandon the ego and to cut

down the unnatural relationships of pos-

session and exploitation. He believed

ill “ inU'ospeclion. meditation, con-

trol of breath and iilteriiig of maiityas “

as the means of making progress

towards (‘'ana (annihilation of the ego)

but most of all lie de})en(led upon the

divine grace, hven to this day he is

iK.’iKuircd ecjually by boili tlie Hindus

and the Moslems of the Punjal). Huj-

wiri’s famous discijde Muiiuiddiii (’hisli-

ti (1142-12^0) brought both the Hindus

and Moslems togetlier “ in their (|iicst

of the Supreme.
"

Tlie Hu.saini Brrdimanas of Rajjnitana

“ have Hindu beliefs, customs and

rituals together with Mahornodaii ideas

and practices. “ Similarly the follow-

ers of the iinam-Shahi sect •‘invoke

the authority of the Atharva Veda and

of Ni'^kalanka. . .the great apostle of

Hindu -Malioruedan synthesis. ” Niza-

inudditi Aulia, Jmriduddiii Shakarganj,

Shiih Kalandar, Karim Slifih, whoso

“ biograi>l)y is written in a language

wliich is a strange admixture of Per-

sian and Sindhi, ” and Slifih Inayat,

etc., arc great names in Sufi Jiistory.

Karim Shah got initiation in spiritual

life at the hand.s of a Hindu siiint,

while Shiih Inayat eudangcred his life

in saving many Hindu families from

* oj India. 15y Ksiiitimoh.\n Skn. Translated from the Bengali by

M.^xo\IQ^^A^’ (Uio'yii, with a l orowon! l>y ii.ABixpRANATH Iagorje. (Lu2ar ami To.. T.ondon.)
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tlic persecution of the Musloin rulers

of Sindh who were “ seeking merit by

making converts to Islam under the

threat of the sword. ” Shah Latif is

even now remembered by the people of

Sindh and the songs of Bedil and Bekas

appeal equally to all religious-minded

people.

This liberal spirit was not confined

to Sindh. Baba Fattu of Kangra, who

attained the spiritual siimmils through

the grace of a Hindu saint Gulab Singh.

Mihr Shrdi of Jhaug who got enlighten-

ment after disciplcship to a Moslem

saint, are still honoured by both Hindus

and Moslems of the Punjab. In Gujarat

the Khojas and the followers of Musa

Suhag are e\'idenlly influenced by the

tenets and beliefs of Hiiuluisin, while

the interesting Tirana I’anth wenship

Ni>kalanka. The famous Mussulman

lady, Taj, wruie <k'voliv)nal songs oii

Krishna, and who has not heard the

name of Ras-khan ? jayasi occupies

a prc-cmincnl position among>l writers

on mysticism.

It would be clear from tlu* above

that a great experiment in Ilijidu-Mns-

Icin synthesis was (\arried on during

the ^liddle Ages. Kshilimoiian Sen

remarks ;
-

U occurs \ervt)tt(n IIkiI j

a guru to a, Hindu and a Hindu is a guru to

a Mussulman. Tliov Iiavr (arried on tlicir

Sadhana not only with th(' same lovr Imt
filsowiili the same language.

Lxtreme obedience to tlioguiu, Vpa-
nishadic cosmology, the belief that

the creation was a ray of tJic divin<\

the fascination for the Sfiffs of the

^oga system and the acceptance t.>f

lantric teachings by some Moliain-

niadan addhakasi arc some of the inllu-

ences of Hinduism on Islam. But even
“the superstitious side of the two relig-

ious systems began to meet .” New gods

like Satya-Pir wvrv. created and leg-

endary heroes began to be worshipped.

The Hindus also were .greatly influ-

enced by Islam. By the time of the

advent of Islam Hinduism had lost

much of its spiritual illumination and

the socio-religious system had become

blind and lifeless. Islam brought to it

new ideas, ideals and creeds. It, in a

way, reinforced the attempt of the

Tiintras w^Iio '* accorded the right to the

highest form of spiritual self-culture to

all persons irrespective of their sex and

caste.” The Bhagavata cult also

came to the service of the Hindus.

In the South the followers of the Alvars

adored Andal, a woman of low caste,

and Ramanuja recognised ''the vernac-

ular devotional works such as Tim
Vayamoli of the Pariah like'Thirnpam

Alvar as tlic Veda of the Vai^navas.
”

(’haitanya prtached botii to the Hin-

dus and the Moslems, and Shankar-Dova

of Assam recruilcd his followers from

amongst the aboriginal tribes as well as

the Mii^Milmans. In Maharasira Tuka

Rama ami Xania Deva ( the latter

belonged lo ih(' l.iiloring profession)

won the lieail of (he people by their

message of love aiul purity. Similarly,

Narsi Mehta was a child of the times,

and saints like Brahnianatula and

Dcvanaiuia “vToated even amongst the

Mu.^sulinans, and Hindus of tlie Pariah

class, an interest for the spiritual life.”

To the Saivas.

0 lipiou^ lii'o w<is .1 ra.nUT ol air<.\A pcrt^oual

('xpcnorKC. .nul it li.is seldom any connection

with the narrow coui eption ol the Divinity

in any material imas'o.

Pattinattlui Pillc looks for Him only

in the heat t and in the love of humanity.

Tulsidas and other liiorary men of the

age kindled such a tire in thc|][lieart of

the common man that it could not be

extinguished except by Divine grace.
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But all these great saints were con-

servatives. They did not deviate from

the prescribed social code. Neither

Mubaraka Shah, the father of Abul

Fazl, Abul Fazl himself nor his brother

Faizi nor even Akbar nor later on

Diira Shikoli, dared break from the

traditional code. The masses, there-

fore, threw up their own leaders—the

“ tctherless ones. ’’ Ramananda de-

clared that “ social position should bo

decided by the excellence of Bhakti

and not by birth. ” He preached in

Hindi and called together “all people

to the natural festive ground of spiri-

tual culture.” Ilis famou.s disciples

came from all castes. Ravidasa was a

shoemaker, Sena a barber and Kabir

a Mussulman weaver. All of them

have left beautiful sayings but the most

important of them all was Kabir.

Kabir was born in a society where

illiteracy and w’ant of education still

reigned ” and consequently the people

were not at all burdened by the

weight of the traditions of the past,

and hence w’ere free to see for them-

selves.” His supreme object in life

was the uniting of the Hindus and

the Moslems; and he declared that

the same God is earnestly sought

after in all religions which differ only

in naming him.” Kabir exercused

tremendous influence over the masses

of North India and it is evident that

Nanaka, Dadu, Jiwana Dasa, Prema

Dasa, Bijli Khan, Garlba Dasa and

Rajjab were moved by his example

and precept. Rajjab declared that

All the world is the Vedas and the entire

creation is the Koran. Vain arc the efforts

of the I'andit and the A'a.:/ who consider a
mass of dry p.ipers to he their complete
world.

He exhorted the pco])le to read ** the

gospel which is revealed in all the

lives.”

Neo- Sufis like Bawri Saheb, Biru

Sahib ( a Hindu ), Yari Shah
(
a Mus-

lim ), Bulla Sahib and many others

worked hard to enable man to perceive

the rasa within himself and not to

wast(; time in trying to* “ understand

it by means of reasoning.” I.albeg, a

Chamar by caste, declared that

** thought of heax'cn or hell is fruitless

for these two things are within one’s

t)wn self.” l^altu, who said that “ God
is not the property of any particular

sect,” hit the mark wlicn lie dcclar(!<l

that “ high caste ])eople have spoilt

the low caste ones and Jiavc spoilt

themselves in consequence.” TJiesi*

Sadhnkas of medieval India fried to

“unite the Himliis and Mu.slims in

love and spiritual efforts” and awak-

ened “ among the masses a consciou'^-

ness of the nobility of human exist

cncc.” 1‘hey gave to wtmien also

the “matural right to enter into tlie

quest of God.” Nanihai, Mata Bai,

Mira, Andal, Dayabai are only a few of

the women vSadhakar; known !• u^.

The activities c f these saint- rontin

tied almost till the establishment

the British rule in India. In th<‘

eighteenth century Sihrarayan organ

ised a sect which included Hindus,

iloslcrns and Christians, and Bulla Sh.lh

of Kasiir declared that only robbers

lived in temples, and that scoundrels

went to the mosque, but tbat ” God.

who is all love,” stayed out of all that.

Tulsi Sahib, who lived as late as 184-

( a contemporary of Ram Mohan Roy )

and Dedhraj declared themselves for the

emancipation of man. All these saints

had a desire to establish through spiritual

sadhana a brotherhood and a friendly unity

among followers of different religions. . . .They

have cither attained some degree of succoss

or met failure, but a cessation of effort in this
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direction never occurred.

There seems “ to be an internal urge

and anxiety " for the establishment of

such a brotherhood, and such a brother-

hood must be established. Kshiti-

mohan Sen has done well, in these days

of communal turmoil and conflict, to

draw our attention to this fact. We
can only wish that someone would

undertake a study of the subject from

the social point of view also.

Krishna Kumar

IS MADHVA^S METAPHYSICS MONISM ?

"

When contemporary times arc wit-

nessing c()Ios.sal destruction of every-

thing precious like life and properly,

and when everywhere Ihcic is an

incessant cry for something new and

original, Vidwan II. N. Ragliavendra-

rhar’s exposition of the essentials of

Madhva’s system of Vedanta, in the

course of wliich ho has endeavoured to

destroy old, traditional and accepted

views and to present novel interpreta-

tions, may be accorded a ready welcome

as Ix^ing perfectly in consonance with

the Zeitgeist. In the interests of

disinterested philosophical research,

however, it must be pointed out that

his attempt here to make out that

Madhva isa Monist, and that his system

of philosophy sliould be regarded as

monistic and not dualistic, has not been

at all successful. In the oiiening chap-

ter, the author furnishes “ An Intro-

duction to Vedanta Systems. ” The
second chapter is devoted to an

exposition of the basic doctrines of the

Advaita Vedanta. Visishtadvaita forms

the subject-matter of the third. The
principles and the doctrines of Dvaita

Vedanta are explained in tlie fourth.

In the fifth and final chapter, tlic

author sums up his conclusions.

In a volume entitled The Dvaita
Philosophy and Its Place in the Vedditia,

it is surprising to find as many as

III pages, nearly half the book,

devoted to a general introduction and

to doctrinal .summaries of Advaita and

Visislitadvaita, knowledge of which

might quite well be presumed on the

part of students of philosophy proceed-

ing in quest of Madin a's metaphysical

treasures. That may perhaps be passed

over as a minor point.

In respect of a supremely significant

matter, however, it is necessary to join

issue with the author. I would invite

the attention of readers to the section

in the “ Conclusion " entitled “ The

Dvaita Philosophy and Its Place in the

Vedanta. ” The author argues that

because Madhva admits only one

Indeixiiident Entity, i. r., the Supreme

Lord Narayana. and regards all else as

dejx'udont on the Lord, his philosophy

should be styled Monism. He holds

that it is misleading to translate

Dvaita Vedanta as dualism. " In the

first place it must be emphasized that

Monism is not the only fashionable

philosophy of life or rational world-view.

Dualism and Pluralism are at least

as respectable.

As a matter of fact, liowevcr, unless

great violence is done to thought and

to language, Madhva's philosophy can

never be described as Monism. The

By Vidwan H. N. R.agh,\ven-

( Univer-

*lhe Dvaita Philosophy and Its Placr in the Vfdati/a.

URACHAR, M. A., v/ith a Forcword by A. K. Wadia, b. a. (
Cantab. ), Bar-at-Law.

shy of Mysore Studies in Philosophy No. i, The University, Mysore. Rs. 3/-I
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author is totally mistaken in reducing

the issue of monism versus pluralism to

the category of dependence-and-in-

dependence. On the contrary, the

issue is directly dependent on the

category of existence of the one and the

many qua realities. Madhva presents

his system as dominated by a delightful

dichotomy. Reality to him stands

dichotomized into Independent
(
Sva-

tantra )
and Dependent ( Paraianira ).

Though the whole of Reality minus the

Lord depends on Him, dependence does

not mean a lower degree of reality. To

Madhva, the minutest particle of sand

on the shore is as real as the Absolute.

That is the radical realism of Madhva.

The many real’s again naturally make

Madhva’s system radical pluralism as

well. Such a stand is philosophically

and pragmatically indispensable, as

against the monism and illusionism of

Sankara. As Madhva admits only one

Independent Entity, his system has to

be styled Mono-Tlicism, but emphatical-

ly, not Monism.

Indian and European definitions of

Monism prove the correctness of the

traditional view that Madhva is a

dualist or a pluralist. The classic

Indian definition is formulated by

Sankara himself, who says that an

Advaitin is one who holds the doctrine

of the oneness of self
(
almaikalva

)
and

the oneness of ail exi.steiicc. A Dvaitin

is one who holds the doctrine of

^manyncss—like Sankhya and Yoga. On
this unexceptionable definition of

Monism, Madhva cannot he regarded as

a Monist, Spinoza, for instance, may be

taken as typical or representative of

European Monism. All finite existence

to Spinoza is just a mode of Substance.

A mode is nothing better than the mere

appearance of Bradley. To Madhva
finite selves are by no means mere

appearance. They are no doubt depend-

ent on the One Supreme Lord, but,

none-the-less, they are as real as the

One and not just appearances. On this

definition of Monism, typified by

Spinoza, Madhva camiot be viewed as a

Monist. With many an obiter dictum

of the author, again, it is impossible to

agree, such as that Madhva “ holds a

balance between Sankaracharya and

Ramaniijacharya ” and so forth. These

lead nowhere. One may argue equally

legitimately that Raman ujacharya

holds a balance between Sankara and

Madhva, and tliat Sankara himself

holds a balance between hheda, ahheda,

and bJicda-abhcda. At this rate the

complaint that contemporary interpre-

tations of Indian philosophy to Western

audiences arc fast degenerating and

deteriorating into “ words, words,

words,” would be perfectly justified.

None of these remarks, however,

w’ould or need prevent one from

sincerely congratulating Vidwan Ka-

ghavendrachar on his fine attempt at

philosophic interpretation and the

Mysore University authorities on their

excellent idea in inaugurating their

series of Studies in Philosophy witli

a work on Madhva.

K. Naga Raja Sarma
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EAST AND WEST*

The work under review is, in the

words of the translator, inspired by the

belief that “Eastern traditions are now

the only paths leading to that kind of

knowledge which could restore order

to the world. " As the author puts it.

The situation has grown worse than ever,

not merely in. . . .the West, but in the whole

world the true remedy lies in the restora-

tion of pure intellectuality. . . .the blast will

have to intervene more or less directly. .

.

if the restoration is eventually to take place.

Not that the East itself is unaffected

by the “ravages of modernisation.*'

But the change in the East does not

go into “ the heart of tradition, “ and

in any case there is hope in the fact

that “ the traditional outlook, with all

that it implies, should be wholly pre-

served in some Eastern retreats which

are inaccessible to tlic outward agita-

tion of our age. " The author makes

a gloomy analysis of the West and

pays a flattering tribute to the East,

at least in its “ retreats. " It is

important to note that by the terms
“ the East and the West,” he does not

imply “ simply tlie opposition of two

geographical terms, " but the opposi-

tion of two outlooks, viz., “ the tradi-

tional outlook, and the modern or

anti-traditional outlook.
”

The malady of the West is described

in the first part of the work under the

head “ Western Illusions.
'*

The civilisation of the modern West. . .is the
only one which has developed along purely
niatcrial lines, and. . .has been accompanied
• • ‘by a corresponding intellectual regress.

This is accompanied by tJie belief in

progress “ identified with this material

development which absorbs the entire

activity of the modern West. " This

modern outlook is the cause of the

West's intellectual ruin. Western

science

is a hopelessly limited knowledge, ignorant

of the essential. . .One of the special features

of this Western Science is the pretension ol

being entirely independent and autonomous.

. . . The most idle suppositions like that of

evolution, fur e-xample, take the rank of

“laws," and are held for proven. .. .The

modern civilisation suffers from a lack of

principles, and it suffers from it in every

domain
; it is, alone among all the others, a

civilisation without principles.

The author, therefore, proposes that

the aid of the East should he obtained

for “ the restoration of a real intellec-

tuality ” which, “ even if at first it

was only within a limited elect, appears

to be the sole means of putting an end

to the mental confusion which reigns

in the West.
"

The Western outlook must be completely

reformed. . . .The West through understand-

ing the Kastorn civilisation would come

nearer to being brought back into the

traditional paths \^hich it so rashly and

foolishly broke away from.

It must be gratify ing to us of India

that tlie author looks to India for

Iielping the West to come back to its

senses. Cliina is ruled out because

“ the forms in which her doctrines

arc expressed are really too far remote

from the Western mentality, while

Islam is ruled out on the other side as

“ nearest to being like w'hat a tradi-^

tional Western civilisation would be."

Unlike the doctrines of China and of

Islam,

the forms of expression of the Hindu doc-

trines, can be assimilated with relatively

greater ease, and they have in them greater

• East and Wist. By Rbns Guenon. Translated by William Massey. ( Luzac and Co.,

London. Rs. 3/-

)
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possibilities of adaptation ; India being in

the middle is neither too far from the West

nor too near her for our present purpose.

It is interesting to recall in this con-

nection that an acute thinker like the

late Lowes Dickinson thought, on the

other hand, that the Chinese people in

their outlook upon life were nearer to

the West than the people of India

with their metaphysical preoccupations.

What are the processes by which

the East is to lead the West out of

the intellectual abyss into which it has

fallen? “It is for the West to

approach the East, since it is the

West that has gone astray." But there

must be “no counting on scientific

propaganda nor on any other propa-

ganda either, for the bringing together

of the East and West. ” There must

be an agreement on principles and then

there must be a group of the elect in

the West who should interpret the

East to the West. In the second part

of this book, the author discusses

elaborately how these two things are

to be done, but unfortunately a good

deal of his attention is given to the

warning off of certain classes of persons

from presuming to undertake this task

:

thus English translators of Eastern

works, German Orientalists, Theoso-

phists, Occultists, the author’s con-

temporaries, scholars and philosojdiers

"who arc held to he the greatest

authorities in their own s{)ecial

domains,” and others with “ a sort of

preconceived determination not to

understand "—all these arc summoned

by the author one after another and

informed in no uncertain terms of

their unfitness to join the group of the

elect. This peremptory refusal to

find room for any of these classes of

persons among " the intellectual elect

"

is not perhaps so harsh as it might

appear, since the author goes on to say

that “ it does not look as if this con-

stitution (of a group of elect) were

anything like immediately possible,"

but when the constitution does take

place, the elect will have to work for

“ the return of the West to a tradi-

tional civilisation in its principles and

in the whole mass of its institutions.”

The j)roccss of Education of the West

by the East does not imply any fusion,

but only mutual understanding between

the East and the West.

The thing to be done is not to impose on

the West an Kastern tiadilion whose forms

would not eorrcspoiid to the people’s mental-

ity, but to restore the Western tradition

with the help of the h'ast.

When the West is once more in

possession of a regular and traditional

civilisation, then Western civilisation

will communicate jiennaneiilly with

the other civilisations.”

In conclusion, it has to be said that

the work suffers from too didaclit an

altitude and a semse of exclusive pos

session of certain truths, which most

of the writer’s contemporaries have

been denied. This does not help the

author to make a really constructive

contribution tt) the task of bringing

the East and the West together as

much in the realm of thought as they

have been brought together in the

tasks and conflicts of everyday life.

N. S. SuBBA Rao
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India and Democracy. By Sir

George Schuster and Guy Wint.

( Macmillan and Co., Ltd., London.

I2S. 6d.

)

It is impossible for any one born and

brought up in the English tradition to

tell whether this admirable Ixjok will

be appreciated by Indians. Its great

value is undeniable even if the reader

disagrees with most of what it contains.

The first part, of about 230 pages, is by

Mr. Guy Wint who has sjMiiit two years

in India for the study of the problem

of Indian Government. He is chiefly

concerned witli the historical back-

ground of contemporary Indian prob-

lems, although lie ends his study with

a short sketch of tlic working of the

1935 Act, and of the pre.ssure of

political groups in India as C(jmpared

with China. One chapter gives us a

very interesting critical review of

Mahatma Gandhi's outlook and in-

fluence. The second part of the book,

by Sir George Schuster, of about 200

pages, contains an analysis of the

actual problems of government in

India, and suggestions, not plans, for

the solution of the diftkultics attendant

on the transfer of power from British

to Indian hands. Sir George Schuster s

excellent service during many years in

India, and his deep sympathy with

Indian aspirations are evident from

what he has written. IVrliaps the

Indian reader should begin by reading

the epilogue to the book, in w Inch Sir

George Schuster replies to <iucstions

which he believes would be asked by
any Indian who distrusted the British

Government and tho Britisli people.

It would be useless to criticise the

analysis of the problem. Any analysis

must necessarily omit certain factors

in so complex a situation as that in

India. Perhaps, however, the historical

summary does not give sufficient weight

to economic issues and the political

analysis underestimates the force of

what has been called “colour prejudice”

on the part of Englishmen. In any
case, the problem of government is the

chief subject of the book : and the

writers are firm believers in democracy

as a social ideal, and in some form of

the democratic system of government

as the best means for approaching that

ideal. It is assumed that the welfare

of the groat majority of ordinary Indian

workers is the main purpose of govern-

ment and that, secondly, so far as the

political system is concerned, ”the

essence of democracy is the ability of a

people to organise themselves vol-

untarily.
”

Granted these assumptions, the

argument of the book is worthy of the

highest praise. Indeed it is one of the

best recent examples of English

political thinking
;
and even those who

may be inclined to be critical of Sir

George Schuster's suggestions, will

derive great benefit from his brilliant

advocacy of tliem. He is against a

Constituent Assembly and proposes the

formation of a small Body for devising

a practical scheme for the future

government of India. He shows the

importance of the “ Crown, '' that is to

say, the permanence of the Executive

Power, in the Englisli tradition, and

the essential need of a political connec-

tion between India and the British

Commonwealth. Neither of the writers,

however, seems to notice adequately

the fact that the British Government

in India is a dictatorship—cflicient and

benevolent, no doubt, but still a

dictatorship. Congress, which seems to

the British to be aiming at a party
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dictatorship, cannot therefore be crit-

icised on the ground that it is not

“ democratic. " In all dictatorships

the problem of succession to power

tends to obscure the other problem of

a change in the cliaracter of power

during an advance towards democracy.

The Indian States' Problem, By
M. K. Gandhi.

(
Navajivan Press,

Ahmedabad. Rs. 4/-

)

The Indian problem, complicated as

it is by minorities and vested interests,

is rendered more so by the existence of

nearly 600 States varying in size,

composition and status, the yellow

spaces rather inharmoniously mixing

on the map with the red. The book

under review brings together all that

Gandhiji has said or written on the

States’ Problem during the last twenty-

live years. Part II contains texts of

relevant documents and supplementary

writings on the subject by other writers

but appro\'cd by Gandhiji, while Part

III includes the latest literature from

Harijan up to tlie date of its suspension

of publication.

Gandhiji does not propose to do away

with the IViiiccly Order
; he insists only

that its members sliould outgrow their

autocracy and their reactionary ten-

dency. The States’ problem is twofold

—

to evolve re.sponsiblegovernment with-

in their borders, and to fit into a scheme

of Federation. Responsible govern-

ment is an issue by itself
;

“ Political

reform in the States is overdue and has

to come irrespective of Federation.
”

The Paramount Power has made it

explicit that it will not hinder any

progressive reform initiated by the

Princes. But the Stales’ people have

to depend on their own resources. The

But the difficulties in promoting democ-

racy in India seem to be due chiefly,

not to the character of the Indian

problem, but to the fact that the

British Government there is a dictator-

ship.

C. Delisle Burns

Ilaripura Resolution but sets its

seal on the policy of non-intervention

consistently adhered to b}' the Congress

since 1920. Gandhiji, however, explains

that this is no principle; it is just “ a

limitation imposed on itself by the

Congress for its own sake and that of

the people of the States ” and is liable

to be modifted in altered conditions.

Gandhiji deals on their merits with

questions as they arise—with the

disturbances in Travancoro, Mysore,

Jaipur, Raunj)UT, Hyderabad, Talcher,

Dhenkanal and finally with the Rajkot

imbroglio. The last has a more than

political significance
;

it vividly illus-

trates the Gandhian technique with its

dramatic decisions, its halts, recanta-

tions and resumptions, its ste idy and

sober lines of j)crsistence, its niot»ds of

introspection, its confident dircition,

and, al>ovc all, its Jiigh humanity and

chastened spirit. Rajkot has meant

insistence on greater rigour and purity

of experiment.

The reactions of British India, the

awakening among the States’ subjects,

the discreet sense of the Princes them-

selves, the revolutionary drift of world

politics and the irresistible urge of the

Time-Spirit promise the speedy fruition

of democracy in the States and the

emergence of a Federal India at no

distant date. This book is a vital

contribution to the subject.

A. Venkappa Sastri
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Census of India, 1^41. Vol. XVIL
Baroda : Some Results of the Census of

jg4i, with Tables and Subsidiary Tables,

By Satya Vrata Mukerjea.
(
Baroda

State Press. Rs. 6/- )

A Census Report, although it is

inevitably overloaded with tables, maps

and diagrams, always makes interest-

ing reading. These dry-as-dust tables

are indeed the perpetually shifting

readings of the mechanism of social

phenomena. Human vicissitudes are

here photographed for our amusement

and edification, and they can be scru-

tinised at our leisure as if they were a

moving picture. li^ven if the bare

statistics alone arc given, the earnest

reader can generally draw* his own

conclusions. But the Baroda Census

Commissioner has added illuminating

ccmimcnts of his own to the tables,

maps and diagrams, and these make

the book under notice a veritable record

of the social and economic history of

Baroda Stale during the i)ast ten years.

One or two special features revealed

by the Census Report may be here

emphasized. While the population of

the State as a w'liole lias increased by

16.6 per cent., the figures show that the

general movement of population is still

from the village to the town. The

present census sliows that within a

decade the number of tow'us lias

increased by fourteen while the number
of villages has decreased by twenty-

four. This must be true also of other

parts of India. In these days of air

power, it is more than ever necessary

to disperse the population in villages.

The slogan of renascent India should

be to urbanise the villages, not to

depopulate them. Industries likewise

should be scattered all over the

country, but at the same time they

should be effectually linked by means
of good roads and efficient methods of

transport. This alone would make for

a more rational and healthy life and

also facilitate national planning on a

broad base.

For the most part, the figures show

that Baroda is among the major pro-

gressive Stales of India. The progress

recorded during llio past ten years in

industrialisation, social reform, public

healtli and education is distinct and

wholly commendable. Appendix II,

regarding the Library organization in

Baroda State, is particularly illuminat-

ing. Within leu years the number of

libraries lias increased from 774 to 1205,

a rate of progrc'ss truly phenomenal.

These 1295 libraries, which include

1219 village libraries and 29 libraries

exclusively intended for w’omen, stock

over eleven lakhs of books and are made

use of by over tw'O lakhs of readers.

Besides these stationary libraries, the

State maintains C22 tra\*el]ing libraries

wliich annually cater to the needs of

over ten lakhs of readers.

The student of social phenomena will

tlius find in the Baroda Census Report

a mine of useful information. Tliere

are even items to amuse him, for

instance the section on the Baroda

centenarians ;
and it is satisfactory to

note that at least to one enumerator

God Mahadev is enough of a reality in

this godless world to be included in his

census returns !

K. R. Srinivasa Iyengar
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Peacock Angel: Being Some Account

of Votaries of a Secret Cult and Their

Sanctuaries, By E. S. Drower.
(
John

Murray, London. los. bd,

)

This book is a straightforward

account of a little-known mountain-

tribe in Irak. It contains some forty

photographs which, though not taken

with much discrimination, help the

reader to fly on a magic carpet to that

remote country. The author is well

qualified, by her long residence tlicre,

to give us some sense of the manners

and the ideas of the Yazidis. Lady

Drower was not able to discover their

secret, perhaps because they them-

selves have forgotten what it was, but

she satisfied herself that their Moslem

neighbours are wrong in supposing

that they are devil-worshippers.

The Yazidis cherish a vague notion

that the universe is managed by what

an Irish poet, describing the rainl)ow,

called

“ The Lord's Seven Spirits who shine

through the rain,”

and that the highest member of this

heptarchy has a form which is repro-

duced upon earth in the splendour of

the peacock. It is therefore known as

the Peacock Angel. Lady Drower,

however, has to endorse the wistful

verdict of M. Roger Lescot who observ-

ed that the list of the Seven varied

with every person whom I questioned.''

The fact is that these obscure people

are not able to explain their ideas

because the ideas are now fossilised.

Routine and custom have taken the

place of active speculation.

Lady Drower has had the good sense

to record the Yazidi superstitions con-

cerning menstruation and childbirth,

events which always dismay the prim-

itive mind, and in this way she has

provided valuable material for the

study of anthropology and useful foot-

notes for any work by a future disci-

ple of Golden-Bough Frazer.

For us it is sufficient to notice that

the Yazidis have a strong sense of

rank ; but that, after all, is so wide-

spread among unsophisticated peoples

that we might call it an innate part of

the human mind. The conception of

equality or democracy is so late a

growth that it may even be something

which the soul is not able to as.‘;imilatc.

" The Pope of the cult, " we read, “ is

the Baba Shaikh. . .he is the head of

all the shaikhs, who constitute the

highest order of priesthood ”
: and it is

interesting to note tlie prevalence of

the father-image in the w'ord Baba "

which is. of course, one with “ Papa "

and with Pope.
"

Lady Drower is oln ionsly sympathetic

to the theory, if we must call it so, of

reincarnation, and she tried hard to

find out the exact form in which the

somnambulistic mind of the Yazidi

conceives it. A priest told her that

" the souls of the wicked go into tlic

bodies of beasts or reptiles, that is their

hell, but for the obstinately wicked

there is a hell of lire from which there

is no emergence except. " he added,

“ that none knows what the mercy of

Allah may do. ” The author also tells

us, as the result of many enquiries,

that according to these people,

An evil man may be reincarnated as a horse,

a mule or a donkey, to endure the blows which

are the lot of pack-animals, or may fall yet

lower and enter the body of a toad or

scorpion. But the fate of most is to be rein-

carnated into men’s bodies, and of the good

into those of Yazidis.

The Balinese, on the other hand, arc

quite sure that deserving souls are

reborn in Bali I

Clifford Bax
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Magic and Divination. By Rupert
Gleadow.

(
Faber and Faber, Ltd.,

London. 8s. 6i.

)

What It All Means. By L. Stanley

JAST, M. A.
(
T. Werner Laurie, Ltd.,

London. 6s.

)

It is not easy to see what either

author means by Magic, though phe-

nomena occupy a large space in l)oth

volumes. Mr. Jast attempts a defini-

tion :

—

"Magic is any efferts produerd by a

knowledge and manipulation of forrrs and

matter which exist bcj’ond and above the

plane of the physical, the means being pri-

marily themselves noTvphysic.'il.

But one suspects him of knowing

another definition, by a writer whose

source material is freely at the disposal

of modern commentators. Wrote H. P.

Blavatsky,

" Magic *’ the science of communicating

with and directing supernal, supramundanc

Potencies, as well as of toinruandiug those of

the lower spheres ; a practical knowledge of

the hidden mysteries of nature known to only

the few', because they arc so difticult to

acquire, without falling into sins agaiii'it

nature.

All this is far removed from much
of the ceremonial, sympathetic and
symbolical magic with which our

authors arc concerned. Noiie-the-lcs.s,

both of these books arc portents in

their way. Their approach to the

subjects with which they deal is free

from the flippancy and the prejudice

that too often characterize the treat-

ment of the unfamiliar. Mr. Gleadow
even goes so far as to include in his

pages short biographies of Agrippa,
Paracelsus, Nostradamus and Caglios-
tro, not to speak of Apollonius of

Tyana, which are remarkable for the
absence of the old gibes and taunts.

IS attitude is clear from this short

extract from his chapter on “ Magic in

Modern Times :

—

Had the beliefs of Apollonius prevailed

instead of those of the Church fathers there

would have been no heresy-hunting, no reli-

gious fanaticism, and by reflection a much
more tolerant intellectual attitude in Europe.

. . .The object of the ancient initiations was
understanding, not mere belief, which was

considered as superstition
;
the object of the

church was the blind faith which makes

undc-Tstanding irrelevant. Hence the at-

tempt to destroy the magical tradition.

It is to be regretted that neither he

nor Mr. Jast pursued his studies to the

point of distinguishing between the

noetic and the terrestrial exercise of

the magical faculties. Mr. Jast accepts

as fundamental base.s of his thinking

the twin doctrines of Reincarnation

and Karma. His book is simply written

and is likely to have a wide appeal in

the face of much that is happening in

the world today. He has little mercy

upon tliosc who arc fond of using the

phrase “ Christian civilisation, ** and,

as to Christianity itself, he writes:—

So that when we speak of " world
”

Chiistianitv we arc deceiving ourselves if we

imagine that the designation implies a

coherent and integrated body of beliefs, the

same in essentials for all the members of that

body ; we are merely collecting under a

generic name a congeries of beliefs of the

most diverse character, drawn from tlic most

diverse sources, and ranging from an exalted

spirituality to a childish, and, in some eases,

debasing superstition.

Mr. Jast, however, is on highly

speculative ground when he writes of

Transiibstantiation as a sacramental

change " effected by the co-operation

of priest and the angelic principalities

and powers. Who or what is his

authority for this assertion as to a rite

which was common to many ancient

nations ?

There is a great need for the applica-
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tion of the ideas comprised in the

teachings of Reincarnation and Karma

to all departments of human thought

and activity, and it is much to be

hoped that readers of these books will

be led to a deeper study of the subjects

Argument of Blood : The Advancement

of Science. By Julian Huxley. Science

in Chains. By Sir Richard Gregory.

Minds in the Making. By E. R.

Dodds.
(
Macmillan War Pamphlets

Nos. II, 12 and 14, Macmillan and Co.,

Ltd., London. 3^. each
)

These three ** Macmillan War Pam-

phlets " deal with the same subject

—

Nazism's dragooning of the German

mind to its own rigid shape—from

almost the same point of view. Julian

Huxley first looks back to the great

German scientilic achievements of the

past, then turns to (he present deg-

radation of the universities and of all

scientific research which docs not

contribute directly to the making of

war. His treatment is fac tual though

necessarily ( in forty-eight pages
)

highly selective. Sir Richard Gregory

deals rather more generally with the

lot of the scientific worker in Germany

and, very briefly, in the German-

occupied countries. Professor Dodds

has something to say of the universities

but more of the transformation of the

elementary and secondary schools. All

three arc informative in the sense of

supplying specific detail on a matter

surely broadly familiar to all of us

today. All three portray a disastrous

state of things ( most of all for

Germany ), the remedy for which must

dealt with, and to a realization ** that

magical, t. e., spiritual powers exist in

every man, ** and that their develop-

ment exacts the utmost discipline and

self-conquest.

B. P. Howell

grow more difficult with every passing

year.

But although Professor Dodds stress-

es our need for “ a true understanding

of the enemy's mind, distorted neither

by hatred nor by the illusions of an

impatient philanthropy, " what each of

these three writers fails even to attempt

to make clear is wliy a country with a

great scientific and educational tradi-

tion such as Germany's should have

fallen
(
and fallen is the right word

)

for such Nazi nonsense— scicnfiiically

—

as the ideas of “ race " and " blood
”

and a specifically German or National-

Socialist “ truth. " These things have

been too mucli scorned
(
above all by

scientists who should by their calling

know better
)

as scientifically absurd

and therefore bcncatli con.ddcraticac

whereas what w'ould be really illuini-

nating would be a genuinely ol)jectivo

study of the emotional compulsion of

these ideas in their German setting and

as preached by Hitler. I'hc understand-

ing wc need is not of their folly but

of their ])owcr, and also perhaps of

their direct relation to Hitler’s military

and social strategies. The temperance

fanatic who knows nothing of the

compelling power of alcohol will never

get very far with the drunkard who

feels it in his bones !

Geoffrey West
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Tlie recently published work of the

veteran Indian scholar and publicist.

Dr. Bliagavan Das of Benares, World

War and Its Only Cure—World Order

and World Religion, is a powerful plea

for human brotherhood and puts for-

ward for the post-war reconstruction of

society the traditional and sound Indian

j)rinciples of social organisation. No
one can fail to sec reason in Dr. Bhaga-

van Dass insistence on the nations'

first formulating clearly the goal and

then the means by which to reach it.

He puts in a form at once more homely

and more graj)hic Coleridge’s warning

that “to him that knoweth not the

port to which he is bound, no wind can

be favourable,” when he writes :

—

Even an uiicducalecl villago-maii, when ho

goes to the booking-clerk at a Railway

Station, does not say merely “Give me a

ticket." he also says “lor such a particular

place"
; he does not say merely “for travel,

for victory, for freedom," as the Leaders of

the Nations, super-educated, super-clever,

super-men are doing.

Earnestly he presents the inter-

national issue, “Make Peace or Perish”;

“Unite or Perish.” He believes that

in the present temper of mankind an

overwhelming victory by cither side

would be fraught with grave danger. So
he urges that Gandhiji and the Congress
issue a “Call to all belligerents to

announce an armistice and place their

respective schemes of a 'Better World/
before the world, and before a rep-

resentative inteniational committee.”
Such a*call is overdue, though whether

” ends of verse

And sayings of philosophers.'*

Hudibkas

it will be heeded or cv(*n heard until

the din and the clash of arms dies from

sheer exhaustion of the combatants,

who can say ? If any voice can rise

above the tumult now it will be that of

individual men of peace. By all means

let such call, and call again !

The great cosmopolitan gathering in

Bombay on the 31st of January in

which Hindus, Parsis and Christians

joined with Muslims to honour the

memory of the Muslim martyr to prin-

ciple, H.'izrat Imam Hussain, w^as a

convincing demonstration no less of the

essenti:U unity of India than of the

reverence for nobility that is innate in

man and that cuts across all barriers

of race, colour and creed. Many be-

longing to the Hindu community,

including Gandhiji, Pandit Nehru, Babu

Rajcndra Prasad and the Rt. Hon.

Mr. M. R. Jayakar, sent their messages

for the occasion. Sir S. Radhakrishnan

presided and several stirring speeches

were made. Shri B. G. Kher, former

Prime Minister of Bombay, told the

dramatic story of the martyrdom of

Imam Hussain nc;uiy thirteen hundred

years ago. In preferring death to dis-

honour he had taught a glorious lesson.

Even in our times there arc men who choose

the path of suffering for the sake of truth and

love and defy the mightiest power on earth

rather than give up their self-respect and

sacrifice their principles and it is they who

truly honour the memory of Hussain.
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Think Indian/' the slogan coined

by Mr. M. R. A. Baig, the Sheriff of

Bombay, in his address before the

Progressive Group on 5th February, is

one of those phrases that, once put in

circulation, work their own magic on

the minds of men. There is much to

be said for his proposal that a “ Think

Indian " campaign be launched for the

solution of our communal problem.

The Bombay Chronicle quotes him as

saying that

the communal problem was neither a geo-

graphical problem that could be solved by
** Akhand Hindustan " nor a problem that

could be solved by any Hindu-Muslim pact

under which one side remained Hindu and

the other Muslim. It was purely a psycholog-

ical problem and, if we thought Indian, we

would all be Indian.

To think Indian carries no threat

to any other nation or people ;
it is

rather to remember together our great

common heritage of high ideals and

noble examples set. Let every Indian

say ** I am an Indian Ixiforc he re-

members that he is Hindu, Muslim,

Jain or Jew, man or woman, brown or

white, and India will present to the

world an unbreakable unity, non-ag-

gressive, but with such majesty of

moral might that none will dare deny

her her just due.

Women, Sir S. Radhakrishnan sai<l on

February ist in his presidential address

at the Silver Jubilee function of the

Shrimati Nalhibai Damodar Thacker.scy

College for Women, Bombay, had

always been the teachers of men in

delicacy, charm, modesty and refine-

ment. He ascribed many of the world's

current ills to women’s liaving ceased

to inspire and to leach. He described

as a denial of the democratic ideal the

claim that women were not different

from men, that they were men's equals

and that there was therefore no need

for any special instruction for them.

Democracy did not mean a complete

equalisation of human nature but rather the

providing of equal opportunities for the

development of diverse gifts of diverse people

.... Each should be given ample scope and

complete opportunity of development ....

Women should be the inspirers of men, not

their imitators.

The present civilisation, he declared,

with the maladjustments, the decay,

the collapse of human values which

marked it, had brain, it had will
; but

it had no heart, no soul. Men had

become cold and callous like the

machines they were handling
;
women

could impart a little more tenderness

and affection to men, insjaring their

children with a greater reganl for

love and truth.

Shrimati Sarojini Naidu, in moving

a vote of thanks, suggested pertinently

that if grace was the ornament of

women, justice was the decoration of

man. Women might not wai t to live

in competition hui they certainly want-

ed to live ill comradeship. Ihey

wanted e(|uality of opportunity hul

also they “ believed in co responsibility,

in living together and dying together

for the great vision."

The vast extension in the purview of

Indian Jiistory which recent historical

research has opened up was dwelt iijion

by Dr. R. C. Majumdar, Vice-Chancellor

of the University of Dacc.a, in

speech at the Annamalai University on

January yth.

The old fiction that India wa.s a

unique country with a peculiar civ ilisa-

tion and without contact in antiquity

with the outside world had been de-

molished by the discovery of proofs of
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Indian influence in the Netherlands

East Indies, Malaya, Thailand and

Indo-China.

There were today found in those countries

hundreds of temples, thousands of inscriptions

in Sanskrit and hundreds of books written in

manuscripts based on the Ramayana, Smrithis

and Puranas. That was really an interesting

study of what might be called the projection

of Indian civilisation and culture to the Far

East.

Dr. Majumdar referred to discoveries

in the Gobi deserts and in Egypt as

proving the spread of Indian civilisa-

tion also in other directions.

There was indeed, a time when the

ancient nations of the West must have

included under the generic name of

India many of the countries of Asia

now classilied under other names.

There was an Upper, a Lower, and a

Western India. Some ancient classics

call Iran Western India. Tibet, Mon-

golia and Great Tartary were consider-

ed as forming part of India. WTien

we say that India has civili.sed the

world it is that greater, archaic, pre-

historic India we mean.

The Annual Report, ig^o of tljc All

India Village Industries Association is

an account ol earnest work carried on

in the face of great linancial and other

dillicultics, a sortie by a few noble

lighters against the all but impregnable

mountain of diflicullics that darken

and constrict the lives of the village

masses. Creditable achievements in

the promotion of many types of subsid-

iary industries arc reported, as also iu

the popularising of hand-]X)Uiidcd rice

and other dietary reforms. The
villager's conservatism is not the only

even the chief obstacle to better

nutrition.

fie cannot effect changes even if he would.
01 lack of the necessary means. When ho

lives from hand to mouth he can only eat

what his few pice will bring him.

An instructive point comes out in

connection with the uphill task of

improving sanitation in selected villages,

namely, that while temporary results

may be hoped for from the enthusiasm

of village improvement workers there

is no building for permanency without

securing the intelligent co-operation of

the villager himself. Superimposed

standards are ephemeral. Only the

education in hygiene of both children

and adults can enlist their support for

sanitary measures. The wisest of

teachers can but act as sign-posts.

They point the way, but it is for those

they teach to walk it.

The “ health units'’ set up in Delhi

and in the provinces of Bombay,

Madras, Bengal and the United Provin-

ces, which are described in Science and

Culture for January, are even more

valuable as demonstrations of possibil-

ities in rural public health service and

as training-schools for democracy than

for their tangible achievements. These

unit.s, substantially endowed by the

Rockefeller Foundation and helped by

advice from tlie resident staff of its

International Health Division, serve a

jH)pulatiou of perhaps 40,000 each.

The staff includes doctors, sanitary

inspectors, health visitors, midwives, a

clerk and servants. Village sanitary

needs are discussed with a member of

the health unit staff at the monthly

meetings of tlie committee of the health

league developed in each village; and

the order for taking up the various

items of work is determined, including

clean-up days, arrangements for sewage

disposal, the provision of improved

ventilation of houses, etc.
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These village health leagues are a

hopeful feature of the scheme, in these

days of increasing government from

above, for the entire village population

constitutes the membership of each

league and every villager has a voice

in its deliberations. They seem to offer

practical lessons in co-operative effort

that should be of immense use when

—

wc do not say if—the Indian village as

a political unit once more comes into

its own.

Prof. Tan Yun-Shan, head of the

Visva-Bharati China Bhavan, address-

ing the inaugural meeting of the

Progressive Cultural Association at

Calcutta on January 25tli, stressed the

special responsibility of the thinkers of

India and of China, who arc the

representatives of the oldest living

cultures, not only for helping to over-

come the Nazi and Japanese aggressors,

but also “ to pave tlie way to perma-

nent peace and absolute freedom for all

tlic pco])les and nations in the world

after the war.

That intellectuals everywhere have a

grave responsibility in connection with

the defeat of subversive ideologies is

undeniable. But ideas arc not killed

by mass attack. Brute force is power-

less on the plane of thought. It is not

the denouncing of the shadows that

banishes night, but the rising of the

sun in its glory. Polemics cannot cure

the world mind ;
only tlic Sun of Truth,

the presentation of sound concepts

such as form the heritage of India, and

of China too, can kill the germs of

Nazi infection.

Wc cannot agiee with the verdict of

Prof. Humayun Kabir if in his presi-

dential address on the same occasion he

said, as the press reports, that ‘'politics

and economics were the very founda-

tion of culture. The foundation of

civilisation in one sense they may be,

but civilisation is not culture. Culture

is the flow'or of the mind and the spirit

and, giv^en a modicum of freedom of

expression and even maintenance sub-

sistence, the human management of the

material world concerns it little. H. P.

Blavatsky once wrote :

—

Whether tlie physical man ho under the

rule of an empire or a republic concerns only

the man of matter. His body may be en-

slaved
;

as to his Suiil, he has the right to

give to his rulers the proud answer ot

Socrates to liis Judges. They have no sway

over the inner man.

Sbri N. Madhava Kao, Dewan of

Mysore, whose speech opening the

Indian Historical Records Commission’s

E.xliibition at Mysore on January 22 ikI

The Hindu reports, stressed the im-

portance of preserving the raw materials

of history. Such an exhibition as that

at Mysore should enlist mote wide-

spread and intelligent lay ro-o])eiMtion

in the dLscovery and the prottation oi

such often undervalued survivals as

old documents, obsolete coins and

tarnished cojtpcr-plalc inscrijHions out

of which the trained interpreter could

weave the fabric of history.

Jiut, important as is the ])fescrvatiou

of artifacts and of arclueological re-

mains, they arc, after all, but the bare

bones of history. The historian who

interprets them clotJics them with the

flesh and blood of verisimilitude but to

make history a living force in the

present it is necessary that we study

its lessons and assimilate them. And

there is no lesson of history more

insistent than that only that which is

rooted in the Imperishable—the Divine
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in man and Truth itself— survives.

Beauty of form is ephemeral ; beauty

of concept grows with the passage of

time
;
goods are destroyed

;
goodness

is a deathless inspiration
;
lies perish

;

Truth remains
;
the Soul of Man moves

ever up and on.

Field Marshal Smuts is reported in a

Capetown despatch of 22nd January to

have emphasised, in an address to the

South African Institute of Race Rela-

tions, the need for attention to the

health, education, liousing and economic

condition of the Africans. In contrast

to the Nazi conception of race deifica-

tion, he declared, “we want European

contact to mean for Africa, and South

Africa in particular, a blessing, and not

a blight.

It is quite Inio that the attitude of

racial superiority of the ICngli.^h and

file Dutch in South .Africa lia.'^ not been

formulated verbally with Nazi bombast,

but actions liavc a speech of their own
and any one familiar with the history

of race relations in .Africa may well

wonder how disinterested and sincere

is the concern of the white settlers with

the welfare of tiieir coloured fellow-

(itizens, African or Imliaii, Are “we”
who speak “we, the European settlers”

or “ we. Field Marshal Smuts ” and
perliaps a handful more who arc free

from tlie folly of race j>rejudicc ?

The Buddha’s injunction to his dis-

ciplcs, “Live, hiding your good works,

and showing your sins,” can never
have been very popular and certainly

there is not a warring nation at the

present day that would not plead non
possimus. What would become of

propaganda if it were accepted ? What
would become of the complacency with

which so many among the enemies of

Germany are contemplating a tutorial

r61e in that country, if even occasion-

ally and privately they could forget

their overwhelming virtues and recall

their slips and errors ?

7'hat complacency receives a rude

shock from Mr. P. Lamartine Yates,

who writes on “Tlie Future of Ger-

many” in the Fabian Quarterly, Autumn
1941, outlining a rational socialist

ix)licy for Germany after tlie war. He
recognises that Nazism is an evil thing

and that to destroy tlic regime it is

necessary to conquer the German people

because they support it; he approves

stern but just treatment of the

vaiKpiishcd, but “no revenge. .. .no

condescension, no spiritual arrogance.”

In current talk unc continually hears such

phrases as "ve-i ducatinp; ('icnnany for democ-

racy,” ' lead in her back to mental health

«ind p.^ycholngical oduilibriiini,*’ as if we
Ihitish had .1 monojxjly t)f viitue and wisdom

....The whole welter uf war propaganda

width we imbibt' luccssaiily over-simplifies

the cxnygeraiing both nur virtues and

(ierman wickcdntss. \Ne are Sfoing every-

thing throuEih loUuned spectacles.

The British must bo ready, he .says,

to admit to the (lermans after the war

that they had helped to shape the

historical circumstances through which

the Gormans had come to believe in

the perverse creed of Nazism, and that

we as a nation have also believed in very

anti-svnial things ininiic.d to world peace.

These beliefs must be given up too. We
must both of us try to develop new ideas and

a new attitude which shall promote interna-

tional friendship rather than friction and

strife.

The temporary occupation of Ger-

many after its defeat may, Mr. Yates

believes, be a necessity, but he warns

that occupation is always a double-

edged weapon iind cautions against
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creating in Germany “a situation^

similar to the British Raj in India,

—

a reiterated demand for self-government

being always evaded and postponed."

None who can read the writing on

the wall can doubt that whatever be

the post-war political structure Social-

ism in some form there is bound to he.

It behoves us, therefore, to consider

seriously the type of Socialism that we

want. Mr. G. D. H. Cole’s closely

reasoned " I.ctter to an Industrial

Manager" {Fabian Letter No. i, The

Fabian Society, London. 2^ )
is there-

fore pertinent. lie repudiates maxi-

mum profit as the test of the worth-

whileness of production, instead of

maximum usefulness. He puts forward

the old Socialist demands for the public

ownership of land and of the large-scale

industries and for a less uneven dis-

tribution of income, so that there may
be greater equality of opportunity than

exists today among the children of the

rich and of the poor.

Planned industry with maximum
welfare as its objective, the combining

of business efficiency with service, the

treating of human beings as such and

not as machines—no right-thinking in-

dividual will deny these as desiderata,

however many obstacles lack of wn’sdom

may put in the way of tlieir harmonious

achievement.

One point which he makes echoes

Edward Bellamy’s Looking Backward,

a proposition none-the-less reasonable

for being generally repudiated by our

topsyturvydom, that the real cost of

every unit of output must be recognised

" as including the amount of unpleas-

antness that goes to its making. ’’ The

complicated structure of our urban life

makes division of labour necessary and

in that division it is inevitable that

some should take up unpleasant tasks

on behalf of the community. In all

justice, the rewards for such labour

should be commensurate with their

disagrecableness. Tlie very reverse

obtains : those who perform for us such

tasks as scavenging, without which

pestilence would walk our streets, are

all too commonly looked down upon,

wretchedly housed and miserably paid.

We Jiave no sym])athy with the

pseudo-socialism that, in the name of

an equality that does not and cannot

exist among men at different stages of

mental and moral growth, would bring

about a dead level of rnerliocrit . . But

wc have every sympathy with all well-

considered efforts to lift all to as high

a level as any have reached. True

Socialism would not ra7.e but would

raise, and aim at the removal not only

of the mere luxurious materialism in

which greater civilisations than ours

liave been smothered, but also of pen-

ury in every fonn, and not of poverty

of purse alone.
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THE POWERS LATENT IN MAN
The waking consciousness of man

is not inaptly figured by the search-

light's beam on a night of velvet

blackness. The limil ed sphere which

it Uliiminates, and which seems to

the man the only reality, is an infin-

itesimal segment of boundless space,

brought into visibility by the focus-

ing upon it of the liglit of mind.

The ancients recognised otlier poten-

tialities in man than this beam of

direct light which brings only objects

at a limited distance, of a certain

size and of a given density, within

the range of vision. 'I lie telescojie

tor overcoming distance, for C()n(|uer-

ing space by bringing far things near,

the microscope for transcending the

limitations of dimension, making the

infinitesimally little large enough to

see, the X-rays, lifting the veil of

density and breaking the illusion of

solid, immobile matter—we think of

these as modern inventions or dis-

coveries. Their spiritual and psychic

counterparts, however, were well

kno>yn in antiquity as among the

powers latent in man
; though now-

adays tlic inner nature of the average

man is as blind as is the Amphioxus

in the ocean, that, lacking the senses

possessed by the other creatures ol,

the deep, does not see the shoals of

them that surround him. Insistently

and disturbingly, however, phenom-

ena whose producing cause is veiled

press upon man’s attention, clamour-

ing for explanation, challenging his

trim liorizons, hinting at possibilities

of flights of consciousness that make
him restless in his snug cocoon.

Since its great upsurge nearly a

century ago, interest in the plienom-

ena of incdiiimsliip and of psychism

has never died out. Orthodox ful-

ruinations and scientific ridicule and

denial liave only fanned the flame.

In this issue we bring together three

contributions more intimately related

than may be apparent on first sight.

For, once extra-sensory perception,

which science is rather belatedly in-

vestigating, as Dr. J. B. Rhine

reports, is proved beyond a doubt,

.the way will be open to fruitful ex-

ploration into the inner nature of
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man and the laws of the occult forces

involved in supcrphysical phenom-

ena, including those of the stance

room.

. Dr. Rhine's investigations in para-

psychology at the Duke University

(IJ. S. A.) have already produced a

mass of proof of tlie existence of

supcrphysical powers in man and

have stimulated scicntiiic discussion

and parallel studies elsewhere.

Spiritualism (better, Spiritism),

with the recent developments in

which Mr. J. D. Beresford deals,

must be credited with seeing some-

thing at least when the majority

were still firmly denying, with eyes

t^htly closed, that there was any-

thing to sec. But there has never,

pi^jrtiaps, been a more impressive

demonstration of the indispensability

of open-mindedness in the search for

truth than modern Spiritism has

afforded. The premise, “it must be

so," makes inevitable the conclusion,

^‘it is so." Similar effects may be

produced by a hundred different

causes, but the Spiritists' premise

that any and every psychic phenom-

enon must be ascribed to discarnatc

human intelligences has served as

blinkers, closing their mental vision

in all other directions.

They were absorbed at first, like

children with a new toy, in the

phenomena themselves, but, as the

novelty wore off, wonderment gave

place, to some extent, to curiosity

and ratiocination, and they did

attempt to work out a philosophy,

though, having to fit arbitrarily into

their frame of preconception, the

picture is woefully incomplete. It

may be possible, in a curtained room,

to convince oneself that the only

electricity is that which flows deco-

rously over the wires and into one’s

waiting lamps, while outside tlie free

lightning laughs at dynamos, and

yet works under law
;

just as the

power of the purified and developed

human will to produce phenomena

deliberately, transcends the “powers"

of the helpless medium, by contrast

but a pitiable tool.

I'lie third related contribution is

Mr. Osoinach’s review of a hook based

upon mcdiumistic pronouncements,

The Unohlritctcd Universe by Stew-

art Edward White. None who has

read Mr. White’s Credo could ques-

tion his own competence to evolve

such theories as those propounded in

this newer volume. The mcdiiini,

for all that can be proved to the

contrary, may have involuntarily

read Mr. White’s own thought and

given him back the result, neither

better nor worse for its putative

supernormal origin, the theories put

forward having to stand or fall on

their own merit.

Psychic studies are important. It

is most desirable that the West

should awaken to a truer concept of

man’s nature and powers, but the

investigators are evoking forces they

do not yet know how to control.

The psychology of the ancient East

could give them valuable leads as

well as warnings which they would

do well to heed.

Mr. Beresford's survey closes on

the mild negative warning that those
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who resort to Spiritistic circles can mental and moral equilibrium. It is

not hope to learn the whole truth, not in the seance room that the

We would erect a positive danger beloved dead can ever be contacted,

signal. Medhmship is a disease

;

in but only by such purity of life and

its grossest form, that which produces of thought as will open up the living

physical manifestations, it is highly to their beneficent subjective influ-

infcctious, a serious menace to ence.

THE PRESENT STATUS OF ESP

It would appear off-hand that the

simplest way to find out whether

extra-sensory perception, or ESP
( clairvoyanct\ telo[)atViy and the

like ), occurs would l>e to liave one’s

banker lock up something in his

vault and then ask persons suspect-

ed of liaving this ability to identify

and describe the object tlms con-

cealed. Or, to put the telepathic

type of ESP to a real tost, re<piire

the ESP suspect to discover in

advance, for example, about third

teiius and l^Utzkriegs.

It will be recognized at oiK'e, how-

ever, that if the occurrence of extra-

sensory peiTef)tion could be ilomon-

^trated so easily as by the bank-

vault method, it would long ago

have been done, probably vvitJi a

thousand variations, and tliere

would be no question remaining as

to its reality. 'I'his is to say, then,

that all such simple procedures for

testing whether ESP occurs must be
dismissed at the start as unsuitable.

On the other hand, one may rea-

sonably inquire why indeed the
question of ESP is raised at all if

such simple, straightforward proce-
dures have failed to establish jts

actuality. Why does the problem

of extra-sensory perception persist ?

What has enabled it to penetrate so

wide and vaiied a range of the intel-

!ect\ial life of men ? Eor almost

all the recorded religious doctrines

have assumed some extra-sensory

mode cd perception and communi-

cation. Many philosophers, from

the ancient Greeks to Schopenhauer,

Fichte and Hegel, have embedded

in Uieir rational systems the assump-

tion of extra-sensory perception, and

liming the last sixt)^ years the

(jnestion has worked its way, first

tliiough psychic-research societies

and later through psychological

laboratories, into the fvwefronl of

scientific inquiry.

The question whether there is such

an ability as ESP is being asked

today in the class-rooms and

laboratories of psychology becau.se

of numerous unusual perceptual

{
“psychic”

)
experiences for which

there is no psychological explanation.

Whether we read the reports of

ancient historians, such as Herodotus,

or those by anthropologists describing

primitive peoples of our own day;

whether we look into the published
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accounts of case studies of prominent

psychiatrists, such as Freud, or into

the records of the several psychic

research societies, we find instances

of spontaneous personal experiences

suggesting perception under condi-

tions which would not allow any of

the known senses to function—in

brief, of extra-sensory perception.

Such experiences are relatively

common and are confined to no

special group of people or period of

history.

The most common of these spon-

taneous experiences of ESP are often

called hunches and intuitions. Very

common also is the dream in which

is experienced either a state of mind

similar to that of a distant friend or

relative or a scene or occurrence that

could not be rationally inferred or

sensorially perceived. There are,

tpo, visual and auditory experiences

that appear to be hallucinations but

which convey reliable information of

events beyond the sight and hearing

of the percipients. Such experiences

are sometimes associated with prac-

tices of an occult or religious nature

and in some instances have tiie

appearance of being induced by

certain ceremonies and prcj)aratory

methods, but there is no such thing

as reliable demonstration and con-

trol. The phenomena are spontaneous.

Accordingly, although a great

deal of effort has been given to the

classification and evaluation of the

several collections of case studies of

this nature, very few people have

been convinced by such results, and
scarcely any impression has been

made on the psychological profession.

In general an individual who has a

spontaneous experience of ESP is

himself deeply impressed by it, but

he has difficulty in impressing others

to an equal extent. Even when

hundreds of such cases are collected

and a certain general resemblance is

observed throughout the lot, there is

still the usual difficulty of accepting

the incredible on mere testimony,

however good.

Why oxtra-sensory perception

should a priori seem so improbable

to men of science today is itself

worth a paragraph to explain. It is

not because there is any reason

known why EvSP should be regarded

as impos.sible but due simply to the

fact that when ESP is subjected to

the same general type of test stand-

ards under which sensory perception

occurs, it generally fails to appear.

We would naturally expect any n»'\v

means of knowledge or communica-

tion to work like those inodes of

perception which have already been

demonstrated to work, and if it fails

to do so, we ccpially naturally con-

clude that there is nothing to it.

Scientific men have been accustomed

to test the reality of a newly claimed

principle by quantitative demonstra-

tion and by reproduction of the

phenomenon on demand under ex-

perimental conditions. When, there-

fore, long before the dawn of experi-

mental psychology as such, claims

of unusual and extra-sensory modes

of perception were met by sceptical

demands to produce the phenomenon

at a given time and place and in a
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given way, failure to do so was taken

as adequate proof that the claim was

wholly unfounded.

In fact, had it not been for what

is called statistical method it is very

probable that this is where the

question of extra-sensory perception

would have rested indefinitely. It

is evident that, if a phenomenon is

spontaneous and its recurrence can

not be controlled when it is put to

the test, it will be difficult to ascer-

tain by personal estimation alone

whether the results that occur arc

due to chance or to the principle in

question. A good method of measur-

ing chance, then, is a basic essential

to any real test of the hypothesis of

ESP. The instrument that does this

and thus permits the scientific

investigation of tlie subject is the

mathematics of probability and its

application in statistical method.

Shorn of technicalities unneces-

sary for such a discussion as this,

statistical method, as used in the test-

ing of extra-sensory perception, is

really very simple. The experimenter

wants to give the person acting as

subject a number of tasks or tests to

perform. He knows that tlie subject

cannot off-hand and of his own voli-

tion make a long .series of successful

responses on demand, or (‘l.se there

would no longer be any need to

experiment. lie knows that there

will be erratic flashes of ESP ability

if the subject is successful. He docs

not know when these flashes will

strike and accordingly he gives the

subject a long series of tests hoping
to collect a number of these uncon-

trollable flashes of ESP. The person

to be tested is asked to identify or to

describe cards or other objects that

are concealed from the senses of

vision and touch. He may call out

his responses or write them down or

perliaps indicate by pressing a key or

by pointing to an indicator just what

he thinks the symbol or card may be

;

or he may be given objects to match

( a deck of cards that is to be

matched against key cards—one of

each suit ). Regardless of which of

these methods he follows, he pro-

duces a number of hits and misses

as shown when his calls are checked

against the actual cards they were

intended to identify.

The question that first arises is

the percentage or score that would

be expected by chance alone under

the circumstances. This is readily

determined by methods that are

already very old, having been devised

by mathematicians centuries ago to

enable gamblers to estimate the

probability of winning or losing.

After the most probable number to

be expected by chance is obtained

( if cards are used, this is done

by dividing number of trials by

number of suits or chances per

trial ), this can then be compared

with the actual number of hits

obtained by the subject and the

difference or deviation from the

mean chance expectation is a figure

which can then be evaluated.
(
E. g.,

if a 25-card deck with five suits is

used, 5 is the mean chance expecta-

tion for one run through the pack.

If there are 9 hits the deviation is 4.)
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There are methods for measuring

this deviation that are now venerable

and undisputed. By means of these

methods a good approximation can

be made to the probability of

obtaining a given set of results by

chance alone. If the probability is

sufficiently small (say, representing

a chance of less than i in 150 ), the

result is arbitrarily said to be

statistically significant ; that is, some-

thing not attributable to chance is

said to have occurred in the produc-

tion of the result.

Not all of those who have experi-

mented with ESP have understood

this primary requirement of deter-

mining whether the results are

explainable by chance. Some of

them, as might be expected, were

unfamiliar with the methods of

measuring probabilities, and these

set out to test for ESP with methods

as simple and direct as the bank-

vault method. Their assumption,

presumably, was that if they obtain-

ed results sufficiently striking, there

would be no question of chance

raised. Very often the results were

indeed striking. (Sec for instance

Mental Radio, by Upton Sinclair.

)

The experimenter would select a

number of objects which he would

then ask his subject to attempt to

describe, pre.sumably with all pos-

sibility of sensory communication

eliminated
;

or the experimenter's

assistant, or agent, would be asked

to make drawings of freely selected

designs and simultaneously a subject

would be asked to attempt to dupli-

cate the drawing, assuming extra-

sensory thought-transference. With
these and other comparable non-

quantitative tests, many experi-

ments have been made and, judging

by the reports taken as a whole,

impressive results have been obtain-

ed in many instances. Cursory

judgment certainly would give a

favourable decision to the ESP hy-

pothesis, especially when unusual or

complicated objects or drawings were

selected and were described or

duplicated by the subject taking the

test.

However, the thoroughgoing critic

of ESP may properly ask what

chance there was for mere? random

coincidence. ]{specially is this a

troublesome question as long as the

possible range of selection of objects

and the relative likelihood of given

selections’ being made is not known.

Similarity of habits of thought

between the j)ers()n selecting the

object and the subject taking the

test remains an unknown element

and possibly an important one. h'oi

such reasons as these, it is an ele-

mentary requirement of a scientilic

test of ICSP that the method allow

for a definite figure as to what

chance would l)c expected to give.

The probability of obtaining the

result by chance is the unit of meas-

ure in this, as it has become in

scores of other scientific investiga-

tions today. One may not like

statistics and may not know how to

use them safely and with confidence,

but to shrink from using the result

of statistical inquiry because it is

statistical would be comparable to
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refusing to accept anything that

depends upon microscopic examina-

tion.

Up to the beginning of the present

year and covering a period of sixty

years, there were approximately

229,000 single trials made with non-

quantitative methods, * but in view

of the fact that in tliis same period

nearly 5,000,000 single trials were

made, taking both quantitative and

non-quantitativc methods together,

the noii-quantitativc rc])rescnt a

small proportion of the work done,

viewed in terms of trials. Consider-

ed, however, from the point of view

of the time and effort represenlcfl,

the pr(»portioii of the iion-quantita-

tive to the whoh^ is very much
larger, since it is a common ex-

perience that when quantitative

methods such as cards and numbers

are used the subject proceeds much
more rapidly, sometimes as rapidly

as 25 trials per minute. On the

other hand, the non-quantitative

tests frequently took an hour for a

single trial, with only a few trials

per day possible at best. Some
conception, then, may be had of the

relatively large amount of effort

represented by tlie 229,000 non-

quantitative trials, effort largely

wasted, since these tests were with-

out any adequate basis for deter-

ging the rule of chance.

If chance were all that had to be
considered in exploring for extra-

sensory perception, there would still

be, according to the figures above,

nearly 5,000,000 trials upon which

statistical judgment could be exercis-

ed and a decision reached. If a

decision were to be based upon these

results and if chance were the only

alternative to ESP that need be con-

sidered, the verdict would unmista-

kably go to ESP. The results are

preponderantly favourable to ESP,

so far as chance alone is concerned.

But there arc many other require-

ments for a fully adequate test of

occurrence of ESP and all of these

must be met before any conclusion

of ESP is valid
;
that is, such an

unusual function can be established

only by results that cannot possibly

be accounted for in any other way.

How many alternative possibilities

or counter-hypotheses there may be

is a matter of how^ finely w’c wish to

divide them. In the book mentioned

above
(
Extra-Sensory Perception

After Sixty Years), there are thirty-

five counter-hypotheses listed and

some of these have several versions

that might be called special cases.

On the other hand, they can all be

reduced to a few general headings if

brevity and generality arc desired.

First of all, no test of extra-sen-

sory perception is worthy of the

name if it allow’s sensory perception

to take place. The only question

is : How far is it necessary to go to

eliminate with complete certainty

• This total is taken from Extra-Sensory Perception After Sixty Years, by Dr. J. G,
Pratt. Mr. C. E. Stuart, Mr. Burke M. Smith, and myself, of the Department of Psychol-

®8yi with the collaboration of Dr. J. A. Greenwood, of the Department of Mathematics,
Duke University. (Henry Holt and Co., New York. 1940)
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the possibility that the subject who
is being tested is relying upon the

known senses ? Up until ten years

ago, most of the test procedures used

allowed an agent or sender to look

at the card or test object used as

the stimulus while the subject tested,

or the percipient, attempted to

identify it. This required precau-

tions not only against vision of the

object by the percipient, but like-

wise against auditory or visual cues

from the agent looking at the object.

Some of the quantitative studies

made during this period involved the

separation of the agent and the

percipient to the extent of having

them occupy different though ad-

joining rooms with closed doors, but

even this precaution has been

regarded by some critics as inad-

equate because it would still conceiv-

ably permit the agent to furnish

auditory signals of some kind, such

as the creaking of the chair In which

he is sitting, or the clearing of his

throat.

Test procedures, how^ever, during

the last ten years have become

increasingly guarded and the tests

have been almost wholly conducted

in psychological laboratories.. The

great preponderance of tests con-

ducted were of a type not permitting

an agent to look at the card or the

object and thus there were no

auditory cues possible, since no one

possessed the essential knowledge

which the percipient was attempting

to acquire. Visual and tactual cues

were all that could rightly be consid-

ered of importance. These senses

arc much more easily barred than

others and a variety of precautions

were used toward that end. First

and simplest, the subject and the

cards were placed in different rooms

or buildings or geographic locations.

But where this was not convenient,

or where a test was not as interest-

ing or as desirable to the subject,

opaque wooden screens were set up

between the subject and the deck of

cards, or the cards were sealed

individually or in decks in opaque

envelopes or boxes. An ingenious

Englishman, G. N. M. Tyrrell, in-

vented an electrical machine which

automatically selected one of five

possible boxes in which an electric

bulb was lit. A further way of

eliminating sensory cues has been

tried to a great extent, namely, tliat

of asking the subject to predict the

order of a deck of cards as it will

be when the experimenter shufiles

it or cuts it in a random fashion.

When these more stringent roudi-

tions are laid down as a basis for

selecting what will be regarded as

an adequate test of ESP, the condi-

tions of production of only about

one-fifth of the total number of

trials made during the past sixty

years arc found to be fully adequate.

It is true there have been many

reports of research that almost meet

the requirements and which leave

little question that sensory cues

were safely excluded. But by tak-

ing the criteria strictly, there arc

only 30 reports consisting of 907,030

trials on which to base the case for

extra-sensory perception. All of
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these have been carried out during

the past ten years and most of them

during the latter half of that period.

Taken either as a whole or accord-

ing to the various conditions of

eliminating sensory cues, these re-

sults arc highly significant ; that is,

they require some other explanation

than the chance hypothesis. As a

matter of fact, the odds against such

results occurring by chance alone

could only be expressed in meaning-

lessly large figures commonly re-

ferred to as astronomical "
;
and

in view of the fact that these results

were selected from the total pub-

lished data entirely on the basis of

the impossibility of sensory cues

operating in the tests, there is no

alternative to dismissing both chance

and sensory cues as explanations.

But chance and sensory cues are

not everything the experimenters

have to cope \s iili. The possibility

of the occurrence of errors is another

question. Errors in recording, errors

in checking, criors in computation

and compilation, omissions in report-

ing—these and other conceivable

areas of human weakness must be

taken seriously—far more so than in

the average scientific experiment.

Naturally scientific workers in most

fields make their own observations,

handle their own records, and re-

quire no special safeguards. The
fact that the ESP workers have

come to adopt special measures is

not because of incompetence among
them nor because errors have been
found which would account for the

significance of their results. Rather

it is because of the especially heavy
responsibility that attaches to work
that leads to such revolutionary

conclusions as the establishment of

extra-sensory perception would rep-

resent.

Accordingly experimenters have

set themselves to check up on each

other, planning the experiment so

that the records of cards and of calls

arc made independently and so that

any error that occurred could not

affect the results and conclusions

without being detected by the

second experimenter. There have

been thus far a considerable number

of tests made under this condition

also (72,750), again with phenom-

enally large odds that such results

would not occur by chance. Again

the conditions were such that sensory

cues were completely eliminated, and

along with all these precautions

another question was incidentally

settled—one which rarely has arisen

in scientific work but which the

experimenters themselves had wished

to have automatically taken care of

;

namely, that of the experimenter’s

own good faith. These two-exper-

imenter investigations have made it

impossible that any fonn of untrust-

worthiness on the part of a single

experimenter could have, without

detection, produced the results re-

ported ;
and it is highly improbable

that there will ever arise a suspicion

of collusion between academic ex-

perimenters.

But when every counter-hypothesis

is successfully excluded by exper-

imental conditions, we are still not
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through. They all have to be con-

sidered jointly, as well as separately.

If any possible combination of these

alternatives can account for the

results obtained in the tests, ESP
is still an unproved hypothesis. At

least one piece of research that

meets the full array of alternatives

must be produced. How many more

will be required, then, is a matter of

personal judgment. For any new

and unlikely hypothesis a minimum

of one independent confirmation is

expected, and for an extremely

important conclusion the demand

might be made still greater.

In the summary of ESP research

referred to above {Extra-Sensory Per-

ception After Sixty Years) there are

five such series, with a possible sixth

(subject to the clarification of a

technical point), presented as meet-

ing in effect the entire combination

of all the counter-hypotheses at

present recognized. Three of these

were conducted at Duke University,

with four experimenters functioning

in three different combinations of

two each. The other three investiga-

tions were conducted as follows

;

one by Bernard F. Riess of Hunter

College, New York; one by Lucien

Warner, formerly of New York

University; and the the third by
Gardner Murphy and Ernest Taves,

of Columbia University.

These six outstanding investiga-

tions range from the highest scoring

level ever reported (that of Riess) to

a scoring level approximating that

expected by chance (Murphy and
Taves

; this w ork, however, was

found to have significant co-variation

of scoring on the different parts of

the test). One of the six series con-

sisted of a pure telepathy test in

which there was no object or card

used. The agent or sender subject-

ively selected a symbol to be thought

of during each trial and made a

record only after the trial was over.

In another scries, cards were used

with the experimenter looking at the

appropriate card during the trial and

thus allowing either telepathy or

clairvoyance to function. All the

rest were pure clairvoyance
; that is,

with no one knowing what the object

of a given trial was. All but one of

these scries were conducted with

subjects and cards (or agents) in

different rooms, buildings or towns.

Warner's subject was separated from

the cards by about 35 or 40 feet;

the subject and the cards were in

different rooms on different floors,

with the subject’s door locked.

Riess’ subject was located more than

a city block away. One of the Duke

scries was conducted with a distance

of at least 100 yards between the

subject and the cards and the other

with a distance of at least 165 miles.

All of these scries involved independ-

ent recording of the cards and calls.

The total weight of this evidence,

combined with the considerable

amount of collateral work which

fails by some technicality or other to

qualify for this highest rating, has

led most ESP investigators to the

conclusion that the ESP hypothesis

is established. This conclusion is at

least valid until some new counter-
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hypothesis is proposed, some essen-

tial weakness in the experimentation

as it stands today. To be sure,

every conclusion is subject to such

reservation but in the case of the

ESP work the conclusions can well

be taken tentatively
;

if the six out-

standing series just mentioned have

demonstrated ESP, there ought to

be more such work in the course of

time if the research is allowed to

continue (and more is on the way to

publication already in manuscript

form).

At this point, it will be helpful to

pause to recover perspective. What
have the data amassed from the

various quantitative ESP tests to do

with the original question arising

from the spontaneous “psychic*'

experiences ? W’hat have tliey con-

tributed that the bank-vault method

did not and could not ?

At best it can be claimed only

that a good beginning has been

made. Investigators have obtained

results which have somethifig in

common with the spontaneous ex-

periences, namely, that the results

of the tests are most reasonably

interpreted as implying some guid-

ance by, or some perception of,

external events or objects that could

not have been effected by the rec-

ognized senses. The advantage over
the bank-vault type of approach
has consisted in the fact that the

results are amenable to evaluation,

with the effect that it has been
possible to dismiss chance as an
explanation.

On the other hand, although the

method is called experimental and

although the measurement is strictly

quantitative, there is very little

control over the phenomenon being

investigated. It is still almost a

spontaneous occurrence when the

test-results show evidence of ESP.

It is far from gratifying to the ESP
wwker to have to confess that so

little is understood of the nature of

ESP and that its occurrence is very

little subject to control. But, from

one way of viewing it, this is merely

evidence of the original difficulty

of experimenting with this elusive

phenomenon.

The object of every explorer is to

bring back evidence that every

qualified person may see and under-

stand. Every experimenter hopes

to devise an invariably repeatable

experiment. The ESP psychologist

is no exception, but in working with

ESP he is almost invariably frus-

trated in his efforts at repeated

demonstration. He may, like Riess,

stumble upon a remarkable demon-

stration only to find the phenom-

enon vanish, as it were, into mid-air

after a most successful series. The

subject, equally hopeful and con-

fident, does not even know, unless

told, that her ability is gone. In other

instances a subject may perform

with almost 100% efficiency for

an experimental session, or per-

haps for a run of twenty-five trials,

only to produce chance results there-

after. In spite, then, of sixty years

of investigation, at least twenty of

them by psychologists, there is not

even a plausible claim made as yet
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of the ability to reproduce on

demand a significant set of results

in the ESP tests. Repetitions, yes,

plenty of them ! But repetitions

which take advantage of the still

largely spontaneous character of the

phenomenon, using the drag-net

methods of continued repetition of

tests in order to pick up the un-

controllable flashes of ESP when

and if they occur.

This is not to say that there is

no volition exercised in the per-

formance in the ESP tests. There

is indeed a very definite role of

volition. The subject can first of

all direct his attention to one pack

of cards, though there may be

hundreds of cards in the building,

or even in the room in which he is

working. The very essence of the

tests calls for this direction of

attention. In telepathy, too, one

agent or sender is singled out of a

population of millions who might

presumably be geographically nearer

to the subject than the particular

agent selected. Again, it has been

demonstrated by a number of in-

vestigators that the subject can call

the cards in a deck wrongly with as

much success as when he attempts

to call them correctly. He can, too,

make as many calls per minute as

he wishes, but obviously all these

voluntary activities do not repre-

sent control of the basic reception

of the stimulation of the card

symbol. This apprehension of the

object is someUiing that apparently

has not been subject to the voli-

tional control in the persons tested

thus far. There is not even any

reliable awareness on the part of

the subject as to when and how he

makes his successful calls. Were
there the slightest guidance from

introspection, it would not be diff-

icult to have the subject select the

trials on which he felt certainty and,

by confining the actual trials to

those, obtain ioo% efficiency in the

tests. Even with only spontaneous

recurrence of extra-sensorially lucid

intervals, there could still be loo %
success obtained, simply by waiting.

Some of the spontaneous cases, it is

true, seem to show strong conviction

on the part of the subject of the

vcridicality of his experience, but,

whether or not this is a sound

observation, its counterpart has not

been encountered as yet in the ex-

perimental sphere.

Likewise is the experimenter frus-

trated up to this time in his i fiort

at finding a kind or class of jv(»p]c

who can demonstrate ESP to greater

effect tlian the average. No partic-

ular personality, racial or biological

group or type seems to be identifiable

as better scorers than any other.

Only by the conditions of the

experiment have scores thus far been

found to be genuinely affected, and

these conditions arc important in

their influence on the subject's

mental state.

Particularly important are condi-

tions which affect the motivation of

the subject, his interest and his

attention. The more game-like the

test, apparently, the better; the

addition of small rewards, of playful
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competition, the arousal ot personal

interest, all appear to favour success

in scoring. On the other hand, the

presence of witnesses, the admin-

istration of the tests in groups, the

witholding of information regarding

scores, and the over-formalizing of

the procedure, all have the effect on

most subjects of lowering the score

level. One of the most important

conditions is that of the personal

relation between the subjects and

the experimenters. Wide differences

in scoring are to be expected from

the same subjects under the same

conditions but with different exper-

imenters.

Physical conditions either sur-

rounding the object to be identified

or obtaining between the object and

the subject being tested do not seem

to matter unless they affect the

subject’s confidence. So far as the

tests have been varied phy.sically,

the subject can succeed if he thinks

he can. Distance from the cards he

is calling has not been found to lower

the subject’s success. The angle at

which the cards are placed, or the

angle at wliich the subject himself

is placed, has not made a discov-

erable difference. I'hc cards may be

left in the pack in the close proxim-

ity of 100 to the inch. The
symbols may vary in size from a few

millimeters to several inches and
make no difference in the results.

Opaque envelopes, wooden screens,

or the intervening terrain of mount-
ainous country offer no effective

barrier to whatever happens between
the subject and the object he is

perceiving.

In view of all this, the investiga-

tion of ESP is made all the more

difficult and the experimenter is

confronted with new and even more

challenging problems. The difficulty

of finding any physical relationship

between performance and physical

conditions, and the consequent diff-

iculty of finding any explanatory

physical hypothesis to account for

the presumably energetic relations

between the object and the subject

perceiving it, represent clearly the

gravest aspect of the present situa-

tion. At such a point, there are

some whose minds refuse to go

further into what is so obviously an

uncharted region. The argument

would be that, if there is no physical

relationsliip discovered, this is in-

dicative of some fundamental error

somewhere in the whole field of

research. It will perhaps be for-

tunate if a certain number of those

interested thus far in the ESP re-

search get off at this point, then, and

retrace the whole course in the

interc.st of finding whether any

fundamental error exists. Others

meanwhile may go on with the

assumption that, sooner or later, with

the progress of physics, some further

development of physical theory will

afford a suitable hypothesis that can

account for all these results—results

not only of the distance tests in

clairvoyance, but those of pure

telepathy as well.

But, instead of trying to force a

physical explanation for ESP, con-

siderable time may be saved if
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another question is dealt with first

;

that is the question of precognition

or ESP of future events. This is

logically the next and the most press-

ing question, and for this reason

:

Before it is profitable to attempt to

conjure up explanations, the facts

to be explained should be expanded

to as broad a basis as possible ;

before trying to theorize too far

about ESP as the data now stand,

it will be better to find out whether

or not a theory would have to ac-

count also for precognitive ESP. If

precognition be established, it would

be stretching terms to the point of

meaninglessness to suppose the ESP
process to be '‘pliysicaV’ in any

accepted sense of the term today.

And there is in fact some reason

to think that any theory of ESP will

have to deal with the subject of

precognition—a reason wliicli may
be stated as follows : Thus far

success in ESP tests has showm no

relation to any spatial limitations.

Time is not only measured by spatial

criteria, but is regarded as inherently

bound up with the spatial framew'ork

of the universe. In a space-time

world, any process that was not

space oriented could scarcely be time

oriented. Accordingly either it

should be found that ESP is actually

dependent upon spatial relations, or

it should not be found that it is

limited by temporal relations.

The experimental objective has

been for some years to solve the

question of precognition in the

interests of determining the widest

reach of fact with which any ex-

planatory h5q)othesis has to deal.

But if it has been uncommonly
difficult to close in with crucial

experiments upon the ESP hypoth-

esis, it has been incomparably hard

to corner so intricate a question as

that of time and ESP. Yet (ex-

perimental progress has been made
that is gratifying, and it remains

only to determine how well it stands

the test of drastic analysis and of

the critical examination wdiich such

a question may expect to get from

the scientific world.

It is always difficult, if not im-

possible, to pursue a detailed study

througli years of ramification and

reams of minutiae and still retain

perspective. Perspective is bound

to change as one comes up for a

look around from time to time. The

w^orker in ESP, as is natural, coming

up at a moment of world crisis such

as tlie present one, must ask himself

at such times, “ What are we really

after anyway “i What docs it rualter

whether or not ESP occurs, and, if

it docs, whether it can penetrate

the future ? We are not today

suffering from limitation of per-

ceptual powers—they are better,

through instrumental aid, than they

have ever been in the past. Also

the future is, througli inference of

science and the professions, more

readable than ever and more readily

controlled.”

But the ESP explorer is by no

means searching merely for increased

perceptual capacity perse and for

the practical advantages that might

result from that. These may come
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in time—why shouldn’t they, if ESP
occurs at all ? The revealing light

it may throw into the secret corners

might result in great social advantage

through exposure of antisocial soph-

istry. But the necessary control

over ESP is still lacking and may

be so for a long time yet.

It is rather because, according to

our present scientific world-view,

there is not supposed to he any

slightest extra-sensory kind of per-

ception, that it takes on its greatest

significance. " There ain’t no such

animal !
” (as the backwoodsman

said on his first view of the giraffe).

It is like the historical case of the

finding of the boulder in the Alps

in a locality where it did not belong.

The rock was not worth anything in

itself, but because it was simply

unexplainable it enriched the new

science of geology with the very

important glacial theory. Galileo’s

most impractical observations were

those that found otherwise un-

important heavenly bodies that were

just not supposed to be. The mere

finding of them, without accounting

for them, dethroned Aristotclianism

and liberated the sciences.

It is a law of the History of Science

( if there are any historical generali-

zations
)
that the more unexplainable

a finding is, the more its final

explanation contributes to knowl-

edge, since the more building out

from present knowledge is required

to relate (and consequently to

explain
) it. This law perhaps

accounts for the fact that ordinarily

a phenomenon is big game for the

scientific explorer if it is wholly

inexplicable, yet real; that is, the

more exceptional and puzzling, the

better in the end.

The ESP worker, then, knows he

has hold of something big by the

very unacceptability of his phenom-

enon. He knows too that psychol-

ogy above all sciences needs new

leads to basic principles, since it has

so many phenomena to explain with

so little well-established theory. It

is too early yet to say whether from

the odd occurrences of ESP will

come fundamental understanding of

the mind’s place in the universe, but

the hope of this is what excites the

explorer—far more than the prac-

tical applications.

Then, too. in the religious concep-

tions of personality powers such as

ESP were taken for granted. Follow-

ing Aristotle. Locke and others,

however, all this was dropped, and

the academic and medical theories

of personality today have departed

far from the supernaturalisra of the

religions. But, while hailing this as

progress, there can be no harm in

finding out whether they have gone

too far in discarding this and related

views of the older order, especially

since our all-important codes of

conduct arc themselves largely based

on our views of human personality

and its relationships.

J. B. Rhine



RECENT DEVELOPMENTS IN

SPIRITUALISM

An analytical history of Spiritual-

ism—by which is intended the

attempt to communicate with dis-

carnate spirits, more especially

through the agency of trance

mediums and automatic writing

—

would inevitably discover evidence

of a gradual evolution.

In its earliest phases, some of

them still persisting, the results were

largely confined to phenomena on

the poltergeist level, the levitation

of tables, the playing of tambourines

or concertinas, or the reception of

messages by means of raps, such

messages being invariably on a

recognisably low level of intelligence.

A large percentage of this material

could be, and often was, produced

by trickery, but some of it, from

whatever extra-mundane source it

may have come, was certainly

genuine, and attracted not only

those superficial minds that were

merely seeking sensational wonders,

but here and there a few honest

scientists and scholars who found in

these phenomena a substratum of

truth that was worthy of investiga-

tion.

This second phase introduced a new
type of communication, one feature

of which was the materialisation

of, presumably, spirit forms. Sir

William Crookes, who courageously

risked his scientific reputation

to give an account of his experiences

with the visible, audible and
tangible materialisation of “ Katie

King,*’ produced evidence that has

never been successfully challenged;

and a generation later von Schrenck-

Notsing, working with the medium
“ Eva C.** (Alartlic Beraud), brought

together as the result of a long and

patient investigation, aided by
photograpliy, a body of facts that

laid a firm foundation for the theory

of the ectoplasm—a discrete, ctheric

form of matter exuded from the

body of the medium, which took

visible shape, generally in human
forms.

Contemporaneously with this

development, such able minds as

those of, infer alia, Sir Oliver Lodge,

Professor Sidgwick and F. \V. H.

Myers, were conducting earnest

research in the effort to obtain

evidence of messages from the spirit

world that could not be explained

by any theory of telepathy. One

of the more remarkable of such

communications was published at

length in the Proceedings of the

S. P. R. under the title of The Ear

of Dionysius,** in which references

to an obscure classical allusion were

obtained from three writers of

automatic script, working separately,

none of which allusions could be

reasonably interpreted until the

three scripts were brought together.

In short, what has been called the
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second phase,” was mainly con-

cerned to produce scientific evidence

of the survival of the personality

after death.

The third phase was introduced

by the war of 1914-1918. The

focus of interest had now shifted.

The enquirers who came to profes-

sional mediums or held scanccs in

their own homes, no longer sought

any kind of general evidential mate-

rial, but tried to get in direct touch

with the spirits of those whom they

had recently lost in the wanton

slaughter of the battle fields. (

A

characteristic example may be found

in Sir Oliver Lodge’s Raymond. )

Thus their attention ceased to be

preoccupied with the evidence for

survival on broad grounds, and was

concentrated on that for the survival

of a particular individual. And, as

in the preceding phases, the enquirers

were rewarded by the kind of

material they were specifically

seeking.

One of the characteristic interests

of the next phase of Spiritualism has

emerged naturally from the stages

that preceded it. It seeks to answer

the question ; \\'hat happens to

us after death ? ” Most of those

who prosecute this enquiry are

convinced Spiritualists; that is to

say, they have no doubt that the

information they receive is derived

from the spirits of those who have

lived on this earth and are now
working on the spirit plane to help

humanity. But the answers received

to this question have varied so

greatly, and have discovered what
appeared to be such irreconcilable

discrepancies, that the more detach-

ed critics of Spiritualism have

concluded that since they cannot all

be true, it is a fair inference that

none of them has been inspired by
departed spirits. This criticism,

however, as will be shown later, is

based on insufficient premises, for

we cannot at once reject as being

contradictory the vision of the

orthodox Christian heaven and, say,

that of the w^andering spirit of

Antonins Stradivarius appearing

two hundred years after his death

to communicate the recipe for the

famous Cremona varnish to the

Kevd. Charles L. Tweedale,* him-

self an amateur maker of violins.

But, at the present time, the most

laudable, and credible, of the

communications received are in

response to those who are earnestly

and, so far as possible, without

prejudice, searching for Truth
;
and

perhaps the most remarkable of such

accounts are those published by

Baron Eric Palmstierna, late Swedish

Minister in London. The messages

were transmitted through the agency

of Mrs. Alexander Eachiri (Adila

Fachiri, the violinist), and the bona

fidcs of the principals is above

question. As a type of the messages

received from their nameless guide

I will quote a few passages from

their latest book (i94t>) \Videning

Horizons (John Lane,London. 9s.

• News from the Next World, By Charles L. Tweedale. (!• \Veriier Laurie, Ltd.,

London. 1941. as, 6d-)
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Here is a statement that briefly

affirms the principles of Reincarna-

tion and Karma :

—

None of yon on earth seem to under-

stand correctly that you did not

descend to earth for pleasure, but are

forced througli the nature of your

spirit-existence, which you misused, to

undergo punishment and suffering

brought upon you by j^ourseh'es.

In answer to the question how life

in the spirit can be carried on in a

material manner, the essence of the

reply is :

—

To rcjXDft on how earthly life is

carried on in the spirit is of no value.

It might interest the earth-bound souls,

but it would only do harm as it might

encourage them to remain in the state

in which they actually live.

Among other references to "'Maya,*'

though that word is never used,

may be cited :

—

In one respect the physical universe

can be said to be an illusion as it had

a beginning and consequently may
have an end as well. The only real

things are those which pertain to the

spirit.

Lastly, in this connexion, we are

given a very clear idea of the

different levels of those recently

dead, and are told that

the lower region is the holding of

the spirits who on earth had no wish

to improve their souls towards the true

light, but were only out for self,

victory, greed and material advantages.

Now it is evident that this material

is of a very different order from that

received in the various broadly

indicated phases that marked the

earlier stages of Spritualism and

Psychical Research. And communica-

tions of the same religious type, but

varying according to the personalities

of the circle or recipients who
registered them, are to be found, to

cite three recent accounts, in More

Teachings of Silver Birch, the control

of Mr. Hannen Swaffer's Home Circle

(Psychic Press Ltd. 65.), The Shining

Brother, by Laurence Temple (Rider.

6s.) and The Truth About Spiritual-

ism, by Harold Anson (Student

Christian Movement Press, London.

2s.)—sufficient evidence, perhaps, of

the nature of tlie material to he

gathered from this source at Uk^

present time.

Before, however, drawing any

conclusions from this very brief con-

spectus of the general evolution of

Spiritualism during the last hundred

years, one qualification should be

noted, namely, that the phases in-

dicated are only those which w^ould

appear as being more particularly

characteristic of the periods examin-

ed. There are, unquestionably,

definite indications cf a broad

development ;
but it cannot be said

that one phase superseded that which

preceded it, or that examples of the

later phases cannot be found in much

earlier messages and scripts. Dis-

tinctive religious teaching, for in-

stance, orthodox Christian for the

most part, appeared as a prominent

feature very early in the present

century.

Coming, now, to our examination

of this material, we are at once

confronted by one outstanding in-
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ference, which is that the nature of

the phenomena produced and of the

messages received is primarily

influenced by the character, intell-

igence and purpose of the enquirers.

Common curiosity produced the kind

of conjuring tricks and senseless

communications which early brought

Spiritualistic stances into disrepute,

and suggested that if any extra-

mundane origin were involved, it

must be that of mischievous elcinent-

als. In the scientific stage that

followed, tlie response was of quite

a different kind. The attempt to

prove a case was rewarded by what

appeared to be a serious effort on

the part of tlie “spirits'" to furnish

evidence, and the best results came

through auloniatio writing, ratlier

than through tlie speech of an en-

tranced medium. The latter, how-

ever, figured prominently in the

search for a communication from the

spirit of a particular person, recently

presumed to have passed over to tlie

spirit plane, the e.sseiitial evidence

sought in such cases being proof of

identification, preferably hy refer-

ence to some fact known only to the

sitter and the coinniiiiiicatiiig spirit.

Finally we sec a man of great intell-

igence and wide reading, such as the

Baron Palmstierna, evoking commu-
nications of the high order of those

quoted above.

There are two obvious explana-

tions of this marked accordance

between the character of the enquiry
and the response received. The
first is that supplied by the convinc-
<-d Spiritualist, namely, that the

spiritual and intellectual develop-

ment of the enquirer attracts

communicating spirits on the same
level. Incidentally, we find here,

also, a solution of the problem posed

by the immense discrepancies

between one account and another of

the future life. For it is an axiom
of modern Spiritualism that there

are as many ranks and degrees on

the spirit plane as there are among
human beings on this earth

;
also, as

many varieties of experience. For

which reason the accounts given of

discarnate conditions may vary as

greatly as might the accounts of

earthly conditions given by, say, an

Australian aborigine and a Univer-

sity Scholar.

The second explanation is that,

while the lowest order of communica-

tion may come from clementals and

the temporarily surviving personali-

ties of the earth-bound, the higher

orders are drawn from the Cosmic

mind, and the nature of the messages

received will be coloured by the

spiritual and intellectual attainments

of the seeker. Tliis is not to say

tliat he cannot receive any informa-

tion which was not previously known

either to liis conscious or subcon-

scious mind, but that the spiritual

and intellectual order of the com-

munication will correspond with his

own tendencies and abilities. We find

the same principle obtaining among

the visions of the mystics, all of

them influenced by the character and

training of the seer, and producing

such different accounts of the world

of spirit as those given by Sweden-
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borg and the Catholic mystics of the

Dark and Middle Ages.

It may be noted in conclusion

that this most recent, religious,

phase of Spiritualism, is being

resorted to by a growing number of

people as a substitute for the

formuliE and dogmas of the Chur-

ches
;
and in those cases in which

the members of the circle are at one

in the simple desire to gain spiritual

knowledge, they will undoubtedly

obtain a relevant response. What
they learn cannot be the whole

truth; and the approach to that

ideal will vary according to the

sincerity and the single-mindedness

of those who are seeking an accept-

able way of life, and a belief in

immortality.

J. D. Beresford

CONTROL OF BEHAVIOUR

Professor Ledger Wood, writing on

“The Free Will Controversy" in Philos-

ophy ( October, 1941 )
upholds physical

and psychological determinism which,

though very different in its emphasis,

is “by no means inconsistent" with

the theological doctrine of predestina-

tion. He takes up the libertarian arg-

uments seriatim and attempts to de-

molish tliem. He denies the possibility

in any given case of having acted diff-

erently.

The circumstances being what they were,

and 1 in the frame of mind I was at the time,

no other eventuation was really possible.

But surely to imply that no other

frame of mind was possible is to make
man the abject slave of his moods

!

Who does not know by experience that

it is possible to bring about resipiscence

by deliberately directing thought to

nobler clianncls ? It is not denying

Prof. Ledger Wood's contention that

human behaviour falls under the n*ign

of caiLsation, which science has d(Miioii-

straled obtains in nature, to point out

that there is in man a higher causal

agent. Even the personal man is not

wholly adrift, at the mercy of wind aiul

tide. He is not entirely ignorant of

chart and compass
;
he has it in hi.s

power to steer this way or that. And

even if the way that he will steer is

predetermined by past choices and past

efforts, the moment that he yields the

wheel to his higher nature, to the God

within, that moment is the will indeed

free, for then comes into action a will

of which behaviourists know naught,

the spiritual will, that flies like light

and cuts the waves of circumstance

like a sharp sword.
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[
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]

In buying and selling, young

Abbamia showed all the instinct of

the man born for business, and his

great ambition in life was to make

more money than his grandfatlier

ever did. His grandfather, however,

had lost all his money in his old age

and become a pauper. That was a

tragedy Abbamia was determined to

avoid, but in everything else he

would, of course, follow the old man
W'hom he loved and greatly admired.

When sitting with other little

Mohammedan boys, learning his

Arabic alphabet and arithmetic, his

mind would often wander to his

grandfather and he would sometimes

wonder whether a time would come

when, like tlie old man, he too would

become big and bulky and grow a

dyed beard. How did little boys

like him grow up into big and cor-

pulent figures and wear long, flowing

gowns ? How was it really managed ?

Where indeed lay the secret of it all ?

Well, he would somehow succeed in

growing up into full big manhood,
he supposed, as only grown-up men
could earn a lot of money.

Soon after he left the little religious

school he started buying and selling.

He began with haw^king clieap toys

for small boys and girls. He had a

capital of one rupee for a start.

With that he would buy from the

Japanese Shop *’ some old stock
and then go out into the narrow by-

lanes and alleys of the city. Very

often he succeeded in selling the toys

as brand-new articles. Some days

he made four annas, some days six,

and there were days when he even

made eight annas. At first these

few annas appeared a lot of money
to him and he was very happy. His

mother, too, was much pleased with

his success. How he wished his

grandfather wore now alive to share

their liappiness ! Affectionate scenes

of old times would crowd into his

mind and, before he knew it, a tear

or two would roll down from his

bright brown eyes
;
but he would

quickly wipe them away and go

home humming tunes that he

had picktid up from street singers.

It was so easy to forget a sorrow in

those young days.

Abbamia soon outgrew selling toys

to children. When he was fourteen

he was already one of the established

hawkers doing his business in the

crowded thoroughfares of the city.

Kercliiefs ! Fountain-pens ! Spec-

tacle cases ! Diaries ! Socks ! Garters

!

Anything ladies and gentlemen re-

quire ! Anything and everything I

sell ! Everything I sell ” That

was Abbamia's thin high-pitched

voice crying out his wares above the

hubbub of the hurrying crowd and

the din of the traffic. He had an

eye for faces and could often tell by

a mere look who would stop to buy
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and who wouldn't, who would haggle

with him and who wouldn't.

He now easily made two to three

rupees a day, but he failed to get

that thrill that had been his in the

days when he ran home with only a

few annas profit jingling in his shirt

pocket to gladden the heart of his

mother ! Nor was he satisfied with

the progress he was making in bus-

iness. Did any one ever become rich

by remaining a mere street hawker,

he was constantly asking himself.

And Allah knew he had vowed to

make a lakh of rupees ! So he gave

up hawking in the streets and

opened a small stationery shop.

It W’as a very small affair. In a

street of imposing buildings and big

stores it looked so tiny, almost like

a match-box among a row of giant

packing-cases. But it was an excel-

lent centre, and soon his stock in-

creased and his trade flourished.

Many of his old acquaintances gave

up calling him simply Abbamia and

now addressed him as Abbamia Saii.

He was twenty now, but he had

no time for idle pleasures or romance.

He lived only for Iiis business. Some-

times, when they were sitting to-

gether at their meal at night, his

mother would hint to liirn about his

marriage by mentioning that the

other day she had met Fathima

Bibi, or Isha Bibi, and how good-

looking tlie girl w^as. Fathima was

the girl Abbamia liked. She was

beautiful and had a nice musical

voice. And being the only daughter

of a rich hardware merchant she

would bring him a very good dowry,

too. He didn't, how'ever, want to

think of marriage at all before he

made his one lakh. And if things

went with him as they had been

doing, he shouldn't take very long

about it, either.

But when he was thirty, Abbamia
found that though he was steadily

growing rich he was still far from

that one lakh he had set his heart

on earning. So he hit upon a short

cut. He decided to make forward

purchase of some commodity that

had come down to its rock-bottom

price. He carefully studied the

market, and thought that pepper

was just the thing he wanted, pepper

which barely a year ago was selling

at Ks. 6i() a candy now went beg-

ging at Ks. 300 ! Impossible that

the market should go down still

lower. It never had before. So,

clearing out his stationery stock, he

put all his money into pepper. He

bought 200 candies of it at Ks 300,

six months forward delivery.

How unerring proved his business

instinct. In two months tlie prict?

shot up to Ks. 500 ! P .ople began

to talk of the huge fortune Abbamia

Sait had made by a single deal.

Fathima's father again approached

him, and once Abbamia went to tea

in the hardware merchant’s house.

Fathima welcomed him, smiling

sweetly at him. Now she wouldn't

have to wait long, thought her lover.

Pepper was still going higher.

Suddenly, like the wrath of God,

came the crash ! Some big London

firms that had overstocked pepper

failed over night and, like a fall
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from a precipice, the price dropped

from 500 to no, and in five more

days you could get all the pepper in

the world for a mere song ! It

never went up. Abbamia was a

ruined man. His creditors got a

bare half anna in the rupee !

He made heroic efforts to start

his little stationery shop again. But

he had no capital, and no one would

lend him a pic s worth of things on

credit. And how studiously people

now avoided him ! One day he saw

Fathima's father coming along the

same footpath. vSuddcnly, on seeing

Abbamia, the man made a sudden

dash for the opposite footpath.

Damn you !
” snarled several car-

and taxi-drivers as they quickly

applied their brakes, the jammed

tires groaning on the hard pavement.

What a strange world ! thought

Abbamia, passing on.

There was nothing left for him

but to go back to his old hawking

in the streets. “ Kerchiefs ! Foun-

tain-pens ! Spectacle cases !

Anything ladies and gentlemen

require !
” the old cry rang out

in the streets. But it wasn’t any-

thing like the old full-throated cry.

Now there was a leak in it, an edge

of despair in his voice.

One hot day Abbamia sat leaning

against a lamp-post, sipping a cup
of tea from a street vendor.

" Oh, Abbamia Sail

!

” he heard

someone calling. “ Your old flame

Fathima Bibi is going to be married

to a Karachi millionaire ! Haven’t
you got an in station ?

”

“ Go to hell, you Kaffir !

”

growled Abbamia, gritting his teeth,

like a lame helpless lion teased by
mocking jackals; then, without caring

to look up to sec the owner of that

heavily sarcastic voice, he swallowed

all his tea at a single draught.

“ Yes, that’s about the only place

where you can hope to meet her

again !
” retorted tlie man, w'alking

away chuckling to himself.

Abbamia sat there for a few^

minutes more, sucking his lips with

his tongue and shaking away bits of

tea drops from his sturdy beard.

Then, gathering up all his stock and

throwing a picc to the tea vendor,

he slowly walked up the street.

Kerchiefs ! Towels 1 Fountain-pens !

Anytliing ladies and gentlemen re-

quire !. .

.”
he went crying, his voice

rising under the sudden stimulus of

the tea.

He managed to make a rupee a

daj", sometimes a rupee and a half.

But it didn’t take him long to realize

that the game was up ! Old age was

upon him. He had the big heavy

frame of his grandfather and, like

him, he had grown corpulent. Once,

as a very small boy, he used to

wonder w'hether he w-ould ever grow

up like his grandfather—and now in

every inch of his body he looked

like him ! It occurred to him as very

strange, w^hen he thought of the

matter. How strongly was the life

in him connected with the life that

had departed ! Or did life repeat

itself, and w-ere the chains unending.^

Abbamia lay in his bed, his head
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propped up with a high pillow, look-

ing at the sky, a vast clear expanse

of light blue. There was a gentle

wind moaning in the tree-tops, and

somewhere among the trees a bird

was singing alone. How soft and

line the sky is, thought Abbamia,

and how sweetly that bird sings !

Strange that his unhappiness had no

counterpart anywhere in the uni-

verse. Things just went on as

though Abbamia didn't matter and

his sorrows were of no account ! But

was it really so ? Abbamia began to

reflect. Was he not part of the sky,

part of that bird and its low pensive

song, just as he was part of the air

he had to inhale and exhale in order

to live ? Perhaps life was one—it

was the same vital force struggling

on and expressing itself in appar-

ently strange ways everywhere in the

universe. Why should he, Abbamia,

then consider his affairs so very

important ? Yes, what did it really

matter after all ? He was a broken

man, lonely, discarded. But would

it have made much difference if he

had realized his ambition, had lain

in the silken bed of a palace with

his wife and children near him ?

Wife and children His mind

went back to that one occasion when

he had been invited by Fathima's

father to tea and Fatliima had smiled

at him. Suddenly her beautiful girl-

ish face and love-lit eyes flashed up
into his mind with a vividness that

surprised him. By Allah, how long

ago it all was, and all these years he
had so completely put her out of

his mind ! Perhaps it was as well

she had not married him; but would

it have made much difference to

Fathima herself if he had become

her husband and not that Karachi

millionaire ? What difference did

things make ultimately between one

man marrying a girl and another

marrying her, between wealth and

poverty, youth and old age ?...A

lot, thought Abbamia, if you took

each thing separately and consid-

ered it; but very little, if you could

sec things as a whole. He had made
liimsclf needlessly miserable by con-

sidering his ambition, his love and

hate, his sickness and poverty, as

exclusively his own. And so he had

failed to sec the deep bond between

things ! It was even possible that

things worked out all right ultimate-

ly, and he wouldn’t be the worse

for all his present troubles. Lord,

what fools men were to spend all

their lives worrying over one tliing

after another, never stopping to

think of the real value of things !

He lay pondering it all for some

time more; then he drew up the

blanket to his chin, and soon was

fast asleep.

The next morning Abbamia got a

letter from a firm of Karachi solici-

tors informing him that he was a

legatee to a lakh of rupees under the

last will of Fathima Bibi, the widow

of the late Karachi millionaire, who

had died without any children.

With the letter still clutched in

his hand, Abbamia sat up in his bed

looking at the sky. Here was all

the money he had so much wanted

to make ! But today the wind-
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fall was nothing to him. He was

only wondering what an amazing

fool he had been, a fool who had

even failed to realize that Fathima

had loved him, had perhaps loved

only him. All his life he had only

cared to possess things—money,

power, love. God, even love ! To-

day he could see the blind folly of

it all, the folly of those trying to

possess things, the folly of those not

giving up possession. How they all

tried preventing Fathima, her wealth,

her love, from coming to him—did

they succeed ?

Suddenly Abbamia felt that at

last he had got back his own on

Fc'ithinia's father who had crossed the

street to avoid meeting him, got

back his own on her millionaire hus-

band, got back his own on the whole

world ! And had not Fathima, too,

got b;ick her own on everybody ?

Perhaps it was not Fathima and he

getting back their own on everybody

-maybe it was somewhere in the

scheme of things that, in spite of all

the petty schemes and desires of

man, things should so work on every-

body that each got what he deserv-

ed ! The grim humour of it amused

Abbamia, as the stern justice of it

filled him with infinite satisfaction.

The next week, in the cemetery

of the only Kachi Mohammedan
mosque in the city, they dug a grave

for Abbamia Sait to rest. It happen-

ed to be the same grave in which,

forty years before, Abbamia ’s grand-

father had been buried. .And some

said that the grandson had failed in

life as dismally as his grandsirc !

But they were men of the world who

could measure success or failure only

by tlie things men came to possess

in their sliort life on earth ! How
could such men understand that

.Abbamia had got back from life a

thoirsand times more than what he

had set out to win ?

J. Neroth



JESUS CHRIST

GLIMPSES OF HIS LIFE AND MISSION

[This is the fourth of the series by Ernest V. Hayes which presents the

Prophet of Nazareth as an Adept of the Good Law.

—

Ed.]

IV.—THE HEALER AND THE HEALED

Outstanding in the thought of

Jesus was the idea of a complete

transformation to be effected simul-

taneously in the soul and in the body.

Several of his utterances show that

he accepted the Law of Karma, such

as ''With what measure ye mete, it

shall be measured unto you again.’*

As the exoteric Church finally pre-

ferred to reject the idea of Reincar-

nation, it fell back on the post-

mortem working out of causes set in

motion during earth life and so

invented Purgatory, But whether

through reincarnation or after-death

conditions, the Catholic side of

Christianity, at least, instinctively

felt that a man must reap what he

had sown, encouraged in that feed-

ing by the clear words of Jesus:

"Thou shalt not go from thence (the

prison made by the soul for itself)

until thou hast paid the last far-

thing.” "It must needs be that

offences come, but woe to that man
by whom the offence cometh.”

This fatalistic view was for those

who remained under the tyranny of

Satan, "the God of this world.”

The whole worldly conception of life

was wrong and there was no hope in

the mind of Jesus that a man could

make the best of it. One had to

come out of that Kingdom of Dark-

ness into the Kingdom of the Father.

One made the journey, the escape

from one frontier to another, within

one’s own consciousness
; and one

was so completely changed as a

result that even bodily disease

yielded to the marvellous inflow of

true life.

Something indeed had to be given

up, but it was not worth the keep-

ing
;
the riches of the Spirit could be

known only to that man who could

live without grasping, w'ithout hold-

ing, assured that in this way he

could draw upon an infiidtc generos-

ity. Jesus speaks of a wise merchant

,

.seeking goodly pearls, “who, when

he had found one pearl of great price,

sold all that he had and bought it."

"Everyone that hath forsaken

houses, or brcthien . .or lands, for my
name’s sake, shall receive an hun-

dredfold, and sJjall inlierit everlast-

ing life.” It seemed strange to him

that his nation did not, almost to a

man, enter into Life, Happiness,

Health and Freedom. "Ye will not

come unto me, that yc might have

life,” lie complained, speaking as one

who had identified himself with the

Eternal and so could speak in the

Name of the Eternal, as did Shri
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Krishna in the Bhagavad-Gita, To

his city he declaimed with mournful

tenderness : “Oh Jerusalem, if thou

hadst known, even in this thy day,

the things which belong unto thy

peace/' And his sad reproach is for

every individual, cofiined in a sliroud

of his own elaborate workmanship,

and for every city—for modern

London, for New York.

He saw unerringly that the diseases

and the maimings of mind and of

body, so prevalent in his day. and

in ours, arise not fruin sonui myste-

rious dispensation of tlie Divine, but

from Lust, Hale and (ireed, the

triple gate of darkness, destroying

life within the soul of man. A life

without Lust, Hate and (ireed could

alone redeem the? world
;
to that he

bent all his energies and for that

alone he used his occult powers.

He cliose the way of the Healer

in order that by dramatic release he

could show men that to enter the

Kingdom was truly worth while.

Around him were many smitten

with various diseases, aillictcHl with

a hundred devils in their own minds,

llis compassion moved for them as

sufferers and his spiritual insight

saw in them object-lessons of the

conflict within man. A divine

clairvoyance tlrat enabled him to

see the very thoughts of his antag-

onists helped him to diagnose each

disease and its cause, and whether
tliere was such an inner change
pending in the soul as would justify

a bodily cure. “ Son, thy sins be
forgiven thee. . , .Arise, and take up
thy bed and walk. . . .Sin no more.

lest a worse thing come unto thee."

When he called upon his disciples

to take up the Cross and follow him,

it was before the Cross as a relig-

ious symbol had become significant

of pain. It bore then the meaning

attached to it in Egyptian mysticism

—that crude minds have degrad-

ed into physical sex-worship—the

meaning of Eternal, Abounding Life.

“ Take up the symbol of Life and

follow Me, the Truth, denying the

false self, losing it and finding Eter-

nity, and the moments carved out

of ICternity filled with joy." That

was the purport of his symbolic

reference to what a man must do to

enter the Kingdom. “ Ask in my
name, that your joy may be full,"

is not the Gospel of the ascetic, the

flagellant, the religious sadist, the

resigned invalid. It is the Gospel

of the spiritual athlete, disciplining

himself truly, but for a glad purpose.

Jesus, reproached by his opponents,

watching his every word and action,

used tlie happiest illustration to

show why his disciples did not fast.

“ Because they have the Bride-

groom with them." A roj’al pageant

might be accompanied by royal

anxiety and a people*s secret fear

;

military pomp has lurking in it the

possible horrors of war; a birth is

preceded by a woman’s agony. But

a wedding feast surely ought to be

an occasion of simple joy. The

Bridegroom and the Bride demand

no less than a complete absence of

all that would mar the feast. In

his own person, Jesus set the rule

of life. “ John came fasting, and
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ye said he hath a devil. I come
eating and drinking, and ye say I

am a glutton and a wine-bibber."

The simplest sinner could invite

this man to his dinner-table, with-

out studying taboos.

What did Jesus mean by Sin " ?

Sin to him involved some lack of

love in one's action or reaction.

** Forgive until seventy times seven."

He may have conjectured that by

the time you had forgiven the same

man nearly five hundred times, either

he was going to be a changed person

or you were going to be a Saint.

“Judge not; condemn not"; and

he warned of the karmic result of

judging and condemning. “ Others

have said, love your friends ; hale

your enemies. I say, love your

enemies." The keeping of any and

every commandment, however elab-

orated, is in loving God utterly,

and in loving one's brother as one-

self. In the failure to do tliesc

things, Jesus recognised Sin, and its

dread accompaniment—Disease.

To demonstrate dramatically what

sin was, and what the evil results

that grew out of it, was this Hebrew's

special work. Other Adepts, in every

race and religion, had occasionally

wrought works of healing, Jesus

made such healing tlie main purpose

of his life, publicly lived among men.

There were shrines of healing among
the Jews and among other peoples,

but the intricate obstacles of their

working and the meagreness of their

cures is symbolised in tlic Gospel

narrative by the story of the im-

potent man. Jesus saw this sufferer

among a host of other sick men by

the Sacred Pool of Bethsaida. An
Angel was said to go down into the

water at certain times, and the

sufferer who first entered the water

immediately after the Angel had

"troubled" it, received back his

health and strength. It was like a

gamble, though no doubt many of

the unhappy creatures who failed to

get into the water in time, took it

as the Will of God, or as due to

their own Karma. The impotent

man w^as at a great disadvantage.

He had no one to bother about him

and to lower him into the water at

the precise moment. One can con-

jure up the scene and picture how

the worst sufferers were the very

ones who never got a chance of

being healed
;

that the man who

could roughly push others aside was

likely to get whatever cure was

available. Jesus swept aside all

these prcci.se inoments, lowerings

into the water, one cure an»ong a

thousand petitioners. By exeidse

of the spiritual force within liirnsell,

he made the impotent man strong,

able to rejoice in life again. It was

an allegory of his own mission.

Out of the gifted and psychic

Mary Magdalene, he cast “ seven

devils." The Church, haunted by

sex-niglitinarcs, has pictured this

woman as a prostitute. It has been

supposed that the seven devils cast

out of her w^ere such characteristics

as Spiritual Pride, Lust ( of course 1)

and other forms of unladylike con-

duct. The Gospel leaves no doubt

that she was obsessed. In all
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schools of true occultism, ancient

and modern, obsession must be

regarded as an affliction. Often the

obsessing entities are earth-bound

souls; occasionally they are worse.

Sometimes they are mere thought-

creations of the human mind at

variance with itself, confused in a

spiritual black-out. Whatever they

be, these dark entities cannot stand

the Light. They are mischievous,

malicious, perhaps beautiful but

deceptive, enslaving, unhealthy.

Yet in all times men and especially

m
women have welcomed these beings,

now as gods to be worshipped, even

with blood offerings
;
now as angel

guides to be reverently hearkened

unto! They fall away from the

soul that has entered the pure

spiritual light.

All over Palestine, the distorted,

the sick and the possessed touched

the aura of the Adept—that is,

“ the hem of his garment
”

They
were made whole. Only the rigid

remained proof against him. They
were both numerous and powerful.

Ernest V. Hayes

KISMET

Fate and free-will in the absolute and

dead-letter sense are as irreconcilable

as the hypothetical irresistible force and

immovable obstacle. Their reconcilia-

tion, however, is not a feat of syncretisin

but only a matter of correct dehnilioii.

It is in Protestant Christianity that

predeterininisin is carried to the ex-

treme and human responsibility thereby

reduced to nil, in the Presbyterian

dogma of the rigid predestination of

every individual to glory or to j)erdi-

tion. Islam has its j)redetenninists,

their opponents, the rationalists, who
insist on man's free-will, and also those

who attempt to resolve the ajiparenl

antithesis between their doctrines.

“Liberty," Colton wrote, ‘‘is a bless-

ing that must be earned before it can
be enjoyed," and Mr. M. U. Ahmed
comes close to this conception in his

discussion in Islamic Culture for

January of “Free-Will and Fatalism
in Islam.** He attempts to show that

fate and free-will represent two aspects

the same spiritual development in

man. He holds man responsible for

the exercise of such freedom as is his

and defines fatalism in the Islamic

sense as not inescapable predestination

but only a “prevision of God about the

future which the individual freely

realises in his lifetime."

Of special interest is the author's

recognition of the complex nature of

man, llic relatively unreal body and

mind being “used as mere vehicles

through which man’s spiritual or tran-

scendental self a.s subject e.xpresses

itself.** This spiritual self, being a

reproduction of the absolute and the

reservoir of Divine potentialities, has

real freedom within its grasp, on achiev-

ing self-realisation, transcending the

limited freedom of self-determination.

The moment wc recognise the vital connec-

tion ol our spiritual self with the absolute,

wc enjoy the only real freedom—the freedom

of the absolute. In reality the more we

realise our spiritual nature, the more we

are free ; and the more wc arc captivated by

the sensual pleasures of the material self, the

more we are constrained and determined.



NEW BOOKS AND OLD

OUR UNOBSTRUCTED UNIVERSE *

Time, space and motion are three of

the great mysteries that confront man.

In The Unobstmcled Universe, Stewart

Edward White adds something to the

sum total of our knowledge about these

strange properties of our universe. The

book is based upon information trans-

mitted to him through a medium,

supposedly by intelligences dwelling in

“ orthos, *’ which one seems entitled to

assume is the state of consciousness

that follows death or, at least, is

attainable after death if one's conscious-

ness is sufficiently advanced to ap-

prehend it.

The fundamental concept of the book

is that the universe is one. There is no

difference between its obstructed and

its unobstructed phases. The man that

is mortal dwells in the consciousness

only of the obstructed phase. He does

not grasp the essential uniiy of tiic

two phases but lives under a misappre-

hension of the duality of that which, in

fact, is vested with complete oneness.

In that respect, he is somewhat like an

individual suffering from double vision,

seeing one thing as two and unable to

determine which of the percepts is the

real one. The answer seems to be that

both are representations of one reality,

although one is perhaps justified in

doubting even then wdiether both to-

gether completely approximate the

true essence of the reality. Moreover,

man is at the further disadvantage of

“ seeing " the unobstructed phase only

mentally.

But that is not the idea which most

The Unobsttucled Universe.

impresses one about this book, because

that is a concept that is not particularly

new to those familiar with the philos-

ophy of transcendentalism. The in-

triguing portion of these communica-

tions is that which deals with new
concepts of the three strange properties

of time, space and motion with which

our universe, in both its phases, is

invested.

As they appear in orthos, say these

communicators, time is receptivity,

space is conductivity and motion is

frecpiency. That is to say, that is the

way they are percei\'ed by a being

functioning in orthos.

It is not difficult to imagine lime as

receptivity. Even in our world, time

is variable. When we are interested

and happy, it is foreshortened. When
we are disturbed or harried, its slnulow

lengthens. Receptivity is defined a>>

mental accei)tance, as of a proposition.

Obviously, receptivity should increase

as our means of perception of the

wonders of our universe inciease, and,

conversely, as our receptivity increases

so will our understanding of the uni-

verse expand. As we grasp more about

the infinite processes of life, of w'hich

death is surely but a moment of acute

negation, our interest and sense of ful-

filment in them will undoubtedly be cor-

respondingly accentuated until event-

ually our experience will be so

completely identified with them as to

reach the point of absorption in them,

while yet retaining our individualities,

and at that point time will diminish^
By Stewart Edwarp Whitb.
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a theoretical zero. As the angel pre-

dicted to St. John in the vision on

Patmos, there shall be time no longer.

Bound as we are by the concept of

corporeality, it is more difficult to think

of space as conductivity. We arc in-

clined to think of conductivity as a

property of space in which various

relatively incorporeal forces, partic-

ularly radio-active vibrations, move

freely while ponderable objects meet

resistance. Api)arcntly, if we are going

to make a good-faith effort to under-

stand and apply, at least in our minds,

tlic matters set forth in this book, wc

shall be compelled to think of space

itself as conductivity, and not of

conductivity as a property of space.

In other words, the function becomes

the thing itself.

But, after all, the ether, which is

more or less loosely thought of as being

synonymous with space, is only a

concept which it was deemed necessary

to postulate as a medium for the

transmission of light, and once wc get

used to the idea it will ])robably not be

too difficult to substitute the function

for the thing. Again, perhaps what

we conceived as a thing wms only a

tunction all the time. It would also

appear that, to accept this idea, we

must somehow dematerialize our notion

of ourselves as ponderable bodies.

Perhaps we arc no more than the sum
total of the thoughts which compose
our individual consciousness, and one
can readily see how space might be

regarded as a medium for the transmis-

sion of thought as well as of light. So,

after all. we may be able to effect a

reconciliation of our thinking to tliis

proposition.

But it is when wc come to consider

motion as frequency that we get to the
fundamental enigma that dogs our
footsteps at every turn, no matter
which path we tread on the road to
enlightenment. We think of ourselves

as moving from place to place through
space as being motion. We feel that

wc arc moving forward in time or some-
times that time is moving on past us,

and this, too, may appear as motion.
These are the kinds of motion that seem
to he connected with conductivity.

Neither of them se ems to be the sort of

thing intended to come within the

purview of motion defined as frequency.

Such a definition requires the restriction

of the motions comprehended by it to

the motions or changes w’liich take

place wuthin ourselves. But those arc

the things which determine our con-

sciousness of ourselves and our relation

to everything external to us, so the

intent and the purport of this definition

appear to be that the human creature

is cliaractcrizcd by his own individual

frequency or wave-length. Tlie public

mind is more or less familiar nowadays
with the idea of wave-lengths so its

application to ourselves is not too

vague to suggest something fairly

concreio. Nevertheless, to specify a

particular wavedcngih is only a means
of identifying a force whose nature w^e

do not understand, so that motion as

ficquency still does not get us much
further along in our effort to ascertain

what, precisely, is man, for that is the

fundamental enigma.

There is, however, something more
here. The raising and the lowering of

one’s freciucncy is spoken of as pos.sible,

although the method is not indicated.

Suppose that thought is motion in the

higher dimensions ; then clarifying and
intensifying our thought may be the

means whereby we shall be able so to

increase our awareness as to become
conscious of many realities which arc

now beyond our reach, and. by the

same token, to control situations which

now too often seem insurmountable.

John A. Osoinach
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THE KNOWER AND THE KNOWN ^

These two books deal with technical

problems which are of great interest to

philosophers, but which to most lay-

men will appear incomprehensible or, if

comprehensible, trivial. Professor

Wood's work is a contribution to Epis-

temology, that is to say, to the theory

of the nature of the relation which

holds between the knowing mind and

that which the mind knows when an

act of knowledge takes place. This

question has been exhaustively dis-

cussed during the last two decades. It

belongs to a difficult territory in which

many different theories have been

propounded and many subtle arguments

advanced by the initiated and many

pitfalls lie in wait for the uninitiated.

Professor Wood has delilxjrately

simplified his task by confining himself

to epistemological as opposed to the

metaphy.sical aspects of the problem.

He does not, that is to say, concern

himself with the nature or status of the

object known, asking, for example,

whether it is real or unreal, physical or

mental, or whether it exists or subsists

merely ; he considers only the nature

of its relation to the mind that knows

it. To an elucidation of this question

he brings an extensive acquaintance

with the work of modern psychologists.

Indeed, the occasion of his book is his

conviction that most contemporary

treatments of the subject by modern

psychologists are based upon a bland

ignorance that any problem is involved,

while most contemporary treatments

by philosophers are vitiated by their

adoption of an out-of-date theory of

psychology. This is the theory known

as Psychological Atomism, according

to which our experience of the external

world comes to us as a series of

discrete atoms of sensation, these

atomic sensations being of sense

qualities. This psychological assump-

tion has led to the sense data theory

of perception, which holds that the

mind's experience of the external world

takes the form of the apprehension of

so-called sense data, that is to say, of

patches of colour, raps of sound, felt

surfaces, and so on, whicli the mind of

the pcrceiver somehow works up into

physical objects.

Agaijist this view Professor Wood
cites a growing consensus of opinion

among ])sychologists to the effect that

what we experience arc not atomic

sensations, but “structurated wholes.”

By a whole is meant something that is

more like a pattern than an atom, a

pattern, for example, of qualitio- jx't-

ceived against the setting of a back-

ground. In other words, we perceive

a whole situation. While the revolt

against psychological atomism has been

initiated by the Gestalt p.sychologists,

it is common to most of those now

engaged in psychological research, a

fact which leads Professor Wood to

conclude that "Sense datum epistemol-

ogists remain today the only defenders

of an outmoded sensationalism."

It is not, however, solely or even

mainly with perceptual knowledge,

that is to say, knowledge of the exter-

*The Analysis of Knowledge. By Ledger Wood. (George Allen and Unwin, Ltd.>

London. 125. td.)

An Enquiry into Meaning and Truth, By Bertrand Russell. (George Allen and
Unwin, Ltd., London. 12s. 6d.

)
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nal world, that Professor Wood’s book

is concerned. He treats also of memory

knowledge, of the knowledge of our-

selves which we gain by introspection,

of the knowledge of the past which we

know as history, of tlic knowledge of

other selves, of the knowledge of

abstract concepts, as for example those

of mathematics, and of the knowledge

of value. His thesis is that through

all these different kinds of knowledge

there runs the thread of a common

formula ;
all, that is to say, conform to

the same j)attern. The formula is as

follows : There arc two and only two

factors involved in the knowledge

situation ; the content of the knowing

mind which Professor Wood expressly

refuses to separate from the knowing

subject, the Ego, who owns the mind,

and the object which is cognized.

The content of the knowing mind

has what Professor Wood calls an

intentional aspect in virt\ie of which it

is able to transcend itself and “intend."

that is to say, point to, an object. It

is in virtue of this “pointing" that

there is knowledge of an object. This

object, whicli is called a cognitive

object, may not be an actually existing

entity. In the case of veridical cogni-

tion there is a real object which

corresponds with the cognitive object,

but a cognitive object may exist even

if there is no existential object conform-

able to its specification. The difference

between the different kinds of knowl-

edge mentioned above is a difference

neither in ideational content nor in the

relation between the mind and its

object, but a difference between differ-

ent kinds of cognised objects. Professor

Wood’s theory is of great interest, but
the questions which it raises arc matters
for the expert ai;d cannot be discussed

here.

The same observation may be ntftdc^

with regard to Bertrand RusseU’sl.

important book. This is concerned very
largely with a criticism of the fashion-

able doctrine knowm as Logical

Positivism. Russell was himself one of

the ancestors of this doctrine, but in

recent years it has been developed by

such men as Carnap, Hempel and
Neurath, and has come to exert a

great influence over the philosophical

thought of both England and America.

Logical Positivism is broadly an asser-

tion to the effect that philosophical

statements cannot be meaningfully

made about the nature of tlie outside

world so as to give us information

about it
;
they can only give us infor-

mation about the way in which

different languages make use of words

;

their meaning, that is to say, is not

metaphysical l)ut philological. Hence

one of tlie ini]>lications of this philos-

o])hy. though it is not an implication

which i.s always drawn, is. in Russell's

words, “ that there is no definite world

with definite properties if there is,

\vc can make no statements about it or

have knowledge of it.

While symjiaihotic with the purpose

of this sciiool, which is to rid piiilosophy

of metaphysical lumber, Russell eonsid-

ers that its exponents have carried

the doctrine too far. His book is,

therefore, a defence of the possibility

of metaphysical knowledge, and seeks

by highly subtle argument to show

that there are at least some kinds of

knowledge, as, for example, memory
knowledge and knowledge of universal,

which refer the mind beyond (lie

instruments which it uses, namely,

words, and succeed in giving informa-

tion about the world which these
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instruments purport to describe. The

following paragraph contains Russell’s

conclusion :

—

There is a discoverable relation between

the structure of sentences and the structure

of the occurrences to which the sentences

refer. 1 do not think the structure of non>

verbal facts is wholly unknowable, and X

believe that, with sufficient caution, the prop-

erties of language may help us to understand

the structure of the world

.

C. E. M. JOAD

A JOUST OF IDEOLOGIES ^

It is with considerable trepidation acquainted with the temper of an

that a reviewer undertakes to evaluate

a book which confuses him—even

though he finds the confusion healthy

and productive. It is the opinion of

this critic, however, that Man on His

Nature is valuable to the thoughtful

reader precisely because its important

theses are so diverse that simple

agreement or disagreement with the

author is impossible.

England's great biologist does not

write confusedly. He writes clearly,

at times poetically, in a manner some-

what reminiscent of Macneile Dixon's

unique contribution to the Gifford

tradition in 1935. The mental per-

turbation which his readers will

experience is the inevitable result of

listening to a presentation of the

conflicting testimony which is now
inaugurating a subtle transition from

the philosophy of nineteenth-century

science.

Sir Charles first concerns himself with

the progressive development of natural

science and religion out of medieval

superstitions, and in the midst of them.

Jean Kernel, sixteenth-century philos-

opher-physician, becomes Sherrington's

illustrative case, and through interest-

ing quotations from that honest source

the reader becomes intimately

infant physiological science, during

its early struggles for light. Sher-

rington outlines the discoveries and

the cogent reasoning which compelled

the discarding of a deterministic frame

of reference rooted in medieval astrol-

ogy, wdiile showing a broad and rare

sympathy for the old religious context.

He points out that what the sixteenth

century answ'er to the human equation

lacked in accuracy it atoned for in

completeness. It answered for the

individual certain basic (piestions as

to the nature of reality in man, and

provided him with an integrated

pattern for living.

Sherrington’s next concern is in

submitting proof that the new scientific

view is on the roafl to supplying both

accuracy and completeness in its de-

scription of man's fundamental nature.

He describes the wonder of the individ-

ual cell, the “ wisdom of the body
”

as a complex organism, in the manner

of one who has experienced a revela-

tion of which he is certain—a revelation

that is also inspiring by its beauty and

its vastness. Literally carried away

by the remarkable discoveries of lab-

oratory biology, he states that

chemistry and physics account for so much

which the cell docs, and for so much to which

Man on His Nature, By Sir Charles Sherrington, O. M. The Gilford Lectures.

Minburgh. 1937-8. ( Macmillan and Co., New York, and Cambridge University Press. 21 5.)
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years ago ph3rsical science could at that time

offer no clue, that it is justifiable to suppose

that the still unexplained residue of the cell's

behaviour will prove resoluble by chemistry

and physics.

Now all this is good orthodox

doctrine, and if Sir Charles left the

matter here we could satisfy ourselves

by mentally inserting him in a pigeon-

hole marked : “Reserved for the very

best of nineteenth-century scientists,

whose honesty and painstaking care

have helped to liberate man from

bondage to Christian superstition, but

whose vision, for all this, was none-the-

less foreshortened.’* But Sir Charles

is not through. Though supporting

the nineteenth-century view he finds it

finally incomplete, and rejects the

determinism of a materialistic science,

as he did that of medieval astrology,

even though, as demonstrated, he

formally accepts some of its most basic

hypotheses. For instance, while dis-

cussing the "matter the product of

mind** versus “mind the product of

matter" debate, he states that

“ energy " and ” mind ” although incommen-
surable become two complemcntal concurrent

parts of one serial event. Th;it is not to say

at all that mind is an asjx^ct of energy or

energy an aspect of mind. Our concept of

energy affirms it a.s soinolhing complete in

itsell. A scU-contained cycle which has no
crevice for interpenclration by anything else,

let alone mind. Similarly our concept of mind
excludes energy, for the nature of its own
content is non-sensual. . .

.

This serves to restrain trespass by one
concept, however unwittingly, into preserves
of the other. Thus, when I.ucretius declaims
that the mind is composed ot little bits of
matter," especially smooth to slip over each

other quickly since the mind works quickly,
we find him committing a criidc tre.spass.
driving the “ sense-concept " into the field of

non-sensual. The poet's fervour has
Overworked his favoured concept so far as to

it look a little ridiculous— in rendering

things he has forgotten there is another

besides Caesar.

Sherrington then goes on to point

out that while science has conceptually

done away with man's dependence

upon powers higher than his own it has

in no way lessened the meaning or the

purpose of life, for it has placed man
on a far loftier pinnacle than did the

idea of a personal God. The new^ con-

ception, he says,

elevates that spirit to the position of protago-

nist of a virility and dignity which otherwise

the human figure could not possess. It raises

the lowliest human being conjointly with the

highest, Prometheus-like, to a rank of obli-

gation and pathos which neither Moses in his

law'-giving nor Job in all his suffering could

present. We have, because human, an inal-

ienable prerogative of resjxinsibiUty which we

cannot devolve, no. not as once was thought,

even upon the stars. We can share it only

with each other.

Here the tradition of nineteenth-cen-

tury science again enters as a form of

humanitarian wishful thinking. Sher-

rington wi.shes for a development of

altruism, for a recognition by the

individual of his responsibility to the

whole, but he does not seem to realize

that scientific phrases do not contain

the .‘^elf-compelling dynamic that will

promote a sense of social responsibility.

Arguing strictly from his own premises

it cannot l>e maintained, as he

endeavours to maintain, that there is

any reason for man to seek the develop-

ment of altruism. Since the scheme of

evolution itself has no more purpose

than a kaleidoscope, man is free to

choose bestiality instead of altruism,

and no one can rationally rebuke him.

Sherrington does not provide a rational

basis of ethics, for sucli a basis >vould

involve metaphysics, and he shares a

common nineteenth-century fear—that

metaphysics and superstition are hope-
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lessly interwoven. But he shares also

the views of the most progressive

scientific representatives of this day

who recognize the need of revaluation

of the so-called scientific method.

When we are told that the modern chemist

and physicist cannot get on without the

hypothesis that matter explains everything,

a position is reached akin to that of initiation

into a faith. A rigid attitude of mind is

taken as an orieniatioii necessary for progress

in knowledge. Is there anything diflerent

between that and the efficacy of the spiritual

excrci-ses of St. Ignatius as introductory to

mystic convictions expected to follow > What

either expedient may possibly gain in inten-

sity of insight is surely at disproportionately

greater cost to breadth of judgment

So far the autlior goes in an admis-

sion that science should give due

consideration to “ metaphysical mat-

ters, but no farther. When it comes

to the ])roblcm of explaining the mys-

terious organizing power of the germ

cell, he looks to matter rather than to

a metaphysical “ mind " for the solu-

tion, saying that “ the ‘ organizer
'

itself is receiving explanation as a

chemical action, (^r rather as a set of

chemical actions.” And in seeking the

link between his two ” realities,” mind

and matter, he looks always to the

physical rather than to the metaphys-

ical for a solution. All this in the

face of experiments by Burr and

Northrupp of Vale University which

have virtually demonstrated the exist-

ence of an ** electrical architect
”

as

the metaphysical organizer which gov-

erns the development of each cell and

organ. But Sherrington is not interest-

ed in new approaches which allow

metaphysical implications to creep

into the mind of the laboratory

scientists. Here again he illustrates a

nineteenth-century limitation, the same

limitation which has made science

today so marvellously dc.scriptive while

leading it to deny existence of an

intermediate world connecting the twin

mysteries of mind and matter.

An old and temporarily ii.seful day

in science is ending and a new one is

seeking an cventnal birth in field-

physics and field-biology. Sherrington,

like many another of our chief scientilic

figures, is neither of one day nor the

other, but midway between. He has

achieved tolerance towards religion be-

cause of its eftorts to be complete,

while yet perceiving I lie necessity of

eliminating a personal-God psychc'logw

He has summarized the greatne^.s ut

descriptive science, while yet priming

to its limitations. But lie roliises to

consider seriously the view that a

genuine metaphysics is needed to supply

the many missing links in scientific

theory, an admission that the
' ‘mighty

onrush of facts " will some day compel.

HKKVEV Wj- SCOTT
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INDIA AND THE WEST *

This work studies the reaction of

India in the different fields of her

thought and life to Western civilisation,

with which she has been in contact

since the sixteenth and seventeenth

centuries. It is a co-operative study

made by different authors in different

subjects under the co-ordinating control

of the Editor who planned the work,

L. S. S. O’Malley, whose death in the

midst of its printing is to be deeply

deplored. The Editor contributed most

to the work and was responsible for

four chapters out of its sixteen
; he

brought to bear upon his task sound

thinking and lucid exposition in

felicitous language.

The impact of \\ ostern thought upon

India has been studied in different

fields which between them cover the

entire ground
:

( i )
Law, treated by

Sir Benjamin Lindsay, Reader in Indian

f.aw at Oxford, who unfortunately

also, like tlic Editor, died during the

progress of the work
: ( 2 ) Education,

by J. R. Cunningham, formerly D. P. I,

of Assam
; ( 3 ) The Press, by Dr. W. C.

Wordsworth of The Statesman; (4)
Mechanism and Transport, by the

Editor; (5) Economic Development,

by Dr. Vera Anstey. i). sc,
(
Econ. ),

I'Ondon
; (

6
) The Christian Ethic and

India, by A. L. Mayhew, t:. i. e.
; (7)

Hinduism and the If'est, by Sir S.

Hadhakrislinaii, d. j.itt., e. b. a.,

Spalding Profe.ssor at Oxford
; (8 )

The
Hindu Social System, by tlie Editor

;

(9) Muslim Culture and Religious
thought, by A. Yusuf Ali, a retired
I- c. s.

; ( 8 ) Primitive Tribes, by Dr.
J- fl. Hutton, late Census Commissioner

of India
; (9) Progress of Women, by

Mrs. H. Gray; (10) Literature and

Drama, represented by ( a )
Bengali,

by Dr. J. C. Ghosh of Oxford, (b)

Hindi, by the brothers Shyam and

Sukhdeo Behari MLsra of Lucknow,

( c )
Marathi, by Professor V. P. Dande-

kar of Baroda, (d) Tamil, by S. S.

Bharat i, (
e

)
Telugu, by G. J. Somayaji

of Andhra University, and(f) Urdu,

by Sir Abdul Qadir
;
followed by ( ii

)

Indian Influences on the West, by

Professor IL G. Rawlinson and ( 12 )
a

General Survey by the Editor, who

has also wTitten two other chapters on

(13) Historical Background and (14)

Impact of European Civilisation. The

Editor’s General Survey is very full

and exhaustive, covering 245 pages of

a work of 8 1 1

.

Western influence on India operated

through contacts betw'een India and

the European power.s which began in

the fifteenth and sixteenth centu-

ries. These contacts were not regular-

ised into a system until the establish-

ment of the British system of

government and law. cml>odying

princii)les rooted in the European, and

not the Indian, way of thinking. An

early symptom of Westernisation was

the imposition of European military

organisation, accoutrements and arms

upon tlie Indian sepoys. Tliere also

set in a certain amount of imitation of

European ways in civil life sucli as the

use of English furniture and dress in

cities like Calcutta and Bombay. Then

came the revolution in the system of

education by which the British

Government stood committed to the
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promotion of English literature and

Western science in India.

In the meanwhile, the face of the

country was changing under the new

economic conditions. We may set the

landmarks in this process of India's

Westernisation by reference to certain

facts. In 1853 the first railway train

ran. In 1854 the first telegraph line

was opened and the modern postal

system was introduced. In 1857 the

first universities were established and

the Mutiny broke out.

In 1858 the Government of India

was transferred from the Company to

the Crown. In 1861 came the legisla-

tive councils as beginnings of popular

government. The Government was

now being run more and more on

European models. Mechanical trans-

port brought in its train the large

industries employing Western technical

processes under European direction

and control, with a greater influx of

European influence. P'oreign capital

now began to pour into India. Wes-

tern education spreading in the country

led to further cultural penetration of

the West into the East.

Indian contacts with the outside

world increased very much with the

last great war, when 943,000 men

(552,000 combatants and 391,000

non-combatants
)

went overseas and

were distributed over different coun-

tries. Then one million Indians emigrat-

ed to other countries like Malaya and

Ceylon between 1921-1931, after which

the number swelled to two and a half

millions. The spread of the knowledge

of English language and literature has

more effectively spread Western

culture in India than have the personal

contacts with the Europeans and
especially the British.

The British element in India is

numerically not important. The last

census counted it at only 118,000. The
administration had absorbed only a

handful of Europeans-HDnly about

12,000 in the whole of India amongst

a population of about 340.000,000. In

a word, the impact of Western in-

fluences on India has been due mostly

to impersonal factors, to systems of

law and government, to the introduc-

tion of Western technical inventions

into industry and of other material

products of Western civilisation and to

the invisible import of ideas.

The Press has been another agency

in making India more and more world-

conscious.

As regards the influence of Law, it

may be noted that its effects showed

themselves by degrees and in stages.

The legal policy was settled by Warren

Hastings who laid down that the

personal law of both Hindus and

Muslims was to be upheld so that there

should be no change in their laws

relating to marriage, adoption, inheri-

tance, succession to property 0: its

disposal. The British reform in law

lay in the field of codification. The

indigenous systems had no definite law

of procedure, criminal or civil, no law

of torts, no public or constitutional law

and no adequate law of contract.

Gradually a body of territorial law was

built up in the country on modern

lines. Thus much of Western influence

has come to India through the

importation of English law in these

fields. Some of this influence has been

widely appreciated in India, as, for

instance, the Indian Penal Code, or

the Code of Civil and Criminal Proce-

dure, or the laws of Evidence and of

Contract. Codification has served the
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paramount need of clothing the law

with certainty and simplicity.

There are again certain fields in

which India has not been quite open

to Western influence. The best

example of this is that of Music. But,

on the whole, it has to be admitted

that India has been markedly mod-

ernised and Westernised in regard to her

political aspirations for freedom and

democracy, although India’s indigenous

political traditions have been distinct-

Women in Rgveda. By B. S. Upadhya.

With a Foreword by Sir S. Radha-

KRisHNAN.
(
Nand Kishore and Broth-

ers, Benares. Rs. 5/-)

This is the second edition (revised

and enlarged) of a book published as

early as 1933. It portrays the life and

the social status of woman in Ijtgvedic

society. The work may have some

value for historians of antiquity, but

none for those who arc principally

interested in solving the pressing

problems of modern society. It depicts

an age which appears strange to us, and

one without any exalted ideal which

we should wish to imitate. It is an

account of a very primitive society,

which at one time or another incor-

l^orated all the evils that we should

like to put dowm sternly in modern
society. A widow was married at the

funeral pyre to the younger brother of

the deceased husband. Realizing the

depravity of this custom in all its

implications, the author says,

But such laxities, of course, arc the fate of

all communities. As to the sentiment, erring

against human tenderness by marrying by the
dead body of a deceased husband, it may be
said that the Aryans were a gay, materialistic

( at least much less spiritual than their later

descendants) people and their intrepid martial

ly democratic through the ages.

On the whole, the late lamented

Editor has made and left for himself

in this well executed work, enriched

with chapters contributed by so many
recognised sj^ecialists, a memorial more

enduring than brass. The work will

contribute towards a fuller knowledge

of the different aspects of India’s

national life and is worthy of study by

all publicists.

Radiiakumud Mookerji

spirit did not very much care for the partings

through death.

Polygamy, polyandry, levirate or

Niyoga marriage, sexual laxity with

slave-girls, even incest, were not wholly

uncommon. Speaking of the first three

of these evils, the author says,

These themselves were not considered

objectionable in the Indo-Aryan society but

with the change of ethical and moral standards

they came to be viewed as unwanted features

of marriage. The existence of these, however,

docs point to a rather questionable standard

of morality according to the modern notions.

If the Hindoo sought any authority

for anything immoral that he did, he

could easily find it in the .so-called

scriptures, namely, Puranic and Vedic

literature. Nobody really goes to these

for religious inspiration in ordering

present-day society. If the author

wanted to correct certain undesirable

tendencies in modern society, he could

hardly have chosen a less suitable

subject. In one place he says,

Our social institutions are indeed drifting

lower and lower every day towards a crisis.

The firm ideal, the fixed standard of conduct

for both man and woman that the Aryans,

the blessed pioneers of humanity, had, arc no

more our concern.

Such language looks ridiculous when

we compare the standard of our present
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society with the so-called Aryan

standard.

Professor Radhakrishnan's Foreword

too is strangely out of harmony with

the main purport and the immediate

effect of the book upon the reader.

The latter will find nothing in it to

inspire, but everything to condemn.

There is certainly no evidence of
“
the

prevalence of an unchallenged tradition,

an ideal definite, vivid and well estab-

lished and profusely illustrated by the

stories of famous women, an ideal which

our women, who are not ultra-modern,

accept and aspire to live up to.

(Foreword). Certainly nothing in the

pages of this book justifies such

language.

The only comfort that we can derive

is that the girls in Rgvedic society were

never married before full maturity, that

they enjoyed a great amount of freedom,

that they were well-educated according

to the standards of the time, and lastly

that “Vedic culture never countenanced

a society where multiplicity of wives

became a fashion as, for instance,

among the Arabs or the Jews.’' The

author has some interesting remarks to

Out of the People. By J. B. Priestley.

(William Hcinemann, Ltd., London.

2s. )

This is a book that .should be read

rather than reviewed. Its closely

packed pages of constructive criticism

are a review in themselves—a shrewd

commentary on the past ten years of

political complacency and of lack of

social conscience that made the present

war possible. The decade in which the

newspaper that tried to make its

readers more intelligent was replaced

by the “ slick newspaper that flatter-

offer in his summary about certain

reforms which are needed in the present-

day Hindoo society. He advocates co-

education, a sensible law of divorce, a

new law of inheritance which will be

more fair to the married woman and a

better form of education. His observa-

tions in general are instructive, but the

background which he seeks for them in

Vedic society is artificial and unreal.

We have outgrown Vedic society. We
must now try to outgrow some of the evils

which arc the result of the impact of

Western civilisation, breeding in our

women certainfalse values—beauty make-

up, superficiality, irresponsibility and

pleasure-hunting. They must not

slavishly imitate every superficial trait

in the life and the conduct of Western

women. In general, we must evolve our

own standards and seek to perfect the

relationship of man and woman in

married life, and give full scope for

growth and individuality to unmarried

women without impairing the ancient

Hindoo ideal of chastity. Woman must

not be regarded as a temptres.s, but as

a companion and a partner in the

spiritual adventure of life.

(i. R. M.\lk.\ni

ed the idiocy of its readers. In wliicli

the c.vpenditurc of a few millions a

year on social service was said to be

ruinous, while today we can afford to

spend fourteen millions a day on war.

In which old-fashioned diplomats were

raised to the peerage for having failed

to sec through or to defeat the new-

fashioned diplomacy of Hitler. In

which mass minds, sapped of energy

by continual soft entertainments re-

quiring no effort to enjoy, took lc.ss

and less interest in politics ( and there-

fore in democracy), and were bored
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even with God. This decade did not

represent a way of life that was worth

fighting to preserve. Therefore, Priest-

ley argues, from the first hour of the

war the Government should have

tried : “The old life is finished. WeVc
landed on a new one. Burn your

boats

!

What was the reality ? Wc were

positively encouraged to cling to values

that, according to Priestley, " made us

yawn and droop years ago.” It was

not until bombs fell that the j^eople

stood up undaunted, head and shoulders

above their politicians. Then, says

Priestley, the world began to admire

Britain again.

With the bombs came Mr. Winston

Churchill, who thundered so that the

whole world might hear :

—

Wc shall defend our island whatever the

cost may be, we shall fight on the beaches,

we shall fight on the landing grounds, we
shall fight in the fields and in the streets,

we shall fight in the hills
;
wc shall never

surrender. , .

.

Priestley and the mass of the British

people were ejicouraged by that high

rhetoric. As Priestley comments :

—

Churchill is an artist as well as an old

political hand....He offered no prizes and
rewards, but called for toil and sweat, blood

and tears. And these are what the people,

for the sake of their commonwealth but not

for the sake of the F. B. I. and the banks
and the Conservative Central Office, were
ready and eager to offer him.

One of the commonest illusions is

that there is such a thing in the world

today as a functioning democracy. It

would be nearer the truth to say that

the people of Britain are now beginning

to understand and to appreciate the

value of democracy. Priestley claims

that every succeeding year up to the

outbreak of war saw us retreating far-

ther and farther away from democracy.

He blames the apathy of the people for

this. They were too taken up with

drivel and dog-racing to bother what

sort of gang ran the country for them.

But under the stress and the challenge

of war he feels that the people have

left their lethargy behind for good.

The new ordeals arc blasting away the

old shams.

Priestley has faith in people. He
believes like Walt Whitman

KveryUiing comes out of the people, every-

day people, the people as you find them and

leave them
;
people, people, just people !

He warns us that the decay of

spiritual belief is an obstacle to true

democracy : but shrewdly doubts

whether packed churches and chapels,

universal loud Te Dcums and Halle-

lujahs, would lead us straight to vital

and creative democracy. His religion

is tilat all men and women are members

of one vast family. What a glorious

new light this belief throws on the

Indian question ! Unfortunately Priest-

ley does not project it so far in these

pages. Perhaps he will have some

illuminating ideas on democracy-

denied India in his next book.

D. S.

SHORT NOTICES
Foundations of Peace : A Buddhist and more real than is ordinarily undor-

View. By Clare Cameron. ( The stood, viz., on the recognition of the

Buddhist Lodge, 37 South Eaton Place, unity of all beings, in essence divine,

Westminster, London, S. W. I. 6d. ) evolution under the one immutable
author suggests that peace should law which ever tends to adjust inter-

im based on something higher, deeper nal and external relations of men. Ihe
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method to achieve this is the applica-

tion in daily life of the eight steps of

the Noble Path of the Buddha, which
enables any person, whatever the con-

Coniinence and Its Creative Power.

By SwAMi Jagadiswarananda. (Sri

Ramakrishna Math. Karachi. As. 4

)

A valuable brochure assembling many
sound arguments and competent

authorities for the positive benefits

An Approach to the Rdmdyana. By
C. Narayana Menon, m. a., ph. d.,

D. LiTT., with a Foreword by Madan
Mohan Malaviya. (Benares Hindu
University Press, Benares. As. 8 )

This

interesting approach to the great

Indian epic is largely psychological,

though Dr. Menon’s evaluation of liter-

The Timeless Land. By Geoffrey
Johnson. (The Poetry Lovers’ Fellow-

ship with Williams and Norgatc, Ltd.,

London. 2s., paper
;
3s., cloth

)

This is the sixth volume by Mr.

Geoffrey Johnson. These forty-three

poems reflect many moods from

The Testament of Democracy. By
Prof. M. V. Krishna Rao, m. a., b. t.

( Vidyanidhi Book Depot, Mysore.

As. 8 )
A well-written and thoughtful

study of practical problems from an
idealist view-point, in which the author

traces the shortcomings of democracy

The Problem of Aborigines in India.

By A. V. Thakkar. R. R. Kale
Memorial Lecture, 1941. ( Gokhale
Institute of Politics and Economics,
Poona 4. Re. i/-

)

Of the several prob-

lems dealt with here, poverty, illite-

racy and ill health bear heavily upon
many more of our people than the 6J
per cent, which the aborigines represent.

It Has All Happened Before. Select-
ed and translated by Kathleen
Freeman, t>. litt., with a Foreword by
Gilbert Murray, 0. m. ( Frederick
Muller Ltd., London, is. ^d . )

A collec-

ditions of life, to rise above the pairs

of opposites and become an integrated

being.

J.

from continence. They may be summed
up in the quotation from the French
thinker, Michelet :

" To be strong, be

pure.*’ An admirable complement to

Gandhiji’s fuller treatment of Self-Re-

straint versus Self-Indulgence. H.

ature by its upholding of moral values

and his insistence that the desire for

self-control is as innate as the desire

for self-indulgence ” may not commend
themselves to orthodox modern psy-

chologists. The book is well worth
reading.

“ Matins ” wdth its unreflecting .swift

delight in little things” to “Brief

Interlude ” with its passionate resent-

ment at injustice and " Irrelevant,”

serene in its confidence that

. . .Beauty and Joy and Holiness,

Admired or scorned, eternally abide.

E.

to failure to live up to affirmations of

human brotherhood. A painted flame

gives no warmth. Several approaches

are examined ; the Nazi one is con-

demned ; the Gandhian solution at-

tracts the author most.
E.

though in the case of the latter these

difficulties are aggravated by other

factors—the inaccessibility of tribal

areas, administrative deficiencies and

lack of leadership. Shri Thakkar offers

sound suggestions for amelioration, but

arousing the public conscience to the

plight of these younger children of

Nature is a preliminary necessity,

E.

tion of startlingly apposite excerpts

on dictators and related themes from

publicist-patriots of ancient Greece.

How little we have changed !



ENDS AND SAYINGS

“ ends of verse

And sayings of philosophers'"

Hudibras

The timeless bond of friendship that

unites the two great peaceful nations

of the East was invoked by Shri

Rathindranath Tagore in welcoming to

Santiniketan Marshal and Madame
Chiang Kai-Shek on the 19th of

February. From the very dawn of

history and civilisation, he declared.

India and China had stood together in

sympathy and understanding. He re-

called the efforts of his late honoured

father to revive that ancient cultural

amity, which had languished for want

of fostering
;
efforts which had flowered

in the Cheena-Bliavana at Santinike-

tan, a symbol of unity between the

two peoples.

Both the distinguished guests replied

appropriately, referring appreciatively

to Dr. Tagore, but both stressed the

responsibility of those who survive.

Madame Chiang K.ii-Shek held up to

the students of India tlie inspiring

example of the educated youth of

China who have

kept the mind of China awake and the Umh
of flaming patriotism burning brighter than
t'ver The principles of humanity demand
a dynamic attitude towards life.... Your
noble founder, I believe, wanted jou to pre-

pare yourselves to become leaders.

Noblesse oblige. The educated are

the natural leaders of the masses, who
look to them for patterns of thought
J^nd of action. "The world follows

whatever example they set. " Aiul

Madame Chiang is right in pointing
out that mere passive goodness is not

enough, that an absence of hatred so

negative that it did not make it impos-

sible for others to perpetrate wicked-

ness and wrong would be a dead and

cold thing. Especially in these days

of strain and stress is it imperative

that the educated minority should set

the example to the masses of a virile,

fearless attitude, a courage that no

winds of circumstance can shake

because it is founded upon the rock of

confidence, confidence in the Law of

Justice and in the deathlessness of the

soul of Man.

At long intervals there is a spiritual

flowering before which the materialist

stands baffled. Such was Dnyaiieshwar,

the youthful thirteenth -century saint-

poet of Maharashtra wlio, d3ung at

about the age of twenty, might seem an

almost legendary figure if he had not

left a literary legacy of profound and

permanent worth in works which no

writer of Marathi before or since him

has equalled, far less surpassed. He
was no asp.irant to literary or other

lionours. He wrote in the language

of the people, out of liis compassion,

to unlock to the common man the

treasures in Sanskrit to which the

learned alone had had access. To name

the phenomenon glibly as procosity is

not to account for it. The more

deeply it is considered, the more un-

tenable apjx'ars any other Iiypothesis

than that it represented the fruition of
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prior lives of spiritual striving and

realisation.

Dnyaneshwar was in himself a

powerful proof of the possibilities

within human attainment, the way to

which Shri Manu Subedar defends in

the introduction to the second edition

of his English translation of the Dnya-

neshwari, first published a decade ago.

Those familiar with the Gita Explained

by Dnyaneshwar will rejoice that a

new edition of the English translation

of this great classic is being made
available

(
Published by the Translator.

Pali Hill. Bandra. Rs. 5/-). We
wish that space permitted reproducing

Shri Subedar's Introduction in full.

He deals with the bankruptcy

of materialism in thought and in

action. Against the rule of the jungle

practised for centuries by European

nations in other continents and now

against each other, Shri Manu Subedar

sets the conviction, inspired by Indian

tradition, tliat

there can be no lasting peace, and the best

qualities, which ennoble humanity, cannot be

brought to the surface until greed and injus-

tice are eliminated, until artificial barriers

oi race and colour are demolished and until

the claims of common humanity are acknowl-

edged as supreme.

The doctrine of '*Maya” (illusion)

underlies the deepest speculations of

the metaphysicians of ancient India,

Hindus and Buddhist.s alike. The
modern world is impatient of meta-

physics
;

the world of the senses i.s, for

how many millions, the most solid of

realities, if not the only real ! Shri

Manu Subedar challenges that absorp-

tion in the world of matter when he

maintains in the Introduction to the

new edition of liis translation of the

Gita Explained by Dnyaneshwar that

Real knowledge is the knowledge of the

soul. . . . Spiritual life is not merely a supple-

ment to worldly life. It is the reality as

against the sham on the physical plane.

It is in line with the best Indian tra-

dition that Shri Subedar puts forward

the ideal of spirituality as a way of life

not for the cloister but for the market-

place. The spiritual awakening by

which comes into operation a conscious-

ness superior to the mind— modern

psychologists !—does not take men out

of the world but “produces selfless and

enlightened men to sustain the life of

the world.”

The man who has unfolded the

higher consciousness lives in that larger

vision while performing duties in the

world, with full concentration bur

without attachment, appearing out-

wardly like other men but inwardly

experiencing peace and joy ineffable.

The Dnyaneshwars, alas, are few, but

even a touch of spiritual consciousness

changes the perspective, alters the

relative values, inspires the conviction

of the unity of all life and frees a man

in some measure from the limitation^:

of self, race and time.

He alone can set himself free and no one

can help him or harm him. If a cartoon were

to represent the situation, it would be a tiny

man with a big, oppressive and cruel world

rushing at him. The smallest spiritual awaken-

ing would, however, reduce the size of the

world and increase the size of the man. . . .U

would no longer be a big object rushing at a

small man. It can be rendered a very small

object, which the big individual i.s observing.

He is calm. He is indifferent. This transforma-

tion is often spectacular in some individ-

uals. It has been experienced now and

then by all during their existence. It can be

firmly, constantly and permanently installed

only by constant spiritual exercise. This is

the intermediate stage of spiritual growth.

The final stage would be that the man and

the world would be one, functioning har-
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moniously... .That last stage is beyond the

reach of most people, but it is good to

know. . .that some in this world at different

times have reached this stage of realization.

It is not an easy path, he admits;

it takes courage and rigid discipline.

“There is a daily sliding down to be put

back like the winding of a clock every

day. But “ the fruit of this dis-

cipline and this hardness is sweet.

Today, when the outer prospect is so

bleak, men may be readier than in

brighter days to seek the inner bliss

from which no outer circumstances can

detract and which they are as power-

less to disturb.

The Imperial Veterinary Institute

at Mukteswar boasts the possession of

an eightcen-ycar-old cow, “probably

the oldest cow in India." Was it

Virgil or Cicero who said that he

would never sell in its old age an ox

that had served him ? The modern

scientist has found a better reward

than sale fur faithful bovine service.

There is .something sardonic in the

report of tlie Estate Manager of the

Institute in the “ From All Quarters’*

section of Indim Farming for Feb-

ruary 1942

In view of her . .it was not considered

advisable to use her any longer for dairy and
breeding purposes. She has now been retired

from the dairy herd and transferred for

experiinoiital work on diseases. It is hoped
that the clo.sing years of her life will be pro-

ductive of some real good for her own siK*cies,

so that her contribution in this new sphere

may be in keeping with her past record

of service.

This bland announcement is an

afiront to the sentiment of reverence

with wliich the millions of Hindus look

the cow. But it is more than

that. More even than a sad commen-
tary upon human gratitude. Animal

experimentation which inflicts suffer-

ing, whether by vivisection or by
inoculation with the bacteria of disease,

is morally wrong. The pain caused is

none the less for being inflicted in the

name of science than if it were done

in a spirit of wantonness. The most

spectacular results could not justify

cruelty but, as a matter of fact, wheth-

er any good has come from such

experiments is more than questionable.

How could it, in a universe of law with

its accurate adjustment of the balance

between action and reaction ? Cer-

tainly any good claimed from such

experiments is out of proportion to

the iniquity involved. Bernard Shaw
was not far wrong when he compared

vivisection to setting London on fire

to test a fire extinguisher.

The late Karel Capek's article “ On
Work," keen for all its whimsicality,

which, translated from the Czech

original by Dora Round, appeared in

The Central European Observer for 28th

November, holds some consolation for

us in the birth-throes of a new age.

The reactions of individuals watching

work being done afford an index to

their character. Some revel in “ the

pleasant sensation of mastery and

power." Like generalissimos in action

they command the workmen
; they

enjoy violent ha.ste and feverish effort

and add to the confusion by their own

shouts and noise. To others, the dis-

turbance of ordered ways that renova-

tion commonly involves is an affliction

to be borne with what patience they

may. They lose sight of the benef-

icent effect expected in the discomfort

of the process.

Finally there are a race of builders who

derive inde.scribable ecstasy from causing
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something to be done ; they do not hear the

hammer blows or the rasping of files, but the

joyous and passionate stirring of life.

It is of this race that we must be to

endure bravely the tribulations of

these times.

The divine energy of Nature man-

ifests itself not only in creation, not

only in preservation, also in the de-

struction of the old which is the first

step towards regeneration. Man. the

child of Nature, in the exercise of the

free-will that is his, also builds, pre-

serves, tears down ; the destruction

wrought by men, like the mischief of

irresponsible urchins, is sometimes

wanton, purposeless, but even e\'il may
at last be turned to good.

Destruction for the sake of destruc-

tion is an abnormality, a per\'ersion,

a sin against Nature, who destroys but

to build better. Vast masses of man-

kind, allying themselves with the dark

forces of disaster, are today devoting

all of their energies to tearing down,

destroying. The wounds made will l^e

long in healing
;
but they will heal at

last ; we can be sure of that. The

recuperative energy of mankind as of

Nature is great, nay, inexhaustible.

And rarely is an illness, individual or

corporate, wholly physical. Evil en-

ergies and tendencies, psychic and

mental, are got rid of along with the

unhealthy elements expelled by opera-

tion or purgation from the physical

frame.

When the wave of destructiveness

has spent its force and has ebbed back

into the dark past out of wdiich it rose,

then the real task, the great work of

building will remain to do. Let us

keep our eyes on that constructive

effort which will call for all that we
have of imagination, of capacity, of

faith in the divine potentialities of

man ; let us hold fast through all trials

and be ready, when the wreckage of

the civilisation that was has been

cleared away, to build a nobler

one four-square on justice, human
perfectibility and progression and the

brotherhood of man.

The tonic value of a clear conscience,

individual or national, comes out in

Sir Andrew McFadyean's article in The

Atlantic Monthly for November under

the title “ Don't Do It Again ! : A
Liberal Looks at Germany." For he

traces Hitler’s dominance in Germany

and lawlessness abroad not only to

economic and political causes within

the country but also to the failure of

Germany's former enemies to protest

effectively against Hitler’s successive

coups, until almost too late, and that

failure in turn to the uneasy conscience

which he claims had made cowards of

them all. The fantastic and impossible

reparation demands, the absurd as-

sumption that in a world so closely

knit as ours today it was possible to

keep one large nation in eiononiic

depres.sion without injurious effect on

the prosperity of otlier nations, the

failure to implement tlie hopes held

out of a new world order, the absence

of any steps towards the universal dis-

armament which was to have followed

the di.sarmament of Germany, the

acquiescence of other nations in acts

of aggression by Japan and by Italy as

well as in Hitler's tentative essays in

international impudence, all gave “ the

German people. . .reason to believe

that force does pay and that reliance

on a source of international justice

provides no dividend." And part of

the “ consistent weakness in the policy
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of Germany's ex-enemies ** Sir Andrew

lays at the door of ** the uneasy British

feeling that Germany had had a raw

deal."

For all the common-sense which he

otherwise exhibits, Sir Andrew himself

has caught enough of the war contagion

to maintain that Germany's aggressive

power must be crippled after this war

while the other nations remain armed

—•because German mass docility and

stupidity have proved a public menace.

Only if the Germans had a monopoly

of either quality, or of the even less

engaging defects which they have

undeniably exhibited, would this prop-

osition be without hj^pocritical im-

plications ; to say nothing of Sir

Andrew’s further sop to Cerberus in

sanctioning summary justice to the

demented doctors and the sadistic

warders, figurati\’ely speaking, of the

German madhouse ! A mischievous

proposal which too many who should

know better are making today.

But in some directions his vision is

unimpeded, admirably detached, as

when he recommends :

—

Let our first concern be to throw open

doors and windows ; let us make it our

painstaking object, by most skilful and
scrupulously honest means, to reveal to the

German people the truth about the history

of Europe in the last ten years—and the

unvarnished truth must include a recognition

of our own shortcomings.

Let those w ho draw up and admin-

ister the terms of settlement remember :

Uneasy conscience
; uneasy peace. If

the victors would be immune from

twinges of remorse that would sap

their resolution in moments of crisis,

then indeed “ justice, incorruptible by

partiality, or indifference " must
steadfastly prevail.

The need of today's children for

some offset to the hardening effect of

familiarity with violence, whether at

first- or second-hand, was emphasized

by Warren W. MeSpadden, writing in

The National Humane Review (U. S. A.)

for September on how humane educa-

tion can keep alive the sensibilities of

the child. Not alone in the totalita-

rian states, he declared, with their

deliberate thwarting of the develop-

ment of sympathetic feeling; also in

other countries, even in the then

nominally neutral U. S. A., was there

increasingly facile acquiescence in

violence and in force, a growing call-

ousness to suffering.

This is not to say that force and violence

have been or are being condoned, much less

approved, by the great majority of our popu-

lation
; but it is to say that our sensitivities to

these forms of conflict are being gradually,

almost imperceptibly, dulled. As in the wan-

ing years of the Middle Ages, conflict and

violence arc again entering into more and

more aspects of our daily living. Nor is there

escape. If we do not meet with it in actual-

ity, then w'c certainly live through it vicarious-

ly. Take the radio as one of many examples.

The news of force and violence are flashed to

us within a few moments of their happening

and many times during a day. It is not un-

usual to have the [peace and quiet of a sym-

phonic programme interrupted in order to

shout out a newsflash involving >'iolence. As

a result, our sensitivities are being constantly

lessened. The human nervous system is

incapable of sustained reaction to similar

stimuli over long periods of time. Events of

castastrophic proportions arc required to

produce deep emotional feeling.

It is grossly understating the fact

to say that children “no less than

adults" are subject to the conditioning

effects of the prevailing atmosphere of

chaos and disorder. The average adult

consciousness is like a mirror; most

events reflect themselves and pass;

but the child mind is a sensitive plate

;
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impressions made on it may last a life-

time ; attitude patterns especially may
be deeply etched. It is a sound in-

stinct that has ever prompted the

shielding of children as far as possible,

during their most sensitive years, from

the knowledge of vice and of cruelty.

Leaving society aside for the mo-

ment, altruism is as indispensable to

individual mental and moral well-

being as freely circulating blood is to

physical health. Sympathy is natural

ta the human being, an instinctive

response to the innate sense of human

solidarity; it must be fostered and

encouraged in the child. Humane
education is desirable, to inculcate

gentle kindness to life in all forms, but

more important is the example set by

those who immediately surround the

child, in their attitude no less than in

their actions.

That loyalty to the moral law is

compatible w-ith quite different formula-

tions of what morality demands and

implies, a proposition urged by Dr.

W. H. Lofthouse in his article on ‘'The

Good as Means and as End ”
( Philos-

ophy, October 1941 )
is fairly obvious.

Customs and social conventions differ,

temporally and geographically.

To say that there is no such thing as moral

law because in some societies cannibalism is

allowed and even recommended or enforced,

and in others polygamy, would be as foolish

as to say that there is no human language

because some men talk German, others

€wa^i1ii and others Kanarese. »

But IS Hot that because morality is less

a question of manners tlian of motives ?

That action is morally good which,

motivated by a pure sense of “ ought-

ness,” is performed with detachment

and with full attention.

Dr. Lofthouse is a hedonist in finding

the determining factor in every decision

between two alternatives " that which

we expect in the long run to prove the

less unpleasant,” but he admits that

while no one law may command univer-

sal moral assent, “yet it would seem

that without obedience to some law,

men have never been able to live.”

Debatable in the light of Eastern

philosophy as may be Dr. Lofthouse’s

contention that satisfactions that would

be impossible apart from common life

“ exceed anything that can be enjoyed

in solitude ” there is a kernel of truth

in true progress's consisting in the

gradual widening of the group with

which we share till it embraces the

whole human race
; also in his percep-

tion of the source of tlic moral law.

All satisfactory conduct, he declares,

is dependent on the recognition “ of

the interior pattern, which we can only

thwart at the price of self-contradic-

tion.” Law

rises from within. It applies to us all, and

is linked to all that makes life worthy or

even possible, whether we think of the phys-

ical, the mental, or the spiritual. Like the

laws of health, it may be said to authorise

itself.
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Point out the “ Way ”—however dimly,

and lost among the host—as does the evening

star to those who tread their^path in darkness.

—The Voice of the Silence
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RABINDRANATH TAGORE

We paid our tribute to Rabindra-

nath Tagore a year ago this month,

his birth-month. The candle that

for eighty fruitful years had served

tlie ardent life as fuel had then not

yet burned otil. There was a hope,

whicli many thousands shared, that

it would last to light us through the

present darkness till a brighter day

should dawn. Ibit it was not to be.

A little over ihree months later he

had left us.

Many men in many lands have

put on record their impresMoub o{

his greatness. W’e jHiblisli here an

appreciation by Miss liva Martin,

who met him v’ears ag<3 in Cornwall

and caught from him a glimpse of

the India which he loved and which
lie so worthily represented. One
of the most important of his nu-

nierous roles was this . of cultural

ambpsado;r from India to the other

countries OT ^ia as well as to the

West—arf unaccredited diplomat,
but needk^ n# <^dentials among
the men of cyjlture anj^where. Cul-

tural contacts are tlie soul of inter-

national understanding, as commun-

ity of ideals is its spirit.

ragore was a man of most versa-

tile genius- -patriot, poet, dramatist,

painter, musician, educationist,

architect of the Indian village of

our hopes -and in every line his

contribution was distinctive and

distinguished.

It is difficult to assess greatness

correctly while it is still in our midst.

l‘rom the base of a mountain range

the foot-hills loom so high that they-

cut off from view the loftier i>eaks

behind. Now. from the perspective

of nearly nine months’ distance from

his living presence, we see more

truly how great a man was standing

by our side.

Rabindranath Tagore was greatei:

than his achievements, greater even

than his drean^s of beauty and of

service ;
he believed in the potential-

ities in man, and his life was a

justification of his trust :

—

I do not put my faith in any institu-
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tion, but ill the individuals all over and act rightly, thus becoming .the'

the world who think clearly, feel nobly, channels of moral truth.

RABINDRANATH TAGORE : A MEMORY
MAY 6th, iS6i

—

AUGUST 7TH, 1941

Among his own people Rabindra-

nath Tagore was liononrcd and loved

as artist, philosopher, dramatist,

musician, educationalist—as well as

poet. The English-speaking world

knew him chiefly through his poems

and essays, and it was as j^oct and

teacher that I saw him when I was

privileged to meet him fifteen years

ago. In the summer of 192G he was

spending a few days in a remote

corner of Western Cornwall. 'Flie

sea glow'cd in the sun with those

jade-green pools and purple shadows

that haunt the Cornish coast, and

scents of wild thyme and heather

mingled with the salt breezes. But

inside the large stone house built on

the very edge of tlie shore, where

Tagore was staying, one stepped

into a different world : a world of

cool, shaded rooms where white

-

robed figures moved silently, .soft

voices .spoke in a strange tongue, and

faint aromatic fragrances hung in

the air.

This Indian poet was a supremely

beautiful figure in his graceful cream-

coloured robes. The noble, clear-cut

features
; the snowy hair and beard ;

the soft, steady gaze of those light

bro\yn, almost amber-coloured, eyes

;

the tranquil voice and manner—all

made an impression not easily

forgotten, lie talked about his own
country, about the School he had

founded, about the Renaissance of

Indian art and poetry in which he

look so keen an interest
; and

presently I ventured to sj>eak of his

own poems, and of my great admira-

tion for them
;
and I was bold

enoiigli to ask whether he would

read one aloud. He hesitated a

moment— then spoke lo one of the

little group of Indian students who

were in the room- -and the youth

went oin and returned with a book

which he handed to the poet. '1 agore

then e.Njflained that his poems were

really song.s— the tith* “ (lilanjali
’

meaning “ Song-Offering.s ’'--and fo

our great delight he began singing,

or chanting, in adeej). resonant voice,

one j)ocm after another—in tlie

original Bengali —seeming complete-

ly to forget his surroundings ;
as.

indeed, did his hearers.

The effect was indescribably im-

pressive
; for though the mu.sic .sound-

ed unfamiliar to Western cars, the

sonorous words and strange cadences

were curiously thrilling ;
and the

remarkable beauty of the .singers

appearance, the^ dirk, intent faces

of the white-robed figure* around
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him, the coptrast between the quiet

atmosphere of that semi-darkened

room and the blazing sunlit beach

outside, with screaming sea-gulls and

shouts and cries of playing children

...all this made it an experience

long to be treasured in memory.

Tagore’s love of children has been

expressed in many of his writings,

and I am carried back to that

August day in Cornwall, so many
years ago, whenever I read tlie poem

beginning

On the seashore of encllcss woihls

children meet. .. .They build their

houses with sand and they J’hiV with

empty shells, 'riicy know not how to

swim, they know not how to cast nets.

Pearl-fishers dive for pearls, merchants

sail in their ships, wliilc children

gather pebbles and scatter them again.

They seek not for hidden treasures,

they know not how to cast nets....

On the seashore of endless worlds is

the great meeting of children.

And I think of that day, too,

when I read the prayer he wrote for

his beloved country, with its closing

words, whicli might he «‘( lu>ed by

every Indian today

:

When* the mind is led ff)nv.ird by mi<»

<*\er-\vidcning thought ;nid actjoii--

tiito that heavtin ol froc<lom, nu I'vilhci,

hH my country awake.

His mastery of the Jinglish lang-

nage, his power to mould it into a

living expression of his thought, was
not the least of his many achieve-

ments; but he did not see eye to

^ye with the Western world in many
ways. As early as 1922 he wrote of

his

personal feeling of pain and sadness

about the collective power which is

guiding the helm of Western civilisa-

tion. It is a passion, not an ideal.

The more success it has brought to

luiropc, the more costly it will prove

to her at last, when the accounts have

to be rendered.

Ihit he realised that distrust and

dislike of Western power-politics

need not mean distrust and dislike

of the individuals of a nation, and

he declared that

the active love of humanity and the

spirit of martyrdom for the cause of

justice and truth wliich I have met

with in the Western countries have

been a great lesson and inspiration to

me. T liave no doubt in my mind that

the West owes its true greatness, not

so much to its marvellous training of

intellect, iin to its spirit of ser\nce

devoted to tliC welfare of man.

'fhat was a noble and generous

tribute.

His contiil)ution to the cause of

true education in India was a very

important one. He saw how, under

Western influence, Indian education

was losing its individual colour and

cliaractcr. and his hope wa.s that

the School which he founded in

Bengal might form the nucleus for

a National University,

a University which will help India’s

mind concentrate and to be fully

conscious of itself
;

free to seek the

truth and make this truth its own

wherever found, to judge by its own

standard, give expression to its own

creative genius, and offer its wisdom to

the guests who come from other parts

of the world.
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In one very vivid phrase he de-

scribes how, in his own boyhood,

when he was compelled to undergo

what seemed to him the coldly

official and impersonal education

then offered to Indian youtli,

My feeling was very much tlie same

as a tree might have, which was not

allowed to live its full life, but was cut

down to be made into packing-cases.

But he made it clear that he had

no distrust of tuiy culture because

of its foreign character. On the con-

trary, I believe that the shock of such

extraneous forces is necessary for the

vitality of our intellectual nature.

What he objected to was the

tendency of foreign education to

occupy too much space, thus squeez-

ing out of existence the natural

gifts and talents of the Indian

people, and he begged his country-

men to get mastery over this Western

culture, and “ not to live on its

outskirts as the hewers of texts and

drawers of book-learning."

Naturally, he held .strong views

on the place of Ait in education.

ASIA AND

The long-estabhsihed publisher, Mr.

Geoffrey Faber, speaking a few months

ago at Birkl>eck College on ‘‘ Books of

Tomorr(»w, ” said that, in spite of the

dark immediate prospects of authors

and books, he did not despair of the

inevitable changes, in which he believed

China and Russia would have much
to do.

and it grieved him to see the arts

relegated to a back place and treated

as a timber-merchant might treat

flowers and foliage—as ‘‘mere friv-

olous decorations of a tree." He

believed, too, in the importance of

the study of economic conditions as

an integral part of education
; and

in the need for practical industrial

training " whose motive force is not

the greed of profit." And in one

illuminating passage he remarks

A teacher can never truly teach

unless he is still learning himself. A

lamp can never light another lamp

unless it rontiniics to burn its own

flame.

He wanted bis students to learn

“ to understand that humanity is a

divine harp of many strings, waiting

for its one grand music."

Tliese ideals will surely bo carri(*(l

on by many who, like Tagore, havi*

learnt to know and to love t)ie

English speech, and whose lamp^

have been lighted from contac t with

the lamp carried and held on high

by him.

IAa Maimi.v

EUROPE

We are reaching to spiritual paitnerr»hip^

with nations whose ultimate vision of huin;ni

s^icietios is akin to oius, partnerships th*'U.

would affect our w'hvs of thought, our .science,

and our arts.

He, visualised the task as one of

‘‘ translating Eiiropeanisin into worM

terms. ” Perhaps the more important

task is to translate the Asiatic \iorld-

view into European

!



A BUS NAMED SANKHINI
fur. Bhabani Bhattacharya presents here a vi/ijnctte from life but, as

his readers have learned to exj^ct, there is somethiii;^^ written between the lines.

“The power of names is f?reat/* with a real inlluence, it is alleged, upon an

individual’s future fate. If that be so and. as is also claimed, each man has

his own numerical value, distinctive hut recondite, what a disharmony may be

set up among the unseen elements of one’s being if one be called bv a number

or a name that is luit one’s own ! ICl).

'the bus was full of talk. It was

the hour before offices open ;
half the

city seemed whetding on the streets,

ronguos worked in a rush, as though

to make up for the approaching

liours of stillness.

An old pale-faced man with deep

eyes, steel-rimmed glasses pushed up

on a lined forehead, was looking

i)ack, speaking to a fellow-passenger.

That voice, ])nrposive, even-tlow-

ing, fell upon the common staccato

talk, subduing all by the continuous

pressure of words- words unstressed,

always on the same pitch, like the

drip of water from a leaky tap,

slow, precise, i)assionless. Presently

the other passengers, forced into

silence, listened.

“ EviTy bus had a name, in iho.-^e

tlays. It was not a half-year ago.

Hitler had just taken (Tete. Then
this calamity happiUied. The bus

owners in our town all came to-

gether. They formed a syndicate.

One joint control. What happened ?

Scores, scores of honest old vehicles

lost their names. What dishonour

!

Ihey had numbers instead. This

one's name was Sankhini. She

became A24. Like being a convict.

A24! I felt it badlv. I couldn't

eat a mouthful of licr that evening.

Imagine my situation, livery day,

at nine-thirty, I stand at the junction

of Tagore Lane and Deshbandhu
Street waiting for Sankhini. Six times

a week. So for months, nearly a

year. Then one day Sankhini comes,

but hai ! hai

!

she is Sankhini no

longer
;

she is numbered like a

criminal, fan you understand my
grief, iny pain, my anger, sir? I

could have hit the members of the

syndicate, such was my fury. They

had committed murder. Yes, murder!

Por long years Sankhini Iiad served

her masters well. She was in good

order, (.'onductois came, conductors

went, but Sankhini plied the road.

t)ften did 1 wiuider how many tens

of thousands of feet had trodden her

boards, liad enjoyed lier speed, her

acceleration, her smoothness. She

never gave trouble. Once a year, so

th(*y told me. slie had a holiday, she

had her body, her engine, purged

and oiled and cleaned. That is all.

Never an accident. Sankhini was

heedful. Then this catastrophe.

Sankhini died.

I watch her coming. She stops

and pants by the signpost. At first

I notice no change, but standix^ o!i
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the foot-board I chance to look at

lier side, and I do not believe niy

eyes but look again, and I look hard,

and my heart beats in my throat and

I nearly slip and fall. The name is

gone. There is a number. This is

Sankliini’s ghost. I sit with head

bent all the way to niy office. I

can’t do a scrap of work that day.”

“What does it matter, a mere

name ?
” someone ventured. “ San-

khini, the Conch-like woman, sounds

poetic enough, but it does not give

the engine more speed or make the

seats extra-comfortable. Even if

the name were. . .

”

“A purely materialist view,

brother,” quietly countered tlie voice.

“ It is out of place. The question

is spiritual. You have a wife,

Sankhini. Since the day of marriage

you have called her by that name.

You see the name in print somewhere,

and involuntarily what image float.s

to your mind ? Your wife'.*^. Then,

one day, you are told your wife’s

name is Sarojini. Does it not seem

strange calling her by the new name ?

It is as if you were calling some other

woman. 'Die name sits oddly on the

tongue. It is as if your wife had

become another woman ! How ? Not

that her face has grown more

roundish, or there is a new mole.* on

her cheek. \'ct. change her name
and her whole personality is changed.

Call her by a nnml)cr, say A24, and
her very breath is different. Names
have a spiritual value, brother. They
are not labels.”

So he went on. All the passengers

were now listening with interest.

The voice flowed on, steady, in-

domitable, unrushed. What lovely

names the buses had had 1 Urmila
;

Chitralekha
; Parvati

;
Savitri

;

Sakuntala. Commerce had redeemed

its evil nature by this courtesy to

art. Put all that was now past. The

serpent of commerce would not spare

art from its venom. . . .One ambition

he liad, this pale gray-headed man.

If he ever made a lot of money he

would buy up all the buses in the

town and restore them their names,

their honour. That might happen

one of tliese days. Nothing was

im])o.ssiblc. He might win a lottery.

Or get elected to the City Council,

when he would persuade his fellow-

members t(^ order that the numbers

be abolished, the names revived.

Until that great moment came, his

heart would be heavy in his chest

and the rice wotild taste asliy in his

mouth.

Often was he seen in the buses

plying on this busy route, buses

marked A24. Always he irleased

the same slow stream (»l talk, end*

Ic.ssly rej)caled. And Ins words, so

whim.sical even if .simple and sincere,

subdued all chatter. They lingered

in our mind, reproduced as tlio\igh

by some inner echo-rock ! This man

was about to become a feature, an

appendage, of A24.

Who was he ? Why did he talk

so ?

A friend who had been asking the

same questions brought me enlight-

enment.

“ He is IvAck from the Andamans

where he was a political prisoner.
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Life sentence. He served his twenty

years.*'

How does his prison background

bear on his story of a bus named

Sankhini ?’*

The reply came halting, uncertain.

“ Out there in the penal islands

the prisoners lose their names and

become numbers, don't they ? He
too must have become a number.

He may li.i\c l)cen A24 ! Some
extraordinary sensibility was deeply

hurt. And then, is all this talk about

buses losing their names only invert-

ed self-pity, I wonder ?
'

BhABAN I Bn AT rAt:HARYA

BIG BUSINESS AND TAPASYA

In several forceful speeches in

Bombay and in a scries of articles in

The Bombay Chronicle, Shri j. ('. Kurna-

rappa made a point of the purchas-

er s power to direct eniplovnieiit and

lo determine the conditions under

which goods are produced. W'itli

power naturally goes responsibility.

Mis argument for the trusteeship of

j)ossessions will liardly appeal to the

materialist and the .self-seeker, but any

man who recognises the essential unity

of humanity and who is ready to admit

that he is in any real sense his brother’s

keeper will lind it difficult to evade

Shri Kiimarappa’s plea for the patron-

age of cottage inclii.'itries as a matter

of duty, lie presents as iapasya put-

ting up with the inconvenience caused

by forgoing wants that cannot be

satisfied from indigenous sources. The

products of village artisans may be

inferior in quality and higher in price

than foreign or mill-made gcxids. but

the purchaser of the former has the

satisfaction of knowing that lie is put-

ting food in the mouths of the under-

nourished villagers and is helping to

^ring about ‘‘ juster and happier

relations between man and man.
*'

Higher pnc<s as long as they arc due to

giving the producer an adequate living \vagc

lor efikicnl work and are not cau.sed by the

iiuerfertnee of middlemen are a good thing

ami deserve the support «)( all right-thinking

t iiizcns.

But the bocio-econoinic argument is

not tlip only one that can be broiiglit

in favour of cottage industries and

against large-scale industrialisation,

riiij }X)litical bearing is not to be ignor-

ed. Kemper Simpson, in liis recently

published Big Business, Efficiency and

luiscisvi, })oinis to the sinister alVmity

of big business for I lie fascist regime,

with its contempt for individual judge-

ment and intialivo.

.\cliarya Kripalaiii made the point

at the Khadi and X’illage Industries

t onfercncc held in Bombay a few

months ago that tlie factory boss is

the prototype of the dictator.

The boss in the faciory who regulates and

regiments mas^es of human beings is the

prototype of the dictator in the State. Cot-

tage industry would make the boss and the

regimentation impossible. It would at the

same lime create a class of independent and

robu^t peasants and artisans.

Which do \vc want for India ?

E. M. H.



THE DOCTRINE OF REINCARNATION

IN CLASSICAL THOUGHT
[
Dr. Margaret Smith, who needs no introduction to Aryan Tath readers,

examines here the eclioes in tlie Grecian world of Pythagoras, and of tliosc who

followed him, of the once universal recognition of reincarnation as the mode of

iniman progress towards perfection — Tio.
’

The belief that after death the soul

passes into another body— it may be

human or that of an animal or a

plant—is found at a very early stage

in Greek thought, and persists

through a long period. It is a

doctrine which could have developed

from a threefold belief found almost

universally in primitive society - that

man has a soul which is distinct from

the body
;
that animals, and even

plants, are possessed of souls
;
and

that souls can cliange their liabiia-

tion and pass from one body to

another. The doctrine, therefore,

was bound up with the belief in the

immortality of the soul.

The Orpliics, found in (iicece in

the sixth century n. c., maintained

a mystical theory of religion and

believed that their mythical founder,

Orpheus of Thrace, taught that the

soul was Divine and immortal and a

prisoner within the body. Death

released it, but only for a time, for

the liberated soul was fated to be

imprisoned again and again, since

the wheel of birth and rebirth revolv-

ed unceasingly. The soul was, there-

fore, constantly subject to fresh

reincarnation in the bodies of men
and of animals, suffering retribution

for its sins in this world. But the

soul whicli aspired to freedom

must turn itself towards God, and,

by asceticism and right living,

must purify itself, and so it would

reach a liigher reincarnation and

gradually attain perfection by

purification effected through a series

of lives. When at last it had comj)let-

ed the spiral a.scent of destiny, it

would escape from the cycle of births

and deaths, during which it wns

being made lit for communion with

(iod, from Whom it came, and would

again bec ome Diviiu*, as it was before

it (‘Utcred into a m(.»rtal body.

The first great Ihinkt r whose ii.une

is associated with the d(»ctrnu w.c"

Jfythagoras, who is said U> have

(Iciivctl it from his teacher l’liercc\ -

des. Pythagoras, who lived in th*'

second half of th<! si.xth <:entnr\

13. was a native of Samos wlu.>

emigrated from his home because hi

would not accept the rule of a tyrant.

He went to Crotona in Soutli /tab

and there taught both religion and

science. His followers suffered nnicii

jiersccution for their adherence to

his views.

Pythagoras taught the unity of

Being: the One Reality was God,

the Ajl-Piire and All-Holy. The soul

of man came from God and was
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therefore Divine in its nature. He

taught, further, that the soul, on

leaving the body, could take up its

abode in another body. He believed

in a universal kinship between all

living beings, and so the same soul

might inhabit the> body of either

man or beast. But, since the soul

was Divine and destined to return to

its source, it must make every en-

deavour to escape from the prison-

house of the body. This effort to

attain purification should dominate

every human life. To this end

Pythagoras taught the necessity of

observing certain forms of asceticism.

His followers refrained from eating

flesh. One of liis later disciples,

Sotian (the teacdur of Seneca), rec-

ommended vegetarianism, in accord-

ance with the ])rec<'pt of Pythagoras,

in the words :

—

I'# rhaps you helioNe tiu.f <onl>

•ire allotted to mie hcniy after anotln'i

and that what is called death is

transmigration, <»r that tliemind wliuh

was once, ljuni.oi rbvelis in beasts and

rislie.s? (iroat ineu have hclieved it

so inainfain yo!ir \ iew, lnu kcej*

'Oi opeji mind o\) the snhjis i. It it i-

true, then to havr. refrained from

.*nimal food will be a virtue, and if

talse. it will still be frugality.'

Pythagoras hims(?If was said to

worship only at the altar of Apollo,

the leather, at which the only sac-

rifices were fireless oblations of veg-

etable offerings. The rebirth of the

soul in any life, he taught, was
determined by its past deeds, and an

interval of several generationS| which

was spent in purgatory, elapsed

before each rebirth. The soul which,

by strenuous endeavour, had become
fully purified, would become incar-

nate in the body of a philosopher or

a religious teacher who would seek

to lead others to attain to his own
level, but its final destiny was to

return to its Divine Source, free from

the law of rebirth.

Pindar the j^oet. ,1 native of

Thebes, who lived from about 522 to

448 ij. c., taki s for granted the

doctrine of transmigration. The

soul, he said, was divine in origin,

and returned after death to another

body, its fate determined by the

goorl or evil wrought in a previous

life. P>ut the soul had within it

the possibility (^f freeing itself from

the fetters of tin fle.^h by its own

(‘fforts towards jnirification, and its

true rh'Stiny, when freerl from it.s

ancient sornnv. was a final return

to tlie gods to wiinin it was akin.

lbnpcdorh*s. .\ Sicilian philos-

ojilicr, who lived from 484 to 424

n. c.. in his pot in called Ibirifica-

lums.” accejits the. doctrine of

transmigration and recounts his own

Micccssivo rcbirtiw, as a wretched

rxile and a wanderer from the

gods. ' Kcbirtli, he held, w'as re-

tribution for guilt, and those polluted

bv sin must endure a purgatory of

30,000 years wandering through

the universe in dilTorent mortal fonns

until their sin was expiated. The

purest souls would become prophets,

physicians, chieftains, and at last

’ nUitai b, De Esh Carhiim. II. 5
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would return, as Divine beings, to

the company of the gods.

Certain tablets found in South

Italy and belonging to the fourth

or fifth centuries n. c. contain the

triumphal assertion of the purified

soul, that it has flown " out of the

sorrowful, weary Wheel and has

passed with eager feet to the circle

desired.’* The Wheel of Fat(^ sym-

bolised the ever-recurring cycle of

successive lives which the soul must

traverse before it was at last releas-

ed and could leave earth and Hades
behind.

The greatest of all the Greek

teachers who accepted the doctrine

was Plato, who was born in Athens

in 427 n. c. and taught in the

Academy there from until his

death in 347. Iflato speaks of tliis

belief in some of the most import-

ant of his works, associating it with

his doctrine of the pre-existence and
the immortality of the soul. This

belief is Jinked uf) with the view

that the number of souls was fi.xed*

and that birth was only a transmi-

gration of the soul from one l)ody

to another. On its conduct during

each life depended its condition

when born again into this world,

while its ultimate dclivcranc(' lay in

its complete purification.

In the Mcno Plato relates that

it is the opinion of poets, priests

and priestesses that the soul of man
is immortal, at one time coming to

at another time being born again,

but never being destroyed. He
writes also in the Phaedrus :

—

There is a law of Destiny that the

soul which attains any vision of trutli

in company with the good is preserved

from harm until the next period, and,

if attaining always, is always un-

harmed. But when she is unable to

follow and fails to behold the vision

of truth... and .she drops to earth,

then the law ordains tliat this soul shall

at her first birth pass, not into any

other animal, but only into man. The

soul which has seen most of the truth

shall come to birth as a pliilosophcr 01

artist or some musical and loving

nature : that whici) has seen trutli in

the second clegrec shall he a righteous

king or lordly warrior : the soul ot

the Ihird class shall he a politician,

economist or trader : the fourth shall

i>c a lover f>f gymnastic toils or a phy-

sician : tlie fifth a pr()j)het or hiero*

]>liant, the sixth shall be a poet or

some other imitative artist : tiio

seventh an arti.san or husbatidman :

the eighth a so]>hist or demagogue tlio

ninth a tyrant. All these are >tatcs

of probation, in which he who Ii\e.s

righteously improves and he who Uvo

unrighteously deteriorates. Ton thou-

sand years must elapse l>eforc the soul

can return to tJic jdace from whence

slic came, for she cannot grow her

wings in less : only the philosopher or

the lover may go away at tlic end of

three tJiousand years. ^

In the Timaeiis also, Plato states

tltat the man who lived an evil life

would be reborn as a woman and if

he still persisted in doing evil, hean end which is termed ‘'dying** and

A view lieki by the modern Druse;} of Syria-

VhaeoYu^, translation by 13
. Jowett
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would be reborn as a brute which

resembled him in his evil ways.

Such a soul would not cease from

rebirth until it sought to attain the

best of which it was capable, to

overcome, by the help of reason,

the turbulent and irrational elements

within it and so to return to its first

and better nature.^

The body, in Plato’s view, is an

evil thing, visible, changeable, mor-

tal, and the soul, which is invisible,

unchangeable. Divine, cannot attain

to truth until it is freed from the

body and can by itself behold things

as they are. If the soul, in this life,

cleaves to the body and becomes

defiled and impure through serving

it and loving it, and is “ be.sotted

with its desires and pleasures,"

dominated by what is corporeal and

material, that soul is weighed down

and dragged back to the visible

world and again imprisoned in a

body of valuing degrees of baseness.

The soul that would be free must

stiive to live iiiidefiled by the evil

of the body, having no intiTcourse

with it tliat can be avoided, so that

after death, the soul takes with it

no taint of the body, having always

shunned it, and this deliverance and

purification, Plato liolds, is attained

by philosophy, the love of true

knowledge. Elsewhere he .sav's :
-

Philosopliy sees that the impris-

onment of the soul in the body is

caused by lust and the captive herself

is an accomplice in her own captivity.

Through philosophy the soul is

encouraged to release itself, when
it realises that all that comes
through the sen.ses is deceptive, to

be shunned, and to be made use of

onl}^ wlien absolutely necessary.

The soul must realise that true

existence lies wathin itself. So the

soul of the philosopher holds aloof

from pleasure and desire, pain and
fear, recognising that these cause

suffering. Tlie soul which is in

bondage to the body, and defiled by

it, cannot be pure at the time of

dying and soon

falls back into another body and takes

root in it anti loses all part in inter-

course with tlu* Divine and pure.

But the soul of the philosopher,

realising all this, is released from

the bondage of pleasure, pain and

desire, and gains peace through

conlemplatitm of what is true,

Divine and real. Such a soul, when

leaving the body, can ])elieve that it

will pass to what is akin to itself,

that is, the Divine Reality, and so

bi' released from all human ills.-

So Plato concludes that since the

Soul is immortal, it is for us to take

care of it. not merely on account of

what we call life, that is, e.xistence

in the body, but on account of all

time, and because of that, the soul’s

salvation consists in becoming as

perfect and as wise as possible and

so passing to that sphere which is

in truth its own.

Such as have been pre-eminent for

holiness in their lives arc set free and

released from this world as from a

* Timaaus, 42 .

* Pha^do, XI-XXIX, translation by K J. Oiurcb.
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prison and ascend to their pure liabitu'

tion. .. and those who have sufficiently

purified themselves with philosophy

live henceforth without bodies . . .A man
should be of good clu‘cr about his soul

if in his life he has renounced the

pleasures and adornments of the body,

but has adorned his soul with tem-

perance and justice and courage and

freedom and truth, which belong to

her, and so awaits Ins journey to the

other world, in readiness to >el foiih

whenever Fate calls liiin.'

The same doctrine of reincanui-

tion, of a life determined by the

experience of a previous life and of

freedom to be attained by holding

fast to “ the heavenly way, follow-

ing after justice and truth, is taught

in the famous parable of l\r in the

Republic,^

Plato’s teaching was continued by

the Neo-Platonists, notably ]>v Plo-

tinus
(
in the third century a. n. ),

who holds that the soul wliich does

not attain to freedom must undergo

rebirth and that its future depends

on the use it has made of its

opportunities during each iiicai na-

tion. Those who strive upwards and

seek to identify themselves with the

liighest within them, can be freed

from rebirth and become one with

Reality again.*

A late cla.ssical writer, Sallustius,

who nourished in the fourth century

A. D., a Neo-Platonist, regarded the

whole j>lienoinenal world as a myth,

valueless in itself, l)nt liaving a

spiritual signiliruiice. I'he soul, he

taught, was immortal and brought

itself to judgment, for it C(nikl be*

vicious or virtuous, either defeated

by it.s evil propensities or victorious

over them. I’liose who separated

themselves from the irrational part

of nature and were undefiled by the

material, would attain to tiie life of

the bles.sed in common w'ith the goils.

So wc tind that for a period of a

thousand years or more this doc-

trine. joined with the idea of retrihii-

lion and the belitd tliat the soul

could work out its own salvaii«>n

until at last it would be niea.sed

from the cycle of rebirth and attain

to the life of the gods, lound a j>iact*

in classical thought.

Margaret Smmh

' Ibid., LXIl, LXIIl.
• Book X.
• Cf. “ The Theosophy of Ammonius Sacous : Founder of the Neo-Platonii: Scliool.

The Aryan Path, Mav, 103O. pp. 206 tl.
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THE FUTURE OF THE FAMILY IN INDIA

I Some of the trends from which Mr. John Barnabas attempts here to

prophesy the course ()f social evolution are dangerous ones. India should learn

from the experieiu c of the West that la.x morals are in the interest neither of

ihe individual n(jr of the i\mv. W'e are well rid of tin- old hypocrisy of silence

on sex matters, but facing facts should make it plain that “liberty to love

according to the impulse of the senses, is the most profounrl slasery.” Better

ilian smoothing the jjath of the unmarried mother is upholding, for the youth

of both sexes, the ideal, tiunr-tested and time-proven, of self-discipline and self-

restraint. -“Kn.
‘

If l)y “ The I’uture of ilie l*ain-

iiy” wo mean (o ask whether the

family is to continue or not. then the

answer imi^l be that it is as secure

as the Iniinaii race itself. '1 he fate

of the family is inseparably linked

up with the f..it(‘ of the hunum race.

So long as (he generations of men

and women come and go, there must

be the ptu'peluation, in some form or

the other, of family activities and

values. I'or, to my mind, there is

nothing to indicate that the evolu-

tionary process can go into reverse.

That would mean an atteinj)! to

wipe out gradually the e.xlension of

the infancy period whicli has given

man his opportunity and hisrullure.

XeitluT the indication that the

tamily must move forward with the

march of the human race, however,

nor the fart that the institution has

taken over funetioiis iiidisponsabh'

to human survival, precludes the

possibility of changes which tlie form

and the structure the family may
undergo. Therefore I propose to

analy.se the nature of the present-day

family and the forces prevalent

which may help us to predict the

))0.ssil)le changes in the ^lrucluIe and

<‘ven in the |)urpo.sc of the family.

Ihe history of marriage tells us

that tliroughout the ages some kind

of family ha.s existed and that it has

organised itself round the control

and the direction of sex life. Family

life has, to a large extent, shared in

the type ol culture and the general

.social organization of which it has

been a part. I he democratic family

stands over against two other types

of family, the. larger patriarchal

family of the Orient and the marriage

ol convention in Furope. In these

lypi s of family experience very little

empliasis is laid upon the wishes and

the decisions of the bride and groom.

The rights of society and the race

are considered to such an extent that

complete subordination of the desires

of the individuaks most concerned is

taken for granted. This does not

mean that those marriages are totally

without romance. The sense of de-

votion to a cause, and sacrifice, in

themselves lift one to a more signifi-

cant plane of living than does the

mere satisfaction of individual

desires. The democratic family is a
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revolt against the family of the

feudal period and tradition.

Where, then, does India stand ?

What is the trend in India today ?

In the political and economic sphere,

true it is, India is aspiring for

democracy. Is that democracy going

to invade the field of sex and social

harriers ? Is there going to be

freedom of choice and, if so, will

choice be limited or unrestricted?

Will the future argue that an un-

fettered Cupid can do more to break

down caste systems than any other

force, and so that Cupid should be

let loose in India ? Are the ethics

of the family going to be extended

into the State or is the State going

to extend its type of life into the

family ' Is the family in India go-

ing to be the nucleus of a State

which will work on the basis of co-

operation and mutual aid, or is it

going to succumb to tlie capitalistic,

competitive order ?

The structure and tlie lorm of the

family liave generally depended upon

the conception of sex, the place

of women and the fonii of Govern-

ment in a given period and society.

To any true understanding of the

possibilities of the family in the

future an understanding \)f the

modern woman is es.seiitial I'or

Teminism is one of the tnitgrowths ol

modern individualism and socialism.

It is the woman who is, to a large

extent, going to determine the fate

of the family.

Time was, wlien marriage was, to

an Indian girl, a religious duty, a
sacrament and a profession for life.

[May

It was also a prime necessity for the

satisfaction of the natural biological

sex urge. But today things have

changed. Previously marriage was

the most important event in the life

of a girl. Now it is an unnecessary

burden. Fhe husband has ceased to

be an absolute need for economic

security and modern science has

taught her to have children without

a husband. The democratic cry of

freedom in all spheres has liberated

her from the need of a husband for

the satisfaction of her maternal

instinct.

Jhe movement of the educated

Indian woman out from the home

to the business and profe.ssional

world has i)rofouiuily affected her

psychology. She has awakened

from her long sleep —a sleep in which

she was uiicon.scious of her self a.s

an individual and conscious only ui

her objects - the man and the diikl

for whom she lived. The Indian

woman of yesterday had no ego, no

self, but patterned lu r.s(.‘lf after the

style or tJie type desired by the man

and the envirunnieiit whii li he

created. Woman's struggles today

are the mighty birth throes of a ne\N

self. The cult of the ego which

iioininates this age has produced its

effect ui)on her
;
she is becoming

articulate and is even thinking,

riiomas Mann j)uts it pointedly

when he says :

—

The ancient patriarchal relation ot

woman as housewife, toman, was civil.

What we arc experiencing, or rather,

have already outlived is the social

undermining of this civil condition by
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the emancipated woman who is free to

ride bicycles, drive cars, and study.

She has become intellectual and tn

certain extent masculine.

The trend today is towards a

greater levelling up between the

sexes. Beauty, once essentially a

feminine virtue, has now become

the common property of youth in

general. Tlic modern college young

man is no longer stiff-backed and

heavily moustached. He shaves,

making his handsome youth resem-

ble more the beauty of a woman.

His carriage has, according to the

fashion of the day, a somewhat soft

and effeminate air. and his im.we-

ments are a little like dancing.

The second main factor Unit

affects the future of the family is

the attitude to the sex urge. Ernest

R. Groves suggests that sex is one

of the specific centres of interest that

human social evolution has allied

with domesticity. " According to

Indian thought the sex urge is a

devil which has to bo kept constant-

ly bridled. Kence child marriage,

purdah, the segregation of the sexes.

If a girl is not marrie<l immediately

after she is physiologically capable

of sex experience, her virginity be-

comes a doubtful quantity. The

moment a woman's face is exposed

to the evil eye of the male, he is

suspected of coveting it, irrespective

of whether a given face is worth

coveting or not. Hence the suspi-

cion attaching to a free mixing of

the sexes. Even in the colleges

where there is apparently co-educa-

tion, the girls must have separate

seats in the front row
;
they must

rush into the ladies' room as soon as

the class is (jver
; they must wait

in the tca<djcrs' room for the class

to begin
;
for tliey can enter the den

of men only when the presence of

the teacher assures them safety.

In general, society has always

attempted to domesticate sex by
marriage. The movement has been

toward placing sex in its most

meaningful expression in marriage

and, as a consequence, uniting it with

the family. But I am afraid the

alliance has never been completely

successful. The sexual impulse has

constantly revolted against social

coercion. The persistence of pros-

titution testifies to the difficulty

society has always encountered in

any effort to confine sex interest

entirely within the domestic realm.

The revolt has been the more pro-

nounced when the family has rested

upon monogainic marriage.

Psychology and physiology have

('untribiited to a change in the

attitude towards chastity. The

Behaviourist Scliool led by Watson

has told us that if a girl or a

boy is highly sexed it is no fault of

her or his own ; it is the result of

particular glands. Therefore one

need not abhor the extra-marital

relations of a given individual I The

whole fight is there. In the future

India, will the family succeed in

appropriating to itself all sex expe-

rience or will youth demand the

right of sex experience outside of

marriage ? So far as I see, the

signs of the time are towards an
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era when extra-marital relations

will be tolerated. I am not suggest-

ing that they will become the nonn.

But they will be winked at by the

^lite much more than in the past

or in the present.

The emancipated woman refuses

to acknowledge her .sex to be the

property of one man, even as she

declares herself to be an economically

free person. 'I'he double standard

of morality which till now has been

the privilege of man has long been

coveted by the emancipated woman
and now she means to exercise the

right. It is therefore that you find

.so much emphasis on a virgin bride

in the daily matrimonial advertise-

ments. Virginal innocence juay

possess a peculiar charm. It is prob-

able that the dividing of love and

voluptuousness is more damaging to

the female than to the male personal-

ity. It remains entirely desirable

that woman should not give hcrsell

lightly, nor do we suggest there is

any possibility of her doing so. But

to exalt virginity as the prerccpiLsite

of marriage and family life is in

modern times considered inappro-

priate, since it betokens emphasis on

the sensual impulse of the race.

Modern medical science and re-

search in the field of contraceptives

have made possible forms of part-

nership which may remain outside

the life of reproduction, and con-

sequently there is the possibility of a

non-stabilization of marriage. It

looks probable that marriage will

take a relatively insignificant place

in the future, that extra-marital

relationships between man and

woman will be more frequent and

that the odium which hitherto

attacl]cd to them will gradually

disappear.

In a study made in Bombay
roccnlly of 600 educated youths it

was revealed that 50% of the young

women considered marriage not

necessary, since they could work and

earn. All the women believed in

birth-control while 88.3% of the

men voted for if. 'Ihe majority of

the women and 50^/0 of the men
were against the joint-family sys-

tem and insisted on freedom of

choice, it is not unusual to fiiul

young women advocating the right

of the maiden to motIuThood.

Then? is evidence of a revolt

against mairiage as a lifi^long lie.

Though the law* is still against sucli

a turn, evidence is not wanting of

the. (‘merging of divorce provisions

I’hc revolt against exclusive posses-

sion will also liberalise marriage. In

the future family there will be. no

‘tying together of two persons oi

different sex to a lifelong n‘cipiocal

possession of their sexual qualities.
’

( Immanuel Kant
)

The third main factor that affect:-

marriage and the family is the

economic and the political order.

I may suggest that the progress of

democracy on the one liand, and the

increasing popularity of the socialist

economy on the other, point the

same way as feminism, individualism

and changing sex concepts. With

the spread of education among

women, with the possibilities of
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profitable occupations for them, the

age of marriage is rising; in other

words, marriage and the family

are not considered indispensable.

On the other hand, the breaking

up of the joint family is gradually

throwing the burden of maintaining

a family on the young man and so

he has to wait for marriage till he is

economically well settled. But the

sex urge will not wait to express

itself only when he can afford a wife,

and therefore extra-marital relations

appear necessary.

I'hiis not only will economic con-

siderations govern the age of marr-

iage and the attitude of men and

women to marriage and a family, but

also whether one is to become a

parent, and if .so when and how

often, are very greatly determined

by economic motives.

7'he more woman enters the

economic field either in co-oi>era-

tion with man or as his competitor,

the more (he fate of the. family

rests with lier. The results of

women’s working outside the home

need now' to be taken into account

in any discussion of marriage .uui

the family. What concerns us, in

any attempt to look forward to the

future of our domestic institutions,

is the effect of this in encouraging

eeainomic expectation in women and
the influence of this expectation

upon human mating, upon the bear-

ing of children and upon the devel-

opment of unity within the house-

hold. The economic factor will

make possible widely differing

beha^dour. A woman may hesitate

to marry because she is unwilling

to lose her economic independence,

or she may work because this makes

her marriage prissible
;

she may
deny herself motherhood because

she cannot afford or is unwilling to

surrender her outside occupation, or

she may seek to augment the income

of her husband because only so can

they afford children. 'J'he only

thing that can be safely asserted is

(hat woman's present and future

economic status is a basic element

because it affects the quality of the

future Horne. It may be that

modernity has dislodged her from

her proper biological sphere and has

ovevwhclincd her wdth burdens that

time will disclose, but yet it is

difficult to .SCO how the woman prob-

lem can be solved l>y forcing her

back to an earlier status. Therefore

in the future family (here must be

some rcadjustm<*nt which will per-

mit her domestic interests to br

expressed witlioi'i ccmipromising her

individuality.

.\mcrica is now almost at the end

of that phase of culture which the

educated India is now entering

upon, in the sphere of marriage and

the family. Rural India must enter

upon and pass through what urban

educated India is experiencing. The

speed of such a movement will

depend upon the speed with which

nconomics and politics move in

India. If we want to know the

future of marriage in India we may
with profit look at the America of

the immediate yesterday and even

of today, But there is in sight
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already a change backwards in the

family concept of America. Roman-
tic marriage almost ran riot there.

Therefore American sociologists arc

recognizing that what the American

family needs is not more individ-

ualism, more democratic freedom,

but a better social philosophy.

After the initial swing of the pen-

dulum from rabid Puritanism to

modern romantic marriage, with all

its implications, an attempt is now

made to evolve a new social philos-

ophy, a philosophy which will

suggest that the individual cannot

be left entirely to his own inclina-

tions, that no society can surrender

its interest to individual conduct.

But India will not take a lesson

from the experience of other trav-

ellers. The joys of democracy carried

into the sphere of sex are too

tempting for us voluntarily to

renounce them even though we may
know that we shall have to come

back.

I sec at (he same time that the

family of the future will become

more and more the State's concern.

With the march of industrialism,

social legislation to meet the rigours

of such an order will have to come

into force. I therefore visualise a

break-up of the joint family, and

the rise of the conjugal family based

on freedom of choice
; maternity

benefits
;
a revolt against class and

caste marriages ( both rampant

today ) ;
the recognition of woman

as an individual with a personality

of her own ; a decreasing emphasis

on virginity as a prerequisite to

marriage and even tolerance of the

right of a maiden to motherhood.

John Barnabas

VISION

The apocalyptic signs come back
Above imperial war

;

The bear, the dragon, and the snake,

And birth's rt turning star.

Once more three laces in tlie cast

Convergi; by one* command
;

The blood of freedom on their breast,
And healing 111 their hand.

The pale face, and the golden face,

The face of darkened fame,

Move onward to a meeting-place

.\iid shall behold their dream.

Within their arms the child shall wake ;

The child shall be their trust

:

And for a triumph they shall take

plovv'crs from tyrannic dust.

William Souter



JESUS CHRIST

GLIMPSES OF HIS LIFE AND MISSION

[This is the fifth of the series by Ernest V. Hayes which presents the

Prophet of Nazareth as an Adept of the Good Law.—Ed.]

V.-THE ESOTERIC TEACHING

The ordinary Christian revolts

against the idea that Jesus had an

esoteric teaching. Yet there are

sayings of his which indicate he had

a deeper thought for liis disciples,

specially pledged to the purpose of

carrying on his work. Even to the

Twelve, as his Inner (iroiip was

railed, he could say :
“ I have yet

many things to say unto you, but

ye cannot bear them now.” Asked

by his disciples why he used parables

so frequently, he replied :
“ It is

given unto you to know the mysteries

of the kingdom of heaven ; but to

them it is not given.” A clearer

suggestion of an e.soteric doctrine

could hardly be given.

There is a point worth considering

about the particular parable calling

forth this remark. It is the. well-

known story of the sower scattering

seeds, some of which fall on stony

ground, where, lacking depth of soil,

they quickly spring np and as quick-

ly die; other seeds fall on thorny

ground where their young shoots are

quickly choked by the briars growing

around them
; and some seeds sink

into fertile .soil, .spring up and bring

forth abundant fruit. The simple

meaning of this apt little story is

not beyond the intelligence of a

normal child, and no one, not a

half-wit, could fail to appreciate the

point of the parable. Yet we are

a.sked in St. Mark's Gospel to believe

that only to his disciples in secret

could the imu*r meaning be revealed.

And the inner meaning, as given in

the Gospel, is just what any man
would have supplied for himself

without great mental effort. We
conclude, therefore, tliat beyond

throwing out the hint that what

Jesus taught in public was not what

he taught to his chosen, the Gospel

writer is at a loss.

One reason for the refusal to

believe that Jesus taught esoterically

arises from the idea that the holding

back of certain knowledge is due to

grudging on the part of the Adept-

Teacher who claims the knowledge.

Here, a subtle distinction between

esoteric teaching and occult instruc-

tion .should be kept in mind. In

esotericism, the individual is himself

unresponsive if dt'iiied the knowledge;

the teaching is gladly at his disposal.

In occult instruction, involving the

development of occult powers, the

Adept does deliberately withhold,

no matter how eager the man may
be, until he is satisfied that the

right moment for the man has
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arrived. In every case, if he be a

true Adept, he will always consider

the pupil's best interests; his health

of mind and body—and, at all times,

the best interests of the world in

which the pupil lives.

Mutilated or misunderstood frag-

ments of esoteric thought have

found their way into the four

Gospels, mingled with the exoteric

teaching (exoteric but always sub-

lime) of the People. This would

not matter, if only the idea of an

esoteric side had been maintained

and an esoteric school encouraged

to continue within tlie future ( hrist-

ian Church. But soon after the

passing of Jesus and those wlio had

learned directly from him, the

esoteric tended to drop into the

background and fincdly came inuUu'

a cloud. Into this we cannot go in

this series, for we are dealing witii

Jesus himself and not witli Iiis

followers of post-Apostolic days.

But once admit tliat snatclies of

esoteric leaching liave found their

way into the Xow Te.stament and

have been made to apply tu con-

ditions to which they do not apply,

and the difRculties which confront

us ill the Gospel narrativ'e,s are not

so insoluble, and certain accounts

do not make such painful reading as

otherwise they do. Into none of the

Gospels have tliese fragments found

their way more generously than in-

to the Gospel attributed to .St. John.

This particular Apostle has always

been an enigma to the exoteric

church. In the Roman Liturgy of the

Mass, one cannot find that fullness

and richness of touch for St. John as

for Peter or Paul or other Saints.

He has never become a very popular

Saint, like St. Joseph, or, due to

Papal claims, St. Peter. The liturgies

seem to handle him rather timidly,

as if not quite sure about him. He

is reserv'ed about himself. He was

the disciple whom Jesus loved
; he

accepted the guardianship of the

broken-hearted Mother at the death

of her Son
;
he ran with Peter to the

tomb when certain women brought

their strange story— and lie outran

Peter. We hear lliat some myste-

rious destiny very esoterically sug-

gested- was iiitendiHl for him. " li

1 will that h(* tarry till I come, what

is that to thee ? Hence, says the

writer of John’s Gospel, there was

an idea among the disciples that this

disciple would not die. “ Vet je.sus

said not unto him, Ib‘ shall not

die; but, if I will that ho tarry till

1 come, what is that to thee ?

”

In St, John's writings ( Go^pei and

J'^pistles) the divinity of man is

clearly exj)res.s(‘d. “Beloved, now

are we the sons of (iod, arid it doth

not yet appear what we shall he

;

but we know that... we shall be

like him.” And the Apocalypse, for

some time under suspicion by the

early exoteric clmrch, is definitely

(jii a line with th(i Puranas, so far

as they deal with the future evolution

of man. Exotcrically, it is a night-

mare, a violent rhapsody that has

worried many a mind and has caused

many a prophet of the end of all

things to flourish and then to bite

the dust. Esoterically, it is sublime.
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We shall consider briefly the sixth

chapter of the Gospel. The crowd

follows Jesus because they saw the

miracles which he did." He goes up

into a mountain with his disciples.

The inference is that at some point

the bulk of the crowd fell back; only

his followers continued to accompany

him. Tliere were about five thousand

of these and the Inner Group, called

the 'rwelve. Jesus takes bread,

gives thanks, (md distributes to the

Td'etre, and then the Twelve to the

jive thousand. Soon after follows

the discourse in which Jesus, iden-

tified with the Internal Source of l.ife,

declares that he is the laving Bread

come down from luaveii. Many of

the five thousand “ walked no more

with him. ” His i^soiericism proved

loo much f<u' tliem. He asks the

remaining few :

“ Will ye also go

away ?
"

'flu rc comes the answer :

“ Master, to whom shall we go ?

Thou hast the words of eternal life.”

Once on the Path, a man cannot

turn back, save hu' an unhappy

moment or .so. Out of this esoteric

fact, John ('alvin built up his

doctriiK's of Predestination and

Irresistible Grace, thinking that they

were exoteric ideas, apjdicalde to

the ordinary man.

There is a story told in the

twenty-fifth chapter of Matthew’s

narrative, towards the end, generally

thought to be a d(‘Scription of tlie

Day of Punishment w’hich looms so

gloomily across Christian theology.

Careful reading reveals that it is a

mixture of the exoteric and the

esoteric. At first, the whole of man-

kind is placed before the Judgment

Scat, the “ sheep " on the right hand,

the “ goats ’’ on the left. The King

says to those on his right hand

:

“Come, ye blessed of my Father;

inherit the kingdom prepared for

you I w'as hungry, and ye gave

me meat .. .naked, and ye clothed

me. . .sick, and ye visited me." To
the “ goats " on the left, he says :

“ Depart from me, ye cursed, into

everlasting fire. I w’as hungry and

ye gave me no meat. . .naked, and

ye clothed me not : sick, and in

prison, and ye visited me not.”

Kxoterically considered, it means

that eternal hell-fire awaits the man
who has failed to feed the starving,

and generally minister to the un-

fortunate, but, while all will agree

that such geiKuosity and service are

highly ile.^irable. few. surely, will

b(dieve that everlasting torture is

the meet reward for those who have

failed in acts of benevolence. And
the story makes it clear that the

whole of humanity i.s no longer

Ixung uferred to. for the King's

answer to tliose who ask when they

saw him luingry, naked, sick and in

prison, and cither did or did not

minister to him, is as follow's :

*' Inasmuch as ye have done it unto

one of the least of these my breth-

ren, ye have done it unto me.”

“ Inasmuch as ye did it not to one

of the least of these, ye did it not

unto me.” ” These " represent

humanity, sorely needing service of

a spiritual kind
;

spiritual food,

spiritual raiment, healing and

release. They who have rendered
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this service are the true Initiates of

the Kingdom ;
those who have failed

to render it are the Treaders of the

Dark Path, witliholding from man

the very Bread of Life. And the

everlasting fire is the ceaseless round

of birth and death, ever changing,

ever destroying, ever consuming.

Yet the special mission of Jesus

was to the ‘‘ multitude.’' He gave

esoteric and occult teachings only

that his work might be carried on

after he had passed away. He came
to spiritualise the People as far as

might be, to deliver them from

their own fears and superstitions.

For priestcraft is born in the dark-

ened minds of the priest-ridden.

The priest goes as the people awake

to freedom, and the tyrant goes

when men have only “ one Master,

even Clirist.”

Ernest V. Hayes

CAPITAL PUNISHMENT

At a time when hundreds of tliousands

of persons innocent from birtli of any

crime are peri.^^hing by violence, pleas

for the criminal, in the name of justice

and of humaniiy, are only too likely to

fall on heedless cars. New Zealand’s

recent action in abolishing (aj>ital pun-

ishment and Hogging, of which we learn

from the London Bulletin of the Nation-

al Council for the Abolition of the Death

Penalty, is therefore the more to be

commended. In India the trend is in

the oppo.site direction. Tlie i)ro\ incial

(iovernments are given wide j^owers in

certain circumstances, under ordinances

recently promulgated by the (jovern-

ment of India, to make a number of

offences punishable with death or

whipping as an alternative to existing

penalties. Not only rioting but even

obstructing a public servant may incur

flogging
;
and looting and sabotage as

well as more serious offences against

society may be given the death penalty.

Tlie purpose of the new ordinances

is to facilitate dealing with conditions

arising on enemy attack but the abuses

to which such provisions are liable

re(|uirc no argument. There is no

possible defence for Hogging iii any

circumstances wliatever. If it had the

deterrent effect sometimes claiuu-d toi

it, that elfect would be more than olt?>et

])y tlie brutalising of whoever carrier

out the sentence and tie* tlegradation

of the nation that condones such

barbarity. And capital jmnishnient is

as much worse than Hogging as murder

is wfjr.se than assault and battery. A

crime may tjc a legal action when the

State is the offender, but no amount ol

legislation can make it a moral one.

Statistics, furthermore, do not bear

out the claim for the value of the

<lcath |)cnalty a.s a deterrent. We
look forward to the day when India

will he free of the stigma of both

i4nd capital punishment.



NEW BOOKS AND OLD

A NOTE ON LOCKE’S “ ESSAY CONCERNING
HUMAN UNDERSTANDING ”

John Locke was born in ibj2 and

died in 1704. These seventy-two years

constituted a life of great philosophic

calm. And yet Locke lived througli

difficulties that might have embittered

a less charming personality. He seems

to have ixissessed both the faculties of

winning friends and of keeping a

marvellous control over himself. Even

determined and unscrupulous enemies

could not. in spite of all efforts, find

a plausible excuse for pursuing him

beyond wdiat might, for them, he

deemed moderation. The monograph

on Locke in the English Men of Letters

Scries contains, as might be expt’cled.

a short but very attractive story of

his life and work.

f..ockc wrote concise treatises on

education, trdoration and economic

.subjects, whose value is still recog-

nized. The great work, however, wliich

secured to him his European reputa-

tion, was his Essay Concerning Human
Understanding.

The origin of the Essay is signiticant.

It is related in the “ Epistle to the

Header." Five or six friends meet-
ing in his chaml)cr were discoursing
on a subject very remote from “the
Human Understanding." By the

difficulties that rose on every side,

they found themseJves quickly at a
stand. They puzzled themselves a
while, without coming any nc<u:er to
a resolution of the doubts that per-
plexed them. Then it came to Locke
that they were taking a wrong course

;

that a iireliniinary examination of

their own abilities was necessary to

sec what objects the human under-

standing was, and what it was not, hi

to deal with. Some hasty thoughts

on a subject which he had never before

considered were set down against

their next meeting. In this way
Locke's mind began to work in a direc-

tion which he pursued, no doubt with

intermissions, between 1671 and 1690.

Then the Essay was published. It

immediately attracted eager and, in

most cases, Hattering attention. Many
persons occupying positions of varying

degrees (d importance in philosophy

and other walks of life, including

Leibnitz and the Bishop of Worcester,

wrote concerning Locke’s views.

The Essay has retained its tx)pulariiy.

It has been frequently reprinted and

translated. It is still attractive and
ca.sy to read. Th(^ style is pleasant.

We gel in it glimpses of the modest

{>ersonality of the author, with some of

his peculiar charm. There is no ostenta-

tion, but a quiet dignity prevails.

Every now and then earnestness rises

to olo(|m'nce. Occasionally a sly humour
peeps through llie austerities of philo-

sophic investigation.

The modern reader—speaking not of

professed students of philosophy— is

struck by the number of ideas that

Locke, bad laboriously to explain, but

which have been so thoroughly elucidat-

ed by him that they have now become

part of the stock of common knowledge.
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The Essay is divided into four books.

In the first, at the start, the word idea

is explained as comprehending what-

soever is the object of the understand-

ing. Locke then considers with great

assiduity whether the mind has any

innate notions. An cmphiltic negative

is his answer to the question.

In the next book he deals with ideas,

dividing them into simple and co!n])le\.

Complex ideas, whicli “contain not in

them the supposition of subsisting by

themselves, but are considered as di -

pendences or affections of substances,”

he calls modes. Modes also are divided

into simple and complex. In the course

of Book II lie deals with the ide.is of

duration, expansion, number, infinity,

pleasure and pain, jxiwer, substance,

relation, identity :uid diversity, and

the association of ideas.

Book III perhaps attracts the general

reader most. It deals with word.s.

Macaulay made no secret of his

enthusiastic admiration for this part

of the Essay. Jlc seems to hav»'

thoroughly digested the many acute

observations and suggestions contained

in Book III. In any case, Macaulay’s

marvellous style coiifonn.s wiili tln^

principles governing tJie use of

language tliat underlie Book 11 F of

the Essay.

Locke, in treating of language in

general, emphasizes throiigliout that

words are the names or signs by which

ideas are signified. He insists upon

the necessity of having clear ideas

behind words. In a niemora bJe pa.ssagr

he suns up ;

—

He that Iialh names without ideas, wants
meaning in his xvords, and speaks only empty
sounds He that hath complex xdca.s without

names tor them wants lilnTty and dispatch

in his expressions, and is necessitated to use
periphrases that uses his words loosely

and unsteadily, will cither not be minded, or

not understood. He that applies his names
to ideas different from their common use,

wants propriety in his language and speaks

gibberi.sh. And lie that hath the ideas ot

substances disagreeing with the real existence

of things, so far wants the materials of true

knowledge in his uiKlerstanding, and hath

nistc.'id thereof ohimu ras.

Locke had at first intended, after his

iu coiint of ideas in Book II, to proceed

immediately to the use the understand

iiig makes of tijose ideas. But " upon

a nearer ai)proach “ lie found that the

connection btitween words and idea.'.-

made the Third Book necessary.

The Fourth Book is the end and aim

of the first t\u), and the 'I'hiril is

iutroiluced as an incident - though a

vital incident, as just explained.

Speaking of thi. I'ourth B(U)k in the

biiefest manner, the inalters deal!

with therein are : knowledge, its natui''

and extent so far as men arc cfmeerned.

truth in general, dinenail kindsof prop

ositions and in.ixiins. It has been

objc( ted that in an.'ily/iiig the n.itun’

of our knowledge I.ock(‘ reaches i hi-

sions not (piite eonsisteiit with in-

opening llicsis tliat lh(‘ min-i has no

innate ideas. \V‘e must leave tld.s ami

similar fiuotions to jiliiiosopliei s .nni

logicians. Locke examines c.irofiiIl>'

the melliods in wliic.h onr knowledge

may be improved. The writer of tracts

on education, written in the .seventeenth

century, which have not lost their value

or .suggestivencss for the tweiitietii,

cannot be expected to neglect occasions

for serving hi.s readers in the path ot

mental improvement. And this re-

minds us of the short treatise “ Of the

Conduct of the Understanding " whicii

is greatly prized by all educationists

of our times. There is also in Book IV

a dissertation on faith and rcxelation.
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Locke holds that “ wc have knowledge

of our own existence, by intuition
;
of

the existence of God, by demonstration
;

and of other things, by sensation.”

He believes that the existence of God

ran be proved. Atheists are therefore

put, in his pamphlets on toleration,

beyond tlie pale of toleration.

Tin's slight note on a great book may

j)erhaps be fittingly concluded by a

characteristic s]»ccimen of Locke's

writing. In regard to what he calls

sensitive knowledge of the cxi.stencc of

particular external objects, he offers

the following reply to confirmed scc]>

lies

Jf anyone say, a di cain may do the same

thing, and all these idra.s may he produced

in U.S without any external objects ; he may
please to dream that I make him this answer

:

I. That it is no great mutter whether I

remove this scruple or no : where all is but
dream, jcasoiiiiig and argument are of no
UMJ, truth and knowledge nothing. 2 . That
1 believe he will allow a Ncry manifest diff-

erence between dreaming of being in the fire,

and being actually in it. But yet if he be

resolved to .appear so .sceptical as to maintain

that what I call being actually in the fire is

nothing but a dream
; and wc cannot thereby

certainly know that .any such thing as fire

actually exists without us . I answer, that

we certainly findimr that pleasure or pain

follows upon the application of certain

objects to ns. whose .xistenco we perceive,

or dream that we perceive by our senses

;

this certainty is as gn at as our happiness or

misery, beyond whic h we have no concern-

ment to know or to lx

I'AIZ B. Tyabji

MUTE WITNESSES PUSH ARY.AN HIS'I'ORY BACK

Wc welcome this book by an Ainori

‘ an author, published by an American

^nivcrsit\^ as evidence of the increw-

ing interest t.ikcn in America in

matters connected with Indian history

and culture. Iri'lic: culture will con

tinue to engage tiie attention of

•scholars for gcnc:•ation^. as evcr\’ year

adds to our knowledge and c.MciuL

the sphere of that culture. It is now
accepted that wc have no longer an

exclusively “Indus Valley” civilization.

From the Gangetic region on tlic East,

to far beyond the boundaries of India

on the West, Afghanistan. Iraq, Iran

^^ncl Anatolia, was one cultural con-

tinuum. Dr. Starr’s is a comp.arativt*

!>tudy of the designs on the painted
wares of Harappan culture in relation
to those on the painted pottery of

Western and Ceiuial Asia. His work

will certainly stimulate furtlier discus-

>ions in this field.

Dr. Starr .inaly.-es the painted motifs

common to India and the Western

world. Some of the designs may have

occurred to different ]x?oples independ-

ently of one another. In this class he

puts the motifs “i parallel lines, the

loojied line, the chequer pattern and

ihe rows of connci'tod lozenges. He

regaids the •' comh .iiiimal ” pattern

a cciural Ir.ini.m coiucpl. and the

.sun symbol as rel itcd to the concen-

tric circles and dotted circles of Susa,

fhe intersecting lirclc and the con-

tiguous circle patterns *' appear in the

West only in Halaf culture levels,
*

Closely I rowded rows of small animals,

a symbol or a small animal al)ove a

PH« Mus Valiev Painted Pottery, bv K. V. S. Starr. t Priccctcm University Press,
Innceton.N. |.,u.S. A.$3.5o)

' '
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big quaclrujxicl ;
marking the body by

hatching ;
and the fashion of symbol-

ising an animal by detached horns

—

these are found all over the Western

world, especially in Halaf levels. The

author believes that the elaborate

decoration on pottery followed a

foreign (
Western

)
tradition. To him

Indie designs present a " laboured and

decadent appearance ”
:

—

The heaviness of line scon in all but a fevr,

the lack of originality and the general tired

look gives the impression of an art long

established and slavishly copied.

He finds that motifs on the pottery

do not agree in subject and design

with those on the seals. Only one

humped bull is seen on the pottery,

which is strange. Rhinoceros, tiger,

water-buffalo, crocodile and elephant

are wholly missing, as also arc myth-

ical multiple beasts. Swastikas, picto-

graphs, the design of concentric circles

and the threc-lobcd rosette. For

these reasons he suggests that the

painted pottery makers were racially

different from the other craftsmen.

The likeness to Halaf in particular puts

emphasis on that group as the principal con-

tributor in the melange of peoples and ideas

that made up this element in Harappa as a

whole .... The Harappan culture was non-

Aryan. Everything that we know about the

Indo-Aryaii conquerors of India confirms

this statement., . .The Indus Valley remained

undisturbed by any markedly foreign invasion

for some considerable time after 2000 B. C.

...The Indus cultures give support to the

current view that the Indo-Aryans entered

India at a period considcrablv later than
2000 B. C.

The thesis is so important that it

calls for a detailed examination of the

premises, so as to see how far the con-
clusions are justified.

Scholars arc by no means agreed as

to the relative ages of Halaf cultural

levels. As soon as Dr. Oppenheim's

book was translated into English,

Woolley declared that in bringing the

ware down so late as 2000 B. C.

Oppenheim was surely minimising its

antiquity.^ The stratification of Halaf

levels at Tell Chagar Bazar is not con-

tinuous, there being a serious break

between strata 5 and 6. But similar

ware lias been found at Carchemish,

Arpacchiyali and other sites. We
know now that the origin of Halaf

culture goes back to the I'ruk period

(
Fourth jMillennium B. C.

)
and that

it was slowly superseded by the

tration of Sarnarra and A1 Ubaid wares

from the south. Dr. Mackay has

pointed out that Halaf characteristics

arc found on the ware of Jhukar wliich

is admittedly hiter in date than that

of Harappa and Molienjo-daro.

Among the Halaf motifs noted by

Dr. Starr in Harappan culture are

those of vertical lines, the lozenge

pattern and the sun symbol which, ho

himself admits, may have been inde-

pendently conceived. The motif of

small animals above a larger one is of

general prevalence in the We.st, r.

at Susa. This leaves only one motif—

the interjaced and erntinuous circles.

But this occurs also in IJr, on the

pottery of Tell Zaidan and at Susa

( circa 3500 B. C. ). Thus there is no

design on Indie pottery which is

exclusively or characteristically Halaf-

ian, or could be proved to have l)ecn

borrowed from Halaf.

On the other hand, there are some

motifs known to Indie pottery correct-

ly copied in Western ware along wit

knowledge of their original significance,

^ Journal o] the Royal ^sialic Society, 1934, P' 594 *
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but wrongly copied in the later levels

of Halaf culture. The bull-man of

Mohenjo-daro is familiar to us on the

seals of Mesopotamia from about 2800

B. C., and the winged sun disc and its

support are known to us as late as the

Hittite and Mitannian monuments

(Second Millennium B. C. ). But in

HalaP the bull-men hold a stool before

the sun disc, confusing the symbolism

of the outstretched wings which repre-

sent the sky. The evidence seems to

indicate that Halaf culture is due to a

ni<^lange of peoples and* ideas and

deposits of foreign influences.

The divorce of craftsmanship as

between the potters and the workers

on seals has been exaggerated. The

humped bull of the Nai bowl and the

Harappan shard does agree in technique

with that figuring on th(? seals. There

are several animals on Indie p)tsherds

-'-goat, (leer, bull, peacoik, kite, flsh

and tortoise. The human ligiire is

found with net in hand at Ilarappa.*-^

The technique of carving and painting

alike show distinctively Indie feature.s
;

the exaggerated rendering of tiie folds

of the skin, stippling to show tlic tex-

ture of the skin, and the marked lance-

shaped tuft at the end of the tail of

the bull appear on an early Klamite

seal of a bull charging a lion, which is

of the jeindet Nasr ;\ge
(
bourtli

Millennium B. C.). In the liulic stylo,

muzzles of beasts arc drawn prominent

ly, and their eyes are shown by round

^tuds surrounded by circle's and several

lines. On a pot of scarlet ware in

^
\yheeler's Translation, PI. 7. h.

* Vats : Harappa, Chap. 7. PI. ()•»

* Illustrated London Sews, November (>.

* Frankfort, Cylinder Seah, PI IV. 1 .

* Mackay, PI. 92, No. 27.
* Ibid.
’ Iraq, Vol. Ill, p. 189.
Arekaological Survey Annual Report, 1

Mesopotamia is a design of a short-

horned bull tethered in a building in

this Indie style.® This fabric was made
there only during the first early dynas-

tic period ( from about 3000 B. C. ).

The leaf and vegetable patterns

painted on our pots are peculiar to

India, and Dr. Starr accepts them as

distinctive. Of these the pipal leaf is

well painted on Indian pots and pans.

It appears in Persepolis and on the

Uruk-Warka cylinder,^ evidently an

Indie motif borrowed in the Fourth

Millennium B. C. It may be added that

the elephant, the rliinoceros and the

gharial are distinctively Indian animals

and are portrayed in Mesopotamia in

truly Indian style. The very scattered

plants above and below the bull por-

trayed there have analogues at Mohen-

jo-daro. ^

Dr. Starr need hardly be reminded

of the dangers of an Lir'^^nmcnlnm ex

ailcniia. IMate oq, Nu. 23,® has tlie very

animals whose absence he deplores

—

the elepfliant, the rhinoceros, the

buffalo and the tiger. Several Swasti-

kas and rosettes ha\'e been published

by Sir .\ Stein :ts found on potsherds

at Miidavan." The tVw pictographs

found on tlie siuirds agree with those

on the seals. Kvery art student knows

that conceiitric ( ircles witli tangents

arc tile normal disiiuegration proclnet

of tlie spiral. At least two instances

of spirals occur on the painted pottery

01 Jlinkar though tliey do in^t appear

at Muhenjo-diiro.® Far from showing

that the art is slavishly copied, the

un:, Fh I

:7-8, ri 2.S, tigs. 10 and ix.
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differences seem to show a * striking

individuality, while conforming to the

common type.

Nor is it possible to agree that the

designs in India present a “ laboured

and decadent appearance,’* as compar-

ed with the Western, Breaking pots

was an apotropaic rite as among the

Hebrews, and most of the shards found

are funerary' ware. Yet the realism of

some of the paintings is striking. Turn

to Plate 70, No. 26, in Mackay for

instance, where the i>eacocks and the

aspen leaves are very much alive.

Most of the jars were set on stands or

in the ground. So the lowest register

is bounded below by plain bands with

or without festoons hangingfroin them

or by a double wavy line. Sometimes

the design was taken from a sling or

rush or cord in wliicli the \'essel was

carried.^

As regards the intersecting and con-

tiguous circle patterns, one iiott^s that

they are geometrically correct in the

lowest levels of Moheiijo-daro,- while

they are imperfect or erroneous in the

upper levels as at Halaf levels, c. g., at

TT 6 at Arpacchiyah.^ (Vjinj)are

again the representation of tlie human

head by two curling lines lieie, with

that by two irregular lines in Halaf.

Indian women had their hair done in

three braids
(
trijatd ), which accounts

for the running lines of hair on paint-

ings. The West has copied, and drawn

the lines curiously. That the lines

represent the curls of braided hair in

India is self-evident, and the Halaf

motif is a blind copy. In any case wc
arc not justified in a.ssiiming that a

foreign element is added to the popula-

^ Mackay, 1 ’J. 1 12, Nos. 6 and 7.
* Mackay, PI. 67, Nos. 21 and 24.
* Mallowan, PI. XIV and PI. XV.
* Compare Mackay, PI. 69, Nos. 3, 16, 18

tion unless we find a complex of

changes in a culture occurring at one

time.

In Indie pottery there is a differentia-

tion of domestic from funerary ware.

The household pots show a preference

for geometrical patterns and have only

lish and peacock as animal designs.

But various animal motifs appear on

burial i)Otter\\ The bodies of animals

are blocked in entirely as in Susa I.^

Hatching became the fashion in Susa

in later times. Harappan painted

pottery' has to be assigned to a very

early age
(
Fourth Millennium B. C. )

if on this ground alone.

In the dating of pottery a compar-

ison of designs alone may prove mis

leading. Shape, technique and fabric

must be taken into account. Shape is

almost entirely dependent on the public

taste and demand, and evolves only

slowly and gradually, 'flio culture

milieu must also be considered. Designs

which are in keeping with all these

and which persist arc more likely ti)

1)0 original than those which are found

at some particular stage only, the

significance of wliioli is not clear in the

cultural background, e. g., ring-shaped

pottery net -weights are in place on the

sandy river-banks and seashore of Sind,

but are a purposeless copy where there

are mountain rills. It is not proper to

isolate painted from other forms of

pottery, or the.se from their cultural

contexts, as shape and composition are

the same for painted and plain wares,

—especially when it is sought to draw

far-n?aching conclusions of culture

history.

Dr. Frankfort has observed :

—

and 23.
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It is specially disturbing to see designs put

side by side and considered as resulting from

the same decorative system, while each of

them....may appear to illustrate the in-

rtiience of other factors.

Dr. Starr elaborately discusses the

loop with pendant lines. It may be a

symbol for man at Samarra and Halaf.

But the Indian symbol certainly stands

for the festoon
(
toranam )

.

So too the

series of triangles round the necks of

pots show the leafy pattern
(
pallava

)

of ornament.

He has missed the significance of

epicycles and spirals in Indian sym>

holism—the idea of the wheel revolving

simultaneously in an indefinite number

of planes, like a gyroscope, the auspi^

cious whorls of the conch and the

eddies of aim, tiie spoken word.

riie earliest traceable aftinities of

Harappan tcclinicpie are with Anau I

in South Turkestan, where huts were

likewise rectangular in plan and built

of mud bricks with timber roofing.

Here alone of all Western sites we find

the wheel with raised hub only on one

side, as at ^lohenjo-daro. In the later

< ity (Allan III) were triangular seals

with figure.s on all the three .sides, not

tumid in Klain or Sumer. Piimi)elly

and Huntington assign Anau I to alx)m

0000 H. C. and Anau III to about

5200 H. Dr. (ioldman identified tlie

grey ware of Anau with the clay that

iiuriied grey at Mohenjo-daro, found

in the lowest levels here ( as low as

lliirty-lhrec teet below datum
)
which

was darkened with a semi-polished slip

info various lints.' At Anau IT!

-

•ire liair-pins of the Indie type, orna-

mented with a double spiral, spindle

whorls and terra-cotta torsos.

A comparison of designs alone on

Indie painted pottery yields us the

result that it has apparently a long

range commencing from 4000 B. C.

We have birds in flight as at Samarra

and the opposed triangle design as at

Musyan and Halaf, and interlaced and

contiguous circles as on the funeral

vase of Nal. The sun symbol and the

comb motif are not found in the West
later than the earliest stratum of Susa

but are found in all the strata in Indie

ware. The stej) pattern has its analogue

in the earliest stratum of Silak. To
the Fourth Millennium B. C. likewise

belong the pipal leaf, copied on the

Uruk-Warka cylinder, and that and

the step pyramid design at Persepolis.

The eye motif and the rosette of dots

appear in the deepest levels of Tell

Judeideh in Syria. Spiraliform designs

of concentric circles and tangents

appear during the early Minoaii

period of Crete (circa jooo B. C.). The
carved matting pattern which appears

at Mohenjo-daro on a vessel from the

earliest stratum
(
28 feet below datiun

)

is not found in the earlie.st levels of

Susa but apf>ear.s later there and at

Kish
(
about 2800 H. C. ). The hump-

ed bull was known to Halaf in the

earliest levels of Chagar Bazar
( levels

12-13—4000 B. C. ), hut the aspen leaf

is found there only centuries later, in

levels (3-7
(
circa 3000 B. C. ).

In the Third Millennium B. C. we
find the elephant-bull combination in

Sumer as here, and the bull with the

trunk, hut the treatment is different.

Bulls there show horns, placed in front

view on the profile of the head. Lines

in scale pattern cover necks of bulls

etc., making them look like zebras.

Mackay, PI. 6 .», So. 42.

Pumpelly, PI. 4%. fig S.
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One development of the Swa<ika is

the intertwinement of lions as at Fara.

The double-axe motif is widely prev-

alent as far as Crete, and the Baby-

lonian name for axe is derived from

the Vedic (
parasu, pilakku ). Deities

are commonly represented as mounted

on animals both here and in the West.

The female bodice has a V-shaped

opening in front, as in Mohenjo-daro.^

under Egyptian D57iasties IV to VI.

The crocodile enters Eg>Ttian glyptic

art.

In the Second Millennium we have

the undoubted influence of Indian on

Mitannic and Hittitc art and iconog-

raphy. The Vedic pillar supporting

the Earth and Sky appears in Mitanni

and in Anatolia. Siva on the bull and

Durga on the tiger or the lioness,

prototypes of whom are already at

Mohenjo-daro, appear on an old

Hittitc coin,—the god on the hull and

the goddess on a liones.s. Figures of

the monkey are common among the

Kassites who have Indian words for

“ god and the “ purple eggplant.

The human figure is depicted with the

nose in line with the forehead on the

portraits of the Egyptian .\khenaton

(
a mode otherwise unknown in ICgyp-

tian art ), as in India through the ages

since Harappan times. Ai Amarna

we find Indian sandals with the wide

strap across the instep and a narrow

strap between the big and Ilje second

toes.

About 1000 B. C. the Indian peaccKk

and cinnamon travelled to J^alestine

and were known by their Tamil names,

while the palm and the monkey were

known then by their Sanskrit names.

[May

The Indian connection with the West

has continued in an unbroken chain

ever since.

Old prejudices die hard. Dr. Starr

himself notes that there is nothing in

South Indian pottery or design which

compares with the Harappan and that

the numerical signs afford opposing

evidence. Yet he asserts that the

Harappan culture was non-Aryan. But,

as Dr. Keith put it, “ That Molien-

jo-daro reveals Dravidian civilization

is purely speculative.** * Even the

mother-goddess is not distinctive. A
golden image of the goddess was pick-

ed up at Lauriya Nandangarh in a

V^edic milieu datable in the ninth

century B. C.®

Harappan pottery is homogeneous

over an area 600 miles by 200,—from

Mehi, 150 miles west of the Indus, to

Rangpur, 20 miles south-east of

Limbdi. It.s permanence in the known
cities shows a pcojdc unified and firmly

established. Down to the Jhukar per-

iod they should have remained undis-

turbed by any markedly foreign

invasion. This is equally true for later

times. -Vs l^rofessor Hunter .-bowed

long ago, designs on Hara})pan pottery

persist to this day in the paintetl

pottery of adjoining villages. Knobbed

jar-covers of Mohenjo-daro and Jcmclet

Nasr type are still being made, and

the eyes of figures are made of pellets

of clay slit in the middle to simulate

the aperture, as in the lowest levels of

Mohenjo-daro.

There is no support for the “ current

view that the Indo-Aryans entered

India at a period considerably later
*

than the latest level of the finds. The

’ Mackay, ibid, PI. 94, PI. 118.
* Joufnai of the Royal Asiatic Society, 1933, p 819, n.
^ Cambridge Hi^ttofy oj India, \ol. 1, PI. 1.
* Iraq, Vol. IV, pp.
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wonder is that one should continue to

think that they entered at all ! Every

evidence of Asiatic history militates

against such a supposition. How to

account for the mention of the Hima-

layas in the fifteenth century B. C. in

the Kassite Record of Babylonia ?

How to account for the terms surias

and nasaiya on both sides of Iran,

unaffected by the philological change

of s to A ? We have now a lair knowl-

edge of the history of Syria, Iran and

Sumer from about 4000 B. C., but is

there any trace of the eastward inarch

of the Aryas through these lands ?

The Hidden Teaching Beyond Yoga.

By Paul Brunion. ( Rider aiul Co.,

I.ondon. 21s.)

A remarkable characteristic of the

European mind is its inclination to

propaganda. It is that characteristic

which very often comes in the way of

a European’s going deep into a

subject with patience and devotion,

particularly when that subject is an

abstruse one requiring long and earnest

study. The short-sighted view of

existence as limited to the span of his

present life, that the European is used

to taking, makes the passing of minutes

nnd of hours perturb his mind. Time
is passing and the work in hand has.

he thinks, to be finished within the

time he chooses to allot to it, and so,

with one eye on the clock, he turns

the other to the work. This routine

study may accomplish more or less in

the case of common themes and sub-

jects of topical interest, but not so in

the case of philosophy, for the true

appreciation and comprehension of

which not only unflincliing devotion is

needed but also the development of a

philosophical outlook through the

How Id explain the conspiracy of

silence among Rg-Vedic sages in regard

to .such essentials of Tndic culture as

silver, bronze, tlie tiger, .serpent gods

and the phallus, as well as of animals

used as vehicles of gods and goddesses ?

All these details are conspicuous by
their absence from the Rg-Veda, but

are found in later Vedic literature.

Only one ct)nclusion seems possible

—

that the data of the Rg-Veda ( apart

from the date of the compilation
)

represent a type of culture distinctly

earlier than the Harappan.

S. V. Venkateswara

sliaping and the moulding of life on a

spiritual basis. This is specially true

of Oriental philosophy in general and
of Indian philosophy in particular.

Time had its necessary limited signif-

icance to the seers and the philosophers

of India also, but its flight w^as not

allowed to disturb the tranquillity of

their minds during their meditation and

contemplation. That mentality was,

how’cver, not the grow^th of a few

months or years, started and stopped

at will, bnt a gradual evolution o\er

years and successive lives.

This fact the. Eiiroj^eans will not

understand. Why should I be un-

able to follow and to understand any

philosophy with the education that I

have had. which enables me to read

and to understand the language in

which it is written and explained ?” they

ask; and if an Indian mystic cannot be

convinced of their capabilities and

attainments they give him up as one

unwilling to part with his secret. That

is why, very generally, they are found

speaking of Indian philosophy as full

of secrets very carefully preserved by

a few clever people, who want to
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maintain their influence and import-

ance in society with the aid of their

exclusive knowledge.

This is, however, very far from truth.

There is hardly anything meant to be

kept a secret in higher Indian philos-

ophy, including that of Yoga. But

the Yogis rightly believed that it was

not for everybody to learn everything.

A school teacher selects boys for differ

ent subjects according to their natural

aptitude. The Yogis selected their

disciples according to their outlook

and their mental development and

discarded the “ casuals ” and the mere

inquisitives, of whom obviously the

writer of the present book is one. But

that upsets the European inejuisitivc.

who, by nature unwilling to admit

his own shortcomings, makes much of

the reticence and utilises it for profit-

able propaganda. With his knack for

propaganda, which also serve.« as a

cloak for hi.s incapacity for and dis-

inclination to a long and undi.stracted

pursuit after deep knowledge, he

endows the philosophy, whicli he has

•probably penetrated hardly an inch,

with a halo of secrecy and of my,«i-

ticism. And this mysticism he professes

to have mastered and proceeds to

present to his readers in a manner

that is likely to arrest their interest

and attention.

That is evidently tie explanation of

the title which Mr. Brunfon has chosen

for this book. '' The Hidden Teaching

Beyond Yoga ” is indeed an attention-

drawing title, which cannot fail to have

the desired effect of exciting curiosity

in the mass of readers in the West
for whom, as the autJior says, the

book is meant
; and I can well under-

stand why and how Ins other books
with such cleverly chosen names have

run into more than one reprint.

Mr. Brunton had a short sojourn in

India and he may have had access to

some pandits and sadhus, but that

could barely have been sufficient, even

to a small extent, to befit him for even

a superficial comprehension of the

deep j)hilosophy of Yoga, into which

he thought of looking. The late

Maharaja of Mysore may have suggest-

ed to him that he study and carry to

the West the higher philosophy of

India, but Mr. Brunton was mud
mistaken if lie took the MaJiaraja to

mean that it was possible for him to

do so during his short luxurious stay

as a guest in Mysore. The Maharaja

could only have wanted to cn'ate in

him an interest in the sublime phi

losophy of India, which the .saintly

Maharaja well knew to demand lifeloni:

devotion.

Mr. Brunton, however, has tried to

correct his }')erspeclive and to look al

the system of Indian phiIo50])hy with

an understanding of the requirements

necessary for the useful study of it.

He not only has devoted a long i liaptei

to pliilosophical discipline, stressing:

the importance of concentration, calm

ness and leview, but has also written

at length on the right and wrong use

of words, on the training and develop

men! of the thinking power, on philo-

sophical living, etc. And he has

inserted chapters on materialism and

its faults and shortcomings, and on

some modern concepts of science

regarding space and time, relativity

and so on ; but in the book thus

enlarged there is not that appreciative

synthesis of human experiences, subtle

and crude, of mind and matter, of the

Absolute and the Relative, of the

Everlasting and the unlasting, which
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the great Yogis have comprehended in

their self-forgetful meditation, and to

which the pliilosophy of Yoga seeks to

lead the resolute and the devoted, not

througli a prescribed course of study

for a few years, as in an University,

but through years and lives, during

which, as wc pass round the whcid

of Karina, our experiences turn us to

realisations wliirh mould our living,

stretch and elevate our thouglits, and

extend and develoj) our liner vision

.uid thus Ixilit us to take the road to

the Ultimate Koalisation. What could

a book on Yogic t(iaching la? without

an exposition of that essential in the

]»hilosoi)hy of Yoga ?

Mr. Brunton and others like him

who come out to India on a trip and

go round for a time, .‘teeing some ])eople

and some )>laces. presurno to have

understood subjects like ^’oga and

other branches of Indian pliil<)sophy.

but their reader.^ will be really misled

if lliev look in tlieir bonks for a rorrert

i/tc Colour /ii'y i)i liost Afiicu. By
XoKMAN Ltvs.

(
Hogarth

l.ondon. ys. bd ,

)

Tlic Case for J/ricaii Urcedfon. B\

Joyce Cary. ( Se.irciiliglii Bo«)ks,

Martin Seeker and Warburg, Utd..

l.ondon. is.
)

Both these books are wise, moderate
and well-informed, tije work of men
who have had actual administrati\e

experience and have formed their

views slowly. I heir background is an
Africa liardly known at all to the

general public who remember only the
^ongo and the Kand, riclics and
natural luxuriance. This Africa is

rapidly approaching ruin. Its forests
arc diminishing, rainfall lessens year

presentation of the matter and the

teachings given in those systems. To
the author himself I would suggest

that when lu? understands the great

significance of mental discipline and of

right physical living, without which

mental concentralion ;ind calmness are

not possible, and the necessity of the

growth and the development of the

l>roper mental attitude, he should

devote himself to the attainment of

lho.se rc( pi ireine.ni.s, unswayed by any

consiiieration of tiinc^ or other tilings,

in order that lie might gradually reach

the stage where the Vogic realisations

and ])ercepti()ns which liave aroused

his curiosity miglit become possible.

To attempt to write a book on

Yoga without siu li long self-training

and ]>rcparaii()u. hotli mentally and

physically, can end only in the produc-

tion of a volume that wdll have little

>ubstance though so much enlarged

with extraneous and irrelevant matter.

J. M. G.AXcrLi

hy year, pastuir eaten n|), and the

lliinning soil vani^ho^ into tliinncr air.

In that depressing physical environ-

ment the white man struggles to main-

lain his asceiidam V, and the black to

master Kuropean culture. But their

policies, wlicther idealistic, practical

or selfish, arc limited by poverty. The

po\erty is financial on the part of the

govcrnnienl ( who liat'c no power to

lake over the prolils of the companies

and spend them in the provinces

where they were made ) ;
for the native

it is a lack of goods and of trained

and confident ability
:

generally and

upon all there is the psychological

penury produced by fear, disease or

defeatism. Thus, for one reason or
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another, there does not exist in all

Africa any great will to advancement.

Our authors are practical men : they

do not expect any miraculous birth

of indigenous energy. But they hope

to free what exists from some entangle-

ments at least. Mr. Leys calls for the

abolition of the colour bar. It is a

particularly foolish inhibition fencing

in the lives of both black and white

and, despite its convenience as an

automatic definer of ruler and ruled,

of course it ought to go. Mr. Cary

would like to see a spread of education,

especially by native teachers, begin-

ning simply with hygiene and culminat-

ing at last in the transfer to self-govern-

ment. Very well, but the trouble

with all the schemes of benevolence

administered from above is that they

cannot animate a people. They rep-

resent the good-will of the better-

placed, a thing very proper to exercise,

of course. We had examples of what

it could do, and could not, in the

many schemes worked out for the

benefit of the unemployed during the

The End of This War. By Storm

Jameson. ( P. E. N. Books, George Allen

and Unwin, Ltd., London, 2s. ^d .

)

The Idea of God. By J. D. Beres-

FORD. (James Clarke and Co., Ltd.,

London, ^d.

)

The Dilemma of Chrisiianity. By
John Middleton Murry.

(
James

Clarke and Co., Ltd., London, ^d
.

)

Training for the Life of the Spirit.

By Gerald Heard. ( Cassell and Co.,

Ltd., London, is. bd
.

)

The limitations of a merely human-
itarian reaction to the present world-
agony are revealed as clearly and
confusedly in Miss Jameson's little

depressions of the Great Armistice.

These did good ;
they kept some alive

wlio might not have been living now.

Yet they left the real problem of the

unemployed man, which was how to

become the initiator of his own life-

circle, unsolved; and it is still un-

solved, though the uiiemi)loycd now
wear uniforms and are the implements

of, or the defence against, untoward

ambitions.

This immense African apathy is not

to be moved by the benevolence of the

governor. We should fee! it first for

what it is, a numbness stealing upon

humanity which threatens all. There

is a colour bar in Kenya, and it marks

the diminished manhood of those

divided by it. There comes a race-

bar upon Occupied Europe, and its

shadow is the notable eclipse of cul-

tures and the dwindling of peoples.

The affliction is the same, and the

(leficioncy is. Let our first word to the

black man be an ap{)eal for his help

against it. Wc shall need him.

Jack Common

book as in anything I have read. Hf'i'

sense of the \'ileness of a Nazi tyranny

both in the physical liorrors which it

has perpetrated and in its satanic

denial of spiritual ^^alucs is shared by

every liumanc man and woman. But

she has no real faith and no funda-

mental reasoning with which to meet

this outrage to a generous sensibility.

She has only a liberal's belief in fiie

progressive possibilities of the civilisa-

tion and the social order which have

bred this monster out of their own

corruption. Of course she admits

that the old order was full of faults

and injustices, but she never really
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acknowledges the guilt which has

brought upon us this ghastly retribu-

tion. And until that acknowledg-

ment has been made, until the last

flicker of self-righteousness has gone

out, there can be no real faith in the

redemptive power of love.

Miss Jameson no longer believes

that charity, twenty-five years ago,

would have called out its like in a

defeated Germany. And doubtless

nothing short of real charity, express-

ed in self-sacrifice and spurning self-

interest in a glad, yet costly, recogni-

tion of the common human need,

would have. Yet that charity, now

as then and under conditions more

costly than ever, is the only real

answer and alternative to the vilenc.ss

she hates. Juiropc in the end will

))C redeemed of Nazidom only by its

real opposite, by a will to infinite

sacrifice and generosity, by a true

death from which life flows in the

face of the false death of a frenzied

self-destruction. I'or want of such

a faith and a vision into fundamental

causes Miss Jameson dismisses pacif-

ism without ever truly understanding

it, and Iior only hope for the future,

that of victorious “civilised” j)owers

combining to re-educat(j the tierman

savage, backed for an indefinite time

l)y military power, seems to me quite

delusive. The contradictions, too, in

which her essay abounds are signif-

icant of an incoherence within.

Mr. Beresford’s and Mr. Murry’s

pamphlets are both criticisms of or-

ganised Christianity, but Mr. Beresford

ranges wide, surveying the develop-

ment of the idea of God from primitive

times, until under the proprietorship

of the Churches, God became not a

living God but a theory. He ends by

outlining briefly a conception of God

which a modern intelligence could

accept and so be saved from a mere

reaction into atheism. His essay

treats of a big subject in a very small

space and is in consequence rather

too summary and external. Mr. Murry

confines himself to the immediate

situation and is, as usual, penetrating,

lie believes that the Christian Church

will be cornpiflled to choose either

acquiescing in and .sanctifying the

mechanical heathenism of modern war

or taking its stand in definite defiance

of the Stale. A true Christian Society,

he insists, will be known by its powder

to bring forth the works of repentance.

And in this his essay provides a search-

ing answer to Miss Jameson’s.

Mr. Heard’s little book condenses

much that lie has written before of

methods of training by which a way

through may be found, from the dis-

abling self-conscioiisncss in whicli

modern man is imprisoned, to a new

consciousness. His tendency is to over-

emphasise the positive will in the

process of growtli. And his language

is at times rather forbiddingly mech-

anistic. But he has helpful and

practical advice to give.

Hk'.h I’A. Fai’sset
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The Transposed Heads: A Legend of

India. By Thomas Mann. Translated

by H. T. Lowe-Porter.
(
Martin

Seeker and Warburg, Ltd., London. 6s.

)

A new book by Thomas Mann is

always a considerable literary event.

In Biiddenhrooks—aptly described as

the German Forsyte Saga—Herr Mann
gave a habitation and a name to what

had been characteristic and best in llie

Germany of yesterday and the day

before. In his second great novel,

The Magic Mountain, Herr Mann’s

sympathies covered a wider range, and

its Tuberculosis Sanatorium is almost

the ailing world itself in miniature.

More recently, Herr ^lann has been

preoccupied mainly with recreating the

fjided and half-forgotten lineamcnis of

the near or distant Past. The Vouni:

Joseph and Joseph in Egypt take our

minds back through thousands of years,

and we arc enabled to scrutinize

enraptured Judaism in its pristine

significance. The old is rehabilitated

in terms of the new and Man in his

changing environmeni is seoa to ]>re

serve hi.s fundaincnla* liiuiianit v.

Lolie in Weimar, a sujhtI) hisuuicai

romance, recreates with inicrriii,;;

psychological insight ilie ripoliieosis-

or i.s it the after-glow ?— of (ioclhe's

grande passion for the fascinating Lot t<*.

Undoubtedly those are among tiie

great achievements in the realm of

fiction.

In his latest nf)\'el, however, flerr

Mann attempts at once an (‘asier and a

more difficult task : easier because it is

a story of comparatively small dimen-
sions; more difficult becau.se the .scene

of the story is laid in India ( in ancient
India), a country that is notoriously

easy to misunderstand even w’hen

sympathy in the writer is not lacking.

Hen* Mann has indeed done his best

;

his prose is as supple as ever ( and this

is clear even in Mr. Lowe-Porter's

translation); whole paragraphs shimmer

in iridescence and seem to ring and
chime in unison wdth the atmosphere

which, on its part, fairly creeps upoii

us, as it were. Yet surely something is

lacking as well
; or rather, some

stranger element keci)s somehow
obtruding itself, and the whole thing

is all but jangled out of tune and grates

upon our senses. What may have

happened, then ? Irony has knocked

its head against romance and destroyed

the subtle sjxdl. Herr Mann's irony

is no doubt gentle and unmalicious

;

but ever at the touch of irony mib.t

the soap-bubble fragility of romance

surelv shrisel into atoms. Tliat is jusr

what has ]ia]>])eued in The Trnnspo^ied

IIcads

,

'fliis is the story : Sila, tin* girl with

tlie beautiful hips, is beloved of Slui

daman tlie l uitivated J5rahinin and

Xaiid.i the honest ami muscular >!k‘|)

lierd. She manics Shridaimui an»l

rcspcM'ts Jiini, but slie is also enamounul

(d .Nanda’s magniticent ])h\siq\i(.

While going on a jounie\
.
Sltridariuii!

l et ires to a tem})Ie ami cuts oft hb c*\mi

liead in the |>resen(:e (;f tlit^ (loddits--

Kali
;

pn.‘sently, Nanda loo likewiM*

commits suicide. Sita is now ordered

by the (ioddess to join the severed

heads to the trunks so that, throngli

Her grace, the men may come back tf>

life. In her hurry Sita fits the head''

to the wrong trunks and thus Shrida-

man regains consciousness with his

head joined to Nanda’s body and vice

versa. Sita Jives with Shridamaii for

some time and then seeks out Xaiula

to live with him. The friends and

rivals fight a duel at last and both fall
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down dead; Sita ascends the funeral

pyre with them
;
and that is the end of

these three ill-fated people, and of the

story as well.

A story like this that hinges on a

macabre superphysical occurrence

requires to be handled reverently and

with extraordinary care
;
the (foddess

should be made to talk in a way that

is worthy of Her awful and sacred

majesty ;
the characters in the triang-

ular tangle should be credible and

human ;
the events should move with

the inevitability, rather than the mad

Sri Aui'ohindo's “ The Life Divine ” ;

.1 Brief Study. t3y \\ Chandkasekha-

K’AM. (Sri Aurobiudo l.ibrary,

Re.l;-)

Nfi Kiimakiislniu ufid SpuilituI Re-

nuissunce. By Swamt Niuvi-dananda.

(The Rainakrisliiia Mission Institute of

( ulture, ('alcuita. Ks. 2 -
)

riicse ])Ouks presont two iiit crest in.14

asjkvl.s of ilio searching after truth

which is undoubtedly taking j>lace in

the b.earls of a great many jx-ople at

the juesenl tinv‘. llach in its own way

makes soino contribution to that search,

hut one cannot lielp feeling that boili

are marred by tlie over-/.ealoiisiu‘ss of

il)e disciples who wrote them.

Mr. ( handrasekharam’s little botik

i'^ by far the more intellectual of the

two, but fur the reviewer at least it

is often very difficult to follow
;
one is

inclined to get lost in abstractions that

no d<nibt have great profundity of

meaning but arc obscure to the uninit-

iated, for whom I take it the book
is intended as an introduction to Auro-
hindo’s The Life Divine. This is the

caprice, of fate; and the denouement

should be instinct with tragedy that is

too deep for tears. Herr Mann’s

imaginative sympathy with his char-

acters has not been deep enough and his

ironic detachment has proved a shade

too prominent to permit him to make
of the sanguinary story of Sita an

artistic triumph. The Transposed Heads

is of course a book that should be read:

it has the rich flavour, if not the solid

substance, of a typical Thomas Mann
])ook

;
it is a pity that it should in the

end leave a di.'staste behind.

K. R. SRfN’IVASA IVENGAR

more a pity as otherwise it is an

interesting little book and does give

M»rn<; of the flavour of the monumental

work it deals with. But one wishes that

a j>erson of Mr. t'handrasekharam’s

intellectual attainments would be more

careful to sweeping statements

that cannot be supported in fact. For

instance, lie says :

—

Hill rlu' an*, ient Saois did aor \Vv)rk out the

uili int* i:ccn..il lmi>lic.itkons of this po.^ition.

'Phf' «l'd n')t tiaike innid a systematic

amiTaUoii.il rti >rt u> assimilate our noiinal

t 1 tliis c TLU( ])iion rf the Heality ;

• mlv. tljev threw out intuitive suggestions to

impel the seeking mind towards the goal. . .

.

And the pronouncements 01 the higher con-

scionsnos.i and the perceptions of pure Reason

have to be iuslitied to our intellect and

ortlinarv experience. All this has been

.Tccumplislied in the lulness of time by '‘The

Lite nivijie.
"

This may he qiiile true with regard

to Indian seers. ])ut the assimilation of

“ our normal experience to this concep-

tion of the Reality ” in “ a systematic

and rational” form was accomplished

seven hundred years ago by St. Tiiomas

Aquinas. No doubt Sri Aurobindo
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knows this, but his disciples should

study something of Christian philosophy

before they venture to make too sweep-

ing statements. However, in spite of

these defects Mr. Chandrasekharam

manages to keep his book lively and

interesting throughout. It is, however,

to be recommended only for those who

have had a good deal of philosophical

training and arc able to sift his state-

ments through the sieve of their own

knowledge and experience.

Swami Nirvedananda's interesting

book is in strong contrast to the first,

as its whole spirit is that of the non-

intellectual, devout disciple preaching

a message of good-will to the world.

Its opening is marred by unnecessarily

vicious attacks on the West in general

and on Christianity in particular, which

would hardly seem consohaiit with the

spirit of Ramakrislina ; but tliis m<\y be

excused as excessive religious fervour.

However, when we come to tlie end of

the book and find the author making

very much the same claims for Rama-

krishna as the Christian Chnrcli makes

for Christ w'e may wonder if the out-

bursts were not inspired a^ much by

fear ns by fervour.

Putting these defects a^ide, tlie aver-

age reader will find an extremely in-

teresting account of Ramakrisliiia's life

Poems of Cloister and JunyJc: A
Huddhisl Anthology. By Mrs. C. A. F.

Rhys Davids. (Wisdom of tlie Fast

wSeries, John Murray, London. 35. (hI.)

It is botli foolish and cowardly to

water down your religion in the hope

that you will make it more acceptable

to tJic unreligious, and a Buddhist will

do w'cll to acknowledge that he stands

by a philosophy which is austere and

and teaching, as well as the implications

to be derived from them in this volume.

Swami Nirvedananda's English is some-

times marred by excessive floweriness

and decoration, but generally speaking

it serves its purpose quite well
;
for, like

the writing throughout, it is obviously

sincere and helps to give one a living

picture of one of the greatest men of

our age. To those not accustomed to

the somewhat violent Kali worship and

the Tantric practices, Ramakrishnu

may seem too parochial a figure to

command the following of men of non-

Bengali origin. But once one accustoms

oneself to these seeming excessives, one

begins to discern beliind and through

them the spirit of a truly remarkable

being, a being who is willing to give up

life itself, if need be, in the search for

truth.

That is the ])ictiiro left in the mind

and inipriiiled in the heart of tlie

reviewer. There is no (] nest ion that,

in spite of the somewhat nah e conclu-

sions of this bf)ok, it has iimch to give
;

both, those wlio know niiirli about

Ramakrishiui and those who know

little, w’ill certainly gain liy rca ling ii.

It contains a good bibliograpliy and

index, and seems altogether to liav**

been very carefully produced.

Banmni. Richardson

even severe. What is the aim of a

Buddhist ? To cease desiring, to cease

creating karma, to dissolve the seeming-

ego, to aciiieve the mystery of Nirvana.

From this it follows that he should

detach himself as thoroughly as possible

from the world of the senses—excepting

in so far as he must operate througJi

that world if he means to draw other

creatures out of their inevitable unhapp-
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iness. From this, again, it follows

that beauty should be abhorred as

resolutely by the Buddhist as it was by

the Christian monks in the Egyptian

desert and as it is by the Quaker and

the Calvinist. Beauty is extremely

dangerous. It can even reconcile men

to the suffering of their lot. In other

words, it may hold back the being who

should want only to be free.

We ought not to be surprised, there-

fore, if Indian Buddhism has produced

no poetry although it has produced

acres of versilied aspiration, or if in its

works of art (and, strictly speaking,

they ought not to exist) beauty is

nearly always subservient to religious

meaning. Mrs. Rhys Davids, to whom
all lovers of Indian literature owe so

large a debt, cannot persuade me that

licr monks and nuns were ever defiled

by rising to the pitch of j)oetry.

The following passages, more edifying

than poetic, are characteristic of what

she offers to us.

Lo, I liavc gone

Up on the Ariyan, the oighttuld Wny
That goeth to the state of AniaUi.

Nirvana have I realised, and gazed

Into the mirror of the holy Dhaini . . .

Wisdom’s seven branches practising.

The powers five, the forces too {'f two)

The Miraculous Birth of Language.

By R. A. Wilson.
(
Published for the

British Publishers’ Guild by J. ^1 . Dent
and Sons, Ltd., London. 15.)

The author, who holds the Chair of

English Language and Literature in the

University of Saskatchewan, has written

a profoundly interesting and stimulat-

ing work. In a long preface by
Mr. George Bernard Shaw, written in

February 1941, there are some words

Enriched with jhana-subticty.

So will 1 in the jungle dwell....

The truth is that the purer the

Buddhism (jf a cmintry, the less art

and poetry should we cx})cct lo find

tlicre. Gn tlie other hand, when wc
study the painting and poetry of China

and Japan, where Buddhism was so

much diluted by the Tao and other

inlluence.s, we find that (he essential

moods of Buddhi.sin are beautifully

conveyed by those less rigorous pilgrims

upon the narrow path. Chinese

landscape-painters in particular excel

ill communicating a sense of spiritual

unify behind physical diversity, but

had they been more devout they

would not have rejoiced in the beauty

of mountain and stream.

Mrs. Rliys Davids' lively little book

is not, then, h-r the reader wlio hopes

to strike an unexplored vein of poetry,

but it should fortify tJiosc " world-losers

and world-for.sakers ” who like to know
that otiicrs long ago passed througli

.similar testings. I once introduced a

Buddhist monk to an English painter,

and after a few da^’s the painter said

‘‘No w(mder lie linds life unhappy.

He has no sense of beauty." Perhaps

we have to choose between art and

asceticism.

Clifford Ba\

which point more adequately than a

review can do to the vital importance

of Professor Wilson’s stiid>’ of linguistic

origins

Thi.s book by Profe.-'J^or Wilson is one in

which 1 should like everyone to be examined

before being cei liftod as educated or eligible

for the franchise or for any scientitic, relig-

ious. legal, or civil employment.

(If Mr. Shaw’s wish were realized, one

might visualize a tremendous increase
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detail and argument will ever let the

simplicities of the Spirit survive for

human redemption. A mere Aid to

Faith or a mode of worship or social

practice often lays claim to a total

prerogative which rightfully can

belong only to the Spirit.

Much clear thinking has gone into

the making of this book. The Doctor's

thesis is well documented and his

explanations arc generally objective.

One wishes, however, that in chronolog-

ical matters dealing with several

principal Vachana writers he had not

stuck so rigidly to safety, even under

the wings of the late R. Narasimh-

acharya. Elder contemporaries of

Basava should not be put at or about

1160 with definitely later men like Hari-

hara and Raghavamka. The Doctor

Naked Shingles. By Manjeri 5.

IsvARAX. ( Chitr Bhanu Book House,

Madras. Re. 1/8 )

This small volume of short stories

vividly depicting scenes of Indian

village life merits praise. We need

more of such books to offset the false

impression given by many Western

writers who seek popularity rather

than truth in writing of India. Life

in the villages is often hideous in its

should, by now, be avrare of Harihara's

poem on Basava, which is the earliest

authentic work on the saint's life. The

second chapter could cither have been

made more positive and substantial or

added to the first appendix.

But these are extremely minor points

while indicating the quality of a hand-

book which with its twelve chapters of

main matter and very full appendices

and notes adds considerably to our

knowledge of the religion. The writer

richly deserves Prof. R. D. Ranade's

compliment in his short prefatory note

—that Dr. Nandimath has contributed

a new work on the subject of Virasaivism so

as to give to that system of thought a dignity

and a place which it deserves in the entire

scheme of Indian thought.

V. SlTARAMIAH

poverty, but in the hands of so sensi-

tive an artist as Shri Isvaran, the ugly

never becomes vulgar, nor is sordid

ignorance allowed to appear coarse.

His characters arc vital creations

whose simple human hearts stand out

in high relief against the insciutahle

tragedy of fate-driven men and women.

We lay down Naked Shingles regret-

ting that our author has not another

volume ready for us to take up.

D. C. T.



ENDS AND SAYINGS

“ ends of verse

And sayings of philosophers.**

Hudibras

The recognition is growing tliat for a

rounded and harmonious world culture

every people must be free to make its

own distinctive contribution. A dull,

monotonous uniformity of thought and

of expression is the totalitarian ideal,

but it has no place in the deepening

conception of a democratic world.

“ Harmony comes from a balancing of

diversities, and discord from any effort

to make harmony by force.'* A Cliinese

leader recently voiced appreciation of

the need in the international diapason

for India's unmuted note. Dr. Wang

Chung-kui, Secretary-General of the

Supreme National Defence Council,

declared on the 22nd of March ;

—

I believe the culture and ideals 01 India are

such that they deserve a greater degree of

seU-expressiun than that country has yet been

able to achieve lor itself, India is seeking an

early realisation of its aspiration for frccviom.

It is iny frank opinion that Britain has

nothing to lose from this aspiration.

In a striking article entitled “The
New Disorder," contiilniled to Horizon,

E. M. Forster, speaking as a poet -writer,

considers all the prevalent talk about

a New Order a slicer w\aste of time.

1 here never will be a new order and there

never has been an old one. The phrases are

good enough for statesmen ....

He concedes the possibility of order

in the domains of the aesthetic and the

divine
; the second on the evidence of

the mystics and the first on that of the

internal harmony which all artistic

creation involves. Attributing the

present state of the world to the

“implacable offensive of science" he

observes :

—

We cannot reach social and political

stability for the reason that we continue to

make scientific discoveries and to apply them
and thus to destroy the arrangements which

were based on more elementary discoveries.

If science would only discover and never

apply. . .mankind would be in a much safer

position. . ..How can man get into harmony

with his surroundings when he is constantly

altering them ? Order, in the social and

political category, is unattainable under our

present psychology.

This is certainly taking an unduly

pessimistic view. Life does not consist

merely of the a*sthetic and the divine,

which are only facets of man’s many-

sided nature. Man is also a social be-

ing and a citizen of a state and, though

the prospects for the future are notv

depressing en«uigh, would one be justifi-

ed in agreeing that order in the social

category is unattainable unless man
becomes altogether a dili'ercnt animal ?

For centuries on end human nature

has hardly changed and yet progress

has l>eeii ])ossibIe and lias been achiev-

ed. That is wliy, in spite of the

disquieting present, one cannot forsake

the hope of an era when nations will

realise the spiritual unity that is man-

kind and will look back upon past

barbarity with regret and shame.

Wars have raged, empires have crashed

and destruction has stalked the earth

times without number, heretofore, but
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mankind has always recovered from

these momentary fits of madness and

has sometimes learnt its lessons, though

at bitter cost. Never has progress

seemed impossible; nor, surely, is it

now, when, more than ever, so many
recognise that humanity must outgrow

its materialistic philosophy of which

the present cultural crisis is but the

logical culmination, to realise that

above political strifes, hatreds ;md nar-

row aspirations lies the spirit of man,

the spirit of universal brotherhood.

The triumph of that spirit is the hope

of a New Order.

The physicists may, as Mr. Forstei

writes, claim to ha\ e ruled out order

from the cosmos, but the rising of to-

morrow’s sun and the predicted timing

of eclipses seem reasonable expectations

still. Docs Mr. Forster's difficulty lie

in a too static conception of order

There is nothing static, not even his

aesthetic and divine. The universe is

an etermd process of becoming. The

cycle of the jdaiit, from seed to root

and shoot and leaf, fn^ni bud and Hower

and fruit toseerl again, is an e.\])res.sicM7

of order : so is the suc‘'es.sion of the

season.s
;
so is the i vcle of man’s life

from birth through youth, niaturiiv,

old age, to deatjj and birth again.

Society is not a static thing; the way
of progress lies tlirougli <l<'.slrurtK)n <»f

the out-worn form a.> well as rlirough

evolving of the new.

It was a strong but deserved indict-

ment which Mr. K. (i. Saiyidain.

Director of h2ducaticm, Jammu and

Kashmir, brought against our higher

education in his convocation address

late in February at the Sadiq Fgerton
College, Bahawalpur.

Any i&stiiution which permits a majority

of its students to pass through without

quickening their conscience towards social

problems and without giving them the

capacity to judge and weigh the momentous

issues of the present day is at best a respec-

table futility. And if my experience of the

average quality of intellectual and social

equipment of our graduates is any guide,

we, who are responsible for the present-day

education, have little reason to congratulate

ourselves on what we liave achieved

.

Viewing facts, a.s the examination

system encourages students to do, as

temporary credentials for a pass-mark

“ rather than instruments for the

liberation of the mind ” inevitably

leads to the distortion of values and to

the failure to see that individual inter

esls are iiuilienabl}' rooted in tii(‘

interest.s of the group. No wcnnler

many youths, subjected to this artihciiil

process, fail to see that “ personal

succe.ss has no .sub.‘“lance or stability in

a society iinjiistl\' and nnwi.'^eJy phm-

netl."

Human inlor^lepcndeiu e and tin-

organic relationship between all our

interest.s ainl jaoblerns was well

brought out by Mr. Saiyidain in tin-

same address, with quotation-- Ironi tlie

Vedas, the lUble, the Oiirmi. in «on

iimialion of his thesis. It lia.s, as ln‘

inipliecl, )u*\*‘r i^ecn more inijiorlanl

than it is tf>d.iy to recognise wliat li i>

always been true in the moral .scum',

that “ literally no man dare live iint«>

himself alone,” and the education that

fails to iTnj)art that conviction fails

indee<l.

Whatever one may think of socialism

as a solution of our economic pioblems.

one cannot fail to recognise the

(lynaniic power of thought behind some

of the tracts which the Fabian Society

is putting out. Take the anonjinous
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Letter to a Soldier from a Comrade-in-

'Arms, homely, colloquial, even wrong-

headed sometimes, as when it advocates

the ruthless extirpation of the Hitler-

conditioned lakhs who form the nucleus

of Nazism. Yet it contains many a

word that *' has the ring of a deed.*’

The writer of this tract secs as the

only way out of chaos that “ the people

themselves resolve to remake the

world." The common man has thought

that politics was not his concern but

“ politics Jias come liome with a

vengeance to the man who is not

interested in it.
" If we seek the

common good and the common happ-

iness,

must ill i-'cacu the sunn* Lonirntm

^miposc* and em.*igv wi* have shown in war.

\\\* must jnit as much into Lomniering

poverty and tlic duins as we ha\e put into

(onquering Na/i>ni . . . . Ihiglaiid must be

]»]aniu'd : and l‘'nglaiul must be fully dem-

01 ratic . . . .1 he peoples (d l.uiupe ii.Ubl \)e

Inlpcd to build f'le same s--rl of new world

that we want in laiglai.d. So mu: I ilif

jvmpli'S of tlie (Jihcr .oiitments, not least the

peoples ul India.

The peoples of Iiulia may be par-

iloned for hulking somewhat askance

at this i-iroltcred help. I'.nglaiid can

help, perhaps, in the way that Russia

lias helped ah tlnise in other countries

wlio would have a juster urtler, by her-

self furnishing a shining demonstration

that socialism works. The writer

cites Russia's contribution, but he goes

on to talk of l^ngland’s mission to

liberate the rzechs and the Poles and

<'ven the (icrmaiis tiiemsch os. Let Kng-

land remember the miscliief wrought by

imperialism in the name of the close

ly related “ mission civilisatrice," How
can a man riding pickaback hcl]) the

one who is carrying him to lift a

weight ? How, but by acting upon

Tolstoy’s exhortation :
“ Let us get off

the shoulders of our neighbours."

It is with genuine gratification that

we welcome the reappearance of

Triveni. After months of suspension,

the first quarterly is.sue for 1942 has

come out—the same Triveni, with the

same skilful hand on the editorial helm,

but published now from Bangalore

instead of from Madras. It has survived

numerous vici.ssitudes, from the polit-

ical sentence served by Shri K. Rama-
kotiswara Ran to an acute paper short-

age.

It is a regrettable commentary

on wliat wc call modern civilisation

that pure idealistic and cultural aims

are a positive handicap to a journal in

competing with journals conducted

with the profit motive. Tin: Arya.n*

P.ATil, with it.s idealistic aims, is in a

position to sympathi.se. Our own
emphasis is more on spirituality than

(Jii culture, more ou wisdom in thought

and nobility in conduct tiiau on beauty

.>f artistic expression, more on truth

and goodness tiiaii on beauty. The

three aspect.s of the fiiecian Trinity are

really inseparable, however, and

rtiicrii. whicli lays primary emphasis

n]?oii tfie last, u)m])]eriienting our

own eltoits.

1‘or. devoting itself to Art, Lit-

erature, and History, and. through its

translations especially, helping to inter-

pret to each otlier the various linguistic

cultures of our country, “ Triveni

.seeks to draw together cultured men

and women in all lands " and to

“ establish a fellowship of the .spirit.
"

.All movements that make for Idealism,

in India as well as elsewhere, lU'e with-

in its purview, as they are within our

own, and we are glad to commend
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rriWm’s effort to the lovers of culture

in India and abroad.

Declaring open on March 20th the

Women’s Training Camp at Abrama,

under the auspices of the All-India

Women’s Conference, Shrimati Hansa

Mehta stressed the need for trained

social workers, specially in times like

the present when dangers threaten from

within and without. Messages wishing

the Camp every success were received

from prominent leaders like Mahatma

Gandhi, Maulana Azad and Pandit

Jawaharlal Nehru. Pandit Nehru’s

message is, as usual, spirited and provoc-

ative :

—

Somehow we have gut into the habit of

thinking that our women aie helpless, frail

and feeble beings who require protection from

others. If tlicre is any trouble or disorder

women are supposed to avoid that area or

even keep themselves impri.'^oiied in their

homes, ff there is danger, women are

supposed to be sent away to safer places.

All this seems to me to be harmful non.sense.

Nothing is so irritating to me as the word
“ Abala " applied to women. It is time we

got rid of this word and ail that it implies.

Women must look after themselves. No one

else can look alter them. In the present-day

World war and destruction
,
only those who

have strength and seU-reliaiue can survive.

To depend on others is to invitt* trouble.

While tlie training in .social service

contemplated by the Camp cannot but

evoke generous appreciation from all

quarters, one somehow wonders, after

reading Pandit Nehru’s message, wheth-

er, in our entliusiasni to make India’s

Wi^rien self-reliant and .self-defending,

we are not likely to let them down in a

crucial hour. That “only those who have

strength and self-reliance can survive”

is a maxim all right so far as it goes. The
fittest do survive but is it not the duty

of the fittest also to let survive those

who are by nature delicate and soft

and who have been throughout histdity

—maybe on account of the pressure of

social restrictions—dependent for their

protection and safety on the sturdier

sex ? The rising tide of feminism may
as much scorn women's being called

dependents as their being described as

“ Abalas, ” But facts persist and what

must be a process of decades cannot be

pre.ssed tlirough instantaneously when

danger is at our doors. The vast mass-

es of women in India have yet to cover

many a mile of progress before they

can be left to take care of themselves,

A few exceptions cannot alter the rule.

They have so far depended on man
witJiout inviting trouble. But trouble

seems to lie the other way. Granting

that as far as possible every human

being sliould stand on his or her own

feet, we can never do away with inter-

dependence. For millenniums our

women have been encouraged to lean.

This is not the time to snatch away

the prop.

Kecalling the statement in the Quran

that mankind is a single nation, the

Hon. Sir Sultan Ahmed well stressed

in his presidential address at the All

Religions' Confereiico at New Delhi in

mid-March iJiat the brotherhood of

man was the corner-stone of all the

great religions of the world. Nowhere

has the unity of mankind and of truth

betm recognised more clearly than in

India in centuries past,

where Kabir aiul Nanak, Kajjab and Havidas,

Paltoo and rrannath, Uaba kal and l)adii

Dayal sang ol " both .Allah the bountiful au<l

Ham. *’

It is indeed, as Sir Sultan Ahmed

.said, a cruel irony that

this very hallowed land—where the pre-

Aryan, the Uuddhist and the Zoroastrian,
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ihe Sufi and the Bhagat, the Vedant and the

Quran, Sanskrit and Persian, the East and

the West, put forth melodies in a prand

orchestra—should be torn with the war of

creeds.

Orthodoxy, under whatever designa-

tion, is the most irreconcilable foe of

universal brotherhood, and the unique

revelation, the exclusive claim, is tlie

source of orthodoxy's power. Antaeus

draws his strength from that touch

with Earth ;
lift religion to the plane

of universal truth and sectarianism

must faint and fail.

Prof. E. H. Johnston, in a talk on

“ Cultural Understanding between

Britain and India " which is published

in the recently received Indian Art and

Letters (Second Issue for 1941) roughly

classifies three common attitudes to

Indian culture prevalent in England.

Firstly, there is the small but import-

ant class, which includes the most

important English art critics, who “find

something constitutionally distasteful

in the Indian view of life.” The second

class, consisting of the great majority

of English people, “ frankly take no

interest in India,” as they ‘‘find its

ways and methods of thought incom-

prehensible.” The third group com-

prises scholars, officials, journalists

etc. who ** from their var>dng })oints of

view have a good first-hand knowledge

of India ” and others who have felt

the fascination of India but “ arc a

little too apt, perhaps, to look on India

as a fairyland of romance, or as a place

whence they may draw a new re>'cla-

tion.”

While admitting that it is not neces-

sary to be a scholar or an archreolo-

gist to be able to understand India,

Professor Johnston attributes the lack

of cultural understanding between the

two countries to the Englishmen's lack

of intellectual curiosity and to their

failure to a]ipr('ciatc the necessity of

sympathetic uiulerslanding as a pre-

requisite of judgment. Professor John-

ston .says —
I am not prepared to •'ingle out any one

class for blame
;
at the bottom of everything,

perhaps, lies our lae.k as a people of a quality

\vhieh I might call receptivity.

Dr. Johnston’s analysis apfxjars to be

correct only in part. It may be true,

as lie says, that the absence of a sym-

pathetic attitude is res])onsibIe for the

present state of things but one wonders

if the English arc not intellectually

curious. Is it not rather that the average

Englishman is hardly in a position to

know what he really wants to know

about India ? He cannot ask effectively

for more. He hears of the exotic, the

bizarre, the reprehensible. The mission-

aries would see to that. He knows all

about Suttee and Thuggee and child-

marriage and very little about Satya-

graha and Ahimsa and the Sarda Act.

What wonder if his curiosity is blunted

and he dismisses India as a land of

many gods, more devils and still more

cobras !

Mutual cultural understanding be-

tween a sovereign State and a subject

people is the responsibility of the ruling

state and such cultural understanding is

hardly possible in the absence of an ear-

nest endeavour on the part of the State

to arouse and to satisfy genuine intel-

lectual curiosity on both sido.s with in-

formation that doe.s justice to both

countries. The responsibility which

lies upon Britain is no small one.

“Moral greatness,” say.s Antoine de

Saint Exupery, "consists in respon-

sibility. ” We should rather say that it

consists in responsibility recognised and
faithfully discharged.
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The Vice-President of the U. S. A.,

Mr. Henry A. Wallace, who wrote in

The Atlantic Monthly for January on
Foundations of the Peace, ” insists on

the broad view as essential to tlic future

of human civilisation. Sensible co-

operjition between countries will most
' certainly be necessary. He urges the

recognition tliat "if we can afford

tremendous sums of money to win the

war, we can afford to invest whatever
amount it takes to win the peace.

...Ways must be foiiud by which the
potential abundance of the world can be
translated into real wealth and a higher
stand.'ird of living. Ortain minimuin stand-

ards of food, clothing, and shelter ought to

be established, and arrangements ought to be

made to guarantee that no one should fall

'bel^ those standards. ... Is it not time to

recognise that minimum standards of nutri-

tion are as important for grov.ing children

^ minimum standards of education ?

“ A democracy where security, sta-

folity, efficiency, and widely distributed

abundance \vould prevail ’’
is desirable

indeed but we question whether any

mere economic measures, such as Mr.

Wallace outlines, will even usher it in,

far less maintain it in existence. There

is a great deal too much talk about the

new order and a great deal too little

about the new men w'ho arc to adminis-

ter it if it is not to go the \vay of all

fancies.

Bernard Eugene Meland, writing in

the Winter 1942 Personalist under the

heading " Two Paths to the Good
Life,

** attempts to build up a contrast

between the moral and the esthetic,

the controlled and the creative ways
of life. A statement of Oliver Gold-

smith’s in one of his essays that one

acqukes lasting esteem " not for the

fewness of faults but by the greatness

ptbeauties ’’ had suggested the possibil-

ity of sucli a contrast. Mr. Meland
says :

—

TU^.iPharisce was a moral man ; but Jesus
|>b8sesbcd a greater goodness. Mcletus was
moral person ; but Socrates embodied what

Was more significant.

' It is obvious that cv^en complete

absence of faults cannot mean the

possession of virtue. Just as white
means something definite and positive

and not merely the absence of black

or of grey, so virtue means the posses

-

.sion of positive and definite qualities.

The antithesis states contrasts rather

than contradictions. Mr. Meland
makes a needless distinction with mis-

leading implications in so far as tlie

unwary may deduce a contlict between
moral earnestness and creative activity.

Western civilisiition. as he brings out,

citing Matthew Arnold, is a complex
.syntlicsis of Hebraism and IleJlcnism.

Arnold complained tliat the Hellenic

or creative aspects of self-development

were being neglected by his country-

men and he insisted their enh
tivation. The aim of every j)ie.scription,

whether moral or ;esthetic, is undoubt-
edly self-realisation, and it will bo

admitted that for an all-round and
harmonious life strictness of conduct
is as necessary as sjiontaneil y of con-

sciousness. The formulation rif a

code of conduct calculated to achieve

individual and collective well-beine

might have been rcndeied necessnrv

by tlie iiiabililv of common bumnnit\-

to i)erccive and to follow the creative

process of self-realisation. The creativi'

process w'ith its spontaneoiis conscious-

ness of the universe and m«an’s place

in it is in complete harmony with the

inner workings of Nature. This is
*

proved by the intuitional app>rehcnsions

of eternal truths by mystics and poets,

w'ho in their liighest flights transcend

the workings of human reason. It is

thus that the creative or the aesthetic

fashioning of being naturally implie.';

the restrictions imposed by the con-

scious human intellect in the form of

the moral code.

It is a fatal fallacy tliat morals are

all very well for the plodder but can be

dispensed with by the man of genius.

The more spirited the steed, the firmer

must be the hand on the Wdle. Ihe

flame of what the world tolls genius

would burn with a less flicking
if the art of living were given its right-

ful jplace as the greatest of ^ arts.
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SCIENCE : FACT AND THEORY

Wc publish in this issue an inter-

esting artic'.le from the pen of Sir

Richard Gregory, tlie ICditor of

Suture since 1919. He is as disting-

uished for his Iiuinane and responsi-

ble approach to the problems which

applied science has cn'ated as for

liis clarity (d thought on the ])hilt)S-

ophy of science, whicli Ibis article

reflects. We will take this occasion

to quote here a leit(‘r from Sir

Richard to our friend Dr. Naga

Raja Sarma, whose review of his

volume Reliction in Science and

Civilization had ap]>eaiTd in this

Thagazinc. On the 2nd of h'ebruai

y

1941 Sir Richard wrote ;
—

r much apj)reciat(' tlu' thoughtful

notice of my hook on “ Religion in

Science and Civilization ” contributed

by you to the November issue, of The
Aryan Path and I wish to express niy

thanks for your clear statement of the

main points presented by me. No
other rev|»M'er has dealt with the book

in such arfSttndcrstanding way, because

have interpreted '‘Religion”

h) Christianity ”, and have

missed the view that it represents an

urge towards tlie attainment of liigh

ideals wliif h is common to all grea,t

human faiths and doctrine.'^.

I may s:iy that the jdiilosophy bf

('hvistian theology does not appeal to

me at all. largely because it is based

upo-i e\idence fur wliich historical

sup))ort is unconvincing and requires

the rejection of ])iological truths.

The Indian philosophy to which you

refer makes closer contacts with my
tliouglits, and there is no conflict

between it and the natural sciences.

It is only by service to human welfare

liiat I care to measure the value of

any religion We may find in such

influence and teaching the tie of world

fellowship which most oi us desire.

You have no doubt read the chapter

on *• Sacrctl Hooks and Doctrines ” in

my book. These different books of

the great world religions, beginning

with 178 ])ages of extracts from the

Hindu Scriptures, are brought togcllicr

in a \ olumc of 1400 pages since publish-

ed under the title of The Bible %f
U’orW.by Messrs. Kegan Paul, Londott^‘

riic editors are Drs. Ballou and Frioss,
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of Columbia University, New York.

The volume should be of ^rcat value

in extending knowledge of the lofty

thoughts of the greatest and highest

religious teachers.

The middle paragraph of the

ibove letter clearly indicates the

breadth of view and depth of insight

of our distinguished contributor.

His article, however, sliows how very

difficult it is even for such a man of

science to transcend the limitations

created by its theories and hypoth-

eses. No one could respect a

scientist who disregarded well-estab-

lished, repeatedly verified and

reveritiablc truths
;

but in what

light does it place a scientist to fail

to challenge the ring-pass-nol of con-

jectural theories ? In this article,

example, our esteemed contrib-

utor's thesis is founded upon a

premise by no means established,

viz., that human civilization began

in the ignorance of savagery
;
that

the early religion of mankind was

magic, and its practice was a

blind groping after knowledge.

Now this is theory—not established

fact. However far back we go in

the history of the human race

we come upon great civilizations

—

expressions of grand cultures, some

of which, at any rate, prove them-

selves on examination superior to

oi|r own of the twcntietli century.

Take China or Egypt or India
; take

the South and Central Americas

;

take their archaic periods
; and what

do we find ? Even in those ancient

periods these civilizations had al-

ready reached a very higli level.

How many centuries must we allow

for the devcloj)ment of such cultures

—archaic in themselves ?

We arc beholden to Sir Richard

Gregory for his remark— The

Indian philosophy to which you

refer makes closer contacts with my
thoughts, and llieie is no coufliet

between it and the natural sciences.”

Now, Hindu chronology has been for

long a tantalizing subject and its

figures have been in doubt and

dispute
;
it seems as if for the time

being the Western Orientalist is in

possession of victory, and he smiles

at the romancing of the orthodox

Hrahamanical ligurt s. But it is not

likely that lie will hold tlie field for

very long.

Ancient Indian Ion* has many

important truths to impart to the

modern astronomer, antiiropologist,

chemist, physiologist and psychol-

ogist. And the cause of the advance-

ment of knowledge would gain were

dispassionate seekers after truth like

Sir Richard (in gory to consider as

working hy}H)lheses other theori»*s

than those advanced by modem
science, h'or example, this: llcU

human civilization on earth did

not begiji in savage. y (as we lia.ve

already pointed out, modern science

has not proven this and we. opine

tl)at it cannot do so) but that .since

tJic very dawn of human mind tlu'ie

liave been geniuses and sages living

side by side with animal men and

savages. Putting aside for an hour

the ticklish question of how tliese

classes originated—Esoteric Philos-

ophy has an answer for it—let a
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clear thinker like Sir Richard

examine the results of such a

theory on the understanding of

history and of human development.

On the basis of this theory many

puzzles and unsolved problems of

today will be answered. This will

naturally lead to enquiry into the

origin and the genesis of human

knowledge, will reveal the working

of the Law of Periodicity and of

Cycles, of the rise and fall of civiliza-

tions, and will enable us to evaluate

afresh the grand achievements of

magicians and astrologers and al-

chemists of ancient days.

There are other points in Sir

Richard's article on which we would

like to comment did space not forbid.

We print it with pleasure and appeal

to our mystically inclined readers to

note how close Sir Richard comes

on many points to their own cogita-

tions and ideas.

SCIENTIFIC PURPOSE AND THOUGHT

In the study of man and his

activities three types of cultural

development may be recognized ;
and

they are all measured by dilterent

standards. In the fine arts the

imaginative qualities of the mind

appeal primarily to tlie emotions

through stimulation of the lusthetic

judgment
;

material culture is the

province of the industrial arts ;
and

science—the domain of reason—is

systematic and formulated knowl-

edge in all fields of liumaii understan-

ding—natural, moral, social and

political.

Natural science or natural philos-

ophy is only one division of science

as thus defined, yet, in general usage,

the single word ** science " signifies

verifiable knowledge acquired by
observation and experiment. The
history of civilization from this point

of view is a history of intellectual

development in which science has

been the chief factor in clianging

liabits of thought from superficial

observation and magical theories of

causation to clear concepts, rational

conclusions and progressive pritl-

ciples in the advancement of . man
and society.

In the most primitive times man
liad to acquire knowJetIge (d tlu‘

world of Nature around him in order

to survive. The effort to secure the

food and shelter ncv’essary for his

existeuce demanded a never-ceasing

exploitation of llie n'.^ources of his

eiivironmrriu Ibr the progressive

impro\'emeiit of his material equip-

ment-—an equipment which he learn-

ed to turn against his fellow-man, no

less than against the animal worjei

'

upon which he pre}'ed for food and

clothing, or against which he must

defend himself. But in this struggle,

even more than on his personal prow-

ess, his skill and his knowledge of

the habits of food—plant and animal

—man relied upon his imagined
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understanding of, and his supposed

power to control, the hidden causes

of the nature and behaviour of the

beings and objects of his world ; in

other words, his will to survive was

rooted in magic. Though the magical

beliefs of primitive man may seem

to us vain and crude, they should not

be despised
;
for in these blind grop-

ings to probe causation in Nature

may be seen the remote and humble

beginnings of the urge to the

understanding of the universe, which

is science.

It is common in these days to

think of progress in terms of material

development and to leave out of

consideration the contacts of science

with what is known as ” polite”

learning : literature, art, music, relig-

ioJl and other expressions of the

human spirit. The noblest w'orks of

man arc not, however, represented

by great industrial advances, i)ut by

the search for tlie truths upon wliicli

tJiey are based, and by the influence

of this effort upon pc^rsonal and

social ethics. It is in tliis desire to

discover and to understand all that

he can about factors wliich inlluencc

his existence upon the earth that man
differs from otlier living creatures,

whether the motive of his endeavours

is direct u.sc or pur(‘ly intellectual

expansion.

in the pursuit of natural knowl-

edge, therefore, the common object

is to solve problems of life and

thought, and all additions to knowl-

edge thus gained contribute to the

world's store, wdiether they admit of

immediate practical application or

arc deposited in the archives of

science for safe-keeping. There can

be scientific knowledge without ac-

tion, and action without scientific

knowledge
;
and the two are combin-

ed in applied science for practical

service. There are, however, many
aspects of Nature which appeal to

the human mind, in addition to those

in w’hich usefulness is the measure of

achievement. Purely scientific studies

may claim to represent this attitude

towards knowledge for its own sake

and to be responses to a stimulus

more exalted than that derived solely

from material aims. So long as this

spirit prevails, the influence of the

high ideals of truth-seeking associat-

ed with scientific research will

extended; without them, science be-

comes a business in which tlie highest

attributes and needs of huniau natun*

taktj no part.

Wonder and woihluj) are more

primitive reactions to Nature than

those exercised by iiupiiring minds ;

and they have different standards of

value. They arc mostly ar(jusetl by

what is mysterious, and are in(ji(‘

emotional Ihaii rational. Orgaiii.sed

worship is religion, and organised

natural knowledge in its service was

the beginning of applied science. Ob-

servations of the changing aspects

of the sky were used, however, not

only to determine dates of religious

rites and seasonal operations, but

also to construct a scheme or theory

to explain what had been observed

and recorded. In so far as the ob-

servations approached natural trutJi,

with whatever purpose or jnotivc
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they were made, they are part of

the permanent store of natural

knowledge.

Concepts of natural causes and

phenomena must change with in-

creased insight and inquiry, whether

the interpretations represented by

them are myths or scientific theories.

Science asks for no faith in theories,

except as rational explanations based

upon verifialile observations, or as

suggestive schemes which may or

may not be found true when tested

by further knowledge. Its duly is

to observe witli oj)eii (;ye and un-

prejudiced mind llie j)ictiire present-

ed by Natur(‘, and to get nearer and

nearer to the view. No loss of the

sense of beauty need be involved in

the analysis of the dt'tails which

create the picture, 'flie scientific

mind is not satished with distant

views and is ciitical of itself and its

conclusions. It must, liowcvcn*, re-

cord faithfully what it perceives,

kiu)wing that the value of tiie record

will be me iMired by its ap)>ruach to

IKTinaneiit truth. d'nie to Nature

is tlie highest tribute tliat can be paid

to a scientific te.slimony, as it is also

to leflet'tions of Nature e,\j)ressed in

art and literature.

h'rom a j)racti('al, as well as from

an artistic, point of view, it does not

matter whether the sun, moon,

planets and stars revolve around tlie

Ciirthas their arntre, or whctlier the

sun is the centre around which the

earth and the other planets revolve

while tire celestial sphere turns a-

roiind them daily. Early astronomers

were able to apply their observations

and discoveries, and thus to use

knowledge for action, independently

of any theory as to the cause or

causes of celestial movements. For
example, they liad no correct concep-

tion of the place of the solar

sy.stern in tlie structure of the uni-

verse, yet they discovered that the

movements of the heavenly bodies

were governed by laws and were

amenable to calculation
; and by this

knowledge they founded the science

of astronomy, which is now rarely

regarded as an applied science but

is looked upon as a purely intellect-

ual occupation of academic or recrea-

tional interest.

The discovery and the practical

use of celestial movements are truly

scientific achievements
;
and records

of them remain as permanent parts of

the early Instoiy of science independ-

ently of tlie religious conceptions

with which they were associated.

Tin’s earlj' association of natural

})lienomena wiili divine personalities

gave particular importance to

astrononiieal science, as well as

power to the priestly guardians of

the knowledge acquired by observa-

tion. (Ihel among the celestial

(>l)jects personified as the leading

deity in all early religions is the sun,

which daily brings light and warmth

to mankind and all living things on

the earth. l\Tany other objects and

events in earth and sky have been

regarded as .sacred and, like the sun,

have been worshipped as deities

belonging to an external world, or

because their properties or actions

suggested tlie existence of forces
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other than those due to human
agencies.

Wlien early man began to cultivate

plants for food, he must have looked

to the heavens for guidance in his

calendar of operations in his fields

and among his flocks and herds.

Movements of celestial bodies, and

the changing aspects of the sky

during the year, were observed and

remembered or recorded to mark the

times of sowing and reaping and

other activities upon which man's

daily life depended. Practical pur-

pose, and not the pursuit of knowl-

edge for its own sake, was thus the

motive of the earliest observations

of Nature represented in the begin-

nings of the arts of agriculture and

astrology. Properties of natural

things, and simple relationships

between them and natural phenom-

ena, were discovered and used for

human service before tlie mind was

occupied with attempts to explain

them. As they were mysterious,

they were all associated with super-

natural powers or causes
;
and the.se

became objects of worship.

The observations required to mark

the times of operations of life in

days, months and years thus became

associated with religious observances

and with magic, which repre.sented

man’s crude attempts to control

them. Continuous records of cel(‘stial

events revealed that they follow(‘d

one another in orderly succe.ssion

and could, therefore, be used for

prediction. As the sun, the moon,
and the live planets then known,

Jupiter, \enus, Saturn, Mercury

and Mars, were deities personified,

it was natural to associate them

with direct influences upon human
life, especially when they were

visible. Their movements were found

to follow regular rules, and to result

in reappearances at intervals measur-

ed in days, months or years. It was

possible, therefore, to predict tliese

celestial visits many years in ad-

vance
;
and as all things and move-

ments were valued in terms of their

service to man, it was believed that

their occurrences could be used to

forecast human characteristics and

affairs.

Knowledge acquired to mark times

and sca.sons for operations of life was

thus given the power of divination
;

and this practical application of it

was the purpose of the astronomical

observations made until relatively

modern times. W'hile the child duty

of the observers was to record tlie

positions of tlie sun, moon and other

celestial objects in order to determine

times and seasons, they had .ilso to

interpret the meaning of a.^pects of

the lieavens in the present and llu*

future. In addition to staling tlu^

astronomical state of the sky, they

often added comments upon eurreiit

affairs or sugy^esled that the signs

j>o] tended favours or disasters wiile«l

by tiio gods, whose iniliu nces were

lielieved to l)e relliaded in the move-

ineuits of the jdanets and otiur

celestial bodie.s. This was the theoiy

upon which the predictions of early

astrologers were based
;
and in those

times there wore very good reasons

for accepting it. When, however,
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tlie planets and otlier celestial objects

were divested of tlieir divine attri-

butes, and became substance instead

of spirit, and their movements were

proved to be controlled by the law

of gravitation instead of by personal

deities, the art of astrology required

other principles based upon scientific

evidence to make its works rationally

acceptable.

Observations carefully made and

precisely recorded may be used or

explained in various ways, but they

arc part of the permanent structure

of natural knowledge. Whether

undertaken with direct practical

service in mind, or purely in the

spirit of interest in natural objects

and processes, is unimportant in

comparison with the perception they

afford of natural truths. In this

respect, all who contiibute to the

store of verifiable knowledge increase

the useful and the intellectual her-

itages of the human race.

Man is, indeed, more than an

animal needing food and shelter and

other e.s.sential means of existence :

he seeks also to understand tlie

nature and meaning of these tilings,

usually with the view of deriving

advantage for himself or for others

from liis discoveries, but often also

with the desire to satisfy his curios-

ity in the object and operations of

Nature, 'fhe common aim is to

obtain information by in<iuiry and

experience, though the motive in

one type of observer is application

of the knowledge gained, while in the

other it is to explore the unknown
and to explain the mysterious. The

standard of value of one is use and
of the other, intellectual satisfaction

;

the difference l)ctwecn the two is that

between practical service and phi-

losoph3^

The discovery that certain natural

events were repeated in orderly

succession, and that their re-occur-

rence could be predicted, was a prac-

tical generalisation from systematic

observations and revealed, there-

fore, a natural relationship. If a

generalisation is well-founded, it re-

mains true independently of specula-

tions as to the powers or the causes

which create and control the natural

phenomena observed. When the

mind cannot comprehend the causes

of such phenomena, it relegates them

to the supernatural and regards them

as expressing the will of deities to be

worshipped in fear or adoration.

At all times, Nature has created

wonder in the human mind as well

as the desire to use and to under-

stand the proximate or ultimate

causes of what is perceived by the

senses. Knowledge ol natural ]}rop-

erties and effects was hist acquired

to supply needs of the body
;
and

their inlorprelalion as inhuencos of

s]>irits in the empyrean has mystery

as its basis. The separation of the

study of Nature from that of per-

sonal deities was made by early

Greek philosophers. In the sixth

century before the ( liristian era,

Thales, Xenophanes and Pythagoras

opened up those veins of speculative

philosophy which occupied after-

wards so large a part of Greek

intellectual energy. It is in their
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philosophies tliat the idea of an

impersonal Nature was considered as

a subject of study apart from

mythical conceptions. They defined

the scope of natural philosopliy

with its objective character and

invariable laws, discoverable by the

exercise of human intellect, and they

first used the word plmsis, signifying

Nature, and surviving in the words

physics, physiology, physiography,

and similar derivatives, to disting-

uish such studies from theology.

When early Greek philosophers

began to speculate upon the nature

of the universe and the meaning of

life they introduced the spirit of

liberty of thought in inquiring

into all things—sacred, social or

political—independent of authority,

and thus cstablisliod the principle of

intellectual freedom essential for the

advance of science, art, literature,

or any other aspect of civilized

culture, Many of th(*ir speculations

were crude in the light of modern

knowledge, but they all represented

attempts to apply reason to tlie

problems presented to human senses,

and some have proved to be of fun-

damental significance. 'J'he particular

contributions of the tireeks were

not in the technical arts and

crafts, or in knowledge gained by

observation and experiment, but in

generalised thinking about univer-

sals. Their cliaracteristie was creative

thought and tlu.ory on intellectual

planes as far removed from needs of

the body as mind is apart from

matter. I'hey used knowledge of

natural properties and processes,

acquired by observers and craftsmen

before the classical period, not as

useful applications of science but to

construct philosophic systems which

were logically sound and therefore

required no other proof. It was

believed that Irnlh in Nature could

he revealed by abstract thought,

witliout the slow and laborious

process of learning by experience

what things or circumstances in

earth or sky could be applied to

useful human ser\’ice.

In one of his a])horisms, Francis

Bacon said tliat “All knowledge

should be referred to use and action."

On this narrow view, the value of

scientific work is measured in (enns

of application to human servic(‘.

without consideration of the dignit\’

of knowledge and the intellectual

aspiration to attain it. It is true

tliat th(' main o])j<ri of Ikicon’s New

Philosophy W’as to tmlarge the doiniu-

ioii of man by increasing Iiis kiunvl-

edge and ('ontrol of (>]iera lions oj

Nature; and in this sens(* tl;e

standard of scientific aclii vernent i'^

service. Whetlier iiis ])hiloso]^'liy was

limited to this outlook is, liowcvt-r,

unimportant in comparison with liis

advocacy of indejicndent obs( rva-

tions of natural o])crations anfi

events, and legitimate inferences

from them, free from prejudice and to

be judged only l)y their faitlifulness

to natural truth. Whatever views

may be licld as to the interrelation-

ships between science and society,

rivilizx'd life is .shaped by the uses to

which scientific discoveries are put

;

and the spirit and method of scientific
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inquiry are now accepted as essential

principles in the pursuit of truth

through verifiable evidence of any

kind.

Theories based upon such evidence

are mental models of structures and

actions for use as stepping-stones to

further knowledge, and they have to

be modified or discarded when they

fail to satisfy crucial tests of their

validity. Most natural philosophers

arc content to base their understand-

ing of Nature upon the solid ground

of observed facts, and to leave

ultimate meanings to metaphysical

minds. They are constructional en-

gineers continually building bridges

to cross into new territories and

u.sing materials of which they have

discovered 01 created properties of

practical value in the execution of

the design. As the tralhc of science

increases, such bridges have to bo

replaced from time to time by others

of newer designs and better mate-

rials
;
but the purpo.se is, as it is in all

forms of 01 gallic life, the efficient

adaptation of struct\ire to function.

Artists and poets may use their

imaginations to construct scenes and

cities having no factual foundation ;

and without deliberate intention they

sometimes anticipate designs and

developments which eventually come
to pass. Such conceptions of truth

belong, however, to mysticism rather

than to realism. The anticipations

of expanding aj)plication5 of scientific

discoveries and their social con-

sequences, made l)y Mr. H. G. Wells
in many of his outlooks upon life, are

of a very different character. They

are similar in nature to scientific

theories in which new relationships

are foreseen from observed reactions,

and are afterwards confirmed. They
represent the products of a dis-

ciplined imagination working upon

existing knowledge with the wide

vision and the adventurous insight

by which the greatest advances have

been made in both pure and applied

science. It is in this spirit, and by
the recognition of possibilities in

opportunities presented by new

contributions to knowledge, that

material progress is achieved in

industry and in science.

In these aspects of progress, theory

and ])ractice are complementary

factors of service, each being used to

reconstruct the other by relating

effect to cause. This is the method

of BacoiTs inductive philosophy
;
and

tlie achievements of modern science

arc due to its application. It

is possible, howev'cr, to arrive at

generalisations about the nature of

things and the structure of the

universe by theoretical reasoning

independently, or largely so, of

observational or c.xpcrimental evi-

dence. With a few great exceptions,

this was the method of approach of

the classical Greek philosophers to-

wards problems of Nature ; and it

lakes an important place in the

history of science. They gave little

consideration to the practical or use-

ful services of science represented by

chemistry, mechanics and engineer-

ing, but they take a suj)reme place

by their philosophic and mathemat-

ical contributions. Many other
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philosophers have meditated upon

the nature of matter and space, each

conceiving theories of primary el-

ements or substances from which

everything in the universe was form-

ed and evolved. Abstract ideas about

causes are thus discussed as propo-

sitions to be established or rejected

by logical reasoning independently

of knowledge perceptible by the

senses.

In the fields of applied science,

usefulness is the standard of value

of both fact and theory. Natural

relationships and laws represent the

accumulation and collation of empir-

ical knowledge, and nothing more is

desired or claimed of them than

service in action. Whether such

generalisations, arrived at by theo-

retical and experimental research, arc

purely tautological, and have no

other significance, is too abstract a

proposition to influence (he activities

of scientific workers generally in

laboratory or field. When, however,

the special theory of relativity, the

quantum theory, the indctcrminancy

principle and similar mathematical

conceptions, become factors which

have to be taken into consideration

in constructing rational schemes of

structure and happenings in atoms

and in the universe, physical laws

appear to be only convenient rule-

of-thumb guides to practice and not

ultimate truths.

Most scientific workers are satisfied

with confirmatory experiment or

observation as a test of the validity

of a theory or principle. Clerk

Maxwell's electro-magnetic equations

were of this type and were estab-

lished as true by the experiments of

Hertz and Lodge. Mathematical

equations thus interpreted in phys-

ical phenomena often develop, how-

ever, into broader schemes and sug-

gest that other states or conditions

exist for which no objective proof

may be attainable. In arriving at

such equations upon purely mathe-

matical principles, it is permissiblt

to assume properties and relation-

ships without reference to conscious

knowledge of them. Though only a

few of the.se revelations of the mind

find contact with reality, while the

rest belong to the realm of ideals,

the general shape of the structun'

depends upon mathematical reason-

ing, which may be logically sound

even when it does not coincide witli

observational knowledge.

The right of mathematicians to

construct schemes of (his kind, in

which laws arc derived from a priori

concepts, must be conceded, liowc vcr

unsubstantial .such flights of imagina-

tion may appear to practu al minds.

A physical law is not an imalterablc

creed, but a statement of knowledge

of particular relationships of Natiiu?

derived from observation and ( xpe-

rience. It has to be altered when

cases arise which are not covered by

it, and is not, therefore, a permanent

statute. No scientific mind supposes

that a physical law is among the

eternal verities or a faitli which it is

sacrilege to assail. It is sufficient for

most scientific workers to pursue

their diligent ** digging for victory,

continually clearing the land ol
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weeds and confident that their

labours will lead to practical knowl-

edge of natural processes as well as

supplies for human needs. It is

upon the accumulation of these

products of scientific industry in

a world store, with distributing

agencies everywhere, that modern

civilization depends for whatever

material advantages it possesses.

Work of this kind is not under-

taken in a hap-hazard w^ay and is

guided by what is known about

relations between actions and effects.

I'hcse admit of test and expansion

by the method of experiment, the

results of which are judged in the

light of practical service. No claim

is made that problems thus attacked

and solv(?d represent more than

approaches to ultimate truth; but no

one can dispute their significance as

stages in the growth of natural

knowledge. It is sometimes suggest-

ed that fundamental laws established

by this laborious method of .scienlifu:

inquiry miglit have bec'U conceived

])y mathematical reasoning without

leference to observation. On this

view, the experimental method,

valuable as it is for ii.se and action,

represents surface digging ra t her

than the deep mining at the bottom

of mathematical shafts, and takes a

much longer time to secure prolilable

returns. However this may be, it

is the method which appeals to most

minds, because it leads to results

which can be tested and are accepted

only when verified by independent

experience. Such verifiable knowl-
edge is the substance of most

contributions to scientific societies,

and its value depends largely upon

closeness of contact with observable

phenomena.

There are, however, other stand-

ards of value in Nature, in addition

to those based upon scientific meth-

ods of inquiry. These methods may,

for example, be used to construct

theories of the nature of the universe

from what has been discovered as to

the constitution and distribution of

the bodies in it, but such theories

can obviously be nothing more than

rational pictures painted in the pig-

ments available at the time. As they

must change with the expansion of

theoretical and observational knowl-

edge, they can never be more than

temporary schemes which explain

what is known when they are ex-

pressed and suggest a possible past

and fiitme Iiistory from present

appearances. Mathematics and phi-

losophy are, however, not confined

to known laws of Nature or to

obstTvable phenomena : though these

may he used in constructing mechan-

i('al systems of the universe, they

arc not essential factors in mathemat-

ical conceptions, any more than they

are in poetic llighls of fancy. Ideas

as to the origin and construction of

the universe, based on logical

mathematical principles, can only

be refuted, therefore, by positive

evidence of their untruth, and not

by the apparent lack of contact with

what is known when they are put

forward.

Our senses determine the range of

objective phenomena, whatever
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instrumental or other means are used

to extend them
;
but creative thought

has no such limitations. It is the

source of Ihe greatest human
achievements, whether expressed in

music and poetry or in scientific

discovery and invention. Its exercise

is determined not by what is known

but by what is unknown; and whether

a pursuit is worth while must be

measured by originality of intention

and result rather than by direct

intellectual or practical service.

Here, then, is the common standard

by which all scientific inquiries, and

all expressions of liurnan feeling, may
be judged. It makes no distinction

between pure and applied science, so

long as the object is increase of

knowledge and the endeavour is the

discovery of truth.

When this is borne in mind, the

pursuit of knowledge for its own
sake becomes just as estimable an

occupation as that in which the

purpose is u.se or action. It is

generally acknowledged that re-

searches undertaken to solve purely

scientific problems, and without

thought of their proximate or

ultimate usefulness, have been the

starting-points of most of ihe great

achievements of modern science; and

such academic or philosophic activ-

ities should not be excluded in

planning scientific work for tlu*

benefit of the community. Scienct*

has transformed so many aspects of

modern civilization that structures

of society designed in earlier times

have l)cen shaken to their founda-

tions by it. Its sources and resources

give almost unlimited powers to

construct a world in which life can

be made worth living to all peoples

of the earth, if they arc wisely used.

They are the material basis upon

which sound plans of reconstruction

must be built ami provision be made

for the expansion of knowledge in the

intellectual as well as the practical

service of mankind.

Kicii.ard a. (iRF.oonv



FORMER ANTI-INDIAN ART CRITICISM

ITS REAL BACKGROUND

[
What could promote the feeling of brotlicrhood among races and nations

better than the vivifying cultural interchange among the peoples of the world

which Dr. Hermann Goetz, a recognised authority on Indian art, gives ns here

as tlic present-day concept of art ? A creative intercourse among the arts of

all nations, “ all permanently fructifying each other and each again re-creating

the new impressions into perfect forms of self-expression. ” In an ideal society

would not all human contacts be describabic in similar terms ? Arts at the

present day would seem to be pointing the way to generous mutual apprecia-

tion and mutual hclp.- Ki).
'

Motliing has so much poisoned

Indian art and art research as the

deplorable West-contra-Hast con-

troversy. That fora long lime prom-

inent luiropean scholars either

denied any artistic quality to Indian

art or acknowledged it merely as a

degenerate oftshoot of Hellenic

civilisation, has so irritated Indian

artists and art historians that a

great section of Indian art studies

lias been diverted from a natural

and heal'.liy development. It lias

created a well iindcnstandable prej-

udice against all Western art, in

other words, against the present art

of the greater part of our globe. It

has overshadowed the fact that

much greater art aiitliorities than

the adverse critics, and among them

old as well as new oites, such as

Kembrandt, Reynolds, Rodin,

Rothenstcin and many others, have

highly appreciated Indian art. It

has kept Indians in ignorance of the

fact that their art is at present ack-

nowledged by every up-to-date

critic and historian in the world as

one of the great representative

creations of human ctilture. It has

broken the contact of living Indian

art with the o.vterior world, whereas

outside India the arts of all the

nations are more and more conver-

ging, modern Western art having

broken tlirotigli its former prejudices

to draw mighty inspiration from .Asia

as well as from the South Seas, Africa

and America. It has kept Indian an
criticism in a no longer necessary

self-v’indication, whereas inter-

national critici.sm has progressed to

methods and standards doing justice

to every art of the world, including

that of India. It has driven Indian

art history into sterile controversies

on the role of foreign influences,

whereas the value of every art is

dependent only on the creative

inspiration obliterating such influ-

ences. It has iirspired the theory of

an Indian art isolated from the rest

o( the world, whereas international

research of the last decades has

pulled down the old barriers between

all nations and civilisations, and
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human art is now visualised as the

creative intercourse of innumerable

equal social individualities, all per-

manently fructifying each other,

and each again re-creating the new
impressions into perfect forms of

self-expression. While tiie arts and

the art researcli of the world are

growing together, those of India have

become isolated.

How has this been possible ? Be-

cause the adverse criticism was taken

as a challenge from the authorized

representatives of Western civiliza-

tj^p, and not as what it really was,

a temporary current in the whirlpool

of European cultural problems. The

infallible authority which every

European opinion enjoyed in India

during the greater j)art of the nine-

teenth century, re.sulted in an exces-

sive overostimation of any such

opinion, even when public opinion

rejected it with indignation. An
insiil'licicnt acquaintance by Indians

with European afiaiis, which (jiily

now begins to (lisaj)pear, prevented

the correct a.s.sessnient of its real

importance. And the very indigna-

tion created by such utterances

finally led to such an alienation that

any correction became practically

impossible. Wiien certain European

scliolars denied the value and tlie

originality of Indian art, Indian art-

ists and art critics did not ask

whether tho.se scholars really repre-

sii^d competent Western opinion

biA retired to their great national

art of the past and turned their backs

on Western art and art criticism,

not aware how much interest in and

sympathy for Indian culture and art

were growing in the West.

Even with the best will in the

world, it could not be expected that

Europe should from the beginning

have appreciated Indian art. Europe

had first to become acquainted with

Indian art and art ideals, and this

could only happen if real master-

pieces were made accessible to the

public in good reproductions and

lirst-class originals. Even Greek art,

which has so long been the guiding

star of WT^stern artists, has actpiircd

its authority only since the Renais-

sance when it could be studied by a

large public in great museums and in

innumerable publications. But Greek

and Roman monuments were found

on European soil wher(‘as India was

far away. And could an a])prcciatioii

!)e expected from tlu* (‘arliest scientif-

ic publications, most of which were

illustrated hy untrained Ihitisli oilu -

ials or from cheap bazar pictures.''

Gr from the sculptures whicli had

been dragged away from India l)y

(jiiite iiiexpt*iien('ed tra\elhrs.^ in

the later Indian Middle Ages enor-

mous quantities of sculptures were

executed wliich were iniended only

as pail.s of great decorative .seliome.'^.

Isolated from tlieir frame, these

sculptures are valueless, and yet it

is just these which at first filled

Western musca. On the same lines

also, collections of European art

iniglU be brouglit together with the

same disastrous effect ;
much of the

Western art in Indian museums is of

the same type, and has likewise

cither undermined Indian taste or
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aroused a healthy, but unjustified,

opposition. Only in the last decades

has good Indian art become known

in the West, and European and

American opinion has gone over to

admiration.

But this is only one side of the

problem. In order to appreciate an

alien art, it is necessary to be pre-

pared for it, to be in a sensitive and

responsive state of mind. This

condition, however, pre.supj)oses long

training and a broad cultural tra-

dition, and tliese are found in any

society only periodically. In liurope

tins condition was actually fulfilled

in the period from the seventeenth

to the early nineteenth century, when

India was hardly known ;
such

genuine Indian art as came to

Europe {c. g., tcxtile.s and Mogul

miniatures) was much admired and

esteemed. But then the great social

and economic upheaval, initiated by

British industrialization and the

h'rench revolution, disorganizctl

European artistic tradition and tasfe

as much as, on the other hand, it

gave tremendous stimulus to other

aspects of civilization. It necessitated

a whole century to strike again the

cultural balance, and the political

balance has not yet been restored,

down to the present day. 'Ihc old

aristocracy was swamped by vigorous

social upstarts without cultural train-

ing and sensitiveness
; the old ideals

for which art had so far stood, pass-

ed away, and new ideals, new tasks

and new forms of life began to assume
shape only slowly.

In the same way in which the

Indian cultured classes have in the

last decades reacted against the

drabness of an invading early cap-

italism by a reversion towards the

great arts of a balanced past, Europe-

an artists and art connoisseurs,

poets and tliinkers of the last

century likewise turned towards the

great old arts
;

and as Indians,

according to tlieir' individual tem-

peraments, vacillate bedween the

grand memory of the classical Gupta

age and the sweet intimacy of

Mogal and Rajput tradition, .so the

Western Classicists sought consolS-

tion in Greek, Roman and Renais-

sance art and literature, and the

Romantics in the simple mysticism

of Gothic culture. As for many
people in present-day India the

art of tlic national past is tlic only

acccj>table measure, so tlie Classicists

and the Romantics acknowledged

only llic (ireco-Roman or the

Gotliic. ideals a.s standards for judg-

ing other arts or civilizations of the

world. Witli a philistine new

bourgeoisie and a classicist or roman-

tic orlhodo.xy of tlic educated

classes, how could Europe he respon-

.sivc to the call of the East ? Tlie

lack of a])pieciation of Indian art

in the nineteenth century was

mainly a result ol this incapacity

to understand any art. European

not less than Indian, which did not

conform to these orthodox ideals.

It was not a question of West

against East. I'or if Indian, Chinese,

Japanese or Muslim art was not

understood, European art of the

early Middle Ages, of Byzantium
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and of Russia, everything of the

nature of the baroque and the

rococo was likewise banned
;
such

artists as now stand highest in our

esteem, such .is Greco, Tintoretto

and Rembrandt, were snubbed.

Only slowly a change for the

better came. In fact, as early as

the middle of the last century a

minority of artists had begun to see

the world with new eyes, not least

under the impression of Japanese

Uki57oc engreivings and Chinese

Buddhist pictures. But these were

pioneers. From the nineties on, this

cultural revolution more and more

conquered the leading sections of

Western society, but it was only after

the last war that the new tendencies

gained supremacy in cultural life.

Then modern civilization broke away

from the limitations of the nine-

teenth century ; it accepted indus-

trialization and tried to use it for a

better, once again balanced form (d

society
;

its outlook grew interna-

tional, assimilating valuable ins])ira-

tion from many countries, nations

and civilizations. It was in this

atmosphere that modern Western

art developed, absorbing much of

Eastern ideology alongside new

technical e.xperirnents. Egy|)t and

China have rejuvenated sculpture;

China and Japan, ])ainting ;
Persia,

Japan and India, book illustration
;

India, the I'ar East and the Islamic

countries, most forms of decorative

art. And at the same time ait

criticism and art history have

evolved a new, broader outlook and

methods comprising the whole world.

How were Western criSfcism^and

art history influenced by ^his

cluinge? As already noted, the

majority of the middle classes oppos-

ed these new crazy '' tendencies

until 1920, even 1930. And just

from these circles there c.Tme most

of the first explorers of Indian art,

such as Vincent Smith, Foucher,

Grunwedel, von Le Coq, etc.. What-

ever training they possessed, they

were mainly philologists, and their

outlook was far behind artistic

opinion. They still n^presented the

old classicist orthodoxy when every-

where around them broader-minded

ideas wer(‘ victorious. They wen‘

not characteristic of Western ideas

on Indian art, and none of the

younger generation has followed in

their steps. Such artists as Rodin,

Kothcnsteiii, Roerich, Ha veil, and

many otheis in whose work tlie

study of Indian art can bo felt. Iiave

never accepted ihcir ideas.

This anti-Indian attitude eannui.

however, always be (‘xplaiiied as ;i

mere lelic of tlie pasl. It was con-

ditioned also by ideas whicli. iei

nienting everywhere in sections ul

European society, liave finally found

their cxj)n*ssion in National-^ociali'^t

(Germany. Any one who ha.s pei-

sunally known tlie Oiinan critics ul

Indian art is aware that all of them

were anti-Semites and imperialists,

partisans of the Nazi doctrines in

their pre-HitIcrite form, as llicy

have been expres.se(l in Houston

Stewart (diambciiain's foKuduiio^^^

of (he Nineteenth Century. According

to their notions, all cultural pro-
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gresai pr4K:eeded from the Nordic

supermen, and Indians as a dark

race could, therefore, not have

created any superior civilization.

Whatever was great in India must

have been the work of the Aryan or

Greek conquering classes in the same

way as in the Semitic countries

everything of importance, such as

the Christian religion, must have

been the work of stray Aryan

immigrants, Ainorites, Philistines,

etc.. Buddhism, moreover, is, like

Judaism, a pessimistic ideology of

the slave races to destroy the bright

conquerors. Buddhism could, thero

forc, never have created an art, nor

later Hinduism, and their “ arts
”

must, thus, have been caricatures of

the genuine arts of Nordic con-

querors, in this case of the Greeks.

In its official Nazi version IIun

( oriccption Jias, liovvevcr, tindcrgonc

a considerable transformation which

- -curiously cnough—has mainly been

the involuntary work of Jewish

scholars. Tlie “ X’ienncse scIkh)!
"

under Joseph Strzygowski revolu-

tionized European art history by

exploring tlie elements of nomadic,

and of old Iranian art which had in

different periods strongly influenced

early Chinese, Indo-Scythian, late

Roman, early Romanesque, Turkish-

Muhammedan and Mediicval-Hindu

(geometrical ornament and West-

Indian sculpture style
)

art. By
these studies the arts of Europe and
of Asia were linked together as

never before. But for this very

reason Strzygowski was bitterly

attacked by the conservative class-

icists. Embittered by these attacks

Strzygowski went finally so far as

to decry all Southern arts (Greco-

Roman, Italian, Renaissance, Sassan-

ian, Maurya, Gupta, etc.
)
as showy

and superficial court arts in contrast

to the popular symbolical arts of the

North. Whereas most of bis earlier

results have been accepted by inter-

national research, this latter thesis

was not accepted even by most of

Ins pupils.

But it is ju.st this North-contra-

South theory which was taken up by

the Nazi art critics. Since the time

of the Romantic movement a current

of anti-classicist ideas had existed,

mainly in Germany, which decried

C'frecu-Konian and Renaissance art as

.sliowy and materialistic “ Southern
”

products, in contrast to the spiritual

mystic (iothic art of the North, and

it found, even in the last decades,

clever cham])ions in the “ Rem-

brandt-Dcutsche,’' Worringer
( The

Sfiirif of ('juthic Ari

)

and others,

rhese ideas were now taken up by

the Nazi ideologists and merged with

Strzygowski’s aiiiithesis and finally

witli their own theory of a great

symbolic art of prehistoric Northern

Imrope as it had been developed by

( ossina. Again the white man of

the Norlli is the only creative force

of the universe, the only born thinker,

artist and competent ruler
;

all the

other races are slaves, and their art

and culture are rebellion and the

spirit of disintegration. India, too,

is a slave nation. Yet, if propaganda

purposes demand it, its former

Aryan and Greek conquerors may be
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brought to the foreground and the

contribution of the darker-skinned

Hindu population temporarily over-

looked, in the same way as Malayo-

Mongolian Japan, for the sake of the

Axis alliance, has been advanced to

the position of an “ Aryan ” nation.

In the rest of the world, however,

Indian art and Indian culture have

now been fully acknowledged by
artists as well as by scholars as one

of the chief representatives of human
civilization. The time has passed

when isolation in the interest of

cultural self-defence was justified.

The time has now come to reintegrate

Indian art into the living stream of

human art.

Hermann Goetz

REVERENCE FOR LAW

That what makes for order “ is not

the mere will of a monarch, however

disinterested, but the spirit of reverence

for law,” is brought out by Charles

Koden Buxton in The Contemporary

Review for February. Order depends,

at bottom,” he maintains,

on those particular virtues which meant most

to the serious Koman

—

gravitas, seriousness,

and, above all, pieia^, a sense of duty, a

respect for observances, a reverence for the

past, for the ancient loyalties and usages

which are the growth of ages, and yet are so

easily and quickly undermined.

And he insists that “ man must
recognise, too, the principle of steady,

purposeful, constructive labour” typ-

ical of which he finds the life of the

Italian farmer.

Of gravitas and pietas India knows

no dearth. There is perhaps no country

at the present day with greater rev-

erence for its heritage or with a more

compelling sense of duty mwards i(.

But the right attitude towarvis “ steady

.

purposeful, constructive labour ” wc do

quite generally and disastrously lack.

The caste system, admirable as orig-

inally coiueived but grown ligid in the

course of ages, deserves only part of

the blame. The rest must be laid at

the door of the false standards bred

by Western education with its over-

empha.sis on qualifying for clerical

posts. Recognition of the dignity of

all lioncst work is necessary not only

for our economic and vsocial advance

but also for the final laying of the

spectre of Untouclmbility.



KIERKEGAARD AND THE PRESENT AGE
[ To Kierkegaard, into whose painful, all-consuming zeal for Truth Mr.

Hugh I’A. Fausset here gives us an insight, the solitary path of independent

thought—Godward—was a via dolorosa. " To be great, " wrote Emerson, " is

to be misunderstood. ’’ Kierkegaard did not come back from his quest emp-

ty-handed-no honest searcher ever does. His conviction that “it is only after

the individual has acquired an ethical outlook, in face of the whole world, that

there can be any suggestion of really joining together ” offers a clue to the

failure of so many well-meaning attempts to establish true democracy on earth.

Man is himself the great Paradox and the resolution of the conflict between his

Higher and his lower nature in the unconditional victory of the former is, we

believe, the only formula for lasting peace.

—

Ed.
]

It i.s nearly a hundred years since

Soren Kierkegaard wrote his essay,

entitled “ The Present Age, ” which

is now, with a number of his other

works, including his “Journals,”

obtainable in excellent English

translations. Yet any one reading

it today might suppose that it was

the work of a contemporary author

of genius. Few, if any, in his own

country, Denmark, understood it at

the time and, outside his own coun-

try, little attention has been paid to

him until recently. This is not

surprising, since he struck at all the

vested interests in thought and

belief and with a rapier which none

of those concerned to preserve these

interests could parry.

In the last year of his life he came
out into the open against the estab-

lished Christian Church itself, having

previously demanded of its Primate,

a man for whom he had personall}’

a deep affection, an admission that

the Christianity of the Churches was
a conspiracy against that of the

New Testament. No such admission.

of course, was given. But neither

could the authorities make any effec-

tive reply to the charge which

Kierkegaard brought against them.

In the light of his burning defini-

tion of what a true Christianity

meant and involved they were

proved to be mere trimmers and

hedgers, concerned to preserve their

privileged position as respectable

editiers of an imcritical multitude,

but aghast at the suggestion that

for a true disciple of Christ their

comfortable world must be turned

up.‘:ide-down.

riie man who thus embarrassed

them by his insistent honesty but,

greatly to their relief, died at the

age of forty-two, had had a remark-

able history, though most of it was

hidden from the public gaze. Every-

thing had conduced to throw him

back upon himself, above all his

birth and upbringing. His father,

who was fifty-seven when he was

born, towered over his childhood

like a Biblical Patriarch, a figure of

religious grandeur and human
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pathos. He was haunted all his

life by a profound melancholy rooted

in a conviction that he had twice

sinned grievously and that the

divine punishment was only with-

held. This melancholy his son

inherited and also caught as an

infection from the old man who was

his constant companion in childhood

and to whom he was closely bound

by affection. With him, too, he

shared a remarkable imagination

and gift for dialectic, an unusual

combination. And both characteris-

tics were precociously excited, so

much so that it seemed to him later

that he was already an old man
when he was born and that he leapt

completely over childhood and

youth. How much lie suffered in

consequence, and to what strange

devices he was driven to conceal his

melancholy and his unlikeness to

those of his own age, he left on

record in many poignant passage.s in

his works.

Next to his relation with his

father the most influential and

painful event in his life was his

engagement at the age of twenty-

seven to Regina Olsen, a girl ten

years his junior. In any one but

him this extraordinary engagement,

from wfliich he recoiled almost from

the moment of acceptance by the

girl whom he loved, w^ould seem a

most inhuman affair. It did, indeed,

expose in an almost grotesque

manner the inhuman .side to his

nature which is felt, too, at times in

the combative cunning of his dialec-

tic. But there was a depth of

pathos and of religious seriousness

in the battle which he fought in

himself against the love through

which he had hoped to become

human as others were, but which he

believed, after taking a decisive step

towards it, that he must resign.

And his conviction that he was fated

to be “ the exception, the solitary

God-haunted individual, was con-

firmed six years later when he

became the victim of a campaign of

ridicule conducted by a scurrilous

newspaper which he had coura-

geously attacked.

From the ordinary human stand-

point, then, Kierkegaard was an

exception indeed. But he came to

accept his extraordinary destiny as

a call to an extraordinary vocation.

He believed that ho had been

deprived of normal Imnaan satisfac-

tions that ho might experience and

eUicidate with a peculiar intensity

wliat he called the (lod-relation-

.ship." ills whole life, he .said, and

all liis work as an author was

related to the prolflem “ of Ia'coih-

ing a Christian ” or, as iie j)ut

elsewliere, of defining what faith is.

And the penetration of Iiis analy.'^is

of the nature of true faith was cine

to the unrelenting grasp of liis

reason. His passion for thoiighi

was as intense as his passion for

the power which transcended

thought. He embodied the Paradox,

the tension of opposites without

which there can be no real whole-

ness. And he w'as the tireless

antagonist of all orders, whether it

was a Church or a bourgeois civilizti-
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tion, which lacked the truth and

vitality to maintain this tension

and continually to resolve it in the

courage of creative living. The

nineteenth century, as we can now

see, alike in its common arts, its

religion and its social life, revealed

this slackening of the creative pulse

which resulted in the multiplication

of degenerate forms and of outward

conditions that lacked an inward

necessity. But it needed a man of

acute awareness and fearless honesty

to diagnose the disease, as Kierke-

gaard did, in the forties of the last

century.

He began his diagnosis in The

Present Age ” by remarking that

“ our age is essentially one of

understanding and reflection, with-

()\it passion, momentarily bursting

into enthusiasm, and shrewdly

relapsing into repose." And it was

because he hiinseU was such a

master of reflection and so fanat-

ically in lov’P with it that he knew

so well its disabilities, if it was not

counterpoised by a faith as strong

as itself. Without that counter-

balancing faith, virttie went out of

life. Reflection left everything

standing but emptied it of signif-

icance. A minority might be highly

intelligent, but at bottom they wore

indifferent. And because they

stood in no vital relation either to

(lod or to their fellow-men, all their

higher powers were neutralised and

that was low and despicable

came to the fore.

Kierkegaard saw the low and the

despicable particularly in what he

called that “ monstrous abstraction,

and all-embracing something which

is nothing, a mirage, that ptiantofn

the public." And this phantom,
he considered, was largely produced

by the modern Press, itself an

abstraction. A public, he wrote,

is everything and nothing, the most
dangerous of all powers and the most
insignificant : one can speak to a

whole nation in the name of the public

and still the public will be less than

a single real man however un-

inijK)rtant.

In these days of the radio as well

as the Press we are learning that

Kierkegaard did not exaggerate

when he described a public so

addressed and so manipulated as a

“ gruesome abstraction." The state

of the world today manifests terribly

enough the truth of his words that

it is only after the individual has

acquired an ethical outlcK)k, in face of

the whole world, that tiiere can be

any suggestion of really joining

together. Otherwise the association

of imli\ iduals who are in themselves

weak, is jiKsi as disgusting and as

harmful as the marriage of children.

Kierkegaard disclaimed a public

for his own writings and addressed

each of his “ Edifying Discourses,"

the most purely religious of his

works, to “ the Individual, whom
with joy and gratitude I call my
reader." And he insisted that the

abstraction of the false levelling

process could only be stopped by

the individual attaining the relig-

ious courage which springs from his

individual religious isolation,"
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Few had experienced that isolation

more intensely than he and he had

learnt from it not that reflection was

in itself an evil, still less that the

reflective individual should assume

an air of authority and distinction as

possessing what most people lacked.

The false levelling process was not

to be combated in this way. The

individual who had truly found him-

self or, as he put it, chosen himself,

by leaping in full consciousness into

the arms of God, became a man and

nothing else, in the complete equali-

tarian sense. He ceased altogether

to want to dominate others or to

appear superior to tliem or exclusive.

He was unrecognizable, so much

so that he might seem to be com-

pletely ordinary. Yet the hidden

reality to which he had attained

would call out the reality in each

person with whom lie associated.

This was the only true way of com-

bating tlie false levelling process and

fostering a real equality. It could

not be overcome directly, since that

would be to act with authority. He
could only overcome it in suffering

and in that way express “ the law

of his existence, which is not to dom-

inate, to guide, to lead, but to serve

in suffering and help indirectly.''

Suffering action "—that Kierke-

gaard came to see was the only way
by which the mere crowd, which was

always false, could be di.sintegrated

and gradually changed into a brother-

hood of real men. It was the paradox

which in all his thinking and living

he strove to restore to a world which

had lost the secret of it. And it was

in true faith that this Paradox was

most tensely embodied. Reflection

was only a snare when one was

caught in it. But once, he wrote,

“ the ‘ leap ' of enthusiasm has been

taken, the relation is a different one

and it becomes a noose which drags

one into eternity."

It was in his interpretation of the

story of Abraham's readiness to

sacrifice his son Isaac, entitled “ Fear

and Trembling, " that he expressed

most profoundly wdiat he meant by

performing the movement of faith."

Courageous as he was, he confessed

himself incapable of the pure move-

ment of faith, in which an infinite

resignation co-existed with as intense

a fidelity to the finite. This was the

paradox through which eternal truth

might come into existence in time.

Viewed from a merely rational stand-

point all faith was and must he

“ faith in the absurd. " If it was les.s

than this, it could not be truly faith,

but only a compromise with reason.

It was a leap into the unknown, the

unproven, into the heait of the

creative mystery itself, 'fo calculate

where one would land was to destroy

the virtue of the leap. Yet only the

man who had become an expert in

reflection, who had calculated all the

pos.sibi]itics and then disdained them,

was really capable of this pure leap,

of a faith which triumphed over its

opposite by gathering it into itself.

And so true faith was qualitatively

different from a mere life instinct.

It was ** immediacy after reflection.

It was knowledge reunited wiUi

being, consciousness centred again
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in its divine source. One who had

reached this state was not only

reconciled within in the unity of his

passional and his reflective selves.

But he was at one, also, with the

humblest of his fellows, realizing, as

Kierkegaard wrote, that

between the wise man and the

simple man there is just this little

insignificant difference, that the simple

man knows all that is essential, the

wise man little by little is aware that

lie knows it, or is aware that he

doesn’t know it, but that which they

know is the same.

So it was natural that Kierkegaard

should address his last words to

the plain man. " For such a man

had not become so demoralised by

speculation as to forget what it was

'‘to EXIST and what inwardness

means. ” The demoralisation has

spread far since he wrote and eaten

into the whole world. All that he

foresaw has come to pass. And the

forgery of established Christianity is

now so apparent that it needs no
“ Knight of Faith'' to expose it. Yet
the meaning and the cost of living a

real Christianity are still so "absurd”

in men’s eyes that they can see in

it only a worse destruction than that

in which they arc being engulfed.

Because the paradox is too hard for

them, they doom themselves to

endless conflict. For want of faith

in that which is greater than reason,

their reason has become madness.

And perhaps it will only be through

despair that they will learn the

necessity of taking the leap.

Hugh FA. Fausset

REAPING THE WHIRLWIND

If any demonstration were needed

of the truism that they who sow the

wind must reap the whirlwind, the

magazines of the day would furnish it.

The virus of violence has got into the

blood of erstwhile sober thinkers and

their delirious mutterings arc given

space by erstwhile sober editors. The

proposals for treatment to be meted

out to Germany after the war become

ever more fantastic, more macabre.

In The Literary Guide and Rationalist

Review for February 1942 Mr. Arcliibald

Robertson, after quite lucidly discred-

iting the racial depravity nonsense,

goes on to declare feverishly that

Germany must be disarmed, and rrti ilMition,

to the point of extermination for all practical

purposes, meted out to the Gestapo, S. S

,

Hitler Yoiilh, anti other thugs who are at

this moment making Europe a hell....But

that cn»o done, and dune ruthlessly, there

must be no \'ersaillc.s nonsense. There must
be a n^^v wc»rld order, economic and political,

based (>ii organised work of hand and brain,

and co-operation between men and between

nations.

When cxliaiistod (krmany, Italy

and Japan sit down at the Peace Table

with the exhausted .\llies, there must

be no mutual recriminations. The

best eitorts of all will be needed to

chain again the unleashed forces of

death and doslruction, to stop the

world now liurtling to disintegration,

to set humanity’s feet upon the painful

upward climb tow'ards mutual helpful-

ness and unity.



THOUGHTS RELIGIOUS AND PHILOSOPHIC

[
The idealistic reflections brought together here arc from the pen of Mr.

Merton S. Yewdale, an American writer well knowji to readers of The Aryan
Path. Men are denying brotherhood today in word and terrible deed, but

repudiation of their relationship cannot alter facts. Brotherhood of soul and

spirit is a fact in nature. For any man to realise it more profoundly and to

live as a brother to all men
;
will not that help to usher in the day of universal

peace ?

—

Ed. j

'I'hrougliout the world, tliere are

individuals living here and there in

many lands who form an invisible

congregation of souls. They are

universal beings who live on a

celestial plane and above the prej-

udices and the enmities which are

born from an exaggerated sense

of the importance of any special

race, nationality, colour, religion,

country, family, social class, form of

government, or philosopliy of living.

They engage in no controversies,

they take sides in no earthly dis-

putes, but they come to an under-

standing of what is right by follow-

ing the road whicli is illuminated

by the Light of Heaven. Ihey are

the celestial citizenry of the world,

who live on Earth according to the

laws of the Spirit. Tiiey constitute

the vanguard of a great spiritual

multitude whicli is slowly but

inevitably growing larger and larger,

and moving gradually away from

the materialistic dispensation of

Earth and toward the spiritual dis-

pensation of Heaven. This swell-

ing multitude—the hope of the

world—is the great religious com-

pany which all men will eventually

join in their travel toward the

realm of the Divine Spirit, whcK’

alone can be fullillcd the two great

ideals of human aspiration—univer-

sal peace and the brotherhood of

man.

In the human heart, and human

mind, and human soul, there is no

colour.

When man prays, lie becomes a

temple in which lie secs God througli

the eyes of his soul.

!Men ascend to the Liglil of Faitli.

When they begin to lose their faith,

tliey start to descend. An agnostic

is one who has fallen from the light

of faith into the twilight of doubt.

An atheist is one who has fallen

from the twilight of doubt into th^

darkness of unbelief, jloubt and

unbelief arc growing pains of tlie

intellect and tcmpoiary obstructiuii.N

to the Spirit. Faitli is spiritual

affirmation and the substance ol

eternal life.

When men succeed in their undci-

takiiigs and achieve fame, the\

should look to others for tlie reason.

When men fail and arc criticised,

they should look to themselves. lu>r

men succeed only with the help of

others. They fail largely because of
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some defect in themselves.

Wars will cease when all men

come to feel that victory, after the

slaughter of countless human beings,

is as hateful as defeat.

Many j)eople who justify war on

Hie ground that it is universal in

Nature, hold tlie belief that man

evolved from the animal kingdom.

But those who understand that man

is a soul and a phenomenal enuinu-

fion of the Divine Spirit, know that

war among men is nut only un-

natural, but also an unfailing sign

that those engaged in it have fallen

from the kingdom of the Spirit,

down to the level of the animals. To

justify as well as to sanctify war, is

to give praise to the animal instincts

manifested in man and to dishonour

his eternal heritage from (he Divinr

Spirit. For man as sotil is forever a

pulse in the Internal Heart and a

thought in th(‘ F>ternal Mind.

Religion illuminates life
;
.An rep-

resents it
;
Science explains it. ll is

through a knowledge of the spiritual

laws of Religion, the lesthetic laws

of Art, and the natural laws of

Science, that man accpiires a cosmic

understanding of the working of the

Divine ronsciousness both in him.self

and in the universe.

A great many good and merito-

rious deeds are done by people

from a sense of dutj’. lint only

those deeds are tnily spiritual which
flow richly from a full heart and
which cause a feeling of pain and
frustration if they are refused

expression.

All tlirough the ages, men have

sought to define Good and Evil. Yet

it is simple and clear. Good is when
men are moving toward the Divine

Spirit
;
Evil is when they are moving

away from it. Religion alone can

reveal this triilli to men.

'fhe moment a man begins to think

with satisfaction about his good

tjualities and the good deeds he has

IKTformod, it is but a short time till

his thought centres upon his self.

He l.>egins to see himself as the

possessor and the doer of much good,

and soon his self commences to swell

within him, gradually filling his inner

life and leaving less and less space

for the Divine Spirit which ever

flows into him.

In the life (fl’ man, tliere is this

incessant conflict between his self

aiul tl\e Divine Sj)irit
;
and the proof

of his spiritual growth is, that his

self grows sinallei* and smaller, and

liis capacity to receive tlie Divine

Sj>iiii Ixx'.omes corrcsiX)ndingly

greater. Only when man attains to

perfect stflllessness can the Spirit

imimately pervade him—flowing
throngh every part of his life and

purifying his every feeling and

thought and deed.

Those acts of men are to bo sus-

pected wliich have to be explained

and justified by cleverly devised

words. Only when their acts are in

accordance with spiritual law can

men speak of them with simplicity

and sincerity.

It is the Earthly Way for men to

remember most readily the good
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deeds they have done and the injuries

they have received from others.

They forget more easily the kind-

nesses which have come to them, as

well as the injustices they have

visited upon others. The Heavenly

Way is for men to forget their own
good deeds and their own injuries,

and to remember not only the kind-

nesses they have received, that they

may be ever mindful and grateful,

but especially the injustices that they

have done to others, that they may
be ever repentant and resolved

henceforth to love mercy and com-

passion, to act justly toward all

men, and to walk honourably and

uprightly in the eternal Light of

Heaven.

The spiritual ideals which arc

now considered to bo lofty goals

toward which men of today strive

but which they often despair of

ever reaching, were once the natural

possession of all men and the direct-

ing force which guided their con-

duct in everyday life. When the

men of later times became less

spiritual and more materialistic, and

were incapable of living on the

early high spiritual plane, they

nevertheless carried within them-

selves an atavistic memory of the

ancient truths. For it is one of the

great mystic principles, that any

exalted ideal which has ever been

reached by the race of men, persists

forever in the memory of succeeding

generations. The spiritual ideals

are not alone the symbol of the

distance which man has fallen away
from his true heritage, but also the

ever-burning beacon lights by which

he can find his way back.

Terrestrially, human beings form

three social classes—upper, middle

and lower. The basis upon which

they are formed is that of an

arbitrary conception of social merit,

and tlie direction of the vision

wdthin this earthly structure is pri-

marily downward. The upper class

looks down upon the middle and

lower classes ; the middle class looks

dowm upon the low’cr class. Thus,

barriers separate the classes and

discord prevails among men.

('eleslially, human beings form

three classes also, but according to

the age of the soiil~-youlh, middle

age and old ag(*. The direction of

the vision within tliis celestial stnic-

ture is tijjward- -for it is spiritual.

Youth looks up to Middle Age for

knowledge
;
Middle Age looks up to

Old Age for wisdom
;
Old Agi'. looks

up to (he Divine Sj)irit ff)r more

Liglit. It is those of great sotil age

who are the Teachers of tlie wwld,

and who reveal a working Knowledge

of the spiritual laws to l)ie genera-

tions of younger soul age, in order

that they may live their Earth lives

by spiritual principles, and also that

they may have a deeper knowledge

of the Divinti Spirit and an under-

standing that they are forever a

part of it, whether tlicy are living

in a body on Earth or as a soul in

the invisible world of the Spirit—

the world which alone is real,

changeless, spiritual and eternal.

It is the celestial order which is

natural and which leads men up-
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ward to the plane of the Spirit where

they can live together in justice and

harmony and good-will.

Multitudes of people in this world

possess ideals which they find no

difficulty in upholding while life is

going along easily and favourably.

But when an emergency arises, cither

in their personal affairs or in the

national life, and their ideals are

subjected to a practical test, they

forsake them and resort to eartldy

measures of compromise and

expediency.

It is not enough for a man to

possess ideals : the ideals must

possess him. Also, they must form

the texture of his innermost being

and become the spiritual law of his

life, if he is to livc^ up to them.

In architecture, the ornaments

which form an integral part of a

structure are those that are contained

within its aesthetic organism and

grow out of it naturally and logically.

The ornaments which are merely

surface decorations have no conn(‘c-

tion with the inner life of the

organism and are tlierefore artificial

and without esthetic significance.

In like manner, the ideals which

are possessed by man, lie on the

surface. They are decorations, but

without life. The ideals which

possess man are alone living and

dynamic, and maintain his life at a

lofty spiritual elevation
;

for they

have their roots deep and they flower

naturally and inevitably under the

generating force of his spiritual life.

It is the living ideals which enable

ttian to live up to the Heavenly

within him.

The Sacred Writings of history

differ in their individual manner of

interpreting the spiritual principles.

But they are alike, in that each text

is a network through which the

Divine vSpirit comes and passes to

man. The Sacred Texts are like an

atolian harp, which gives forth its

music only when the wind blows

through its strings.

From the Divine Con.sciousness

came Non-existence
;

from Non-

existence came Existence
;

from

ICxistonce came the Universe. Per -

iodically, the universe emerges into

space to take form in a phenomenal

existence, and then at an appointed

time divests itself of its form and

returns to the Divine Consciousness

which gavt^ it birth. Likewise, all

things in the universe come into the

visible? world of existence, pass

through their stages of activity, and

then, wlieii they have fulfilled their

end, return to the invisible world of

stillness whence they came.

Wlien we look at the universe

with our corporeal eyes, we see it in

all its i)arus individually and in their

n‘ldtionships within the webwork

of its Grand Unity. When we look

at the universe witii our spiritual

eyes, we sec it as a sacred place, in

which Sun and Moon and Stars,

Mountains and Hills and Valleys,

Trees and Flowers, Animals and
Birds and Man himself, are all unit-

ed in a vast assembly and fulfilling

their appointed tasks ever in the

sight of their Maker. For the

universe is the Temple of God.

Merton S. Yewdale



JESUS CHRIST

GLIMPSES OF HIS LIFE AND MISSION

[This is the sixth of tiic scries by Ernest V. Hayes which presents the

Prophet of Nazareth as an Adept of the Good Law.

—

Ed.]

VI.~HIS OCCULT TEACHING

Nothing would have seemed more
natural to the contemporaries of

Jesus than the idea of his having an

inner and secret school for the few

found worthy and capable of under-

going its training. The Jews ac-

cepted this idea as well as the

Gentiles ”—Babylonians, Egyp-

tians, Greeks and so on. In Pales-

tine, the Essenes formed the princi-

pal communit)^ in whicli there

existed possibilities of a lofty spiri-

tual development, with the natural

flowering of the powers of the spirit,

which can only be safely exercised

by tliosc whose moral standard is

of the highest. Even in the more

orthodox priestly schools there had

survived fragments of occultism,

claiming back to the Prophets

Samuel and Elijah. 'I'liere were the

Nazarites. wdio neither ate flesh nor

drank wine and who allowed their

hair to grow long ( like the Siklis

of India ). There were the followers

of John the Baptiser, snatches of

whose e.soteric thought have come
down to us in wfiat are known as

the Scriptures of the Manda^an

Christians ( who were not really

Christians at all ).

During the life of Jesus on earth,

the extension of “ the Kingdom

could hardly be expected. Indeed,

he made no great effort in that

direction, confining himself mainly

to his own little race. There is no

warrant for the common belief that

he died at the age of thirty-three,

after a brief ministry of three yeai>.

The remark made to him and

recorded in the Gosped, “ Thou art

not yet fifty years of age," indicate.s

that he was about fifty w'hen In*

met his death. Starting his public

career at the age of thirty, this

would give him about twenty yea is

in which to lay the foundations of

the future work that others would

have to do for “ the Kingdom of

(iod.”

Only males are mentioned

taking part in the public work nf

teacliing and healing, in defenaice

to Jewish prejudice, for we note

that Jesus did not create antag-

onism, save where Truth and Love

were piously violated. But women

played an important part behind

the scenes. Mary of Bethany, wlm

seems to be the same as Mnr\'

Magdalene, was a true mystic.

“ sitting at his feet and hearing his

word,’* commended by him as hav-

ing " chosen the better part, which

shall not be taken away from her.
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The last mention of his mother is

her presence with the disciples in

prayer and meditation, awaiting

the promised gift of spiritual power

;

and not Mary only, but “ the

women/' It was to these men and

women that the Hebrew Adept

imparted all that could be imparted

from ivithonl. The full occult achieve-

ment had to be accomplished from

within, by the awakening of what

the Hindu would call Kundalini,

the Serpent Fire, which Jesus spoke

of as the Holy Spirit.

Jesus had a definite occult object

in his secret training. His cho.sen

disciples for this work were to exer-

cise powers (d white magic for the

alleviation of human misery. 'I'hey

were to preach “ the Kingdom
”

and in addition, they were to heal

the sick, to restore the mentally

and emotionally unbalanced, to offer

tangible proofs of the existence of

an unseen world. What he offered

and what his initiated di.scipics

must offer in their turn wa.s what

Huddha had offered to India five

hundred years earlier : Liberation.

Hut, dealing with a different type

of humanity, Jesus chose a different

way to awaken in man the longing

for deliverance. He was dealing

with a race mentally alert, emo-

tionally exuberant and physically

vital blit not higlily spiritual. To

these Semites, disease appeared as

something to be dreaded, far more
of a terror than it seemed to some
of the Aryan snb-races. It w'as in

the healing of disease that Jesus

saw his great opportunity to call

men’s attention to the spiritual

realities.

He purposed to train his disciples

in the same way. “These things

shall ye do and greater than these

shall ye do.” He made no arrange-

ment that the occult powers should

be mechanically trairsmitted by some

device known as the. “Apostolic

Succession. ’ He was unable to do
so. And it is worth recalling that

the very priests of orthodox Christ-

ianity, who claim the powers of

absolution and of transubstantiation

and whatever other powers are purely

subjective, do not claim the power

of healing or of the casting out of

“evil spirits” or anything that

necessitates an objective result.

First of all, he insisted that they

must grow* in that divine love which

could forgive all possible injuries, to

themselves or to others, so that

through this ineffable compassion

they could unfold safely those powders

of discernment that laid the soul of

the transgressor and the trifler naked

before their steady and comprehend-

ing ga/.e. fhus only could they

help.

They had to leant the profound

difference between what they

thought and did, and the thinking

and action of the man of the world.

If the ordinary man sought revenge,

refused forgiveness, thw'arted

another through jealousy or envy,

exploited him through greed, ex-

perienced repulsion or failed to

render full service to his fellow’s, he

caused limitation and suffering in

tlic low’cr world of tlie passing
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personality, but his delinquencies

hardly touched the loftier phases

of being. He brought about evil

effects, but they were limited; he

was compelled to accept at some

time the inevitable results of his hate

and greed, but on the physical plane.

His sin began and ended there.

With the Initiate it was very diff-

erent. He was linked to the higher

realms of being and every movement

of his inner life found an echo there.

He could set free, if the movements

of his consciousness were those of

Truth and of Love
;
he could frus-

trate and limit, if in any way he

worked against Truth and Love. So

the words “ Whatsoever thou shalt

bind on eartli shall be bound in

heaven : and whatsoever thou shalt

loose on earth shall be loosed in

heaven are a warning ratlier than

a conveyance of priestly power of

absolution. So, we find, Peter under-

stood the words, for he asks soon

after, “Master, how oft shall iny

brother sin again.st me, and I forgive

him ?
'' J^'orgiveness of injuries was

to Jesus a releasing force and a

vehicle of healing of the soul and

the body of the injurcr.

Next to Love, he placed J^aith.

Some of his assertions regarding the

power of Faith
(
used in the sense

of a sublime confidence arising

within the very depths of the soul
)

have appeared almost extravagant

to dubious minds. And there has

come into existence a Church pan-

dering to dubious minds rather than

able to awaken Faith. “ If ye have

farith, ye shall say unto this

mountain, be thou removed, and

be thou cast into the sea ; it

shall be done. " We may doubt

whether he meant this literally, as

we may doubt whether, in offering

the bread and wine as his body and

blood, he was implying transub-

stantiation. But he had to show

how all occult power is brought into

activity through faith, the supreme

confidence in one*s Higher Self which

nothing can shake, the undaunted

wall that, linked in intensity to the

I3ivine Will, knew^ that it wos

irresistible, the courage that could

face everything, brave everything,

do everything.

And it i.s likely that one petition

in the model of Pra\XT given by

Jesus ran: “Lead us into tempta*

tion. ” Fvery temptation must b('

faced, not escaped, faced not witli

terror but with certain victory, for.

with each temptation overcome, the

Initiate gathers strength for temi)l:i-

tions and tests yet more fierce, until

he become “a pillar in the temple

of iny (lod, and lie shall go no 11101 e

out.
"

'J'herc must be 110 hesitation ;

the disciple must move swiftly t(»r

good or evil. To the disciple wlm

betrayed him, Jesus said, referring

to liis evil purpose :
" That thou

doest, do quickly. " For the whole

life of the Initiate is inspired by

a swift intuition that cannot he

served by a slow uncertainty. “ lh‘

who hesitates is lost applies more

to the disciple than to the man

of the world, for the ordinary man

would he surely lost unless he

thought twice and thrice before he
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acted, and drew back before he took

a step in the dark.

Between such one-pointed pur-

pose, and the sly, shuffling, shame-

faced motives that urge on the

ordinary man, there is a gulf fixed

deep and wide. As one reads the

records of verbal encounters between

Jesus and some of his opponents,

une feels he is not breathing the

same air as they. “ Yc are from

beneath ; I am from above. Ye arc

of this world ;
I am not of this

world My Kingdom is not of

this world.’' He was glad of it, and

restless until he could initiate his

disciples in the same way. He drew

them out of this world, not in the

sense of drawing them from the

service of humanity, for he pledged

them to it yet more fully, but from

the power of the “ Prince of this

world, ” liberating them for the pure

life of the Spirit. Just before he

ended his earthly life, he could say

of them to his “Father”: “They
are not of the world, even as I am
not of the world. ” In that asser-

tion, he had completed his occult

work for them.

Frnesi V. Hayj-s

IMPERIALISM

Shri J. C. Kumarappa gets back to

archetypes 111 his article in Uarijan on

“ Imperialism Within Us.” People are

all too prone to externalise difficulties,

to decry the jX)ison flower and to

forget the poison seed that they tlicm-

selves have planted. It is but rarely

that we recognise that human nature

is the battle ground whereon all wars

are fought, where every force of evil

wages fight against the powxrs of

good.

We have space to quote only the

opening paragraph which serves Shri

Kumarappa as text for his plea for

village-made articles. That which
Stands in the way of their prospering
is the fairer distribution of w’ealth

wliirh their somewhat, higher prices

impose. To buy mill-made goods instead

is to acfpiicsce in economic injustice,

to confess to the selfish desire to benefit

from another’s toil, to declare ourselves

on the side of imperialism instead of

on that of tlie oppressed.

We usually understand I)}* imperialism a

state where one nation holds down another

in bondage so as to obtain some benefit to

itsett at the cost ot the subjection of the

other. \Yc may have the spirit of such

impel iahsin without having to cross national,

political or geographical boundaries. The

essence of imperialism is often found in even

a single individual. When reduced to its

lowest terms it arises out of the desire to gain

something for oneself at the cost of another.

Wherever we find this we have the elements

ot imperialism.



NEW BOOKS AND OLD

Poems. By Rabindranahi Tagoke.

( Visva-BIiarati Bookshop, 2. College

Square, Calcutta. Rs. 2/8)

One hundred and twenty-two trans-

lations into English by the poet himself

of his Bengali prose poems, poems, free

verse writings and songs ai*e published

in this volume, which thus furnishes in

a collected form the very valuable

work of the poet, which was lying

scattered in various magazines ami

journals. It is a most welcome addi-

tion to the literature emanating from

the poet. We advisedly describe it as

literature, inasmuch as looking to the

quantity and the quality of the poet's

writings, and the renaissance it has

ushered into the life not only of Bengal

but also of the whole of hi.s native land,

nay, not of India only, but of the whole

cultured World outside India, no other

word could adequately describe his

achievement.

The collection is divided into four

sections, which roughly represent four

major divisions of his writings. The

last nine poems have not been translat-

ed by him, but they include the veiy

la.st poem (No. 121 )
dictated by him

from what practically turned out to be

his death-bed and the one composed a

year and a half earlier and to which he

was so much attached that lie desired

it to be recited after his death, ziz..

No. 122 in the collection. The text

itself furnishes the clue to the occasion

lor which the poem was written. The?

verses are so grand and so j)rophetic

that they would bear repetition. A
noble Patriarch and fTophet, standing

on the brink of eternity and ready and

equipped to go back to the peaceful

regions from which he came, alone

could have uttered them. The follow-

ing few lines typify the poem’s great-

ness, grace and grandeur :

—

111 front lies the ocean ol jieacc.

Launch the boat, Helmsman.
Vuii will be the comrade ever,

fake O take him in your lap.

In the path of the Infinite

will shine the Dhruva-iava.

riic poet did not take to studios at

school in Jiis childhood or thcreaffer.

He educated himself. His was a

notable case* of self-instruction
;
and it

reachctl a stage which in its heiglii,

de])th an<l breadth was miraculou>.

He was a great obscr\er, philo.sophci,

thinker and patriot. He won intri-

national fame. The contents of this

book bear testimony tr) the reason wliy

surli world-w'ide f.inu* came sjuiii-

taneously to him.

Tiie Calcutta of hi.s c.ijildliood was

(iilYerent from tlic Calcutta ot his old

age. Society, lih*, amenities, weir

entirely different then. Politics as \\»'

understand them hardly existed. Sumo

of tlie.^'e poems are reminiscent of tho.'^c

days. They recapture and leproducc

the conditions obtaining then and aic.

in that respect, autobiographical.

This book is a rich treasure house of

song and poem. The get-up is in

keeping with the contents. It is neatly

printerl and contains pucture.s ol the

poet tit for a memorial volume.

In spite, liowever, of the line goA-u])

and the excellence of the translations

made by the poet himself and, by Dj .

Amiya Chakravarty, who has
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cd the last nine poems, one does feel

that the charm, the innate beauty and

simplicity of the original are wanting

:

before the reader of the original the

The Secret Shakespeare: Who He ?

Hy Alfred Dodd. (Rider and Co.,

London. 45. bd.

)

Apparently we have not lieard the

last of the Baconians ^Ve arc

quite familiar by now with their argu-

ments ; the plays attributed to Shake-

speare arc good, very good, but we know

little of their supposed author. In fact,

the few thing.s we do know about him

make us rather doubt if such a man

could have really written Hamlet,

Macbeth and the other plays in the

ranon. And yet, since the plays are

there for all to read and to admire,

some author must surely liavc written

them. But who? A scholar, a wit, a

nobleman—only such a man could have

perfoiTned the feat. The eligible can-

didates for the honour are many and

much posthumous canvassing has been

going on in favour of. among others,

the Earl of Derby, the Earl of Oxford,

the Earl of Rutland, and Francis Bacon,

Viscount St. Alban. The noble Earls

arc preferable to a mere \"iscounf,

hut, if it could be proved that the Vis-

count in question was in reality much
more than a Viscount, wouldn't it

alter the situation completely ?

While thus Shakespeare is a taxing

problem to our critical Don Quixotes.

Queen Elizabeth is no less taxing a

problem to our historians. Was Eliza-

beth truly a Virgin Queen ? Not likely

She must have married—quite secretly,

of course !—the dashing young courtier,

the ]|atl of Leicester
; and she must

translation falls flat. But this is

inevitable in a translation. The genius-

es of the two languages differ, and not

all translators arc Sir Edwin Arnolds.

K. M. Jhavf.ri

have had children as well. There were

two at any rate—both boys ; the

younger, the Earl of Essex, had to be

beheaded because lie would defy his

Queen-Mother, but the elder was more

satisfactory. He was grave, he was

wise ; he wrote books, he prosecuted

liis own brother, Essex, with commend-

able dexterity ;
and he wrote “ Shake-

speare.*'

Xor is this all ;
our Bacon-Shake-

sj)eare-Tudor was an adept at cyphers

;

he was a Freemason, he was indeed

the Founder and Organizer of Free-

masonry in England. As he wished to

keep his name away from the title-pages

of the Plays, le.st its association fwholh*

undcserveii, need we doubt ?) with

corruption and bribery should jeop-

ardise their success, he bought the

name of “William Shakespeare” at

considerable expense. It was not

exactly a prolitable transaction, for

tliis name proved to be the name of a

man who had lived a life ‘^uniformly

coarse and vulgar. ” At the same time.

Bacon was careful to weave into the

patterns of his plays clues of all sorts

(wasn't he a specialist in cyphers?)

and, thanks to Mr. Alfred Dodd and

his indefatigable predecessors and

a.s^ociates. we now know what i.s wliat.

Bacon wrote Shakespeare !

At the risk of being called by Mr.

Dodd “ a mental flat-earthcr 1 must

say that all this romancing leaves me
cold. Mr. Dodd is, f believe, on the

\vn>ng track altogether. His proofs are
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no proofs but elaborate facades built

on the quicksands of fancy. “F" is

sometimes Francis'' and sometimes

'‘Freemason"; now Mr. Dodd reads

the initial capitals down and elsewhere

in the reverse direction
; and if the

resulting letters don’t make sense,

*‘\V" means “your" and “coN"means
“Bacon," and the trick is done

;
if worst

should come to worst, the letters

must mean something or other in

French or Latin or Greek, and lo and

behold !
“ the Master reveals Himself

!"

Heaven Wasn't His Destination. By
AV. B. Chamberlain. (George Allen and

Unwin, Ltd., London. 8s. bd.)

"There is nothing unfair," says

Erdmann, "in placing Feuerbach and

Bruno Bauer as deifiers of themselves.
"

Fichte and Hegel made the Ego and

Mind the starting-point of tlieir philos-

ophy. And their starting-point wns

transcendent. But for Feuerbach they

W'ere immanent. He identified them

with the actual man and built up a

philosophy of humanism instead of

one of pantheism and absolutism.

The nature of man is twofold, both

sensuous and intellectual. And sensa-

tion is the touchstone of reality. Hence

Feuerbach’s sensationalism. And a.s

there is no existence without sensation

and no sensation without time, there

can be no immortality, which is only

an instinct of self-preservation. Feuer-

bach's conclusion in his Thoughts on

Death and Immorialily is that the soul,

being a function of the body, cannot

survive the latter and that the only kind

of immortality possible is the influence

exerted on the world after a man's death
through his good w’orks.

Mr. Dodd’s ingenuity and industry

would be worthy of respect if they had

been canalized in behalf of a worthier

cause. In spite of his contempt for the

academic Mandarins and his invectives

against the “actor Shak.spcr," the

world will continue to believe in tlie

Shakespearian authorship of the Plays

and admire them as plays and for their

poetry and not as cross-word puzzles or

as an intriguing source-book of Free

masonry.

K. R. Srinivasa Iveng.ak

In ethics Feuerbach is a Tuist. l,()\r

is the central princii)le of morality.

The essential nature of ii\.in as found in

community is love. It is the unity of tl)ou^llt

and being, of the 1 and the Thou, the principlp

of onr conduct.

This love is not Onisiian love. “ lor

Christians who love (iod have no

left for men."

Tiie Marxists generally treat Fciier

bach as a vulgar materialist. But Mr.

Chamberlain, following Hook, contends

that he is not this but a riaturali.^'l

opposed to supcrnaturalisiu. and that

only in that sen.se may vve call him .1

materialist.

The Marxian materialism does m.'t

start w’ith the world of dead matter,

bill with human activity, namely, tin*

economical, and is thus distinguished

from vulgar materialism. Marx accepts

Feuerbacli's bringing down the Abs(»hi<c

Mind and identifying it with Man: hut

he contends that Feuerbach should

have proceeded farther to analyse the

nature of Man, who should not h^-

considcred an isolated being outside

social life and history. And this devel*

opmeiit of thought places FeuerbaHi
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between Hegel and Marx, for which

reason Chamberlain calls him the sou

of Hegel and the father of Marx.

Mr. Chamberlain has written a very

interesting and scholarly book, which

All Change Humanity. By Claude

Houghton. (William Collins, Sons

and Co., Ltd., London. 9s. 6d.

)

Mr. Houghton's remark in a recent

number of The Aryan Path, that “the

spiritual and psychological states of

being awakened by the coming of

extremity await revelation by the

novelist equipped to reveal them,
”

return to the mind in reading his own

latest novel. For it is, even more

perhaps than its predecessors, a sensa-

tional tract upon the latter days, more

precisely the period between May I93<S

and September 1939, when a bankrupt

civilization was sliding to the abyss. I

think Mr. Houghton’s view of the

modern novelist's function takes too

little account of the fact that, if he is

to create works of real signihcance he

must be primarily an artist who is

concerned with the reality and interplay

of characters. Thai the characters

must embody a conflict of ideas goes

without saying and that the conflict

must be related, implicitly at least, to

the actual situation today. But if tlie

emphasis is put on the ideas, and the

novelist is conceived as a kind of

evangelist helping a new order to

emerge out of the ruins of the old, his

characters are likely to be puppets

illustrating a thesis instead of real men
and women suffering the agonies and
the exultations of life. That, to a

considerable extent, is what the charac-

ters in this novel are.

On the one hand we have the family
clan of the Mannerings and the Teas-

should be read by all who wish to know
the growth of a most important line of

^
thought that has been swaying the

minds of men for decades.

P. T. Raju

dales, all of whom, with the exception

of Sir Michael, the volcanic old man at

their head, are perverse or depraved.

At the other extreme is Christopher

Bell, the mystery man and also the

“new man. " For he is a transformed

being. How he has become this we are

never told. All we are assured is that

his presence causes an inner liberation

very like that which music creates

and we catch glimpses of him from time

to time waking things in people

instead of imposing things on them,

w'hile in the background is Beulah

Island, the spiritual home of all who
are touched w’ith the Jiew madness, as

it seems to those w’hose eyes are not

siniilaiiy opened and who still cling to

the corrupt past. The idea is a good

one, rendered the more piquant by the

fact that ('hri.stophcr has a large for-

tune which he has never touched and

alter which tlie Mannering clan are in

full cry. Through the narrator, too,

and the more intelligent Mannerings,

Mr. Houghton says many pungent and

[xmetrating things about the modern

w’orld view’ed as an asylum in w’hich

humanity is trying to turn itself into

machinery and in the process is finding

war a necessity. He is, too, exceed-

ingly adroit at handling the odd and the

sensationally mysterious, though he

tends to repeat some of his old tricks.

As a caricaturist, also, he can be

admirable, notably in his picture of

Mr. Harold Teasdale, the solicitor. But

of real characterisation there is very

lilllo that rings true. Christopher 5s a
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fabulous figure of serene and joyous

living and most of the Mannerings are

as fabulous monsters of the sexual

under-world. The choice between light

Al'Minhaj: Being the Evolution of

Curriculum in the Muslim Educationid

Institutions of India. By G. AI. D. Sofi,

M. A., L. T., D. Lirr. ( Paris ). ( Shaikh

Muhammad Ashraf, Kashmiri Bazar.

Lahore).

Nations that have lost their elan and

look back wistfully on the greatness

that is no more, naturally inquire into

the causes that made them what they

were and the causes that have brought

them into the present state of cultural

decadence. They live in and draw'

solace from the belief that their halcyon

days are not gone for ever, that their

eclipse is but a temporary phase and

that their culture w'ill take a new' lease

on life in the time to come. It is but

natural that they should subject to a

(areful e.'cainination their educational

system and re-evaluate iheir ejhica-

tional values.

We are thankful to Dr. Siili for draw-

ing our alien (ion to the import and the

signihcance of the curriculuni. 11 is

book deals, as he himself says, with

only one aspect of tiie problem, for it

is confined to the Muslim Kducalional

Institutions of India. He has taken

much trouble to show us historically all

that was imparted to Muslim youth in

the chequered course of Muslim culture

in India and has indirectly showm us

the guiding educational ideals. We are

further given an interesting glimpse into

the forces that have moulded the

Muslim world, forces whose inlluence is

still felt. Finally, we are led to an

instructive discussion of the curriculum

and darkness, salvation and suicide, is

more provocatively advertised than

.sensitively expressed.

H. T’A. Fausset

as it ought to be in a free and au-

tonomous India.

It is gratifying that Dr. Sufi's scheme,

though giving religion its due, is out to

eradicate any narrow tendencies that

are at variance with a great religion

like Islam, a religion the alpha and the

omega of whose message is the all

embracing mercy of the All-Merciful.

Interesting and instructive as his

sugge.stions are. how’cver, they leave

much to be tlesired- How'ever laudable

(he institutions that have done away

with an alien tongue as a metlium ul

instruction, neces.sarily divorced from

the cultural associations of our land,

they have not liad the courage and the

initiative to esolvt^ a new cuiTiculuiii

ill agreement wdth the educational ideaK

and traditions of India. The same stres.^

on examinations ami degrees, the saint*

zeal for all that is foreign in learning

and'cuUure, vitiates (he fruit.s that the

elimination of a foreign ton.;ne could

have brought about. Our educational

system is anyth iiig but a system
;

it is

based on a hodgepodge of confused

i(lea.s. Our much advertised efforts

have not gone to the* root causes th.ii

have played such mischief in the

national growth of our country.

The old education current in the

Middle Ages, howT.vcr faulty in its

contempt for the empirical, in its

emj)hasis on the formal elements ol

etlucation, deserves our compliments

for the place that it assigned to the

discipline of thought. A course in the

elements of logic and in ancient and
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modern philosophy would certainly

liavc a most wliolesome effect on the

minds of our youth and would be helpful

in promoting disciplined and rigorous

thinking among them. We are glad

that Dr. Sufi himself is not satisfied

Italian Economy and Culture: A

Study in Economic and Social Transfor-

mations, By M. Moulik, d. sc. (Rome).

( Chuckervertty Chatterjee and Co.,

Ltd., 15 College Square, Calrutta.

Ks. 3/- )

To pass from the outward plieiiom-

(‘iia of a national renaissance in all

the spheres of life to the inward tount

ot inspiration, to trace them to their

roots in the past and to interpret them

in terms of their drives and their

ideals is a large undertaking, requiring

a many“.sided preparation and a ver-

itable iapas. The reader should not

look for this in this book, which is a

‘Sketch or an outline rather than a

study.

It is a collection of infoiinalion. of

impressions and of statistics, presenting

lists of associations and institutions ai

their face \aluo. Italy under Mus.mv

lini is .said to have been remade in

<*very spliere of life. Commerce,

Industry, the Civil Service, .\gviculture

and Kducation haNC all In'cn trans-

formed under the Fascist regime. A
renewal of life has certainly taken

place, but the book makes no attempt

to help us to discriminate between the

abiding and wholesome, the lleeting

and poisonous ehmienls in this mighty

^hake-up.

The Italy of Mussolini is certainly

different from the dream of Mazzini.

the spiritual father of modern Italy.

I he first policy of a united and freed

Italy wa.s Imperialist aggression in

with anything short of a new orienta-

tion of mind and that he definitely aims

at a new type of education and we only

wish to see his aspirations transforming

themselves into reality.

S. Vahiduddin

Trip(jli, a policy continued by Musso-

lini in Abyssinia. The book under

review was written before his treacher-

ous stabbing of Falling France.

Is it impossible to have national

self-recovery without unjust aggres-

sion Will the India of Gandhi and
Nehru fall into step, revealing the ape

and the tiger in her the moment Swaraj

is attained ? What is it in the na-

tional life of Italy that accounts for

this transfurmalion ? How was the

liberal humanitarian and idealist

nationalism of Mazzini captured by

predatory forces in social life ?

The life of a nation is reflected in its

literature. The hook reports a number

of interviews with eminent poets and

novelists which form its most interest-

ing and valuable part. The review

may litlv close with a couple of

eMracis iVorn them. Pirandello the

dramatist was interviewed by the

aUtliOl

.

Ouehiioji-v” yaii think that the

present tension over the t.ocarno question

would precipitate into a war in Kurope ?
"

Answer- “ I don’i ilunk so Hut at the

same time I do not believe in perpetual

peace. ... Justiue \v.is not done at N'crsailles

to some nations, tiermany and Italy, and

now justice is j^oing to vindicate itseU'. I.ei

them d I earn of pt'ace who may, 1 do not.*

i Hiestion
—

•'non’t you believe that human-

itarian ideals will one day triumph over

narrow nativmal .'Aspirations ?

.\nswer—'* Humanity does not exist, it is

an abstraction ; exist only men !

”

1 will e.xtract from another inter-
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view with Sibilla Aleramo, a woman
writer of New Italy.

Question— Some say that the ideal of

womanhood is motherhood. Woman realises

herself when she achieves the mother. What
do you think of that ?

"

Answer-—" Motherhood is just a coinci-

dence in woman’s life. To represent it as

the ideal of her life would be to underesti-

mate lier, to consider her as nothing more

than a necessary spoke in the wheel of crea-

tion. A woman loves not because she wants

to be a mother, but becomes a mother

because she loves. Love is the summwn
bonum of life !

”

No wonder she confesses to an

The Curve of Tate : From the Man-

Ape to the Man-God. By J. Lonsdale

Bryans. (Andrew Dakers, Ltd.. Lon-

don. 12 s. bd
.

)

Mr. Bryans is a little ecstatic in his

discovery. “ Now for the first time

in history,’* lie writes, “ the human
intellect is ripe for the conception of

the full truth of full Bh inity and full

humanity combined.’* For him, the

end of the world is synonymous with

the termination of a separate sclf-

consciousness in man. He desires

ardently that present-day man shall

" realise actively the ancient Brahmin

Truth which j)roclaims to him ‘ Thou

Art Brahman. The author claims

4rel-hand experience ( in his chapter

entitled “ Nirvana”) of what he calls

'f^4Jimic Splendour.” lie was a

young man at the lime, and he then

called it “ Visualization.”

He was sitting in a garden on a summer
fifiernoon, thinking ‘‘theories’’ (as he used

to call them then ), when the cosmic " liglit
”

suddenly descended upon him so strongly

that, arguing unconsciously along the conven-
tional lines that he was going mad, he jumped
up—half hoping to shake it off -- and walked
straight up to a bush.

admiration for Ibsen. These glimpses

of the flashing stream of inner life

among the writers of Italy give a clue

to the turbid and violent nature of

their national life. The spirit of the

nation, young and vital as no doubt

it is, is captured and swayed by greed

and by violence. One looks in vain

for the serene outlook, deep as the

ocean, pure as the stars, that recognises

that nothing, neither land nor love,

is valuable for its own sake but that

anything acquires imperishable value

solely as a vehicle of the spirit.

M. A. Venkata Rau

It is no doubt this kind of j)ersoiuil

experience wliich accounts for the

fervent nature of his writing
;
but it i.s

questionable if there is any foundation

for the publisher’s statement that this

“is an epoch-making book.” Noiie-

the-less it may lead the new eiupiirer

to further search, and, it is to be hoped,

to a modification of the anlhropologiciil

and theological assertions made hy

Mr. Bryans, not to mention the need

for a deeper accpiaintancc with religion^

viewed in the liglit of comparative

study. Il is doubtful if any Buddhisi

would subscribe to his treatment of tin*

.subject of Nirvana. At one moment

it seems to Mr. Bryans to imply “ the

extinction of self-consciousness in the

simultaneous apj)rohension of cosmic

consciousness ”
;
and then he subscribes

to the theory that the union wliicJi

produces cosmic consciousness
“

effected by the subconscious, or sub-

liminal, mind ”
! All this is a little

confusing. Above all, what conclusion

can we reach about an autlior dealing

with these serious matters who writes

in this vein

. . .just as no prospective mother can predict
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to the minute when she will deliver the

goods, so the Individual in Whom evolution

shall consummate the final coup d'etat cannot

predict precisely when He will deliver the

(;oods—wind up ( and “ put the wind up "
)

the World Incorporated, and produce the

From Witchcraft to Chemolkerapy,

The Linacre Lecture, 1941. By Sir

Walter Langdon-Brown. (Cambridge

University Press. 2s.
)

This lecture at St. John's College.

Cambridge, is in the scholarly tradation,

with many facts of interest, but it is

based upon two fallacies. One assump-

tion is that in the past men groped their

way to partial understanding through

legends, myths, fertility cults and

witchcraft, while present-day knowl-

edge, built upon empirical successes

aided by laboratory and general

research, is far in advance of anything

previously achieved. Yet every cen-

tury has had its wise “scientists."

intellectual researchers and supersti-

tious mob, and to compare the supersti-

tion of the past with the research of

the present, while ignoring the third

group, establishes false values.

To a layman, chemotherapy gives

the impression of dealing with ever

multiplying effects, without getting

down to causes. Since the term is

comparatively new, it may be explain-

ed as the branch of organic chemistry

concerned with the treatment of

parasitic diseases by me.ans of {x)werfiil

synthetic drugs, chiefly of the sulpho-

namide group. These (so it is conject-

ured
) paralyse the chemical processes

of the infecting microbes without mark-
ed toxic effects on the patient, thus

enabling the phagocytes and other

defenders of the Ixwiy to dispose of

them.

Second Coming of the Christ, which is the

coming of the Son of man.”

Is this not a profanation of the Mys-

teries ?

B. P. Howell

The lecturer claims that the discov-

eries of endocrines, antitoxins and

vitamins luivc directed the course

of therapeutics towards the applica-

tion of nature's own remedies,

and further, that synthetic prepara-

tions that produce the same reac-

tions apparently as the chemical
suInstances natural to the body can
also be intelligently used to aid and
to utilize the natural defences of the
body. There can be no disagreement
about the aim, to aid nature, but what
confidence can one liave that modern
experimental science has sufficient

knowledge of the “ balance of nature
"

to ensure that it is not meddling
instead of aiding ? The lecture itself

mentions more than one unknown
factor and points out that vaccine

thera|)y has by no means fulfilled all

the early enthusiastic expectations.
"

Indeed, the claim that the injection of

vaccines, endocrines, drugs, synthetic

and othtTwisc, into the bodily system,

is a natural method is categorically

denied by many thinkers, including all

who rtTognise the validity of Theo-

sophical principles. Space does not

permit taking the matter up here—it

can be studied in Theosophical books

—but it sho\ild be recognised that the

error of defining such methods as

natural is the outcome of the faulty

postulate as to the correct method of

acquiring knowledge. When assump-

tions arc put forward by men of the

status of Sir Walter, they often carry

more weight than arguments, and the

need for examining those assumptions

has to be stressed as a preparation for

any investigation of the true natural

therapeutics.

W. E. W.
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Immortality. By Count Hermann
Keyserling. Translated by Jane
Marshall. (Humphrey Milford, Ox-

ford University FVess. 5s.

)

Plato’s Mistake. By Rkhard
Church

;
Magic Casements. By

Eleanor Farjeon. (P. E. N. Books,

George Allen and Unwin, Ltd., London.

2s. each

)

Gautama the Enlightened. By John

Masefield.
(
William llcinomann,

Ltd., London. 5s.

)

The Oxford University Press have

done well to republish, in an identical

edition but at half its original price,

Keyserling’s book on Immortality,

which first appeared in Miss Marshall's

translation three years ago. Actually

it was first published in German more

than thirty years ago and so is a work

of its author s youth. But there is

little sign of immaturity in it and

time has made his approach to his

subject only more relevant. For it

is against a wrongly individualistic

view of immortality that he argues

throughout, a view which inevitably

disintcgrate.s the relationship between

man and the indestructible whole to

which he belongs. Beneath all theories

of or all striving for immortality

lies an obscure and ultimate sense of

an eternal whole. In the measure that

the individual participates in this

whole he rises above the conventional

antithesis of death and life to the

paradoxical synthesis that death is a

condition of life and that ''we feel

ourselve.=; eternal, because we are

mortal." Keyserling examines from

different angles man’s relation as a

person to this transcendent whole,

which includes his relation to .society

and that of the individual to the

species. He tends at times to over-

stress a little the supra-pcrsonal at the

expense of the personal. But lu*

expounds with intellectual cogency tlie

reality of the “ Being " which can only

be attained through the continual

death of " Becoming.
"

Mr. riiurch's and Miss Farjeon v.

essays arc by contrast light and even

playful reading. But out of playful

ness, as Mr. ChurcJi contends, “some ol

(he most serioii.s and valuable dis-

coverics emerge. " 11 is own essay i>

certainly concerned with a scriou>

enough subject, the degree to which

the imaginative spirit, particularly of

the poet, will be allowed the freedom

it needs in a regimented post-war world.

As one who has been a Civil Servant

as well as being a poet, he is well

<jualilied to stress the dangers of

officialdom and a bureaucratic machine,

without at the same time assnniiiic

that creative artists are iiecossariK

angels of light mid men of affnii''

ministers of darkness. But he argues

well that the miisancc value of jHict'-

is society’s salvation.

Miss Farjeon writes witli delightful

intimacy of the poet's \ision, as die

lias cx])eriencod it in words that Inn

opened “magic casements," in a walk

over the downs with D. H. Ivawicnec.

or in a child adoring a rainbow. On

every page she quickens our sense of

the reality of the simple imaginati^e

mind when, silently w'orking, it come.s

on the spirit with a fine suddenness.

The same can hardly I)c said of .Mi

Masefield's new poems, least of all

the one which gives his volume

title. picturesque fluency may U'

appropriate enough to a poem on

“ Shopping in Oxford, " but it

lamentably inadequate to the sigaif

icance of the life-story of the Buddlia.

H. I’A. Fai sski
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A Baker'a Dozen. By Llewelyn
Powys. (

John Lane, The Bodley

Head, London. 6s.

)

Among the writings of Llewelyn

Powys are some that offend religious

susceptibilities by their cocksure and

blatant atheism. But this volume of

thirteen e.ssays contains nothing but

delight for every kind of reader. These

are in the best tradition of the English

essay. In a style that immediately

wins the reader's car, the author

sj>ealcs intimately of his feelings and

his thoughts of many filings.

A love of life and of all that is on

earth runs through all Iiis thouglit and

feeling. As his brother, John ('owper

Powys, says in his Introduction—itself

a piece of fine literary criticism :

—

To hav« been born into life at all. to be
alive at all, was to his mind the one miracle

that mattered.

Hence he finds joy in everything

about him, no matter how insignificant

nr commonplace ; and he shares that

joy with the reader, so that lie reveals

in these c.ssays that host of a poet’s

gifts: his capacity to display the

Some Memovahle Yesterdays. Or Men,
Women and Events of India^i History.

By Bhabani bllATiwCHAKVA, B. .\.

Hons.
(
London ), rn. d,

{
London ).

( Pustak-Bhandar, Patna. Re. i/-)

This is a ccdlection of tlie author's

contributions tv) The Hindu as a weekly
feature. Some memorable men, women
and events from Indian history, from
lajrd Buddha to Job Charnock, from
Padmini to Mumtaj, from the British

invasion of Nepal to the establishment
of the Indian National Congress, are
here recalled in nineteen sketches in

convincing detail and dramatic setting,
h or all the '*Iack of design'’ and the
conspicuous omissions, tlic book affords
lively reading.

It is the manner of presentation
which makes history dull or diverting

281

beauty and significance in the little

things of life that ordinary persons

pass by unnoticing. Just as a falling

feather or a rainy noon is made a
thing of beauty by Rabiiulranatli

Tagore in his (iolden Bout, so Powys
discovers heart-warming tilings in a
village shop or in lierring gulls. This
is partly due lo a seeing eye

;
but it is

iilso due to his investing the objects

with the colours of memory. He
recollects meditatively and with gentle

affection many little experiences of the

past years, and writes of them with

.something of the ruminant charm of

Charles Lamb. The quaint humour
and the lieartiness of that prince of

( ssayists may not be found in Powys
;

but there is an ever-present (juiet and
lender reflectiveness whicli puts the

reader in key to find much more
delight than the winds actually convey.

Hence it is that these essays give mon;
and more pleasure as one reads them
again and again. This volume claims

for Llewelyn Powys a place among the

dozen best essayists of England.

P. L. Stephen

and, though in the present hook the

author is not so much concerned with

regular history as such as with certain

stray historical events and personages,

the manner of narration adopted by
Shri Bhattacharva certainly evokes the

dramatic and the human aspects of the

])Crsons or* the events chosen. One
notices that imagination, without

distorting historical triitli, has only

enlivened it and lent it an air of

authenticity.

Incidents are narrated with a brisk

dramatic vigour and personages are

picked out from the coloured pageant

of the past with delicacy and care.

Shri Bhaltacharya’s book, short as it is,

succeeds in lifting for a while tlie veil

of centuries that shrouds from our eyes

many a memorable yesterday.

V. M. I.



ENDS AND SAYINGS

One of the most valuable articles in

the opening issue of Free World, an

important American monthly mag-

azine “ devoted to democracy and world

affairs, is that in which Wou Saofong

analyses “ Tlic Secret of China's

Strength. " Why has China been able

to hold on grimly for so many gruelling

years while France, so much stronger

from both the military and the economic

points of view, collapsed? Mr. Won
Saofong ascribes China’s successful

resistance to her being sustained by an

ideal which her people consider worth

dying for. Not only the traditional

Chinese view of lile, but specifically the

noble Confucian doctrine of Ta-Ton

( Universal Union
)
and the programme

of the Chinese Revolution devised for

the progressive application of that

doctrine, have made the people consider

endless resistance “ a thing that ought

to be done. ’’ The Chinese Revolution,

he writes,

places the question of What OugJit to he

Done before the question of What Can lie

Done. The reverse order of these two
questions has been the traditional weakness

of the Western democracies, particularly

where the class interests of the ruling grou|^

are involved. It is obvious that faithful

application of the Covenant of the League of

Nations in every case of aggression was a
thing which ought to have been done. Japan 's

aggression in Manchuria and Fascist Italy's

aggression in Ethiopia ought to have been
halted by effective application of sanctions.
The failure of the Western Powers in this
connection because of their prime concern
for what they thought rould be done is the

“ ends of verse

And sayings of philosophers."

Hudibr.vs

real cause ol the terrific events now taking

place throughout the world.

It h;i.s been said that the world

divides itself into two classes of people,

those who, in the face of any challcii.t^e

to effort, think first of what has to he

done and those who tliink first of the

obstacles in the way. The first group

do everything worth doing that gei>

done
;
the second are a brake on the

car of progress. “Greatly resolve"

and the battle is half won.

For Indians the concept of Dharma

is a no less compelling force than that

of Ta-Ton is for China. And, although

the subordination of personal inclina-

tion to duty is perhaps less general in

the West than in the East, tlicro is

many an individual there who would

lay down his life for the Right as lie

siuv il. What is needed the world

over is the recognition th.it nations

m\ist face, their obligations no less than

the individuals that (:om])ose them nid

that in the last analysis it is not

machines, not material goods, not oven

men that will determine the issue, but

the irresistible moral might that springs

from a common spiritual ideal. As

Abraham Lincoln adjures us,

Let us Jiavc faith that right makes inigia

and in that faith let us dare to doourduU

as we understand it.

Next, perhaps, to shared idealsa.s a

welder of men and nations together is

the mutual respect which is indispens-
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able to fruitful co-operation and which

must rest upon mutual understanding.

Such an effort to interpret Russia to

the United States as is represented by

The Russian Review, launched in New

York last November under the editor-

ship of William Henry Chamberlin, is

commendable, broad in its scope and

apparently above the suspicion of being

a propaganda effort. The first issue

contains a number of interesting con-

tributions on various Russian personal-

ities and on diverse aspects of the

Russian scene. Mr. Chamberlin speaks

in his Foreword of the direct and

marked Oriental influence in Russian

music, and, to a lesser e.xtent, in art and

literature, and claims that Russia has

always been to some extent a bridge

between Europe and Asia.

Of special interest to Indian readers

will be the features which Russia, as

described in tlie Editorial Foreword,

shares with India. Not only does

the variety of peoples and of languages

spoken throughout Russia’s vast extent

correspond to the ethnic and linguistic

situation in India; not only does the

sturdy peasant still loom large in the

scene there as here, l)ut less tangible

characteristics of the two nations are

also comparable. Thus Mr. Chamberlin

speaks of the “ extraordinary Russian

faculty of recuperation from the hard-

est blows and adaptation to the most

unfavourable circumstancc.s,” a faculty

which hoary India has abundantly

exemplified. Doubtless, man for man,
the Russian is less inclined to spiritual-

ity than the Indian, but Mr. Chamber-
lin finds both the Old and the New
Russia characterised by “ the tendency
to think in terms of absolute values.

"

J^cepticism, he tells us, contrary to the

common impression, has never |>en-

etrated deeply into the Russian national

consciousness.

One point which emerges from Hugo
Buchthal's lecture on ** Indian Fables

in Islamic Art,
”
which appears in Part

4, 1941, of the Journal of the Royal

Asiatic Society of Great Britain and

Ireland, is the amenability of cultural

expressions to the same cyclic law

which brings reaction on the heel of

action to nations as to men. The
Indian tales and animal fables called

the Panchatantra passed from Sanskrit

into Arabic via Pehlevi. Kalita wa
Dimna, dating from twelve hundred

years ago, enjoyed unrivalled popularity

for centuries throughout the Arabic-

speaking world. The illustrations of

these “ Fables of Bidpai ” are traceable

“almost through the whole history of

Islamic miniature painting. ” Islamic

art shows Eastern Christian influence

before tlie middle of the thirteenth

century
;
then it “ began to look to the

East for influence and guidance.**

Translated into Latin, the fables were

then rendered into the various

Eiiroj:)ean languages.

Soon the whole of Kurope was familiar with

these stones from tlie Kast which were used

ami remodelled by innumerable authors and

writers tliroughouf the Christian world.

Jt is curious that the Tables of Bidpai

spread not only to the West, but also east-

wards back to India. So after a migration of a

thousand years Kalila wa Dimna returned to

its country of oiigin. When in the sixteenth

century descendants of Timur conquered

Afghanistan and Noi thorn India and estab-

lished themselves as Sultans in Delhi, they

brought with them the cultural and artistic

traditions of Islamic Persia. Several extant

Bidpai manuscripts. . .were illustrated at the

Imperial court. The miniatures are entirely

in the Persian tradition. . .they do not in the

least betray that the greater part of their

subject-matter was ultimately not of Islamic,
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but of Indian origin, and to a certain extent

even had its own artistic tradition on Indian

soil.

Writing in the Visva-Bharali Quarter-

ly for Febriiary-April 1942 on the art

of Rabindranath Tagore, ShriNandalal

Bose says that Tagore's art is

characteri.sccl by the three, essential

qualities : a sense of rhythm, a sense

of proportion and a sense of identity.

Tagore took to painting late in life

when he had already mastered the

secrets of proportion and liiythm in

the cognate spheres of literature and

of music. A picture is successful in

so far as ii is able to effect a synthesis

of a variety of rhythms and in the

])ain tings of 'fagore we not only

find such a synthesis but we find

il in a highly vitalised form. Art is

the evoking of spirit through form and

Tagore, deeply observant of Nature in

all her aspects and moods as he was.

always concerned himself witli life in

its process of inifoldmenl so iliat a sug-

gestion of abounding life and energy

was never absent from what lie painted.

With his keen sense of proportion, he

painted in tlie irnc Indian tradition

which does not so much care for line

and colour as for the ^>uggestivo value

of a composition as a wluile. The

three-dimensional reali-^m of the Wes-

tern schools of painting, with its photo-

graphic accuracy 0/ detail, has never

found place in traditional Indian

painting, which has always sought to

represent the idea and the reality behind

form. The idea or the motive behind

a picture, the technique, the balance,

llie treatment and lastly the life move-

ment all are harmoniously intermingled

so tluit the ultimate result is a work of

art which is not merely realistic but

real, represent ing not the outward form

of a thing but its inner vitality and

life-spirit. Many have questioned the

purpo.se or the meaning behind an art

form. fagore himself has given a

reply

They have nothing ulterior behind their

own appearance for the thoughts to explore

and words to describe and if that appearance

( arnes its ultimate wortli then they remain,

otherwise they are rejected and forgott»‘u

even though they may have some scientitic

truth or ethical just i tic at ion.

We wish tluit every Indian uncon-

vinced of the Christian mission scIio(»l

rneiuice would ponder the implications

of a statistical analysis of “ Changing

Attitudes in a Conflict of Culture.^
'

which William Stevens Taylor of tli(‘

Indore Christian (.'ollcge reports in

Character and Versonaliiy for Dccenibci.

The study was based on tpieslioimaircs

in which “Hindu situlenls, whose early

training was tlesignetl to make their

outlook conform to the Hindu pattern,
’

were asked to choose, in regard i<>

lifty-two questions, answers ascrihei),

respectively, to the Hindu, the (Muist-

ian and the seculai cuUiirc fnillein.

Hindu co-operation is alleged to have

been enlisted to insure the iaithfiihie ^

of the Hindu answers to the ortlio(li»\

views but how just is the invc>tigaioiN

concept of Hindu ideology may he

judged from the following .stateinciii

whose fundamental falsity is noi

redeemed by admission of its “ (ner-

simplilicalion” :

—

\ man who personally vicious ami a

man who >s personally virtuous may etpialh

progress to'wards salvation it they perlona

their prescribed duties with espial coiisiicii-

tiousness.

The claim that the Christian religion

lays more empliasis on the develop-

ment of personal character than does
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the Hindu is sheer impertinence. Leav-

ing aside, however, this gross libel

upon a noble religious philosophy, and

also the naive claim, so far from the

obvious facts, that ‘'in the Christian

pattern, social practices are intimately

connected with beliefs about the nature

of God and of His incarnation in

Christ," the crux of the article is its

convincing demonstration of the cum-

ulative effect upon the student of press-

ure from influences “ virtually the

antithesis of those brought to bear on

Jiim by the orthodox Hindu education."

It is not stated that the live Arts

Colleges in North, Central and South

India in which the lest was given to

Hindu students in the tirst, second and

fourth year classes were denominational

institutions but if secular institutions

were included, the case against mission

schools with their more direct pro.ssure

in favour of the Cliristian attitude is

only .strengthened. Mr. Taylor admits

that the influences to which the student

is subjecte^l under Wi*stern forms ot

education

are (lefinilelv non-Himlu. 'the Uteraivue

used is satuiuied with Christian and seculai

Western attitudes. In organization, teaching

methods, and literaiure, the educational

inriuences are of a type designed originally to

j)ro(luce [K'ople with attitudes congriuuit to

non-Hindu culture patterns.

The results of the lest are elo(]ucnt.

The religious attitude so characteristic

of the Indian was found in general to

persist but many a student had acquir-

ed new points of \'iew. prominent
among them the essentially unphilo-

sophical belief in a God to whom
personal attributes and altitudes may
he ascribed.

Of the beliefs and attitudes selected to
represent the Hindu pattern, those referring
to social problems showed the most decided

changes. In a few of these there was an
increased support for points of view belonging
to the Hindu pattern. In most of them there
was a decrease of support.

riie traditional Indian education,

Mr. 'laylor writes, laid emphasis
“rather on the comprehension of spir-

itual meaning than on the systematic

observation of objective data." Are
we to infer that a reversal of emphasis
is a step in human progress ?

Writing in \Philosiophy for January
1942 in the Discussions Section, on
" Seeking a Way Tlirough Our Present

Perplexities, " Mr. George H. Langley

asks why, corresponding to the scien-

tist's openness of mind and prepared-

nes.s to universalise his conclusions,

there should not be similar openness in

approaching the problems of humanity
and why it shojuld not be possible for

man to universalise personal desires

l)y a rational appeal to something

universal in him. He comes to the

conclusion tliat it is possible to find

principles for guidance in the higher

realm of human action through the

rationalising of purpose. Constituted

as human nature is. self-interest or

group interest i.s the most powerful

motive for human action ;

—

h it b(* shown lliat for man the ead&

ot Nell -interest or of his group-interest can

only be adeiiuately achieved when guidance

by universal principles is accepted, we may
then hope that he will puisue liis satisfaction

in the better way.

It is a truism that one should not

be sellish but should look to the

interest of one's neighbour as well.

But it is not the less important just

because we have heard it so often. It

is lifted above the commonplace by the

aristocracy of the spirit who have

reiterated it from age to age.
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If, as Mr. Langley holds and as many
will agree, such a " closed purpose and
outlook *’ as characterise the Nazi

ideology
(
as every other type of selfish-

ness in varying degree
)

“ must lead to

eventual frustration. . .since it cuts

them oft from the universal springs of

life for man —then the corollary must
also be true, that the way out of our

present perplexities can lie only in a

general attempt to merge individual

^terests with those of the commonweal

and to regard civilisation itself as a

co-operative pursuit of general happ-

iness.

In his address given before the Delhi

Branch of the British Medical Associa-

tion not very long ago, which The

Calcutta Municipal Gazette reported,

Mr. Arthur Moore stressed the need

for co-ordination between the sciences

of psychology and jihysiology and

between tlie characteristic approaches

of East and West, in the interest of

further medical research, so that the

subjective approach of the former and

the objective ajjproach of the latter in

the treatment of human disease might

together yield a better understanding

of the ailment itself and of possible

remedies.

The interaction between the body on

the one hand and feelings and thoughts

on the other is being increasingly

recognised, a.s is the fart that whereas

the East has engaged iii introspection,

in a study more of the inward nature

of man than (jf man as a physical

being, the West generally sought

to understand the phenomenal world

by its rigorous methods of objective

scientific researcli, analysis and classi-

fication, much to the neglect of a

necessary complementary study of the

self.

So the West went ahead with an almost

entirely material science, the scientist exper-

imenting on the phenomena outside himself

without considering it essential to know his

own inside first. In addition because of his

desire to find the truth and nothing but the

truth he often set out without a creative

vision.

Mr. Moore's address was particularly

significant for his finding a key to

science's having often proved a curse

instead of a blessing in this very

interest of the Western scientist in

external phenomena without correspon-

ding scientific study of himself.

The East has always kept alive some

remembrance of the precept “ Know thybcli."

Psychology is a modern science in the West.

...Psychology in the East is immemorial.

It has al.so been more truly scientific....

Orientals see directly what after all should be

a very simple truth that in this life our

bodies are only iustrunients for all purposes.

...What the We.st, then, tends lo forget

aud the ICast to remember is that the greatest

sages the human race has produced, the men

who really kne^v sontething and were not

just guessing, the touiului.s of the greatest

religions, meant lileially what tliey said.

Bill the East has gone too far in

ignoring the outer. Tln^ balance nmb
to be redressed and when the two

attitudes are reconciled, “ Synipaltiy

will take on a much deeper conleiu,

and a sense <)f liumaii unity and

harmony be promoted.’'

Sir .Malcolm Darling has been long

enough and intimately enough associat-

ed with rural India for liis paper on

“The Indian Beasunt and the Modern

World "
(
The Asiatic Review, January

1942) to carry a presumption of cleai

understanding. This presumption seems

to be fulfilled as far as his recognition

of the existing situation is concerned.
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But one might have expected a juster

assignment of responsibility for that

situation than one finds. He pronounces

tlic “disintegration of the village

community, once the peasant's strong-

est bulwark " the “greatest disservice

that the modern world has done him."

True, but why call in the modern world

as whipping-boy when the mischief has

been done by British ignorance and

jiothing else ? It is primarily the

stripping of the village panchayats of

the authority which they had exercised

successfully for thousands of years that

has reduced the villages to their

])rcscnt stagnation and inertia. The

governing of a subject country so vast

and so distant from the administrative

centre may speciously have justified

the centralisation of authority but

fruiting can be controlled by less

drastic measures than cutting a tree off

at the roots.

Co-operation is natural to tlie Indun

village, which from time immemorial

has been \irtually autonomous from

the ix)litical point of view and has

rested socially and industrially on an

integrated social order and on mutual

exchange of services.

Sir Malcolm’s analysis of the effect

of modern \Ve.slcrnizcd education,

differing so widely from that of educa-

tion of the traditional Indian type,

seems to us just. He admits the present

rulers’ responsibility for the system,

which he blames for doing nothing to

arrest the process of disintegration.

The education wo have introduced into the
country is too individualistic for that. It

tends to make people more conscious of their

rights than of their obligations, and of what
separates them from their neighbours Uian of
^hat binds them together. It encourages
the competitive, if not the acquisitive .spirit,

and where comparatively few arc educated.

it tempts them to scorn and even exploit

those who are not. These tendencies may
be accepted features of town life, but in the

village they are like while ants eating their

way unscon into the fabric of village life, for

men live so r losely together there that they

cannot live happily without a strong sense of

mutual obligation. It was a villager, not a

townsman, wlio first proclaimed the import-

ance of the duty to your neighbour.

That scientific control of agriculture

d(^mands not only official siii)ervisiort

but “in addition something of poetic

insiglit and sympathy" is a revolution-

ary concept, though profoundly true.

In the popular presentation of a

scientific subject which Dr. Gilbert J.

Fowler contributed to Indian Farming
for December, “India's Millions and

the Food Cycle," he attempted a syn-

thesis in scientific thinking as arresting

as it is rare, though he reported

an increasing feeling among scientific

workers that department a!jsm in siMcntifir

rr.sean h i.s becoming exro>;si\’e si> that each

worker tends to be tonlincd in a little (cl! by
himself and is viitually unaware of the bearing

of bis results on wider issues.

Naturally inspiration suffers from

this artificial cribbing and cabining of

interest. .\ philosopliy of modern

science is greatly needed. If specialists

would pool, their knowledge they would

find how much of it is overlapping that

in other ftcld.^. The interdependence of

animal and \'egetablc life is generally

recognized, and the dependence of the

life of plant and of animal upon the

elements, but Dr. Fowler goes further.

He follows the life of the growing

plant, considering the interrelation of

the numerous factors involved in the

relatively simple natural process of

plant growth and their bearing on the

life of man. Not only docs he bring

out in sweeping terms the action and





THE ARYAN PATH
Point out the “ Way ’’—however dimly,

and lost amonjS the host —as does the eveninjS

star to those who tread their path in darkness.

—Ihe Voice of the Silence

VoL. XIII JUI-V 1942 No. f

THE COLOUR BAR

Men and women belonging to

every school of thought are con-

templating the New Order to be

established after the War. There

are certain problems whicli call for

immediate attention oven while* the

War is going on, and among them

is the destruction of the colour bar.

Gandhi ji repeats in his own way

what Madame ('hiang Kai-Shek said

ft few weeks ago. She said :
--

fn the New World Order that we are

going to create, there must be tio talk

of superior or inferior. \\'c must be

equal—men and women of all races

—

pushing forward to a great ideal.

And Gandhiji :
-

Hero, I would like to repeat what

r have said about the withdrawal of

the British Power from India. 15oth

America and Britain lack the moral
basis for engaging in this war, unless

they put their own hoinses in order, by
. making it their fixed determination to

withdraw their influence and power
both from Africa and Asia and remove
the colour bar. They have no right
to talk of protecting Democracy and

protecting civilisation and human free-

dom. until the canker of White superior-

ity is destroyed in its entirety.

This journal has published many
article^ on the subject, for it holds

as a conviction that unless “^thec

problem of colour bar is solved there

must ensue in the future, perhaf)!^

tlie near futtire, a slrugglo between

the white ” and the coloured race#

which in its lialrcd and bloodshed

would make even the ghastliness oi

the present world-war pale into

/'nsignilicaiice. Rather than pen our

own comments, we print below a

few extracts only from some of fhe

articles which have already appeared

in our previous volumes.

Describing the conditions in British

Africa, Mr. Arthur J. Hoffman coi^,

eludes :

—

Had we i)uaf:^in(iiicn none of these

things could he ; had vve moral seme

we could never one day talk of Qiftf

obligations to tlie colonics and anothei

consider the benefits derived from

trade ; had we honest intellect we conic

not at one moment put forward trustee
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ship of the black races and at the next

urge colonial development as the solu-

tion of our own unemployment and

other problems. Is this doing unto

others what wc would that they should

do to us ?

(“What Civilization Has Done

for the Native.
”

The Aryan Path, February lojo

)

Colour [prejudice is immoral because

it contrives to give a natural justilica-

lion for pride and a conviction of

superiority: and that })ride and th.at

conviction, in ihcir turn, snpplv tin'

e.xcnsc and jnstihcaiion for oppression

and the enslavement of the weaker to

subserve tlie |.)urpo>es of the stronger.

(“Some Moral Ast)ccts of the

Colour Bar, ” by Lord Olivier.

The Aryan Path, March i<v]o)

^'Nor can it be dis])ntcd tliat tin*

ingrained Imperialism of wliite peo])le.

particularly in the case of hhigiish

people, has a very great deal to tlo

with the anti-colour attitude. Fcir

“ the glory of Kmpire that Finpire

“ u^n which the sun never sets ” in

,spite of slums and i]iK*ni])loyincnt and

an exploited proletariat -India must

be ruled with a firm hand “ for its own

good*' and for the sake of British

prestige in the Ka.st...anil lest tin*

rising tide in the Fast flood o\er tlie

West and submerge it emee and for

all... Only, of course, that sort of

thing is not admitted in tlie capitalist-

controlled Imperialist jnes.s
; it soinuF

so much belter—so much more dig-

nified, and rc-as.suring, to talk about

India’s inability to govern itself, and
the gl(jry of Empire.

(“ Ihc f ohnir (hiestion,” by

Ethel Malinin.

Aryan Paih, February 19JJ

)

The problem of the Negroes thus

remains a part of the world-wide clasli

of colour. So, too, the problem of tlit'

Indians can ncA'cr be simply a problem

of autonomy in the Britisli common
wealth of nations. They must always

stand as representatives of the coloured

races—of the yellmv and black peoples

as well as the brown—of the majority

of mankind, anil together with the

Negroes tlii'y must face the insistent

problem of tlie assumption of the wliite

peoples of Furope that they' have .1

rigJil to dominate the world ami

especially so to Dig.uuze it iKditically

and industrially as to make most men

their slaves and servants.

(

“ The ('l.mli of (“olonr,” hv

W. F. B.

The .\kyan P.vni, Marcli ro.V>)

But when tin* iiU'csligiilor of race

conllii't in the Tnited States has given

full w(‘ight to economic I'au^es he will

conn* upon sometliing dsi* not .“^o easil\

explained, lie will tiiul, pcrnuMiing

strata of ''(x iety that cannot be allecled

l)\' economic cuntjictition, and .ununt;

persons total!}' al(.»of fioin all iiiUrc.as

<»f or inteicomse witii the worker.^ a

strange, m.dignant
,
bit ter ai»d (m-j ^isMay

hatred of all liiinian l.'cines .\fii< .iii

aiKeslrv. He. will Imd white nn.!

station, Wealth, and even of idnc.itinii,

con.-'j.ii ring to prevent legislation ag.iin''t

Jvneijing, and sern*tly (;r ojieiiiy glu.if-

iiig when a iynehiiig has been fione.

He w'iil be eompclled to admit lIcH

this hatred among such rricu is often

carried t«) cxtreiiu'S that seem haidlv

sane and elsewhere would he dt’cincd

iiicreflible. To understand this fee.hj’.e

among sucli men
(
and w'ornen )

is tin'

most ditlicult part of the inquiry ami

vet unescajKihle if the ])roblein isCMi

to he comprehended and solved.

(
“The Racial Situation in America.

’

by diaries Edward Russell.

The Akv'an Path, March 1937 )



DOSTOEVSKY AND THE PROBLEM
OF EVIL

rOvcr fifty yoars Mmc. H. P. Blavalsky wrote* that what the European

world ruioded was a dozen writers sucli as Dostoievsky, “ not authors writing for

wealtli or fame, but fearless apostles f>f tlie living Word of Truth, moral healers

of the pustulous sores of our century. " And she added : “To write novels witl?

a moral .sense in them deep enough to stir Society, rcfiuires a great literary talent

and a born theosophist as was I)ost(»evsky.
”

We publish here the lir>t of two articles ])y Dr. K. R. Srinivasa Iyengar,

on the great novelist’s struggles with the problem of e\'il, which will form one

chapter in ids forthcoming l)ook on iMstoevsky.- -Ed.

1 .—SORROW IS

Dostoevsky was primarily a nov-

elist, a literary artist, but he was also

a thinker wlio constantly l>rooded

over the destiny of man on our

planet ;
he could not ignore for a

minute the j)athos of the Imnian

.situation, how for most of us

A litlic fruit ii little while i-' huts.

And the vorin linds it sodh.

Dostoevsky’s ehildliciod aiul youth

were not j-ai ticiilarly liajgjy ; lii^

father was a stern man and rarely

touched his son’s heart ; Ids mother,

of course, wa.s worthy ol alieciimi

and respect, but she too yilayed no

vital part in Dostoevsky's life
;
as fur

early acquaintances, with Dostoevsky

it was a case of “all or nothing,
”

and hence even his occasional friend-

ships lormciUed rather than soothed

him. In his fifteenth year. Dosto-

evsky Just his mother, and thus lie

knew Pain at close quarters. More-

over, he liad l>eeu caught by the

Komantir fever of his lime and was

given to meditative moodiness. In

Ids si.xteenth year. Dostoevskv was.

to quote ^Ir. E. H. ( arr,
’

a youth of awkwanl demeanour, thick-

set, blnnd and ribiua'mally pale; shun-

ning the dancing-clashes and other

lighter shades of life in tlic Academy^
silling in the c(.»rner of a dark and.

airJes.^ <k»rniii()rv re.iding or writing by

the liglu of a tallow candle ; or pacing

to and fro in puem ions discussion of

tlu- ]>robU‘!n> of iwistein t* with one or

i\VM kinfhed; "I'irits.

riie \oiirli i‘l >i.\tecn discussing..

** the })robieTn> id e\'i.->tence ’’ is not

an oi diiKii y phenomenon ; but in the

Dixstoevskian woild there are charac-

ters like tl'.e precocious Ippolit Ter-

entyev and Kolya Krassotkin who

are eipially oppres.^ed by the “prob-

lems of existence. ” Soon, however,

another calamity happened; three

years after Ids mother’s death, Dos-

toevsky heard tlie news of his father's

nun del', riu' old man had lived a

fast life on his farm, and some of his

angry ]>oasauts had presumably mut-

deied their landlord in order to

avenge soim‘ dmI or fancied wrong.
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The murder of his parent was a great

shock, and his habitual depression

only put on darker hues. The posi-

tion of the family, too, was ‘'appall-

ing.” Nevertheless, Dostoevsky

” carried on ”
; he read and he wrote,

he doubted and he brooded
;
he made

acquaintances and quarrelled with

them ; he was perpetually in w^ant.

Exultation follow’ed close upon

depression, but presently depression

gained control over him again. He

now experienced the pangs of author-

ship ;
he was almost a literary

celebrity ; but his health made him

feel uneasy and he tortured himself

with all sorts of doubts and fears.

It was no singularly happy man who

was suddenly caught by the current

•f prosecution and swept into the

Wastes of Siberia. The conviction

but isolated and accentuated l)(».<t()-

evsky's inw’ard agony.

Siberia w^as to prove Dostoevsky ’s

spiritual laboratory. Divorced alto-

gether from civilization—from his

kith and kin, from the world of books,

from the companionship of cultured

men—Dostoevsky could now indeed

fix his gaze on the problems of exist-

ence, obstinately seeking their solu-

tion. There is Pain in this world,

sure enough, made up of disease,

ugliness, cruelty, double-dealing,

stupidity, and what not
;

if ]^lin

exists, and exists so triumphantly,

then Evil also exists! If, then, we
should accept Pain and Jivil as our

daily portion, what can possibly be

the nature of ultimate Reality ? If

God exists, why does He permit

Pain and Evil to ravage the human

heart and to contaminate the human
soul ? If human life is a mere vale

of tears, how is its continuation-

immortal life- likely to be ? Or-- do

not God and immortality exist after

all ?

In The Brothers Karamazov, Ivan

tells Alyosha

“ It’s different for other people
; but

we in our green youth have to settle

the eternal (questions first of all. That’s

what we care about. Vuuiig Russia

is talking about iKJtliing but tlie

eternal questions now. Just when the

old tools aie all taken up with prac-

tical (juestums.” ^

'Ihat was how Dostoevsky felt in

Siberia. Practical questions ot

prison reform could wait
;

they

hardly mattered
;

lh(‘ urgent thing

to do was to invade the invisible

and discover what was there, li

was thus of vital im])ortarice to him

to throw his hiith inb) the crucible

ot his dialectic, and to w.ilch and

wait for the result. lb* .‘dimild,

once and for all, oithei accept Got!

and immortality or give them their

cou^c.

Dostoevsky presumal)ly revolv(‘(l

the.se “eternal cpiestions ” in his

mind again and again ;
lie gathered

up Ins own experiences, culled bits

from life and from literature and

from the columns of the newspapers

and wished to shake them togethei

into a single compound : it was a

hopeless business ;
it led him no-

^
^ The quotations arc (roiu Mrs. LOnstaute Garnett's Kiiglish Iraiihlations of Dobtoev:5lj)

novels.
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where. He now placed hypothetical

characters in tense situations,

watched them react to their envi-

ronment, registered their shifting

movements in the worlds of matter

and of spirit. As he brooded more

and more, wrestling with his fancies

and his nightmare visions, his great

characters assumed form and signif-

icance, and seemed to “ glance from

heaven to earth, from earth to

heaven : they became, in John

C!owper Powys’s words, apocalyptic

visions of psychic ecstasies. As an

unasliamedly honest and vital

human being, Dostoevsky delved

into the depths ol thi‘ unconscious

in himself and dared to imagine the

ultimate possibilities of tlieir

development ;
at tlie same lime, he

.scaled alsUi the inlellectn.al ami

spiritual heights 10 \Nliicli liis own

subtler self liad titfully and frv<;ri>hly

aspired, ami, off and on, he even

landed on a Himalayan peak or two.

No wond'cr lie was “ frightened

like a mouse ” sometimes ; we, his

readers, are also often frightened

like mice wlien we confront some ol

his groat creations. Idctioii hccoines

more urgent than fact ; we ate for

ever implicated in llie Dostoevskian

universe, and we cannot e.xtricaie

ourselves from its apocalyptic

between (lood and I*lvil--

(lood indicated by h'oim, and
Harmony, and Happiness aiul hvil

by Disorder, and mere Noise, and

meaningless Pain.

Uostoevsky's great creations are

thus not only palpitatingly human
but they are also symbolic of his

own heart-searchings, obstinate

questionings and tortuous reasonings

on the fundamental issue between

t/ood and I£vil. Dostoevsky would
exhaust, one by one, the various

possibilities of tackling the “ eternal

question.” There is, first of all,

the way in which man tlie animal

faces tlit* issue. It is Fyodor

Pavlovitch’s way. Like the wild

beasts, lie is go\’erned by mere

animal instincts; he can talk

cleverly, he can lie witli ease, he

can accumulate inuiiey
;

but in

essence he is a superb beast. He
would live as long as lie can, drain

the cup of life to the very bottom.

All women attract him; he finds

‘‘something devilishly interesting”

in every woman. He will drink

and sleep witli women and snore

to the v(U*v end : lie will stand on

tlie rock of sensuality *’
till he can

stand .so no more. Papa Karamazov

will neither regret the past nor

w’oirv himself about liie meaning

of life. He will merely live his life

in iiis own beastly way, relishing,

ii he can, e\crv moment of it, evciy

sensation it can yet give him
;
and

we know that men like Fyodor

Pavlovilch are thrilled by a porciinial

senst' of fulfilment, and are con-

sequently “ happy.”

Ivan loathes people like his father,

but he can understand them, even

iipprecivite them in a way. It is

Ivan who almost scandalizes Dmitri

by saying :
“ lyodor Pavlovitch, our

papa, was a pig, but liis ideas were

right enough.” If there is no Qod

and no immortality, everything is
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certainly lawful
;
and if he desires

it, man can of course revel in the

mire of sensuality as long as he can

and as much as he can !

Simple people like Dmitri, Sonia

Marmeladov and Natasha take for

granted that (iod exists
; without

this faith, they would feel helpless,

and they would be unable to endure

life for an instant. Jielieving in

God, they reconcile themselves to

this world and its uncscapable con-

comitant, Pain
;
they even think

that, in some obscure way, they are

bound to reach self-knowledge and

the reality of salvation through

suffering and pain. Dmitri puts the

point of view of these* siiuple })eople

thus :

—

“ If God doesn’t exist, man is the

chief of the earth, of tlie universe.

Magnificent ! Only how is he going to

be good without God ? . . .For whom is

man going to love then ? To whom
will he be thankful ? 'I'o whom will

he sij)g the hymn ?
”

The rationalist may laiigh at the.se

(piestions, but to Dmitri these rhetor-

ical tpiestions arc sufficient proof of

the existence of (iod and hence of

immortality.

The simple reasoning of a Dmitri is

based on an axiejin : man desperately

needs some mystcTioiis Power whom
he can love, to whom lie can leel

grateful and in whose lionour In?

cun sing hallelujahs. Sima* without

such a Power man’s life will lie

savourless and iiisupjiorlable, er^o, it

exists. To other men, inon* severely

logical than a Dmitri Karamazov,

the issue is a more {.v)mplex one and

[July

is not to be so easily settled. If God

really exists, why does He tolerate so

much misery, bestiality and cruelty

in our midst } Surely, He could have

somehow or other prevented the

murder of Aloyna Ivanovna ? On
tlie contrary, destiny intervenes in so

])erverso a fashion that Raskolnikov

kills, not only the pawnbroker

woman, but her innocuous sister as

well I It may be tliat the murderer,

Raskf)lnikov, is driven by his own

inward agony to confess his crime to

the authorities. This does not, by

any means, undo the murder it.sclf.

('an it be, then, that (iod doesn't

exist ? Or does it mean that the

Power that rules over us is only an

Kvil I^ower, bent uj)on causing misery

and turning all oiir good enterprise.s

awry ? It (‘annot be. for (iood too

is nut altogether foreign to this

world
;
Raskolnikov murdered with-

out hindrance, but he also scattered

benefits on his fellow human beings,

riie Power, even if it exists, is thus

neither Good nor Fvil
;

it is in-

different, that's all !

'fliis exactly is the diah'Ctic of a

Svidrigailov. His lucid intelligence

has snrveyt‘il lla^ Ijiirnaii pro.speei

and found no iinifyingpurpo.se there-

in. lie, Svidrigailov, is the sole

rai'Min ii’i'trc for his own existence*

;

he might say, as does Prince Wilkov-

sky, tliat all is iioii.sen.se e\(vpl

himself his own |)ersonaIity. n<‘

can do what he likes, will what la*

likes
;
like the denizen of tlie under-

world. Svidrigailov too would assert

his right “ to desiderate for liimsell

what is foolisli and liarmfu!,'’ and
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would be 1)01111(1 by no obligation

whatever to desiderate merely so-

callcd good or sensible things. How
else could he assert his reality, his

individual personality ? Of course,

if there does exist a Power that

governs everything, a Powen* that

will make him knuckle under, aye,

crush him, so much the better: the

thrill of discovery will more than

compensate for the loss of his own

omnipotence. How, then, put the

matter to a crucial test ? He has

had country wenches in the past,

but they had been willing to be

seduced by him—and, perhaps, no

real “ crime " had been committed

at all. He would now attempt a

wholly abominable thing, and see*

what lia|)])ened : a sort of .scientific

inquiry in his iinicjiu* spiritual

laboratory !

It is one of tlu' great scents in

Dostoevsky. Making Ui?e of liis

knowledge of Raskolnikov’s secret,

Svidrig iilov has lured Dounia, the

murderer’s sister, to his room alone

and he iixes on her a look of

unfaltering determination. Wouldn’t

(lod hurl His thunderbolt 011 this

unspeakable villain ? rhe iniimles

speed on. Dounia has probably

expected this : being a determined

woman herself, she faces her tormen-

tor squarely and aims her pistol at

him. After all, there is a divinity. .?

No
; twice she shoots at Svidrigailov.

at pretty close quarters, and yet

nothing happens to him. Now
hardly two paces separate them

;

Svidrigailov asks her to make a

tlfird attempt. She cannot do it.

sIk' flings th(» revolver away. A
weight sci'ined to have rolled from

liis hearl- peTliaj)s not only tlu'.

fear of deafli
;
indeed he may scarce-

ly have felt it at that moment. It

was tlic deliverance, from another

feeling, darker and more bitter,

which he could not himself have

defined. ” He needn’t fear Him,

—

He doesn’t exist; Arkady Ivano-

vitch Svidrigailov is his own law,

the master of his (wn fate and the

captain of his own soul. There’s

none really to call him to order

;

there is none to love him cither; his

unholy eminence frightens him and

disgusts him. He hands Dounia the

key to the door—and she is gone.

It is possible to argue that the

very fact that Svidrigailov ultimate-

ly span’s Dounia .shows that, after

all, a divinity docs sliape our ends,

roiigh-liew llunn how we will. Svi-

drigailov him.^clf thinks otherwise;

he lias spared Doniiia because he has

lost all ivlish for further experiments

with truth.. He is alone, and that

is enough for hint. Ho has done

evil and he has not been punished
;

he will now do >omo good, knowing

full W(’ll that he is not going to be

blessed either. He therefore pro-

vides for the Marmeladov children,

including Sonia, and he makes a rich

present to the girl lie is )wl going to

many. One thing only remains.

His e\])eriments with truth have

shown him no truth higher than the

validity of his own will. Can the

fact of death alter the situation ? t'an

there be such a thing as immortality ?

Mnvbe. even should it exist, im-
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mortality and eternity may be no

more than a sort of cribbed and

cabinned monotony in a tiny bath-

room in a country-house. Never-

theless, tliat too should be put to

the test : hence, coolly and logically,

Svidrigailov blows his brains out.

Nikolay Stavrogin is vSvidrigailov

himself, but a Svidrigailov realized

in heroic proportions. He is young

and beautiful, and there is genius in

merely being young and beautiful.

He is a creature of the modern age,

severely self-conscious and insatiably

curious; his pellucid intelligence, ever

working with chilling clarity, lures

him further and further and lands

him at last, high and dry. on the

shrivelling snows of despair, ('oldly

and deliberately, only to satisfy liis

pride-- the pride that would deside-

rate anything and everything he

wills and achieves, one by one,

various conquests ov(*r what ordinary

people would call instincts, emotions,

and even common-sense, llis whole

vocation becomes an endle.'^s

experimentation, and out of it all

nothing but despair issues in the

end. He has ridden rongli-sliod over

his innate sense of decency and of

decorum, over his .self-interest, over

his pride itself; Ik? has made a dash

across the network of conventions,

the elaborate facade of human ethics

and morality
; and he has landed

himself out.side the ( ity of (jod. Ibit

his life is a failure, and he realizes

that there is no going back for him.

He has inspired others—a Shatov, a

Kirillov, even a Pyotr Verhovensky

—to take themselves and their

[July

mission seriously
;
but he, vStavrogin,

can pluck no inspiration from his

own heart or head to turn his life

into a purposeful thing, or even

merely to endure it. A ventriloquist

of the spirit, Stavrogin has forgotten

the nature of his own voice
;
when

llie revels are ended, and both Marya

and Lizaveta are dead, Stavrogin’s

spirit is atrophied and the will to

live is altogether gone. How can it

ju'olit liim that his consciousness has

asserted its supremacy over every-

lliing and everybody ? A desert is

all that is left to it to rule over-

‘'Ihe frozen waste of eternity;”

neither love nor hate, ncitlier spite

nor envy lias now any jjart or lot in

Stavrogin’s lif(‘. Like Svidrigailov,

Stavrogin loo realizes the futility of

living
;
but , being “afraid of show-

ing gnotness of S(UiL ” he does not,

like Svidrigailov, slioot himseif,

instead, he hangs himself witli a

strong cord, “chosen and prepared

beforehand” and “ thickly smeanal

with soap.
”

Stavrogin’s virile and unrompro-

mising solf-eonsciousness i.^sues

constantly in action, and through it

alone realizes its potentialities. Ivan

Karamazov, on the other hand, is

merely a supersensitivc engine ol

daring speculation. His real prede-

cessor in the Dostoevskian universe

is not so much Stavrogin or

Svidrigailov as the precocious and

consumptive boy, Ippolit Terentyev.

After scrutinizing a picture of the

Christ
(
a very good copy of a

Holbein, according to Myshkin )
in

Rogozhin’s gloomy house, young
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Ippolit is urged to write thus : “In the

picture the face is terribly crushed

by blows, swollen, covered with fear-

ful, swollen, blood-stained bruises

;

the eyes are open and squinting
;
the

great wide-open whites of the eyes

glitter with a sort of deathly glassy

light/' The unspeakable agony

depicted in the picture makes Ippolit

w'onder if Nature is not really a

blind, implacable, and merciless

beast or an enormous modern me-

chanical engine
;
fesus Christ may be

the greatest of men, but the beast

mangles him all the same, the

machine crushes him none-the-less.

He who could triumphantly say

—

“Lazarus, come forth!”—could not

save himself in the end. Ippolit

feels that, if the C hrist could have

seen Himself after the cnicilixion.

He might nol hav(‘ consented to

mount the cross. No wonder

Myshkin says that the picture in

Kogozhin's house “might make some

people h/se their faith”; and Kogo-

zhin chimes in: “That’s what it i.s

doing.” Ippolit has known disease

and seen suffering at clo.s(' quarters

;

and these puzzle him ; he cannot see

their relation to a just order in the

universe. Of course, he admits that

he cannot wrest Nature’s ultimate

secret, for it is not given to mere

man, living in our ICuclidean world,

to succeed in this enterprise. Hut

Ippolit cannot “ accept ” the world
;

it makes him dream bad dreams,

J^uid in itself it is incomprehensible

;

he doesn't want even the three weeks
he is entitled to live, he will there-

fore put an end to his existence at

once

!

Ivan Karamazov is an older, and

a far more mature and sensitive,

character. Whereas Svidrigailov and

Stavrogin brood as well as act, Ivan

only broods and thinks dangerous

thoughts
;
his dialectic may lead him

to the conclusion that “ everything

is lawful, ” but he simply cannot

put his theory into practice. Intell-

ectually he may feel convinced that

Papa Karymazov is merely a pig

and, should Dmitri kill him, it is

nothing to worry about—one reptile

will have devoured another
;
and yet,

after the murder, Ivan hates Dmitri
“ because he ivas the murderer of

his father.'" He may say that Fyodor

Pavlovitch's view’s are right enough
;

but the very thought of acting in

accordanct^ with those views sends

Ivan into a frenzy of despair. He.

says that the Karamazov way of

living will be, in any case, impossible

lor him after the age of thirty: and

then nothing will remain except to

dash the cup of life to the ground !

It is doubtful if Ivan, constituted as

he is, would ever agree to lean on

the “strength of the Karamazov

baseness”; a man like him would

put the evil hour otf and off, and die

rather than stifle his soul with

debauclierv.

Thus Ivan’s struggle is hardly

ever on a terrestrial plane
;

it takes

place rather in the theatre of his

own soul, and it is the more exhaust-

ing and deadly for that very reason.

Svidrigailov and Stavrogin can sus-

tain their interest in life as long as

there are fresh w’orlds to conquer

;
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they can forget themselves in tlie

thrill of action. As for Ivan, personal

experimentation is not at all neces-

sary to help him to arrive at his start-

ling conclusions. He has but to look

about himself and to survey human
history to get corroboration for his

theories. And what does he find ?

He puts the matter succinctly

:

" People talk sometimes of bestial

cruelty, but that’s a great injustice

and insult to the beasts ;
a beast can

never be so cruel as man, so artist-

ically cruel.” People are cruel, cruel

to one another, cruel to the defence-

less because they are defenceless,

cruel for the sake of cruelty rather

than with a view to punishing the

guilty; Ivan knows that “ there arc

people who at every blow arc worked

up to sensualityj to literal sensuality,

which increases progress! vel}^ at

every blow they inflict”; and Ivan

screams out the question. Why ?

Why ? Why should such things be ?

If you say that the sins of the

fathers are visited upon the children,

such a truth, says Ivan, ''
is not of

this world and is beyond my com-

prehension.” If you say that these

manifold instances of Pain are only

the necessary parts of a superior

Harmony, Ivan flares up in indigna-

tion. I don’t want harmony. From
love of humanity I don’t want it. I

would rather be left with the un-

avenged suffering . . . and unsatisfied

indignation. . .It’s not God that I

don't accept, Alyosha, only I most

respcctfullj' return Him the ticket.”

This is “rebellion,” sure enough,

and Ivan knows that one cannot

“live” in rebellion
;
and yet, although

his logic has demolished his desire

to live, the Karamazov thirst for life

is strong in him still. He readily

confesses to Alyosha :
“ 1 love the

sticky little leaves as they open in

spring. I love the blue sky, I love

some people...! love some grc.it

deeds done by men...” Such ;i

man as Ivan, in spite of hi.s logic,

cannot be lost ; his conscience is the

more excruciating fc>r being ever

pitted against his cold, remorseless

logic
;
he tortures himself with the

thought that he may have indirectly

instigated Smerdyakov to kill

Fyodor Pavlovitch
;
and one may

suppose that, when he recovers from

his brain-fever, he will accept the

defeat of his logic and be healed by

the emotion of love.

K. K. Skimvasa Iyengak



THE DOCTRINE OF REINCARNATION
IN GNOSTIC THOUGHT

[
It is only to be expected that the Gnosis, a clear echo of the archaic

secret teaching of the East, should include the doctrine of reincarnation which

is a fundamental tenet of the latter. Each of tlie Gnostic sects “ was founded

by an Initiate, while their tenets were based on the correct knowledge of the

symlx)lism of every nation.'* Gnosticism undeniably shared many elements in

common with other offshoots of the traditional secret knowledge but it is open

to question whether the term syncretism, which Dr. Margaret Smith applies

to Gnosticism in this interesting study docs not apply more justly to the

Christian canon, which is a mosaic of fragments of Gnostic wisdom.

—

Ed.
]

Gnosticism, as its name indicates,

is a system of teaching based upon

the belief in a Gnosis or knowledge

higher than that obtained by mere

liuman .study ;

the knowledge of w’ho w’e w'ero, what

we have become, whore we were, into

what place w<* have been throw’n :

wljither we ai(‘ liasteiiiiig, wiience we

are redeemed : wliat is birth, what

rebirth.

(inosticism is a syncretism, con-

taining elements derived from many
sources, the chief of which are to be

found ultimately in Jlibylonia,

IVrsia and Kgypt, wliile India luul

some influence upon it. It has also

derived a considera])lc amount from

Hellenistic thouglit. In all (Gnostic

systems there is a belief in salvation

and redemption, to be obtained by

means of Gnosis, which is enlight-

enment through the Divine Light.

In all, the material world, especially

tlie body, is regarded as an evil from
which the soul, which naturally be-

longs to the spiritual world, seeks to

escape. In most of the Gnostic sys-

Q 'lHK.^RVAN Path, May 19JO, pp

terns is found the belief in destiny,

which controls human actions, but

also the conviction that the soul

whicli has been purified, in which

the spiritual element has obtained

the victory over the material, can be

set free from the Law of Necessity

and be reunited willi the Light

whence it came forth. In most

Gnostic systems purification through

Giiiosis is ol)tained by the practice

of asceticism.

The chief expo.sition of pre-Christ-

ian (ruosticisin is to be found in the

Hermetic Writings, which contain

teachings traditionally ascribed to

Hennes I’lisinegistus, believed to

be derived from the books of Thoth

(=Hermes), the messenger of the

Egyptian gods, but the UV/Gwgs, as

they now exist, belong to the second

and third centuries of the Christian

era. They were compiled in Egypt

by thinkers who had made a study

of Greek philosophy, especially of

Platonism, men such as Ammonius

Saccus' and others, who had gather-

ed disciples round them. Tlicse

H
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writings include records of their

discussions. As both Pythagoras

and Plato had studied in Egypt,

these thinkers held that they must

have derived some of their knowl-

edge from ancient flgyptian litera-

ture, and hence the name given to

these writings.

The Hermetic books teach that

God is Light and Mind,‘ a Light

consisting of innumerable Powers

which have formed an ordered but

infinite world, the archetypal form,

which was prior to the beginning of

existent things. This First Intell-

igence, whicli is Life and Light,

produces a Creator, God in action.

God is therefore the Source of all

that exists, mind and matter and

nature alike, and He manifests His

wisdom in all things that are work-

ing His will through Nature, whose

task is the extinction and the

renewal of all material things, (iod

is invisible, yet manifest in His

works; without form, yet embodied

in all forms.

There is nothing that is not He. for

all things that exist are even He

Thou art Mind, in that Thou tliinkest,

and Father, in that Thou ('reate>t :

and God, in that Tlioii workest, and

Good, in that Thou makest all things.-

God is the Sole Source of all,

encompassing all and uniting all

things together. Ho is therefore

co-existent with existence, things

material and things immaterial,

intelligiblcs and objects of sense

perception alike. “ There is nothing

in which God is not.”* He is the

(lood and the Good is God. The

evil and the defilement found in the

world are not to be attributed to

God but ari.se in the making of

things, ‘‘ just as rust forms on a

metal or dirt collects on a man’s

body.”^

Tlie human soul, the Wntings

teach, is Divine, like unto God Him-

self, but man is botli mortal and

immortal : mortal in respect of liis

body and therein subject to Destiny,

but also immoiTal because of tli(‘

Divinity vvitliin and, being iminortal,

he has all things ultimately in his

pow'er. It is because of carnal

desin* that souls an* attached to

mortal bodies, and man suffers

death, 'fhosi* wlio are led astray

by desire, and cleav(* to wliat is

sensual, will contimu* to wander in

the darkness of this matej’ial world

and to suffer dtxith. Persisting in

evil, such souls are dragged Ixick

again to human bodirs. 'I his is an

inescapabh' law.

Nothing, whcllirr good or

affecting the body, can ('oine to f)ass

apart from l.)estiny, hut it is destined

also that he wIm) has done evil shall

suffer evil.''*

In order tc; attain .salvation, man

must free liirnself from the fetter.^

of the body, which is the sphere ot

darkness, ignorance, corruption,

* Cf. UJolinus and his teaching nn the Universal Mind.
* Hermetic Hooks, TW
* Ibid., Bk. XI.
* Ibid., Bk. XIX.
* Ibid., Bk. XII.
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desire, passion, suffering and all

things evil, which holds down the

soul and prevents it from looking

upward and beholding the beauty

of Keality and the Good. Hermes

asks men why they give themselves

up to death when they might par-

take of immortality and appeals to

them to repent, to free themselves

from error, ignorance and darkness,

and, forsaking corruption, to lay

hold on light and immortality.^

It is through Gnosis, the knowl-

edge of (iod and of the Divinity

within itself, that the soul can

return to its Source. The road

thereto is easy, for God will show

Himself to the soul that seeks lliiu,

and will be near at all times to His

lover, wlietlier he wakes or .bleeps,

by night and by clay, whetlier he

speaks or is silent.- Striving

through contemplation and a holy

life to attain to knowledge (.»f God

and the knowledge that it is, it.^elf,

one witii Life and Light, the soul

learns what is the Real and the

(iood and henceforth cannot fall

away to what is evil and nnie.il. It

lives its life aright and such a soul

is adorned witli knowledge, joy, self-

control, endurance, unseltishness and

truth. Such souls, in their hnal

incarnation, are as kings and gods,

differing in nothing from the immor-

tals save in being still embodied upon
earth. They are now beyond the

power of Destiny, for they find no

joy in human happiness. They hold

^ Ihvi,, Hk. viii
* ihid., Bk. i

“ Ibid,, Bk. I.
* Ibid,, Bk. xvn.

pleasure in subjection, and cannot

be. harmed by any ills that Fate

inflicts. 'Fhe soul of such as these

is looking forever upon the incorrupt-

ible J^cauty of God and, having

that Vision before it, can see noth-

ing else and speak of nothing else,

so that Divine Beauty or Light

draws the soul up to Itself. The

soul leaves th(‘ body for ever and is

clianged from the corruptible into

iiicorniption. It has passed into

the world where all is unilied and

all in harmony,

for the spell which binds them one to

another is Love, the san.e in all, and

hy it all are wrought together into one

harmoiiious whole.’**

Tlie soul has enttTod into union

with the Divine and knows itself to

be one with God. “He who has

rc('oguised himself enti-rs into the

Good, which is God.”^

One of the most important

representatives of early Christian

(inoslicism was ILisilides of Alexan-

dria, who livt‘d during the first half

oi the second century. He was

probably a Ih'llenised ICgc^Mian,

with an inclination towards Oriental

thoiiglu and ideas. In Alexandria,

in his time, he would have found

representatives of many nations and

school‘d of thought, not only (Greeks,

Italians and Syrians, but Ethio-

pians and Arabs, Scythians and

Persians, and also Indian Buddhists.

Syro-lkibylonian and Jewish relig-

ious doctrines, a.s well as tliose of
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Zoroastrianism, Mithraism and

Hellenism, all had their effect upon

the Gnostic systems whicli developed

at this time.

Basilides’ idea of God is an

abstract and negative conception.

God, he maintains, is unknowable,

and not even the fact of existence

can be asserted in relation to Him,

for this would limit His absolute-

ne.ss. The world is co*cternal with

Him, and it is tlioiighl of under two

aspects, as an ideal, containing

within it the possibility of all life,

and also as a concrete thing, in

which potentiality has been brought

to actuality, which manifests forth

all the manifold forms of being

which are to be found within the

universe. Hasilides divides exist-

ence into live spheres: the Highest,

that of God Absolute; tlie second,

that of the Holy Spirit; the third,

that of the (beat .Arclion
;
the fourth

;

that of the J-esser Archon
;
tlie fifth,

that of earth, the sphere of matter.

'I'he Rational Soul Ijehuigs naturally

to the spiritual world and in its

pristine state was pure, l>ut the light

has been mingled with darkness
;

it

lias become corrupted and hindered

l)y the passions, whicli Jkisilides calls

“appendages." evil spirits which

cling about the soul and delude it,

degrading its desires to the level of

those of lower iiature.s, so that man
becomes lustful and callous. J-Jasil-

ides is convinced of the universality

of suffering. “ Fain and fear, ” he

says, “ arc as inherent in human
affairs as rust is in iron, " and he

assumes that all suffering is the

result of sin, whether actually com-

mitted in this life or in an earlier

life, or an inherited tendency to sin.

The only sins which can be forgiven,

he believes, are those committed

unconsciously or through ignorance

;

every deliberate sin wall bear its

fruit in a future life. He found this

view necessary in order to vindicate

the Divine righteousness and to save,

himself from the admission that God
could have been respoiTsible for an

evil world. ICven the martyrs and

tlie righteous suffer for their sins,

though they may not be aware of

them and may have committed none

in their present life. This law of

transmigration governs all tilings

:

every act bears its fniit, and tlie

consequence of every act in any life

must be endnrt^d in the billowing

rebirth. J’'or the sins of a previinis

iile the soul must endure retribution

in its present life and l)e purified by

suffering : the elect suffer for sins

cominilted before this present in-

I'arnatitni. and are piirilicd tlirougli

martyrdom, but tiny will liereafter

reap tlu* reward of llieir righteousness

in their present lile. Man’s will,

F»asilides tcaclus, is free but the

consequences of ai lion are inevitable

and man's di‘stiny is predetermined.

It is the freedom of man’s will

wliich holds out the possibility ot

salvation, and salvation means

separation from tlie evil whicli ha.s

attaclied itself to the good, i. e., to

the Rational Soul. It is for man,

Basilides liolds, to rise superior to

the passions which beset him, by

virtue of his rationality, and so to
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triumph over his baser nature. If a

man strives continually to obtain

good, he will obtain it. Yet, on the

other hand, Basilidcs appears to

think that only the elect are saved

;

the rest of mankind will be for ever

bound to tlie everlasting cycle of

causation and rebirth. I'his view

was perhaps the result of his de^^ire

to reconcile the fact of the universal-

ity of suffering with the righteousness

of God displayed towards man. J3ut

he is not altogether consistent here,

for he also asserts that everything

ascends and nothing descends,

that all things are moving from

below upwards, from the worse to

the better. fl(* also looks forward

to a time of n’dcmption, when (rod

will bring restitution on all things, a

time when the soul of the true,

(inostic, purified at last from all

defilements and all that fettered it,

will ascend to the ICtcrnal Silence, the

realm of the Divine Light of lights.

The ethical teaching of Basilidcs

is summed up in the law of Love, to

(rod and to one’s neighbour. Mon

should be like God, he says, in their

love for one another and in their

freedom from hatred and desire.

Kindness and compassion towards

others are characteristic of his teach-

ing. It is to be noted that the

spiritually pure, instead of hastening

towards their owm salvation, are con-

tent to linger upon earth for the sake

of teaching and training those who
are still unpurified. The teaching of

Basilidcs attracted in«any followers;

Basilidean (mostics w^erc to be found

in Syria, in Egypt and in Europe as

late as the fourtcentli century.

Another sect of Gnostics w’ho ap-

])ear to liavc accepted the doctrine

of reincarnation were the ]\Ian-

iclueans, the followers of Mani, said

to have lived in tlic third century,

whose teachings include elements

drawn from Zoroastrian. Muslim and
Western and Oriental ('hristian

sources, wliich resulted in what has

been called a (Tiristianiscd Zoroastri-

anism. Mani taught that corruption

w-as the. result of darkness and that

the admixture of light and darkness

was the cause of the material wwld,
wliicii offered to ihc soul a means of

returning to the Light. Manichxans
w( 10 divided int(' tlir inner circle of

the Elect, and the common folk or

Ucarcr.^^, I hey worshipped God as

Idglit. \A’isdom and Power. They
(aught that juirification included the

renunciation of evil thoughts, words
and deeds, as well as abstention from
the eating of flesh. The Elect, who
were purified, would pass after death

straight into tlie Presence of God,

Init the Hoai'crs would need to pass

through many rebirths in order to

attain • to purification and so to

become of the number of the Elect.

A final conflagration, they believed,

consuming all evil, would mean the

Redemption of the Light and its

triumph over darkness.

These Gnostic systems, therefore,

found the doctrine of reincarnation

a necessary part of their doctrine of

God and the human soul and the

relation between the two.

Margaret Smith

bibliography : The Heimetic Books, edited by W. Scott ;
The System of Basilides. By
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l.itnary History of Peisia, 1

. pp. 154 ff- By K. (*».



WANTED-A NEW GITA

[Mr. S. K. George formulates licre a difficulty wJiich he shares with

many a modern but which requires for its solution not '^a new Gi/a but a

new approach to the old one. Surely, if we find a spiritual teacher advocating

violence and, in the next breath, like all his Predecessors and the great Teachers

who have followed him, extolling Ahimsa and freedom from enmity, proclaiming

the One Self presiding in the hearts of all, the primary^ meaning is plain that

the conflict to which he urges his disciple is symbolical, that the violence to he

offered is less to outside enemies than to the lower tendencies within, which

every Arjuna linds ranged against him when he undertakes the Holy War for

the regaining of his kingdom. His allies are his higher faculties and powers.

In the interjuetation <jf tlic Gita as of every scripture, “ the letter killetli, hut

the spirit giveth life.” And yet, no spiritual teacher lias ever advocated

cowardice or supine aci\uiescence in evil. No one could justify the wanton

bombing of defenceless civilians as in the present war, and yet, sometimes the

money-changers do have to be driven out oi the temple. What is the very

Nishkama Karma wliich Mr. Cicorge appieciatcs in tiic Gita but action performed

as duly without concern for its fruits ?~Kf).

I venture to write on a problem

that has perplexed me regarding the

Bhagavad Gita, seeking enlight-

enment from those who have made a

deeper study of the sacred book. I

write as a non-Hindu who has tried

reverently to understand scriptures

other than liis own, but who has

sought to bring the same critical

attitude to bear on those scriptures

that he has on those of his own

religion. Apart from the particular

issue raised with regard to the Gita,

I would like this article to be regard-

ed as a plea for historical realism in

the understanding of all scriptures.

We go to ancient scriptures to find

answers for our modern problems.

But when vve go to them we ought

not to seek somehow to wrest

answers from them to suit onr needs.

The Gifu it>elf coiuieinns tliose

w’ho seek to fmd texts to suit tluar

occasions.

. . .i.ikr as whri] .s tank poms \\ater fortli

1*0 suit all needs, so do tlicse Hrahnians draw

Text, tor »il I wants from tank nl Holy Writ.’

\Vc ought rather to understand

the problems these ancient texts

were faced wdth ind the answers

they gave to them in the light of

their historical setting. Tor, how-

ever inspired those texts arc, they

were written at specific times and

dealt w'ith specific issues that wore

vital in those days. It is true that

to the extent that they looked at

these problems in the light of eternal

principles they still have messages

for us. I find that eternal w’isdom

Edwin Aknold i l'h$ Song Celestial.
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of the Gila in its doctrine of Nish-

kama Karma, its ideal of detach-

ment.

But in spite of all my appreciation

of the Gita, I do not feel that tlie

Gita was concerned with the problem

that is crucial for us today— tlie

problem of the rightness or oth-

erwise of the use of violence at all in

the arbitrament of individual and

national disputes. The Gila, as I

understand it, takes the legitimacy

of war for granted. Both Arjuna

and Shri Krishna proceed on the

assumption that war is a normal

process, that it is the duty of the

Kshatriya to tight. Only Arjuna is

overcome by considerations of pity

for the kitli and kin whom duty

compels him to slay. If at all there

is aversion to, and a questioning of

Ihe method of. war it is of civil

war—not of wai as such.

And Shri Krishna fully shares tliat

attitude to war— in fact bases hi>

answer on that sense ol duty that

Arjuna feels. Uf course, in the

conflict berween sentiment and duty,

duty should certainly prevail. Bui

incidentally 1 would remark that

the appeal to loss of reputation is

not on a particularly high plane.

A good name is (lie last thing a

iiian of conviction cares for, even

when the conviction is based on

nothing more than sentiment.

The main appeal is dcliiiitcly to

tlic sense of duly, tlie principle

of Swadharma, accepted without

question by Arjuna himself, the

consciousness that it is his duty as

a Kshatriya to fight for the preserva-

tion of order and good government.

But is not that very conception

questioned and perhaps abandoned
by modern thought ? And that on

two grounds. First, that the rigid

classification of men into different

classes or castes, whether on the

principle of heredity or on that of

dominant qualities, is no longer held

to be unalterably valid. Not that

such distinctions and tendencies do

not exist
;
but that they are not

irremediable. Both religion and

education based on modern psychol-

ogy seek to correct and to reform

such tendencies and to make people

conform to certain accepted ideals,

riie Buddha, for example, addressed

his teaching of love not only to the

sattvic but to all men, in the belief

that sattvic elements are present in

all men. So too with Jesus. And
(iandhiji today refuses to despair

even of Hitler, confident of finding

Mime elcmem of good lurking even

in him. And the instances in which

these saviours of mankind have

rctlccmed and remade people who

would ordinarily he condemned as

lamasaic and beyond redemption go

to show that any rigid classification

is wide of I he mark. Modem
education, based on sound psychol-

ogy, al.-o aims at tlie correction

of inherited qualities towards the

attainment of a higher level.

I'urther, even Hindu thought, in

sj)ite of its apparent acquiescence in

the varied levels of man’s spiritual

evolution, holds out certain tilings

as desirable for all and would fain

impose certain things 011 all. N'ege-
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tarianism, for example, it would hold

as right not only for the sattvic, but

as desirable for all ; and would like

to put a ban on cow-slaughter. How
much more should it feel it a duty

to impose a ban on the far more

heinous crime of manslaughter,

practised in modern warfare !

The second argument I would

press for rethinking the whole of tlie

Gita teaching on the subject is

this. War may have been a

good thing, a necessary thing, in

certain stages of man’s evolutionary

career. But war is cletinitely no

longer such under modern conditions.

It has long since ceased to be a

conflict between trained conibatanls

on cither side, between Kshatriyas

or Knights-erraut, but involves

today total destruction of whole

populations, ft is seen lo be what

THE (iREAT

Thomas l)rings out in “ Ilow

to Win the J’eacc, " Iraii.shiied ia I'hc

AUanlic Monthly ha' Tehriiary, how
the dcveIo])iuents of <'ur day have

brought home, a> jiei hai).s never before,

the iiitcr-ine.sliing of all s])Jieres of life,

have made it apparent that to draw a

sharp line of demarcation between

spirit and life, between philosophy and

art on the one hand and political

reality on the other was a fatal mistake.
“ You cannot today— if it was ever

possible, ” the exiled German thinker

declares, properly separate the sphere

of art, culture and spirit from the

sphere of politics. ” No more can you
do £0, in fact, than principles can ever

it is, a mad folly, a preventable

calamity. Can any one imagine a

religious teacher today, much less an

incarnate God, telling a bomber

poised up in the clouds, about to rain

destruction on the helpless people

below, to do his duty as a trained

bomber, regardless of consequences,

becau.se those helpless victims are

not really slain, and that he is only

an instrument to send them Inirry-

ing into the open jaws of (iod

liim.self? No. we havtj gon^ beyond

the .sen.st‘ of dijf \', tli(‘ morality, ini^

plied in the Gita teaching on this

subject ;
and religious insight today

must speak in the light of that larger

('onception, that greater sense* of

human responsibility lliat we liavc

arrived at. \\V need a new Giiu

b)day.

K. (ihC>K(.L

CIVIL WAR

be separated from lin ing Vvii hoiit loiih

ing hypoeri>y in alliliide and fnlilil\-

ill action.

\Vr ai’L* reallv liNtii}; in «*• tnt.Hie .tnaii \v(m!<!

ludav, from .1 in)iut of view. -m

wiiirh oM'rl vhing is iiilrrcoiim;'. led, the Miiall

c-sl and the giratrsl . . . . Tht* sperifio rxpi’i-

irncr of our time is llie uuity of Hit world.

t])4* totality of all things human.

The unity, of course, has always

existed, but men are i)erhaps readier

now to agree with Herr Mann that tin*

present war is a civil war. N.urow

nationalism is out of date.

Kven the term Kurope is already a provin-

cialism today. The concept of the kingdom

of the earth, the city of man. has been

and will not rest until it has assumed rea it> •



PANDITARAYA—A POET-CUM-CRITIC
OF SOUTH INDIA

[
As a research scholar. Prof. U. VenkatakrUhna Rao of Madras Christ-

ian College at Tamharam is concerned with history rather than with tradition
and so he fails to mention that the subject of his article, the South Indian poet
Fanditaraya, is alleged to have won not only a title from the Mogul Ruler Shah
Jehan but also a royal bride. The tradition, if true, throws an interesting light
on HiniJu-Muslini relatitjns in se\ entotMitli-cciit iirv Irulia. ICd.

South ludiii acclaims with pride

her unique contribution to tlie

VVdantic schools of j)hilosophy
;
not

less unique is lier proud record

among the ((umoisseurs of other

])ninches of learning, notably in the

lield of poetics. Dandin. P>lioja,

\’i(lyanatlia and jagaiinatlia Pan-

ditaraya are us much hono\ired in

the Alamkarika circles as the Ka^h-

mirian Anandavardlniiui. .Maiiunaia

and others.

Alone among tlu^ countries of the

world, India enjoys the ]>eculiar

privilege of combining in one and

the same person the two distiinl

types of g(mius, tin* ciealivt' and tin-

('ritical. \’almiki was al>o the

father of the science and the art of

.esthetics, llispatlios garbed itself

in poetry, a .sweetest song chron-

icling saddest thought. Kalidasa.

Hana and Magha have also indirect-

ly hinted at some critical theories

in their kavyas. ('onversely, almost

every critic of note cites usually his

example in verse. Ananda-
vardhana, the greatest critic, wrote
some fine lyrics. Bhoja wrote the

^ hampuramayana. Fanditaraya. the

crown of all Alamkara writers, com-

posed some line emotional lyrics.

Mattlicw Arnold is perliaps the only
pf)ssihl(* apprfxich in Kngli.sfi litera-

ture to such a unique combination

,

but, as a creative artist, he does not

rank very higli.

Pandit araya was a versatile genius

and had mastered all tlie Sastras.

iV'sides his lyrics and his critical

uork the l\asiif:a)ii^adhara, he wrote
the Proiidhumanoyama Kucha Mar-
diOiu, a demoli.shing critique on the

Pr*nidha M anorama, a highly learned

t'ommeiUaiy on his own Siddhantu

KuumHdi by Bhattoji Diksita. He
had therefore mastered grammar.

I lie verse of his Phumini Vihmu

Miggcsi'^ that all dialecticians fled

awa\' in terror before him, suggesting

that he had inastorcil the Kyaya
Sastra also. lie was at home in the

Wxlanta too. Tradition also records

that he even studied the Muslim

scriptures and defeated the Kazis on

their own ground. It was no wonder,

then, that even tlie Ihlleeshvara,

Shah Jehan f
1628-1638 a. d. )

honoured liim with the title

Fanditaraya.

-Another striking feature that must

attiact our attention is the essen-
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tially moral atmosphere that

pervades his lyrics. Many Alam-

karika works teem with immoral

verses, but with this poet morality

is the declared objective. His

Sringara Vilasa might be compared

with Bhartrihari’s Sringara Shataka

or with Hala's Saptashati to prove

this. Ver.se loi, recording a conversa-

tion between a married woman
and a pining traveller, would illus-

trate this point. “ 0 slender lady,

why are you so lean ?
” The

woman's an.swer is curt, “ Why
meddle with other s affairs ?

" Rven

though repulsed, the traveller per-

sists, “ Pray tell, if only to satisfy

my curiosity." But the advice is

summarily given, Go and ask your

wife" (who must also be pining

similarly ). Hala, the author of the

Saptashati might have easily created

an opportunity for the heroine to

misbehave. jagannatha’s verses

have not lost in any way their

lyrical fervour thereby.

Tradition may sa\ that lie lived

with a Muslim woman in Delhi.

But it also does justice to him by

declaring that he married her. His

unpopularity among his contem-

poraries might have been the result

of such heterodox conduct. The

Pandits might excommunicate him

even to the point of forbidding him

to touch the (ianga waters, but

they could not prevent him from

being washed by (ianga herself

on her hearing his devotional (ianga-

lahari,

Kalidasa as a critic has supplied

U9 with the definition of a lyric in

[July

his Meghaduta, It must be utkan-

thaavirachitapada or the words in it

should be composed by the poet’s

utkantha or emotion. Utkantha or

emotion must take the pen and

write out his poetry.

Matthew Arnold also passed a

similar judgment on Wordsworth’.s

lyrics when he said, “Nature took

the pen out of Wordsworth’s hands

and wrote out his poetry for him."

Nature, or Uikayitha, it is immate-

rial
;
proper attunement with Nature

produces the utkantha steeped in

which poetry spontaneously gushes

forth. Are not Panditaraya’s lyrics

steeped in utkantha ? Is not his

Karuna Vilasa the heart-felt lament

of Hie fond husband from whom
his wife and son have been snatched

away ? W'ill not anybody be moved

on reading the fifth verse ?

.She ( oiild not, on the marriage day,

ascend e\’cn a small j)iece of stoin*

('ailed (niHrcepraiisItlha ( believed io

bless the ('(;tijde with undying love ol

(laiirce). How could sii»: asiend lo

liea\cn williout anybridy’^ liclp ?

This Kanina I’ilasa positively

d(,*clan*s that it was her Iov(‘ which

inspired him to write poetry. C'oul<l

we not say that it was designed as

an artistic 'faj Mahal to coinincm-

orate her ? His protest against

worldly inequities, again, in Sanla

Vilasa proceeds from the deptli>

of his heart.

J*rospcrity reigns in the houses of tlie

mean, while loud cries emanate from

the houses of the learned. Alas

!

destruction awaits the good, whereas

those treading wicked paths flourish for
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a full century. I may fume and fret,

but am powerless, whilst thou, O Lord,

art all-powerful.

Is lie not, again, expressing a

profound truth when he advises the

good man not to cultivate many
good virtues in Verse 98 of his

Prasiavika Vilasa — tliosc amiable

virtues serve as daily food to Kali

and we may become the victims of

her cruelty soon ? His profound

observation is illustrated in his

Santa Vilasa.

Many are the heaiitiiul birds in \hi>

world ; among them my strong attach-

ment is to the chataka bird for it>

appearance makes me think of tlie

cloud whioli reminds me in its turn o{

Lord Sri Krishna’s colour.

The cloud inspires him to some

of his best poetry, lliai his syrn-

jiathies were ever with the needy and

the destitute emerges from his re-

mark in the Prasiavika I’ilasa-

“ Better to be born as a small pond

by the wayside rat her than aspire

to be the useless expanse, the sea !

”

Why he should have named Ids

hooks as he has done dt'sei ves to be

speculated upon. Being steeped in

the Alarnkarika tradition, he coiihl

not but give names involving some

ligure of speech. rhe lahuris or

waves are euphemistically so many
moving streams leading ns to the

ocean of mercy, the Loial. I’liey con-

tinue the tradition of Sri Shankara’s

^fumdaryalahari

.

As regards the

name Bhamini Vilasa which has

been misunderstood as the immoral

timorous sports of women, the name
involves a metaphor. Kavya her-

self is the Bhamini and he seems to

suggest the proper method of draw-

ing out all these vilasas. The

title Rasagafif^iadhara is difficult to

explain : it has two elements ; Rasa

seems to refer to the Upanishadic

identification of Rasa with God.

Cianga represents His female coun-

terpart. Thus the Ardhanareeshvara

concept so highly extolled by Kali-

dasa as the crowning culmination of

his iesthetic and moral ideals, is

visualised by jagannatha. There i.s

Ihe suggestion that every Kavya
should be a fountain of Rasa.

Some of his especial contributions

To literary criticism deserve to be

noted. His section on the relative

importance of Pratibha or poetic

genius and Vyutpatti or literary

attainments is a masterly survey of

all the important theories held so

far and liis view is practically the

same as that of Dandin. His defini-

tion of Kavya as ramaneeyaarthapra-

tfpaudaka shabda is the simplest in

the realm of poetics.

His (‘levation of ilie Guneebliuta

Vyani^ya classed as madhyama
Kavya' to its rightful place as the

uttama Kavya is a just but rather

belated recognition of its importance.

Orthodox critics had underrated the

appeal of charming verses like

The twiliglit is ruddy (also, in love);

the dav is jiisl in front (reciprocating);

but alas ! mysterious is the working of

destiny - union is denied to them.

riicir simple ground for assigning

this lower class was that the last

clause made the suggested sense too

plain. Rut the appeal was irresistible
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and by the side of the orthodox

example, the injustice was too

patent. Rendered into English, the

other verse would be :

—

Three types of men reap the golden-

llowered iiarvcst of the earth, the

brave, the learned and those lliat know
liow to serve loyally.

The suggested sense may be prop-

erly veiled here, bur poetic justice

recognises the superiority of the

exquisite charm in tlie first verse

and it was reserved for Jagannatha

alone to stand up boldly and protest

again.st this gross injustice.

Anandavardlianu , Aidiinavagupta

and Mammata constitute a trio

almost as revered in Alamkarika

circles as the Munitraya in the field

of grammar. It is indeed a matter

for gratification for every South

Indian that Jagannatha, one of

them, had the rare good fortune to

outwit these sage authorities in

their own field and to receive the

liighest meed of recognition, the title

Paiulitaraya, at the hands of the

greatest political monarch of the

time, despite the fact that the latter

hailed from a different faith and

rultnr(\

V . VkNKM AKU1>UN.\ R.\()

1 believe in tlic
|
liiiKK'V of al)ov<* ilie indi\’idn.d and of the nniver-

sal above the partirnlar.

I believe that ihecnil of the universal exalt > and iicii^hiens our particular

riches, and founds tlie sole veritaide order, which is ilie order of lif(\ .\ tree is

an object of (U'der, despite th<' <iiv(Usity of its rool^ and brain lios.

“ I believe that ihe cull oi the particular is the cull of dealli, for it founds

its order upon likeness. It mistakes identity of parts for nnil\’ of Being. Ii

destroys the catiieelral in order to line up the stones. Therefore I shall tii^dii

against all those who strive to impose a particular way of life upon <)tlior ways

of life, a j)articular people npem «»ther peoph.-s, a ])articular raie npe)n oiIkm

races, a particular system ot thought n])i»n other system.s of thonghi.

“ 1 believe that the jHimacy ot Man founds the only e»jnaliiy and the only

liberty that possess signifu am e. I believe in the 0(jnality of the rights of Man

inherent in every man. I belitne that libertv signifies the aM'ension of Man

Equality is not identity. Liberty is not the ex.dt.it ion of the individual against

Man. 1 shall light .ag.iinst all those who seek to suhjei't the liberty of .Man

either to an individual or to tlie mass of imli\ iihials.

“I believe that what mv lavili/.atioii calls charity is the sacrifice granted

Man for the purpose of his own fiiltilineni. ('harily is the gift made to Man

present in the insignificance of the individual. It creates Man. I sh.dl liglu

against all those who, mainiaining tiial my eliariiy pays homage to mediocrity,

would destroy Man and thus imprison the individual in an irrcdecmaldc

mediocrity.

" I shall fight for M;m. Against Man’s enemies

—

but again.st rnysell

well. " —" Credo from Wind, Sand and Stars by Antoine de Saint*Exci*ekv

quoted in I he \fu' York Times Book Review,



JESUS CHRIST
GLIMPSES OF HIS LIFE AND MISSION

[This is the seventh of tlie series by Ernest V. Hayes which presents

the Prophet of Nazareth as an Adept of the (iood J-aw.-—

Vll.- HIS MARTYRDOM

“Built by the liaiuls of many
Masters of Compassion, raised by

their tortures, hy their blood

cemented ...” Those |:*rave. beautiful

words rist* to tJu* mind as one

approaches tlie final scenes of the

earthly life of jesus in Palestine.

During th(' last years of hi^ public

life, he had been forced into open

hostility to tla' |.)riest('rafl and lh(‘

materialism of his day. ( The two

gouerallx' run sid<‘ by sule, seeking

to divide the world between tlu rn. )

riiis antagonism was not ut In'.

s(Tking. He had deelared lliat li<‘

had no wish to destroy ilie T,iw and

llie Prophets. He Iiad woiship])ed

in the sytiagognes and had visited

the Temph* at Jerusalem, thi»ngh,

owing to his clear Esseiie sympathies,

lie had taken no part in the blood-

smeared sacrifiees. He had sent a.

man whom he had healed to show

Iiinisidf to the priest and to carry

out the ritual for the cleansing of a

l(‘pcr. He had declared his intention

to keep to his own people, proposing

to make a re-spiritualised Hebrew^

Race the inner lieart of the West,

as India is of Asia. He observed

file Passover and in a broad w’ay

kept the Sabbath Day as holy. All

that was useless, stifling and supersti-

lious in lliese tilings would pass

away as men entered the radiance

of the Kingdom of Cod. He offered

quiet and n^asoned t‘xcust^s for

his deviations fnan strict customs

hallowed by time into divine or-

dinaiues. There was no need to

hurry simple hearts (»r to anger

rigidly ])iuiis minds.

Hut liis (‘Uemies would not allow

matters to diift on in a way that,

to them must lia\c seiancd unsatis-

he'torv and full ot danger. His

eiK'inies \ven‘ chielly prk'sts --as they

an‘ now. 1 hey were more concerned

ahnui (liscoinlitiLg and silencing a

rival than about scaicliiiig for rruth,

for rruth is a lioiee sun and the fog

of [iriestcrafl dois not long endure

before it. Hew .M)ught to humiliate

him, to' entangle him in his ideas

and to tempi him into some indis-

cretion. 1 Iicy failed. 'Hierc was

iuily out' other way open to them,

riiey must silence him by death
;

scatter the band of enthusiasts he

had gathered togetlier
;
destroy their

faith in him by the obliterating

finger of a cruel martyrdom.

Jerusalem was to the Jew as

Benares is to the Hindu. Its

inhabitants were daily moved by

religious fervours and ceremonies of
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sacrifice both dark and magnificent.

There would be a small stationary

number of inhabitants, living on

religion as a profitable business,

much as one finds today at Lourdes

;

there would be a far greater number

coming and going, pilgrims seeking

for God, travelling long distances

under conditions of peril and severity

to find what they could easily hav(‘

found on their own door-step. I he

crowd would never be the same,

month by month. And the words

used symbolically of the souls unrest

in material bondage Here we

have no continuing city "—may have

been suggested to the writer as he

W’atched the daily scenes in the holy

city; holy then to one faith, rev-

erenced now by tliret?.

The story of Jesus escorted into

the city by a crowd strewing branches

and garments across his patli, and

the story of the fierce mob that

clamoured (or his blood a few days

later, have been used as an illustra-

tion of the fickleness of crowds.

There is no reason to suppose that

the men and women who led hint in

triumj)h through Jerusalem, alarm-

ing the priests, composed the mob
that howled against him within the

same week. And we may rid our-

selves of that accusati(m against the

Jewish people that, as a race, they

brought about tlie dcatli of Jesus.

Crowds rarely have represented a

nation; they have represented fac-

tions and sects. It was a band of

religious gangsters that hurried

Jesus to liis death, urged on by the

priests, while the respectable and the

gentle hid away, fearful for them-

selves if they interfered and possibly

deeply sorry for the unfortunate

Teacher.

The Initiate “saves others; him-

self he cannot save." It has been

supposed that when the priests said

this of Jesus, they w'erc mocking,

it is more likely that they knew

enough of Initiation to know that

they were taking advantage of a

Uuv which no Initiate of the White

Road may disobey. Recognising

their victim as an Initiate, they

sincerely believed he liad broken the

rules and obligations of tlie Occult

Hrotherhuod.

It is here that we come upon one

ol the most dilticult ])arts of the

(fospcl nanalives as related by four

distinct writers. Larlier in the

(jospe! of John iJiere is sonic talk

of a stoning, and there are tradition.s

that affirm that Jesus met his end by

that method of Jewish punishment

for the blasphemer. And the slorv

of the alleged trial, torture and finul

cnicitixion of Jesus, though luld

unanimously by the four Evangel-

ists. is not easy to accejU as related.

We can snmnuiri.se the account given

in the Eoiirth (iospci. Jesus wa.-

taken before, one of the high piiest>.

Annas. It is clear from this tlial

the proposed charges against Jesn-

were of religious delinquency-" bias

phemy and perhaps false use of

magic, rile high priest questioned

him “ as to his doctrine."

then sent to another high priest.

Caiaphas, son-in-law to Annas. Ih^^

one little touch of the relationship
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between the two priests indicates

that up to this point, at least, we arc

dealing with " history. *' There is no

charge made of a political character;

he is a heretic and a blasphemer.

This is the view-point presented by

Jewish stories about Jesus. In the

Toldoth Jeschu stories, he is a

deceiver, a blasphemer, a false

magician.

Now we leave history altogether.

Jesus is taken before the Roman
Procurator, whose name is given as

Pontius Pilate. Pilate says: “Take

him and judge him according to your

law. ” The accusations must have

been of a religious character for a

Roman (iovernor to .say tliat. No

Roman official would have dared

hand back a man charged with an

offence against the Imperial author-

ity. The Jews are reported as

saying :
“ It is not lawful for us to

put any man to deatli. " But that

they claimed and used the power to

put men to death for religious

offences is clear from “The Acts of

the Apostles, ” where it is related

that Stephen and others were stoned

to death for the faith of Jesus. “ I

find no fault in him at all,
” says

Pilate. Then he causes him to hv

scourged. Again he declares he

finds no fault in him. He repeats

this a third time, and then hand.s

him over to be crucilied. And this

wholly incredible narrative tells of

Pilate washing his hands, repudiat-

ing any consent in the man’s death

and of how the Jews replied :
“ His

Wood be upon us and our children.”

That men, fanatically believing

Jesus liad blasphemed against their

sacred laws and taboos, would make
this remark is just one unbelievable

thing among many in the Crucifixion

story. We are no longer in the

realm of history, even of history

perverted. We are not, as some have

thought, in the realm of sheer drama,

allegorically telling a talc. We have

stumbled across some shreds of

initiation .stories that have crept out

of the Mysteries and been muddled

up with physical plane happenings

;

themselves on another plane alto-

gether.

There is little doubt that Jesus

died a martyr's death. The Jewish

legends about him admit this. It

was an unpleasant way the ancient

peoples had and tliat the European

peoples have intensively imitated

:

“Ye build the .sepulchres of the

Prophets and your fathers killed

them. ” Perhaps those words w^ere

uttered as Jesus faced the horrors of

his death. There is an account given

in tlie tenth chapter of John’s

tiospel: “Then the Jews took up

stones to stone him. ” Jesus said

unto them : “Many good works have

1 showed you from my Father ; for

which of those works do ye stone

mo }
’

’

The Jews an.swered :
“ For a good

work, we stone thee not, but for

blasphemy, and because that thou,

being a man. makost thyself God.
”

Jesus said unto them :
“ Is it not

written in your la^v...Ye are

Gods ?
”

The story is mada to say that

Jesus escaped out o£ the hands of
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the Stoners, possibly to fit in with

the later narrative of a Crucifixion.

He would be bound to a tree, most

probably. And the terrible punish-

ment for the blasphemer, ordered by

their God, as they believed, would so

be carried out. It was not then that

Jesus cried out :
“ Eloi, Eloi, lama

sabachthani !
” to which the erro-

neous translation has been attached :

" My God, my God, why hast Thou

forsaken me?*’ He had declared

that he and the Father were one;

how could he be forsaken by That

which was the very essence of his

being ? It was in Initiation that he

used the words, meaning :
“ My God,

how hast thou fulfilled thy work in

me-”how hast thou glorified me!”
So linking naturally to that cry of

his in John’s Gospel :
" I have finish-

ed the work Thou gavest me to do,

and now, 0 Father, glorify me with

Thine owti Self.” The key-note

of the life of Jesus, as of every Adept,

for all its difficulties, was a joyful

exclamation, not a despairing note

of query.

Ernrst V. Hayes

REVELATION AND INTUITION

The problem of universals is not mere-

ly of academic importance, as Mr. Rob-

ert Leet Patterson shows in his article

on ” Universals and tlie Idiilosophy

of Religion” {The Review of Religion,

November 1941). because our attitude

to it ” must affect profoundly our views

both of the nature of knowledge and of

the character of that which is known.”

And he finds his inquiry further justified

by ” the wide-spread and ever-growing

conviction that the f)resent peril to our

civilisation is due primarily to a break-

down of the spiritual life.” He brings

out the fundamental antithesis between

the belief in a once-for-all divine

revelation linked to a particular histor-

ical event, which characterises most

theological orthodoxies, and the

univcr.sal, philosophical, mystical tyjjc

of religion whicli claims no uniqueness

and who.se principles hold good univer-

sally, irrespective of place, time or

teacher. Religions like Jainism and
primitive Buddhism substitute intuition

for revelation, rejecting the notion of

divine agency, basing themselves on the

“supernormal, but not superhuman,

insight of the advanced contemplative

....a direct awarcnc.ss falling iindei

the native powers of the intellect.”

Mr. Patterson maintains an admir-

able detachment in presenting conflict -

ing views but he makes out the most

plausible case for the realist. If

universals are cognisable it can only be

by non-perceptual intuition For the

pos.sibilities of induction are definitely

limited. Only a part of the universe

being empirically known and the pro

portion which it represents of the whole

being quite unknowm, conclusions of the

whole based on experience of the part

are valueless. “ Some universals, such

as moral qualities, never characterise

sensible objects.” \Vc are in touch not

only with “a sensible but also with an

intelligible world.” There is, he writes,

no mystery about the origin of a priori

knowledge * 'except in so far as all

knowing is mysterious.”



NEW BOOKS AND OLD

WE HAVE SO MUCH TO GIVE EACH OTHER
A peculiar interest attaches to a good

book written by a man ( or woman

)

whose job is other than writing. Ian

Black, author of A Friend of France,

is a business man
; this is his iirst

published work. No one sensitive

could fail to be impressed and charmed

by it. The standard of values in it is

that of an idealist, a realist, a deeply-

civilised human being. I should

imagine it rare for a person of Mr.

Black’s mercantile and tinancial en-

tourage to have kept himself so little

affected by it. How has this been

achieved ? In part, clearly, by some-

thing he was born with : character. In

part by something that happened to

him : France.

At just the right age, that magnetic,

faulty, peerless country captured him.

It is possible, of course, to be captured

by France without going there piiys-

ically. But if you do go there pliysicaliy,

and if you arc of the right age (in

years or in development ), and of a

certain cast of mind, then you are

captured for always
;
cannot throw ott

the spell, cease to hunger, to plot your

return, cease, when shut out, to dream.

Certainly Ian Black has remained

captured. From the first, his emotion

was a remarkably complete one : it

included understanding of aspects of

hrench national life usually ignored
;

was not esthetic merely
;
not a holiday

tinotion
; was clear-eyed, while tender.

Indeed, this friend-lover would have
hoen happy to knot up his cxi.stence

• A Friend oj Frame. Hy 1 .\n F. Ih.Ai K

permanently with FTance
;

this not

being possible, lie worked on in London,

using all opporlimities—and his own
business afforded him many—to fly

there like a bird.

His book is autobiography, but not

of the usual type. Private events bulk

small in it. You could call it a

commentary on current affairs ; a long

discursive essay
;
a sort of diary with-

out dates— the period covered being

the inter-war years and the first year

of World War II. It is concerned with

public figures, their good or baleful

influence on Europe*, with political

groujhngs, economic remedies, the

theatre, art movements: above all,

witli the entity France. That is the

jumping-off ground for the author’s

relleclions
;

that is where he returns

after detains ; that is the raison d’etre

of liis strictures on official England.

In his view, official England was

inimical to his love Fiance. That

official France was also inimical to

FVance, during the inter-war years, he

allows, ifut to a less degree, because

less powerful. And not all the lime, at

certain dates only. And in any case

( it is implied ). decency demands that

we deal Iirst with the beam in our

own e\e.

Therclore. soberly but with clarity

and vigour, this British business man

—

who was just too young to be involved

in World War 1—proceeds to put

certain considerations before other

British business men : before the

t
ioiiathan Cape, l.ul., London itv". oJ. )
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entrenched and complacent old of all

professions. He reminds them that

“ the aim of government in France was

to provide a civilised and cultivated

life, but in England to increase our

trade." That “ the post-war period

of financial chaos and fluctuating

exchange hit more hardly on the

French. .
.."

England refused to co-operate with

France, was unwilling to guarantee her

frontiers when America had stepped

back. Her pursuit of a Balance of Power

policy rightly made her distrusted and

disliked. Considering that our econom-

ics and foreign trades were mutually

advantageous, it seemed imbecile to

go on losing vast opportunities of

collaboration with our late aII5^

Mr. Black says truly of the English

Tories that they unfailingly backed

the least wise, least humane elements

in France—that country which on the

whole was the one remaining bulwark

of progression. He emphasises the role

of “ the gentlemen of the City." the

big bankers who work in the dark.

But although it is on them and their

system that he lays the original respon-

sibility for the world's chaos, he lets oft

none of the more visible ruling groups :

theirs is the responsibility at only one

remove. They were in a positi(jn to

denounce and alter the system
;
but

chose to abide by it.

“ We had no men of ability and

imagination in the Government at the

time of our greatest peril, because w'c

had been unfaithful to our democratic

faith.

"

Alas, yes. And with .such a Gov-
ernment, Munich was inevitable. Such
a Government naturally preferred to

appease the enemy than to disturb the

lives of the rich and privileged whom

it represented.

Certainly the author blames the

French Government, too, for Munich ; it

couldn't be otherwise, But, again, less

harshly than ours
;
even over this situa-

tion
;
even although, because of their

alliance with the Czechs, the French

Government, from the letter-of-thc-law

point of view, outstripped ours in base-

ness. There was, he contends, just this

much excuse : always, in case of war,

always it is France who has to bear the

barbarian onslaught first. Anglo-Sax-

ondom rallies after a while, sees the

thing through, but the immediate

shock is on France. Her nerves, her

very earth, groaned at the prospect

of a third devastation within living

memory.

It came, the third devastation— not

then, but not much later. And it

came, the ultimate betrayal of France.

And what docs ho say of it, our author

Xothing that i.s iKJt gentle, understan-

ding, compas.sionatt‘. Xotliing tliat

may not serve as warning to cuo’se/ves.

It is not a I'aso of France's having

let Knglaiid down ; or, for that matter,

of ICnglaiid’s having let I- ranee down.

Botli were let down by tin; fossilised

iiicom]>C'teii ts, ncardiaitors (and

full traitors) who held the reins ot power

--'and neglected even the element-

ary duty of arming us. He pleads the

union of our two eoiintrics later;

reminds us of what wc have in common

and of our fruitful differences. I'rges

that together we plan with sanity tor

the future. Wc have so much to give

each other.

The book is far from being all })ulilics.

Throughout arc pas.sagcs—about pic-

tures, buildings, the Ouspensky experi-

ment at Fontainebleau, the Compugnic

des Quinze, Burgundian villages, Pro-
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venial sunshine, streets in Paris,

studio parties in Chelsea—which convey

the author's delight in sheer living,

and in the varied world.

All Frenchmen over here who are

able to read English should get hold of

this book. It will warm their hearts,

confirm tlicni, if this be needed, in

their faith and patriotism. Perhaps

also they may be brought by it to

realise a little, in the midst of their

own exile and desolate anxieties, what

thousands of English '* friends of

France" are feeling in the way of dep-

rivation, because their .second country,

their other home, is no longer there.

iRENK RaTHBONE

THE NATURE OF MAN *

[
We published in our April issue an American review of this important

We print here the reaction to it of the well-known English novelist andbook.

thinker, Mr. J. D. Beresford.—Ed.
]

The science for which Madame
Blavatsky so freely expressed ficr

contempt wa.s predominantly that of

biology, physic.s in her day not having

emerged into its present phase. The

biologist and the physiologist are, it

would seem, handicapped from a philo-

sophical point of view l>y the nature

of their study. In their examination

of the intricate and elaborate mccii-

anisiiKs that maintain the ap])eai\ince of

life in the physical body, they are

confined to the observation of a strict

.‘^erics of proximate causations and

ijitei relations, the former being re-

garilcd almost exclusively as sense

reflexes. This was the science that

begot the philosophy of Behaviourism,

since up to a j)oint it seemed to offer

sufiicient explanation of a very wide

range of conduct, although at the last

analysis it becomes evident that by
their own showing the Behaviourists'

arguments and conclusions are them-
selves only reflexes and can hdw,
therefore, no more validity than those
of any other philosophy.

Sir Charles Sherrington, O. M., in

the Gifford Lectures for 1937-8, has

given us a very full exposition of the

biological method. He goes further

than the biologists of the last century

in his tendency to attribute something

that may be called “life" to the

inorganic world and, paying deference

to modern physics, his major term is

referred to as energy rather than

matter. These shifts from an earlier

mode, however, in no way affect the

main deduction that "Nature," em-

j)irical m its methods, unforeseeing and

non-moral, is alone resix^nsible for the

phenomena of evolution. This assumed

sponsor of biological mo\‘emcnt (“prog-

ress" is too tendential a word in this

connection
)

is piesoiitcd very clearly

to us through her activities, such as, to

take a single instance, the life history

of the parasite responsible for malaria,

a simple organism that motivated by

its " zest for life
’’

is re.sponsible in

India alone for the deaths of more than

a million human beings every year. In

fact we see "Nature" throughout as

1), M. The Giflord Lectures,

21 s.)

* Man cn his Nature, IJy Sir Charlks Shkrrinc. ton.

Lflinburgh, 1937.

8

. ( Macniillaa and Cu.. New Yoik. aud Cambridge University lYess.
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careless of any differentiation between

lower and higher organisms, her single

test of virtue being survival value.

So much for what we have called Sir

Charles’s major term, energy coupled

with the “ zest-to-live. ” His second

term is Mind, a disturbing phenomenon

that, as he admits, refuses to be classed

as energy and for whose liaison with

it, he is frankly unable to account,

beyond the suggestion that it derives

from the activities of the cortex,

pictured in this relation as a “ trigger

organ, ” which “ as bringing about the

release or checking of a motor act,

brings about a reaction of the mind.
”

Mind, then, germinated “ in the prim-

itive animal as an appurtenance to

motricity, ” and we may say of it :

—

Evolution brought it ; natural selection

sanctioned it : it had survival value. What
was it like ? Doubtless we have no word

which can fit it. Language never had acquaint-

ance with it. Nor has our experience now.

Yet from it, we may think, sprang as from

one common germ the several types ot

mental experience which we have
;
conation,

affect, perception and the subconscious which

escapes all words because it is .subconscious.

One other peculiarly significant com-

ment in this relation must be noted

before we make a final comment on

Sir Charles’s exposition. It is this

:

" Physiology can even tell us that

consciousness wholly lapses when

stripped of sense.” \Vc wonder on what

grounds ? We know that the stripping

of the two most important sen.ses,

sight and hearing, in no way affects

consciousness, as witness the mental

activity of a Helen Keller. We cannot

assume that the loss of two more,

taste and smell, would make any
difference. There remains then only

the sense of touch, feeling, re.sident in

the nerve ends. But we cannot believe

[July

that this is the single seat of con-

sciousness, since the almost completely

paralysed can still demonstrate that

their consciousness is unimpaired. And
what does “ physiology ” have to say

about the adept who can leave the

physical body completely inert without

perceptible breath or heart-beat, or

even of those who in deep sleep can

carry consciousness into the world

beyond the realm of common dreams ?

The truth is that physiology prefers to

ignore these contradictions of its

mechanistic assumptions. For phys-

iology, consciousness is only evidenced

by the ability to display a physical

reflex, a demonstrably ineflicient test.

In short, what a hopelessly in-

sufficient explanation of all the most

important terms, life, con.sciousness,

mind, is Sir Charles able to give us !

He speaks of nature and evolution as

the activating causes of all the develoj)-

ments of the physical world, but can

tell us nothing about the nature of

these abstract forces. If they are

inherent in all energy, is their liaison

with it any more easy to explain than

the liaison of mind witu the same

medium ? Here, too, wo find no least

reference to those apparent exceptions

to the causality of natural laws, which

we speak of, however incorrectly, as

*' miracles.” There is, indeed, no place

for exceptions of this kind in the

observations of the biologist, who, as

a man of science, is concerned onh

with proximate and not with j)riinc

causes, and when some reference to the

latter is necessitated takes refuge in

such incomj)rehensible abstractions a^>

evolution, an unconscious, iinforcseeing

and non-moral force that has produced

man from the amoeba with no dis-

cernible pur])ose.
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Sir Charles has devoted his two first of spiritual beliefs that separate his age

chapters to a study of the sixteenth from our own. Nevertheless Fernel

century philosopher-physician Jean had an explanation of the world and

Fernel, one of whose works had a very Sir Charles, in effect, has none
;
and it

considerable vogue. And throughout may well be that a writer in some

all the lectures, Fcrncl’s opinions ( he future age may quote Man on his

conformed to the religious beliefs of his Nature as an instance of the strange

period
)
are used as a touchstone by blindness of a man of science in the

which we may measure the increase of fourth decade of the twentieth century,

scientific knowledge and the decrease J. D. Beresford

Thomas Hardy, By H. W. Nevinson.

( P. E. N. Books, George Allen and

Unwin, Ltd., London. 2.<f.)

It would probably have been too much

to expect that even as skilled a writer

as IL W. Nevinson should have been

able satisfactorily to deal with as large

a subject as Hardy and his work in a

booklet of sixty-odd pages. Inevitably,

as Nevinson himself acknowledged, this

little study is inadequate ;
in some ways

it is even perfunctory. For Hardy is

not only a large subject but also a pro-

found one. He needs explanation and

examination before he can be appreciat-

ed by this generation. It is necessary

to understand why, and on what

grounds. Hardy, who wToto one or two

of the finest stories in the English

language and but few poems which can

compare with the best, deprecated his

novel-writing and regarded his poems

rather more highly than they deserve ;

and one requires to know what, if

“pessimism " is too superficial a word

to describe his philosophic outlook, is

the true description of the attitude to

life reflected in Hardy's works. Such

questions Nevinson answers at least in

part, though of necessity in a cursory

way, in this booklet whose greatest

value lies perhaps in its personal record
of Hardy as a man.

That Hardy was a tragedian rather

than a “ pe.«isimist there can be little

doubt
; but he appears to have been

unable on the whole to see beyond the

bounds of a tragic story. He saw

(none more clearly) the dark side of

(ragic destiny, but he failed to reach

the point at which this dark side is

given meaning by being turned inside-

out to reveal joy. He know that weep-

ing may endure for a night, but not

that joy comoth in the morning; he

understood Calvary, but could not com-

pass the Resurrection. It is this double

nature of tragedy which is the central

experience of the poetic vision and it

may be that Hardy s preoccupation

with only half the truth excluded him

from tlic ranks of true poets. Nor w^as

thelyric j^oct’s ability to see eternity in

a grain of sand very consistently his,

consistent though his attempt to be a

lyric poet remained. That he was

aware of the need for the “moment of

vision" cannot bo doubted and perhaps

his desire to be regarded as a poet

sprang rather from his striving to

attain it than from an inward knowl-

edge of its attainment. Thus Hardy

himself becomes a tragic figure, since

tragedy is always the result of an

illusory knowledge of the self.

It is true, as Nevinson implied, that
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Hardy is little read in these days, but

it is perhaps not surprising. His real

gift, that of understanding the dark

aspect of tragedy, which showed at its

best in such novels as The Return of the

Native and again in The Dynasts, does

not speak very directly to these days

;

its true function was to warn the

fatness of his own pursy times. We
live in the moment of tragedy itself

and do not need to be told so ; we live

in the day in which the illusion of

complacent security from the wrath of

the Gods is broken, at the point which

Othello reached when his belief in

Desdemona’s faithfulness ( a justified

belief, but that only adds irony to

tragedy
)
was shattered and her life and

John Millinglnn Synge. By L. A. (i.

Strong. ( P. K. N. Books, George

Allen and Unwin, Ltd,, London. 25.

)

A new two-.shilling P.E.N. volume- -

which suits Synge very well since he

does not lend himself to a lengthy

study in spite of the fact that at times

he can sit with Shakespeare or even

Herman Melville. Mr. Strong handles

the job with the kind of modest mastery

so typical of him. One quotation:- -

The language of Synge’s plays is not

the language of the peasants insomuch

[July

his own w’ere shattered with it. What
this generation is reaching after is that

part of tragedy to which Hardy could

not come, the rebirth, through the

spiritual death of bitter experience, out

of an illusory attitude to life and into

a realistic one. There Hardy cannot

help us, and thus it is historically right

and understandable that we should not

turn to him ; for in any historical period

questioning minds turn by some strange

instinct to those writers of the past

who can tell them more about them-

selves than they already know. What

Hardy had to say is already reality to

us and we must go to men of deeper

vision for knowledge of the next step

in our souls' evolution.

K. If. W.^Ko

as no peasant talks consistently as

Synge's characters talk: it is. the

language of the peasants in that if

contains no word or phrase a peasant

did not actually use."

Surely the proper word t(j have

emphasised here is consistently. And

it is going a great deal too far to

suggest that Synge never invciUeil.

did not frequently invent, phrases

which no peasant c\'er did u.sc or was

likely to use.

John Stewart Coi.lis
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Masters of Reality. By Una Ellis-

Fermor. ( Metlmen and Co, Ltd.,

London. 6s.

)

Faced with the extreme number and

complexity of modern j)robloms, tlu'

average man is ])aralys(Ml. He knows

tliat he ought to do sometliirig liimsolf,

for it is clear that every man is rcs]K)n-

sible for tlie sins (jf the whole

world. But liow make a .s7<??7?

'i'hc answer to tliat (jnestion is

j)rovided by the aiitlior. Lor tlierc is

an answer. Only one ans\v< r. of courM‘,

there c.ui never be two riglit .answers,

only one—and the author it in a

book of really great merit. Start with

yoiir.self, she says. .Xgreed, ro])lies the

seeker, ])ut having realised that I

must make a start with inyM-ll I am
again baulked by not knowing the

point of ileparture. .And it is Jiere ihal

iJie auth(3r gives the })erft(lly clear

answ'er. siunving llu' only wav now

o]Hm to mankiini.

Her theme is as hdlows. Pie andu'--

trial man, though not juafect, \v<is a

reasonable human being, mijiloying

his fa«'ulties of wonder, a.we. re\eienct\

worship- slie gives an ex^miple from a

Wordsworiiiian jieasanl. PrestMii dav

man - and the aiiilioi rightly take'' an

extreme example -lui> luul must of liis

human and animal faculties hdunted

by his meehaiiisetl environment that h<'

has deteriorated to so aptMlling a

degree lliat lie is now’ hc’st e.mjdoycd in

e.vterminating Iiimseif. What can he

do to be savetl ? He must call forth

his slumbering faculty of imagination

and thereby transform his wurld. Slu*

gives an example of a modern man
doing so—for many niodeni men do
so. Let all men practise tliis method
and they will find themselves changing,

and their change will be reflected in an

(mvironniont again mastered by men.

She emphasises the difticulty of

doing this but, wdiat i.s more important,

she makes it rpiite clear tliat it is not

so terribly diflicult, since \\q all do
posso'^s the initial ])oeti(: faculty to

carry ii out. 1'here is no flaw in lier

argument. It is the old one, but she is

lar more helpful on the practical side

than, say, IxeyseTling, w'liose tremen-

dously pregnant j>iirase '' sig,nificance

cYcaics Ihe fiat';" is her theme tlirough-

oul. Slie takes a head from T. S.

LJiot's h'amily RcHnion .and Words-

wurtirs Imagination as “ R<^ason in her

most exalted mood. ” ,-\nd having

('stai)lislied tliis nictliod of ad\’ance, she

<‘Xji(»ses the lalkicy of supposing that

then’ is any •liheroncc* in kind between

belie and rcligimis experience.

rill' antlna' dcis nut cry in the

wilderness. She is not alone. Tliis is

the path we sJudl pursue if—Tlierc is

an if, iliere is a siiag. Tlie masses are

like animals <i!ul adapt themselves

comnlctel\' to tlie circumsiances. Hence

iliere is no hope unless this becomes

uui' the main tasks of Education as

it slii.’uM be lln' main task of the

1 huTv li.

I'iu.illy, one error. The autiior is

inclined to s'peak ot getting back to

tliepnu t vision oi t:ic Wordsworthian

l easant. This a confusion. The

faculty we must luwv UsC was provious-

I\' iie\-er consciiaisly ti.sed as a policy.

T'idav we niii-t do a now thing, be

a new’ thing, and a superior thing I

think deliberate .md audacious trans-

foimersaiul magicians. I have no space

to [liaise this book, but it is more

important than huiulredsof proteniious

philosophical volumes put together.

John Stewart Collis
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The Historic Misson of Jesus: A
Constructive Re-examination of the

Eschatological Teaching of the Synop-

tic Gospels. By C. J. Cadoux, m.a.,

D.Litt., D.D. ( Lutterworth Press,

London. 21s.
)

The publication of Dr. Cadoux*s book

two and a half years after the outbreak

of a total war is fresh assurance that

no catastrophe, however destructive,

can crush the creative spirit in man.

The book is a hue achievement.

Though at first siglit remote from con-

temporary issues, wholly irrcle\’ant to

the death-grapple of nations, closer

examination reveals its theme as start-

lingly relevant. Jesus found in the

gospel of forgiveness the only means

of averting the coming war with Rome
which did in fact eventually shatter his

country. So we, says Dr. Cadoux,

in the midst of a ^^a^ on behalf of the dei en-

cies of international conduct, can break the

vicious circle of ceaseless enmity only by

introducing a new .‘^jnrit and policy which

shall more truly retied the dhn ol the

Kingdom of God.

Thus the teaching of Jesus is still

fundamentally significant; but the

peoples have yet to Icarii how to be

worthy of the Kingdom ere it can

come. That is Dr. C’adoux’s conclu-

sion. His book, refreshingly free of

metaphysical prcsuppo.sitioiis, i.s an

honest and sdiolarly examination of

the thought of tlie historic Jesus.

No brief review such as this can do

justice to the fulness of his treatment

of the vexing problem indicated in the

sub-title. Dr. Cadoux, who i.s A'icc-

Principal of Mansfield College, Oxford,

has elsewhere described himself as a

liberal evangelical, but, like most of us,

he sees the inadequacy of the kind of

liberalism which arose out of the first

application of modern critical methods

to the Gospel sources. All one had to

do was to strip away the accretions to

see Jesus as he was, a sublime prophet

and teacher. The method, a good one

as far as it went, erred through over-

simplification : as Dr. Cadoux points

out, it identified the morally acceptable

with the historically true. To deter-

mine the historically true is the chief

purpose of this book ; it means facing

some awkward facts -for example, that

Jesus' knowledge was conditioned by

his education and race, and, more

serious, that he uttered prcdiction.s

concerning the future of the Jewish

])eople and his own role as Messiah

which were not fulfilled, and, as we

think, were incapable of fulfilment.

W'liile rejecting the extreme csclialo

logical theory associated with the name

(»f Albert Schweitzer, Dr. (‘adoux

accepts the \'iew that Jesus believed

himself to be the promised Messiah who

should redeem Israel. It is probable

that, at the beginning of his minisiry,

Jesus

^enously cxpcM.ted to ^ciuip lIip acLPptain p

and loyal obedience of the nntion ;it l.irg^-

and that his ulliniale; rejection at its hrin(i>

Higniiied not only the frustration of his effort''

but the disappointment oi his expectations

Jesus’ linal submission to his death,

in sorrow and agony, was a voluntary

but not a despairing act ; he believed

he would return fo inaugurate tlie

Kingdom of God when all flesh would

ri.se from the dead and each be judged

according to Ids deeds.

It is possible, of course, to adopt j

‘‘spiritual" interpretation of Jesus

eschatological utterances and to sa\'

they need not be accepted literally:

and undoubtedly we are right in allow-

ing for metaphor and imagery ;
but we

arc not right, the author insists, in

explaining realistic sayings figuratively
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in order to defend Jesus’ infallibility or

in assigning to his words a meaning

they would not have conveyed to Ins

hearers.

Yet, whatever Jesus may have

believed about future world-events,

his ethical teaching stands the test of

What Is Hinduism ? By 1). S. Sarma,

M. A. (Madras Law Journal Press.

Mylapore, Madras. Re. 1/8)

The author has attempted to outline,

broadly, liberal and non-sectarian

Hinduism. After discussing the origin

of religion and the divine and human

elements in it he devotes two chapters

to an examination of tlie sources of

Hinduism—the Sniti and the Smriti—

and the Hindu rituals and their func-

tion. The metaphysical basis of Hindu

ethics, the theory of the Varnasrania

Dharma, the Law of Karma and the

1/aw of Grace form the subject of

another chapter which is followed by a

critical account of the Hindu Sadlianas.

Yogic, Tantric and ^'cdanti(^

Hindu philosophy receives detailed

attention. The Adwaita system of

Shaukara. the Saguna and Nirguna

conceptions of Brahman, an outline

of Vaishnava Thei.<m. together with a

comparative study of Shankara’s Ad-

waita with Ramanuja’s Visistadwaita,

Saiva-siddhanta and finally the Dwaita

system of Madhwa wiili its doctrine of

dependent and independent realities,

are all placed before tlie reader in a

dear and unbiased exposition.

The concluding chapter summarises

time, for it derives from a profound

spiritual insight arid^a love for God and
Man. It was Jesus’ mission to seek

and to sa\ c the lost for the sake of the

coming Kingdom. Losing all, he gain-

ed the re\'(Tence of mankind.

Lkst.ik

the lundamentals of Hinduism. A
liberal Hinduism has always insisted

ihat its ultimate authority lies in the

spiritual experience of a host of seers,

that corresponding to the physical law
of causation there is the law of Karma
in the moral world, that Karma can be

transcended through yoga, that Deity
iv one though men give it many names
and forms and that the life of the in-

dividual, tlie growth of society and the

evolution of life in general arc only

aspects of a greater spiritual purpose

running tlir;.uigh ail manifc.station. The
author observes that Hinduism “ is a

>ynthesis of all types of religious expe-

rience. It is a whole and complete

view of life.
’’

The book written in an extremely

lucid <tyle and the arrangement as well

as the discu.<si(m of various topics is as

systematic as it is thorough. The scope

of the book certainly extends beyond

the class room, for which the author

says it is intended, and any one interest-

ed in Hinduism will tind in it a discus-

sion stimulating and unbiased of all

that constitutes the Hindu view of life

and of all that has made Hinduism one

of the great religions of the world.

V. M. Inamdar
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The Gesture Language of the Hindu

Dance. By La Meri. (Columbia Uni-

versity Press, New York. $10.00)

Dancin|4 was a living art in ancient

India. Its rank and dignity in Indian

civilization is fully rellcctcd in the

Ndtyasdstra of Bharat a. wliieh has

continued to exert its innuence on

Indian life and literature for the last

two tliousand years. Every art re-

quires contact with life for its growth

and expansion. The history of the art

of dancing in India reveals the fact

that Hindu dancing, though it sprang

from tlie holy hour Vedas, fell into

disrejjute and its votaries were not

always looked u])on with favour l)y the

respectable section of the public in

later periods of history. In spite of

aristocratic patronage the art of danc-

ing ceased to be dynamic in ]at(T

times.

In recent yeai*s much interest has

been roused in the history of Indian

culture in all its aspects and Hindu

dancing has now assumed its former

rank and dignity cons(j(jueni u|)on tlie

care bo.stowed upia' it by Indian

«TSthetcs and their Western confreres.

The Indian artistic renaissance has

contributed not a little to lire better

appreciation of the classic theories uj)on

which Hindu dancing is based. Madame
La Meri, the writer of the work belorc

us, is a student of the dance in the

fullest sense of the word. She j)(}ssesses

not only theoretical know'ledge of

dancing but unitjuc ability to perform

it in many of its regional and Vcdic

forms. In the presentation of this

work she has opened the door to a new

beauty by setting forth the gesture

language of the Indian Natya to make

its usage comprehensible to the Western

layman.

The volume contains a brief Fore-

word by Dr. A. K. Cooniaraswainy,

who is the Bharata of our Indian

artistic renaissance and whose never-

ending insp.iration and idealism hav(‘

revivified the dead bones of the classic

theories of Indian art. The brilliant

Introduction by Prof. Henry Zimmer,

which follows tlie lu)rcword, gives us

in bold lines a correct ^and balanced

Ijistorical })ersf)ecl i\'e of the art of

Hindu dancing.

In her a(T()iint of the Hindu Xaly.i

Madaim* La Meri deals with its

religious bacl<gn)und, its legendary

history, its characteristii' schools and

its techni(|U(‘. The descri])lif>n anti

interpretation in pictures as wi'll as in

words of all llu* siiiglt‘-haiid j)()scs is

<|uite coin]d(‘te and their S(‘lection as

made by the writer and illustrated in

lilt' vt)hiine is sunicit'iit to actpiaint an\-

layman with the gesture language ol

the Hindu daiie<\ 'I'he n'lation ol

the Indian dam e to Hindu ('ulturo lia>

been explaiiK'd in terms of religion and

phiIo.M)[)hy with a view to showing the

extent to wliicli the dam-e form has

been woveji into the life of the peojile.

The volume thus possesses not only

academic value but practical utility

and de.serves a promiiumt place on the

shelves of all lovers of Indian art and

culture.

i\ K. Goni':
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FREUD’S THEORY OF SUBLIMATION
[ Dr. G, Narayana Menon of tlir Honrirt's Hindu T nivor'.it y in llie followin;^

rommiHiiciition the position lakon by Dr. K. C. \ arndncliari in hisnotf*ou ‘‘Siibliination and

Substitution,” which ap])cjircd in our l‘cbriiary i.ssue. Dr. Monon dis< hiiius a tontr(ivor->ial

spirit but he believes with us tliat tlie ( laril'ieation ol this issue is important. - Iuj. '

Whenever hreiid came .'ktoss any

remarkable case in liis rlini(', Uv ihrcw

out speculation.^, but lie formulated no

system of thought, nor did li<‘ ])oinl

nut liow the meanings of terms under-

went clianges from lime to time. Tlu'

em[)Joyment of p.sychoanalytitMl ter-

minology is therefore liable to cause

confusion niiloss wc clarify tlie undiM*-

lying assumption.'-..

The assuni])ti( n underlying the

tli(‘()ry of sublimation i.^ that tlic libido

or sexual energy is diverted to moral

and spiritual channels. TIk' pec nii.ir

mark of Freudian thonglit is tiie .•'iiarp

distinction between the energy bcln;i^-

iiig !o llit‘ sexual in.^iincl and th.c

energy which is at ihe base ot other

instincts. 'I'he efiergy ('armarked foi-

sex is suppo.-'cd to differ Cfualilativciy

from tlic energy available for g<*ner,d

purposes. I'reud is posit ivt‘ on this

point. Mis iiiaiii (piarKd with Jung is

that tlie iatt(?r e<]uaii-s lihido with

psychical energy. If all activities can

have access to the same energy, the

Freudian llieory, llial it is only hy
passing as a substitute for sex that a

spiritual activity can draw u}>on the

libido, becomes gratuitous.

Is the libido earmarked for sc.\ ?

hreud says that, in the child, ego and
sex arc undiflerentialcd : sv) that it

makes no difference whether you call

iiis energy, ego libido or sex libido. It

is only when tlie libidf) becomes capable

of being directed to objects, that it

liecomes sexual in th.c ordinary sense

of the term. hiv(‘n at this stage,

sexuality is a compreheiisive function.

.Ml the alTections are included in it.

hi\-en the desire for .-(df -preservation is

sexual. 'File concept of bi.sexualily

makes the KTm still more indefinite.

.\ third complii'ating f.i<-ior is ihat the

sanui syml)<'l can si and for dilttTOnt

im])ii|.ses. Since the coveted girl goes

to th.c si!rce>-ful man, in'otic dreams

an' al.-n \ isions of glory. Life’s uii-

sati-^lied longings s»)eak tlie language

t)f s< x : tl:e woman tiiat an.ilysis finds

at ih(' bottom of everything i.^ not

alwMV-s a wonuiu, slic i> the nia.^ter

ilrc.nn, into tin* iiaxuiie of whieh have

l.-eo.n winvii all our most cherislicd

magie.il dreanv.

Sex as conceived by h'reud thus

tends to extend iis ]>oiiiidaries and to

bccoiiU' l o-exten.-'ive wiili life. Freud

appeals to liave been aware (d this.

In his early writings lie talked of the

.siru.ggle between the ego and .sex, but

ill his latest books the struggle is said

to bo between the liie-wish and the

ileath-wi.sh, and the term used to

indicate the former is Fros or Love.

X’iewed in the light of this revision,

the hheudiau theory of sublimation

loses all its revolutionary implications.

Biological evidence shows that the
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differentiation of conation into in-

stinctive impulses does not constitute

a metamorphosis of energy, an individ-

ualisation of energy into a number of

kinds.” Every activity is an activity

of the entire organism.

But the analyst singles out one

instinct and traces its vicissitudes, as

if we could explain the bends and

twists of one single thread of a net by

examining that thread alone. The fact

that Freud could trace the growth of

the sex instinct does not mean that it

grew in isolation, and that a defect in

adult behavio\ir can be traced to a

disturbance in the development of sex

in childhood.

This raises the general question of

I'reudian determinism. ff. during

analysis, a man says that, when he was

a child, his nurse once threatened to

castrate him, can the analyst conclude

that the threat was the cause of his

present illness ? Normal people pass

through such experiences. Wliy are

they unaffected ? Freud puts the

question, “ Why are not all neuroses

episodes of development which are

concluded with the attainment of the

next phase?” TJic answer is note-

worthy. “ After decades of analytical

investigation, this problem looms before

us as unsolved as in the beginning.”

That a man recalls an infantile

incident does not mean that it

happened. The memories that come

up during analysis arc often mere

phantasies. They throw light not on

the past but on the present.

Analysis delves into the past, but the

root that it digs up is not the

same as the seed out of which the

plant grew. The shape of the root did

not determine the shape of the tree

;

on the other liand, the tree has, to some

[July

extent, determined the shape and tlie

direction of the roots.

So the present is as significant as the

past. On the eve of an examination a

boy may get neuralgia, or dream of

being j)ursued by snakes, or develop

ho.stility to his teacher. Analysis will

trace each symptom to some past situa-

tion real or imaginary, but it is the

fear of the present that makes the

symptoms appear. Life energy, meet-

ing an obstacle, flows back and fills up

the by-streams once relinquished.

But granting that portions of the

libido are left on the path of the devel-

opment of sex, how can the non-avail-

ability of that energy prevent the

adult's adjustment to a non-sexual

situation, seeing that the energy left on

the path is sexual and consequently

incapable of being used for general

purposes ?

The theory that .sex has a .separate

fund of energy and a .separate devel-

opment is belied by the fact that its

disturbance indicates the. disturbance

of the entire personality.

Sublimation, whether of the ordinary

or the reaction-formation type, is ren

dered po.ssiblc by tlu? (obstruction to

instinct. The libido cannot build a

dam against itself, or raise itself to a

higher plane by using itself as a lever.

bTeud recognizes the biological value

of the repres.sing factor, but he looks

upon it as foreign to the organism.

Sublimation, though desirable, is un-

natural, being no better than an

artificial grafting.

On what evidence does Freud base

his opinion that the repressing factor

is a parasitical intruder ? What is

there to prove that all the factors

participating in the evolution of per-

sonality are not latent in human
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nature ?

Freud is, as usual, modest, lie con-

fesses that the inner determinants of

repression and sublimation arc totally

unknown to analysts. The history of

psychoanalysis is a record of an attempt

to locate and to understand the re-

pressing factor. Freud at first thought

in terms of a conflict between the

individual and society, but soon he

understood that the conflict was within

the individual. So he formulated the

Ego-Sex conflict theory. When he dis-

covered that neither the ego nor sex

could explain social activity, lie pus-

tulated a super-ego, or conscience. This

was at first visualized as floating on

the surface and repressing immoral

impulses into the unconscious; but,

when the theory of the conflict between

the conscious and the unconscious

broke down, conscience was acknowl-

edged to be functioning at all levels

whether coiLscious or unconscious.

Some followers of Freud, like Dr. Bose,

pushed this idea of repression through

the interaction of dynamic factors

further, and hinted that conscience

was a function of the organism, but,

lo the end of his life, PTeud protested

against this trend of thought, “(on-
science is no doubt something from

within, but it was not there from the

beginning.”

Whether conscience is innate or not

is the crucial question. According to

Preud, when the (PLdipus conflict sub-

sides, the child identifies itself with its

father and forms the father-imago or

conscience. In 1931, I threw out a

suggestion that the anxiety evinced by
children before the (Edipus conflict

begins is not different in kind from
fkc anxiety shown afterguards. Many
psychologists agree with this. PTeud

himself has made a significant admis-

sion. Previously, Freud held that

repression caused anxiety and anxiety

produced neurosis, but in his Neuf

Introductory Lectures he said, “ The
anxiety was there first and creates the

repression.
”

If the anxiety that produces

repression existed before the GEdipus

complex was formed, does it not follow

that the role of the father in the

formation of conscience has lost the

significance that PTeucl originally

attached to it ? Plow can we hold that

conscience is produced out of sexual

jealousy when it is shown that some
children belonging to matriarchal fam-

ilies identify themselves with the uncle,

who under no circumstances is ever

seen in the company of a woman?
Children who have never seen their

fathers create the image of an ideal

father. Idcntitication with father, uncle,

teacher, healer, ruler and (iod seems to

be in obedience to the innate command.
“ Be ye therefore perfect even as your

Father in Heaven is perfect.”

Freud confesses that he has not fully

understood the process of identifica-

tion
;
but, explaining it in terms of the

root rather than of the fruit, he calls

(jod a father-substitute. We can re-

verse the verdict and call the father a

God-substitute.

The stock example of sublimation

given by tlie analysts is Jack who,

being unable to win his Jill, composes

love poetry or worships the Virgin.

The substitution of ideal ends turns

energy to socially approved harmless

channels ; but no analyst holds that it

is the legitimate fulfllmcnt of the

instinct.

As a corrective, we may take the

example of Tulsidas. He and his wife
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loved each other intensely. The inten-

sity led to his realization that such

powerful attraction could not have

been physical. The thirst eternal can-

not be (luenched, and could not have

been caused, by the ephemeral body.

Tulsidas understood tliat he had all

along been iinptdled by a desire for the

soul of things, Rama, and that his wife

had served till theii as a substitute.

When he renounced sex and began

composing his epic, he gave ii]) a .sub-

stitute in favenu’ of the original.

The instinct wa^ restored to it.s legit-

imate object.

Hindu Untversily. Iknurcs.

[July

The drawback to the analytical

techni(]iie is that it can grasp neither

the reality nor the validity of spirit.

To the orthodox analyst Sankaracharya

and Shakespeare were fellows who ex-

pressed the (Kdipus complex in the

shape of literature and philosophy
;
and

Joan of Arc was a hysterical girl w'hom

marriage might have cured. The flower

is nothing hut leaves twisted out of

shape. ITeud’s Ihoiiglit is ego-centric ;

he cannot look u])on individuals and

stages a.s the varied manifestations of

a larger life. Freud is a sjxjkesman of

(lying individualism.

C. Nakav.\na Menon

TOWARDS NATURAL ERADICATION OF THE
EVILS OF CAS'FE

TJie great in.stitution ot ('astt.*, like

many an old institution, lias long Ixam

deteriorating :
it is seldom tliat the

course is ciieckod by a ihorougli reform

until a strong iiicariiation, with special

intent and pnipose, apjX'ars in (he held.

It is gratifying, therehne, tn iiiul an

occasional slncly l7y a keen .student,

embodying his nisearch and observa-

tions calculatcfl to arrest tin.' attention

i)[ the reformer. Shri M. X. Srinivas

deserves the thanks of Indian .‘Society

f(jr having introduced the topic, '‘A

XcwTlircat from Castt; ” in The Aryan
l*ATH for last July. Xot only Hindu

society, but humanity at large, is sulfer-

ingfrcjm the effects of caste, the original

purpose of wliich has long been hxst.

When Shri Srinivas mentiemed live

major divisions of Aryans in India, he

must have added the “ Pahehama,
the fifth caste, to the traditional four

\airnas, Jhalinnin.i, Rsliatriya , Wn.^ya

and !su(lra. riie divisions wiTe not

alwaws rigid.

It mav be meutinnecl in jias.^^ing that

the blanketing of whoh' gr(>ii])s into \ \\c

higher rast(‘, a.', in lln^ ra^^cs to whii li

Sliii Srini\as ridern'd. not wilhont

pHTcdeiit in Indian Iiistory. The ail-

ofnbr.u'iiig proselytising attitude of tlie

ctirly Aryans in India ahsorbcxl tlie

Sakas and linns (both ot whom had

c(/me’ as coiiqneKjrs
)
by giv'ing tliem tlie

distinguished positions of Pi-filimana^

and Kslialriyas respectively. Tlie late

Mahamaiiopaclhyaya Acharya Sati>a-

cliandra Vidyfibhusliana, Principal d

the Calcutta Sanskrit (‘ollogc, was a

descendant of the Saka line, known still

as ^aka
[
dviplya

]
Brahmana. 1 ho

Hun.s wer^ treated as a particular class

of Kshatriyas. The Mewars of Udaipur

are known to be originally coming from
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Media, settling in Mcdiipatha ( Mcwar

in Rajputana— Epigraphia Indica,

Vol. 2, p. 409). In later days, how-

ever, the Aryans, under the influence

of the Brahmauas, became rather suspi-

cious of neighbours or newcomers. And
the Muslims were for all time kept aloof,

and were not recognised as a particular

caste, following a Kshatriya incarna-

tion. lifforts of the mediseval saints,

Kabir, Nanak, ('haitanya and others,

however fruitful in other ways, proved

rather futile in popularising the idea

that Moliaminad, the hero of Arabia,

was an A vatdra.

Sliri Srinivas stressed the sense of

inferiority in the later castes. (
I prefer

the terms “earlier" and “later" to

“higher" and “lower" as the latter

arc likely to convey a false notion.)

But not only is there a complex of

inferiority in some, but equally, if not

more, a complex of >uperi()rity in others,

affecting the entire society, just as

the so-callcd inferior castes cultivate

an inferiority complex, the so-called

superior ones cultivate its opposite,

which is ill no way less harmful to

society. It is not enough to get rid of

the inferiority complex
;

it is equally

necessary to remove the sujieriority

complex from others who are less

conscious of the existence of any com-

plex in them, and as such should really

be objects of greater pity.

An attempt to move one end of the

rod to the position of the other will

never nullify the existence of the rod.

If the complex is allowed to remain,

the very people now suffering from an

inferiority complex are sure to suffer

afterwards from a superiority complex.

Hence the comprehensive nwtasure sug-

gested by Shri Srinivas, of destroying
the “ caste mentality "

is welcome. But

in adopting the suggestion, the political

leaders, to whom his appeal is partic-

ularly made, should take care not to

destroy the old order without attempt-

ing to construct a new one. The task

is rather sociological or, say, cultural,

than merely political.

The necessity for castes in the sense

of professional groups ( or even guilds

)

cannot be denied. If there were no

castes of hereditary weavers to work

on hand-looms—the Jolaiis of the Mus-

lims and the Tdntis ( Taiituvayas
)

of

the Ifindus, 1 mean—the success of

(he politico-cultural leader Mahatma
flandhi in creating a “ hand-spun

meiitalily " would have been insignif-

icant or only partial.

The establishment of the dignity of

labour and a higli moral standard in

the workers of the nation is likely to

undermine the “caste-mentality" we
often complain of. In the eyes of the

people
(
who are, we believe, inherently

moral, although living today in, and

influenced ])y, rather an immoral

societv
)

only the selfless individual

commands respect and adoration, not

the mere offspring of .1 caste-Brahmana

or even of a king. The infallibility of

llie latter is always in question : the

more so in tlie present age of democratic

ideas. If wo go deep into the real

condition of society we shall iincl that

the caste-Bralimana is not held in

respect today by virtue of his being

born of Brahmana parents. Hisj^osition

may lie grudged (like that of the rich

man luing upon the labours of the

poor
)
for the social position which he

still enjoys to some extent without

deserving it. The people’s real respect

is for the good in heart, the lofty in

head and the clever in hand, no matter

whether such people are rich or poor,
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high-born ’* or not, Brahmana or iion-

Brahmana. The common people or

moral men have ceased to copy the

so-called Bnllimana of the Kali

( modern
)
age, although they will still

follow a true sreshtha, as the CiUi

puts it in the 2ist sloka of the third

canto :

—

Whatsoever a great man does, that

others also do ;

the people go by the ^tan(lanl he sets up.

The so-called Itigh castes themselves

are now losing faitli in their old-time

customs aud traditions. The Siklia

(tuft) and the Sutra
(
yajha-sutra,

upavita) are no lunger necessary as

badges of noble origin : sonic Biah-

manas have given them both up, and

many others have made a beginning

by discarding one. As to widow-

marriage and marriage after puberty

there is a distinctly favourable ten-

dency everywhere. 'I'lie J^ralimanas

have few restrictions now a bon I strict

vegetarian food. Cremation or burying

is but a minor matter, tlie more

hygienic or scion ti lie way |>reduminat-

ing ill the long run Wiiy then do

we find community after cominunitv

adopting their practices ? Only to gain

prestige.

Shri Sriiiivas mentioijC(l instances

of new castes claiming to be called

Vdlmika-^nihmmu (after the leg-

endary origin of the author of the

Rdmdyana from a class of hunters ),

F/sV^^(a!rart-Brahmana
(
after Viswa-

karma, god of craftsmen
)

and the

Kannada Sajjana potters, etc. Let me
supplement these by mentioning the

Bhumihdra (cultivator) Brahmana, tlic

Vaidya (
pliysician

)
Brahmana, the

Yogi ( weaver
)
Brahmana, the Rishi

(cobbler) Brahmana, and Narasundara

( barber
)
Brahmana. There are Braii-

manas also among Namah-Sudras

( the huge class in Bengal, outside the

four original castes
)
who perform their

religious rites.

The tendency for a wliole caste or a

group of people if) seek a so-called

higher status by claiming ‘^Brahmana-

ship'’ rather than remaining in the

three main castes of the non-Brali-

mana categoiy, seems to be rather

a natural way to destroy the “ caste-

memality ” in the long nm. The rapid

change of iion-Brahinana castes to new-

ly-formed .^ects of the so-called highe^l

grou}> (the Brilhinana
)

will one day

form only one caste* -viz., that of

Jhahinanas only, wiiii numerous sects

within the Biahinaua category. It is

not easy to predict what will comene.xt.

But it is not unlikely that those sects

will last for a time, and that the term

Brahmana will come to he synonymous

with .\iy.in or even “ man. ” If such

a stage is o\t‘r nMcIicfl. will it nut he

natural to expect *1 reveasion to caste

.'{('cording to \ itti ( \’o<'.itio]i
)

rather

than .iccording to mere birth ? Socio-

political sanyasis will also tiieii I)e in

a posit to lielj) in the proia^ss.

Tlie reformed Hindus
(
drawn from

rdl classes) su( h as IIk' Braliina-Sainaj-

ists, the iTartJiana
,
J)cva- and Ary.i-

Samajists, are (.'(Uninanding in all

quarters respect like that accorded

Brahmanas. Tlie Brrdmias of Bengal

are now no less than Brahmanas in tlie

public estimation, the non-Bralimanas

coining within the fold of Brahrnaism

being considered as elevated to a

position they fully deserve. In like

manner conversion in liigh life to

another faith ( when there is no ulterior

motive of marriage or the like )
is held

in respect. Is it too much to expect

that in time all will be Brahmanised
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or treated with respect ?

The brotherhood of all religions, as

popularised particularly by Theosophy,

is a great force tliat has long been at

w'ork, and no true studcuit of Tlieosophy

wouldj^treat a fellow-student as a ii<m-

J^rahmana—the Theosopliisl holds the

entire ’.world in the respect due to a

Brahmana.

It is only in tlie case of Harijanas,

awaiting uplift at the Iiancls of others,

that tlie idea of an inferior position

persists in the minds of the common
people. But as soon as Harijanas

themselves gather together to help

themselves they will feel elevated and

will (^munand iesj)e(;t. Sup])(j^ing» that

we call such elevated people Harijana-

Brahmanas, tlien we shall fully Brah-

manisc society, eliminating all idea of

non-Brahinanas.

The time may not be far distant

when all idea of inferiority will vanish,

and the terms Brahma, Brahmana and

the like will denote a man of culture.

If such a time ever comes the evils of

caste will no doubt Ijc eliminated and

a readjustment on the basis of vrtti or

vocation will be {)ossible under the

guidance of one or more selfless men,

specially destined to take up such work,

which is (ion(‘ only once in a yuga.

I.el us await sm'li a time.

S. r. Gltia

Cundhi.iuini . Ihnares

UNEMPLOYMENT

One of the siguilicaiu challenges ot

the rcceiuly issued General Report of

the American Youth Commission of the

American Council on Kducat ii>n is the

obligatimi on society to pro\ ide employ -

ment lor the rising generation liuamgli

concerted planning.

I'or ne^st young j)«’0|'le, line foi\ii>:a will

novel* cM.st iinliJ wo oomiiiinns

whioh will innint.iin an abinul.iiu o of availablo

oiuployinont opporiuniiv in a woiKl al poaoe

The psychological effect of coming

out of school and lindiiig no opportu-

nity to apply the knowledge and the

skills accjuircd is undeniably bad, as

many a country lias foinul. There can

be no equitable and enduring social

order without the meeting of this chal-

lenge, not for youth alone but for every

human being with liead and hands and

the will to work. Dr. Tagore wrote

truly :

Kliulon s;ives reality to tliat winch i.s

i.ry. wlii.h is insignificant in itself....

To '•oUe the uncmpluyiuenl problem of the

lnnne!e>s iieU rogeiicon.s into an interrelated

lial.iiii e 1*1 iiilliinient, is creation itself

No (Government has the right to

claim unemployment an irremediable

evil under any conditions whatever.

The human intelligence that has solved

so many balfling problems of science,

that has wrought the marvels of

economic planning which some of the

gigantic business combines represent,

can lay the spectre of joblessness even

ill times of peace, if only given the incen-

tive of a quickened social conscience.
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The annual report ot the Harijan

Sevak Sangh for 1940-41, which is now
before us, gives an eloquent idea of the

selfless and valuable work that is being

done by the Sangh towards the removal

of untouchability. In spite of earnest

efforts of the Sangh, class distinctions

do persist and the essential conser-

vatism of the orthodox Hindus stands

much in the way of progressive moves

like the throwing open of the temples

to Harijans for worship. The report

gives an idea of the wide field of activ-

ity which the Sangh has undertaken.

From providing water to these depress-

ed classes by either digging new wells

or getting existing ones thrown open to

them, up to providing educational and

residential facilities and affording

scholarships and otlier necessaries, the

Harijan Sevak Sangii embraces a vast

field of activity and does work which is

constructive and exemplary. Progres-

sive education of both the sexes among

the depressed classes, as is attempted

to be secured by the establishincnt, at

various centres, of liostels for bo} s and

girls, boarding-houses and schools like

the Harijan Kanya Vidyalaya, Sabar-

mati, will not only bring to them an

awareness of their owm condition, and

of the need for physical and mental

cleanliness, but also will dispel from

their minds ail sense of an ingrained

inferiority which is nothing else ])iit the

result ot long ages of suppres.sion.

Particularly legarding temple-entry the

report makes interesting reading. In

“ ends of verse

And s(iyinf;s of philosophers”

Hudibras

Malabar and in Bombay City, though

the temples have been thrown open by

legislati\'e provision, the depressed

classes are reluctant to avail themselves

of the right, either through superstition

or fear of social harassment. It must

be a part of the education imparted to

the depressed <'lasses to convince them

tliat in the matter of civic rights and

responsibilities they should not regard

themselves as inferior in any way-

The scope of the work is vast and

the funds, the Secretary n'ports, ait‘

meagre. A mere perusal of the i)reseiit

report is more than (‘uougli to convince

the most sceptical that the national

valne of such work is incalculable. It

is time that t)ios(‘ wlio (Oiild help the

Sangh to tide over it- ]>rrcarioiis

finances, should umka'slniul the social

criH‘lty of suppres.-ing and maintaining

in perjKMual ignorame om <nvn breth-

ren. W hatever may be said lor tin*

caste system as originally instituted,

and it i^ much, there is iu» defence for

the artificial divi.sion of society wliicli

leaves millions outside the fold. It

lime that w(‘ ptit forth our full eflort in

removing this blot from the fair name

of Hinduism. W'orking wath a miss-

ionarv zeal, towards an ideal that is as

much religious in the true .sense as

social, the workers of the Harijan Sevak

Sangh deserve not only our warm a])-

preciation but the sincere and solid

support of all men of good-will.
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The achievements of China are on

everybody's lips. She was unorganized

when Japan, militarized after the patt-

ern of her masters, the great European

nations, attacked her. How many
decades ago was that, if time is to be

counted by China's transformation ?

That change must be considered the

greatest foe of Japan for it has a moral

basis and is bound to emerge trium-

phant. Unaided by the “great powers.”

not only militarily but also morally,

('hina has become a Power to be reck-

oned with and respected all over the

world. In a very interesting article in

Asia for March, Professor 1*. K. Mok
gives some reasons wliy “ We ( hi-

nese Defend Our h'aith ”
;

“ Faith ” that

has enabled China to bo victorious even

though so much of her terrain is in

Japanese hands. Prof. Mok writes :
--

I rc*moiiibor a favorite sl(»j?an aTncmj; the

students during: tlie deead*' aticr tl’.e lir.st

World War ;
" W’o want tlio civ:li at ton ot

the West, not its Ci)ildisli as

It may seem, the distiin lion is fuiulamenlai

It allirnis that there is a ^.Moat deal to he

learnen by China from the W«*’'t . It indieatos

what it is that China ^\i^Iles to learn. It

doty 110^ identity the griMiness ol tlie We>i

with its iinlitary power. Car irem ex]nt>'in”

tlie superiorilN complex cf the weak, it

reahirms the f.allh that tlie coimiv-n .^ood

I an bo attained only tlirfui^h sympathvand
iiuitiial admiration ol proved exce!!»uicies.

It deelares that this slas c-turned-masler.

this misapplicalictn ol human niveniions.

deserves no adulation
;

aiul that China’'-

thoderni/ation has been and vill be a fr' <-

experimcnl : the pec»plc choose.

In the process ol t'hina's learning: from tlie

West the people have always been, 111 their

wisdom, holding the infallible .scale of hlr

and human values to guide their judgment.
Docs this or that new thing make liteiiclicr

and happier ? Try it and experience will

tell. There is no ruler to limit the sphere ol

learning and to apply control. The govern-
ment may encourage or discourage and the

people may follow its advice or laugh at it.

Unlike Japan's westernization, which is

partial, limited, dictated, prescribed and
controlled, China’s learning is a free,

democratic, all-sided experiment.

And what is the lesson that all the

world has to learn from China ?

W’hcnever rebarbarization is going on about
us, it is already a moral victory for us if we
reafifirm our faith in them i' these ideals j. To
believe that man has the will and capacity

to achieve, by rational and humane means,

the good life for hiinsclt and, collectively, for

the greatest number
; that he has a dignity

and worth which make him an end in himself

;

that he owes no allegiance to anv ore except

by conscience
;
that all Sabbaths arc made

for the opportunity and freedom of growth

and increasing satisfaction of all—these

ideals have always been with us here in

( hina, lived, perhaps, more than '^ung.

There :i valuabli* me.ssage for the

leaders of the U. S. A. and (ireat Britain

who now claim f'hina as an Ally.

\'ictory on tlie moral plane is much
more iin})ortanl than on land or on sea

or in air. Tlie latter, devoid of moral

force, will not make the world safe for

any lasting peace. The greatest Moral

I'orce in the world today is embodied

in (iandhiji— " the little man of Seva-

;^ram," .is he w sometimes called; his

ie.in frame is a symbol of the

steadily burning spiritual lire which

('onsnmes tlesli and therefore shines all

the more in its nati\c hue. If a truly

new world is to arise, full of peace and

prosperity, it can only be by the U. S. A.

and Britain resiiecting the .Moral Force

wliieh has been bringing victory to

t’liina ; and all. including China herself,

should atVirm that (iandhiji’s way of

Ahimsa is the creator of true Peace and

his Weapon of Satyagraha the builder

of true Prosperity.
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Professor Mok concludes:

—

There is not the slijjhtcst doubt that the

twentieth century—possibly also the twenty-

first—will be an American century. . . .Having

the will, America, alone of all nations, has

the means to be leader of fr(?e nations.

In itself this is a ffood sign. Wc
ourselves pointed this out in our Edito-

rial for last September on “ India

and the Americas in the Future. " We
then said :

—

The world will look not to Kiirope, but to

the Americas—tlie centre of civilization will

not be in Paiis. ]^oiul«>n, arul Berlin, but in

Washington, New York, l.os Angeles and

Chicago.

And we also pointed to tlic ])art

India can and should play in the

reconstruction of a w(jrltl now .^batt-

ering.

Friend.s of humanity evcrywiiere will

need great tolerance to ])ercciv(* each

other’s points of view. And aj)iu)siieiy

we may quote here words of (iandliiji

himself in Ilarijan of jist May :
-

Involution of democracy is not }>osMblc it

we arc not prepared to hear tin* otlier side

We shut tlio doors ol reason when we r<*fii>#'

to listen to (tur oppofients or having listeiUMl

make fun of them. If intolcMaru e bfM nines .1

habit, we run the risk n1 mi-sing the truth.

Whilst with the iiniits that ii.itiire ha-> pul

upon our undcr-tanfliiig, we must act fe.ir

le^sly according to the light sonchsafed t<i

us, we must always keep an ojien mind and

be ever ready to lind that what we believed

to be truth was, after all, nntrnth. '1 h;.'.

openne.ss of mind stiengtlien.-, the truth in

and removes thiMlrO'^s Irom it. il there i.^ ans.

While the Orient luis le.ssons to learn

from the Occident, as rncMitioneci by

Professor Mok, for which calm and

dispassionate* tolerance is necessary,

the immediate and pre.ssing requirement

of the “ White ” peoples is to learn to

understand the point of view of the

coloi»red raees. In its issue of i^fh

February last, The Manchester Guardian

Weekly writes some words in this

connection which are w’orth recording :

After the war Asia, stirred by all its

emotions and passions;, will demand much
more than has yet been conceded. At the

IVace ('onference Japan proposed that racial

eipiality should be found a place in th<^

piinciples ol the League of Nations; the

demand was rejected. The demand will be

more insistent afler this war. The ino.st

hopeful feature of the present situation is

the military co-operation of ('hina and the

Western Bowers. Tlie prowess of the Chinese

ha^ destroyed, wc may hope, the spirit ot

patr<.»nising sn|:eriority that has marked tin*

British behaviour so often in the past
; our

debt to ('lnncs(‘ heroi.'.m in a struggle on

w'hii h our life depends will compel our

C.overnments to take -orious account of the

Chinese point of view’. Our alliain e witli

Japan was an alliaie ol i.nn vi‘niem e ; this

is an alliance ol piimiple. 'this rehitiorislup

is bouiul to toui h the Briti-h imagination

and to give a W'idiT reat h to Britisli syin])athv

and nmlcrstamling. Il, again, we lanover-

eome our dilln. iiltn'- and give elYei t to wh.a

IS uiuluubledly the genuine cle.-ire ol the

British people to see India free and unit<'(l

we shall have given a great impetus to tlie

spoil ol • om ili.ilion between I'.a.sl and We'^t.

Wliat i'' needed is a moral nwoliilion tliai

w’ill buMK dow’U tlie ic-entment o! .\sm .md

the arrcigance ol Knropc '1 I'e w.u' mav w<'ll

prf>dii< e it

In an article in VV/c Social Wcljar^

lor 2i>\ May on “Sport : .A lAnvcrfiil

Weapon for National Fnity,’' Mr. A.

V. S. Taly.iiklian maintains that ('.spec-

ially on the play-ground is it po.ssiblc

for IPS to resolve our comnniiial dilL

erencesand to make of sjtort a powerful

tool for forging national unity. Ih‘

j)oints witli onthiisia.sni to the agree

inent of the F. J. Hindu (lymkltana ul

Hornbay “to accept a certain niimbfu

of the members of tlie Islam and Parsec

(iyniklianas, either for tlie duration ol

the war or during such time as the.'ic

two gymkhanas are without their usual
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facilities.” We agree that it is a

generous gesture, though we are not

swept off our feet by “the (ireatcsi

Sporting Event of all lime in India.”

No one denies the possible advant-

ages of such repudiation of the commu-

nal spirit. Hut wlieii it actually

comes to sinking differences and forget-

[ting creodal labels in a co-operative

endeavour one realises the difference

between altruism in theory and in

practice. The gesture made by the

V. J. Hindu (iymkhana, really generous,

will be fruitless if it do(‘s not inspire

the members of the other gymkhanas

to the realisation that now an opi)or-

tunity has arisen to set an exam{)le bv

a constructive ellort at Ihjuidating our

artificial but Iiarmfiil misiindcistaiid-

ings. Thus! emphasis! on ' sectional

differences can be j)rechided and a

willing acceptance and expansion of the

idea may soon materialise into clubs

and gymkhanas without communal

labels. Such a development W’ould l)e

ill line with the fervent appeal which

Sliri Mann Subedar made in The Aryan

Tath for January 1040, for the cstab-

lislirnent of an .Anti-Communal League.

It is not impossible that our gymkhanas,

should they in times like the jneseiu

thus shed their dillereiices, may lead

the way to communal harmony not so

much by precept as by more potent

example.

The important part which oven scIk^iI

sports can play in breaking down

communal harriers was brought out

not long ago at a large meeting of the

teachers of Kashmir on which Sudhauii

comments constructively. The Inspcc •

tor of Schools, Kashmir circle, who
presided, brought out the part which
spprting activities in the schools could

pUy in promoting broad-mindedness

and intercommiinal friendships. Too

often, alas, the scliools, with their

coniniunal hostels and linguistic soci-

eties, widen tlie existing gaps, fomenting

<lisuiiity instead of fostering harmony.

H is high time tliat those in charge

recognised tlieir re.sjionsibilities for

|)romoliiig brotherhood among the

younger generation. ” As the twig is

bent, tlie tree is inelincd.
”

At once more important and more

diflicult to uhlain than a certificate of

technical piTj)arcdncss for village ser-

vice. is the le.<s tangible certificate of

aliility to serve acceptably for which

the village worker has to look to those

wiiom he hopes to help. This was

brouglit out by Shri \‘inoba Bhave in

his conv(;cation addres.^ to the students

of the Gram >c\'ak \'idyalaya at

Wardha wliicli is rej^orted in (/ram

Vdyoi^ Pairika for May.

He emphasised the need for willing

j>crsona] ( flori in enlarging the scope

of tiie crafts witliin tiie rural areas and

the ncce.''Sily of winning, in actual

|*ractical work in the villages, the love

and recognition of the rural folk for

whose >ervicc I lie tniining was pri-

marily designed. Tliat, said Shri

Bhave, was no (a.yv thing. Tlie vill-

ager.s’ standard of service was higli. No
one could meet it who would treat the

villagers with supercilious aloofness:

—

They inn.>t iK't be looked down on by us.

their serwints. as illiterate or ignorant in

eiv.i\parison with ourselves. They have thoir

own melliods ol work in agriculture as in all

inatiei's pciiaining to their rc(iuircmcnls.

The villag-'r^ are hard working as a rule. No
wotker, therefore, with half-baked knowledge

or one. wlio is hv/y will make good in a

village. There can be no entrance for a

worker into the hearts of the people unless

he learns to be attracted by their tiualities

and disregard their shortcomings
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The first requisite, tiierefore, for one

who goes to the villages with a view to

improving them is that he must bring

himself to an appreciation of what is

good and worth emulating in the

villages, so that by a process of persua-

sive co-operation there may be created

opportunities for an all-round rural

development. “If we are unable to

see the good in others, there is some-

thing gravely lacking in us.
”

Gandhiji has held up the ideal for

village workers of becoming a “pattern

of virtue and work. ” And lujw. more

than ever, when large sections of the

urban population are migrating into

the villages, no small hold of activity

is open to those who cherish in their

hearts a genuine desire to ameliorate

village conditions. Rut it deserves to

bc.jrepcatcd that it is useless to go to

the villages with an air of suj)criority.

What both Gandhiji and Rliave insist

upon is humanity of spirit, the achiev-

ing of a truly village mentality that

can bring one nearer to the hearts of

the rural folk and a patient acce])tancc

of all the inconveniences of rural life,

not with an eye to reward but purely

in a spirit of selfless and disinterested

service.

St. John Ervinc strikes a warning

note in Homes and Gardens for Feb-

ruary, apropos of an effect of war that

is often lost sight of.

War breed.s both good and evil. The good
looks after itself. . .how arc we to cope with

the moral sepsis which is growing insidiously ?

Doubtless the British Isles could not*

claim a monoiJoly on the “wave of

dishonesty ” that he reports flowing

over them and his reminder is worth

pondering that

victory will be useUtss to us if it linds us wifli

a demoralised iieople, and we imist. if victory

is to benelit the world, icsist evil in uursclve.-^

no le'iN than wc resist it in others. .. .Stand-

ard.s are move easilv lowered than raised.

The iiior.il sepsis we accpiire in a week or a

month inav take s ears to cine.

He marshals a number of proofs of

the lowering of moral tone. We need

not take very seriously the coincidence

of the iiK'iease in dishonesly aiid the

drasticdecline in Siinda v-School atltdid-

aiice in tlie last tliirty years. Devel-

opments may be concurrent without

being cau.sally related. But he mak('^

a valuable point in the infectious naturi'

of \'ice, though lie jnopcrly refuses to

admit tlio plea that “ Ewrybody does

it
“ in extenuation of mr rai debility.

Wrong IS still wrong, wlu tluM it be iluuc

only by one person 01 !)y .1 liallion persons,

and the fat t tlait mv neighbour slo.ils from

me* docs not justifv me m stcahug from him !

Our victory, wdicn it is won will not be woith

while if the w’ar makes thieves of us all.
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and lost amon^ the host— as does the evening

star to those who tread their path in darkness.

—The Voice of the Silence
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TRUTH VERSUS THE. WILL TO BELIEVE

Complete intellectual honesty is

among the rarest of linnian qiinlities.

With most men, truth which conflicts

with preconceptions or challenges

prejudice has scant chance of a hear-

ing. How often tlic opportunity to

prove or to disprove a belief is delil)-

crately evaded ! An iiLstinci, half-

protective, halbdclensive, ])rompts

the millions of devotees of a Personal

God to avoid putting Him too sharply

to Hie test. Tlierc is not a Personal

God of any religion who dors not

fail to live up to tlie promises made

on His behalf by priests who claim

the right to speak for Him. A man
who fails to fulfil the terms of his

contract, if he is not the victim of

circumstances beyond his present

control, is recognised as guilty of a

breach of faith and other men arc

hesitant to deal witli liim in future.

Not so wdicn (iod fails those who
serve Him most punctiliously. The
faithful may fulfil to the letter all the

conditions they are told their God
demands, but when the due response

is not forthcoming, instead of taxing

Him with l)ad faith or with impo-

tence, they evade the issue with pious

excuses. “ His ways arc past finding

out.
'' “ He doelh all tilings well.

"

“Tlicse things are mysteries into

which it is not lawful to enquire;
**

>

One man who ultimately recovered

from such mental paralysis confessed

that as a d';eply religions youth he

had given up praying with the half-

realised motive, which he certainly

would not have admitted at the time,

of saving Chsd’s face. God did not

answer prayers even for tilings it

would have seemed \'ery easy for Him
to arrange and even ap}Kircntly to

His interest as well. t)bvioiisIy He

couldn't manage it. It seemed to

the lad unkind to keep putting God

in positions where His impotence was

made so plainly obvious. He felt

sorry for the Deity. For \*ears he

kej)t to himself his discovery that

God was ineffectual. For along time

he wont to church more assiduously

than before, but lie left off prayers

for specific tilings as unfair to God,

not sporting, as it were.
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What are such expedients but a

defence mechanism for beliefs intu-

itively recognised as not sufficiently

robust to withstand frank challenge ?

The blind believer shrinks from fac-

ing facts as owls avoid the sun. He
prefers resting undisturbed in what

he wants to think. To the orthodox

of any creed a universe of law, just

and unerring, seems chill, inhospit-

able. Cause and effect offer a dreary

substitute for the glamourous pos-

sibilities of miracle. So in all ages

men have let their fancy range in

wish-fiillilment dreams and scouted

facts that negatived their cherished

beliefs.

The infantile mind has always

resented opposition and refused to

recognise any law transcending its

desires. JIany people grow up in-

credulous that men and circumstan-

ces will not ultimately bend l)efure

their will. Our civilisation is full of

adults whose attitude to life is still

that of spoiled and petted children.

When tliey meet opposition from

their hallows or from tlieir environ-

ment, such men and women instinc-

tively turn for backing to a higher

power, as in their infancy tliey

demanded and received enforcement

of their thwarted wishes through tiie

intervention of parent or of nurse.

The deii^ ex machina is invoked, as

in ancient drama, to descend to

disentangle the confusion of events

and bring his devotee to victory.

But that most convenient device

of the ancient dramatist to further

the action of the play has no counter-

part in real life. Causes once set in

motion will sweep inevitably to their

due effect as the breaking wave

spreads itself out on the sandy shore.

No intensity of hope or fervency of

prayer can turn the wave back till

its force is spent. No power on earth

or in heaven can make the fu-

sion of two parts of hydrogen and

one part of oxygen anything but

water
; as the gun is pointed when

the trigger is pulled, so the bullet will

fly
; the apple-tree will bear apples,

the mango-tree mangoes
;
.so it always

has been and so it ever will be. I'he

law works tliroughout the physical

universe—no effect without its due

cause, no cause set up that docs not

produce its effect. I.ogic and iinivcr-

.saJ e.xjUTience point to the identity

of this law of action and reaction with

the moral law and to the impossibil-

ity of any legerdemain, human or

divine, averting tlu! destiny which

eacli lias sown and mast in due

course reap.

Ih'lief in a Personal Cod and in

the elticacy of intercr>f>ory prayer

flouts tlic Law, as ii lu litiles Deity,

the divine ])rincij)le of (nnnijuesent

JJfe. Such b(*lief substitutes a cari-

cature f(;r the majestic concept of

the Boundless and Unknowable. It

pictures God as a celestial slcight-of-

Jiand p(irf(;rmcr wJio coiiJd, if iie but

would, at any time produce a rabbit

out of a high hat or other gape-seed

for the credulous. Faith in such a

God may make life more interesting

for tlie immature, but such a

faith at best gives a factitious sense

of freedom from the law, as drugs

may make the prisoner forget his
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bars. In fact, sincere belief that one

can so transcend the laws of nature

as to escape the consequences of his

acts, whether by unaided effort or

through appeal to a heavenly ally, is

a form of megalomania no less

pathetic because it is so common.

The most unfortunate effect of the

Personal God complex, however, is

not this delusion of greatness which

it fosters. Megalomania per se is

relatively harmless. Put tlie logical

deduction from the fallacy that

legitimate results can be turned aside

is that the motive and the course of

action do not greatly matter. That

is a fatal error. The world today is

reaping in misery and confii.sion the

results of centuries of action (ui this

false notion and of failure to rec-

ognise that with power, always

and everywhere, goes corresponding

responsibility.

Tlic Ie.sson has not yet been

learned The average man still

prefers comfortable mental inertia to

intellectual effort. Comparatively

few can echo sincerely the noble

words of Kmerson, I covet truth.

The power of pas.sive resistance is

never more clearly illustrated than

when blind faith is challenged by an

uncongenial fact. The will to believe

is the most implacable foe of truth.

Fact and logic are alike powerless

against an intense will to believe in

that which their testimony contra-

dicts. Illogical and dangerous,

therefore, as are belief in a Personal

God and the resulting denial of the

universality and impersonality of

Law, they will persist as long as men
desire to be deceived.

But the religious devotee is by no

means the only blind believer. The

average scientist, however open his

mind in his own laboratory, offers an

impregnable front to facts which

negative his basic conceptions. The

attitude of almost all the little men
of science, and of many of the

so-called great as well, towards

well-attested psyclu’c phenomena is

strongly reminiscent of the reaction

of the ignorant old man who on his

first sight of a giraffe stoutly declared

that there could be no such animal.

Suggest to such a scientist that the

W'isc Men of the East, ancient or

modern, may have possessed or may
possess today truth far beyond the

ken of Western science of the present

time—and observe his reaction !

The technique of meeting truth

wliich comes from an unpopular

stuirce and which conllicts with pre-

conceived ideas is well developed : to

deny as long as possible
;
to ignore

what can no longer bo denied
;
and,

when neither denial nor ignoring

cpiashes unwelcome truth, to attack

the bona fidcs of whoever stated it.

Few men indeed among the ranks of

eitlier scientists or churchmen of

whatever creed observe the wise

ancient injunction :
“ Never utter

these words :
‘ I do not know this

—therefore it is false.* One must

study to know, know to understand,

understand to judge.
’*



THE INDIAN POET’S POET

[\Vc are ^<lad to welcome among our contributors Shri K. Ghandra-
sekharan, a well-known scholar and advocate of South India. He brings out

here an important aspect of our common interdependence, the affinity that

asserts itself, in terms of consubstantiality, between men of like mind regardless

of the centuries lliat separate them in time. The spiritual Giimparampara

Chain has its (esthetic analogue. Eu.
]

When Matthew Arnold wrote his

sonnet on Shakespeare beginning

with the lines,

Others :ibiJe our question ; thou art free

We ask and ask
; t hou staiidesi still

Out-t(q)ping knowledge,

his intense perception of the truth

about Shakespeare’s greatness im-

pressed all tlie literary minds of

the world. Sclujlars and profes.sors

of English making Shakespeare their

favourite study marked ('very line of

it as significant. Wc, the “ compul-

sorily educated ones” in the

foreign language, began to glow with

pride that Shakespeare had maelc

‘"the Heaven of Heavens liis dwell-

ing place. ” S(dne of us, while

taking occasional ])eeps into the

magic \vuiid of Sarrskrit, also came

under the spell of that master of

E£nglish. Our partiality for our own

Kalidasa souglit to raise his status

in the intcrnaticuial world l.)y com-

paring his coiripichcnsive rang(^ of

thought with that of I he ICnglish

dramatist. We could not feel hap]>y

until a profound observation of the

one on life or a bewitching simile of

the other drawn from nature, con-

vinced the reader that the poets,

both of England and India, never

exclusively belonged to any partic-

ular place or clime.

No doubt the universality of a

poet marks tlic peak of his glory.

Otherwise his mission on earth

misses its true objective, l^ut to

understand a poet fully, one needs

must be more than a literary

person. Hi^ must be great to

describe the greater” said Emerson,

describing a good biographer.

The same must hold good in

the case of poets also. To under-

stand a poet’s heart (>ne must have

ill him all the faculties which make

fur siicli alnindaiice in tlio utlier.

Wlieii Kabiiulranath Tagore makes

out the crowning piiilosuphy of

Kalidasa’s life in the meaning of hi.s

McL^ha'Sci'iidcSii, where we, ordinary

men, sense only the invs.sion of a

Vaksha’s yeaiiiiug for his bek»ve(I,

it makes all llie diUenmee between

the ])rose and the poetry of thought

Jiiddeii in it.

Tagore’s revc'rcnce for Kalidasa is

based upon the more ancient bond

that knit Kalidasa so closely to

Valmiki. '1 he Adikavi was to Kali-

da.sa what lie himself is to Tagore. In

many a verse of liis, Kalidasa re-

minds us of the pure springs of

beauty and creativity in Valmiki

which he has tasted and made others
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also taste. Similarly, Tagore is never

tired of resuscitating Kalidasa's

perfect art of blending life and

nature in an exquisite phrase or

metaphor. In song and drama, he

loves to recall his predecessor's un-

failing rendering of the tunes and

cadences of the liiunan heart. If

nature was to Kalidasa the one

supreme helpmate to the eternal

soul in its path of self-realization, to

Rabindranath equally was it “ the

giver of immortal gifts ” and the

‘‘giver of the power of renuncia-

tion. " If Tagore’s imagination

conjured up for us Urvasi ” as the

light of heaven fascinating the earth,

it was Kalidasa’s wizardry that led

the way to Tagore's abstract ideas

taking concrete forms and figures.

If Eternal Good was to wed Power,

then, Kalidasa felt, it should be

after Power or Sakti got jiurified of

its passion. Hence was Uma, the

mountain-born, spurned in anger by

the Lord of Hie Universe, because

she had not known yet her own

integrit}^ by penance and severe

austerities. But as soon as her

inner ligiit radiated with the power

born of restraint and love, sliii was

espoused by the God himself in

boonful companionship.

To read into every one of Kali-

dasa's writings a hidden meaning and

a motif, may not always ajipeal to

the dilettante whose satisfaction is

complete with the dulcet .sounds of

the sonorous Sanskrit and the im-

ageries of Oriental imagination. But

the earnest soul that lives upon the

true and the ultimate reality behind

all forms, may not stop till its goal

is reached. We can account for

Tagore’s fresh interpretations of

Kalidasa to his own soul steeped in

Rasa-Dhvani ( thought-suggestion )

,

which is the soul of all art. Without

any fond display of originality,

Tagore pours out a tiny stream,

weaving in its murmur the memory
of our parting moment" from all

that was once our priceless posses-

sion.

The Megha-Duta of Kalidasa

strikes every intelligent reader of

Sanskrit poetry as a poem of re-

markable workmanship. Beyond

the wail of a lover separated from

his sweetheart, it leaves on the

ordinary reader little more than a

rich intoxicaiion of metre and music.

To Rabindranath the Yaksha is no

mere lover cursed by his master to

live in exile away from his love,

but the incarnation of the human
soul in misery, when bereft of the

spiritual life with which it longs to

join. It is the dream and the

object of the hungering heart to fill

itself with plenty. Tagore surmises

that Kalidasa himself bewails the

poverty of spirituality that comes

upon mankind with their exodus to

the city. The forest life that was

Kalidasa’s dream was nowhere near

him at the Court of Ujjain. Across

the lines of a love-song flit the sad

reveries of a hungering soul pining

for things which were once its own.

The following verse of the poet

of Shanti-Kiketan condenses his

thought about the origin and the

theme of the Megha-Sandesa. Per-
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haps, nowhere in the whole gamut

of literarj^ criticism written so far on

Kalidasa could there be found such

newness of interpretation :

—

At youth’s coronation, Kalidasa.

You took your scat, your beloved by your

side,

In Love’s primal paradise.

Earth spread its emerald green carpet

beneath your feet,

the sky held over your heads

its canopy gold-embroidered

;

the seasons danced round you

carrying their winccups of varied al-

lurements.

the whole universe yielded itself to your

loneliness of delight,

leaving no trace of human si>rrows and

sufferings

in the immense solitude of your bridal

chamber.

Suddenly God’s curse descended from on

high

hurling its thunderbolt of separation

upon the boundless detachment of y<juth‘s

egotism.

The seasons' ministry in a moment was

ended

When the veil was wrenched from love's

isolation

and on the tear*mi>ted sky a[)pcared the

pageantry of the rainy world of June
across which journeyed the s.id notes of

your bereaved heart

towards a distant dream. *

The distant dream ” can be no

less than the spiritual balm for

the soul immersed in materialism.

Because, what life gives we spurn ;

what nature offers we miss; what

beauty teaches we heed not.

I'or it is a desperate age of hurry and
hustle

and the lyric muse has to take her journey

to her tryst of hearts

on trams and buses.

The cry of Kalidasa was for tlie

distant dream of a hopeful age. But

the age of Kalidasa, curiously

enough, was to Tagore the Golden

Age. I am hopelessly born in the

age of the busy printing-press—

a

belated Kalidasa, and you, my love,

are utterly modem. ” So what was

more ancient is the sole dream of

the modern poet. Nevertheless

thought which is ever fresh is never

ancient. Tagore know that Kali-

dasa’s sj)iritiial urge was actuating

him in every line and song that he

compo.sed. And we understand

Tagore’s heart feeling the same

sadiH'SS and want in the inid.st (»f

.seeming jflenty. Felicitous expres-

sion was not enough for him to

renuiin unaffected in his pride of a

poet’s life. He ki.>sed tlie dust

wliere the footprints of his own God

were left. lie paid with his sorrows

the price of this initiation into a

greater life.

K. Chandkasekiiakan

' Poems. By K\iiiNURANATii Tagore. ( Visva-Bharaii Book-shop, Calcutta)



UNITY
[We agree with Miss Elizabeth Cross that unity among men, irrespective

of race, creed, sex and condition, in short, of all the false or artificial distinc-

tions made in the world, is the great desideratum. We go so far as to accept

as the criterion of every proposed reform whether it will tend to promote that

true universal brotherhood. But any effort to achieve unity must fail unless

those who make it have succeeded in some measure in killing out in themselves

the “ great dire heresy of separateness from which all evil springs.

—

Ed. ]

Never has the world more needed

unity of pui-posc towards good-will,

but so far the greatest unity has

been shown by tliosc of evil purpose.

We know the truth of the old prov-

erb '' Unity is strength,” while we

have had new and bitter emphasis

on the cynical advice to “ divide and

rule.”

The pre-war years found the dem-

ocratic co\intrios being more and

more parcelled out into little sets

and cliques, exclusive classes and

intolerant groups. Wliile preparation

was going on for their gradual

destruction, the woolly-minded in

England and America were per-

fectly comfortable attending lectures

concerning th.cir own pet interests,

entertaining the kind of people that

reflected their own upbringing, care-

fully ignoring any need for social

service or for taking a vital part in

the reform of education, labour

conditions or the general economic

chaos.

The Fascist countries may have

achieved a false and possibly a

merely temporary unity, but for the

moment it is siiflicient for us to

recognise its efficiency. We should
not delude ourselves into the happy

belief that this unity is entirely

false, merely because \vc disapprove

of the methods by which it was

achieved. It may be a unity based

on undesirable ideals and beliefs,

but the fact that is important for us

is tliat the people have been led to

admire these beliefs and to wish to

live up to these ideals. The undesir-

able beliefs and ideals are not

exclusive to any small set or class

;

they are wide-spread and create a

comforting atinf)splicre of union.

As an ideal, ‘'unity” must mean
unity in the attitude towards those

vahies that liave a universal approv-

al. riiere can be argument and

discussions concerning what these

values may be, but we have sufficient

guidance from the great teachers of

all times and nations to set us on

the right path. In fact, it is mere

quibbling on our part to pretend

tliat we do not know something of

these worth-while values. There is

no excuse for the parent who fails to

set a right example or to live in an

inspiring manner. We cannot plead

ignorance merely because we are not

able to accept every dogma of our

national religion
;
we know very well

wdiat are the basic truths that
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underlie any coating of superstition

or legend.

It may be helpful to examine

some causes of our lamentable
'' disunity in order to find out how
our failings may be remedied in the

future. What have we done or left

undone to bring us to the state of

distrust that prevailed when first

one and then another nation failed

to unite with the rest in time to

save themselves from a common
enemy ? What have we done to

deserve citizens who are so untrust-

worthy that the State considers it

necessary to deprive them of their

freedom ? It may well be that

many of those so deprived are

undeserving of their fate, yet the

suspicious atmosplicrc is abroad that

makes it all possible. Again, we have

evidence of grave disunity among the

workers of our democratic countries,

strikes
,

compulsion, d i ffcrences

between labour and management,

differences between rnanagemeiit

and government departments. In

England many of these differences

have now disappeared under threat

of danger, but it is to be feared that

without considerable changes this

disunity would reappear if danger

departed.

The lack of a common religion is

a serious contributory factor to this

disunity, and it is quite useless to

hope for a revival of ancient forms

and ceremonies that have lost their

meaning for the majority. There

have been occasional rushes to

special services, but they partake

more of the nature of superstition

and " totemism " than of any true

religious feeling. The general at-

mosphere is entirely non-religious,

w-ith a semi-savage consciousness

that there may be something in

it, and so, in addition to astrology,

fortune-telling and so on, there is an

occasional attempt at prayer and at

church attendance.

In general, organised religion also

contributes to disunity by reason of

its many sects and special creeds.

Many modern religious teachers

have made great efforts to emphasise

the common factors of, for instance,

the Christian religion, but the

majority are content to go on in their

own particular rut. Tlie C()inj)ar-

ative lew who take part in any active

religious exercises are. often content

with their own small sextion and

show no interest or synqxithy with

tlio.se outside the jxiriiciilar (lock.

They sc(an coinplett'ly unaware

that there exist tliose “ other shcej)
”

of whom Jesus ClirisI sj^oke. In

return, the “ other sle c‘p ” liiid tla^

church-goers narrow and iiitr^ferant

and decitle to stay outside tlie fold

to enjoy themseUes in their own

way and to risk any wolves that

may come along !

Modern conditions in general,

particularly ease of travel, the con-

venience of the telephone, etc., all

make it possible for people to ignore

their near neighbours and to come

in contact only with those who are

particularly congenial to them.

They have little or no knowledge of

the life of those who have different

work, different tastes or different
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accents from their own. They tend

to judge by appearances
;
the well-

to-do fear the sliabby, while the

shabby often envy and despise the

well-to-do. The old life of village

and neighbourhood, wlien all met at

church and at work, with the

interdependence of craftsmen and

housewives, has g(m(\ and we have

found nothing worth-wliile to put

in its place.

In England, now, there seems

.some hope of a breaking down of

barriers by reason of tlic national

effort, conscription and general war

work. Transport is grr)wing restrict-

ed and a local soci.al life, based on

inutual service, is iK'ginning to

appear. Naturally this is not being

achieved without great dilTiculty

and friction, but here and there real

friendships begun at work and con-

tinued in the home, are .‘springing up

between very dissimilar types of

people. Class is l)eeoniing less iin]X)rt-

ant and more worth-while values

arc the standard of judgement.

Again, with restricted buying power,

material wealth is less important

also, while creative gifts are coming

into their own again.

What can we do to encourage

these germs of unity, what must we
try to resist in the way of useless

traditions ? First and most import-

ant, surely, is to make cverj’ effort

to help achieve a truly “ public
"

school system. The founders of our

ancient Public schools meant them
for the people, for boys wlio deserv-

ed the kind of education they

provided. They were certainly

not intended for a privileged class

in the sense of a wealthy class. To-

day we believe that a certain

standard of education is proper to

every child, regardless of his parents'

capacity to pay for it. Let us now
go further and refuse to waste any

money, space or teachers' time on

special education fe^r children mere-

ly because a parent is ready to pay

large sums for this. Education

should be suited to the child, not to

the parents' whiin.*^. livery child,

regardless of wealth, should attend

the right typo of school for his age

and abilities, and slionld also receive

the appropriate type of academic or

tecliiiical training to follow this

schooling. We must stop segregat-

ing onr children into completely

artihcial divisions merely because

some are wealthier than others.

In the actual schools the teachers

have the greatest chance of all in

])ronioling general unity by em-

phasising the common needs and

aims of mankind instead of dwelling

on su])erricial difiereiiccs. ]\lcn may

differ as to the colour of their skins

and the kind of buildings they may

live in, but tliey liave all the same

digestive systems and tiic same

desire for happiness, excitement and

power. We may go even further

and emphasise the amazing similar-

ities to be traced throughout the

whole of creation, our kinship with

the lowliest organisms, both veg-

etable and animal. More time given

to Nature Study and Biology and

less to detailed military history

would have a profound effect on
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young and plastic minds.

In addition to throwing our chil-

dren into contact with each other

during their school-days it does seem

worth-while to consider sonic scheme

by wliicli each one should render

special service to the community.

This need not be by any regimented

scheme, but should be so arranged

that parents will be glad to encour-

age a voluntary system of work

that would operate in each neigh-

bourhood. There is no reason why
we sliould need a world war to show

us the necessity for social service

and real effort for the community,

but it has worked out that way.

Now boys and girls are to be encour-

aged to join various organisations

that will help tlieir country. In peace

they need similar encouragement lo

help their neighbours, d'lit se neigh-

bours must gradually b( come part

of a larger circle, so that eventually

we shall be as r(\ady to work hard to

aid a famine area in ( liina or in

India as we are to hclj) ourselves

today.

There can he no true sympathy

and unity without actual experience

of others' conditions
;
therefore the

young citizen does need to spend

some time
(
possibly during holidays

from his technical or college course

)

in actual work with tliose who
undertake our hardest and least

rewarded tasks. Why shouldn't every

physically fit boy work for a while

in a coal-mine, as a farm labourer,

on a fishing vessel and so on ? There

could be choice as to which arduous

occupation he should try, but it

would be a salutary experience for

all. Girls would benefit in the same

way by working in a factory, a

hospital, a hnindry or some other

place that called for pliysical labour.

If wc arc to make something

worth-while of the world wc need to

achieve unity of fundamental in-

terests. This cannot be done by

passing resolutions or by joining

societies wlierc we meet only those

of oiir own int(‘llectiial and social

class. \\V must, eacii on his (nvn,

try to make contact witli all feMow

human l)cings, to mala* a friendly

appeal to the basic hmr.an natun*

that iinderliis all vimeer of educa-

tion or of nationality. W’e must

sink our own trc'asiirul prejudiies

and see whether wc Ii,iven't S(/ine-

thing in common wiih everyone we

meet. At the same time w<* must

try to pass on the idea of unity, by

refraining from gossip and by helj^-

ing on gt'iicral nt igliboiirliness. W’e

can do most of all by helping the

children and young people to join

in activities ont.side their immediate

circle and bj' introducing them to the

larger world of common humanity.

Elizabeth Cross



WHITHER MAN?
[ Neither Shri Nolini Kanta Gupta^ the well-known Bengali essayist, nor

Dr. J, N. Chubb is a stranger to Aryan Path readers. We bring together

here their articles, on themes more closely related than might appear on cursory

examination, because in juxtaposition they bring out interestingly the contrast

between the typically Indian metaphysical approach and the Western philo-

sophical one.

Evolution is too often regarded as a closed chaj)ter. That water can rise

no higher than its source is an elementary physical pio]H)sition. The orthodox

evolutionist, by tacitly denying the application of tlie principle to his field,

flouts the clue of analogy which alone can guide him through the labyrinth of

Nature. Without jjrior involution in matter, how could the jHJtencies of Spirit

or of Life unfold in tJic pliysical world ? And if all is, as the Ancients claimed,

an emanation from tlic Highest, the impersonal Deity, surely the present stage

can and innst be vastly transcended before we rise to the level of our Source.

It is of the liighcr levels of liuruan evolution that IaAIi ilicso articles treat.—Ei>.
]

I.—AN ASPECT OF EMERGENT EVOLUTION

The theory of IVinergent F.voliiiioii

should be considered no longer as a

theory, Init as a statement of fact.

Tlie fact, at its barest, stripped of

all assumptions and even generalisa-

tions, is tli(3 fact oliserved and

im])lirit in all evolution, which can

be denied only by the porvv rse and

tlie purblind. It is this, tliat at

each crucial step Nature uiuhagues

a sudden and total change, brings

forth a new element which was not

there before and which could ni)t

be foreseen or foretold l.)y any procc.ss

of deduction from tlie actual factors

in play.

At the very outset of the evolu-

tionary march, when Material Nature

meant only a mass or masses of

incandescent gaseous elements, tlic

first miracle that liappencd was the

formation, the advent, of water.

There was Hydrogen and there was

Oxygen existing and moving side

by side, for millions of years perhaps
;

but only at a given moment did an

electric emrent liappen to pass

through a certain mixture of the

two el',men Is somewhere, and behold,

a liquid drop was the product, an

absolutely new, unforeseen, unpre-

dictable and wonderful object ! Ex-

amples can be multiplied.

The fact is admitted, on the whole,

imh'ss one is a rundaiuentalist and

prefers still to live in the conscious-

ness of a b}’gone century. Difference

comes in wlien the question of

explanations and of view-points re-

gauling them is raised. A materialist

like Professor Broad would consider

Mind and Life as fundamentally

{ormatioiis of Matter, however diff-

erent they might seem from each
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other and from the latter. Water,

'the so-called miracle-product of

Oxygen and Hydrogen, according to

him, is as material as these two;

even so, Life and Mind, however

miraculously produced, being born

of Matter, arc nothing but the same

single reality, only in different forms.

Others, who arc more or less idealists,

Alexander and Lloyd Morgan, for

example (some of them call them-

selves neo-realists, however), would

not view the phenomenon in the

same way. Alexander says that

Matter and Life and ^lind arc very

different from each other
;
they arc

truly emergents, that is to say,

novelties
;
but how the thing has

been possible, one need not irKiuire;

one should accept the fact with

natural piety.”

Morgan proffers an explanation.

He says that whatever there is,

exists in God who is the all-continent.

In fact, everything that is or was

or shall bo is in Him. And the

evolutionary gradation expresses or

puts in front, one by one, all the

principles or types of existence that

God holds in Himself. The explana-

tion hardly explains. It simply

posits the existence of Matter and

Life and ]\Iind and whatever is to

come hereafter in the infinity of

God, but the passage from one to

another, tlie connecting link between

two succeeding terms, and the necess-

ity of the link, arc left as obscure

as before. Life is tagged onto Matter

and Mind is tagged onto Life in the

name of the Lord God.

Bertrand Russell made a move in

the right direction with a happy

suggestion which unhappily he had

not the courage to follow up. Mind

(and Life), he says, arc certainly

emergents out of Matter; that is

because the reality is neither, it is

a neutral stuff out of which all

emergents issue. The conclusion is

logical and sensible. But as he was

initially bound to his position of

scientific scepticism he could not

further question or probe the

“ neutral ” and stopped on the fence.

The problem in reality, however,

is simple enough, if we allow the

facts to speak for themselves and do

not hesitate to accept the conclu-

sions to which they inevitably lead.

After Matt(*r came Life; that is to

say that oul of Matter came Life,

and that can only be because Life

was involved in Matter. And if

such a conclusion make.s of Mailer a

potentially living thing, we shall

have to accept tin* j)ositi<)n. In tli(‘

same w<iy, Mind that followed Life

came out of IJh*, bcMMUse Mind was

involved in Life; aiici if that ni(\ans

endowing Idfe with a secret nientalily.

well, there is no help for it. /\nd if,

as a natural consequence of tiie two

premisses we have to admit the

existence of some kind of mind or

consciousTK^ss secreted in Matter a

mininal psychic V\U), according

McDougall- -that would be but what

the Upanishads always declared:

Creation is a vibration of con-

sciousness, and all things and all

kinds of existence are only forms and

modalities of consciousness.

However, we tlius arrive at Mind
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in following the evolutionary process.

Now after Mind there emerges

another principle which has been

termed Deity. By Deity the emer-

gent evolutionists mean the

embodiment of the religious feeling

—

piety, charity, worsliip, love of God
or of God's creatures. Indeed, saints

and prophets are visible deities,

embodiments of the Deity in the

making. These represent another

clement in the evolutionary process

—

a new evolute.

Does this point to the emergence

of a new type of superhuman beings

forming a class or a species by

themselves ? The possibility has been

envisaged by some of the protagonists

of emergent evolution, but has not

been suilicicntly examined or con-

sidered. Philosophers sct'in to walk

in this region with caution and

incertitude, as if on quicksand and

quagmire. But in this connection

we a^v faced with a problem which

ilorgan had the happy intuition to

seize and to bring forward. It is

our purpose to draw attention to

this matter.

Profo.ssor Alexander spoke of the

emergence of deities who would

embody emergent pnq)crtics other

than those manifest in the Mind of

man. Morgan asks whether there

is not also a Deity - or the Deity in

the making. He establishes the

logical necessity of such a consumma-
tion in this way: The evolutionary

urge ( or nhus, as it has been called

)

in its upward drive creates and

throws up on all sides, at each stage,

forms of the new property or princi-

ple of existence that has come into

evidence. These multiple forms may
apj)ear anywhere and everywhere

;

tlicy are strewn about on the entire

surface of Nature. These are, how-

ever, the branchings of the evolu-

tionary nisus which has a central

line of advance running through the

entire gradation of emergents : it is,

as it were, the central pillar round

wdiich is erected a many-storeyed

edifice. The interesting point is

this, that at the present stage of

emergence, what the central line

touches and arrives at is the Deity.

Or, again, the tiling can be viewed

in anotlier way. At the bottom the

evolutionary movement is broad-

based on ]\latter but as it proceeds

upward its extent is gradually

narrowed down; Life is less extensive

than Matter and ^lind is still less

extensive than Life. Thus the

scheme of the movement can • be

figuivil as a pyramid— the base of •

the pyramid represents Matter, but

the aprx where the narrowing sides

c<mverge is what is called the Deity,

What is the implication of such a

conclusion ? It comes perilously near

the Indian conception of Avatar-

hood ! riie central line of cvolu-

li^mary nisus is the line of Avatar-

hood. At each i)oint of the line, on

tlie level of the newly emerged

principle, there is a divine embod-

iment of that principle. The esoteric

significance of the graded scale of

Avatarhood, as illustrated in Vish-

nu's ten Forms, has long ago been

pointed out, by Vivekananda, 1

think, in this light.
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The principle of Avatarhood

stands justified in this scheme as a

necessary and inevitable element in

the terrestrial evolutionary move-

ment. An Avatar embodies a new
emergent property : he incarnates a

new principle of being and con-

sciousness, he manifests—unfolds

from below or brings down from

above upon earth—a higher and

deeper principle of organisation. He
is the nucleus round which the new
organisation crystallises. A Rama
comes and human society attains a

new status : against a mainly vitalis-

tic and egoistic organisation whose

defender and protagonist is Ravana,

is set up an ideal of sattwic human-

ity. A Krishna appears and human

consciousness is lifted, potentially at

least, to a still higher level of spiritual

possibility. The Avatar following,

rather tracing, in his upward move-

ment the central lino of the evolu-

tionary nisus, cuts a path, as it were,

in the virgin forest of a realm of

consciousness still unknown and

foreign to human steps. As the

Avatar presses and passes on, the

way is cleared for other, ordinary

human beings to come up and nat-

uralise themselves in a new country

promising a higher destiny which He
discovers and comiuers—for them.

Now at this point we reach the

crux of the problem, the' supreme

secret—Rahasyarn uttamam—as the

Gita would say. For the apex of the

pyramid, the crown of evolution,

the consummation of the central

line of emergence would then be

nothing less than the manifestation,

the terrestrial incarnation of the

Supreme Divine. The Deity thus

fully emerged would embody the

truth and play of creation in its

widest scope and highest elevation
;

it would mean the utter fulfilment

of human destiny and terrestrial

Purpose.

In Indian terminology, it would be

the advent of the Puma Bhagawan

in the human body—manushim

tanumasritam. All j^revious Avatars

are only a j:)reparation lor the com-

ing of this Supreme Divine. It is

said also that the present epoch

marks a enu ial turn and transition.

\Vc await the Ka.!ki Avatara who
will wipi* off the past, the Iron Age,

and bring in the (iulden Age, Satya

Yuga.

A (picstion inevitably aristas lu re

— what next ( )nce the evolutionary

movenumt lias reached tlu? aju'X,

does it sto}) there ? After the apex,

llie Void ? It need not be so. 'I'he

completion c>f llie pyramid would

mean simply the end uf a particular

order of creation, tiu.^ creation in

ignorance. This is, indeed, wlial

Sri Aiirobindo envisages in his

conception of the creation in supra-

inental (inosis. The evolutionary

nisus, on its arrived at the apex,

according to him crosses a border-

land, leaps into another order of

world, the world of infinite Truth-

Consciousness. Tliereafter another

new creation starts, the building

perhaps of another pyramid (if we

want to continue the metaphor).

The progression of the evolutionary

course is naturally expected to be an
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unending series. The pyramids rise

tier upon tier ad infinitum. Only it

is to be noted that in the basic

pyramid the evolution starts from

inconscicncc and moves from more

ignorance to less ignorance through

a gradually lessening density of dark-

ness until the apex is reached where

all shade of darkness is eliminated

for ever. Beyond there is no mix-

ture, however thin and diluted : it is

a movement from liglit to light, from

one ex])ression of it to another,

perhaps richer, but of the same

quality.

This, liowever, is an aspect of the

problem with which we are not

immediately conc'eriied. Tliere is

one question with which wc have

omitted to deal but wliicli is nearer

to us and toiu hcs ])resent actualities.

We spoke of tlu* emergence of tiie

Deity—aral of tlu‘ Supremo Deity—
after Mind. Tlie question is, how

long after? I do nui rih.'r to tin?

duration of time needed, but lo the

steps Ci* the stages tliat liave to bo

pas.scd For between Mind and

Deity, certainly between Miiul and

the Supreme Deity
(
Funishottaina,

as we would say), there may presum-

ably still lie a course of graded

emergence. In fact Sri Aurobiiido

speaks of the Ovennind and the

Supermind, as farther steps of the

evolutionary progress coming after

Mind. He saj^s that Mind closes the

inferior hemisphere of man's nature

and consciousness
;
with Overmind

man enters into the liighcr sphere of

the Spirit. In this view, the religious

feeling or perception or conduct

would be but an intermediary stage

between Mi;id and Overmind. They

arc not really emergent properties,

but reflections, faint echoes and

promises of what is to come, mixed

up with attributes of the present

mentality. The Overmind brings in

a true emergence.

Still Overrnind—whose characteris-

tic is a cosmic consciousness and a

transcendence of all ego-sense—is

not tlic firm basis on which a new

tcrroslrial organisation can stand

and endure. It is still a basis of

unstalfle eciuilibrium. For it is not

tlu‘ supernal lir^lit and, although it

transcends all ignorance, yet does

not po.ssess that absolute synthetic

unil3g that transcendent power of

consciousness which is at once the

cosmic and the individual. That is

the domain of the Supermind.

Tlie \vhoK‘ urge of evolutionary

Nature today i.s to bring out first

the Overmeiital principle and then

through it the Snpramcntal which

will establish and fix upon earth the

principle of Deity and the Supreme

Divine.

Nolini Kanta Gupta
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II.—THE PHILOSOPHIC MIND
“Tlioiigli I speak with the tongues of men and of angels, and have not

charity, I am become as sounding brass, or a tinkling cymbal.*' ( I Cor.

Xlir. I)

It has become almost a common-
place that the mind of man today is

overpowered by a sense of confusion

and futility in all things. And now
on every side we hear ominous

prophecies about “ the crash of

civilization ’ and " the extinction of

the human race" whose effect is to

a certain extent counteracted by

such hope-kindling phrases as “A
New World Order, ** Federal

Union,
"

^‘Social Justice and The

Rights of Man. ” While fortunately

the popular prejudice against philos-

ophy is not carri('d to the extent

of calling the philosophers to account

for the sorry state of things in which

we find ourselves, it is largely agreed

that they arc not tlie j)crsons to

whom we should turn for guidance

in our efforts to save Civilization

from being swept off the face of this

earth. If such a i)rcjudice against

philosophy exists I shall leave it

to spend itself, merely remark-

ing that it rests on the mistaken

belief that to be a philosopher is to

cut oneself off from what arc termed
" the practical is.siics” of life. But

the most practical-minded among

us cannot dispense with theories,

even though he may call such

theories “practical thinking." We
cannot set about changing the world

without interpreting it. And if it

is believed that philosophy is the

business of the solitary dweller in

the “ ivory tower " it will not be

denied that thinking systematically

and effectively is, or should be, every

man's business.

Now philosophy to a large extent

is thinking about thinking, or think-

ing becoming aware of itself. If

sound thinking is necessary for

reaching sane conclusions about

practical affairs, an activity that

examines the nature and the presup-

positions of thinking, that tries to

find out what it is that we do when

we think, cannot coriceivaldy be

dismissed as soiiKdhing alien and un-

related to practical life. A gn^at ])arl

of our thinking is done in colla])ora-

tion with other minds thnnigh

written and oral discussions. Wi*

must theri'fore know wiiat collabora-

tive thinking is and what it implies.

Hence it is not too much to say

that it is the l)usiness of ev<‘rv(>ni’

who thinks to understand what

thinking is and it is the busiiu'ss of

everyone who discusses to learn to

distinguish a healthy and profitable

discussion from a futile duel of

words. The pliilosopliic mind is

thus, in one of its aspects, (he

sclf-conscious mind of thought ov

reasoning.

This process of becoming con-

scious of our minds in thinking is

not introspection, a mere passive

awareness of something that goes on

in our minds. All understanding is
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creative or, if you like, recreative.

It is both a finding and a making.

It transforms that wliich it under-

stands. Thinking as so transformed

or recreated thiough self-conscious-

ness I shall call philosophic thinking,

the epithet “ pliilosophic being

applied to thinking wlien it functions

in a certain way and not merely

when it is directed to a certain kind

of object. Philosophic thinking is

really thinking Ulcerated from its

accidental limitations, working freely

and naturally according to the laws

of its own being.

Let us consider the process of

thinking as it occurs in the ordinary

affairs of life and more systematically

in the various sciences. To think,

we are told, is to judge, judgment

being regarded as the unit of

thought Put this dt.'os not give

us an adcf[iiiite idea of llio nature of

thinking, for it sug.gcsts that think-

ing consists in adding judgment to

judgment, each judgment being

regardevl as a unit coin])lcte in itself.

Thinking, liowever. is not a discrete

but a continuous process and lienee

there can be no sucli thing as a unit

of tliought. A judgment taken in

isolation from other judgments con-

tains no tliought whatever. It

becomes a significant activity only

if wc take into account the occasion

which called it forth, in other words,

the context or background which it

necessarily presupposes and from

which it takes its rise. To cut it

loose from its background, which is

^ system of judgments, in order to

understand its significance in itself,

is like trying to study the function

of an amputated limb. Evciy state-

ment that we make is really an

answer to a (Question and hence its

significance is determined by dis-

covering the question to which it is

meant to be an answer. The thought

expressed in a judgment is never

confined to Ihe four corners of the

judgment itself, but there is always

more in or behind the judgment than

meets the car.

It is hence unfortunate that in

our discussions we ignore the truth

that in every statement that w^c

make we present merely the surface

of our minds, that we never mean
only wliat vcc say and conversely

that we never succeed in saying

wholly what we mean. If this truth

were g» ‘literally recognized much
misunderstanding and many futile

contro\'orsi( s could be avoided.

Communication between minds

would liecome easier if we trained

ourselves never to allow the face

value a staleinent to prejudice us

against it and always probed into

its underlying significance. Thinking

lliercfuiv consists in drawing upon

( in our own case ) auvl probing into

(in tlie case of another) what is to

us a vast unconscious mind which is

neither your mind nor mine, but

ours : with it each of our minds is

continnons and therefore our minds

are continuous with each other.

W'O shall have a better insight

into the philosophic mind in scientif-

ic thinking by contrasting it with

the unphilosophic mode of thought.

Unphilosopliical thinking is not a
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different species of thinking, but is

thinking limited and circumscribed

and in the long run made impotent.

It is not a way of thinking but

rather a way of refusing to think.

Thought, to be free and fully self-

possessed, should be fluidic, both

penetrating and disarming, and non-

partisan in spirit. Human thinking

as we actually find it is too often

inflexible, constantly on the defens-

ive and corrupted a spirit of

partisansJiip. Partisan tliinking is

antitlietical, antagonistic, in terms

of conflicting opposites. It is think-

ing not in collaboration with but in

opposition to other minds, thinking

in terms of rigid ‘'absolutes” for

which opposition and discord arc in

the very life-blood of reasoning, and

agreement and harmony merely its

incidental and occasional results.

So long as the mind does not

understand itself, does not think

philosophically, it allows its ideas to

harden into “pronounce d” opinions,

rounded and rigid “ Schools ” of

tliought and ab.solute “points of

view.” We arc asked to “ make a

stand” on a definite issue, to come

down on one or the otlier side of

the fence, to swear by personalities

and creeds, to “ defend ” our “ posi-

tion ” against the attacks of otliers

who are called our “ opponents
”

and to “attack” their position in

turn. Such thinking delights in the

language of warfare, which in reality

describes the working of the un-

philosophic mind more literally than

one Vv'ould think. When a discussion

becomes a dispute or a debate and

the grace of conversation is lost in

the heat of controversy there takes

place a '' battle of wits ” and a duel

of words, whose object is dialectical

triumph rather than the discovery

of truth. All disputation, it is said,

betrays an enthusiasm for half-

truths.

The great charm of the philosophic

mind is that it is at once disarmed

and disarming. The law of its being

requires it to abjure violence and to

be completely vulnerable in the

process of thinking. It thinks to

understand and to be understood.

It has no position to “defend”

against outside attacks, which nu'ans

that it does not use the instruinont

of reason for setting uj) for itself and

for defending a bul)])le n‘piitnli(jn

as a debater or a dialectician. The

partisan mind is always arnu'd and

on the defensive. And .‘^iiice at lack

is tlie best form of defeiiee, it is

aggressive in thinking. It builds a

defensive wall round itself by the

use of cliches, expressions which

suggest .set reactions of thouehl, by

okscure or t(‘chnieal language which

serves to eonc-ai rather than to

reveal the thought within.

The method of probing into tlie

mental background of our partner

( not “ opponent ”
)
in thinking may

be accurately described as the histor-

ical way of dealing with problems.

Just as a single thought has a

mental background in which alone

it gains significance, so a social

phenomenon has its past history as

its background into which we have

to probe diligently to understand
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and to appreciate the significance

of the contemporary phenomenon.

So to develop and to deepen the

historical insight, which is also to

deepen the sympathetically imagina-

tive insight into human institutions,

both alien and our own, is most

requisite for those who have to deal

with human situations and for those

who assume the role of political

leadership. History thus becomes a

school of political and social wisdom.

Jhit in order to use the historical

insight for sane and prolitablc ends

there must be a process of philosoph-

ic thinking whicli consists in the

discovery and licnce the recreation

of ultimate values. This species of

thinking provides the moral or

spiritual foundation of all scientific

thought It is to this deeper and

more comj)reliensive aspect of the

philosopliic mind tliat I shall lead

my discussion as to a culminating

point.

Spiritual thinking, which is a fur-

ther deepening of self-conscionsness,

is the realization not merely of tlie

mind in reasoning, but of the mind as

a whole. It is an understanding that

manifests itself not fraginentarily

in mere theory but completely in

action. It is the whole mind at

work and tlicrefore its action is as

much living as thinking. To think

comprehensively is to live fully and

to love greatly.

The spiritual insight cannot be

positively described except as an

awareness of and therefore a freedom

from the layer upon layer of defensive

reactions with which we shut our-

selves off from life. The moral law

may be formulated thus:—Become
completely vulnerable to life. We
have to lose ourselves to find our-

selves. Specific virtues are the form

which our moral life exhibits, but

we cannot take the insensate form of

morality and create a spirit to dwell

in it. 'file form itself is the expression

of a spontaneous creation of the

spirit. The action of the spiritual

mind, which is tlic mind working

as a whole, is pure action, action

without passion, that is, action

whicli is complete in itself and yet

is completely unattached to its ob-

ject, which is the same thing as

freedom {moksha). And since the

mind is completely disarmed it can

harbour no desire for economic,

moral or iniellectual exploitation of

its cnvirunmeiu. It lives harmo-

niously and purposivcl}’, but with

full recognition tliat there is no

purpose in life beyond living. In

the immortal words of Kant, it

“ treats humanity whether in its own
peison or in tliat of anotJicr always

as an end and never as a means.
"

I suppose the world today needs,

as it has always needed, men of

action and men of ideals, but more

than these it needs men who are

profound thinkers and lovers of

humanity. Men of vision in whom,

all passion spent, there is a sane

understanding of the goods of life,

political, social and economic, as

necessarily subordinated to the ul-

timate good which they discover and

live through in their own moral

experience. Thus the true philos-
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opher is not only a spectator of all

time and existence, but also a citizen

of the world in which he tries to

embody his scheme of values in

terms of rights and obligations in

a just order of society, through exam-

ple, through persuasion, through a

system of education wliich liberates

the mind from settled habits of

thought
;
and all inspired by a feel-

ing of profound love and respect

for humanity. There is a wholeness

about his vision, rational, historical

and spiritual, in which all divisions

of life and dualisms of thought enter

and disappear. If he has no panacea

to offer he does not escape from this

world to live in a Utopia of his own.

He himself sets up no claim to be

a ruler of men or a shaper of their

destinies. But those of us who are

not complete philosophers, including

myself, may well make that claim

on behalf of those who arc. I shall

quote, with a slight modification, the

well-known words from the Fifth

Book of the Republic :

—

" Until historians become philos-

ophers and philoso])hcrs arc made

kings, or the kings and princes of

this world have the sjurit and power

of philosophy and political greatness

and wisdom mcid in one, cities will

never have rest from their evils —no,

nor the human race—and then only

will this our vSlate luive a possibility

of life and behold the light of day.
"

J. X. CllLUIJ

WUAT ABOUT OLD CHARTS?

That the word Wellanschaumifi so

often on Nazi tongues contains a chall-

enge to Western civilizMlion is pointed

out in The Times lAlcrary Supplemenl

of 14th March in tl)(^ review of a lK;ok,

The Path to Rccnnstn;ction, on Albert

Schweitzer’s philosophy, riie pertinent

question is put :

—

Whrit view of the worM have those who
hate the Hitlerian myth to set a»'ain.st it ?

The barrenness (A the land is revealed as by
lightning. Until Western civilization is able

to provide a C(»;»vincing alternative, its

defenders will be lighting in the daik.

Is it the alternative that is licking

or tJie will to a])])ly it ? The ckimoar

for bread is raisivl around full granari('s.

The aia umulafed wisdom of the ag(S is

there to draw U])on. To use a dilk*r(‘nt

simile, it is not the strategists or the

diphimats or tlui bankers that can

lead the peoples out of this desert of

the spirit in which they arc floundering,

but men of clear vision, to find I lie

charts I)urie(l under the sands of dognia

and superstition, and of humility h)

folkjw the w\ay out which those old

charts show.



THE COMPANY OF MYSTICS

[
Shri J. Vijaya-Tunga’s article brings out plainly the confusion which

exists ill the public mind on the subject of Mysticism. Many follies have been
committed in its name to its discrediting^ with those who take the imitation for

the real. The genuine Mystic is the rare flower of humanity
; he is one who

knows ;
all other men opine.

—

Ed. ]

Ideas can be manufactured jis

much as things. One goes into a shop

and buys a thing without knowing

the history of its invention. But at

least a thing has a particular use,

and one at least knows how to use

it. Not so with ideas. They pass

from mouth to mouth, become cliches

and plirasos and space-fillers on the

tongue of some orator, and for all

their use and pur|)Ose, they are as

useless as Egyptian mummies.

Regard the term My.stic. llow

easy its use ! And how current

!

But liow few of those people who

use it in their speech or writing know

what tliey mean by it! Have they

stopiied to examine wliat Mysticism

is exactly ? Neither aji])arel nor

deiiieuiour bespeaks tlie inyslic.

If the only claim of ]\anulas (i6oS-

iG8i) to mysticLsm had been that he

made liiinscdf scarce on his wedding-

day it would 1)0 a poor claim, nay.

a false claim. But by his snbscqueiil

career of sjnritiial striving and

intellectnal effort he earned tlie

appellation of Mystic. Vox while

there was nothing strikingh' original

about it, did he not arrive, by his

own untutored thinking, at this

definition of Cosmogony :

—

When the earth is dry from the heat

of the sun, God sends rain upon it to

cool it off and the winter season results.

When all aniiTials become distressed

because of tlic cold and the trees be-

come withered, tiic summer season

ensues. laving lacings exist in orderly

arrangement of time, which is divided

into morning, noon and evening.

That last sentence is almost an

echo from fit. Tlnmias Aquinas :

—

Nhahing moves for the sake of mov-
ing. hut only that it may reach some

g(.»al : all these movements must come
to an end.

Neither the renunciation of carnal

pleasures nor the continuous chant-

ing of psalms makes for nn’sticism.

These may or may not characterize

a mystic. But above tlicsvtj charac-

teristics (which become tricks in the

hands the client) there must be

character, and a sublimation of the

intellect, before one is entitled to

that rare designation of Mystic.

As I imderstaiul it, there cannot

be such a distinction as between

minor and major ^lysticism. Any

slate that falls short of Mysticism

must be provided for under some

other heading such as Sainthood,

Enthnsiasin, or Ecstasy. True, some

of the European mystics were

canonized.

Every age, every civilisation, has

had its mystics, and no country or
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period has had a monopoly of them.

If we are familiar with certain names

only it is because the record goes no

further back or it has been lost. We
might cast our eyes back to

Jerusalem when Herod ruled and

examine the teachings of Rabbi

Hillel to see whether he was only a

wise man who, by virtue of his

wisdom, was elected Head of the

Sanhedrim, or whether he was at the

same time a mystic.

Hillel, householder and church

executive though he was, was a

mystic, the kind we should be

recognizing more in our twentieth

century if w’C had a clearer concep-

tion of what constitutes ^Mysticism.

One can be dressed in a lounge suit

and be clean-shaven, and yet be a

mystic. A man like Eugene Del)S,

former unsuccessful candidate for

the U. S. Presidency, deserves to be

called a mystic. This is what he

said at his trial on December 2nd,

1918

Years ago I recognized rny kinship

with all living beings, and I made up

my mind that I was m)t one bit better

than the meanest of earth. I said then,

and I say now, that while there is a

criminal element I am of it, and while

there is a soul in pri.s(m I am not free.

How very reminiscent of Chai-

tanya ( 1485-1533 )
who said :

—

One should be humbler than a straw,

more meek and patient than a tree,

and without seeking honour for one's

own self freely give it to others, and in

humble spirit sing the praises of

Krishna.

Being eloquent in a court of law,

or being martyred, is not a sufficient

qualification for mysticism. The rest

of a man's life must fit into the

pattern before his fellow-men could

call him a mystic.

Mention of Shri Cliaitanya brings

to mind Mine. Guyon ( 1648-1717

)

one of the famous Quietists. Chai-

tanya’s ins]nration was Krishna,

while Mine. Guyon’s was Christ.

By upbringing and tradition the two

w'cre worlds apart. And yet what

striking similarity there is in the two

passages wdiich follow !

On seeing the Jagannath Temple

at Puri Cliaitanya w\as so overcome

by emotion tliat he kept on crying

y^^^^

down in a faint. On regidning con-

sciousness lie burst into song :

—

I rcniemlxT the d.iy wlioii we lo\axl

each otlu?r on the banks of tlie Heva.

Today tlie sweet ])^^•ez^^ blows. The

Maiuti blooms aroiiiul aiul the Kadanilia

flower, droiiclietl with dew, semis its

fragrance, and you, iny bi'loved, are

present before me hen
,
and so am 1

before you, the same tiiat 1 ever wa-^.

But yet does my heart long for a union

with you in tlie siiades (.f tJic cane

bowers on the bariks of the Reva.

And Mine. Guyon, convent-

closeted, following her own visions,

uttered these words :
—

After Thou hast wounded me so

deeply, Tiioii didst l;egin. Oh my God,

to withdraw Thyself from me : and the

pain of Tliy absence was the more bit-

ter to me because Thy presence was

so sweet to me.

The leader of the Quietists was

Molinos about whom Bishop Burnett,
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writing from Italy in 1685, reported

as follows :

—

The new method of Molinos doth so

much prevail at Naples, that it is

believed he hath above twenty thou-

sand followers in the cit}’. He hath

writ a book which is entitled 11 Guida

Spirituale which is a sliort abstract of

the mystical divinity
; the substance of

the whole is reduced to this, that in

our prayers and other devotions the

best methods arc to retire the mind

from all gross images, and so to form

an act of faitli and thereby to present

ourselves before God, and then to sink

into a silence, and cessation of new

acts, and to let God act and to follow

His conduct.

Quietists, Allombrados, Illuminati

( in Andalusia ), Illumines ( in Picar-

dy )—there were many such in-

spired bands of devotees in I'rancc^

and in Spain in the fifteenth and

the sixteenth centuries, and Papal

Rome had good reason fur fearing

them. P'or llic bcUtviiii^ in

univerSiH truths, cannot be bii^oted,

and caste, colour, race, religion - none

of these stand betTcccn him and a

single one of God's creatures,

A Church Rather who was in-

fluenced by the French mystics was

Fenclon
( 1651-1715 ). Here is what

Fenclon has to say " On Abandon
or Self-Abnegation

”

Holy indifference, wliicli is nought

else than the disinterestedness of love,

becometh under the severest trials that

which the holy mystics have called

abandon, meaning that the disinterested

soul doth wholly and without reserve

abandon itself to God for all which
concerneth its own interest

;
yet never

doth it renounce either love or any
other thing which toucheth the glory

and good pleasure of its Beloved, This
abandon is but tlie self-abnegation or

self-renunciation which in the Gospel

Jesus Christ requireth of us after that

we have left all for His sake.

And here we have Aurobindo
Ghosc in our own time explaining

the yoga of the Bhagavat Gita

The Will must not be made to work
through Prana

^

through Chiita, through
Manas, as if you were physically

wrestling with the thing you w^nt to

control. .. trying to dominate the sub-

ject by thought, ];y thinking, “ Let

this he. Let this happen.

And lie adds :

—

Your surreiuler must be self-made

and frc(‘, it must be the surrender of a

living being, not of an inert automaton
or mcchaiiicnl tool.

All lu(') well do we know what a

tyrant the body is and bow unending

its demands on our time, so that a

mystic like Edward Carpenter was

right ill emphasising that the dog

miLst follow the master and not the

master the dog. That is to say, the

!\Iind must give the orders and the

Body obey them. But this is advice

that can be distorted at the hands

of penance-loving sadhus dnid fakirs

( though mention of these must not

confuse the subject under discussion,

which is Slysticism), so that it is

as well to bear in mind what the

Spanish Teresa de Jesus ( 1515-1582

)

has to say. She summed up her

life well when she said that she had

spent it engaged '' in that strife and

contention which arose out of my
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attempts to reconcile God and the

world.” Her advice was: "Take
care of the body for the love of God.”

Tliat is to say, look after it well so

that it functions efficiently, so that

it is a pleasant spectacle to your

fellow-men, and not a gross, fat-

laden, disease-ridden thing. It does

not mean, pander to its ape-wants,

or concentrate upon it so much that

myself-all-the-time and dcvil-take-

thc-other-fellow becomes one’s dom-

inating rule of life. Teresa de Jesus

adds :

—

Even if you arc in die kitclien oiir

Lord moves amidst the pots and the

pans, helping us botli within and

without.

A forerunner of Teresa de Jesus

was Catarina Adorno of (leiioa

(1447-1510). Teresa and Catarina

are examples of Coniinunicative

Mysticism, while Mme. Ciuyon,

Chaitanya, Blake and Walt Whit-

man typify Inspired Mysticism.

Many of the Bensian mystics wi re

" inspired,” though I would i)lare

Hafiz and Jami, and tlie more recent

Baha, as exponents of Commu-

nicative Mysticism. K.'uiiakri.shna,

the Bengali, was a Contemj)Iativc

Mystic, notwithstanding his frequent

ecstasies, and he reminds one of

the Psalmist’s words : " Quoniam

11071 cognovi litteraturam, ifttroibo in

potentias Dofnitii.” ( Because I have

not known learning I will enter into

the j)owers of the Lord.

)

Leibnitz, like Fcmclon, belonged to

that order who arc on tlie fringe of

Mysticism, who have great under-

standing of the mystic’s nature, and

who become commentators and

torch-bearers.

It is not everyone who can aspire

to tlie seldom-attainable peaks of

IMysticism ;
for most of us tliey

must servo as examples, if not for

emulation, at least for admiration.

The ('ompany of Mystics is a large

one ; but not so large as to hi; too

formidable for oiir understanding of

Uieir siini)le livis and of their equally

siinjde teachings. 1 could do no

better than to qm^te this siin))le

explanation of mysticism as 1-afcadio

Hearn has given it :
-

When you make reliVion It.ve, with-

out ceasing to lie n arul make

love religion, without ('easing to he

human and sensuous, iu the good son.-o

of the word, then you have made a

form of mysticism.

J. Vijaya-Tunga



JESUS CHRIST

GLIMPSES OF HIS LIFE AND MISSION

[This is the cightli and last of the series by Ernest V. Hayes wliich

presents the Prophet of Nazareth as an Adept of the Good Law.—Ed.]

VIII.—IMMORTALITY

In considering tlie stories told of

Jesus after his physical death, we

shall not be able to claim any part

of these narratives as “historic”

until science and thought widen out

to include the unseen as well as the

seen. Tliat day will come, slowly,

but with more strength because of

its cautious approach. The occult

student may leap forward, urged

and guided, not only by his own
cpiickoned inner percejitions, but liy

accredited occult teac hing given by

reliable tcaclnirs. 'I'hc ordinary man
will move with hesitancy, expecting

a lead from religioFi or from science.

The Religion of the future and the

Science of the future will give that

lead, with a sense of great responsi-

bility and a score of qualifying

clauses to every admi.ssion made in

favour of tlie hidden side of life. On
that laboriously firm foundation the

ordinary man of the future—not

quite so ordinary as the man of

today—will accept new interpreta-

tions of psychology, history, faith,

purpose and his owm destiny.

In dealing wdth the series of

incidents grouped by ortliodoxy

around the Resurrection, we ought
first to consider w'hat was the view
of immortality held bj^ the people to

wliom Jesus mainly addressed his

message. According to the New
Testament, the Pharisf^os—most
inlluential of llic sects among the

Jewish people —accepted the idea of

“Resurrection,” while the Saddu-

cees— another influential party

—

denied it. Tlu‘ jewash historian,

Josephus, himself a strict Pharisee,

tells us that the Pharisees believed

in a rather peculiar form of Reincar-

nation. They considered that the

w’ick(‘(I were annihilated after death.

Possibly this meant that in the life

of the evil man tliere w’as nothing

that havd even a relative permanence

about ir. For Chiod alone is of the

eternal : Evil is a self-destroying

agency, an “everlasting fire” of

wasting. Those who had lived good

lives, without reaching perfection,

came back in otlier bodies, until

perfection w\is gained. Judging by

the world as we know it, one might

be tempted to think the exact

opposite to be the case ;
tlie wicked

come back too often and the good

find their expression in a happier

sphere. Put if the Pharisees had an

esoteric side to tlieir teaching—as is

probable—by annihilation they may
have meant that so much of the

individuality of the wicked man was
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wasted by evil that though there

might be a continuity of life between

a man who had lived in the days of

Moses—let us say—and a man living

in the time of Jesus, yet there was

no true sense of individualised im-

mortality linking the two lives

together. In the case of the good

man, the richness of his individuality

would pass from life to life, so form-

ing a true Ego incarnating in body

after body. It will, at least, be

clear that the Resurrection
”

accepted by the Pharisees and reject-

ed by the Saddiicees, according to

the New Testament, was a form of

the Reincarnation theory, and not

Resurrection as understood in the

orthodox (diristian creeds.

It would seem that Jesus held a

similar view-point with regard to the

idea of personal immortality. It is

likely that he felt very deeply that

until a man experiences wliat im-

mortality is, within his own con-

scioiLsncss, it is only possil)le to

speak of it in a vague and sojucwhat

unsatisfactory way. One fancies

that to any one who complained of

the indefinite and uncertain manner

with which the Prophets of the race

had dealt with the Soul, Jesus would

have replied: '‘How, beyond merely

arousing a man's attention, can you

hope, by discussion and controversy,

to prove an immortality which docs

not in fact exist for the individual

until he has won it, and knows with-

in his own soul that the prize is

his?** Up to that point he would

be along the line of the Buddha,

whose reticence about the soul has

led some of his followers to deny the

soul altogether. But Jesus was a

Yogi of Action
; a Yogi of Love,

more than he was a Yogi of Wisdom.

His love for man and his eagerness

to prove, if at all possible, the

certainty of immortality, that so his

disciples might be fortified and led

on to their own achievement, would

be the motives for what is said to

have happened after his physical

death.

To his sorrowing disciples, his

end must have seemed at first an

overwhelming tragedy, a ho])eless

finality. Tluy looked at his batter-

ed body, and it seenu'd to them that

the loved voice could never speak

again and tliat the eyes, lit by a

radiance beyond all human reck-

oning, would nevcu- smile again. This

was Death. He himsoK had spoken

of death as an incident that did not

matter very much. l>ut they, seeing

liis death, must have felt that it

mattered a great (h*a].

They buried him in a disciple’s

garden. A day passetl. Nothing

happened. The best they could

hope was that th(.‘y might be allowed

to disperse quietly to their homes,

without molestation.

In the dawn of the next day

women went to the grave of Jesus.

They found the grave empty. There

was no body. Body ! Flcsli ! Matter

!

How the human mind clings to it

and can hardly believe in any reality

apart from it ! Even Mary Magda-

lene was caught in it and said : “They

have taken away my Lord, and I

know not where they have laid him,”
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But all that had been taken—or dis-

solved by occult power—was a dead

body. Her **Lord” was quite un-

affected. Had he not said :
“ The

fle.sh profiteth nothing; the spirit

giveth life ?

There was no body of Jesus in the

grave. Of all questions asked in

futility, the question of what be-

came of it is the most futile. One

may ask such a questioner: What

has become of yo7ir body which you

were wearing five to seven years

ago? The alchemy of Nature has

completely transformed your mate-

rial envelope within that space of

time. You agree ? \’ery well. There

is a swifter alchemy known to

Occultists, of materialising and

demalcrialising, practised quite

easily by Adepts.

There was no body and the

women’s precious spices seemed

likely to be wasted. But there was

a radiant Being—a Shining One.

The Angel asked tJiem :
“ W hy seek

ye the laving among the dead ? He
is not hero, but is risen.”

Mary Magdalene lingered. She

wept, bewildered. Her Master was

in God’s other world; she felt sure of

that. But she wanted him here, the

old loved voice, the gentle hand, the

winning personalit}’. Something

darkened her path. She looked up.

Ill the half-light of the early morning

she was able faintly to discern a

man. His face was not very clear

and his voice none too strong. He
was the Adept materialising himself

for her sake. The voice gathered

its old strength and nuances

:

" Mary !
” Then she recognised him.

That same day, at evening, the

disciples w^erc gathered, “ Ike doors

being shut.'* The closed and solid

doors could hold out a physical body
but they could not offer resistance

to the entry of a Master clad in a

supcrphysical vehicle of conscious-

ness. Jesus stood in their midst.

His astral body, perfect replica of

the pliysical now forever laid aside,

seemed as real and tangible to them
as tliough it were physical. Their

power of response had been raised

to a higlier plane. Not a plane of

life and form but seems totally real,

firm and unchallengeable to the one

raised to the level of that plane.

Historically, Jesus is dead. Occult-

ly, he lioldoth life and death in

his strong hand.” “ I am he that

liveih, and was dead
;
and behold,

I am alive forevermore.” That was

the. greatest service he rendered

to liis disciples
;
he proved to them

the utter fallacy of the supposed

power of Death. In his teaching he

had linked himself onto the little

the .Ih'brew Scriptures had to say

about Iininorlality. .
.“ though this

my body be destroyed, yet without

my flesh I shall see God.” He had

said to them :
“ Fear not them that

can destroy the body.” He had

spoken of the unseen and the intan-

gible with a strong sense of their

reality in his own consciousness.

But all that was philosophy, and the

souls of the disciples swayed, half-

believing, half-hoping, half-doubting.

He utilised the death of his own

body to prove to them beyond all
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doubt that death meant very little,

that " never the Spirit was born ; the

Spirit can cease to be, never/* He
could only prove it to his chosen,

for to prove Immortality to the man
who is not ready for it is really a

disservice to him. But his Initiates

knew it, whatever else they had

still to learn
;
for they had seen him,

so real that he seemed as flesh and

blood to them, yet so infinitely

greater than the finest flesh can ever

be. “ If Christ be not risen, then

is our preaching vain, and your faith

is also vain/* It was not the

martyrdom but the triumph over

death that made the Faith.

What of today ? Around us is

the decay of Faith. The decay of

faith in the orthodox sense is to be

welcomed. The loss of Faith in the

sense Jesus understood it is to be

deplored. We stagger on, sceptical,

exhausted, feverish, futile, frus-

trated. But what happened in the

days of Shri Krishna, of Buddha

and of Jesus can happen how\

Only W'c arc so clever; so heavily

burdened ;
we have great posses-

sions.** And Their Way demands

coinplet(j nakedness.

FrxI'SI \'. Havks

GOMMUNALISM
State aid to conmuinal in.stitiitions is

an affront to common justice as well as

to the tax-jKiyor and llie Editor of tlie

Indian Social Reformer is ri^^lu, in his

issue of the 27th of June, in s(;(‘ing

efforts for the witlidrawal of such aid,

along with agitation again.st distino

tions in eating-hf uses, as tlu^ .start-

ing-point for wij)ing out coinmunalisin.

It goes without .saying tliat no sect<irian

religious body should receive State

suj)p(jrt in a land of many religions.

It is (juite understaiidahle that a (iov-

ernment coni rihu ting to tlx; siij)])f>rl of

a church of one denomination might
find it embarrassing to deny assistance

to, say, educational institutions under
the ifcgis of other creei Ihit we
would go so far as to maintain that

every educational institution should
open its doors to all or fend for itself

without Stale subsidy. y\nd that
includes not only institutions under
the auspices of 11 Indus. Muslims and
Sikhs but al.so such Cliristian missionary
institutions as make any distinction.s

what.suever between Christian and non-
Christian pupils or between Indian

cljildren on tlu' one liand ami ihinipiMii

and Indo-Angliaii cliildrtui on the

other. Siicli institutions are li'->ll)etls

of communal piajmlice.

Shri S. Nalarajau pleads for a

movement to wipe (.)nt commnnalisni

in j'lace of S])oradi(' a.j'itali'.n siuli as

that aroiise(l in BonU'ax’ by S.inlar

\’all.d)hbhai I'.ilel’s op.enim.; nl tlie

iMafatlal swimming jiool for llimlr.s

only. Such a plea has ]}een m.ide more

than oiu.e in our images, l)cginning with

Shri Maini Su]>e(’ai 's appeal for an Anti-

Communal faMguc in January n.140.

Shri Natal aj. Ml castigates the .<(*{'-

arate Hindu and Muslim tea stalls <»n

(iovei nment-owned railways. Demand
for such se]»aratiou there may 1)0 hut

pandejing to a weakness is no true

kindness to the individual or to sixa’ety.

How great the need is fur the rec-

ognition of the the simple fact th:it \vc

arc first and foremost human souls and

only after tliat men or women, brown

or white, Hindu or Muslim, Jain or Jew,

and all the rest of the siiperlicial

di.stinction.s in the physical or menial

garb we wear

!



NEW BOOKS AND OLD

BE NOT ANXIOUS....”*

Fear, it is generally admitted, if not

the root of all evil, is one of the chief

of evils. It strikes deeper than greed,

deeper than the lust for power. It

dictates the logic by which man ration-

alises his cruelty and it lurks unsatisfied

and unappeased behind all those for-

midable defences he builds to assure

himself lie is secure. Man is always

building Maginot Lines or negotiating

Munich settlements or setting out to

conquer the world because fear tor-

ments him. Or lie is accumulating

wealth by exploiting Ins neighbour or

rejecting with viohuice a truth which

might weaken his false assurance or

clinging to the old clothes of hal.>it

because love would expose his na-

kcidncss.

There arc a thousand iu'^iiiious wa\s

in which fear poisons tlio well of life

within us, brutalising even our cour.age,

transforming virtue into self rigliteous-

ness, passion into jealousy, or modc.-^ty

into a shrinking recoil. So universal

an impulse cannot be without warrant

in the nature of tilings and, like all

impulses which have become jx'rvortcd,

it must in its original i)uiity have.servetl

the needs of life and may equally serve

the needs of man, if it ceases to be a

negation and becomes a positive. It

can only become that when man under-

stands his nature better and acts ii])on

his understanding.

Typical of the lack of such under-

standing is the failure to distinguish,

• The Nature and Destiny oj Man.
Loudon, i^s.

)

as the writer of a recent autobiography,

Mr. William Bowyer, did in his Brought

Out in Evidence, between fear as it

manifests in the animal and the human
Worlds. Mr. Bowyer, who takes a dark

view of life and is convinced that high

heaven and earth ail from their prime

foundation, cites the unceasing alertness

of birds as proof of the internecine

terror under w'liicli all creation groans.

Yet any one who has studied the

habits of birds or of many animals

knows that fear in them seldom affects

their capacity for happiiicss, wliilo at

times even srcming to Inaghton it, if I

am to judge by the blackbird which

pursues witli shrill abuse my cat as he

slinks through tlio shrubbery. Fear

helps an animal to preserve its life. It

ueitlier torments him into destroying

nujre life ih.an he needs for foi.>d nor

lays on him a continual burden of

anxiety. A bird fears neither life nor

de.itli but live^ in both and accepts

botli from moment to moment. And
if wo may think that some animals,

such as the bullock driven to the

slang lilerliouse, fear death before it

fails on them, it is probal>iy because of

their association witli man. whose con-

scious purpose at such moments they

dimly souse. It would, of course, be

foolish to suggest that wild creatures

are not at times paralysed by fear.

Victims of the stoat or the snake prove

the contrary. In the struggle for life

in the animal world fear plays an in-

13y Kkinuold Nikbuhr. ’ Nisbet and Co. Ltd.,
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cessant part and often a grim one.

But it is never a disease, as in the

human world. It lias become a disease

there because man is a self-conscious

being capable of isolating himself in

different degrees from the whole life-

process of which he is a part. That is

a truism and not in itself a very help-

ful one. Yet examined more closely

it can open the way to a freedom com-

mensurate with the burden which man
alone has to carry.

Such an examination Dr. Reinhold

Niebuhr has made in the first volume

of his Gifford Lectures, entitled The

Nature and Destiny of Man, and it is

based on the truth that man is the only

animal which can make itself its own

object. He alone has a capacity for self-

transcendence and from tliis sjirings all

the trouble. For standing at the juncture

of nature and spirit he is involved in

both freedom and neccssit}'. As part

of nature he is finite. As spirit he is

infinite. And this unresolved con-

tradiction provokes in him a continual

an.xicty. To ease this anxiety he

is driven in two directions. In one

he seeks in his pride to hide his

mortality, to overcome his insecurity

by his own power and to establish his

independence. This effort may take a

mental or a material form. If the

former, he assumes he can transcend

the limits of finite thought until his

mind becomes identical with universal

mind. This is the ideological taint in

all human knowledge and which is

always an effort to hide ignorance by

pretension. If the latter, he strives to

protect himself against nature's contin-

gencies by seeking an absolute security

for himself at the expense of his fellow-

men.

But he may move in tJie opposite

direction. Instead of seeking to hide

his finiteness by asserting the boundless

independence of spirit, he may strive

to hide his freedom, and relieve the

strain of maintaining it, by losing him-

self in some aspect of the world's or

nature’s vitalities. In the one case his

sin is pride, in the other sensuality.

But both spring from the same root

and Dr. Niebuhr rightly insists that

sensuality

is never the mere expression of natural

impulse in man. It always betrays some

aspect of bis abortive ellort to solve the

problem of liniteness and freedom. Human
passions are always characterised by unlimited

and d.emonic potencies of which animal life

is innocent.

Tilis is what distinguishes the purely

natural will-to-Iive from the human
and spiritual will-to-power. And the

boundless character of human ambitions

or desires is the couse(|ueiu:c of man’s

effort to hide his weakness, to deny his

dependeiicc and insignificance and thus

to quiet his fears. Yet mortality and

dependence are not of themselves evil

but become the occasion of evil when

man refuses to accept them as a

condition of overcaniiing tlicin. Sim-

ilarly anxiety is the ba^is of all human

creativity as well as the pre-condition

of sin. Man, as Dr. Niebuhr writes,

is anxious iKjt only because his life is

limited mul ilepruflcnt, hut becau.se he doesn't

know Die limits of his possibilities. He can

do nothing and re^'.iid it perfectly done,

because higher ]>osiibilities are revealed in

each achievement. There is, therefore, no

limit of achievement in any splicrc of activity

in which human history can rest with

equanimity.

Anxiety about perfection and anxiety

about insecurity are inexorably bound

together in human actions, and man’s

ambition to be something

is always partly prompted by the fear
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of meaninglessness wliich threatens him by
reason of the contingent character of his

existence. His creativity is therefore always

corrupted by some elhjrt to overcome contin-

gency by raising precisely what is contingent

to absolute and unlimited dimensions.

‘'Oh, wretched man,’* one is inclined

to say after reading many pages of

Dr. Niebuhr's searching analysis, “ how

pitiable is thy dilemma ! Thou, whose

heaven-born aspirations are the spur

that goads thee to outrage thy

humanity in the anguisli of tliy home-

lessness.” Yet it is just this apparently

insoluble dilemma which gives to man
his tragic greatness. And the shallow-

ness of tlic bourgeois culture and the

commercial civilisation which are now

dying of spiritual emptiness was due

to an attempted evasion of it. The

typical modern man tried to live either

by reason or by natuie. The rationalist

depreciated the power and virtue of

sub-rational \ itahlies; the roinantieist

glorilied them, lint neither under-

stood that man is free enough to

violate both the necc.vsities of nature

and the logical sy.oleins (d reason and

that the human spirit in its yearning

towards the inliniie cannot be held

within the bounds of eillier natural

necessity or rational prudence.

Tlie very insatiability of liumaii dc^in^

has a positive .'li^jiiliv aiice : it means this,

that wf arc attracted by an inhiiite gOvni.

In that lies the source of both Iniinaii

creativity and human sin. And if

under the perpetual smile of modernity

there is or was “ a grimace of di.silhision

and cynicism, ” it wms because man
had ceased to measure himself in a

dimension high or deep enough to do

justice either to his stature or to his

capacity for both good and evil. The
tragic challenge of human existence

had been reasoned away, its vital

paradox cut at one end by mechanism,

at the other by sensationalism. But
it was there all the time. And today

we arc Ixiing forced to recognise it.

But, recognising it, what are we to

do ? If the contradiction is part and

parcel of human existence, how can it

ever be resolved ? Can faith ever

become stronger than fear in man so

that it no longer torments him into

pride and sensuality, but inspires him

to create ? Never wholly, Dr. Niebuhr

believes, because man is a fallen being

and however near he may apj)roach to

divine perfection, he must alw^ays fall

short of it. To claim that he can

achieve absolute perfection i.s to betray

the very sin of spiritual pride which

for ever, in subtle no less than in

crude forms, forbifls perfection.

But because it is not man's linitoncss,

dependence and weakness, but his

anxiety about them wliich tempts him

to sin, he is ideally free to reduce tliis

anxiety in liimself and so redeem the

couiiict in which he is involved by

accepting his dependence. But upon

wJiat ? If lie merely accepts his status

as a natural citMtiire, he is denying his

freedom as transcemleiU spirit. But

if he asserts his freedom as spirit, he

is continually tem])ted to flout his

natural limitations. Unless there is

some mystery at tlie heart of things

and of himself in which nature and

spirit are reconciled and in which he

can hnd his home, he is at best doomed

to oscillate for ever between fearful

deliancc and miserable abjectness.

Tlie fact of solf-transccndcnce in man
leads inevitably, therefore, as Dr.

Niebuhr argues, to the search for a

God who transcends the world. Or,

to quote Augustine's familiar words,

“ Thou niadest us for thyself, and our
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heart is unquiet till it rest in thee/*

Elsewhere, however, Augustine wrote,

" I am of the opinion that the creature

will never become equal with God,

even when so perfect a holiness is

accomplished within us as that it shall

be quite incapable of receiving an

addition.” And T)r. Niebuhr believes

that only in Christian doctrine are the

relevance and distance between the

human and the divine truly preserved.

This is on a par with his repeated

assertion that mysticism must lead to

a loss of the particular, in an ultimate

undifferentiated reality and that

consequently all mystics view individ-

uality as essentially evil. Such mys-

ticism is in fact to be found in both

Christians and non-Christians. Jhit

the true mysticism which combines

liberation from the transitory in the

eternal with fidelity to the eternal in

the temporal is certainly not the

monopoly of the Christian religion. At

most Christianity, tlirough its doctrine

of the incarnation, has laid a special

stress on the concrete historical ex-

pression of the divine, but often at the

cost of temporal prejudice. The fault

in some other religions has tended to

be the other way.

On the whole, however, any prejudice

which Dr. Niebuhr betrays in f<ivour

of liis own Faith dotis little damage to

his interpretation of human nature and

its relation to the divine. We can

agree with him that the God in whom
man's unquiet heart can alone find rest

both creates and transcends the world.

He is, therefore, in but not of the

finite world on which man must

acknowledge his dependence, and He

is the eternal source of man s infinite

spirit. In Him the contradiction of

man’s dual being is resolved and the

more closely man can find Him in the

depths of his experience and finding

love, and loving find, the more is fear

swallowed up in faith, its tormenting

tensions cased in the inward liarmony

of the Soul w'ith itself, in a pure willing

of that which is di\ incly willed. The

nearer a man comes to that pure

willing, the less has the divine Being in

w'hich he knows and breathes and acts

any outward form, still less any

arbitrary gender. T he last taint of tiie

partial assumptions of antiiropnmor-

pliism fades away. And it is tlirt)ugh

the mystery of the fnrmless eternal Oik*

that he values all the hums of nature

and ]>recious iri<lividualilios wdiidi no

huiger bind him falsely heeaiiso he loves

them both in Time ami beyond it. In

the depth and serenity of that experi-

cnec, if wc could attain to it, we would

fear no more but rejoice in our double

birthright as spirit and flesh, and do

violence to neither.

Hugh I’A. Faussim
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WOMEN IN

The autlior discusses the secular

problem of the right and the rightful

|)lacc of women in organised society.

On her return to the United States

from China, Pearl Buck found tijat her

sisters were imliappy and discontented,

and she asked herself :

—

Wliy, ill a country such as ours, where

woman is "iveii every privilege and as hukIi

opportunity appaientlv as slic wnnts', f^honld

she be so often dissatisfied in InTself and so

restless an inrtiieiii e in society ? And why
should man not like her better that he does ?

She starts from tliis position :

—

The basic discovery about any pcoj'le is

the discovery of the relationship I tel ween its

men and woiueii. . . .Wheie tlien' is harmony

between men and wonn-n the culture < f a

country -tliat is, its whole lifo— i'> full,

peaicfiil, and williout nervous tensions, and

progress is steady and rounded.

For “ inen cannot be free in a nation

where wc.nncii are forbidden frtvdornd'

and '‘always sulfer wliere women are

ignorant." Can t]iis luiniioiiy an»l

freedom be realiseil "in a ]Kitlerned

society such as old China had, and in

another sense as modern Germany has

today?" The answer is decidedly in

the negative, thougli the author has a

kind word to say of old China, Caged

and thwarted women upset the

balance of .social econcniiy and stand

in the way of man’s own advancement.

One would c.xpcct in the United

States, where women arc suj.iposcd to

enjoy political and social equality with

men, conditions to be such as to promote
harmony and progress. The author
dev’otes the greater part of t!ie book to

showing that the freedom of her .sisters

is an illusion. “The half-and-half sort

j^f things we now have, patently gives

* Of Men and fi'onien. 13y I'fakl S. Be

AMERICA ^

satisfaction to neither men nor women."

Women have no place "in the engine-

rooms of our societ3% " although

numbers of them have "great good

sense, quiet competence, and pdain

wisdom. " The home no longer offers

sufficient scope for their talents. "Indus-

trial develoj)ment has taken man
out of the liome," and "even the child

has been taken fr«)m her by the change

of time Me leaves the home at tlie

age of six or earlier, cornpulsf^rilv', and

from tl'icn on is returned to woman only

for a few of Ids waking hours. . . .The

home... is a lonely place." More;

"she is no longer the spnritual and

moral iiitiuenco she was once to man
and child in the home." Women have to

accept the position that they are mar-

ried to "per])etur;]Iy tired men," and the

liusband was i)rol)ably representative

of a large group, who told the author,

" I do not want a damned intelligent

wriinan in tlio house when 1 come home
at night. 1 want my mind to rest."

An* American women then to acce])t

the situation and reconcile them.se]ves

to it ? Not at all, for no country' is

a true democracy wh.ose women have

noV an e(tual share in life with men,
"

and no country can afford ti’j educate

her wcnneii as the I.'nited Slates does,

and Own deny them equal opportun-

ities with men for service and self-

reali.^ation. lids frustration of the

greater number of American women
constitutes not only a national loss but a

national danger. The author speaks of

the.^e millions of women, "who are

not compelled to earn money to keep

from starvation,. . .who have surplus

time, energy, and abilitv’, which they

CK.
(
The John Day Co., New York. $2.00)
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do not know how to use. .
. [
who

] have

usually a fair or even an excellent

education and brains good enough at

least to be aware of discontent/* as

the “gunpowder women** of the

country. “ Tlicse gunpow^der women . .

.

spoilt, petty, restless, idle, they are

our nation’s greatest unused resource.*’

What is the way out ?

Tbero is no way of progress for women
except the way men have gone - the way of

work or starve, work or be disgraced .... Work
is the one supreme privilege which too many
women in America, with all their extraordi-

nary unearned privileges, never know. And

vet it is tlic one privilege which will really

make them free.

There is one field of human relations

where woman can do much, if not

everything, to help man out of tlie

morass in which he has laiuletl liimself.

If man, conditioned to war, cannot

provide a society which sees war at its begin-

nings and St i lies it, can woman not try at

least to help him boro ? Is she for ever to go

blindly giving birth to sons that men may go

blindly kiilii;g them oft }

The author points out that two of

the main causes of war arc economic

discontent, and the rise to power of a

certain type of iniiid, “ atavistic, cruel,

simple, or cunning." Tlie rise to power

of the atavistic individual must be

prevented, and economic adjustments

made in a nation and between nations.

It lies with women to deal with those

sources of international conflicts, as

they, unlike men, “have no illusions,

or should have none, about what war

is.** “It would be a great task, and

would give women ample work to do.

Man may doubt woman’s capacity,

but why docs woman herself hesitate

to play her right part in the great

human drama ? “ She has been afraid

of losing her feiniiiiiiity,” but the truth

is that

if a woman is a real woman and proud to

he one. nothing can cpumc.b the esscnii.d

femiTiinity of her ludng. , . .No kind of work

can si)ojl the ([ualiiy of a woman nnlc.ss .slu-

has Jirsl spoiled it hei^elf by wishing con-

scioii.sly or uncomw.ioiisly tlmt she were not a

woman.

This in brujf rcjuTseiils the message

of the book, and no message could he

more aj)i)ropiiato at a time wJion we

are all talking of coiistnirting a new

world order of e<|u:jlity and peace, m.r

Ci)ine with greater authority than from

the accomjdished wamian of hdlcrs w’hu,

by iier W’oik, has raised the stalure of

woincji and lent distinction to the

Nobel Prize.

N. S. vSi’BMA Kao

A NEW KIND OF MAN *

Whitman is an exceptionally difliciilt

subject to get right. Tor lie is not a

straight case. So many tpiestions

arise—-the democrat, the poet, the

])rophet, the seer, tlie pliilosojjlicr—was
he all of these thiiig.s or any of them ?

I have been pondering these (piestions

for a long time after reading Mr.

Fausset's wcmderfully full and at iiti'

analysis. I think lie helps tlie reader

to arrive at the following conclusions.

Whitman was a new kind of man, the

fulfilment of a New Idea evolved In’

mankind—a democrat. He w^as llie

iirst to embody that idea completely

and he may have been the last, but

* Walt If hit',nan. By ifuoii I'Anson Pausset. (Jonathan Cape, Ltd., London. h.V.)
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that is what he was. To have been

that, to have shown what a democrat

is, cannot be described as an achieve-

ment, he did not liavc to achieve it,

but rather as a revelation never to l)e

forgotten. He did not light a lamp.

He did not pave a path. He merely

w^as something whicli we contemplate

with the reverence we reserve for the

saviours and the gods. People ask

what tlie snag is about democracy and

whether we can detect it in tlie cham-

pion of democracy. Certainly not. The

only snag is that all men arc not on

the Whitman level. That is the only

reason why democracy, like everything

else, fails.

Was Whitman a poet ? Of course.

Was he a good pool ? No, he was

second-rate. He found it extremely

hard to express himself, and though

occasionally his Leaves are really great,

more often they only get across tAving

t(j the sheer dan behind them—yet so

]H)werful is that dun that even when

lie gives us capitulati(»n in place of

description, he makes liis point. Hut

that’s not poetry. He mistook art for

arlifiriality, and was afraid that if he

took real trouble lie would be i^ira-

lysed. Nevertheless if Leaves of Gyuss

is seldom great literature it is a great

book, one of the greatest. Tlie lon e

c»f Athruiatiun so pervades it that it

lias often been found suiVicient to

change a reader’s view of life for ever,

ft can best be regarded as Scri]>tuie.

Was lie a prophet ? He professed to

be, both a.s seer and as prophet of

America. In the second he is now seen

to have been a liopele.ss optimist

without a notion of the effect which

machines and money were to have

npon liis country. As regards liis

claim to be a seer with a message, it is

true he had a message and a good one,

but since he couldn't think clearly,

since lie was arrogantly ignorant ot

better minds than his own, since he
just doesn't exist as a thinker or pliilos-

opher, he only made a muddle of his

message.

Was he a true mystic ? Here wc
come to the central jiroblein concerning
him. He claimed, in effect, to have
nxiched the third stage of conscious-

ness withf)m having to pass through
the valley of the shadow of the second.
Mr. h'aussf t of course faces up to this

as]3cct and writes as follows

—

Ada'iiitt lily the a^utc f.ocflkl from which,
in 1MH h '1 i!:e i'( ligii»ns cxi eiiL'iicc of the
])os!, n.r.lv ii’w‘5 Jiiul to ics »lvefl may nut
be .1 I'crira.icnt ccaulitu):! huTVi.iTi ^rcw'th.

A ia( o uf ]:u i\ iray eiiuTgc luoru spiraualiy
a'.l\as<.t.! .11(1 L>l*;c to uiifui'l iis powers
uiga.niially. Wlntman, it h.as I'ccn ^,u':ge^tccl,

was a pr '.Ml Js )r f-l siu ii iiicn as tl-csi-. And
certainly tiicre i'. inin li in liim and in his

wiiich tlir.w-, on the qu-iiitics

which Mail melt w.nild pos;e^*'. Put tin re is

mil' li, also, to ^!jow tl.ai tlie intes^n-ity wliich
he pr«ii’e''Md was p;».vi ial and that it was the
r Milt latncr i f arn-Leed than oi an advanced
d«*\ el'jj ineiil.

Mr. I'aiiSM't nniv be right, but lie

left lliis loatk r with a mind still (]uitc

uncertain about it. If Whitman had
not wiitien himself up into a System
and confused us, we might possibly

allow him that sf-ecial newness. In

the same wav he was right but over-

emi>]iatic (owing to tlie app.dliug

Ihiiitanisiu ho set out to destroy)

about the visible world and th.c tlesh.

It had been th.oiight tliat there was
somethin.: Iikv about matter and some-

tliing /;;g/: about spirit—though, as

I'arpeTiter oiice said, ‘‘wc Imven’t the

least idea wliat matter is. " W'hitman

tried to destroy that absurdity, and it

is lather his inOvins than his end that

wo. sometimes question.

Mr. Ihuisset has added another

volume to his already solid and splen-

didlv unified achievement. This book

is (we must use the word) definitive.

Why another on Whitman after this ?

It is lua.sterly. Mr. Faiissot is a master

ill his power to enclose the whole of his
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subject, the mental, the physical, and
the life story—in these pages Whit-
man lives vividly in a line chapter on
his work in the liospitals. Mr. Fausset
is conventional on matters outside his

own field { One wonders wliat the

R. A. F. would think of his remarks
about modern lighting

)
but inside it he

has it all his owii way. He makes his

point in bulk, never by a telling

sentence, and often we have to put up
with smug and dreadful phrasing such
as “ to achieve maturity man needs to

An Introduction to the Philosophy of
Sri Aurobindo. By S. K. Maitua.
(The Culture Publishers, 25A, Bakul-
bagan Row, Calcutta. Re. 1

/8)

Thousands of yeans have passed
since the spiritual seers of iincieut

India gave to the world the transcen-

dent truths enshrined in tlie Indian

scriptures, but tlic genius of the race is

still seen at its metaphysical best nn<l

subtlest in ontological ilights. The
acknowledgment by Sri Aurobiiido’s

interpreter of liis indebtednes.s to the

ancients, is, however, at once inade-

quate and too swec})ing —inadequate in

that originality is claimed for concepts
wliicli are certainly as old as thinking

man, t’.g., “tliat it is po.ssible for man
in tliis terrestrial h'fe, in this i)liysi(:.il

i;ody, to attain c(jinpleto Divinity,"

and that salvation rloes not demand
withdrawal from tlie worhl and is not

a purely individual achievement ; too

sweeping in claiming “comjdete accunl"
with the .spirit of the Vedu'^ and the

Upanishuds. If is mind jdays like a
larnhcMit flame over many of tljcir

teachings
;

it does not throw a steady
light on all. Sometimes indeed a

statement of his, such as tliat “we do
not live in an ethical W'orld" nf;t only
negatives their teachings but aJs^j under-
mines his own. For if, as he claims,

"the attempt of human thouglit to

force an ethical meaning into the whole
of Nature" is an act of "wilful and
obstinate self-confusion," if the law of

outgrow his infantile dependence upon
Nature, to affirm his own true centre

of conscious being and rediscover

Nature there as creator instead of

creature. This, as we have shown,
Whitman had succeeded very imper-

fectly in doing. " But he makes one
memorable remark. lie says that the
voice of the Leaves “was a voice that

set out to silence all other voices.

"

Tliat's just it. It sums up Whitman's
strength and weakness.

John Stewart Collis

harmony, of action and reaction, of

Karina, in other words, does lud govern
universally, on what does his triple

evolution rest, on what, the gradual
uufoldnuMit througli inauy liv<s on
earth which he descrihes ? For surely

a certain, a dependable reaction is (jf

the very essema* of etliies.

Is it peniaps the iuade‘iuate giasp

of the part of rhytlirn in the pnjcess

—

although he does refer to it—that

makes ileath set.'iu to him “ lad an
inherent charaeliaistic (jf life" hut

something to be tran^eeinled “wiuai

Life is freed from the oj>erati(>n of .Mind,

as it will be on tlie descent of tht*

Suponuind." Life is not subject Ijj

deat!) even now, but snreiv liie s.iiiie

form cannot forever st.ave iwen the

Sii}>eriuiud !

Th».“ most valnal>li' C')nl ributions ot

the book are its iusistimce on tin'

ne»7essity of tlmling the innei being as

the first st(‘p for the as[>irant, and ils

inspiring jiresentatiou ot the ideal ol

“a tninsformatitm of ifie whole being

through tlie light (‘inanating from tlie

soul,” the lf)ss of (;ur heavy .sensi' <)!

se]n.rateness without the reliiu pushing

ot indi vidua.l couscioiisness. Sri Anro-

biudo’s des(aij)tion of the state of om*

who lias attained, whom ho calls !h(‘

" suj>ramcntal" or the “gnostic" being,

illuminates a plirase so often cpioteil

but so little understood
—

"acting for

and as the Self of all creatures."

E. M. 11.
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Darkness and The Light. By Olaf

Stapledon. ( Methuen and Co. Ltd.,

London. 7s. bd.
)

A revealing indication of the climax

in human affairs is given by the fact

that the word, fantastic, has invaded

everyday speech to such an extent that

it no longer has impact. Anything and

everything has become a possibility,

consequently any theory—no matter

how grotesque by former standards

—

cannot be dismissed with contempt.

Realisation of the probability that

everything once grouj.'cd under the

spacious heading of ''normal" may have

vanislicd for ever, has compelled people

to scan dim horizons in tlic hope, or

fear, of discerning tlie shadow of

approaching destiny.

With the exception of those who

believe that a miracle will restore some-

thing reseml)ling the Victorian age, the

niajf^rity are compelled to tliink that

either the cataslroi>hic triuin];li of

gangster values is inevitable, and that

to linpe otherwise is to dream that you

can “woej) Fate from its determined

purpose" : or, as a result of ordeal by

suffering, a new .spirituality will be

born in the catacombs of despair and

mankind be regenerated.

The theme of Mr. Olaf Sta[)le<lojrs

book is apposite to these fears and

hojx’s, ft;r, in the first two jiarts of

Darkness and The Light, ho traces,

stage by stage, the process of degenera-

tion till, long after «in epic but un-

succc.ssful defence of The Light by llio

Tibetans, rats, j)lagues and pests ex-

terminate mankind.

the opening of Part III returns to

the defence of The Light by the

Tibetans and assumes that it succeeded.

'Tt was in Tibet that hope first tri-

umphed, and it was Tibet's miraculous

success that inspired the rest of the

world.'* Big-scale war developed

against the Tibetans but the victory

of the latter was such that even their

enemies were compelled to realise that

this war "had opened a new and hope-

ful chapter in the history of man."

New wars followed, however, but the

spark surviv es till new^ processes trans-

form the wliole economy of the world.

At last, at long last, the main centre of

civilisation is the new island of Atlantis

which produces a new human type, the

“ secondary," who arc loyal to The

Light, while tlic “ primary " population

dwindles to extinction.

Space considerations preclude an

adc<piate account of the manner in

which Mr, Stapledon orchestrates this

theme. His reputation for " fantasy
"

will be enhanced by thi.s book although,

for one reader, “Odd John" is not

dethroned. It is, pcrltaps, inevitable

that any treatment of such a theme

must suggest a " scenario " for a whole

library of books. It is, perhaps, also

inevitable tliat tliis atteiujit to reveal

the “ ilual " possibilities of the future

must have a somewhat arbitrary air.

Also, events hap'pen, not in a tlieoretic

v(>id, but to people. One reader kept

wishing tliat Mr. Stapledion had written

a novel depicting each stage in the

descent to Darkness, and a novel

depicting each stage in the ascent to

ITie Light. And that, in itself, is a

unique tribute to Mr. Stapledon’s

ambitious and courageous book.

Claude Houghton
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The World's Crisis and Faiths, By
Baron Erik Palmstierna. John Lane,

The Bodley Head, London. 8s. (dd.

)

The Christian Paradox. By Cyril

Scott. ( Rider and Co. Ltd., London.

8s. 6^^.

)

The Occult Causes of the Present War,

By Lewis Stence.
(
Rider and Co.

Ltd., London. 6s.

)

TJic patient is not (piitc dead ; but

the marks of decay arc upon the body!

It is to be expected, l:;( oforc, that we

shall have a spate oi .. »ks from the

diagnosticians as to the anses of the

fatal malady that iias overtaken

Civilization, accompanied by essay's

from those who arc anxious to ensure

an immediate and brighter reincarna-

tion of the deceased- to-be into a more

propitious environment. These three

volumes, in their diifering ways, arc

attempts to discover the source of the

evils that afflict us and to suggest

remedies, in certain directions, for the

avoidance of future ills. Baron Palin-

stiema ])eliev'es tiiat \\c must work iji

the spirit of the .statement of If. H.

the late Maharajali of Baroda :

—

i.et us humbly ami in a .spirit of partner-

ship combine a{.;aina the i‘<»Tiimoii enemies.

Ignorance, Selfishness, and Mate rialiMU. Kcli-

gions may dillcr, but Keligion is one.

llis search is for the organic clenicnts

of religiou.s experience, uiid, in liis

discussion of those essential features,

he is not afraid of drawing the conclu-

sions that ‘*iionc of the religions lias

been aJtogetJier alien to the thought

that man's spirit or soul may have pre-

existed, " and (in a chapter headed

“Karma”) that “no Saviour can

relieve man from his own res])onsibiI-

ity. “ But, while it may be po.ssiblc

to get the adherents of extant Faiths

upon the same platform, where they

may agree benevolently to differ, it is

another matter to visualize paid priests

and commercialized ecclesiastical insti-

tutions venturing to give up their

vested interests in the ardent pursuit

of Truth. We have seen what happened

to a League of Nations that followed

the dictates of a so-called “enlightened"

self-interest. It is to be feared that

much tlic same fate lies in wait for any

League of Religions that is not pie-

paxed to make the nllimate sacrifice of

sectarianism in all its devious forms.

Mr. Cyril Scott is under no doubt at

all tijat we arc where we arc l)ccau.s(^

wc liavc worshipjjcd at tJie altars of

false gods. He, too, is coiiceriiofl at

the rejection by olVicial Christianity of

the ancient teachings of Reincarnation

and Karma. Fiirtiier, in a refercnci!

to the Rcporl of the Commission on

Christian Doctrine ( )* •'^n.gge.''ts

that ha<l the ('hurcli studied “ K.so[(Tir

Science, or Voga, " it would know th.it

there is a subtler sclienie of Evoliuicn

“operating eoiK'iirrenlly willi onr

material scheme. " Having regard,

liowcver, to wli.it tlio Church, as an

institution, has made of tiie teaching

of Jt^sus, it is rather t'-rrifying to tliink

of what it could ha\e done, or miglil

do, to either tl eoretieal or jxactical

Voga in the true sen.se ! NoiKsthe-Iess,

Mr. Cyril Scott has some cogenl

criticisms to make of orthodiix religion

and science, and, in particular, his

comlemnation of vivisection is unsj)ai

ing. It is a pity that more writers ojI

p.sychic and occult subjects do not

realize that vivisection is Sorcery, pure

and simple, as 11. P. Blavatsky long

ago described it. Mr. Cyril Scott

wants peace to be built u]>on the etlih s

of the “ Prince of Peace, ” His hook

may lielp to this end by stirring the
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stagnant waters of complacency.

Mr. Lewis Spence docs not beat

about the bush! For him, Germany

is “ the everlasting Faust among the

world s peoples, ” presumably with

Lucifer in person presiding over its

rulers, the Satanic aim being “ the

destruction and extirpation of the

Christian Faith. ” His analysis of Nazi

policy, apart from his premise, has

value because he has not forgotten the

role of Dr. Arthur Koseiiberg in formu-

lating the thesis of racial superiority.

He would appear to be somewhat

confused in his own mind as to what

is the Christian Faith
;

hut lie has

sought, and thinks he has fuiind,

evidence cstahlishing the exislnire of

a “ mysterious and well-concealed body

of Satanisl or Luciferian origin,

which possesses ‘'a deep-seated hatred

Cicrminis Bcyoiul (ii'Diuniy

:

. 1 ;?

Anlholoi^y. b'dited with l'hogra\)]iical

Notes and an Inlnxliiclum by \'iLt;M

Haas. (Tlie International Hook iioii.-^e

LU\., Jjoinbay. Ks.
)

In this book Mr. Viltmi Haas, a

Czecho-Slovakian scholar now a refugee

in India, lias brought together baiglish

tniiislations of e.\tia<'is from tin’ wfJiks

of thirteen rejneseiitative (ierman men
of l(‘ttcrs of tlie nineieejilh century.

These a\ithors are described as “ tier-

mans beyond (iennany ” in more

senses than one. Some of them, Heine,

liurne, Georg Buchner, Nietzsclie ami

bcuerbach, for instance, li^'ed as exiles

outside Germany, either voluntarily or

of necessity : they wore hence, geograph-

ically speaking, Germans beyond the

coniines of Ciermany. Again, theie

were German tiiinkcrs, notably Goethe,

Iloelderlin and Nietzsche, who, while

of the Christian Faith. In his excur-

sion into tlie realm of Demonology, he

refers to the Kev. Montague Summers's

Iraiislaiion f)f Malleus Maleficarum.

We had thought that the work in

question, so valuable in its source

material, showed that medieval demon-
ology was far more exemplified in

the Roman Catholic Church than in the

victims of tlie fdiurch’s persecutions.

However that may be, we can agree

with Mr. Spence that “ For the future,

a genuine spiritual re-awakening must
herald the new day of man’s rebirth."

Hcrliaps, in all these testimonies by

exjKTt wilnessc.s, the ultimate trutli is

to be found in the words of the

Blidfyn'ad tUta

Those two, Lij^ht anct Darkness, are the

worUl’s eternal ways.

B. P. Howell

drawing lie ir inspiration from the deep

springs of their racial identity, never-

theless had the vision and the courage

to see clearly and to criticize boldly

the many son‘ spots that disfigured

(jermanv an
'

‘••opardised its future.

Lastly, tliere >' i.nmanists like Kant,

IhichiuT ahu who were Europe-

ans hrsi and > • . .jns only afterwards.

The ••Germ.. as ix'vond Germany,”

whether they 'elongod to one or

anutlier or all (j 1 these groups, were

able at (ntce to interpret the ticrmaiis

to other peoples and also to tell their

own compatriots roundly what exactly

was wrong with them.

In Germans Beyond Germany we are

thus enabled to see the Germans as

they appeared to some of their own

choicest spirits. The book is, as it were,

a self-portrait of the German mind,

a portrait that is as challcngingly real
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as it is courageously honest. It is

difficult to believe that all these

extracts were written long before

Hitler and his associates mobilised the

resources of the German nation into a

potent and ruthless engine of destruc-

tion on a world-wide scale. Goethe

and Hoelderlin and Nietzsche and the

rest seem rather to denounce tlic very

qualities that have reached their

stupefying a])otheosis in llic Germany

of today.

Mr. Vilem Haas’s long introduction

is a serious attempt at analysing the

central paradox of the German mind

—

its rigour and its power and also its

ineradicable capacity for projecting

Death and Dissolution in our midst.

The paradox of the German mind is

seemingly rellectcd also in the creative

work of a Goethe, a Hoelderlin, a

Schopenhauer, a Nietzsche. These

were permeated by the German spirit

and yet they liated the Germans with

an almost fiendish, unqualified hatred.

Germany was important, the State was

everything, it was literally the (iod-

State—but individual Germans were

vermin, they hardly mattered.

Mr. Haas institutes a telling contrast

between the Vedantic ideal of suppress-

ing and merging the Ego in the one

Supreme Reality and tlie German ideal

of suppressing and merging the Ego in

the daily life of the God-State. The

average German, it would appear, is

willing, is indeed most eager, to

surrender his all at the behest of the

God-State, or its Fuehrer; he is presum-

ably moved by the ecstasy of dying

and causing death and the suicidal

event is a mystic flame that rushes him

onward to his promised goal. This is

the clue to the Germans’ glorification

of blood and iron, the fatal fascination

for them of the Uiandav, dance of death.

Mr. Haas's diagnosis sccm.s to be

somewhat of an over-simplification.

However, he has got up his case with

considcralfle care and his conclusions

and the illustrative extracts he has put

together dcsorvo to be examined with

attention and s^’in pa thy . Hitler, a fter

all, is no piece of foreign matter

accidentally cast on modern Germany
;

he is rather the logical development of

certain strands in tho German mind

that had been there for several genera-

tions j)ast. Mr. Haas’s hook is a

timely pu]>licalion I'ocaiise it will prove

as useful as Mein Kampf itself in

revealing the sinuosities that constitute

the monstrous tangle that is Hitler’s

mind.

Tile !)ook under notice is well printed

an<l hound in yellow kli.idi at tiic

Sadhana Press, Iharoda. It is satisfac-

tory to note tliat within a year of its

inception tliis press lias iinulo a credit

-

able name for itself among prinfing

firms in India.

K. R. Srinivasa Ivenoar
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India’s poverty at the present lime

imposes plain livinj^ willy-nilly, and to

the point of ])cniiry, uj)on too many of

our fellov.'-citizens, but to accept ])Iain

livii\tj with a .eajod grace is something

more than to make a virtue of necessity.

The paramonntcy of idea over form, of

sjnrit and mind over matter, is widely

accepted in Inilia, where, time out of

mind, i)lain living has been the rec-

ognized concomitant of high thinking.

But between ]ilain living and stark

]H-nuiy there is a gulf as v.’ide as tluit

between tin; former and luxury. Wo
.should ]iot rest ctailent until the necess-

ities of life are within rea'di of every

man, woman and child. Let ns beware,

however, of the fallacy that tlio iarther

we can go bevniid tliat, tiie better.

Iiicicv-ing llie number (d wants is the

first ingredient in the ana-jne l Western

fornnda for prosperity, which
i
resiip-

posessomc measure of purcha-'ini; power

to sta^t with: Increased demand

-

increased production - - wider employ-

ment, better Jionrs, belter wages in-

creased purcliasing power, 'i’lie quc:>tion

whether people aie better off for

wauling an iucre;\s\ng number of things

is rarely faced a.s sipiarcly as by Shri

J. C. Kiimarai)i)a in Grum Vdyo<^ Vairika

lor June Nvhero. in considering The
Non-violent Staiidanl of Idfe,” lie

condemns the artificial stimulation of

demand.

Wo get an eternal struggle for more and
more. . .leaving the people always dis-

contented.
. . .Persons who arc of this

“ ends of verse

And sayings of philosophers/*

liUDIBRAS

S'dicnir of increasing tl.c income by raised

slaralanls of living ate c,ii a yar with the
donkey before \vni« h its diiver has dangled a
n.uch eovote(.l rarrot J-.anging from a stick

hxed to its ovvn Ijarnt-s. The more the

nnitii!*! runs to get at tin* carrot, the further

is the cart drawn. The driver gets his work
dfnic and Iho currot remains. Under this

scheme the indin.triali- ts get the goods made
and sold but the life of the people is not

enriched.

It may bo necessary nt tlio moment
to cut oiir coat according to onr cloth,

but h i us n«H deceive ourselves by
fancying if tlic cl»»ih is inadequate that

th.e lit will be .sati.'^ factory. It is well

to know that improvements can be

eiioctcd in inadequate diets without

very great inrrea.NO in expenditure, as

Dr. W. R. Avk5(\vd, Director of the

Nutrition Kcscarcli L:i])oratorics, Coo-

ncor, [uin‘.;s out in the tlhrd revised

edition of lleallh Bulletin No. 23, The

}\dr.c of Indian Foods and the

/ V.rn n i of Sal isfactory Diels

.

Ife dwells e.'^]>ecially on the nocessaril3^

inade<]uato diets provided in children's

homos which attempt the impossible

task of feeding I heir Ixxirdcrs properly

for Ks. 3;'- ]xu- head per month or less.

Take, the growing child’s rci]uirement

of milk. Western nutrition workers

demand over a seer of milk per child

per day for optimum results. It is

suggested by An Indian Dietician ’’ in

The Hindustan Revicxcf for June that

“It is desirable that children should

consume upwards of 8 ozs. of milk a
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day, that quantity, he admits, being

below that recommended as “optimum”

by nutrition workers elsewhere. If even

that is not available—and in how many
million cases it is not, our shockingly

low disease-resistance as a nation and

our disgraceful mortality figures testify

—then butter-milk or skimmed milk

from skimmed-milk powder are recom-

mended. The latter, many children’s

homes in India are reported to be sup-

plying with markedly good effects.

We are badly in need of more dietetic

knowledge and this Government pub-

lication should prove useful. It contains

a wealth of information on the siqxjrior-

ity to milled rice of wliole rice, whole

wheat or ragi, tlic importance of green

vegetables, fruits and fats, the value of

ground-nuts, etc. lUit—-and it is an

emphatic “but”—let us not he satisfied

witli half-way houses, or Hatter our-

selves that because Indian children can

be kc])t alive on skimmed milk in sub-

optimum quantities therefore nothing

further is needed. Life can be sustained

on far less than is required for the

health and vigour without which life

may be a burden. Granting that milk

both qualitatively and (juantitativcl)^

inadequate is preferable to none, let us

keep rigorously before us the ideal set

by nutrition workers elsewhere and

not rest satisfied with less. If a seer of

milk a day for every growing child in

India is economically unthinkable—as

with the present economic structure it

undeniably is—then the solution is not

acquiescence in lower standards, except

temporarily and under protest, but the

reform of the economic system.

It is not easy to divert an addict

from drink unless he is provided with

some counter-attraction. Recreation of

some kind is necessary to give him the

needed rest and stimulation. Shri

V. G. Ramakrishna Aiyar of the

Annamalai University, writing in The

Mysore Economic Journal for June

1942 on “ Prohibition at Work in

Madras ” shows how in making prohibi-

tion a success it was necessary to

organise amusement in a large number

of villages. Rural sports, street dramas

and folk dances, games and parties

where devotional songs or Bhajans

were sung, proved the most pojiiilar of

the recreations encouraged in vSalcm

and in other districts witii gratifying

results. The value of such diversions,

offering healthy activity of body and of

mind, is not confined to weaning the

addict from his cups and so imj)ro\'iiig

l)hysi(|ue and moiMie and relieving the

strain on the commonly ])recarious

domestic budget. Proliihition or none,

the value of the right kind of rfcicd-

tiou can hardly bi; overstressed. A
normal and balanced life needs il. If

provided with discrimination, recrea-

tion can not merely jirovide relaxation

from workaday icxisleiu e l)ut can also

servo educative and uiltiiral ends.

vStudy of jiatiin*, tlie leading of good

books, listening tf) excellimt music and

witnessing or particij'ating in I'levating

dramatic performances are tyi)cs of

recreation both (ailigliteiiiiig and pur-

posive. May not the steady encoiir-

ageinentof such types of recreation not

only help to relieve the monotony of

rural routine but also put tlie villager

in course of time beyond the reach of

contamination by cheap and debasing

modes of relaxation }

One of the greatest handicaps to tlic

rehabilitation of tlie Indian village, the

desirability of which needs no arg-

ument, is the inertia into which so
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many of our village folk have fallen.

Stripped by a short-sighted government

policy of their old autonomy, with the

incentive which it offered to civic pride

and individual effort, the villages have

in too many cases lost their zest for life.

There are two kinds of peace, too

often confused—thc dull inertia of the

stone and the rhythmic balance of the

starry heavens. Harmonious movement

we may call the peace of Sattwa, but

the peace of the clod is Tamas.

Not the least function of village

recreation is to awaken dormant energy,

to arouse faculties benumbed and

torpid from disuse to active exercise.

The thoughtful everywhere are look-

ing beyond this war and the ghastly

destruction and sulfcring it entails to

the new order whicli must emerge.

Cumijctitive and exclusive nationalism

must give way to co-operative and

liberal internationalisin. Science and

culture know no couniiT. The resources

of Nature and of man have uu national-

ity. “ The world is eoming closer aiul

ck)ser together. All iiuj'url ant problems

are tending to become international

problems in (nir day and they will

tend more in the same direcliuii in the

coming years." Thus writes the Editor

of The Indian Social Reformer (
June

bth) and he. rightly makc.s a]»]>Iicatioii

of this i)rinci])]e to our national life :

—

Western culture is im iuipurtaiU strand

without whicli Indian ciiltiiic would be in-

complete. Christian inlluence mu>t also ha\c

a part in the future Indian cllios a.s much as

the Hindu and Muslim inlluence. Western

science and Western orf^anization arc the

cement which can hold together the vaiious

elements in the Indian population.

Mr. Harold J. Laski pleads in The

New Statesman and Nation for nth

April against the short-sighted think-

ing which sees victory as the one

objective, which onc(3 achieved, our

problems will, if not actually solve

themselves, at least lend themselves

docilely to solution. His article on

"Mr. Chiirchiirs Conception of Victory"

is of non-partisan interest for the clear

light it throws on the necessity for

recognising the present war as more
than a conllict of military forces on an

international scale.

There are many wliose conception of

victory is what Mr. Laski describes

as " static," who fail to realise that the

immense changes in economic and

social structure which the war has

enforced will make it impossible to take

up our proldoms where we figuratively

laid them down when the war began.

It has been suggested that our econom-

ic theorists, in atttmpling to isolate

interrelated problems, argue as

though if there were ten birds on a

tree, and one was shot, tlicre would

still be nine birds on the tree. This is

a transition period in wliicli traditions,

customs, outlooks, economic, social and

pIiilo<u])Iiical no less tiian political,

arc in the mcliing-pot. What will

emerge wo cannot now foresee but of

one* thing we can be sure: the post-

war world will be a different world

from that which wo have known.

And it is when things arc in flux

that clianges arc easiest. Himian

institutions tend all too soon to set in

rigid moulds that crib and cabin the

expanding life. It sometimes takes a

cataclysm like the present one to break

the moulds. There has been too much

of injustice and misery in .the social

and economic structure that we have

had. The exploitation of the common

man is by no means confined to enemy
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territory. It is surely legitimate to

look to those who have come forward

as his champions, in the name of justice

and democriicy, to give an earnest of

their genuine concern for his well-being

now. Now, while in every country

men are keyed to sacrifice in the name
of the common weil, now, wliilc the

metal is molten, is the time to ])our it

into nobler, justcr moulds. After the

heat of conilict has died down the

metal will become progressively less

malleable.

People everywhere feel the deep convii tion

that the war is in fact a revolutionary epoch

in our history ;
and they resent the elhjrt of

party machines and party leaders to evade

its implications at a moment when tlie

historical situation olTois us the prospect ol

that psychological ilexlbility wliiih permits a

swift access to a new soci.il equihbi iuin.

Dorothy Thomjxson in licr artirl<',

" This W ar and (lie Common Sense

Women "
( Ladies' Home Jou/nal for

April 1942 ), remarks that “ Even in

war we arc forced to realize that we

are all members one of another. ''
I lers

is a fer\'ent aj)j’>eal to the w«;mcn of

her country ;

—

to it—you sec it that this war

degenerate-, into neither shee'r aimless de.struc-

tion, nor burdensome and antiqualrd iinp»*>

riali.sm. You see to it that this war ends, as it

began for us and for our ;illies, as a war of

liberation.

To achieve this, she explains, it is

necessary to btiild " a w(jrhl tliat is all

of a piece, in i/s mind. ” The main

issue is to determine whether our world

is to be run co-operatively or not.

Common sense and the sim]dc st human
experiences agree with the teacliings of

all great religious learh.Ts in declaring

that It is belter to give than to

receive. She mentions Moses, Confu-

cius and Jesus as having showed the

way of mutual love and partnership,

the way most women believe in and the

only way worth fighting for.

This >vnr is futile unless \\c fight it for a

new world of co-operation. It is futile if by

it \vc are trying to destroy the Cierman and

Japanese nations, or trying to enslave them.

It must be fought for ecpialily : cciuality of

right—which does not mean, necessarily,

identity of function.

Gandhi ji, in liis interview laic in June

with Mr. Preston Grover, the reprcseiit-

ativeof the Associated J^css of America,

castigated the failure of tlu^ U. S. A. to

bring pressure to l)ear on her Ally in

behalf of subject India. The reason is

not far to seek and indeed was point-

edly iiinted at by Gandliiji liiip.SAill when

he referred to that country's having yet

to abolish sla.\ery at home. There is

nothing tlial so ( ramps a wt.inlddjc

rcforin(‘r’s style as the ('on^cionsiiess of

the same sh(/rtcomii)j's in hiju.'eli' or in

his direct sphere of res(K)ii.-.ibility as

those against wliieh he inveighs in

others. fo stgregate Xe.goes as the

Sonth('rn Slates do

—

lj» trains, in

.schools, in ehiirchcs-- deny tinan, iii

jiraclice if iK>t by sta. nle. (‘<jnality o)

opportunity at the j)oi!s, in the e(narts

and in tlie economic liehl, andi then to

de])h;ie nnl()nel;al)ilily in Pidia, to

(lenounre cxphnlalion, to decry the

hohling of a reluctant ]>eoi>le in subjec-

tion l(» an imtxTialislic power, v;oiild

be to play the hy]aHiile with a venge-

ance.

The Social Welfare is to be congrat-

ulated on publishing a series of arlich'S

on ** Uncle Tom's Children : The Negro

in America. The encouraging

is tlio evidence for a (juickened social

conscience in white America which Shn

CliandrasJianker Shiikla brings out in

that series in quotations from American
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periodicals. The Nation is traditionally

the friend of justice and fair play. And

The New Republic has been making

very cnil>arrassing thrusts at white

complacency which we hope will be

pressed home. As the situation stands,

the U. S. A. is, as The New Republic

suggested apropos of the law’s indeci-

siveness on equal treatment for Negroes

in Southern trains, “ making a mockery

of the theory tliat we arc fighting for

democracy. China and Russia could

plead with a good grace for a free India ;

the United States at present cannot.

The cause of tlie democracies in this

wav has been weakened from the fust

by professions’ outstrii^ping practice or,

ratJicr, by practice’s belying profes-

sions. Excess cargo that lias not

seriously (unbarrassed a sbi[) in fair

weather may have to be jettisoned when

tlj(! ship is labouring in heavy sc.is. Tlie

time has come for tlic dcmoiTacies to

cry, “Overboard with racial (iiscrimina-

tu'ii and imperialism !
" so that the

United Nations’ ship can ride the gale.

Tile Negro jiroiilem is pcrh.q^s too

near f )r most Americans to see in its

proper perspective. Short-sighted in-

di\ iduals, however, sonu times see very

well at a distance. The Editor oi The

Siiturday Evening Post, in hi.'^ leader of

March 14th iiiidc^ the cajition “lluinp-

ty Durnpty,” sees very plainly indeed

that white imperialism in Asia has

had a great fall, and all our men and

all our planes cannot put Humpty
Diimj)ty together again, even if we

wished.” And Asia, he of course

concedes, includes the Philippines.

The Americans, he writes, have

learned, in a way they will not soon

forget, their dejicndeiicc on the Orient

for rubber, tin, silk, tea and spices.

They have, moreover, “learned abrupt-

ly that the Asiatic is not an inferior

fighting man.” Another lesson which

he commends to the attention of his

countrymen is that, regardless of the

outcome of the war, the curtain has

fallen with finality upon the two-

century era during which “the white

man, the jiukka saliib, dominated much
of Asia, dealing with the natives as

inferior and siilijcct peoples.” And he

adds :

—

If it is truo, as we believe, that the white

man’s Asia is forever, outmoded in time,

then the (luieker Great liritain and the

Netherlands reali/.c and act upon this fact,

the better for them and the better for us. It

is ea^y to j^lvc away other peoi>Ie's empires,

but what is the akeniativc ?

It is a straight question which he

puts to his Countrymen, one to which

justice and expediency alike demand a

slraigiit answer—wliether, at the war's

end, they intoipl to ask their Chinese

a]lie.-5 to hand back to the white man
the Colonies and concessions which

Japan has taken over temporarily^

whether tl.ey stand committed to

restining “the wliite man’s Asia in

Cliina, Indo'Chiiia, Malaya, tiio Neth-

erlaiitls Ikist Indies, Burma, India.”

UtH>n tile answer, he suggests, may
depend in no small mea.sure the co-

ojieration of tlie Asiatic jK'Oples and

the duration and tlie outcome of the

war.

The greatest danger lies in allowing

the heat of the battle to make us

forgetful of the simple fundamental

truths which can alone save us from

the greatest possible loss—the loss of

the Soul. Another citizen of the U.S.A.,

Milton Mayer, discussing ” The Case

Against the Jew in The Saturday

Evening Post ( March 28th
)

warns
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against this danger thus :

—

The Jews of America are afraid that their

number is uj)—if not today, then tomorrow

or the next. They know that war breeds

chauvinism and that chauvinism breeds

bigotry. They know that every war since

Napoleon has been followed by collapse, and

they know that the postwar collapse will

remind a bitter and bewildered nation that

“the Jews got us into the war.'* The Jews

of America are afraid.

In their fear of anti-Semitism which,

alas, has existed in the IJ, S. A. as

well as in Europ^e, the Jews have been

for long years now living to sink their

identity through what Mr. Mayer, him-

self a born Israelite, calls a process

of “ adjustment. '* He describes tlicir

pitiful attempts at losing themselves

by every possible dodge, “ from chang-

ing their names to changing their faces,"'

and all to no avail—they lia\'e been

merely “tolerated" by the Gentiles

and they themselves liavc not forgotten

they are Jews. The soJutiun Mr. Maj’cr

offers the Jew is that of following the

path of righteousness. Therein lies his

salvation and that of the modern wcjrld

in which he lives and to the weaknesses

of which he has pandered up till now.

What is our modern civilization ?

Writes Mr. Mayer :

—

The modern world had as its ideals money,

lame and power. The pursuit of money,

fame and J.'ower as the end.s of life w’as bound

to be frustrating, because there is no .such

thing as enough money, fame and power.

With remarkably clear siglit he an-

alyses the evils of a materialistic way

of life and makes a passionate plea for

a return to the old way of tlic prophets,

Jesus included. For Christendom has

not been a Christian world, even though

it has been a Gentile one. It has had
“ the freedom to worsliip God " but
“ no God to worship !

" liy “ worship of

God is meant a life of righteousness.

“ The righteous man is the man whose

bodily goods serve the goods of the

spirit." And similarly “ the unrigh-

teous man is the man whose bodily

goods begin by being ends in themselves

and end by devouring the spirit.

"

And such riglitcousncss is consonant

with freedom, although, judged by

modern materialistic standards, it is

both radical and impractical. But in

the long run the modern way leads to

destruction and death. To W'it—the

case of the Jews who “ refused to be

God's chosen pcoi)le and now, in tlie

end, they are Hiller's. " Mr. Mayer

sees in their failure a sign to all men,
“ a sign that men cannot survive ])y

saving their skins. " So tlie choicer

before Jew is the clioice before cacTi

one of iLS' - riglit(*ousn(;ss or death.

“ The Jew who wants t(> be saved will

liave to .save hiinsiJf.
"

Riumiug away Iiasn't ^aved him. Kuset tlc-

iiu'FU hasn’t .sav(“<l him. (. liaiigirig his iiam<*,

his face, his 1 lot lies aiio' lii > f.iit h hasn’t saved

him. The Jew lia.i iv t b.-cn saved. .\nd tin;

.suddenly crowded liaiij'U’s won’t save him.

Demjuiu'ing t\aiahlin won't save him. The

dextrin tion of Jlill<‘r \v<mT save hi’u. All

thf-vc falhu if)!!-! faitlis are l).isi.d i.n the grand

lulhu y (»f ailjuslment. Tlie Jew will l)a saved

wlieji he --avos liis uwfi soul

And that is true of every man.

The query, “ What can one man do ?
"

.so oft(‘n olh^nal in intdYeetual extenna-

tioii of doiiig notliing, is answered,

when at all, by practical demonstra-

tion, not in words. Sucli i)ractical

dcmonslratioii was given by David

Hare, watch-maker, the centenary of

whose death furnishes the occasion for

Shri Nirmal Chandra Sinha’s apipreeia-

tion in The Calcutta Municipal Gazdie

of 13th June, A Watclt-niaker in

Calcutta : 1800-1842." Himself an ill'
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educated artisan, Hare espoused the

cause of Indian education with a zeal

that put to shame the indifference of

his cducalioiud and cultural suixjriors.

Hare was conscious of his intellectual

limitations but not borne down by

them. It is a testimony to his solid

worth that he was the friend and the

coadjutor of Raja Rammohan Roy.

But he did not play only a secondary

role. He was the i)rimc mover of the

Hindu College, the success of wliicli is

credited with having paved the way

for Indian education on Western lines,

an achievement of significance on which-

ever side of the ledger the net results

of such educati(jn must be entered.

He agitated also for the extension and

improvement of tlie indigenous schools

and for the juiblication of books in the

Indian languages. He workcal for the

education of girls and lor llie Medical

College and tlie hospital in coniK'Ction

with it.

He did not spare luin^clf f>r the ninial and

social uplift of the country of his ado])th»i\.

His purse was not very long and yet it was

always open for l.lie d;stu^.scd, paituuKuly

lljose among tlie students. In the midst of

Ills lieavv work for education, lu' ci»iild make

time and spirit to join llie movenu-nts for

the* freedv^m of the twess and foi chocking

the cmig.ation of ignorant hibourcrs to

Mauritius. . .

.

Shy and retiring, Haro kept himself

in the background and sought no

laurels, but live thousand Hindus arc

said to have followed the hearse of this

unassuming friend of India.

Much of the first part of Prof.

Leonard
J. Russell’s discussion of

"Ideals and Practice” in Philosophy,

April 1942, is given to the demonstra-

tion of the extreme dubiety of any

ready-made guide to conduct. Even

the Golden Rule is called into question

in Hie dead-letter sense. Others, he

suggests, may not in the least desire to

he treated by us as we should like to

be by them.

Professor Russell gives the example

of the rule of truthfulness, which he

concedes might conceivably have

absolute validity. " But tliere is no

isolated instance of telling the truth

as an unrclatcfl act. " It may be in

addition an instance of doing justice,

of breaking someone's heart, of revenge,

of breaking a promise—it can be all

these at once. " And he insists on the

need of riglit knowledge as well as of

right nK)tivc if behaviour is to lead to

satisfactory consequences.

Even tho^c wlio stnrt with principles claim-

ing absolute validity arc eompcllcd to supple-

ment tlh'^c primiplis by reference to the

spirit of a Way of bile, wliich cannot be

given tlio piTcision and dcdinitoncss which is

in'ro-'^ary for ahsoiuto validity.

The test which lie suggests for an

acceptable Way (d Life is not very

dillercnt from the rule of conduct laid

down by Kant :
“ Act only on that

maxim whereby tliou can.M at the same

time wdl that it sliould become a

universal Law. ' For Professor Russell

the boa Way ol l/.r- fnr man ?( cn\s to involve

at IcMst ilu* prubeiii'ii that if all of us (ora
sulViciontly large uumher of us ) were to live

ill the actual wot’d in accordance with its

princijdc.s, seeking to bring about the types

of ^iluation asserted by it to be good, then,

to the extent to which we succeeded, our life

would be judged by us to be better in all

important res2ioct.s than our present life ;

impcaitance here being determined not only

in the light of the Way. but in the light of

what wo ourselves should become, if we
followed the Way.

Such a test could be met by the Way
of Life preached and followed by all

the great Teachers; hardly by any
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other. The ideal, whether as isolated

principle *ot Way of Life, may be

beyond present attainment for the rest

of us, but there can be no deliberate

compromise. The best as one secs it

is imperative—and by our unavoidable

mistakes we learn.

That freedom of the pen is more than

liberty from restraint from bureaucrats

and censors was well brought out by

Prof. Irwin Edman of Columbia Univer-

sity in an address before the American

Institute of Graphic Arts which is

printed in The Ncuf York Times Book

Review for Sth March 1942.

The printevl word is a condition but not

a guarantee of liberty. ... Deeper than the

political conditions of freedom is the climate

of opinion in which spontaneity nourishes.

The climate of opinion lias jirobably

never been favourable to reform move-

ments in their inccpti()n. Professor

Edman cites the often bitterly contested

efforts of minorities, witli tlic printtul

word as their chief implement, to bring

about many reforms now generally

accepted as beneficent
—

“ the abolition

of slavery, the reform of l)arl)ar()us

criminal and legal procedure, the

extension of riglits and privileges to

women, to workers and to religious

minorities,*' and he pleads for “ the

right of dissident opinion, even in war-

time." His, we fear, is a voice crying

in the wilderness. Intolerance is spread-

ing like a dark cloud between us and the

sun. Political orthodoxy has become

more menacing than religious, where,

indeed, the two tyrants have not joined

forces, with Agree or keep silent " as

the modern variant of “ Conform or

perish !

"

Professor Edman cites Spinoza’s

noble brief for civil and religious lib-

erties, the Tnicluius Thcologico-Volii-

icuSy in which he brings out at tlio end

that these liberties are after all “ simply

the permissive conditions for the free

life of the spirit.” Professor Edman
writes

The imp^^rt.iiK'o of maintaining ptjlilit'al

freedom is that llicrc may be, in a dccjH'r

sciisf, human freedom, the llowering <d tlie

s]>irit in the diverse and spontaneous ;ni'l

cuntagious w.iys in which it doc/s in

the creative mmd and iu llie lynr .uLsc-f the

word. Jn the lon;^ run and in the iiii'il

fundamental analysis, the d-'inocralic faith

is this; that tliose instiluti'ms are wcnlli

living fcjr and dung (or v. hich ])rom(lo tbj

fUiv\enngof lifein ir.dividi.als. . . .11 isthe ihnv

of bcKjJvS, of ideas, of enn eoinnniiiie itcd

with iiuen.sity and uith di.scipiine, tli.d

iiouri.sh souls in our soi icly.
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Point out the “ Way ”—however dimly,

and lost among the host—as does the evening

star to those who tread their path in darkness.
—2'he Voice of the Silence
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THE CLASH OF COLOURS
There is one Race the world over.

And that Kaev is named Man
;

Nursed at the breast of the same Mother

'Ihe same sun and moon are our comrades.

The feeling of jKitriotisni of W cs-

tern humanity and of all Orientals

wlio have been imprc'sscd by the

Occidental civilization is undergoing

a change. A new expre.'-sion of love

of country is bound to arise as

geographical boundaries prove futile

and a unifying force is wanted to

help in the establishment and main-

tenance of peace. Citizens of the

same locality are actuated by differ-

ent forces in their dealings with each

other and with ** foreigners "
;

the

British Communist is nearer in

thought and in motive to his Russian

comrade than to his countvyiacn in

the House of Lords
;
Wall Street and

Threadneedle Street belong to the

same country; the Japanese Milita-

rist belongs to the caste of Hitler

and of Mussolini
;
and so on. The

process of realignment has been

going on fof many years but its

speed was accelerated by the war of

S \TV r N DU AN AT n 1 >A i 1' A

1014-101S and has been further

hastened by the present war, which

in reality is a world-revolution—

a

huge ri\'il war.

llioso wlio hope to see the emer-

gence of a unified world out of the

conflict whose culmination is this

war will ha\'e to work for it. A
unified Europe, even a unified Occi-

dent, IS easier to visualise as emerging

under the stress of circumstances

resulting from economic, social and

ideologic causes. Apart from the

problem of the Jews, who have been

under persecution for centuries, there

would be no problem which need

concern the future peacemakers if

only the '\Yeit were to be saved, and

if it stood alone. But if the whole of

httmanity is to be freed from the

barbarities of bloody wars a more

difficult problem will have to be faced

and solved. Unless proper precau-

tions are taken, the place of the
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differing nationalities of today will

' be taken by differing continents.

The problem of the immediate
future is that of the colour bar which
is well called the sinister bar by Mr.

Miller Watson whose article on the

subject appears below, llr. Watson
is a Scotsman who lived for many
years in Brazil, where he studied

intimately the problems created by
the colour bar. His article docs not

need supporting comments
;
no sane

mind would question its sound

reasoning
; but human feelings, in an

uncultured state, overrule thought

and logic
; and who can deny that

the emotions of the “ white race

arc crude and uncultivated or that

they make grievous mischief, arous-

ing enmity and hatred of the col-

oured peoples ? Germans have as

their allies the Japanese ; the United

Nations have the Chinese as theirs

;

and yet there is in existence the folly

of the colour bar. If men like

Mr. Miller Watson would organise

in their own countries campaigns

to wipe out this criminal lendency

they would be serving humanity

and the cause of Peace.

THE SINISTER BAR

In ancient times a man’s illegit-

imate descent was symboli.sed on his

escutcheon by a device callerl (ht*

bar sinister. This sign proclaimed

to the world the man’s irregular birth

and barred him from certain rights

and privileges. In the modern world

there is a much more truly sinister

bar—the Colour Ikir- which wijiild

deprive a man of rights and priv-

ileges for no other reason than that

his skin is not of (he colour assiimcd

to denote superh^r biitli. 'fho an-

cient bar sinister had some excuse

for its existence. It denoted a

breach of accepted law and custom

on the part of a person’s progenitors

and as such was in some respects a

punishment for a crime committed
by one's parents. But the sinister

bar of colour has not even this justi-

fication, for it scf ks to penalise a man
for that which neither he nor his

parents could rdlcr— the amount of

melanin in his skin. It condemns a

man bec'aiisc he is black or brown ov

yellow—as if a white skin wen;

necessary for a white soul or for a

highly developed mentality !

It is difficult to discc'ver just when

Ih.e Colour Bar came into existence.

It (erlainly did iv»l exist in the

Rom«.tn Empire or in Egypt and it

is not .Si rongjy a-ive in Meiliterrancnn

lountiics even t(iday. It seem.-^

that the self-styled Nordic races,

the (Tennans, British, Americans,

and to a lesser degree the Scandi-

navians, were the discoverers of

this sinister weapon of oppression.

Possibly the fact that the Mediterra-

nean people were always within

easy reach of races of another colour

has prevented the growth of this evil

theory, but one cannot help suspec-

ting tliat with the northern imperial-
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isms it grew in the ground prepared

by imperial industry and commerce.

The theory of an inferior people,

with coloured skins, and an essen-

tially lower standard of living, was

very convenient to the seeker after

cheap labour and an excuse for the

easy way of government—the way of

force.

At the presi iU time many iiatiu,is

are fighting for what they hope will

be a Brave New World. A worKl

free and happy, loosed Irom the

bonds of cruelty arid oppression, i.s

their hope. But is this Brave New
World to be only for the white

races ? Is the sini.ster bar of colour

still to deny happiness and liberty

to the coloured races while the

whites live in an Arcadia ? No.

Bor tlie white races w ill never achieve

their aim until tlie C()]()ur bar is

destroyed and all maiikiiul can seek

happiness and development on an

c’qual footing. W'e liave lieard that

JViace is Indivisible
;

tliat War is

Indivisible; that iinnv things are

indivisible. It is time that we pro-

claiined that Man is Indivisible and

that the J-Jrave Niwv World cannt)i

liavc the siinster bar of colour io

divide its escutcheon.

The position of the l^ritish people,

today, is peculiar. The vast major-

ity of the common people abominate

oppression and cruelty and honestly

tliink it is their duty to fight such

evils. At the moment these evils

are concretised in the national

policies of Germany, Italy and Japan.

Good, says the common man, let us

light and destroy these countries!

But lie forgets or he does not know
that in South Africa a Negro must

pay taxes but cannot vote ;
must

pay to make pavements but dare

not w\alk upon them; must work

under conditions little different from

those of slavery
; and is constantly

reminded in a thousand different

ways that 1 h! is an inferior being

—

because liis shin is dark in colour.

The common people of Britain do

not realise these things because they

havf not been sufficiently brought

to their notice. A few, and they are

no better than Nazis or Fascists,

know of these things but think they

must continue for the benefit of the

w’hite race—or better, of a small part

of the wdiite race, for it is only a

small part of the wdiite race wdiich

reaps the benefit of this cruel

sy.stem. Tlie ill-treatment of the

Negroes and other races in Africa

may have had its origin in

greed. It now^ has its being in greed

and fear, fhe wliitcs of Africa fear

tiu' Idacks. 'fhey fear the possibility

of a black revival w hich would crush

oux the while “civilisation.’' There

is now’ a \icioiis state in w’liich

iiijuslice has so long persisted that

even those who wish to see justice

done can hardly see how^ to begin.

For wliere cruelly and injustice exist

Ihore also exists fear, and where fear

exists there is the logical sequence

of suspicion, ill-will and hatred.

Not so long ago a lady of my
acquaintance went to Africa. She

was a nurse. A woman trained to

kiiidh’ work. One who sought to

help the weak and the poor. One
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who should have been able to do

good work in Africa. Now she is

back in Britain again and what is

her story ? She could no longer stay

in Africa. She hated the ways of

the white people. She was disgust-

ed at their treatment of the Negroes.

But she was disgusted by the

Negroes too. She found them brutal

and dirty. She found they hated

her as a white woman. She could

not go alone amongst the Negroes

—

without hearing insults and being

threatened with indignities. Of

course she knows that brutality

breeds brutality
;
that hate engen-

ders hate ;
that contempt inspires

revolt. She knows that, and in her

heart she does not blame the Negroes

but what a barrier of hate and

shame and humiliation must be

broken down even after the colour

bar is removed ! The evil of decades

will take much destroying. Where

is the Brave New^ World to be in

Africa ?

As I write, Sir Stafford Cripps is

in India seeking agreement with the

various parties and sections of the

vast Indian community on the future

status of the country. Here in

Britain most people hope agreement

wall be reached. The common man
has, for a long time, felt that Indians

should govern themselves. He hopes

that the road will be cleared for a

future of co-operation. Perhaps the

danger threatening India from the

Further East has aw^akened this

feeling in many w^ho previously

thought little of the matter. But

whatever has brought this matter to

the fore it is certain that now as

never before do men in Britain see

that the Indian problem must be

solved.

I make no prclercc at understan-

ding the many factors in ti e present

difficulties. Political difficulties and

religious difficulties there may be and

they may be the chief ones in seeking

any solution to the Indian problem,

blit there is one question which I

have asked myself several times of

recent days. Would the Indian prob-

lem have been more easily solved if

the colour bar had never existed ?

Yt^s, is the only answer I can find hj

that quest i(Ui. Whatever the diff-

erences l)etween Ihitain and India 1

am sure the Indian people* could

forgive the British anything but the

colour bar. 'I’lie colour bar is so

unjust, so cruel, so humiliating, so

arrogant and debasing that it is hard

to forgive or to forget tho.se who

impose it. I am convinced that ail

else could be settled more ea.sily if

the colenir bar had never existed. If

Britain desires the friendshij) and

the co-operation of the Indian people

in tlie future the colour bar nui.'^l

disappear now' and for always.

There is tliat in the colour bar

which apjK'als to all that is worst in

mankind. It is a blind, crazy illusion

in some, and a coldly calculated

devilry in others, but always it

rouses tlie worst in human nature.

It often serves as a basis on which

to build a hatred which might be

lukewarm else. How often have

I heard since Britain went to

war with Japan expressions such
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as " yellow devils '' and ** yellow

bastards 1 This opportunity to

condemn and to despise a man
because of his colour is never lost to

the evil rnii.d in Nordic man. No

cxprts.^if n of !< athing or disgust for

Nazi toniiontors can equal the intei.se

hatred and contempt cxamplcd

by the phrase “ yellow devils.
”

The chance to express one's hatred

by an expression of contempt for a

man’s colour is not lost by the wliite

man, who belittles his own race by

his insane prejudice. I do n(jt know

what horrors Japanese may have

committed in (diina, or elsewhere,

l)ut one thing I do know, 'fhey have

not committed thes(‘ horrors because

their skins are yelkjw. If yellow is

the colour of barbarians why is

Britain allied to the “ yellow

Chinese ”
? To p(/mt out the

illogicality of such racial prejudices

becomes unnecessary.

Even the great democracy of the

V. S. A. suffers from the curse of

the colour bar. This sinister bar

tries to separate the white American

from his clark-skinntxl brother, luam

the Federal law which recognises the

equality of tliC Negro does not pro-

tect the latter from the lynching

party and tendentious State laws.

How can America light for freedom

and equality when American Negroes

are denied the full rights of man ?

How can the British Commonwealth
of Nations fight for liberty when the

African native, citizen of that so-

called Commonwealth, is denied even

the liberty to choose his own way of

working ? How can India be a

sister nation in the Commonwealth

as long as the colour bar exists?

These dark blots on the page of

hun>an history exist and must be

recegnised before they are erased for

ever, riie Brave New World must

be p:.d5itrd in bruwns and blacks and

yellows as well as in white, and the

white race must not dominate any

more than need the background of

a painting be white.

Brave New World 1 We all hope

for it. Many fight for it. But what

will it be while the Sinister Bar

exists ' Let us think of the w^orld

of tomorrow. Let us suppose that

Nazi (iermany is defeated, Fascist

Italy destroyed and Imperial Japan

completely louted. f-et us imagine

.some kind of union in Europe.

Perhaps Poland and its neighbours

to the south may unite or federate.

The iiulkans may find new peace and

unity, d'he great union of peoples of

the F. S. S. K. lias played its part

in liberating Europe and may play a

great part in tlie peace to come.

Otlier unions may come about,

v^canclinavia may seek strength in

federation. Fiance may combine

with its neighbours and Britain may

do likewise. The U. S. A., forgetting

isolation, may try to do its part in

regeneration. There might even be

a greater union, a Federated Europe.

All these things are possible and it

seems tliat the Brave New World

may be at hand.

Lhit in Africa there is a deep low’

murnuir. Ethiopia has been freed.

It may maintain its independence.

TTie people of Libya are not likely to
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wish the return of their Italian

conquerors. And they are not likely

to wish domination by any white

race. They have suffered enougli

already. The various French colonics

have provided soldiers for the present

struggle. Will they return to the

old state when this w'ar is over ?

Will they accept the dominion of the

white man for ever? In Morocco

the prestige of the white man is

low. The Moors have fought in

Spain under the Christian gentleman

Franco against otlier white Christ-

ians. They are not likely to bow

the head to white men much longer.

In South Africa the Negro labours

in the mines for a pittance. He

sleeps in a concrete barracks on a

cold cement bed. He walks in th(*

gutters of the city streets, for tlie

pavement is denied him. His family

life is broken and liis tribal exi.stenc(‘

shattered. He lias no political rights

and no position in society. Will he

be content in the Hravt' New W'orid ?

W’ill the American Negro who now

lights for his fatherland I)e cojitent

with lynching partitas in ])lace of

justice ? Will the Japanese, thrust

back into his islands as a " yellow

bastard, ** be content to live in peace

for ever ? Will India play its part

in the Brave New World while white

men cannot see white souls through

coloured skins ? Will there be peace

in the Brave New’ World ?

Oppression breeds revolt. Hatred

breeds hatred. Brutality is echoed

in brutality. Fear is the outcome

of all these and from fear comes

suspicion, ill-will and anger. Will

the humiliated coloured peoples of

the world suffer injustice for ever ?

I'he answer is plain to all.

'fhere can be no New^ W'oiid w4iilt‘

the sinister bar divides mankind.

I'ntil the colour bar is gone (here is

no hoj)e for ])eare and good-will.

War will come again even if the

whit(‘ })eoples have settled all their

difierenrcv;. Majikiiul and good-wili

are indivi'^ible if peace is to pievail.

On llu‘ shining shield of Man

r(‘guK‘iale th(‘re imisl be no sinister

b.'ir to divide* the fair esciitrlieoii.

I'he (.olour ]"cir ninst go.

Mii.LrR W.Aisox

“ Tlie roinplaceiit wliilo man who declares that he lights for clcmocrary

and limits his democracy to lliose with a w'liite skin w’iJI .scarcely he jerked int»*

a consciousness of sin except by a violent reminder of the logical consequences

of liis folly. Just as he has learnt that his unsinkahle battleships could be sunk

by Japanese airplanes, that his impregnable sea base could be captured hy

Japanese soldiers, so he is now learning that he needs as allies Chinese patriots

whom he was accustomed to regard as disaffected coolies. Soon he may be

induced to imagine a future in Asia in which he. will play, if he is lucky and

well-behaved, the modest j)art of a friend, allowed to share on terms of courtesy

in the task of building up a future for Asia in W'hicli Asiatics must of necessity

be the principal builders and the principal beneficiaries."

The New Statesman and Nation, May 194-



DOSTOEVSKY AND THE PROBLEM OF EVIL

[Over fifty years ago Madame II. W Hlavatsky wrote that wliat the

Kuropcan world needed was a dozen writers surli as OostoevskN^ “ not authors

writing for wealth or fame, hut fearless aiiostles of tlic living Word of Truth,

moral healers of the pustulous sores of our aaitury. ” And she added: “To
write novels with a moral sense in them deep enough to stir Society, requires a

great literary talent and a horn theosf>phi‘.t as was Dostf^evsky.
“

We publish here the second of two articles by Dr. K. R. Srinivasa lyenj^ar,

on the great novelist’s struggles with the problem of e\ il, wliich will form one

chapter in his forthcoming book on Dostoevskv.— lb).
|

II.-- -OUTOI THED

We. have seen how, if man rrluses

to think and to feel and is content

simply to li\'e, revelling every

minute of his life* in .sensuality, he

can but live and die like l^'yodor

Pavlovitch. It is certainly a way

of living, although its unmitigated

and unfeeling beastliness may make

most of us recoil from sucli a kind

of life sooner or later. If, on the

Ollier hand, one exercises one’s

reason, looks about oneself and

wishes to understand tlie universe

around one, one soon gets lost in

the dialectic of a Stavrogin or of an

Ivan. The latter confesses that

ours is not a three-dimensional

world and hence he, with his simple

huclidean mind, cannot understand

it; and yet, his self-consciousness

insists on attempting the impossible.

The intellectuals realize, deep down
in their hearts that the Invisible

will not yield its secrets to a mere

dialectic
; and being severe intellect-

uals, they cannot accept their

defeat either. The bitter struggle

ARK—NEWLKiHT

g<)(:s (m till the intcllcctuars desire

to live is nibbled away altogether

aiul he sees no useful purpose in

continuing to live.

Is then', then, no otlier way of

life ? Must we ever choose between

utter sensuality and the intellect-

ual's despairing dialectics? There

is, of course, the third way that

leads man to llie shrine of fulfilment.

The sensitiveness of an Ivan Kara-

mazov, the indignation he expe-

riences even when he merely reads

accounts of cruelty, the exhausting

colloquies he bolds with that “other”

in his room, these in no way lower

him in our eyes ;
on the contrary’

!

But haith must endure even in spite

of the general prevalence of Pain

and of Evil. To be utterly insen-

sitive to man’s finer and nobler

instincts only in order to be able to

live somehow as long as possible is

to be less of an authentic man and

to be more of a mere animal. Even

when one has to suffer or to demean

oneself or to degrade oneself, one
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must at least know what one is

doing ; Sonia and Dmitri know that

they have gone astray, for some

reason or other, and grieve for it,

though their Faith gives them the

strength to endure the present and

to hope that “ in the end ” things

will somehow right themselves.

Without their faith, they cannot

have the strengtli to live
;
without

their sensibility to wTOiig and misery

and evil, they cannot continue to be

human beings. Being human, wc

are required to think and to feel

;

and being liuinan, witli tlie desire to

live, we pluck from Faith tlie

strength necessary to enable us to

live.

Prince Myshkin, with his clairvoy-

ance, can look into other people’s

hearts and Jieads, <ind sec wJiat is

going on then*. He can underg<»

indescribable anguish when he secs

others suffer. He tells Ippolit that

he has always been a materialist,

desiring to live in the world rather

than to escape from it. There arc

times when his Faith is put to a

severe test; but he never quite

falters. And yet beyond his Faith,

what does he really know about the

real nature of the Infinite 1 Dosto-

evsky suggests that Myshkin

Reality in its ineffable Harmony

during the few moments immediately

preceding his epileptic attacks. Du-
ring these unearthly moments, Mysh-

kin experiences an extraordinary

quickening of his sense of personality,

he secs life in its highest synthesis,

and he apprehends the meaning of

the amazing words in the Scripture

:

“There shall be no more time.”

He has passed out of the Euclidean

world, and the microcosm has blend-

ed in the macrocosm in an ecstasy

of union. Then comes the fearful

epileptic scream, and tlie stupefac-

tion of his senses.

It may be said that Myshkin’s

experiences are no more than a con-

stituent of his epilepsy. But Myshkin

himself never for one second doubts

their validity or their importance.

There is, again, Kirillov
;
if Myshkin

is an “ idiot, ” Kirillov is quite

genuinely “ mad. ” But he too has

his “ moments ” when he sees Reality

at the closest quarters, when, in fact,

he loses himself in it. Kirillov’s

candidness and simplicity havt*

received tlic seed inadvertently drop-

ped by Stavrogin and nurtured it.

into a naming tn'C of faith. Kirillov

loves children because tlicy are chil-

dren
;
he loves a mere leaf because it

is a leaf : children are good, tlie leaf

is good, everything is good
;
and man

is happy although he doesn’t know

he is. Subsequently, he describes

his “ moments ” to Pyotr Verho-

vensky :

—

There are seconds—they come five

or six at a ciine—when you suddenly

feel the presence of the eternal harmony

perfectly attained. It’s something not

earthly This feeling is dear and un-

mistakable; it’s as thougii you appre-

hend all nature and suddenly say, cs,

that’s right. ’
. . .You don’t forgive any-

thing because there’s no more need of

forgiveness. It’s not that you love—

-

oh, there’s something in it higher than

love—what’s most awful is that it s
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terribly clear and such joy/'^

No doubt, all this is lunacy to

Pyotr, who asks Kirillov to beware

of epileptic attacks. However, it is

real enough to Kirillov, and, although

he is mad, he is mad in the right sort

of way—at any rate, that is what

Dostoevsky seems to think.

Faith can thus be reinforced in us

only by means of a “ miracle ”—an

unusual happening like a mystical

experience. We may dismiss both

Myshkin’s and Kirillov’s experiences,

if we will, as the constituents of

disease or of madness. But Dostoev-

sky whispers to us that, if we have

eyes to see, the miracle is here with

us all the time. To Kirillov, even a

yellow leaf fluttering in tlie wind and

decayed at the edges is sufticient

]>roof that everything is good. To

Sliatov, likewise, the birtli c)fachild

is of tremendous signiiicance. Ilis

w^ife has returned to him, and slie

givc.'^ birth to a child that is not his ;

Shatov, simple .soul that lie is,

is transfigured by his happiness, lie

can herdly find adecjuati] wonls to

give expression to liis great joy:

“ The mysterious coining of a new
creature, a great and inexplic able

mystery. . . .I'liere were two and now^

there’s a third human being, a now
spirit, finished and complete, unlike

the handiwork of man; a new
thought and a new love. . .it's pos-

itively frightening. . . .And there’s

nothing grander in the world. ” Arina

Prohorovna, of course, merely rid-

icules Shatov just as Pyotr ridicules

Kirillov. The birth of a child is no

more than the development of an

organism, hardly different from the

birth of a fly ! Yes, that too is a

w'ay of looking at things. Dostoevsky

seems to insinuate into our hearts

that Felicity can be found here—now
—if only we care to look for it

intently. It is there all the time.

You can take it or leave it.

And so Dostoevsky, hungering for

Faith, desperately in need of a

foothold while facing the battle of

life, finds no w^ay out of his dilemma

except to believe in a “miracle”

that will give him back his Faith

and lead him to felicity. Myshkin,

Kirillov and Shatov are attempts

nt portraying men who, through

“miracles” of one sort or another,

infer irarmony Iiere and now. But

tlicy all come to a grievous end:

Mydikin loses his sanity, Kirillov

commits suicide and Shatov is

])riUaily done to death. Perhaps,

(Well when describing people wlio

believe in “ miracles ” and experience

Harmony, Dostoevsky rebels against

thib Harmony and almost returns his

“ entrance ticket. ” In liis last novel,

however, Dostoevsky definitely and

finally seems to recover his faith.

He gathers into the ample canvas of

The Ihothers Karamazov the multi-

coloured luxuriance of its predeces-

sors, and they coalo-sce in it into a

white radiance, dazzling and life-

giving like the sun. It is Dostoev-

sky's final testament to the world.

Al3’oslia Karamazov, Dostoevsky’s

' The c|uotations arc from Mrs. Constance (larnett’s translations of

t^ostoevsky's novels.
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new man, is neither sickly nor

demented
; he is not a fanatic, “ not

even a mystic. He accepts ev-

erything “without the least con-

demnation. ” He can suffer for

others, but he cannot condemn
them

; he has affection even for his

father, even for Lise Hohlakov, the
“ little demon ” luxuriating in

visions of sadistic cruelty. Like

Prince Myslikin, Alyosha too is a

materialist, and he therefore does

not shut his eyes to the world.

When Dmitri says, “ All wc Kara-

mazovs arc such insects, and, angel

as you arc, that insect lives in you,

too, and will stir up a tempest in

your blood, ” Alyoslia blushes,

signifying, “ 1 am the same as you

arc The ladder’s the same. I’m

at the bottom step, and you're

above. ” Even before FatlierZossiina

gives actual utterance to it, Alyosha

has realized in himself the full signif-

icance of tliis very Christian precept

:

“ Kemcmber particularly that you

cannot be a judge of anyoiK*. Vov

no one can judge a criminal, unless

he recognises that lie is just such a

criminal as tla; man standing before

him, arprl that he per]iai)s is more

than all men to blame for that

crime.
"

Other characters, a Myshkin, a

Sonia, also invariably refuse to think

badly of others. Men like Shatov

and Kirillov arc truly sincere and

lovable souls. Rut somehow Dosto-

evsky does not present them as

“normal” people. Even Father

Zossima confesses on his death-bed

that when, for the first time in his

life, he had “acted sincerely and

well, ” people had looked upon him

as a madman. But Alyosha,

although he is wholly unsullied and

is a regular “angel” in fact, seems

nevertheless to be “ normal. ” His

humility, his self-knowledge, his

unaffected simplicity and candour,

his unerring capacity to divine other

people’s thoughts and feelings, this

unusual combination of traits con-

stitutes a “miracle,” a stranger

clement in the Karamazov “mire,”

but in no way docs it detract from

his essential humanity.

Alyo.sha is not a recluse
;

his own

ICldcr, Fatlier Zossima, sends this

novice into the world. His father

and his Im^lhcrs, (irushenka and

Katerina, Lise and Ilusha, all react

to him favoiirai)ly and trust him

implicitly. liven tliat prt'cocions

imp, Kolya Krassotkin, acknowl-

cdg(‘S Alyoslia’s superiority. Ivan

hiinsi’lf admits that li»‘ wants to l.)c

“healed” by Alyosli.i, ami the vciy

thought niak(‘S the uncompromising

sceptic smile suddenly “ (juitelike a

little gentle ('liild. ” Alyosha diviras

what exactly is IIh* loniiented iinre>(

that drives Katerina Ivanovna to

“ j)ersecute ” Ivan, and he tells

her the truth to her fact';

similarly, lu^ tells Ivan pointedly

that he, Ivan, is most ctulainly

not Ihci murderer of their father, and,

j)crliaps, Dostoevsky wants us to

take it as the final answer to Ivan s

unendurable doubts. These storm-

tossed and agonized spirits seek

Alyosha out, for, to quote Mji

Middleton Murry, ”their Iiopet? arc
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set in liim. He is an answer to

their doubts such as no monastery

nor elder, nor even tlieir own seckiiij^

could give.

Alyosha, too, experiences several

shocks in the course of his life, but

he comes out unscathed from them

all. Tlie gr(‘atest of these shocks

is the “breatli of corruption"

proceeding from the dead body of

Fatlier Zossima. Alyosha is not, of

course, a man of little faith"; his

belief in the ])urity, the integrity

and the nobility of his late Flder is

steadfast enough. Wliy, then, does

he turn awa}^ from the monastery,

turn away from leather Paissy ?

Dostoevsky explains Aly(.)sha\s state

of mind in these words :
" He could

not endure without niort ilkation,

without resentment even, that the

holiest of holy men should have,

been exposed to the jeering and

spiteful mockery of the frivoh)US

crowd so inferior to him.... Why
did Providence liido its face 'at the

most critical moment,’ as though

voluntarily submitting to the blinel,

dumb, pitiless laws of nature ?" To

such a (piestion, as to the questions

of Ivan, there can be no rational or

logical answer. The shock can only

be erased from Alyosha’s memory
by another experience that restores

his faith in the ways of Providence.

And so Alyosha visits Grushenka,

intending—to seek the companion-

ship of a kindred “ wicked soul” ?

—he does not quite know. On the

contrary, he finds in Grushenka"* as

he, being Alyoslia, cannot lielp

finding—a " true sister,” " a treasure

— a loving heart.” He returns to

Ihe monastery rather late, and

already the little wound that his

faith lias sustained has been all but

healed. He kneels before the dead

l)ody of Ihillier Zo.ssima, and dreams

of

. . .tin- uiu'xprcs'.ive nuptinl song,

In Hh*, bo' t kingilurns meek of joy and love.

lie lunv goes out of the cell, late

1 hough it is
;

In’s body and soul

tingle willi a new ra]:)tLire, an in-

expressible felicity. The dichotomies

that had smitten him with sorrow

in the past, the shocks that had

hurt him deep, these fade away in

an instant and he becomes " a

living .soul." He throws himself on

the (‘arlli, and ki.sses it fervently

W'itii tears of joy and gratitude in

his young, bright eyes. He is in the

blessed mood when he could declare,

with Goethe, in the fulness of his

mystic vision :

—

One iliroughout the infinite

ebbs and llows,

Tl.i; mvriad ot llie mighty heavens

One another uiiclo^e.

J'-roin all tbiii;>', giant star and star dust,

Mic.iins uiit tijc joy of life.

And the pvaoe of God the Lord is lying

At the heart of all strife.

lie rises from the earth at last,

not a weak boy any more ( but he

has never been ucak really), but

“ a resolute champion.” He has had

a glimpse of Eternity—he has

grasped the meaning of the phrase,

“ There shall be no more time ”

—

and now he can exert his “ healing”

inllueiico on all, ever in the world

and never of it. Alyosha is Uostoev-
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sky's vision of the new man "
;
and

the mere creation of this character

shows that the self-divided and

anguished Dostoevsky himself re-

covered his faith at last.

K. R. Srinivasa Iykngar

INDIAN THINKERS ON ^ESTHETICS

Discussion of aesthetic theory is so

often confined to the ancient Greek

concepts and their modern Western

outgrowths that it is refreshing to find

credit given to Indian tliinkers on

asthetic appreciation, or, as Professor

M. Hiriyanna termed it in his illu-

minating article in our January 1941

issue, “ Art Experience. ” Shri N. S.

N. Sastry of the University of Mysore

contributes to the current Half-Yearly

Journal of that institution an able

survey of the development of oisthetics

in India and in tlie West, tlic lines

sometimes paralleling each other cu-

riously, Take the idea of ''psychic

distance as a factor in art ap])rccia-

tion, one of the latest Western formula-

tions of the recognition that without

detachment or disinterestedness there

can be no genuine lesthetic emotion.

The idea of ^‘psycliic detachment,"

Shri Sastry suggests, may have been

anticipated in India by Jihattanayaka

and Abhinavagupta in the tenth and

eleventh centuries, who insisted tluit

what art depicts is universalized emo-

tion, not that of any i)articular persons,

and that any emotion, so universalized,

can give the pcrci])ient joy.

The first developed theory of aesthet-

ics in India was that of Bharata who
is tentatively assigned to tlie second

century b. c. He found in the inter-

play and the blend of emotions the

excitant of ccsthetic joy or rasa and

most of the later Indian writers on

icsthetics have followed his lead.

The majority of Indian thinkers on

the subjec't, however, have not stressed

the emotional aspect of art appreciation

to tlie exclusion of tlie intellectual.

The poets especially, Kalidasa, Bhava-

bhooti, Marsha and Magha, have em-

phasised *' the proper and lieaulifnl

form into which the emotional meaning

of tlie ex[)oriencc must be poured.
"

Pattern, a certain conventiiaiality, sucli

as metre in poetry, hel]>s to uiiivtjrsalizc

the emotion and to produce detach-

ment. Shri Sastry is sceptical of the

p.sycho-anal\ sts' dictum that .'esthetic

joy s])rings from the gratification (>l

repressed desires, but he looks to the

infant experimental i)sychology for

significant advances in .'esthetic theory.

W c arc less s.ingiiinc. To a])])ro:ich tlie

problem from the side of sense and

emotion alone is to enter a cid-dc-sac.

Shri Sastry ’s treatment is interesting,

but Dr. A. K. Coomaraswamy, wluiso

illuminating addre.ss on the a\stlietic

tlicory of tlie ancients we considered in

these columns in February 194'^ would

certainly take issue with his wish for

" freedom from metaphysical and

philosophical bias in discussing the

problem of art appreciation.
”

Ph. D.



REINCARNATION IN JEWISH THOUGHT
[ Derived directly from the primeval Secret Doctrine of tlie East, through

the VedaSy the Upanhhads, Orpheus and Thales, Pythagoras and the Egyptians,

the Jewish Cabala naturally includes the teaching of reincarnation, of which

Dr. Margaret Smith writes here. The doctrine ai Gilgooleyn or “ Revolution

of Souls, in which so many learm^d Jews have l)elie\'e(l, meant originally

nothing else than tlie proceeding of souls ujjoii the cyclic path of rebirths.

—

Ed.
|

The doctrine of Reincarnation,

though it finds no place in orthodox

Judaism, is an essential part of the

esoteric mysticism which appeared

in Jewish thouglit at an early^ period

and reached its fullest devedopnu nt

from the fourteenth century on-

wards. This niy^stical doctrine came

through many channels, Zoroas-

trian, Hellenistic, Gnostic, and Mani-

('luTcan, and may have gone back

ullimately to Egyptian or Imlian

thought. In Alexandria tlie.ro was

a large Jewish coinmunity whicli, in

the early centuries of the C'liri.stian

era, was in contact with all these

schools of thought. But, just as

Suiism, the mystical teaching found

within Islam, claims to be based on

the Qur'an, so Jewish my'sticisin,

including the doctrine of reincarna-

tion, seeks to base itself ujx)!! an

esoteric interpretation of the Old

Testament. Tliis mystical leaching

is found in a systematic form in the

Cabala, which was brought from

Babylonia to Italy iu the ninth

century by Aaron ben Samuel, who
taught and wrote on the subject, and
from Italy the doctrine spread

throughout Europe, finding accept-

ance especially in (lerrnany at the

theological school founded by Judah
ben Samuel at Regensburg. Judah
Ha L(‘vi ben Samuel was born at

'foledo in 1085, a poet and philos-

opher who travelled to Egypt and

Palestine and was a true lover of

God. His philosopliy^ was influenced

by^ the Muslim mystic al-Ghazalf. In

Europe the doctrine assimilated

elements derived from the sources

mentioned above.

Among those who had some

inlhicnce upon the development of

Cai)alistic doctrine was Solomon Ibii

(iabirol
(
Aveebron—1021-1058 )

—

known as the “ Jewush Plato, ” one

of tlie first teachers of Neo-Platonism

in Euro])e, wlio liad been influenced

by tlie Epistles of the Ikhiidn aUSafd}

He taught a mystic pantheism

according to wliich (iod WTis the

Essence as well as the Creator of the

universe, the All-in-all. He taught,

too, the need of Gnosis, the mystic

knowledge to which none could

attain except through meditation

and burning love.

A systematic exposition of the

Cabalistic theosophy is found in the

Zohar, the chief text-book of Jewish

' C/. The Aryan Path, May 194^'. p- •41-
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mysticism, which first appeared in

Spain in the thirteenth century and

became the Bible of the Jewish

mystics, just as the Matlnuucl of the

mystic poet Jalfd al-Din Rilnii has

been called the Qur’an in the

Persian J.anguage ” for Muslim mys-

tics. As the Updnisliads take tlic

form of a mystic commentary on the

Veihis, so till' Zohur takes the form

of a mystic commentary on the

Pentateuch. It is in the ZoJiar that

the doctrine of reincarnation is most

clearly set forth, in a section devoted

to the subject. TIu; /ohar purports

to be the teaching of the Master,

Simeon ben Jochai, wlio aj)pt*ars to

luive lived in the second century

A. D, He suffered persecution, but

spent his life preacliing the ines.sago

of love, seeking to lead men back to

(jod, teaching tliem Jiow to over-

come the forces of evil by attaining

to the mystic knowledge whicJi would

enable them to be reunited with their

Divine Source. Many legends arc

told of both the I^Iaster and his disci-

ples and the Zuliar c(jntains two sec-

tions, “ The Revelations Made to tlie

Great Holy Assernlfiy, ” which are

llie discourses of J^abbi Simeon to

the main group of his discii)les, and

The Revelations made to the Small

Holy Assembly,” containing the

discourses of Rabbi Simeon to six

disciples, when his own end was

approaching. The Zohar, liowcvcr,

is not the work of any one teacher,

nor do its contents belong to one

period only. It was made known in

Spain by Moses dc Leon of Granada

( c. 1250-1305
)
a writer on mysticism

who regards the soul as a likeness of

the Divine and upholds (he doctrine

of transmigration.

Tlie doctrine of (iod contained in

the Zohar teaches that He is Infinite,

the Iin-Snf, the y\ncient of Ancients,

the Mystery of all Mysteries, above

all being yet containing all things,

immanent in all things and therefore

to be d('scri])i‘d only' by n(‘gative

attrilnites,' unknowable, immutable,

the Holy One, Primal l.ight. Supreme

P>eaiity, for beauty is the highest ex-

piH'Ssion of life and of moral perfec-

tion and Bc'aiiiy I'mds its most exalt-

ed expressioii in the King Supreme.

Hut Beauty, the Zohar tells us, is

like the sun, casting its light and

warrntii over all things withoul

exception or distinction and, as

Light and Beauty, by their very

nature, must manifest themselves, so

God also, in order to manifest Him-

self in the univer.se, became creative,

the Liinille.ss accepting limitation;

tlie Infinite Totality became man-

ifold. Vet the “creation’' of the

universe could not change tlie

Changeless
;
it was but the tramsition

from potentiality to reality
;
the sum

of finite things was still tlie Infinite.

By emanation from the Light of lights

ten sejiroih or spheres were produced,

the first nine being three groups of

three corresponding to the three

spheres, the intellectual, the moral

Cj. Plotinus, “ Thr. One traiusccnds licing, Inldlcct, Knowledge and is in

Ucyoiid all staleiuejits. ” (Enn. V, 3 ; 13. )
and the lirahmaii of the Vpani&hads, iiidclm-

able except by ingalions, “ not that, not that.
'*
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and the material/ the tenth being

the ** Kingdom, the sum of the

permanent and immanent activity

of the other nine, but all really

representing a unity, the different

aspects of the One, for the creation

is but the visible manifestation of

the Invisible Absolute.

The soul of man existed before it

entered a body and is an emanation

of the Divine :
“ The Spirit of man

is the lamp of the Lord.** {Proverbs

XX. 27) It was regarded as three-

fold in its nature, consisting of the

animal principle, the moral nature

and pure spirit, derived from the

Divine Light, and that light never

^ua.ses to burn. Because the .spirit

of man is in reality one with the

Spirit of God, he can know and com-

prehend the mysteries f>f wisdom

and can appreliend tlie glory of the

Lord. Man is therefore made in the

image of God, after the pa [.torn of

the snj)crnal glory, and it is for the

inii'i^ose of bringing to perfcrlion

the p(nenliality implanted williin it,

that the .soul is sent to e.irlli and,

when purified, ascends thence* once

more to its source.

Man has free-wall and it de[)ends

tlierefore upon liis own actions

whether his soul bccoine.s pollutt'd

by sin as the result of taking up its

abode in a material body, or whether

he uses his opportunities to do good

and to preserve its pristine purity.

H, after it has dwelt upon earth in

a body, it has not used its experience

to accomplish the purpose for which

it descended, it is subject to trans-

migration. At tlic end of his life

the Master Simeon ben Jochai said

to his disciples :

—

If the soul which is placed here

below fails to take root, it is witli-

(irawn again and again and transplanted

until it. has talccii root. For the soul

wliicli lias jiot achieved its task on

earth is witlidrawn and transplanted

again on earth. Unhappy is tJie soul

that is ol)ligc(l to return to earth to

repair thcnii.^takt s made by the man
wh(iSe bo<ly it animated ! For trans-

migration is inflicted as a punishment

on iJic soul— Cl punishment that varies

according to the nature of tiie sins the

Soul has committed. 2

Every soul that has sinned must

return to earth until it has reached

tin? degree of perfection that will

enable it to ascend, freed from the

cycle of rebirth. Transmigration

is tlierefore a means to salvation,

for it ])rf)vides the opjxiiiimity for

n'paratiou and for making good.

While liu whole life of man is pre-

determined and tlic soul must enter

a human body when and as decreed,

yet the soul lias within it a knowl-

edge, derived from its pre-existent

state, of wliat is right and wrong,

and tiie soul can obtain victory over

the i)ody <'ind its baser pas.sions.

ICvil is only an appearance and

finite. Man is affeeted by it in

taking the appearance for the reality

and becoming alienated from his

Divine Sotircc instead of striving to

the hrst emanation from the One,G/. the teaching of I’lotinii.*; on Universal Miml,

and Universal Soul, wliich in its turn produces human sduIs.

* Zohar, “ Small and Holy .\ssombly.”
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attain to reunion with it.

But by penitence and asceticism

and with the help of the Divine Law,

the spirit of man can so strive against

the flesh and, purified in successive

reincarnations, can be redeemed

from the bondage of the wheel of

impurity.

For the soul, indeed, originated in

fire So, in order to be purged of its

impurities, it has to pass through

fire... which alone has the virtue of

consuming every pollution in the soul

and making it emerge pure and white.^

Then it is free, illumined and pure,

so that the All-Holy may rejoice in

it.

A man’s good deeds done in this

world draw from the celestial resplen-

dency of light a garment with wiiich lie

may be invested when in tiic ne.xt

world he comes to appear before the

Holy Onc.^

But to good deeds must be added

knowledge. 'I'Jie soul, as it ascends,

acquires knowledge of four kinds, of

e.xtcrior things, of the essence (»f

things, knowledge gained through

intuition and finally knowledge,

gained through love, which w'ill lead

to vision. It is therefore through

love that the .soul finally ascends to

its home, and

if a man loves God, then God stretches

out His right hand to receive and

welcome him with love.®

In that mutual love is found the

secret of Divine unity :

—

It is love that unites the higher and

lower stages and that lifts everything

to that stage where all must be one.*

So the human spirit becomes one

with the Supreme Spirit, reunited

for ever with the Primordial Cause.

This Jewish doctrine of reincarna-

tion includes the belief that souls

are limited in number and that no

new souls come into being for the

children born into the world. It

teaches also that the saints who have

reached the perfection of purification

can, and must, help the weaker

brethren in tlieir struggle for free-

dom. Such elect souls must

pursue and run after the sinner in order

that tlie filtli of sin may be purge<l

away from him and the spirit of impur-

ity su])ducd and he who succeeds in

redeeming .such a sinner can justly

consider himself “creator” of the

renewed and quickened soul... ho has

remade .souls in the earthly' .sjiliere. .

.

.souls even of sinners captured hy evil.-’

This can be done by the saints

because they are the* dwelling-place

of the Shekiiiah, which is the. Gloiy

of (hxl, manifested forth within

tlicm. Says Rabbi JHcazor in (lie

/u/utJ .

-

To see the righteous ami saintly <>f

one’s generation is to see the very fa< c

of the Shekinah. . .in them is the Stic

kinah hidden and they reveal Her

And yc, supernal saints, the Shekinali

* Zohar, H, 211 b.

* Ibid., II, 229 b.

® ibid., II, 162 a.

< Ibid., II. 2i6a.
* Ibid., II, 128 b, 129 b.
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is in you and your faces reflect the

beauty of Her face. . .Blessed arc yc.^

. The doctrine accounted for the

problem of suffering and the inequal-

ities of life and satisfied the Jewish

need to vindicate both the justice

and the mercy of God. Suffering

and happiness were not necessarily

the result of sins or good deeds com-

mitted in the present life, but of the

actions done during previous incarna-

tions. Reincarnation also represent-

ed the mercy of God towards the

sinner, who was given a fresh oppor-

tunity for atonement and purifica-

tion and for reaching the degree of

moral perfection which would enable

the soul to return urulefilccl to its

Source.

The doctrine of reincarnation was

taught and developed l)y Isaac Luria,

who was born at Jerusalem in r5.H

and, after a life of solitude and ascet-

icism in Egypt, migrated to Safed in

l^alestine. There he formed a circle

of cabalists, novices and initiates,

the latter being the recipients of his

esoteric teaching. Man’s soul, lie

taught, was tlie connecting link be-

Iwcen the inlinite and (lie finite. I he

Iniman soul, because of its defic-

iencies, due to the admixture of evil

with good, cannot return to its

source
(
until the coining of (he Mes-

siah) and has to wander not only

through the bodies of men and an-

imals but also through inanimate

things such as wood, rivers ;ind

stones. He added to the doctrine

of reincarnation the doctrine that

a weak soul unable to accomplish its

own purification might be helped by

a stronger soul and the two united

in one body :

—

If a purified soul has neglected

religious duties on earth, it must return

to the earthly life and, attaching itself

to the soul of a living man, unite with

it in order to make good its neglect.

Further, the departed soul of a

man freed from sin appears again on

earth to support a weak soul unequal

to its task. Resulting perhaps from

this belief was the emphasis he laid

upon charity and friendship towards

all others, upon philanthropy and a

pure life.

This teaching was continued by

the Hasidim, the exponents of a

religious movement which arose

among Polish Jews in the eighteenth

century and had a great influence.

Their leaching was based on a belief

in pantheism, the omnipresence of

(iod and the idea of communion

bi tweiMi God and man. 'Fhis, they

held, was accomplished by means of

the concentration of all thought on

(lod, <\specially in Prayer, when the

soul slnmld detach it.sclf from tlie

body. By this communiun man can

seciire a clear mental vision and

aitain to the power of prophecy and

(he gift of miracles. The righteous

mail (zihidik) is the elect of God

and the mediator who can help the

souls of others towards salvation,

'rhis movement spread into the

Ukraine, Galicia and Lithuania.

Margaret Smith

M. Simon. Sperling and Levertoff ;
Lit»;r

liENSON.

^ Zohar, II, 163 b.

Bibliography : The Zohar. Translation by
des Splendeurs. By Pauly; The Zohar. By A.



FOLK-SONGS. LEGENDS AND MYSTICISM

[Shri Devcndra Satyarthi’s sympathy with our Indian villagers is

spontaneous and deep
;
he has devoted years to the collection of their songs and

stories from many parts of India. In this series of articles, the first of wliicli

w’e publish here, he has brought together some of Iiis choicest gleanings. They

should convince the most sceptical that in popular folklore and tradition, myths

and legends, many an intimation of Nature's secrets is enshrined and also that

in the heart even of the humblest, the Eternal Poet dwells.

—

Ed.]

L—MAN, THE TREE AND THE SPINNING-WHEEL

O dry pipal leaf, why arc you rufiling?

l"all now, old leaf.

1-0, the season of new leaves has come 1

sings Noora, the sheifiicrd, my old

playmate. Here is the heart of a

broad, open, windswept Panjab

countryside. Here is Bhadour, my
village birthplace. The reflections

of the twentieth century, the eddies

of agitated modern life, try to capture

the mind of the pca.san(, but he will

not discard his old ways of life so

easily. Obviously lie knows that the

money-lender, who hoards wealth

and has pride of superiority over liiin,

has much changed, as liave the land-

lords and the richer classes
;
Imt his

own manners arc still more or less

old and simple like the good eartli

he cultivates.

Bike Homer, Noora, a.s lie takes

to his age-old song, seems to believe

that the race of mankind is like the

leaves of a pipal. One day he too

will have to leave liis trc() like a dry

leaf. He feels young and liis love

for spring-songs is great.

“/I parrot Let we be. And let we be on the wing.

And let me come back seeing the whole forest.

Lo / the spring has cmne.

Ah me, my sweetheart has not lomc /”

This countryside was all a jungle in

tlie olden days. Even now it is called

in the ni ighbourhood, Jayv^al.''

There is no forest now, yet Noora

is a Jaitf^cili or jungle-dweller; and

like his great-grjindfathcr, whose

songs and legends have come to liiin

across the generations, lu; is more or

less a pantlieist in liis tliouglits. l lie

old s]}irit (.T Ih.e jungle stirs in the

songs ami the legends (»( the sons

of lh(! soil
;
they have alwiiys sung

of the spring with a mystic ecslasv.

Trees, too, sing, Noora would tell

you. His songs illii.Urate his view.

fiiu'hhan <lc gee!

Mere (III vuh rhitnan /loiya !

Usti'niii’i lo tlu- sf nr;.s of I In' trees,

AIv luMit i.s illiimiiii'd.

Pippalgdvr, hohdt gdvr,

(id, c li:nid!(i tool

!

l\hdr he sun, rah id.

ioi rooh hojoogi .mk’/ !

Tlio pipal siii;;s, the b id van sings ;

Ami till' grocn inul))orr)’, t(j<;

:

Slop, 1 raveller, and li-iltMi,

Your .scail will be set j iglit.

Kvery tree is a son of the oarlh.

livery tree has a spirit. A patient

listener, every tree knows the secrets

of man. Says tlic French proverb

:
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“The forest, that ever listens, has

the secret of all mystery/* Beware,

for the soul of some dead person may
be living in an old or banyan

tree ;
I have heard old people saying,

though I have not seen it myself,

that the soul of a dead person living

in a tree can, at times, turn into a

fairy and on a moonlit night enchant

some passer-by. And llie tree where

a soul lives delights in its magic

dance. Inspired by the llying-c arpet

of legends, as Noora went on speak-

ing, I at once reinemlxred having

n?ad somewherii of a Swedish ballad

fliat told of a nympl/s ])Iay
;
as she

played the leaves of the trees danced

in harmony with her steps.

Noora remembers the h'gend of a

maiden, whom her brothers* wives

murdered in cold blood
;

slie was

transformed into a tree and told her

sad talc thus to the passers-by.

Life continues, somehow, even after

death, so Noora has found in his

legends. Yes, life knows no death.

Life persists. The tree tliat sprang

from the blood of the maiden mys-

tically symbolizes this.

Sikandar, as Alexander the Groat

is called in India, lias touclicd the

fringe of tlie legends. On the bank

of the Bcas there was a pipal tree

two hundred years old. Under the

influence of the full moon, it was
able to predict, speaking in a luiman

voice. This tree knew Sanskrit as

well as a Pandit. Sikandar came to

it and said : “Tell me, O Pipal, my
destiny.” “Never again will you
see your dearest home,” spoke the

tree. Sikaiiflar felt nervous. “Let's

be back, my solcliers. The voice of

the pipal I'an’t be true. We must
reach home. No more world con-

(juest !
” But Sikandar died on the

way. i Iu‘ pipal had told the truth.

dhe village poet would imagine

Sikaiidar's mother lamenting over

her son's death. The grave says,

“Wliii'h Sikandar do you mean,

woman ? I have known many
Sikandars.” Sikaiidar's deatli sym-

bolizes to ihe people tliat pride has

a fall. And Sikandar is burn again

and again. Man must succeed one

day in soul-conquest ratlier than in

“ world-conquest ” that is compar-

atively so insignilicant.

The sky was not so far away in

bygone days when the world was

young. My mother introduced me
to this legend with striking gestures

o.xpivssing love for nature, so close

to which the village people live. The

sky was once upon a time so near

that, standing on the roof, one could

toiicli the stars. One day a woman

wanted to snatch away a star to use

as a cloth to dry her child. And the

sky, unwilling to yield its star, its

own son, rose instantly beyond the

earth. ^ Like the voice of a fortune-

teller. the mystic legend sounds a

^ Arthur A. Verera in his Sinhalese Folk-Lore ^'otes, p. 3. gives an almost similar

legend from Ceylon : "The sky in the oUien times was very close to the earth, and the

stars served as lamps to the people ; a woman who was sweeping her compound was so much
troubled by tlie clouds touching her back when she sto».)pcd to sweep that she gave the sky a

blow w'ith her broom, saying, 'Get away' Tlie sky in slianie imuiediately ilew

out of the reach of mail."
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note of hope that once again the

sky will come down near the earth.

It will give its star to the woman,
for by that time she must have

learnt to forgo physical force in

favour of the more vital force of

love. And she will not need the

star as a towel
;
slic will receive it as

a ^'tiling of beauty/' a .sj^nbol of

illumination, for her cliild.

In another legend, tlie sun and

the moon arc twin-brothers. ‘‘Bring

home some sweets, some ladchts and

jalebis, for me as w'cll, my sons,"

said their mother, as they proceeded

to the marriage of the sky.

When the marriage was over and

the swift bride, the lightning, lived

happily with her bridegroom the

sky, the Moon said, “Brother Sun,

let's go home, and let’s not forget to

take sweets for our mother
;
make

haste, for mother must be anxious

about us."

“ You can go, I'll stay here,
"

replied the Sun.

“ Absurd ! You won’t come with

me ? Mind you, brother, mother will

be angry at your obstinacy, " warned

the Moon.
“ No, brother Moon, you go if you

wish. I’ll live here for ever, " said

the Sun.

And when the Moon, with a basket

of laddus and jalebis, returned alone,

the mother felt sad. “I do not

want these sweets, my Moon, my
son. Take them back to the sky.

Give my Ashirvad (blessing) to your

brother. You, too, live henceforward

in the sky. I’ll be glad just to sec

you from a distance. For all time

women will love you as their brother;

this is my blessing, my Moon." With

these words the mother bade fare-

well to her son. So the Moon is

celebrated as ('hand Mama, the

maternal uncle moon, in tlie lullabies

and cradle-songs. This is how the

folk mind pays ol)eisance to “ the

twin-brothers, " the sun and the

moon. Noora loves the intoxicating

w^ords of the legend.

The folk memory is, obviously,

long. It finds nourishment in its

own soil. It grows. Mysticism that

flowers into a perfection of harmoii}

is, like culture, the result of tillagt‘.

It grows from the inner sources of

the folk mind. The gospel of “ Know
thyself " is rellected even in tlu^

subconscious mind of a village girl

dreaming of the marriage of her little

doll, or of a young listener to the

fairy-tale of a princess who lived in

a far-off island, and in .search of

whom a prince had to cross seven

seas. Folk-songs and legends throb

with mysticism. The Infinite, wiiidi

sang to Rabindranath 'lagore, “ My

poet, is tliy desire to see thy creation

through iny eyes, and to stand at the

portals of my cars silently to listen

to tliine own eternal harmony ?, " is

in no way alien to tlie folk mind.

The song that came to the inspired

sage of the Upanishad,

Tamvedyam pxirnaham veda : nui vo viyityuh

parivyiithiih

O, seek Him, else death's agony slialJ he

thino

!

found utterance, sooner or later, in

the folk mind as well. Rabindranath

Tagore has written :

—
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Even to-diiy we see in our own

country human nature, from its

despised corner of Iiuinaiiity, slowly

and painfully finding its way to assert

the inborn majesty of man. It is like

the imprisoned tree finding a rift in the

wall, and sending out its eager branches

into freedom, to prove that darkness is

not its birthright, that its love is fur

the sunshine.

Here is Sundar, the w^andering

minstrel. His ''Song of the Soul,”

an age-old folk-song of the Punjab,

has a definite beat. Woman, whom

7naya separates from her man,

symbolizes the human soul t?ager to

meet (iod, even as in the Vedic

songs God is recognized as Purusha,

or Man, w^hile Prakriti, or Matter,

the humanity that receives inspira-

tion and grace from Him, awaits

Him as a woman. So sings the

Soul in the mystic Song, the original

words of which in the Ikiiijabi are

alive w’itli subtleness and pure

sparkling poetry :

—

No beauty am I,

Nor is any woitli in me ;

Wl'.it’s there ?

What pride can 1 .share ?

All around me
The mud pollutes me !

Hovv'cver much I rub

Ho'w shall I wash rnybody ?

Soap so little have I !

The water is so foul

!

On the bank of the river deep,

1 weep and weep I

What nature’s stains

My body sustains !

Kvery time 1 bathe,

I weep and weep !

The "nature's stains” are ob-

viously tlic ideas of Dui, or Dvaiia,

the proclamation of God and his

creation as hiv separate entities, and

not one and the same as accepted

by the Advaitu school of thought.

'i'his song must have been born,

its words show, in Pothohar, near

Rawalpindi, well-known for its

delicacy and its music.

Some of the songs are like gypsies ;

they travel a long distance. The
Dhola, which is a type of folk-song

from Polludiar and Lalianda, or the

W(,‘stern P^injab, now is found

almost everywhere, though naturally

only a limited number of Dholas

have gained popularity beyond their

cradle. Here is a mystic Dhola, a

favouiite with Sundar, the wandering

minstrel, and with all who feel the

need of illumination :

—

In tin.: l»a/rir they sell the Batfi .sweet

!

(Jh, gtt me a little spinnin^-ivheel

;

My sorrows I'll spin as rolls of carded

cotton !

l.ive long, O Dhola, my love !

D I'hol, iny butter !

t .’h, I am a stranger here,

( iive me Sv'lace !

Dhola and Dhol arc two forms of

the same term that stands for one's

beloved. It will not be out of place

here to note that Dhola was a Rajput

prince, the story of whose love of

Mam, a Kajj)iit princess, has given

birth in Rajputana to a popular

ballad.

‘

The song quoted above which

introduces us to a woman who would

spin her sorrows instead of cotton

^ Dhola Mara ra Dtiha: An Old Uajabthmii Luve-Rillad, edited in Hindi by Thakur

Kam Singh, Shri Suryakiiran Tareek and Shri Narottamdas Swami. (
Nagaii Pracharini

Sabha, Benares

)
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brings tlie spinning-wheel into high

relief. “ Centuries ago, ” says Shri-

inati Sarojini Naidu, “ poets used the

simile of the spinning-wheel and the

weaver’s loom for the destiny of life,

the Fates spinning and weaving out

man’s destiny.
”

The spinning-wheel has been link-

ed with human life for many thou-

sand years. In India, it is older

than even India’s epics
;
the Vedas

sang of it. The first spinning-wheel

was perhaps made, so the p(‘asant of

the Panjab would tell yon, i)y God.

Man is compared to the spinning-

wheel itself. Devil's spinning-

wheel ” is the term used in proverbs

from ancient times to denote a

cunning person. The woman of the

Panjab has always spun, and has

been as much in love with her

spinning-wheel as the weaver, well-

known to the folk-talc for his

half-wittedncss, has been with his

loom.

But to return to the place of the

spinning-W’heel in the mystic folk-

songs of the Panjab, Husain ( 1539-

1593 A. 1). ), the second Panjabi

Sufi poet, puts one of his songs into

the mouth of a girl who remained

unmarried because of her carelessness

in the preparation of her trousseau,

the yarn for which, it seern i, she had

to spin herself, like all good girls.

Obviously this girl rei)resents a soul

that fails to meet the Infinite, as a

neglectful Sufi would do. Presumably

this simile, taken from the life of the

people, was familiar in folk-songs.

The Sufi songs reached the people's

hearts and illuminated the folk mind

with their mystic trend, their grac(‘

and their tiuth in simile. Lajwanti

Rama Kirshna writes in her Panjabi

Siiji Poets A. D. i4()0-Tgoo .
-

T'l) the Panjabi Suli the world was a

spinning-wlieel and his own self or soul,

tin* young girl who was siipj)osed to

spin and prej>ani her dowry. II is good

actions were like spinning and the

yarn thus spun was his dowry which,

like the young girl, luj would take to

the husband (God). As a husband

loved and lived happily with the wife

who broiiglit him a dowry aiul was

(jualiliecl in spinning ( in those days

spinning was the greatest accomplisli-

nient of a youijg girl; any one not

<inalilietl in the art was looked down

upon by her husl)and and mem hers of

his family), so did (iod love the Suli

who died with a good account (/vurwia

or actions
)
and })osscssed (pialitics

that would befit a s yiil striving fur

good. But like that oostinate* aiul

short-sighted girl who, ignoring the

future const (juences by staling that

one j>art or the other of the spinning-

wheel w\as out of order, the ignorant

Sufi made excuses for his irululgence iu

W'orldly pleasures. In the end, like

the idle young girl, he was ignored by

the Belovcn:! and union was denied

him.

Dkvkndka Satyaktiii



CONFLICT—TEMPORARY OR ETERNAL ?

[The Rev. R. S. Thomas sees truly that the real conflict, where the

eternal issues arc decided, is within. But he gives us hitter comfort if he stops

with the proclamation that '*Lifc is war, struggle and pain.” It is true—but

it is also true that at the Centre of the whirling wheel is Peace.

—

Ed. ]

When Pontius Pilate asked his

famous question of the afflicted

person before him there was, no

doubt, a world of cynicism in his

tone. “ What is truth ? You who

have answered so many questions,

solved so many problems, can you

reply ?
**

And similarly today another

question is being asked with greater

cynicism, greatcT brutality : ”What

is peace ? ” P'or a number of

nations have been stuffed witli a

philosophy whicli sn(X''r.s at peace

and at pacifism as tlie signs of a

decadent civilization tliat is bored

and weary of its existence and wishes

only to be left alone. War, they

di'ciare, is the finest and most typ-

ical ac iivity of man and peace is bnt

a time foi recuperation, for the

licking of wounds, a lingering over

memories of past triumphs. Tliis

foolish and impious doctrine lias

already been refuted in the material

element, for tlic so-called decadent

nations have shown readiness to slied

their own blood and ability to .spill

that of their as.sailants, rather than

submit to brute force. But it lias

not yet been refuted in the spiritual

element. Criticism of the democ-
racies in the practice of war is

technical only, but in their practice
of peace they arc open to many, if

not to all, of the charges which have

been brought against them.

But if peace has failed hitherto

and if, as our critics say, people have

grown lazy, corrupt and decadent

when there has existed no external

threat, no demand for sacrifices, then

surely it is for one reason alone,

namely, that tliey have refused to

remain on their guard. With tlic

enemy at the gates, with the poss-

ibility of paratroops' descending in

the neighbourhood, no one dreams

of leaving tlie doors of his house

unlocked, but in peace time the

doors are left wide open for any one

to enter. So it is witii the soul. The

well-known parable of the unclean

sjiirits is very true, for wlien the

evil one had Ixen driven out of the

man’s soul he relaxed and did not

consider that any precautions need

be taken ;
consequently when, as

always occurs, the evil spirit ndurned

with greater strength the man's

down kill was assured. Apathy is

always the most dangerous of Fifth

roliiinnists.

Now in tlie .services of the Christ-

ian Cluiivh there is a form known

as Compline which is said by some

cvoiy night and which, it seems to

me, might cipially well be said every

morning too if we think of how it

commences :
” Brethren, be sober,
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be vigilant, for your adversary the

devil, as a roaring lion, walketh

about seeking whom he may devour,

whom resist steadfast in the faith.

"

These arc wise words and they

put one in mind of the famous vision

of St. John when he conceived the

great struggle that occurred in

heaven when " Michael and his

angels fought against the dragon,

and the dragon fought and his

angels; and prevailed not, neither

was their place found any more in

heaven. " If this picture offend any

one by its anthropomorphism, wc

yet cannot deny that it contains

much truth, for it demonstrates

clearly tliat in the presence of God

evil cannot exist. Whatever wc

mean or visualise by heaven or by

the presence of (iod, we do feel that

it must be a state that is one, whole

and indivisible, a condition of being

that is beyond good and (‘vil, as

Berdyaev would say.

But, the storv continues, having

been cast out of heaven th(‘ evil one

came to the earth, ('iitered the mate-

rial element and set about establish-

ing a kingdom there. And at oik.(‘.

a change was apparent. 'I'liings

were mucli easier now
;

there was

not nearly so much vigilance and

opposition. 'Ihere was a certain

ostraci.sm, it is true. But tlu*re was

connivance. There was also ao
quiescence and even open alleg-

iance. In this new sphere the

forces of evil began to grow, its

successes to increase. Consequently

the outstanding claim to honour

which a religion such as Christianity

has is that it entails the descent of

the spirit to fight evil on its own
ground. The Son of God came to

wrest from the evil one his material

gains, to break his hold on men's

hearts, and to expose the brittleness

of his kingdom. But, contending in

the material world against great

material forces, how did He fight,

this spirit of God clothed with flesh?

He did not meet matter with matter,

evil with greater evil, but, in the

words of St. Paul, He ** overcame

evil witli good.” He exerted all the

spiritual strength at His cominanfl

to present an unwavering resistance

to the wiles and tlic temptations of

the enemy; but, more tlian thaf,

He deliberately sought out His fo(‘

and did battle with him, whether on

the mountain top, in the garden or

in the walks of men, the j)0werful

but hypocritical idiarisces of Jlis

day.

Now^ in the days of ])eace, this

that I am saying might have falh n

on (leaf or unrompreheiuling ears,

for men would have asked wliere liir

struggle w'as oecurring of wliic li tli< y

saw no signs. I»ut now, with miieh

of the w’orld in chaos, they snuH

blood, their s('ns(\s are awake to tin

drama of exist eiici*. Yet the pn'Stait

("onvulsion is but a shadow' of that

spiritual turmoil of whieh tlie bloody

sweat of the Christ in tlie gard(‘n is

a symbol. At Hastings, (ircy,

Waterloo, what was at stake Ix'sides

economic wealth, j)oliticaI powei or

national pride ? But in the struggle

that is waged in the secret places of

the soul, eternal issues arc decided,
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and “What shall it profit a man if

he gain the whole world and lose his

own soul ?*'

We hear so much of peace at the

present time, its absence has so in-

creased its attractiveness, that we

must ask again, though without

cynicism, my question of a page or

two back : “What is peace ?“ The

free peoples of the world firmly

maintain that they are not striving

for material gains but for tlic secur-

ing of peace in the world, but since

that also was the expressed aim in

the war of iqiq-iQiS our conception

of what constitutes i)eace will liavc

to undergo a fundamental change.

Hitherto every peace has been mis-

used by all but a creative minority

and, by the machinntions of states-

men or of capitalists, has been

tunu'd into an intiTval ])etw('en two

wars instead of a maturing peace.

Consequently the wiitcliword of

the new peace, w hit'll is already

gestating in the present, will have to

be vigilance, eternal vigilance, tlie

same jirice as that exacted for fret'-

dom. Ihit let not peo|)]e imagine

that because they have tlecided that

tilings will be dillerenl notlhng will

interfere or surjirise tliem. h'vil is

a cunning fighter and, as already

stated, it is fighting on its own
ground, its chosen Ixittle field. I'he

lament of St. Paul is the lament of

all struggling mortals: '‘The good

that I would, that I do not
;
the evil

that I would not, that 1 do." It is

because we are subject for a space to

the limitations of the world and the

flesh. Yet, there is cause for rejoic-

ing in the superiority of our equip-

ment. We possess powers hidden

for all time from the evil one, a con-

sciousness sensitive to beauty, truth

and courage and a memory that can

recall its rightful home, its proud

inheritance. W^e possess also an

intelligence which directs us posi-

tively and constructively, whereas

the only achievement of evil is a

destructive one. W'e struggle to

build out of the present a future

worthy of our consciousness or our

conception of the mind and the will

of God, a future suited to those who
will succeed us, a future that shall

keep them in mind of tlieir lineage.

And in so doing we strengthen our

own souls, we shape them more subt-

ly, we temper them more finely in

the heat of the struggle.

T.ct us hopt', then, that tliere are

no fatalists among us, people who say

that the future will come anyway.

The futnn‘ of this world of men is

not sulqect to an impersonal and

urailteraMo fate, as some thinkers

would have it
;
the future is in our

own hands if we are responsible

enough and brave enough to admit

it. kaicli man liolds the future in

hi'^ hands like a clear crystal, and the

religious man, the spiritual being,

will need no gipsy or fortune-teller

to jviint and to people it for him
;

he will not so shelve Iiis own respon-

sibility. Hold it up in your hands,

(), Children of the Spirit, and look

therein. If you sec a future of ease

and success, of wealth and popular-

ity, free from all thought of the

claims of God or of man upon you.
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free from all obligation to return a

little of the beauty and the wonder

that has been showered upon you,

free from all the pain which beauty

and creativity inflict, so it will be

and you will pass through life as

a shadow over a field, unheeded.

But if you see a hard road through

waste or lonely places, if you see

yourself standing on a precipice that

bewilders you with horror, if you see

poverty, ostracism, worldly failure,

know that it is milestoned with the

bones of prophets and of saints, this

way that lies before you, and set

forth on it with high heart and sure

tread... it is the way of the Cross.

But how many can face the future

with courage or with hope ? Has

not religion been debased by those

who had supposed that it would

make life easy for them ? How
many people have drifted in to apatliy

or unbelief because tliey have found

that, far from making life easier,

religion has made it more difficult ?

As I saw it put somewhere, the wliole

vpoint of religion is, not that it puts

God on the side of men, but that it

puts men on the side of (iod.

Let us not imagine, then, that life

or peace is gentle and easy. I jfc is

war, struggle and pain. To be truly

alive and not jxiralyscd by success

or pleasure or self-interest is to suffer.

The meaning of life, in this world

at least, is conflict. Here the Ger-

manic thinkers with their escha-

tological theories, their insistence

on “ Sitmn und Drang,
”

are right,

but not in the element to which they

would confine them. Life at its fullest

and most intense is conflict, for the

flesh lusteth against the spirit and

the spirit against the flesh.” And yet

there is no need that, as St. Paul

affirms, they should be contrary one

to the other, for the flesh can be

made to serve the spirit just as the

spirit the flesh. Evil grow's by what

it feeds on and, finding no soil for

its roots, finding no nourishment for

its craving, it withers and grows

faint. Vos, that roaring lion can be

resisted and starved into impotence,

as has been shown in the story of

certain lives, whether of individuals

or of nations. P*ut it is insufficient

to shim it or to connive at it, for it

will seek out other prey. Acejuies-

ccnce is also a sin. The history of

the last twenty years demonstrates

clearly mau'vS ])roneness to dissociate

himself from his fellows, wliereas

the wliole lesson wliicli we Iiave to

learn is that of our unity, and that

what occurs in any place, material

or spiritual, temporal f*r eternal, will

have an endless seri ;s (d n'percus-

sions elsewlieri*. Tiui attitude ef

connivance, the policy of laissrr-fairc,

these are the enemies of spiiitual

yirogress. Man is tf)o ready to agree

that tlierc will always be rogues, tliat

tliere will always bo wars, lliat liiis-

baiids will always run off with some-

one rise's wife. Having driven evil

out of heaven, the spirit of God was

not content to leave it at large in a

sphere that did not directly affect

itself. It sought it out and to this

day is striving to annihilate it.

Let us then resolve to be vigiUint.

Let us put forth every good and
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creative power that wc possess. Let

our hearts be so manned by the

forces of purity, honesty and love

that the enemy may batter there in

vain.

The tragedy of tliis conflict for

the individual is that it takes place

in the secret places of the spirit.

On the battle fields of the world

men have won visible triumphs, and

have been openly rewarded, but

who shall crown the man who
emerges shaken from this most bitter

strife, doubting the truth of his

victory ? What reward awaits those

who labour through the dark night

of the soul ?. . .The dawning of their

own divinity.

R. S. Thomas

INTUITIVE KNOWLEDGE
Mr. Arthur Farwell, who writes on

“ Science and Intuition in TomoYYO'ij

for April, describes a type of seership

which he calls “ intiiilicjn. ” He has

stumbled upon a technique by wliidi,

lie claims, a kn()wled,qe beyond ti»e

reach of the reasoning mind can b(‘

tapped at will—a dis<'ovcry neitlier so

new, so generally aiiplicable, nor so

safe as lie believes.

His idea tJiat “every intuition is an

answer to a questitjii, or the solution

of a pnjblem, ” an answer which may
be deiiberately s^night and which may
appear in any of a wide variety of

forms, dwarfs liopele.ssly tlie coiicejn

of intuition as tJie faculty of inner,

sj)iritiud siglit, through whicli direct

and certain knowledge is olitainable,

and Mr. Farwell inchulcs loosely under

the answers of intuition jihcnoincna

varying as widely as tlio “huncli’' or

inc.xplicable impulse, tlie symbolic or

prophetic dream, “ the spontaneous

and compelling flash of truth” and
“ artistic, scientitic, religious or other
‘ inspiration.

' ”

He well recognises that “reasoids

extremity is intuition's opportunity”
‘Uid that “the aspect of mind or

intelligence within us which gives us
the intuitive answer of truth lias

access to a region and principle entirely

beyond the roach of the ordinary

waking mind. “ But to court the

answer of intuition by “a dreamy

state ” of mind is to invite just such

psycliic visions as Mr. Farwell describes

and wliich he essayed to interpret

symbolically. It is, moreover, to risk

the gra\c dangers inseparable from

pas^ivity.

Granting an Answering Intelligence

witliin or accessible to us, of illimitable

reach and irrefragable authority,”
still wliat Mr. F«irwcll calls “ the intu-

itive flash, ” Nvhile it may light up
momentarily a fragment of that held,

stands ti) true intuition as the lightning

flash on a dark night to the clear light

of day. The clear and steady light of

intuit ion is not so easily acquired as

Mr. Farwell tliinks. The psychic

visions of ordinary seership and me-
iliiimship are only too easily induced,

though all too often at a price none can

alf«>rti to pav. But true intuition

Ixlongs only to the man of superior

calibre. If the lime is at hand for the

awakening of the ray of divine intu-

ition—the spark wliich glimmers latent

in the spiritual, never-erring perceptions

of man and woman—the broad gate of

abnormal psychic smsitivencss is also

opening and woU-meaut but ill-conceiv-

ed suggestions like those of ^Ir. Farwell

are only too likely to add to the

“ many who go in thereat.
”
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PROLOGUE TO KARMA

I dwelt in a garden long ago,

A lady in niy own estate :

1 passed the smootlily flowing hours

Weaving fancies in cool bowers,

Or walking mid the flowery beds

Showering kisses on their heads

—

0 sweet, O sweet was falc !

I cared not for the world outside.

Where men are caught in hunger’s

tide ;

Are born to suffer ere tliey die.

And when unto my garden came

A wanderer poor and sick and lame

1 bade him go. Why should

not I ?

But when at night I liad lain down
I dreamt a tliorn grew in my crown,

Then fell upon my breast ;

And thence it pierced, a vengeful

dart,

Into my much afirighted heart,

Which nevermore had rest.

No, nevermore had rest.

The long night through my life was

torn

And when at last there shone the

morn

My garden all w\as gone.

Instead I looked upon

The wanderer poor and lame,

All cold and dead.

My heart sank deep in shame.

He had not bled,

Jhit ebbed away in pain,

Like moaning in the rain.

I fled the stricken place.

No more a cliild of grace.

But fleeing, homefless, .see !

A vision came to me-
A burning strange desire.

It w^as Love’s winnowing fire,

That burned away my bosom’s dross,

Revealing all the loss

Of self-lived years.

1 bathed my soul in ti*ars,

Yet in tliat instant rose

With counigi^ in my bloocl

And thought oi doing good.

And as all sorrow g(;es

When one to serve is yearning,

So 1 thruugli other years

Thi.s le.s.son have been learning
;

And tliough no crown is on my head

And oft in weariness I tread my way,

1 know Love’s labour is the best,

That night must mingle with the day;

I know tliat man is born for deeds

And with liis life must i)ay

For all regardle.ssness and pain

He causes to his fcllow-inan ;

Or if through deeds he liveth

well

He docs as Love’s companion

dwell.

William Ewart Walkak



NEW BOOKS AND OLD

SCIENCE IN THE FUTURE*
After .'ill 1 liavo said, and in vie%v of Uk* through whi(,li scientific progress

has passed, we must admit that in no case can ivc rest assured that what is absolute in

science to-day will lamiain absolute for all time.

Though chance and inirai lo in the absolute sense are fundamentally excluded from

science, yet science is confronted to d.iy, more than ever before p-nhaps, with a wide spread

belief in mir.'ii Ic and magic. Max Ulam.k.

\Vc have received Ibe “ 'rransaclions

of a Conference of tlie Di\ isioii for the

Social and International Ivtdations of

Science issiuid by the J»riti.sh Associa-

tion for tJic Advancement of Science.

It contains many advanetd ideas which

will hearten all men of g^ood-will. It

includes a “ Declaration (*f Scienlilic

Principles” with whi('h no hjser of

pliilosoj^liical, mystical and spiritual

lore can liml fault. Who can object to

the ])ropo.sition tliat “tlie pursuit of

sciontilic enciuiry demands complete

intellectual freedom and unrestricted

international cxclianc^eot kiKAvIedire
’*

?

But, in tlie jhast, science itself has

restricted the expansion of knowUali^e;

when new ideas not very conigenial to

prevailintj; scientific views were present-

ed, they wore rejected off-liaiul - they

were not given tlie consideration they

deserved.

If we go back to the last century we
find that science kept itself busy and

concerned itself only witli examining
the processes of gross matter with a

view to defining tJio action of the Law
of Causation and Determination in the

visible universe. In i8oj we find a
well-known man of science asserting at

the session of the IBritisli Association

tliat “ tlie nineteenth century had seen

the ('om])l('tion of the great edifice of

Pliysics. ” He added that “all the

laws of Nature had been discovered

and catalogued. Nothing remained

fur tiu* Physicists of the future but to

repeat the exj)eriments of the past.

Perhaps some twentieth century Phys-

icist migdit carry to four decimal places

a <letcrmination wliich the nineteenth-

century Physicist Ibid left at three.”

These are the actual words, from a

rcpKjrt made by Dr. Millikan.

Ilow (piickly that smug view of

Nature was ovortunied! Only two

years later, in i8<)5, Roentgen showed

his X-iay pictures. Immediately foll-

owedi HcC(]Uerers disclosure of radio-

activity ;
tlu‘11 the Curies isolated

radium
;
Tliomsoii came out with his

I’dectronic theory of matter; and think

of the work of Lorentz, of Rutherford,

of Sodily ! In 1900 Dr. Millikan him-

self performed his famous ex]ieriments

upon the electron to measure its

electric charge and won the Nobel

Prize. That nineteenth-century sci-

entist who opined that all the laws of

Nature had been discovered and cat-

alogued took no note of a prophecy

tiiat had been made in 1888 :

—

* TAtf Report of the British Assoiiation for the Advaiu ov.ent of Science : Scienee ami WotJd
Order,

( Burlington House, London W. i. 5s.
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We arc at the very close of the cycle of

5,000 years of the present Aryan Kaliyuga;

and between this time and iSy; there will be

a large rent made in the Veil of Nature, and
materialistic science will receive a death-

blow.—H. V. Blavatsky. (The Secret Doctrine,

1, 612)

Neitlicr tlie advance of science itself

nor the work of the Psychical Researcher,

whose Society also remained surrounded

by the fogs of ignorance and prejudice,

made tlie ordinary scientist sufliciently

humble to look in tlie direction whence

came that prophecy so soon and so

spectacularly fullilled.

But much of the dogmatic attitude

of the scientists of the last century

should be forgiven them. They were

lighting religious bigotry, familiar with

the fact that men of (lucst and research

of earlier generations had been per-

secuted by tlie organized churches.

Nevertheless it was unfortunate that

their reaction against and oji])osition

to religion, however natural because of

the cruel persecution and the brutal

fanaticism of the churches, led to a

complete severance between religion

and science.

In the ancient world of Egyj^t, of

Chaldea, of Aryavarta, students of

religion were dispassionate and logical

thinkers, patient experimenters. Their

ways and methods of exjicrimentation

were different, no doubt, from those of

the modem observer. But there can

be no question that tliey were ])aticnt

researchers, seekers after truth, advan-

cing the cause of knowledge. It was
only with the rise to power of theolo-

gians and churchmen that religion

became a matter of blind belief

—

dogmatic assertion ])y the priest and
submissive acceptance by the laity.

The grand idea on which the science

of religion was founded was that Law

governed the visible and the invisible

cosmos
;

priestcraft substituted for

it superstitions—the brood of an

anthropomorphic whimsical God whose

judgments might not be questioned,

wliose will must be obeyed, which

judgment and will were known but to

the professional prie.st.

With the rise of modern knowledge,

one of its first deductions to become

po})iilar was this ancient idea of laiw.

Modern sciiuice restored Law as the;

governing power of and in the iinivors(\

The inherent reasonableness of the

truth that Law governed the known

and tJie unknown j)rocc.sses of Naliin^

aj)pealed to hiiman conscience. Tin:

voice of conscience exerts a luon*

potent intUieiH'e than even the voice ol

mind, csp(‘cially with large masses ol

men, wJio instinctively examine the

validity of every idea at the bar of

conscience. Whatever o])position to

modern science exi.st.s today arises out

of the legitimate revolt of the human

conscience, which cauiuit accept the

dictum lliat science has no relation to

rnoral.s, that its function is to sprc.id

knowledge irrcsjiectice of the evil

conse(iuenccs such knowledge may

produce. Por example, not all scienthsts

see the nccc.ssily of setting their house

in order, men now, when they are

charged with a.share of tlie responsibil

ity for the wicked use made of tlie

findings and teachings of science.

Moral considerations have always

played a leading role in human histuiy

and so it is essential that the gnat

scientists of the world assume respon-

sibility for the release of findings whose

application can obstruct the rhythmic

progress of the human race. It a

welcome sign, therefore, that at one ol

the sessions of tlie Conference a Preiich
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savant, M. le Capitaine H. Bernard,

quoted Montaigne in support of this

idea—**Science sans conscience nesi qne

ruine de Varney

But Science is not likely to acknowl-

edge the intimate relation between the

spread of scientific knowledge and

human morality. Science will shoulder

this responsibility only when it has

come to recognise that the Law of

Cause and Effect extends to the mental

and moral spheres and tliat its working

is not confined to physics and to phys-

iology alone.

Modern science has extended the

l)oundaries of the realm of matter.

But it has not yet coinc to concern

itself with the rest of the tliree worlds

• the Trilokas of the I lindu philosopher.

The world of matter has expanded to

encompass invisibility, but modern

science does not concern it.<elfwitli tlie

second of tlie three worlds, that of

morals. Tlic ancient scienti.sts exam-

ined the activity of I.aw in tlie sphere

of human morals, which their modern

heirs arc not doing in a th()roughgi)ing

fasJiioii. AjuI naturally, theicloro, tlie

third ra the highest of the Ti ilokas, the

world of Spirit or Atman, is noi

touched.

Modern science is experimenting with

invisible matter, snksJuna, that which

Paracelsus called astral or starry

matter; it is experimenting also with

that energy called Prana wliich gives

to matter its cohesive and disinte-

grating powers. In a new civili.satioii

we shall need new knowledge. i’h\ sics,

which lias done such wonderful things

in the realm of practical engineering

and wliich is now dealing with the

constituents of the invisible realm,

Would gain most profoundly if the

future physicists, of India at least,

were to accept as a scientific axiom the

truth of the moral order of tlie

universe, and thus linked up the second

world of ethics, of morality, of thought-

will-feeling, with that of electrons and
protons.

If it is necessary for the betterment

of our future that the poet and the

philosopher join hands, it is indeed

more necessary for the building of a

better social order that scientist and

m3’stic, physicist and metaphysician,

psychologist and occultist come to-

gether to pool their knowledge and to

draw from it as from a common store.

What is it that we are asking for?

Simply this : let modern scientists

accept and demonstrate that Law is at

work in tlie manifestation of human
emotions, ]>ersonal and collective, and

that the Teacliiiig of the Great Buddha
is axiomatic- -Hatred ceaseth not by

hatred but by Love. He said that that

was the Eternal Law.

The tlanger to be avoided by rising

scientists is the danger of dogmatism.

Who lias not heard the stories of

(hiiileo and fd B(?njarnin Franklin, of

Professor Hare of Philadelphia and of

William Prookes ifi' London ;
and of our

own, cmmtiyman - jagadish Chandra

Bose. Tlie rising scientist must learn

io look outside of his own special

branch of study, especially in the

direction of tlie world of Psychic Forces

and Psychic Intelligences. If scientists

accept the truth that Cause and Ettect

function in the moral universe, that

evolution does not stop with the human

brain, they will soon deduce that the

Porceiver of all perceptions is also an

evolving, an unfolding entity. Perfected

them Rishis, ^fahatmas

—arc great scientists, scientists par

execUauw They, having realized im-
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mortality in and of self-consciousness,

cannot be dead. And certainly They

would instruct worthy minds as strong

in morals as in reasoning. We need

researchers endowed with a perception

of their moral responsibility, eager to

learn the Great Wisdom, Maha Vidya,

from such Teachers. Is this idea not

implicit in these words of the celebrated

Max Planck ?

At this present moment of time and space

the human intellect as we know it may
possibly not be the highest tvpc of intellect

in existence. Iliglier intelligences may exist

in other places or may appear in other epochs.

And the intellectual level of tlicse beings may
be as much above ours as ours is above the

protozoa. Then it may well happen that

before the penetrating eye of such intell-

igences even the most fleeting moment of

mortal thought, as well as the most delicate

vibration in the ganglia of the liuman brain,

could be followed in each case, and that llio

creative work of our mortal geniuses could

be proved by such an intelligence to be

subject to unalterable laws, just as the

telescope of the astronomer traces the links

of the manifold movement of the spheres.

JAPAN^S NEW ORDER*
It is a measure of current interna-

tional values tliat the title of this book,

published under the auspices of the

American Council of the Institute of

Pacific Relations, Inc., should obscure

the travail of China, which is the

victim, by emphasising tlic tug-of-war

between America and Japan for Cliina's

material and s])iri(ual (hmiinatioii.

Although of topical interest, it is got

up and prc-sented in a pleasing, even

sumptuous, format. Written with

admirable lucidity, flic Imuk (aaiibincs

academic rectitude willi judicial

balance.

The book is di\’i(led into three ]>arts

followed by a short conclusion and

many appendices containing extracts

from public documents. An imposing

but monotonous catalogue of American

rights and interests in (diina is fur-

nished in the first two .sections
;
and a

painfully meticulous account of how
they have suffered atiiition during the

Siiio-Japanc.se hostilities completes

what is intended to be a sombre

picture of Japanese disregard of inter-

national law and tn'aty right.s. Put

the point is slurred that tlie fust

exjdoiters of China got in ])y /urcc

7najt'urr and liave bei'ii maintaining

lliemselves by a Diktat, and not ])y a

free treaty frc('ly ne;n)tiat(Hi with tin*

ha])!ess nationals of tliat land. Rt'adiiig

11 m‘ antlior’s account of how forci,gi

rights ill CJiina arose, mie gels tliv

impressif)!! that they v;ere designed

more for ('liina's advent. igc than f(>r

tli.at of th(* fort'igiiers. I'liis is the

head and front (d ihe <lein< >rr ici( s’

olfeii('(! t(; till' ronscience of ilie wcilil

today; anil it linds dilieienl expression

in different contrxts.

Japan’s Xi'w Order in P.ist Asi.i is

undoubtedly a j’lsychological swindir.

Put it can never be countered 1\V

W'eslei n pri>frssin}is of tli<’ rule of !-'W.

the sanctity of treaties, free tr.idc, r/

hoc i^enus omuc. Japan has been .m

apt pujul of the West, d'he la.^t t'>

enter the lield, .slic has disidaycil a

morality as sharly as that of her exem-

plars. Her geography, moreover, gave

her certain advantages which she

Uy William C. Joiinstonk. ( Oxfmd* The United Stales and Japan's New Order.

University Pre.ss, New York,
)
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not slow to capitalise. The course of

events between the two world-wars left

her free to pursue her expansion and

consolidation by turns. It was not

till the crowning blow at Pearl Harbour

that the world realised the full intent

of Japan's vaulting ambition.

It is this background of the last

twenty-five years that is sketched in

this book, but almost exclusively from

the American point of view. Apart

from the loss of prestige, the total loss

to American interests in China is widely

estimated to range from 50 to 250

million dollars.

In the last part, tlie author examines

the policy of the American Government

in its dealings with Japan. He ac-

counts for its infirmity of jnirpose by

suggesting an ideological as well as a

realistic reason. America was tied

down by its own loudly jirofessed

pacifist tradition in internaticmal affairs,

f'urthcrmorc, a war in the Pacific

without previous cohesion among th.e

powers making common cause would

give all the strategic advantage to the

latest of the aggre.ssors. It \v;is doubted

furtlior if tlic Americans would figlit

over ail issue »)( jx'tty econoinir and

doubtful moral value, llonce the

American administration vacillated and

contented itself with vigorous, if long-

winded, protests.

In the short concluding section, the

author essays the delicate task of

formulating an enduring Far-Eastern

policy for America, as a counter-blast

to Japan's “New Order in Asia."

Writing before the outbreak of the

Pacific conflict, the author is bold

enough to suggest “appeasing" Japan

within limits. Though this is mo-
tivated by the desire to ensure a “free"

China with its doors wide open for all

“legitimate" trade and exploitation,

there is the welcome recognition that

the ultimate solution can come only

from a strong, ind(?pendent China.

As the war is taking its course, it is

futile to speculate on the shape of the

peace that is to come. Tint there is no

disguising the fact that authoritative

j^roiiouiu'eniciUs arc either ambiguous

ill the old style, or dis(]uicting in the

new. As the war-potential of democ-

racies mounts up, they tend, perhaps

unconsciously, to assume the mantle

of the Bourbons, who “learned

nothing, and forgot nothing!" That

]uesenis .1 bleak prospect not only for

China but for the world.

P. Maiiadf.vax

THE SUNDARA-KANDA OF THE RAMAYANA ^

The Researcli Department of the texts of the two ancient epics from the

D. A. V. (adloge, Lahore, has been medley v)f di\ergent manuscripts are

doing for (he Ramayana c.xactly what losultiiig in the issue of ponderous

the Bhandarkar Oriental Research volumes like tl\e present one, laden

Institute of Poona has been doing for with the fruits of judicious scholarship

^^^Mahabharaia. Decades of .scholarly careful research. Tlic authorities

effort in elucidating finally reliable of the D. A. V. College, Lahore, started

* ^amayana of VaUmki (in its Xotth-Westa n lu ct'nsh'n): Sundara-Kanda. Critically

edited for the first time from original manuscripts and supplied with an Introduction by
\ ishva-Bandiiu SnASTRi. (P. A. V. College SansJerit Series, No. V. A. V. College
Kesearch Department, Lahore. Us. 7/S)
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work about twenty years ago on an

authoritative edition of the Kamayana
in its North-Western textual tradition

and tlie present volume, the eighteenth

in the series, comprises the Sundara-

Kanda,

In the case of ancient works like the

Ramayana and the Mahabharata, it is

iiievilable, particularly in view of the

manner in which the hand-written texts

have been handed down from genera-

tion to generation, that there should

have crept in scriptorial and other

divergences to give rise, at this

distance of time, to suspicions as to

the exact extent and character of the

original texts. In oral transmission,

minor vocal variations arc more than

probable and exigencies of time and

place in the course of recitation may
well Jjavc rendered omissions and

interpolations almost inevitable. That

is the price which ancient works have

to pay for their age. Tims it is that

South India has its individual textual

tradition of the Ramayanj, just as

Bengal has its own. The critical scholar

is naturally therefore drawn to a

comparative study of the various

manuscripts with a view b) clarifying

tlic text and freeing it of suspected

and provable impurities.

The present recension of the Siindura-

Kanda lias been prepared after a care-

ful comparative study of a number of

manuscripts available in Nortii-W«;st

India. The Jvditor’s Introduction ex-

plains the editorial tcclinique adoj)ted

and a mere glance at Jiis comj>arativc

tables is convincing of the thoroughness

and care with wliicli the work has been

executed. The Nortli-Eastern or Bengal

and the Southern recensions }ia\'c also

been comparatively examined and the

deviations, textual as well as scriptorial,

carefully clarified and indicated. The

textual editing of such works as

the Ramayana and the Mahabharata

is no small responsibility and Shri

Vishva-Bandhu Shastri has undoubt-

edly brought to bear judicious and

careful attention, enormous patience,

indefatigable effort and extraordinary

scholarship in preparing the present

volume.

But something has to be said regar-

ding the scrijHorial prc.sentation of the

text. Tlie Editor states in his Introduc-

tion that owing to inter-vocable

coalescence a Sanskrit text sometimes

becomes a subj(‘ct of diiriciilt and

doii]>tfiil comi>reIiension *’ and that

therefore “a system of showing eveiy

vocable separately while n‘tainii’g

Siifidhi has Ih'cii devised and followed.”

To eyes nca'ustomed to reading (lie

Sanskrit compounds and other gram-

matical exin'e^sitnis in llieir natural an.d

undivided form, with tiu' x'arious forms

written together according to the riili‘S

of coaIt:^cence, the present manma' is

inconvenient for cjnick optii’a)

ll also is likely to gi\e rise to douhis

about the grammatical relation of a

particuhir pifiht to the remaining /’(fi/iis-

until .second thouglit or cioscT ol^seia a-

tion comes tr> the read(‘i 's rescue. I iii<

liappens jiaitinilarly in tlio flivisinn of

compounds and the separation of Uic

prej)osition from the main l>ody of tlie

predicative words. 'J'he grammatical

unity in wliicii the various coinjifUieiit^

of a comjmimd are bound up ami tlie

close relation wliieli subsists between

tbc prepositional prefix and the princi-

pal jiredicatc arc necessarily rellecte(i as

much in their scriptorial juxtaposition

as in their combined vocalisation. Ihf^

separation of the syllables after <hic

observance of the rules of coalescence
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strikes one as artificial and unnatural.

Unless vocalised together and in one

breath they grate harshly upon the ear

and lose all the music and the mellif-

luence for which the Sanskrit tongue

is so well known.

But this is a minor [)oint when we

Rammohan Roy ami America. By

Aukienne AIoore. (Satis Chandra

Chakravarti, Sadliaraii Brahino Sam.ij,

211
,
Cornwallis Street, Calcutta. Cloth,

Ks. 2/8 ;
Paper, Ks. 2/-

)

Wide and diligent rc.^earch lias

obviously gone into this well-docu-

mentod thesis for the M. A. degree of

the Columbia University. The winn-

owing of the material that might boar

on the inlluence which that spiritual

stalwart Raja Rammohan Roy may

have liad in tlic U. S. A. between ieif>

and i8j6 or i8^o seems to have been

th(jrough. That the grain is at least

quantitatively disproportionate to the

chaff— considerably more than half the

book being given to the bibliogra]>hy

—

is only to be expected. If the avail-

aide evidence were more conclusive the

thread w’ould certainly have been

picked up by previous delvers into the

sources of American Transcenden-

talism. Miss Moore rests her case largely

on presumptions, but they are strong

ones.

The book is published at the instance

of the Sadliaran Brahmo Samaj and
partly out of Rammohan Roy Cen-

consider the monumental work which

Shri Vishva-Bandhu Shastri has done

in so ably editing the Sundara-Kanda

of the Ramayana. Shri Shastri and

the authorities of the D. A. V. College

deserve congratulations from every

lover of Sanskrit.

V. M. Lvamdar

tennry funds. It is not quite free from

inaccuracies; among them one that

certainly calls for (jualification, namely,

the suggestion that Rammohan Roy’s

translations from the Sanskrit " marked

the beginiiing of Bengali literature.
”

Such a slip may be foigiven a foreigner,

however, for the sake of Miss Moore’s

an)i)ly proved interest in her subject.

And yet—her treatment leaves one

vaguely clisa]qx>inted. To study the

early niiu'tceiuh*century Indian leader

with an open mind is to recognize in

some measure his greatness. Miss Moore

accepts his designation as the “ Father

of Modern India, ” but her “ Estimate

of Rammohan Roy, ” a rather short

but highly iiifurmative biographical

sketcit, may seem to the enthusiast to

err, if at all, on the side of meticulous

objectivity. Miss Moore will avoid the

ire of the iconoclast who looks askance

at enthusiasm in a biographer. But

Rammohan Roy is no ordinary subject

of biography
;

ho towers above our

pygmy generation as he towered above

his own. A little hero-worship at a

woiTliy shrine would do our sordid

modern world no harm.

Ph. D.
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The Book of Mencius (Abridged).

Translated from the Chinese by Lionel

Giles. (Wisdom of the East Scries,

John Murray, London. 3s. (jd.

)

This addition to the Wisdom of the

East Series is welcome, and Dr. Giles

is to be congratulated on having done

a diliiciilt task with discrimination.

The form of tlie series has necess-

itated drastic abridgment, and the

present volume of 120 pages is a

translation of little more tlian half the

original. There is no inde.x and tlie

notes are reduced to a minimum. Dr.

Giles's book, therefore, does not purport

to help in the elucidation of the

Chinese text, or to guide the serious

student of the pliilosophy of Mencius.

It is intended as an introduction only,

and, as such, with the translator's

succinct preface, it succeeds well. Many
of the passages omitted can ill be

spared, but those which Dr. Giles has

selected arc those best calculated to

interest the average reader without

giving confusing proper names or long

fpiotations.

Very little historical record of Mencius

has come dowm to us. lie was l)orn

about the year 372 n. c., and was thus

contemporary wn'tii Aristotle, At that

time, the feudal system of China wxis

nearing its end in civil war and

wide-spread distress, to be replaced

by the (le.‘ipotism wdiicii j)crsistecl

until recent times. 7'he country w’as

divided into a number of petty states,

each nominally feudal but really inde-

pendent anrl struggling for suj)remacy

;

and in the resulting wars the people

suffered as an agricultural population

in such circumstances always must.

It was the sufferings of the people

that inspired the teaching of Mencius.

At the age of forty he emerged from an

obscurity on which nothing but tradi-

tion throws any light, and spent about

twenty years in going from State to

State, exhorting the rulers to good

government. Give the people a

chance," he taught. “Abolish famine

by wise laws and mild taxation, and

multitudes will flock to enjoy your rule

w’hich will thus by degrees be extended

indelinitcly. " Mencius hated w'ar as

though he himself were one of tlu?

suffering peasants, and denounced as

the worst of criminals those responsi!>le

for it. He was an idealist. “ All men

are born good," he licld, “ and only

become evil as the result of adveise

circumstances. " There is much wis-

dom here. 'Ihe peasant farmer is ttjo

occui)ied w'itli liis work to Indher about

politics, and Cliinesc revolutions ha\e

been caused rather by om|)ty stomachs

than by negligent rulers.

Mencius records little about n^ligion,

though evidence of a belief in God, as

distinct from “ Heawn " occurs at

intervals. That such references indicate

a “personal" g(;d, as Dr. Giles states

in the preface, is, however, not obvious.

With the idealism of Mencius w.ts

mingled sound eoiiimon-sense, as is

shown l)y the laws that bf) advocated.

His advice, how'ever, failed to jnodun*

any change, and at tlic age of sixty

he retired and spent the remaining

tw’enty years of his life in recorduig his

experiences and his doctrines, hoping,

no doubt, to give to posterity the help

that his contemporaries had rejected.

In a short review it is impossi])le

even to outline j)reciscly a subject of

great fascination, but tliosc who rend

Dr. Giles’s book should be encouraged

to pursue a study attractive alike to

students of philosophy and of Chinese
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Villages and Towns as Social Patt-

erns : A Study in the Processes and

Forms of Societal Transformation and

Progress. By Benoy Kumah Sakkar.

( Chuckervertty Cliattcrjee and Co.,

Ltd., 15, College Square, Calcutta.

Rs. 15/-

)

Those wlio arc acquainted with tlie

voluminous writings of Sarkar know

what to expect from him -a mine of

information and scholarly treatment.

It is not possible within a short coin])ass

to indicate the innumerabh; social

topics this book covers. Its object is

to describe and to analyse the pn;cesses

and the forms througli wliich society

])asses in villages or towns, as it evolves

from stage to stage. For this jHirpo.sc,

villages and towns from all over the

world arc ]Kis.scd in rcN'iew', tlic n-ason

being that in tlio interest of lorrniilating

a scientilic theory tlie data should

represent the must div(Tse grades and

]>hases of development. The task is

colo.ssal, and only a inuch-traveiled

and well-read man like our a.utlior,

who has devoted his life to a w ide and

intensive study of social ]iroblems, is

(jualihed to attempt it. Comparative

statistical data in regard to conditions

]irevai]ing in India, America, Kiigland,

France, Germany, Italy, Jaj^aii and

Russia are given. Besides, the views

of eminent thinkers and writers in some

non-English European languages are

marshalled and discussed, wliich will

be of help to the research scholar who
may not otherwise have access to their

views owing to the language barrier.

Amongst the beliefs that the author

develops are :

—

I.—Human relations, wdicther in

villages or towns, arc, generally speak-

ing, the same and exhibit the same

kind of change and development, any

difference between the forms found in

villages and those in towns being more
a matter of degree than a difference in

kind.

2.

— It is hardly possible to establish

a monistic interpretation of social

phenonK'iia. Complex as they are, it is

necessary to postulate a plurality of

causes for them if they are to be
adequat ely ex

j
>1aincd

.

3.

—Progress, a study of w'hich is the
chief theme of this Look, does not
consist, as is usually thought, in

approximating a goal, for then once
the goal is reached, tliere can be no
.^ufh thing as progress. Progress, on
the contrary, is endle.ss, indeterminate,
always in the form of a distHjuilibrium

or slruggle l^etween good and evil and
the ch(»ice of the good under the
circum.stances. It i.s, tlierefurc, in the
nature of an advemiire, mo\ing from
one creative social experiment in

rcconslniction to ani;ther.

The ho'»k is full of important
observations and discussions which,

whether arcej^table or not, must be
taken into account by the student of

sociology, li is of vital interest also

to a wider circle of readers, more
especially in India, which is at the

parting of ilie ways and where decisions

of far reaching conse(}ueiiec have to be
takiai regarding the social, political,

ecoiminic and eilncatiorial reorganisa-

tion of the counlry. In regard to all

these spheres sulhcieiit material for

tluniglit and guidance will be found in

it. In a country like ours, where
tliere is dearth of original literature

on tojiies sucii as these, this book is

indeed welcome. If, however, one may
indulge in criticism of a w'ork which
cannot but evoke admiration for its

wide enidiiion and sound matter-of-

fact altitude, it is that it inclines to be

verbose and pedantic. Othciwiso it is

a standard work of the first rank and
value.

Buaratan Kumarappa
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My Life: A Fragment. By Maulana
Mohamet) Alt

;
edited by Afzal Iqbal.

(Shaikh Muhammad Ashraf, Kashmiri

Bazar, Lahore. Rs. 5/4)

The autobiographical sketch which

has led the editor of this book to give

it this title was not intended by the

author to lie published as such.

Mohamed Ali set out to write a sim])Ic

exposition of Islam for the *‘man in

the street."' As introductory to lliis

he started by relating his own religious

experience from childliood up. This

essentially preliminary portion of the

work was to ha\(? becJi followed by

three other parts which were to deal

entirely with an exposition of Islam.

But unfortunately, due to lack of time

owing to his busy public life, the

author could not proceed with his task

beyond a few pages of tiie second jiart,

which arc published in tliis bo(jk as an

appendix, and vvliich deal chielly with

the genesis and growth of tlie mis-

understanding which now exists be-

tween Islam and the West.

Those who are acquainted only with

the public career of Mohamed Ali little

know how deeply religious he was.

He was intensely devoted to Islam and

expected that wljen the })revailing mis-

understanding in the \\'<'st against it

was removed, Lslain would have a much

greater following in the West and

elsewhere.

According to him, the essence of

Islam was that

India and a New Civilisation. By
Rajani Kanta Das, m.a., m.sc., ph.d.

(Prabasi Press, 120/2 Upper Circular

Road, Calcutta. Rs. 3/- or 5s.)

The .survival and progress of a social

group depend largely upon its adapta-

the entire universe was one. The unity

of the Creator postulated the unity of His

creation and all was one vast Theocracy

with Allah for its King iind man for his

earthly Viceregent.

Man had been endowed with a will

of his own. But once he chose to

serve none but God and completely

surrendered himself to his Maker he

became the \"iccregent of God and had

the full force of the universe at his

back. This is what gave limitless

courage and dynamic to the trui*

follower.

Believing thus that all things were

under the rule of God, tlie anlfior S(.*cs

nothing but crass materialism in tlie

separation which is made in tlie West,

of Politics from Religion. He tinds in

it an att(‘mj)t to dismiss God to the

realm of the sjurit, in (ualer to let hjosr

on the world narrow nationalism,

racialism, exjiloitation and imperialism.

True Religion, tlie contrary, will

regard no law oilier tlian the law of

God and no will other than His will in

w’hatevcr sjdiere, and wall recognise iii»

di.stinction Ixdween man and man, lor

all in (iod's universe aro one.

lluv/ altractive a nligi'-n is when

expounded l.‘y a devout lollower as

compared with the diy bones and

j}ervcr.^i(ais (me rinds in ('X])osit ions by

tJiose outside the fold ! The editor is

to be thanked for his labour (jf love.

We look forw'ard to bis collection of

Mohamed Ali’.s w'ritings and speechi‘s.

liifARATAN K UMARA 1TA

lion to changing environment and its

reorientation in the light of its philo-

sophical, scientific, literary and artistic

progress. The Hindu civilisation, witii

a distinct cultural pattern of its own,

has a long historical past and despite
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the cross-currents of Muslim invasions

of the twelfth century and the slow

but steady percolation of Western

thought and culture of later days, the

Hindu culture has been able to preserve

its integrity, though in a new form.

It is the author’s thesis in tlic present

book that since the beginning of the

nineteenth century. India has been

evolving a new civilisation out of the

integration of different cultural ideals,

the outcome of the fusion of the older

Hindu civilisation with the Muslim and

Western cultures which were brought

into contact with it by political and

economic forces on the one hand and

by the dawn of a new renaissance

expressing itself in the recognition of

new social values, ideals and aims, on

tlie other.

Viewing the rise of tliis renascent

civilisation against the back£;round of

its past cultured aciiievemeiit, the

author examines the hi>tv)rical devcl-

o])ment, the main cultural traits and tlie

outstajiding coiitiibuli('»n of eacii of the

cfaisiifuents of tliis new civilisation,

and traces its manifostaiions in the

77/c Pulitk'iil Philosophies Sitiee iQOj.

Vol. II, 1‘art III. Hy Hi nov Kvmau
Sakkak. m. a., dr. // C. (Motilal 13a-

narsidass, Saidmitlia Street, Laliorc.

Hs. 5/-)

Philosophy, says the aneieiit adage,

l>akes no bread, but it has moulded the

mind of whole people.s and has function-

ed as a very high explosive in tlic atfairs

of mankind. The wit of Voltaire was
the corrosive that ate away obscurant-

ism and superstition.
(
Alas, only for

his generation ! Every generation needs
its Voltaire.

) The maxims of Rousseau,
such as ** Man is born free and is every-

where in chains*' released forces that

religious, the reformist, the educational,

the industrial and the political move-
ments of the last 150 years. A civilisa-

tion which is a blend of all that is high

and enno])ling in the East and the

West, an integration of the subjective

and the objective views of life, a rec-

onciliation between moral achievement

and material success and a happy
mean between untiring activity and
sober coiiLemplation—that is what this

new and more properly scientific civi-

lisation promises to be.

The author is not oblivious of the

fact that the realisation of .^uch a

civilisation in India depends first and

forein<*.st upon the establishment of a

government of, for and by the people

and all the btuiefits which such a

government can give. The main

argument of the book will surely be

lost if it be cmnplaccntly assumed that

India is going to develop such a civilisa-

tion, for her and the world’s sidvation,

without our first striving to achieve

lliat which is its prime condition

—

national freedom.

V. M. I.

rulinimite«l in the French Revolution

and. the nsh'ering in of democracy as a

vital fvU'ior in the present era.

Against the iloniocratic order with

Rousseau as its inspiring source, the

thrman people have been fired by

Nietzsche. Tlie defects of an imper-

fect democracy, tlie easy expansion

of J*hiro])e’s domination, the march

of science and invention, the un-

dreamt of acceleration in production

released an exhilaration of sjnrit which

clothed itself in the audacities of

Nietzsche. The ethic of humility, self-

surrender, purity, poverty etc., was

swept away as unworthy of conquering
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races and smacking of the defeatist

mentality of the downtrodden Jews.

The will to power became the ideal of

a whole generation of Germans. The

dreams of Nietzsche are being tested on

the battle fields of the world today.

Philosophy then is not a matter concern-

ing small ineffective coteries but is the

most powerful social force known to

mankind. The world has to decide

between Rousseau and Nietzsche today,

between equality of rights and duties

for all people and a hierarchical order

of races and classes.

What arc the major factors governing

the world situation ? Population, race,

tlie scicntilic techni<iue of production

and destruction, nationality, inequality

of peoples and classes, and ideologies

governing the outlook of whole masses

form the ground-work and set the

direction of world forc es. Over-poj>uIa-

tion seeking outlet, under-jjopulalion

inviting settlement, the urge for raw

materials and markets, furnish the

motive forces of colonisation and

of war. A world poj)iilation treaty

binding all organised peoples to

maintain a certain optimum population

seems to some sociologists the necessary

foundation of perpetual peace. This

involves the vexed prohlems of femin-

ism, birtli-rontnd, the s;icred lights of

individual liberty and so on. There is

the further problem of improving man-

kind through planned mating. Inirther,

the mutual attitude of races constitutes

another welJ-nigli fatal question. The

present world-Icadershi]) would ratlier

perish in ignoring it than surrender

inherited prejudice. What is the truth

of the matter ? What is the report of

Ethnology, Anthropology, Biology and

Psychology ? It is being elicited in a

confused tangle of controversy by the

savants of the world.

These and related problems vital to

the welfare of humanity are mentioned

in this book by Dr. Sarkar. The book

is more a reference work, an annotated

bibliography of a very large number of

important works, the summaries rang-

ing from a few pages to a few lines each,

than a systematic political philosophy

in the strict sense. Readers looking

for theories of the state, the meaning

of law and right, the place of force in

the constitution of the state etc., will

be disappointed. All social problems

are listed and many prominent thinkers

are cpiotcd and commented U[K)n. Tlic

passion of the undertaking lies in iiie

direction C)f proving the ecpiality of

Asian [)eoph‘s to any in ICurojJc and

America, d'he aiitlior lias a way of

coining peculiar terms, for iiistajne,

(le-im{)eriaIi.salion and (le-alhiiiisation

to mean the fall of empires and (lie

linmiliation of white p>eoples ! lie

refers to great thinker^ like Dewey as

“ world -g<’ods ! One notes with r(‘giei

tint .so wi<lely read a sehokii' sliould

show a sad ])rovineialism. Beiigalicisni,

the *' e.\j>ansion
’*

of Bengal alter tu‘>5

(('oin])ared to the exjjansion of J^il'an

since that year
; ), Ramakrisliiia-V'ive

kananda World i:'.m])iro, these iignre in

his imagination exactly as ciiq)ire and

while supremacy figure in the iinagin.i

tion of Westerners. Idie hate reacti<aj

holds ns prisoner to the tiling we woiiM

aholisii. Wc must ri.se above the In-

mult of surface agitation to reflect tiie

serenity of the spiritual heaven, if wo

would persuade.

M. A. Venkata Rao
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SHORT NOTICES

Etching of a Tormented Age. Hy
Hsiao Ch'ien. (P. E. N. Books, Georf^e

Allen and Unwin, Ltd., London. 2s.).

This little book contains six short essays

on the literary revolution that is now

taking place in China. The ancient

style of the Classics, a thorough knowl-

edge of which was formerly essential to

scholarship and to ofiicial position and

which bore little relation to the s]]oken

language, has given way during the

past few years to a simple style

Is This the Chrisiiunily of the Bille?

By F. THEoniiLVS. ( P. K. Sircar,

The Educational l')Ook Co.. 3,1, Puma
Bancrjee Lane, Dacca. Ks. 2,'- or .|s.

)

The author of the book is more than

pained to sec that ( liristiaiiity in

practice is not what it ought to bo and

he attributes with singular vehemence

tlic pre.sent chaotic condition of the

world to man's moral and sjuritual

downfall in the matter (jf animal slaugh-

ter for food. The underlying premise

is that ’ it is food which plays the most

Palni : The Sacred Hill of Muruga.

By J. M. SoMASf-NDAEAM PlLIAI.

(Sri Dandayuthapani Swami Devasth-

anam, Palni. As. 12). Palni is a

sacred place of pilgrimage in South

India. The presiding deity, Shri

Dandayuthapani Swami, is de.'icribcd

as “a personal god to every' Hindu...

irrespective of sectional differences.”

The present monograph, issued more or

less as a guide to the devotee, is full of

based on the latter. The result has

been stupendous. Education has been

brought within reach of millions who
before would have been illiterate, and
a Vast new literature has sprung into

being. Mr. Hsiao has a terse and lucid

style. Ilis description of the movement
and Ilis criticism of various forms of the

new literature, essay, poetry', drama
and fiction, are of particular interest

to those wlio knew the China of yester-

day.

E. B. H.

important part in the formation of

man’s true character.” Unnecessary

([uoiation fills a large part of the book

and is responsible for confusion of

argument. The style of writing, the

treatment of the subject-matter, the

irreverent and bellicose attitude from

end U) end, and, abcA’c all, misprints

in profu'^ion despite three pages of

h'riata .ire features which can suc-

ce>.sfii]Iy challenge the most deter-

mined and persevering of reviewers.

V. M. 1 .

information both geographical and

liistoiical about the sacred .shrine. The

iiitciuling pilgrim will find in it all that

he might want to know about the

slirine and its management. The illus-

trations are attractive. A translation

by Shri J. M. Nallaswami Pillai of

Tirii-Murugarrup-padai, an idyll from

the archaic Tamil anthology, the

Paituppaitn, is included as an appendix.

V. M. 1 .
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Aryan and Semetic Cultures and

Religions, By Bulaki Rama. (Pub-

lished by the Author, Hafizabad,

Dist. Gujranwala, Panjab). This small

book, dedicated to the memory of

Dr. Rabindranath Tagore, is refresh-

ingly forthright in its approach, if

provocative in some of its conclusions.

Judaism, Christianity and Islam, for

example, would all protest classification

as religions of autocratic tendency as

contrasted with the more democratic

concepts of the Aryan faiths. Among
these Shri Rama includes Buddhism,

Zoroastrianism and the Greek, Roman,

Scandinavian and Egy ptian religions, as

well as Hinduism. And Shri Rama’s

INDIA AND

The Slarch 1942 number of Life and

Letters Today, edited by Robert i Icrriiig

and exclusively devoted to India,

contains the following

Tn short, whatever is olfereU is olh retl

in the spirit that lias (. hara< terized British

rule in that euiiiitry---a spirit he Jong

understanding and vision on tlie one hand

and courage and even expcdu-iuy <ni the

other. We ourselves may not find it paradox-

ical that wc stand as champions in ICurujKt

of a liberty we refused Imlia, we ( ursclves

may cheerfully endure our own h.-ilnts of

belated and make.sbiftcoinpromi.se ; but they

arc not necessarily endearing lo a race of

another cast of mind, and it is as some

contribution to a more general undeistanding

of that mind that this number is presented.

The issue is given mostly to cultural

subjects, tea-table talk, decorations on

a building whose foundations are

unsound—but there arc two articles

which get down to fundamental issues,

S. Rajandram's on Britain’s Blind

drastic solution of the education

problem—taking the children out of

their homes at a very early age and

turning them over to national training

homes for upbringing—is not likely to

be very poi)ular. Human mind does

not, as the author claims, work “in a

purely mechanical way” and the

average home, witli all its admitted

defects, still can give the child, offset-

ting to some extent the superstitions

which it fastens upon him, something

without which life would be bleak

indeed. And a better field for charac-

tcr-])uilding than the home at its best

has yet to be iliscovcrcd.

K. II.

ENGLAND

Eye to the real cliarai ter of tl.c

Indian National Movement as part of

the World slnig.gl(.' betW(.*en freedom

and ()j)]>re'sion, and Nam y ('unard'^

“On (oluur Bar" in wiihdi she per

tineiitly suggest.s that

it would In- ol p. lint if
1 '•.ucMiiiK'nl ,

ali-iii;

with it.s lic!|>iiil "(In's iT.d dfii’t ” to

wt.'uld isMic a ffw iiist run ions on thr i

vf fiK c prfjn lui' and thi‘ Coh-v.r line avJ

nr.w , . . .'I'lu' c.xiiuisiti .S(.iil])tnrcs ol old India

in our Miisouins Liit tlic Indian iloctoi, tin-

Indian .student li.iving " tlie usual lime''

with our landladies and our hotel porieis,

Ktally, a ( harming pictuie is it not ?
-

ially it we remember that we arc fighting to

kccji this sort of thing llouiisliing in our

midst, and in our colonics. Or are we ?

The writer’s solution of “a Uoe

against Colour Bar in our country and

po.ssessions " would help but what is

needed is a change of heart on the ptu t

of llic natural leaders of the people in

Great Britain.
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During the last month an event of

importance to the wliole of humanity

has taken place. As a result of the

incarceration of India’s great leader,

Gaiidhiji, the estrangoriient between

the pcoj)le of tliis country and their

British rulers has assumed gigantic

proportions. As tiic Apostle of Xon-

Violence is in jail, as are almo.‘?t all

of his most intelligent and devoted

followers, there is hardly any one left

to lead the people on the paths of love.

F.ven tliis gives the Indian p(‘up]e an

o])portunity ; individuals c.ui and sliould

jiractise self-discipline in the an of Xun-

V’iolence and unfold the clear percep-

tion necessary to grasp, sutlicicntly

to live up to, that iUenial Law which

the great Buddha rciterateil and which

Gandhiji has rcvivilicd to .'•ucii a great

extent. That Law is-- Hatred cea>eih

not by hatred, but by l.u\e.

As yet only the opening scenes have

lH;cn penned of the drama of the Indian

National Congress’s demand for Fret‘-

dom Now. It is being written in the

heart-blood and tlic tears of some of

our noblest. When linislied, it will be

the work of many liaiids and no man
knows how the play will develop,

whether into a tragedy or a “ morality

play’’ in the highest sense. Let not

the part that Indian liaiids shall write

be stained with violent acts such as

have blotted the first few pages !

It is unfortunate that tiie Gov-
ernment of India should have made

ends of verse

And saymgs of philosophers,**

Hudibras

itself an instrument of Karma which will

injure its own efforts in prosecuting this

war, and will increase its difficulties in

the future. But we do not look

iip(ui this event as an isolated

ha]jpeiiing in which only India is

concerned. Nor do we consider it ev^en

as allecting the j;resent war only.

St\ipcii(lous as is the national and inter-

national signihcancc of this event as a

})olilical de\elopnieiU, its moral and

spiritual im}>urt is greater still and,

tliongli invisible, will be much more

f.ir-reaching.

Mudi (jf tlio agony of the world in

these last years can be traced to the

failure to heed Maiiu :

—

Justice, being vi'il.itcd, destroys; justice,

berag preserved, preNcrves; llierciore justice

must u.jl bi‘ M'jlaied, lest violated justice

destno Ws

But. while injustice is the root cause

of our sufferings, more than justice is

deniandevl for their cure. W'hat the

world needs to iieal its wounds, to regain

its health, to grow in strength, is the

spirit <){ good-will and the force of

friendship. It is a matter of profound

sorrow for all who labour for the right-

eous Cause of Universal Brotherhood

that an event has been allowed to

precipitate which darkens human emo-

tions, makes the prevailing mental

confusion worse confounded, and thus

delays still further the coming of

Universal Peace. Difficult as would in

auv case have been the labour of re-
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establishing friendly relations among

belligerents, it has been made more

diflicult, for now the house of the United

Nations stands divided against itself.

The foolish acts of violence in India

following Gandhiji's arrest will be put

down by counter-force of violence, but

what about the peace and the good-will

necessary for the creation of a new
world order ?

August 15, 1942

There are still some —Stephen Dug-

gan, for example, who writes in the

March 1942 Neu's Bulletin of the

Institute of International Education

on “ Peaceful Change through Supra-

national Legislation
**—who cling to the

liope that something has been learned

by the failure of the Versailles Treaty.

The drift of opinion, however, seems to

be largely in the direction of piling

folly on folly.

It is perhaps natural that nations

crushed under the Nazi war engine

should feel that tJie downfall of Hitler

and the close of the war should bo

followed by condign punisiunent which

.should convince the Nazi hordes that

one reaps what one sows. I'hat such

an ideology is gaining ground as a war

aim was demonstrated in January

last, when the representatives of

nine European countries occupied by
Germany and her allies formally adopt-

ed a war aim based upon a declara-

tion of Mr. Churchiirs, in condemning

the execution of hostages in France,

that ** Ketribution for tlie.se crimes

must henceforward take its place

amongst the major purposes of the

war. ’* The Czechoslovak Information

Service of 15th July 1942 in an article on

“Retribution for Germany's Crimes"
makes an open avowal of sympathy

with “ an cye-for-an-eye " policy.

Germany must be punished. She must be

made to know that she will not get away
with it ill future. Not sweet reasoning but

punishment and threat of further punishment

must form the basis of a future re-education

of Germany. And on its parliament there

should be an inscription which every German
should know by heart and be forced to live

by ; Crime does not pay.

The sentiments arc imdcrstandahle

but the logic is not. That the

Nazi atrocities seem almost incredible

should not be allowed to destroy

our faith that it is always possilde {0

win over the wicked to wiser ways. If

the spirit of humanity, for tlie preserva-

tion of which the enemy is being

resisted today, should be considered

less eflicienl than tootli-fm-tootli

retribiitioji, tlnui the war is not being

foiiglit for a Jiolde ideal. If the I'uited

Nations feel that, victory once achiev-

ed, tlie res])oiisibility of re-educating

Germany will be upon tliem, let them

by all means teach their pupil that

‘'no greater calamity can befall

a people, " as W. E. ('Iiaiinii^g said,

“than to prosper by ciinn ,

" but hi

not that teacliing be through further

crime.

What Floods to be borne in mind is

not only the Juimanitarian aspec t of

the question and the fact that the

clamour for retaliation is, as Dr. Felix

Morh^y descril^es it in The Safiirday

Evening Tost Un' iiStii Ai>riJ, “ hcxmic

rang propaganda." “Nothing," he

writes,

c.xr.ept peih{i[).s the ab.xird mistaliulalioiis ot

its stieiigtii by many of our pcopi**, coukl

have more greatly strengthened the Axis than

the bocjmcrang propaganda of thc>se who

continually intimate that an even more

drastic and vindictive V^crsaillcs would be tin.

result of Anglo-Saxon victory.

There is a further pertinent con-
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sideration. This is a universe of law.

There is no need for the United Nations

to constitute themselves its ministers.

Those who clamour for retribution can

rest assured that it will inevitably

follow on the heel of action with wrong

motive, by whomsoever performed,

“even as the wlicel of the wagon

follows the hoof of the bullock. And

malice and revengefulness will reap

their own reaction.

Democracy is not an artificial piece

of mechanism that can be set up to

order, but is a pliilos(ii)h 3
' of human

relationships which must first work in

the minds of men and through them

express itself in the way of life of a

people and its institutions. Tliat the

Negroes of America, generally in no

way inferior to tlie average ‘'white

man ” and even, Mr. John Daniels

claims in his article “(3ne Tenth tif the

Nation,” in the April issue of T()morrau\

c.xcelliiig him in music, histrionics,

cheerfulness, patience, generu>iiy and

sociabilit}^, should still, in spite of

legislative provision, have to suffer

humiliating treatment is a feature of

America’s life which negatives its

protestations about its democratic way
of life. That Uu so slights and insults

are not matters of law but of custom

and blind emotional jurjudice makes
tliem somewliat less rejuvhcnsiblc but

peiiiaps little easier to bear.
(
Murder

committed under sudden emotional

stress is a less heinous crime than
murder in cold blood, no doubt, but
the effect upon the victim is very much
the same

1 ) Since i86j the Negroes
liave been “free” and their rights as

citizens nominally recognised, but racial

and colour prejudice lias too deeply
permeated **white” minds and emotions

to allow such a recognition of rights to

materialise into a real equality of social

or political status. Mr. Edwin R.

Einbree, President of the Julius Rosen-

wald Fund, in a speech broadcast on
March 8th frankly confessed:

—

If you ask me... if we have complete
democrac y even in America, my answer is
“ no.” We do not yet give lull liberty and
equal opportunity to all the people. Wc do
not even give all citizens the b?isic political

rights oi the vote and e(juality before the law.
iliit we have been steadily growing toward
democrac y

.

Ihe war has set people thinking.

Imminence of peril and liunianitarian

sentiment have co-operated to lift

tliinkhig from its preoccupation with

race, caste or crec'd and have led men
to reali.se that if this is a war to save

democracy and freedom it must be

democracy and freedom for all. Mr.

Fml>ree‘ demands pertinently in the

.April number of /Ish/ “For Whose Free-

dom?” and expresses his conviction

that

th.o gtcalcst weakne‘^s c.l our democracy is

our treatment of Negroes. C)ur attitude

toward this rai:o is a threat to the. whole

tlii.ory .iiul practice of democracy. So long

as wedegiadc one s(.*gincnt of the people we
Sv-t a

j
.'.ttein that may easily be moved to

other groups Cunsidi ration for the Negro

rt-As i\(ii merely on humanity and charily
;

it rc'-ts on the solid base of enlightened

M'li’.shntss It is a ijucstion not only of tljc

of the Negroes tlioniselves: it is a

igaestioii of the iutal health and stiength of

the nation.

It is a ifacstion of the total health UKii

strcfii:ili of the icorld. Surely, it is not

a (piostion only of the rights of Negroes.

It is a question of the rights of all the

coloured races which are contributing

to the saving of democracy.
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The possibility of the break-down of

England's party system, against which

Mr. Harold J. Laski warns in The New
Statesman and Nation for 21st March, is

not a chimera. Only a month before,

Cmdr. Stephen King-Hall, m. p., called

in the same journal for a political

party which stands for the elimination

of party politics," and Mr. Laski men-

tions Mrs. Sidney Webb's view that “a

true democracy does not need more

than a single political party."

Political parties are a concession to

human fallibility. If all men were all-

wise there would be general agreement

on both ends and means. As long as

that condition precedent does not

obtain, comj)lete uniformity can only

mean either blind following or forcible

suppression of views that differ from

those of the man or the group in power.

The right to opposition is a cardinal

right, '‘of the essence of democracy,"

but its exercise does not demand formal

political partie.s.

The case for the party system was

well put by Thomas Paine, that

doughty cham])ion of human rights,

whose views liis attorney <] noted in his

trial for libel against the English

Government on the i.Sth of December

1792 :~

So long as tlic majority do not impost?

c<Hi(litions rm the minority dillon-nt to wliat

tlicy impose on themselves, though there may
be mucli error, lliere is no inju.stive

;
neither

will the error continue long. Keason and

discussion will soon l)ring things right, how-

ever wrong they may begin.

It is of the first importance to any

•country to acquire if it docs not have

it, or, having it, not to lose " the habit

which makes men prefer the debating

chamber to the concentration camp."

Mr. Laski considers the pos.sible

realignment of parties on new and more

vital issues, but he brings out the point

that to prefer an electoral verdict t6

fighting issues out, “ the nation must

be agreed about its fundamental way
of life." What he finds disturbing is

that,

though the nation is, in the presence of great

danger, agreed upon what it is against, it is

very far from agreement upon w'hat it is for
;

and the things about which it is now driv(‘n

to seek agrcLMueiit are the things about whicli,

in the past, men have been most willing to

turn to tlic sword.

He is liglit in viewing such agree-

ment as a fundamental ])art of the war

effort. Agreement on negative proposi

tions alone may be well enoiigli for a

defensive i)olicy, but only a virile

positive stand can furnish the mot(M-

power for attack on the strongholds of

evil, witliout or within. As Mr. Laski

])uts it, “A nation cannot go on living

on negations." He urges all possihh'

sj)ced in formulating the ol>jeetives ol

the planned society to come, while

“men are ready for great (‘X])erimeiits.”

It should not be too difficult to agriv

in general terms on such objectives if

justice to all is tlie real as well as the

])rufessed end sought.

An<l ycl,- Mrs. Webb is right. In a

true democracy the self-seeking wiiich

is at the root cd divisiveness will liinl

noplace. Where all aic willing servants

of the Stale there is no need for jiarties ;

there is need only for tlic spirit of

tolerance ami fair-play that will give a

hearing to all shaelcs of opinion. Whou;

the commonweal is the common aim,

the only possible disagreement can be

on methods, and decisions as to ways

and means surely do not require the

cumbersome set-up of opposing jiartic-s.

with a network of organisation and

with huge party funds.
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The solution for intercommiinal

tension which Prof. P. S. Naidu puts

forward in Prabtiddha Bharata for July

under the title “A Psychological

Approach to Communal Unity ” is to

bring about a similarity of " sentiment-

patterns,

a common culture through the synthesis of

the Muslim ami Hindu art, music, literature,

philosophy, traditions, and customs down to

food and dress if necessary. In fact a

unified Hindu-Muslim WcUanschatiunqy and a

harmonized Hindu-Muslim way of living

should be brought about.

This prescription has something in

its favour as far as it goes, but it falls

far short of being the fianacea for

disharmony of wiiich liurnaiiity as a

whole stands so sorely in need. TIic

difTiculty is indeed psychological but,

while tlic accentuating of ptanis of

variance is obviously liarmfid, the

ironing out of siijicrlicinl diifereiices

alone is like cutting weeds idl at th(‘

surface of the ground wJiilo leaving

their prolitic roots uiitouclud. \ <lrah

uniformity, even if pos.sible of achieve-

ment, would not be desirable. To

insist on similarity of cultural e.\-

pressioT) is to pander to egotism. What

is needed is not outer ronforniily to a

rigid norm but a mental breadth that

can appreciate differing expressions, in

art, in literature, in customs. The

average individual mind, conditioned

hy early as well as present surroundings,

is like an engine with wheels tlangcd to

run only on a track of a certain width.

What is needed is to take off tlie ilango

so that the mind can range the roads

of thought in all directions.

Mutual suspicions of various kinds,

as Professor Naidu brings out, are at

the root of much of the present
friction—** fear of aggression, of loss of

privileges or prestige, of deprivation of
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vested interests, of forcible cultural

subjugation. What can allay these

fears but mutual good-will and, almost

equally important, mutual trust ? Can
it be doubted that with a confident

conviction that our neighbours will no

more w'ork to hurt us than we would

think of harming them, two-thirds of

the world's evil would vanish into

thin air ?

But wc dn not agree with Professor

Naidu's implication that man is at the

mercy of instinctual propensities or-

ganised into sentiment-patterns. He
('an and slioiild rise above them. The
sohili(m lies in the riglit understanding

hy both groups of the precepts of their

own religions. If for the Muslim, as

Professor Xaidu alk ges, “brotherhood

is very intense and efteclivc^ in the

practical sense only within the Islamic

fold," he necils to study (he Qur'an.

He will not iind the I’nqjhet support-

ing any lunrow sectarianism. And
when tlie Hindu, tauglit by his religion

l(j see the One Self in all creatures, sins

against hnjthcrhood by making a

distinction in his heart between Hindu

and .Muslim, Brahman and non-

BrahiUvin, he denies the fundamental

postulate of his religion. Tliere are no

Katlirs, as there are no Mlechchhas

;

there are (Uily human souls. In each

heart the divine sjxirk dwells : whether

men call it Krishna or Allah matters

not. If it be recognised as there in all,

unbroihorly attitude and act will be

admitted by Hindu and Muslim alike

for the inipiet}' they are.

Divorce between life and philosophy

is the malady of our modern civilisation.

Tlie impact of Western culture and

modes of thought upon the educated

Indian mind has been responsible in no
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small measure for the blind acceptance

by many, though under the cover of a

rationalistic approach, of a materialistic

philosophy of action, involving an

enslavement to the pleasures of the

senses and the comforts of physical

existence. In India, moreover, formal

adherence to a particular religion and

its practices has often been confused

with spirituality and thus a kind of

religious conservatism has been allow-

ed to develop. An educator, therefore,

who has India’s good at heart, has to

attend to the double task of clearing

men’s minds of tliis religious conser-

vatism and of evolving a philosophy of

life which assigns to thought and action,

body and soul, spirit and matter, their

proper places.

That such a philosophy, rationalist

in essence and effecting the necessary

combination of those factors for the

spiritual realisation that our highest

Ego is one with tlie Supreme, is to be

found in tlie teaching of the Gj/a was

rightly stressed by Sir S. Radha-

krishnan, inaugurating the Gita lectures

in the Benares Hindu University on

I2th July. Professor Radhakrishnan

said :

—

The whole tradition of Hindu thought has

been one of rationality. The UhaqairaJgita

set forth a religion which is most reasonable

and which is not founded on arbitrary

fancies, ill-established facts or unsciculitic

dogmas.

The importance of the Gita as a

philosophical guide to conduct can

hardly be over-stressed. Its supreme

value lies in the fact that it preaches a

mode of life which makes spiritual

development possible without retiring

from the arena of human affairs and

obligations. An attitude of detach-

ment, of dispassion in tlie performance

of action, is what tlie Buddhi-Yoga of

the Gita enjoins. Man as a rational

being is given the choice of living

cither on an c.xalled plane of spiritual

self-realisation or on the unthinking

level of the unintelligent brute.

Professor Kadliakrislman observed

Man alone has a choice of ends, and is able

to shape his future according to his ideals.

This factor of choice is pregnant with gn'.at

possibilities. The question whether one

should light or not tight, love or hale is un

open question to man. The consciousness

of division or imperfection or insutlici(‘nry is

the proof that we hiivo in us operating a

principle of perfoution.

But mere knowledge is hardly (d

any use iinle.ss it moulds one's eoiidm

influences action and embodies the

truth ill life so tlial "the seKLsIi iguoiant

ego can rise to the largeness and free-

dom of the impersonal s[>iiit." What,

one needs to be reinindcfi of re})eate«l!y

is that the teacJiiiig of the Gita nukes

emaneijution possible in life itself, that

its supreme mes.sagc docs not make

man turn his bark upon life but hedps

him to live it well and to a fruitful

purpose. And—it is a book for all men

and women, wliatever their race or

religion.
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and lost among the host—as does the evening

star to those who tread their path in darkness*

—The Voice of the Silence

VoL. XIII OCTOBER 1942 No. 10

THE POWER WHICH UNITES
Persian or Turk or Arab are not known,

Or Hindu, Cliristian, Muslim, to the soul

;

Wisdom and virtuous deed make the soul's life,

Not racial names and not communal strife.

The power which unites man to

man is Religion. By religion we do

not mean crcedalisni, which is only a

maker of cliques similar to the

parties made by political views, or

to clubs and smart sets which come

into existence in society. The power

of Religion resides in llic heart of

man and is the chief expression of

the Soul itself. False interpretations

of Religion have played havoc in the

history of human thought and have

separated man from man instead of

uniting men in a single whole. Not
even blood plays so vital a j)art in

unfolding the true spirit of the family

as the understanding of true religious

principles plays
; these weaken our

dhankaric selves, purify and elevate

our affections, rationalise our sjmipa-

tliics and create in us the power to

sacrifice. If they play a vital part

the well-being of a small family,
Iheir influence in transforming the

human race into a harmonious unit

after tlie family pattern is vast.

“Religion, per sc/' wrote... Ji. P.

Blavatsky, “in its widest meaning

is that whicli binds not only all Men,

but also all Beings and all things in

the entire Universe into one grand

whole.

The world of chaos in which \vq

now live—swa3Td by the emotion of

fear, of the enenw (who is but a

collectivity of human beings like

ourselves), both we and they un-

certain of the moiTow—sorely and

urgently needs the healing balm of

true Religion. For many centuries

now, Religion has been relegate^ to

the church and the temple and its

activities have been confined to a

few occasional affairs of life; its

chief concern has been with the

performance of ceremonies con-

nected with the birth, tlie marriage

and the death of men and women
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Instead of Knowledge of the Way of

the Inner Life, Religion has become

differing methods of outer and

superficial rites and ceremonies.

Even its chief instrument—prayer

—

has become corrupted
;

instead of

inner communion with the Divine

Presence in the shrine of the Heart,

it has become an act of petition for

pity, for forgiveness of self-indul-

gence, and of appeal for favours.

Roman Catholic and Protestant

Churches in Christendom have fought

in the name of Jesus Christ, as here

in India, even today, in the name of

religion men and women arc declared

untouchables by orthodox Hindus,

and in the name of Vishnu and Allah

men separate themselves into clans

and carry on feuds, to the degrada-

tion of all. Sincere effoiTs to bring

the followers of v^’alring creeds into

a single group of men and women
inspired by Truths which are uni-

versal and common to all faiths have

been made from time to linn', in the

world at large, and in India in

particular, fn our times the Theo-

sophical Movement started in this

country by H. P. Blavatsky, who

was aided by Col. H. S. Olcott, was

the first to inaugurate the revival of

Religion, as distinct from religions.

The only method by which sucli a

reform could be introduced was the

spread of Knowledge which showed

that all religions have but one source,

that all arc true at the bottom, and

all false on their surface.

In the present National Movement
in India, Baflbu Saheb Dr. Bliagavan

Das has been labouring assiduously

to strengthen the cauge of religious

fraternisation as a sure way to create

real unity among the followers of

Krishna and Allah, Ram and

Rahim. In 1939 he published an

important volume. The Essential

Unity of All Religions. He derives

his inspiration from Theosophy, and

he acknowledges his debt to Isi.\

Unveiled and to The Secret Docirinc.

It is opportune today to draw

pertinent attention to his book

(available from the Kashi Vidya-

Pitlia of Iknarcs for Rs. 2/8 post

free), fur our esteemed brother is

trying to do in the twentieth century

just what the great Mogul ICinperor

Akbar attempted in the si.xtotuilh.

This month, on the Akbar'^

admirers will celebrate the I'uurtii

('eiilenary of his birth. Among thoM

adminTS we count ourselves, and so

wc have arranged for Sliri P)lial)aiii

Bliattacliarya to prepare for ns the

special article with which lliis nuiu-

l;er opens. Let us hc-pi! that the

(‘[forts of Dr. Jfiiagavan Das in the

religi(UJS and socio-political s[)lici-es

will meet with a l)elter fate than

attended those of Akbar, whose

inauguration of Din llahi was a long

step in the right direction.

Akbar's example has a message

for our world torn by ideologies, and

such works as llioseof Dr. Bhagaviin

Das need to 1)0 popularised for their

healing inllucnce. For the Brother-

hood of Man to be acted up to, il

must be seen as true ;
that is the

superior knowledge which unfohlb

this percci)tion and energises t(»

right application. Marcus Aurelius.
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the ''Emperor Janaka'* of ancient

Rome, wrote thus :
-

If our intellectual part is common,

the reason also, in respect of which we

are rational beings, is common : if this

is so, common also is the reason wliich

commands us what to do, and what not

to do
;
if this is so, there is a common

law also
;

if this is so, we are fellow-

citizens; if this is so, we are members

of some political community
;

if tliis is

so, the w'orld is in a manner a state.

For of wliat other common i)olitical

community will any one say that the

whole human race arc members ?. .

.

\Vc arc made for co-operation, like

feet, like hands, like eyelids, like the

rows of the iij>per and lower teeth. To

act against one another, tlicn, is con-

trary to nature ;
and it is acting against

one another to b(f vexed and to turn

away.

No amount of political discus.<ion,

no amount of reading political econo-

my. will inspire men and women to

apply the truth of these words to

llicir personal lives or to tlioir nation-

al problems. liven the appeal of

patrioiism fails, as in tliis country of

India, and in international affairs

patriotism often acts a.s a deterrent

to the realisation of world-unity.

An insight deeper than tliat of the

mind is necessary, and a clear-sight-

edness which even the love of one’s

country fails to supply. Such an

insight is born of the understanding

and tlie application of the principles

of Religion, one and universal, for

which Emperors like Akbar and

Antoninus laboured. To bring to

men and women that insight, compi-

lations like the one of Dr. Bhagavan
Das are priceless, and men younger

in years than our venerable friend

should make adequate use of this

and like volumes, not merely to

preach and to promulgate their con-

tents, but to practise in life the

principles they point to and uphold.

Every street of every city in India

lias a message to receive from the

truth that each man is a member of

but on(‘ family—tlie human race.

Infill

Since the above was written has

come from Mr. John Middleton

Murry, who lias co-operated with

Thi; Aryan Path from its very

inception, an article dealing with the

subject we are considering. We
jniblisli it witli great pleasure, draw-

ing our readers’ pertinent attention

to its closing words, whicli are about

—Gandhiji.

20!h August, i()42.
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AN EMPEROR WHO DREAMED OF TRUTH

The image of Akbar’s mind, vivid

in his deeds and in their record in

contemporary chronicles, might well

be viewed as a study in rhythmic

values. That mind was yoked to

conflicting devotions. It should have

been puzzled, self-doubting, torn

within. Yet it was, in all probability,

assured, brilliant at every turn,

without strain or tension. It passed

from one devotion to another, a

contrary one, with athletic case.

The inner rhythm altered, but was

never lost. Akbar danced away

through a many-sided, picturesque

life, intricate in design, enormous in

range, and his feet nt^ver faltered.

For within him, he had resolved, with

an extraordinary adaptability that

nearly amounted to creative genius,

the inherent conflicts of two oj)posod

worlds striving to reach rdtogether

different ends.

The contradist motive aspects of

this strange, colourful personality

found form in the man of action,

explosive, with exhaustless energy,

sparing neither himself nor his

associates, and the man of con-

templation, composed, intellect-

ridden, bearing with human frailties

though impatient of tiine-lionoured

falsehoods, straining towards the

Truth of truths.

The man of action was the off-

spring of fierce ancestors, part Turk,

part Mongol, who had built pyramids

of human lieads as they had trundled

through Asia, lashed by their own

restless, barbaric spirit. Filtering

through the sands of time and

heredity, the old Tartar tempera-

ment in its descent upon Akbar had

mellowed greatly, without ever los-

ing its incendiary core. Akbar, how-

ever, retained the physical gifts of

his forbears. Like them he was a

great horseman, a splendid hunU*r

and a born warrior.

The battle field of Panipat had

proffered him, when a stripling, a

crown of golden thorns. As the years

passed the thorns were worn off with

ruthless attack. The young Emperor

pushed the frontiers of his Indian

kingdom beyond ihe dreams of Iki-

bar. He trimmed down the flaming

glory of Rajasthan, tliough in this,

the toiigliest of all liis ventures, sno

cess was due as much to tact, the

policy of divide-an<l-coiKpier, as to

military genius. He eouiiterod the

ever-j)resent centrifu gal forces in hi>

mammotli empire, giving it unity,

peace and the smooth-movdng w iieels

of a stable government. He was

the first of tlie* (ireat Moguls. (

1

would not call Iiis tw-o predecessors

‘‘Great. "
)

He started a tradition.

He founded a dynasty unparallellecl

in all history for power and wealtli

and splendour, for brilliance and

sophistication.

He was also the greatest of tJie

Great Moguls. While the man ol

action was in harmony wdih t In-

spirit of his age, the man of con-

templation was far in advance of
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those twisted times, and resolved to

straighten them, wielding stark rea-

son to settle problems and cut

the roots of established prejudice.

Communal inequality was then tear-

ing apart the masses of India from

the ruling class. But the religious dis-

crimination sponsored by the State

was the bitter fruit not of ideology

alone, fslani was being distorted

and misused as a convenient weapon

of economic exploitation. 'I'hat was

the meaning of jaziya, the heavy

poll-tax levied on Hindus, a penalty

[or adherence to their {aith. Akbar,

loving justice, removed this imposi-

tion. He went further. He shocked

the privileged class by throwing open

the highest posts in the lunpire to

merit, regardless of race and creed.

So it happened that Hindus came to

fill peak posts in the civil administra-

tion and military High Command.

Hindu strategy won him his ])attles.

Hindu artists under royal patronage

made a major contribution to the

growth of the art which we call today

the Mogul School of painting.

But the Hindus too knew the

heat of Akbar’s reforming zeal from

the promulgation of the anti-5////tY

edict, which prohibited the rite,

though permitting it in exceptional

circumstances, under ollicial eye.

Mankind since Akbar’s time has

walked far afield across the rough

centuries, picking up progressive

social ideas in its stride, so that

religious toleration and racial equal-

ity do not strike us as revolutionary

precepts. (Yet, in practice, has not

the face of privilege lingered beneath

a pleasing camouflage in our self-

deceiving Democracies }

)

But Akbar
should be seen against the setting of

his own century. Then alone will

his greatne.ss be illuminated.

The later Middle Ages had then

oldened and shrivelled. A new age

was in its travail. Martin Luther,

a symbol of this age, had stirred up
revolt against Rome. In the year

of Akbar's accession (155b) Mary,

Catholic Queen of England and

ruthless enemy of Protestantism,

was acting on the conviction that to

burn down heresy you must burn the

heretics. So Cranmer, Archbishop

of Canterbury, had to yield his living

body to the flames. The year before,

Latimer, Bishop of Worcester, had

cried as the tire sprang up at his feet

:

We shall this day light such a

candle, by God's grace, in England,

as I trust shall never be put out.

"

Nearly three hundred Protestants

were burnt at the stake in three

years.

All through the sixties of the

century, Prance was torn b}' religious

strife which swelled swiftly into

civil wars. Pope Pius V issued a bull

forbidding Huguenots to worship on

p.iin of death, and Catherine de

Medici gave it violent expression.

The grim outcome was the hideous

crime of St. Bartholomew's Day,

when the streets of Paris ran with

the blood of the Huguenots, taken

unawares and massacred before

dawn. Other French towns copied

this ghastly example. Estimates of

the slaughter vary from ten to fifty

thousand and more.
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The Sjwnish Empire and the

Netlieiicinds trembled under llie

terror of tlie Inquisition wliicli sent

heretics to death by the hundreds,

in the solemn name of religion and

of God.

Such was luirope in Akbar's time.

A perverted view of their Faith made

barbarians of them all ! The princi-

ple of tok'ration and universal

brotlierhood, however, was inherent

in ancient Indian culture. Even the

thrusts of aggressive Bralimanism

against the Buddhist sum^ha were

unpolluted by mass persecution.

They were soul-thrusts, not sword-

thrusts. It was as though Akbar,

the illiterate son of a .scholarly father,

breathing witJi Iiis body and sj)irit

the immortal heritage' of the land of

his adoption, yielded to its age-old

enchantment

!

Enchantment, indeed. How else

explain the spiritual urge, .so unex-

pected in a ]\Iogul Jhnperor, that led

him to frc(|uent and intimate com-

munion with men of all creeds, and

made him an anxious seeker after

Truth ?

The beginnings of this vital urge

may be trar.L*d back to Akbar’s early

youth. He then rode away into a

de.sert, Abii’l h’azl tells us in Akbar-

nama, a loiur melancholy horseman

tired of worldly affairs, and in the

billowing f)rean of grcync.ss, unpur-

sued by space and tinic, the young

Emperor communed with himself.

A strange ecstasy possessed liim.

Later, and all through his life, such

mystic experiences—yielding some

intuitive realization of Truth—hap-

pened off-and-on. Once they inspir-

ed him with such keen sympathy

for all animal life that he gave up a

great limit which had been arranged.

The abandonment of meat foods,

too, rcllects llie intensity of this

dreamlike mood, when, in the words

of Abu’l Fazl, '‘The spiritual world

seized his lioiy form and gave it a

new beauty What the Sufi seers

liad searched for in vain, was reveal-

ed to him.
”

The outward shell of this religions

preoccupation was the House of

Wor.^^hip where leading theologians

of many l'ailhs---Brahmins. Mullahs,

Parsecs, Jains, Jesuits- - were siiin-

inoncd to di'bate n.'ligioii.s b'liets in

the presence of the hhnpeior. 'I'his

was Akl)ar’s tiaining-groiind. lie

held })ersonal discussions, too, with

learned iik'H of all S(?cts, and dipped

into their scrij>(ures. Illiterah', l)iit

giftid with a })rodigious memory, Ik'

learnt wisdom in the manner of the

men of t'arlv \h'dic times -through

tli(‘ ear.

ffindiiism inov<‘d liim deeply. 1

outward einbh'ins of this intt'rest

won^ the tilak marked on his wide

forehead, lh(? r(fklii string tied by

ihahinans to bis wrist, the horn lire

burning in bis palace, and Jiis daily

worship of the sun-god witli iht*

prescribed mantras. The teachings

of the Bible, explained to him by

the famous Jesuit Imther Aquaviva,

moved him no less profoundly, and

it seemed lliat he would turn

Christian. But then Zoroastrianism,

from the lips of Dastur Mcherjcc

Rana, struck the receptive niin<i
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with almost equal force, so that the

palace now housed the sacred fire.

Jainism, preached by Iliravijaya,

also drew homage from the Empetror,

who accordingly ordered that no

animals were to be killed on certain

days. The revealing liglit of Siifi

doctrines made a deep impression on

the mystic side of his temperament.

So the Shaliin-Shah, having sated

liis spirit of inquiry at the fount of

manifold knowledge, came to this

conclusion : JCvery religion had

elements of beauty and vitality and

truth. All these truths ccmld be

assembled and fused together till

they grew into one suj)nane central

Truth. This was the consummation

for which a breathless world, t(jrn by

rival factions, waited and j)rayod.

He, Akbar, would fulfil the dream

of mankind and evolve a world

religion.

No other emperor in history ever

set before him soambitiou.s a vision,

rhe vision took palpable shape

Din Iluhi, the VTiiversal Eaith. Its

founder as we'll as its high-priost,

Akbai personally conducted the

ceremony of initiation and revealed

to the novice the .secret path of

everlasting life.

The new super-religion, proclaim-

ed from the 'rhrone with a fanfare

of trumpets, stirred no response ! It

was still-born. The first and last

converts were the royal Guru’s asso-

ciates and admirers. That was all.

rile causes of this stupendous
failure are clear enough. A gay-living

royal personage makes a poor figure

in a prophet's borrowed mantle.

(lautarna Buddha could hardly,

f believe, liavc fired tlie iiuis.ses with

his sermons if he had preached them
from the Kapilavastu Palace : the

ascetic’s dusty garb was a banner

that hurried the millions to the Noble

Idglittold i^ath. All through the

ages the spirit of India has idealized

renunciation. Tlie scniyasi has been

al tlie very centre of mass appeal.

1‘iirtlier, Din Haiti was a synthetic

product. It was uu faith but a

formula. It wa^^ evolved in the head,

not in tlic heart. Posturing as a

creed, it could not evoke credence.

The luminaries wlio clustered about

th<.‘ linqH'ror’s person adopted it by

way of a formality, as they adopted

the dress and the artificial teclmique

of court rnaiiiK'rs, perhaps with a

cynical inward .<mile, regardless of

the .spiritual implications.

It is a chastening rcllection that a

poor ?vloslein weaver, Kabir, himself

a disciple of the Hindu teacher

Ivamauaiid, was a better welder of

Hiiula-Moslein devotions, and that

his figure looms larger in India’s relig-

ions annals than the majestic per-

sonality of the great imperial evange-

list. Kabir, a sell-eliminating ascetic,

aildcd singlcne.ss of purpose to hi.s

vision, .\kbar, however, drank deep

from all the bowls of life. I'lie roots

of iiis nature needed exuberance. One

sees him striding out of the House of

Worship to tlu- vast sports arena

where he would subdue wild-temper-

ed eIei)hants--over these beasts he

wielded a strange power! In the

dark of night he would shake

himself out of tlie depths of inedita-
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tion, don a disguise and walk the

streets of Delhi, mingling with the

common people to feel their thoughts

and sentiments, the texture of their

daily lives. A thousand interests

possessed him. IIow then, could he

sink himself in sadhana, the lone

struggle for self-realization ?

Din Ilahi was, therefore, Akbar's

experiment, not his achievement.

Was he sincere in its formulation ?

Was it only a political manoeuvre,

designed to unite the empire, solve

its racial and communal problems

and make the Shahin-Shah, with his

professed divine attributes, a lu-

minous being next only to God ? It is

true that Akbar had a complex

personality, a nature of great subt-

lety as well as depth, so that, with

all the copious life-material left by

contemporary chroniclers, we have

only a twilight knowledge of his true

self. However, when one recalls the

radiant quality of his spiritual urge,

his hunger for ultimate knowledge

and his idealism carried boldly into

affairs of State, one feels that Akbar,

the seeker after Truth, was no

glorified impostor, but a sincere

inquirer; and yet, a spirit forlorn,

dazed and defeated by his dreams,

beating ineffectual wings in a void.

Bhauani Biiattacharya

RELIGION: UNIVERSAL AND PARTICULAR
At the precise moment that I

began to grope in my mind for a

fitting subject for the article, wliich

tlie Editor of Aryan Path had

invited me to write, I received a

letter from a hitlierto unknown

friend taking me to task for “ assum-

ing that Christianity is so vastly

superior to all other religions.
''

b'or

the instant, I was staggered by the

charge : for it would never have

occurred to me to use llie phrase that

Cliristiaiiity is vastly superior to

oth(;r high religions
;
and I do not

believe that I am in the habit of

tacitly assuming what I do not dare to

say. But my correspondent produces

evidence for his charge against rnc.

He quotes from a statement written

by me to explain the religious philos-

ophy of The Adelphi Magazine, of

whicli I am the TCditor. The state-

ment says, among other filings

The Adclphi stands for Christian So-

cialism and (‘liristian Pacifism. It lx*

licves tliat re\’(*rence for the iiidividiiai

is ;i (diristiaii inlicritaiice whicli cannot

he ])reserved aj)art from the Cdiristiaii

faith. It believes that Democracy and

Socialism, apart fn>!n the spirit of

(dirist, hecoiJic evil.

On this my conespondent com-

ments :

—

I cannot understand why you slioiild

take it for granted that anything, siicli

as Socialism, that lacks tlie spirit ol

Christ is, as you say, bad. You do not

apjiear to be in the least concerned

aliout Socialism being inspired by the

spirit of, say, Buddha,—so how can yon

reasonalily expect Buddhists to bi'

more interested in Christ llian yon

arc in Buddha ? Do you agree that the

spirit of, say, Buddha is as essential to

Socialism as is the spirit of Christ ? ff
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SO, why not say so ? Why mention only

Christ ?

To that I reply : I do not profess to

be a profound student of Buddhism

;

indeed, the only Buddhist scripture

I know well is Some Sayings of

Buddha according lo the Bali Canon.

But that, at one time in my life, I

studied deeply. And on the strength

of that study I would not hesitate to

say tliat the spirit of Buddha is as

essential to Socialism, if it is not to

become evil, as is the spirit of Christ.

That is not to say that the two

Spirits are identical, in the sense of

])eing indistinguishable from one

another ;
but that tlie ethical values

which proceed from them are equally

a guarantee against tlie mechanical

tyranny into which Socialism,

unspiritualisod by either, must

degenerate.

Nevertheless, udien I am writing

for an audience of Englishmen, of

Anglo-Saxons, or luiro{)eanS’ -and

that is the fullest extent of the

audience T have any expectation of

reaching, except on tlie now rare

occasions when I write in these pag(*s

—I insist always on the necessity

of the spirit of Christ. And this

for two reasons : first, because my
chief concern is to convey my mean-
ing to my audience

;
second, because

I belong, by birth and education

and inheritance, to the Cliristian

tradition. My natural language in

matters of higli religion is the

language of Christianity. I speak
the Christian idiom.

I accept the limitation— if it is a

limitation—gladly
;
because I believe

that, in order to speak plainly and

l)ersuasivcly, one must speak an
idiom. Ear greater men than I have

come to tins conclusion before me.
1 he English nation has produced no
more profound religious genius than

William Blake. He believed and
declared that “ All Religions are

One ''
; nevertheless, as he grew

older, he came to speak almost

exclusively the idiom of Christianity.

That did not imply, in the least,

that he had surrendered his former

belief in the truth of the one

universal religion of which all partic-

ular religions are forms
;
but that the

necessity of utterance compelled him

to speak the religious language to

which he was born.

There is, I believe, a universal

religion
;
but there is no universal

language of religion. And it is in

accord u ith the nature of things that

this should be so. As (joethe—who
also Ctime to speak the language of

(diristianity at the. end of the second

part of I'iUfsf—said, we can utter

the universal only through the

particular. And it seems to me that

those who rebel against this limita-

tion and try always to speak a

universal language in matters of

religion are always in danger of

speaking no language at all. Cer-

tainly, if I were to try to do so, I

should find myself speaking a kind

of religious Esperanto, which ( how-

ever beneficent its uses
)
could never

servo as the medium to record

experience so intimate and personal

as religion.

For religion is, above all else, an
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intimate and personal experience.

As Max Plowman once said, “The
test of religion is wliether it is a

man's own. " Therefore it is inevit-

able that the language in which a

man writes of authentic religion

should bear the impress of the

religious tradition to which he was

born. His religious thought nec-

essarily shapes itself in the idiom of

the Scriptures with which he has

been familiar from childhood. For

a man of the West, the Bible—and

above all the New Testament—is

his natural religious language. His

deepened religious experience seeks,

and never fails to find, corroboration

in its sayings. No doubt, were he

as deeply versed in the religious

wisdom of the East, his deepening

religious experience would, just as

naturally, find corroboration in the

sacred books of the East
;
but that

familiarity with the sacred wasdom

of the East would be purchased only

at the cost of familiarity with the

sacred wisdom of the W'est.

No Western writer has wTitteii

more profoundly than George Santa-

yana of the metaphysical genius of

India, which he regards as much

greater than that of Europe. But

it is Santayana w'ho also wTote that

the wise man is he who can acknowl-

edge that “ life narrow's down to

one mortal career. " It is a homely

way of saying that the youthful

yearning for the universal should

come to rest betimes in the accept-

ance of the particular, as the

medium in which the universal

necessarily manifests itself. But the

wise man, when he accepts the

particular, docs not thereby deny tli(^

universal. He is aware of othei

particulars through which the

universal is manifested
;
and above all

he is aware of the universal itself.

And this is pre-eminently true of

religion. The Divine—it is acknowl-

edged by all high religions- is

incomprehensible and ineffable. Jt

cannot be uttered, but only com-

muned with and experienced. There

fore the idiom of any particular high

religion is a means only, and not an

end. The very fact that it is an

idiom, an utterance, j)recludes its

own finality. Its particularily is

like a ladder which we must use to

ascend, but which we must kitk

away from under our feet, to t‘ut('r

into cornmunioii witli God.

We may use to illuminate the

problem of particular high religion.s

the analogy of the separate and

distinct arts of poetry, painting and

music. No one w'ho is sen^ili\'(‘ te

more than one of these arts would

deny that they are separate avenues

to what is at its highest one iileiitical

experience : an appreiiension, so

“ self-destroying " tiiat it amounts

to communion, of the Beauty wliii li

is Truth, the Truth which is Beauty.

In this regard we may truly say that

one art is as good as another; but

in saying tliat we do not imply that

one art can replace another without

loss. Were there no art of painting,

no art of music, the art of poetry

would not be enriched by the

aspiration whicli no longer could

find expression tlirough the otliei
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two arts. Our avenues of com-

munication with the Beauty which

is Truth would merely be diminished,

and our opportunities impoverished.

I'hc high religions of great civilisa-

tions—and I cannot believe that

any civilisation can be great unless

it is informed by a high re ligion—can

be regarded, analogically, as the

distinctive art-modes of the civilisa-

tions in which they appear. To say,

or to suggest, that one is vastly

superior to another would be as

foolish as to say or sugg(‘st that

poetry is vastly superior to music,

or music to poetry. High religions

are the roads by which the particular

genius of each great civilisation seeks

its contact with the Divine.

But in all this I have used, with-

out definilion, the phrase “high

religions." It is only “high religions”

which are, like the arts, equal with-

out being interchangeable. But what

do I mean by a “high religion”?

Any attempt to understand the

quahty implied in the epithet “high”

brings us nearer to that common
element in great religions which

underlies Blake’s assertion that “All

Religions arc One.” But it would

be against the nature of things to

expect a clear definition. And per-

haps in such a matter one can only

express a very personal conviction.

Anyliow, my personal conviction

is that the common clement in all

high religions is that they arc all

religions of individual regeneration.

There is another and very important

clement in religions in general : that

they are an expression of social

solidarity. But the religion of social

solidarity need not be, and very

often is not, a high religion. Today
in the West we have modern and
striking examples of these purely

social religions—Communism and
National Socialism

;
and perhaps the

Shintoism of Japan has affinities with

these. The distinction drawn by
Japanese law between Shintoism and

“religions” is illuminating. Bud-

dhism, Christianity, Mohammedan-
ism, and sectarian Shintoism, are

recognised “religions” in Japan ; but

Shintoism itself is not a “religion,”

it is “a way of life.” The “way of

life” corresponds to what I have

called the religion of social solidarity
;

the “religion” as recognised by

Japanese law to the religion of

individual regeneration.

The distinction is official, and

therefore mechanical. But it throws

light on the actual situation in the

West, where Christianity remains the

nominal religicm, but the effective

religion is the various religions of

social solidarity. In Britain we still

maintain that our national religion

is Christianity. In Russia and

rxerimiiiy the pretence has ceased.

And tliat is at least more honest,

h'or Christianity is originally and

essentially a religion of individual

rogoneration : a deliberate and

ivvolutioiiary breaking away from

the Jev'ish religion of national soli-

ilarity. To suborn such a religion to

the purposes of the extreme nation-

alism of modern Europe is obviously

a fantastic perversion, indeed a

deliberate and explicit repudiation of
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Christianity.

For the individual regeneration

which is essential to Christianity has

for its outcome the entire renuncia-

tion of war. Quite inevitably, because

the rebirth of the individual soul, as

taught by Jesus, consisted in entry

into the knowledge that all men are

brothers, because they are sons of

God, who is the Father. This

plain and incontrovertible truth was

accepted and taught by the early

Christian Church for the first three

centuries of its existence. If a man
became a Christian he renounced

war. It followed as certainly as the

night follows the day. l^ut sub-

sequently the essential Christian

doctrine of the regeneration of the

individual into a man of peace and

love, the brother of all men, by his

individual apprehension of the na-

ture of God as the loving Father

of all men, was perverted into

the quite different faith that men

w'ere saved, and thus guaranteed

a happy existence after death, by

the vicarious sacrifice of Jesus upon

the Cross, ('hristianit}^ became a

religion of magic, rather tlian a

religion of spirituality. Men were

regenerated not by their struggle

towards the new and revolutionary

understanding of the nature and love

of God, which Jesus taught, but by

the magical application of baptism

at birth.

This degeneration of Christianity

is, of course, familiar to all. Probably,

all high religions whose implicit

universality becomes explicit, when
they are embraced by millions of

men, undergo a similar degeneration.

But the process in the case of

Christianity has been spectacular,

because it has culminated in a pro-

longed period of war during whicli

the brother-nations of Christendom

are engaged in devoting all the amaz-

ing technical inventions of the West

to the effort to exterminate oiiv

another. It is not surprising that this

final stage of the degeneration ot

Christianity should be marked by the

deliberate repudiation of Christian-

ity by two of the most powerful

nations of luiropc.

Vet anotlier, equally spectaculai

sign of the end of a religious ej)orli.

which may be characterized as the

rise, decline and fall of (‘hristianiiy,

is the rise to power of Japan in llu

Fast. I’or the extremity of the ])er

version of Christianity was reaeluni

in the establishment of l!u^ Furopenii

empires, by robbery and violence*, in

the East, ('liristiaiiity made its(‘l(ee-

tive aj>pearance in the liast, not

a religion of individual regeneration

and universal brotherhood, but as an

overwhelming display of material

force, and the irnj)ositic)]i of an alien

rule based on suj>enor armaineiit^

and aimed at nothing else than tlie

exploitation of the Eastern races as

slaves. Whatever be the eventual

outcome of the present war, Ifn'

robber imperialism of the so-called

Christian West is destroyed. H

Christianity is to have any standing in

the East in the future, it can only be

in so far as it does actually become

what it has so long falsely pretended

to be—a religion of individual re-
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generation and universal brother-

hood. That teaching is cominun to

all high religions.

Whether Christianity is destined

to become the chief of the high

religions, it is mere foolishness to

prophesy. But I, who profess and

call myself a Christian, should be

lacking in loyally to my faith, and

perhaps also in simple honesty, if I

did not briefly say why I find it

possible to believe that Christianity

may one day be acknowledged as the

universal religion of the world. The

reason is quite simple. At the heart

of authentic—perhaps it might be

called esoteric—Christianity is the

doctrine of the Cross, 'fhe doctrine

of the (toss is that the way of

regeneration lies through absolute

annihilation : and that doctrine ap-

plies to the Christian religion itself.

The terrible, the absolute failure

of Christianity as an organised

and institutional rtdigion—Church-

Christianity as Tolstoy called it - is

that it has always evaded, and iudei^l

striven witli every weapon against,

the process of self-annihilation to

which it was committed by the

teaching and example of its Founder.

It has preached the way of the Cross

and avoided it like death. Rather

than suffer persecution, it has

deiil)(*rate!y supported the inhuman

extravagances of modern national-

ism ; all in vain. Tlje more it has

clutched at the modern State for

support, the weaker it has become
;

the more it has favoured the insane

nationalistic passions of Western

men, tlie more Western men have

come to despise it.

l^ut there is an essential Christian-

ity existing in scattered remnants

and groups of men, which accepts its

manifest destiny of annihilation

;

and it is precisely these (Tiristian

remnants, gathering, under persecu-

tion and in isolation, the spiritual

strength for the coming struggle

against the tyranny of totalitarian-

ism, whicli have the deepest under-

standing of their religions community

witli the Fast. 'Ihere are at least a

few thousand Christians in Britain

today who, though more passionately

attached to Christianity than ever

before, look iipiui (jandhiji almost as

their spiritual leader. What they

mean by the spirit of Christ—the

wi.'^dom of the serpent and the hann-

lessnc.ss of the dove—is more plainly

manifest in him than in any religious

leader to-day.

John Middleton Murry



THE POET RADIU’D-DIN OF NISHAPUR

HIS LIFE AND TIMES

[
We jniblish here the first of two articles by Dr. Hadi Hasan oi

Baroda Colloixc who, «'i decade since, added to his laurels as scholar and historian

by }m discovery of the lost diwan of the mcduwal pod Rndiii'd-Din of Nishapiir

,

whose life and times he here reconstructs, partly on the basis of its evidence.

It was a noble culture that produced Kadiu’d-Din but the times that form

his settin^^ seem as dark as our own in the cheajmess in wliicli liuinan life is

held. It was the poet’s fortune not to live to chronicle the tragic downfall of liis

sovereign and tlie sack of Saniarqand. The Qara-Khanid dynasty dramatically

illustrates the universal cyclic rise and fall, to which cultures and dynastit's

alike must bow.

The historian’s tasJ'C ends with the conscientiously constructed onlliiie ot

events; but Iierc is grist for the imaginative playwright's and the fiction-writer’s

mill.— Ed.
j

L- THE OARA-KHANIDS’ RISE TO POW'ER

THE OARA-KIIANIDS ular fight for j>nlitical jnnver hv-

In the century of tlie Hijra, tween tlu; ruling class of tiu* Oar.i-

the Muslim Kingdom of the Oara- Khans, the military class of the

Khanids of Saniarqand and Bukhara Qarliui 'l urks, and the priestly class

lay between the provinct^ of Khura- the l-hikhar.i sadrs. 1 liesc' sadrs

sail on the south, Khwara/m on were rich, inlliienti.i!, and hervdh

tiie e.i.si, and the lerritories of tfie tary prit'sts, poss^/smig tlu' title of

infidel Oara-Khitay.s on the west. Ihe “ lloitsc of ]>urhan," holding

'I'liese limits, liowever, were not their own courts and eonstiluting.

constant : in 536 a. n., the Oara- if were, a Kingdom witliiii a

Khitays overran (he wdude ronntry Kingdom.

and oc(:iipi( (I Bukhara
;
l)y 5(;() A. II., riu* origin of the Oara* Khanids

approximately, the Oara-Khauid and the date of their conversion U)

kingdom had bc'crjine sufficiently Islam is uncertain; Shihahn d-

strong to imdertak(^ an offensive Dawlali wa ZahiruVl-I)‘awa IhigliKi

campaign against Balkli. Rxter- Khan Ilarun b. Musa b. Bughia

nally, therefore, Oara-Khanid his- Khan ‘Abdn’l-Karim Satuq entered

lory is a record of the dealings of Bukhara in triumph on Kabi' I

the Qara-Klians with the Qara- a. h.

—

a. date which initiates the

Khitays, tin; Khwarazmshalis, the displacement of the Samanids by

Seljiiqs and tlie Ghuzz
; internally, the Qara-Khanids in Transoxania.

this history is 0. narrative of a triang- The Qara-Khanids were, therefore.
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the successors of the Samanids
;
the

dynasty lasted till 609 a. h. when

‘Usman, the last of the Qara-Klia-

nids, fell in the slaughter of Samar-

qand by Muhammad Khwara/ni’

shah, and it was during the rule

of this 'Usman "the martyr” and

his two predecessors that there

nourished at Sainarqand and ihi-

khara the poet Radiu’d-Din of

Nisluipur.

THE POET KAl)IUd)-l)lN

AND HIS DIWAN
Says Mirza Miilianimad ihn

Abdu’l-Wahhab-i-Qazwini (Luhabu'l-

Alhab, I. 347-8) ;

—

" Radiu’d-Dm of Nishapur, whose
poems are extremely sweet and lluent,

should be considered a first-grade

qasj(hh‘\\niiiv. Mcijnui‘ii'1 Fusafnl says

(
1 . 231 ) ;

‘ His diu'un comprising

4,00.) v(trses has exane to our notice.

L.nfortuiia.tely 1 have lUjt been able to

trace this dixvan in any one of the,

great ]i])rarics of Europe : I fear it

will
{
soon

)
perish, if it is not already

lost. Majrnivul-h'maM
(

I. 231-233 )

and lldfl Iqlim cite, e.xtracls from the

dlufin vvlierehy it is evident that

RadiuM-Dui was a panegyrist of the

[
Qarfi '-Idianid kings of Saiuanjaiid

Qilij Tanighfij Klian Ibn'ililm b. al-

Husayii and his son
(
and successor

)

Xusratu'd-Dlnyilij Arslan Wian ‘Usman
killed in 0o(j a. n. This is corrolxjrat-

ed hy the Huft Iqlim but the Majma'u'l-

lusdhd has erroneously identified

Arslan Khan with Arslan b. Tu^ril,

the Seljuqid.
”

Hitherto this was all that was

known of Radiu\l-l.)in of Nishapur.

Spreug(T
( Oudh Catiilo^uc, p. 538 )

describes a dixian of Radiu’d-Din

containing not more than 1980 coup-

lets
( 43 pages with 44 bayis to a

page ). This Moti Mahall diwan can-

not be traced but in the summer of

1931 1 found in rihran two copies of

the -lost dhi jfi : the one transcribed

by the poet Sarkliusli at Maslihad in

i2()o A. \i. Sunday 2u Safar and

bekmging to tlie poet-lauroatc BaUar,

formerly of Mashhad now of Tihran ;

the other transcribed by Muhammad

Zamaii Katibal-lsfaliani in 1001 a. h.

30 Jumada I and belonging to

Professor Sa‘id-i-Natisi of the Daru'l-

E'unun College of Tihran. Bahar s

MS. consists of 29v'^2 verses
;
Nafisi s

of 2O37 verses whereof 3b later

interpolations in Nalisi’s hand.

Bahai's MS. is therefore larger : it
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contains 136 quatrains and 157 odes

—these latter are partly fragmentary

and partly entire and, with the

exception of two threnodies, are

exclusively panegyric. The absence of

^hazals from the diwan is noteworthy.

The only contemporary source

wherein Radiu*d-T)in is mentioned

is the Lubabti'l-Albab of Muhammad
‘Awfi composed in 617 a. h. After

praising him for his verses
(
and

this signifies nothing, for ‘Awfi

praises poets, jioetasters and poet-

laureates alike
)

‘Awfi cites two

Arabic verses of Kadiu’d-Din’s sent

to the sadr Burhanu’l- Islam Tajii'd-

Din, i. Burhanu’l-Islam Taju'd-

Din 'Umar b. Mas'iul b. Taju'l-Islam

Ahmad b. Burhanu’d-Din ‘Abdul-

'Aziz b. Mazah who e.xchanged these

vt‘rscs with three Arabic verses of

Ids own composition {Lubabu*l-Albab,

[. 220).

RADIUT)-I)1N\S LIFE

In view of the paucity of contem-

porary information the poet’s biog-

raphy must be })repared on the

internal evidence of his own diu an.

Radin’d-Din uses no tcikhallus and

calls l]imself merely Kadi or Kadiu’d-

Din ])y whicli ban' name the sadr

Biirhanu’l-Islam Taju’d-Din ‘Umar

also addresses liim in the Arabic

vers!.*s just menlionod. Kadiu’d-Din

teas born at Nishapur (Ode CVTII)

:

From his birthplace the poet

migrated to Samarqand ( Ode

CXVTII

)

and became the pan(‘gyrist of tlit'

Oara-Khanids and the sadrs of

Bukhara to whose courts he attached

himself exclusively : of contemporary

rulers and noblemen not connected

with Bukhara and Samarqand tlierc

is no trace in the diii'an
;
even tlic

cities mentioned in the dii.'an an'

only Samarqand, Ihikhara, Nisha])iir,

Jkilkh and ]\larv. (onsecinently

the stat(‘ment of I’afp Kashi that

he visited Mecca and became a

disciple of Mu'in Hainawi, an uncle

of Shaikh Sa‘du’d-l)in Ilamawi, and

that he spent some tiint' at the court

of Arslan Shah b. Tughril Beg and

accompanied the embassy to Bagli

dad, sent by Arslan Shah for obtain

ing the hand of the. Caliph’s daugldev

in marriage, must bo rejected.

The dihiin of Kadiu'd-Din con

tains an od(3 addressed to Nusratu d-

Dunya wa'd-Din Arslan Khan

(
Ode XLIII

)
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Nusratu'd-Dunya wa’d-Din, that King of the

Kings of spcccli,

all of whose possessions, including pearls of

speecli, are royal.

Arslan Khan, King of the world, ready with

gifts, whose

cost of generosity it is difficult for the sea

t<i meet.

This ruler is obviously identical

with the last Qara-Khanid ruler

called Nusratu*d-I)unya wa’d-Din

Qilij Arslan Khaqan ‘Usman b.

Ibrahim by *Awfi who met him in

Rajab 597 A. H., at Samarqand when

‘Usman was fourteen or fifteen years

of age and when his father was still

reigning.^ ‘Usman’s accession to the

throne cannot be precisely dated :

he was reigning in 601 a. h., when

lie rushed up reinforcements to the

defence of Gurganj on bfdialf of

^luhammad Kliw^araznishali against

Shiluibu’d-Din the Ghurid.® Kadiu’d-

Din's ode on 'Usman, tlicrefore,

could not have been composed

earlier than 597 and probably not

earlier than 601 a. h. Of tlie tragic

fate of ‘Usman w^ho was put to

death, with the extinction of the

Qara-Khanid dynasty, by Muham-
mad Khwarazmshah at Samarqand
in 609 A. H., and of the equally

tragic fate of the city of Samarqand—
Radiu’d-Din’s adopted home—which

was given over to a three-clays’ sack,

' Lubdbu'l'Albabf i, ;

—

during which, according to Juwayni
(II. 125) 10,000 men or according

to Ibnu’l-Athir
{ XII. 177-8 )

200,000

men were put to the sword, there is

no mention in the diu an of Radiu'd-

Din. In other words, Radiu’d-Din

did not survive to witness the fall

of the Qara-Khanids and the slaugh-

ter of Samarqand and died conse-

quently before 609 A. H. Taqi Kashi

says that Radiu’d-Din died in 598
A. H. and this guess is nearly correct.

Proceeding now to the date of the

poet's birth, the year 559 a. h. is

definitely mentioned as the date of

the current year in one of the poet’s

odes
( XXXVII

)

l ive bundreci and nfty-nine years after the

Flight, were the

people of the world able to seeure an

abode oi peace

Through the Ka'bnh of learning raii-cd by the

sun of the

dvnasiy of Burlain, the pearl of the oyster

of Husain.

The unmentioned sadr is no doubt

Shainsu’d-Din (hence called

^ Lb ^ )
Sadar-i-Jahan Muham*

Al-Juzjani : Tabaqal-i-Xasiri
, Calcutta cd. Dr. Mus. Add 2(>. 1S9 f. 162 b.
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mad b. Husamu'd-Din ‘Umar b.

Biirhanu’d-Din ‘Abdu'l-'Aziz b. Ma-

zah who according to Ibnu*l-Athir

( XL 205 )
saved Bukhara in 559 A. H.

from being looted by the Qarluqs.

Now Radiu’d-Din could riot have

been less than twenty years old when

he comj)osed tlie ode dated 559

A. H. Therefore he was born in or

before 539 A. h. In other words,

though the precise dates of his birth

and deatii are unknown, there can

be no doubt that Kacliu’d-Din was

living between 539 and 597 A. if.

and therefore that he was at least

fifty-eight years of age at the time

of his death.

Amir Kliusraw (died 1325 a.d. ),

“ the greatest of all the jioets of

India who have written in Persian,

says in his preface to the Poems of

Maturity that his great models were

Sana’i and Kliaqani in contemplative

poetry, KadiuVl-Din of Nishapur

and Kamalu’d-Din of Isfahan in

panegyric and imaginative poetry,

and Nizami and Sa'di in epic and

lyrical poetry. Tlie actual words

are^ :

—

Whatever I have produced in the

form of panegyric and imaginative verse

is an imitation of tlie admirable

(
jKictical

)
gifts of Radi

(
uVl-Diri

)
and

Kamal ( u*d-Diri ).

Further, Amir Khiisraw considers

KacliuVl-Din a versatile genius, poet-

ry being his least qualification :

—

Of ancient scholars whose knowledge

was so encyclopienic that poetry was

their least (|ualification there are two

instances : Radiii’d-Din of Nisluipfir

and ZahiniM-Din of Farj^lb.

In other words, the greatest of all

the Persian poets of India considers

Kadiu’d-l)in to be one of the greatest

of the poets of Persia. Mirza

Miiliarnmad, the celebrated modern

Orientalist, is of similar opiniun.

Obviously, therefore, there is no

need to stress the value of Kadiu’d-

Dill’s diu an
;
and all lovers of re-

search sh(;ul(l remain indebted to

Thk Aryan Path and its brilliant

iulilor for reintroducing KadiiiM-Din

of Nishapur, after (;oo years, to the

academic world.

KOVAL PAfRONS OF
RADIU'D-DIN

The persons mentioned in thof/fav/w

of KadiuM-Din fall under the follow-

ing four categories ; royal patrons,

sadrs of tJie. House of Burhaii,

noblemen and theologians of tlie

Qara-Khanid and the Burhauid

courts and people not associated with

Bukhara or Samarqand.

Of royal patrons, the identification

is easily effected by collating Kadi-

n’d-Din's evidence with the evidence

' Cambridge History of India, Ve III, p.

* Br. Mu ,. MS. Or. 21104 f. 1O3 ii.
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derived from other sources, as

follows :

—

(
i
)

:

NusratuVl-Dunya wa*d-Dni

Arslan Klian
(
Ode XLIII )

:

—

Amongst the Qara-Khanids of tlic

sixth century A. h. there is only one

ruler with this name and he is the last

of the Qara-Wianids whom ‘Awfi met

in 597 A. H. and whom he calls

Niisratii’d-Diinya wa’d-Din Qilij Arslan

Khrujan ‘Usman
(
LuhahiiUAlhah I. 44 j,

ruled c. 597-609 a. h.

(ii)a: Jalal-i-Dawlat Qilij Tamehaj

Wian (Ode IX
)

b: Jahil-i-Dawlat Tam^aj Khan (Ode

XI) whose son was drowned in the

Oxus—a fact bemoaned by the Sadr-i-

Jahan

—

Again there is only one ruler of this

name, viz., the father of the Arslan Khrm

'Usman above-mentioned, whom 'Awfi

CiUls JalfduM-Dunya wa’d-Din Qilij

fanighaj Khan Ibrahim b. al-Husayn

( lubahu*l~Albdb, I. 42 ruled 574—
597 A. H. This identification is certain

forCha^ri Jdian Jalalu’d-Diinya w'a’d-

Oin 'Ali ( See infra the account of his

), who ruled 551-556 a. h.
,
docs not

IX)ssess the title of Qilij Tamghaj Sian ;

nor does Qilij Xam^ajiaan Abu1-Ma‘
itli Hasan known as Hasan-tagin b.

All b. * Abdu*l-Mu'min ( Ibnu'l-Athir.

55 )
who ruled c. 530 A. H. possess

the title of Jalal-i-Dawlat.

( iii

)

a: Ruknu'd-Dunya wa'd-Din
who brought toSarnarqand andBuldiara

the splendours of Saba (Ode VIII ) :

—

b: The redress of the nation, Tamghaj
Khan, who conquered Balldi and Zamin

(
Ode X

)

c: TutI has taken refuge in BalWi;

when thy armies made a charge from

th»‘ fortress of Hnndawan in BallA,

Tuti lied to Marv ( Ode \TI ). See infra.

d : Abii’bMuzaffar Tamghaj Khan,

wlio l)aving subdued all liis enemies in

the east must now contemplate a con-

quest of the west
(
Ode V

)
:

—

He is Ruknu’d-Dunya wa’d-Din

Qutliigh Bilga-l-kCg AbuTMuzaffar Qilij

Tmnghaj Khaiian Mas'ud ( See infra the

account of his reign ), ruled 556-574

A. H., whose achievements in the held

(including a campaign in the Zamin

steppe) are thus described by his

secretary: "During the reign of His

Majesty there occurred a series of

triumphs and conquests, not taking

into consideration those innumerable

victories not gained by him in person.
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And if they were to ask the triumphal

arch of Samarqand it would itself

declare hoM^ every hour his enemies

come on their heads—and not on their

feet—to visit the promenades of his

kingdom/' These military achievements

independently mentioned by two

contemporaries—in verse by Kadlu’d-

Din; in prose by al-Katib as-Samar-

qandl—are of great value in establishing

Ruknu’d-DTn’s identity, for a hcniony-

mous Qara-Khiinid ruler— Ruknu'd-

Dunya wa’d-Diu Burhanu’l-Islam

wa'l-Muslirnln Abu’l-Muzaffar Tamgjiaj

Bughra Wian Ibralnm b. Bu^ra-l^ian

Sulayman-tagni b. Da'ud Kucli-tagin

b. Abu Ishaq Tamgjiaj Ibrahim

Bfiri-tagin b. Nasiru'l-Haq Arslan Ilak

Nasr b. Arslan Wiaii ‘All Hariq ruled

for a short time after 524 A. ii. as

Sultan Sinjar’s nominee ( Sec the oll'K ial

letter of Sinjar, p. 24) :

—

b: Tamghaj Khaqan ( Ode LXXXVI )

:

This Tamgjiaj IQian cr J^aq^ is

either Jalalu'd-Din or Ruknu'd-Dlii

above mentioned. **TamgJiaj FChan
”

by itself has no identification value for

between 524 and 609 A. H., i. e., ap-

proximately during the period of

Radlii’d-DTn, there reigned no less than

six Tamgjiaj Khans as follows :

—

1. Tairigiiaj Klian
(
so *Awfi

) Muhammad
Tagiu Arslan Khan b. Bughra Khan
Sulayiran-tngin died at Palkh in 524 a. h.

2. Ruknu'd-Dunya wa'd-i;)in Burhanu’l-

Islam wa.' 1-Muslimin Abu' 1-Miu.affar

Tamghaj liiighra Khan Ibrahim b. Bughra
Khan Sulayman-tagin, brother to

( 1 )

above, ruled f^r a short time after 524 a.h.

3. Qilij Tamghaj Khan Abu’l-Ma'ali Basari

( known as Ilasan-lagin
)

b. 'Ali h,

'Abdu’l-Mu'min, successor to
( 2 )

above,

ruled c, 3 /,o A. u.

4. Tamghaj Khan Il)rahim b. Tamghaj Khan
Mnh.iininad-tagin Arslan Khan b. Biignia

Khan Sulayman-tagin, son to
( 1 )

ahij\e,

ruled 53O-551 A. H.
(
Ibnu'l-Alhir, XI. 133

and Jamal Qarshi, Texts, p. 132 )

5. Rukiui’d-bunya wa’d-Din (Jutlugh Bilga-

beg Abn’l Muzafiar (,>dij Tamgiiaj Kliaii

Mas ud b. C'haghri Klian jalaln’d-Dunya

\va'd-I.)in ‘All b. Qihj Tamghaj KhcUi

Ahu’lMa'ali Hasan kiicnvn as lla.san- tagin,

grand -nil to
( 3 ) above, ruled 55O-574 a.h.

<>. jalalu’d- Dunya wa'd-Diri Qdij Tamghaj
Khan Ibralnm b. llusayii, successor to (5)

above, ruled 574 - ^.597 a.h.

(v): Nusrutu'd-Duiiya wa’d-Diii

Ibrahim
(
Ode II

)
;—

There is no Qara-Khanid ruler with

this name and title. Nu.sratu'd-Duiiya

wa'd-Oin ibn Ibrrihirn ruled c. 597^609

A. H., and Jalrilu'd-Dunya wa’d-Din

Ibraliim ruled 574—c.597 A. h.

To summarize, therefore, the gen-

eral result. The diwan of Radiu’d-

Diii is in honour of the three Qara-

Khanid rulers (i) Ruknu’d-Dunya
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wa'd-Din Qutlugh Bilga-beg Abiil-

Miizaffar QiJij Tamgliaj Klian Mas'ud

b. Chaghri Khan JalaluVl-Diinya

wa'd-Din *Ali b. Qilij Tamgliaj Khan
Abu'l-Ma'ali Hasan, known as Ilasan-

tagin b. *Ali b. 'Abdiri-Mu’min ( 2 )

Jalalu'd-Dunya wa'd-Din Qilij

Tamgliaj Khan Ibrahim b. Husayn

and ( 3 )
Nusratii’d-Dimya wa'd-Din

Qilij Arslan Khaqan ‘Usman b.

Jalalu'd-Dunya wa'd-Din Qilij

Tamgliaj Khan Ibrahim b. Husayn

who ruled serially, in descending

order, from 55b to 574 A. H., 574 to

c. 597 A. H., and c. 597 to bog a. ii.,

respectively. The detailed history of

these three kings is presented in a

subsequent article. For the sake of

continuity of argument I have also

given the history of Jalalu'd-Din,

who began liis reign in 551 A. H.

THE REIGN OF JALALU'D-DIN I

Chaghri Khan (so in Ibmi’l-Athir,

XL 205) or Kiik Saghar (so in

Juwayni, 11
, j). 14) or Kurk Sa‘iin

( so in the oflicial letter sent by

Sinjar to this niler^
)
or Qilij Qara-

Khan
(
so in the Sindhad-itavuih,

Hr. Mils. MvS. Or. 255 )
Jalalu'd-

Dunya wa’d-Din (so in the A*ra-

du s-Siyasat fi A^hrudVr-Riyasat

,

Leyden MS. Codex 904 Warn. f. 3a
)

‘ Ali ( so in the oflicial letter )
b.

Hasan ( so in the official letter )
or

b. Hasan-tagin
(
so in the TakmiliCl-

Akhbar of ‘Ali Zaymi'l-^Abidin,

unique Tihran MS., composed in

978 a. h. and dedicated to Pari

^ liartliDld’s Turkestan : Texts, p. 34:

—

Khaiium, daughter of Shah Tah-

masp
)
or b. Husayn

(
so in Juwayni

II, p. 14 )
succeeded to the throne

in 551 A. H. under the auspices of

the Gur Khan of the Qara-Khitays.

553 A. H. he killed Bayghu

Khan ( so in Juwayni and ‘Ali

Zaynu'l-'Abidin), chief of the Qar-

luqs : other Qarluq leaders of whom
the chief was Lajin Beg, together

with the sons of the murderd Bay-

ghu, sought protection at the court

of the Khwarazmshah 11-Arslan,

who gave them shelter and in

Junuida II 553 A. h. marched to

Transoxania. Thereupon the Khan

of Samarqand, i. e., Jalalu’d-Dunya

wa’d-Din ‘Ali collected the Turk-

man steppe-dwellers between Qa-

rakul and Jand, and took them to

Samarqand where he fortified him-

self and sought the help of the Qara-

Khitays who sent 10,000 men under

Ilak Turkman. Meanwhile Jl-Arslan,

having won over the inhabitants of

Bukhara by ( false
)
promises, pro-

ceeded to Samarqand where for a

time the two armies of Khwarazm
and Samarqand stood facing each

other on opposite banks of the Zaraf-

shan
(
Ab-i-Sughd ). Finally with

the mediation of tlie divines and

literati of Samarqand a peace was

patched up on condition that the

Qarluq amirs should be restored

with honour to their functions
( Ju-

wayni II, pp. 14-15 ).

Nothing more is known of Jalalu’d-
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Din's reign. Of the notables cf

his court one Ilizhabru’d-Din func-

SCIENCE AND

Mutual consistency of oberved phe-

nomena is the touchstone of theory,

whether scientific hypothesis or cosmic

ultimate. When science is defined as it

is by Dr. J. A. Gengerelli of the Psycho-

logy Department of the University of

California, in his discussion of “Facts

and Philosophers " in The Scientific

Mo7ithly for May 1942, as, '' in effect,

that mode of classifying the universe

which makes of j)orception tlie last

court of appeal,” the need for a broad-

based philosoph}' with its frame for the

facts becomes apparent. Dr. Gengerelli ’s

concession of the scientist’s need of

theories docs not go far enough.

Granting that science and philosophy

demand equal ” rigour and hard-head-

cdiiess in thinking, ” and that tlie effort

of both is ” to embrace as many
experiences as possible under the

fewest possible rubrics with the min-

imum nuinber of contradictions, ” wc
yet cannot agree with Dr. Gengerelli

that the difference between their

respective domains “is of the same
sort as the difference between physics

and chemistry, ” or that " the difference

exists by virtue of the difference in the

questions asked.
"

tioned as his envoy at the court of

Sinjar,'

Hadi Hasan

METAPHYSICS

Philosophy’s field is that of general

laws and abstract principles
; the proper

concern of science is with specific laws in

operation and with concrete manifesta-

tions. When the scientist assumes the

role of metaphysician he ceases to

speak as scientist and his pronounce-

ments should carry no authority.

Hypotheses within the specific field

of investigation are indispensable to

scientific advance, as Dr. Gengerelli

points out, but ontology lies outside

the scientist’s proper scope and yet is

indispensable to a rational world-view.

The scientist depends upon inductive

reasoning but without the complement-

ary deductions of the metaphysician

from the eternal verities the picture that

science can paint of the world will be

all foreground, lacking the setting that

alone can give jx'rsjHictive and bring

out the harmonious n iations between

the several parts. Di. Gengerelli gives

short shrift to the metaj>hysical postu-

late that “ The Universe is One ” but

in questioning its demonstrabiJity he

throws away the one sure clue that

could guide to a genuine philoso])hy

of science—that of analogy, which

rests upon the unity of all.

^ Ttxts, p. 34



FOLK-SONGS, LEGENDS AND MYSTICISM

[
This is the second in the series of Shri Devendra Satyarthi’s

articles.-—

E

d.J

II.—DEATH AND LOVE

I shall now deal with the folk-song

in its relation to the people's mystic

conception of life. This type of

song, like all genuine folk-songs,

is anonymous. The following exam-

ple, sung preferably to the Asa Rag

at dawn, is heard even in tlie towns.

Presumably it was old when Sufi

poetry in the Punjab wns in its

infancy. Perhaps it had lived there

for thousands of years, substituting

new words for old as the language

of the people changed, as is the wny

of folk-songs the world over. It

seems older, in its present text, than

Bulllie Shah
(
1OS0-1758

)
whom

Lajwanti Rama Krishna recognises

as “the greatest of Punjabi mystics."

Strangely enough, in this .song meant

to be sung at dawn, the girl ( repre-

senting the Soul
)

addressing her

mother paints a picture of the

evening ;

—

J);iys to play are but four, mother O !

Days to play arc but four

!

Ill father's

r 11 come no mure !

Days to play arc but four !

I played and played and lo !

The evening overtakes me, mother O

!

And I think

Of household no more
Mother, da5^s to play are but four !

Here lie the rolls of carded cotton !

Hero lie compact pieces of carded cotton

!

The useless spindle has

Twist.s no less thtan four !

Mother, days to play are but four !

In father’s land

I’ll come no more !

^

Days to play aie but four, mother O!

A tradition of long standing has

taught the daughters of the soil,

young and old, to meet and spin

together competitively, Tinjan or

Trinjan being tlieir owm term for

this spinning-bee. The girls or

W’omcn sitting today in the Trinjan

are not sure that their next meeting

will find them all there. The mystic

folk-song compares the world to

a Trinjan, where souls meet like

spinners.

Pas.sengers on a fen v boat.

Girls in a spinning-bee ;

With no certainty

Of meeting again,

They meet now happily !

There is talk between a spinner

and a banyan of a spinning-bee

compound :

—

“ The spiniiing-wheelii arc liore.

Small reed-baskots to hold hanks are

here

:

The spindles are all broken !

Whither went the spinners, O banyan ?
’*

'Compare Husain’s Sufi trend: Vatt nahin avana, bholie mae; eh vari vela eh vari da!

( No more will I have to come here, innocent mother. This turn and this time are but for

this turn
! ) Like Husain, the girl of the folk-song believes that she will 110 more be born in

the world.
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"Some are at their parents', some with

their fathers-in-law,

Some followed the lonp^ road of Death !

The flasks remained all full !

And near each flask lies a cup !
" ^

The Mahl, or chread that is

used to connect the wheel with the

spindle, may stand for an unsteady

mind.

O thread between the wheel and the spindle

!

O weak thread ! O listen to me ;

Ajarain and again you break.

Despite all my care !

The loom, too, becomes an emblem

of the human body. The span of

emotions is represented by the warp.

Thak, thak, the loom makes a noise !

The warp is disordered !

Or the warp and the woof—the

Tani and the Peia—were like

thoughts; the Lalari, or the dyer,

was the teacher.

Listen to me, O warp |

Listen to me, O woof !

The fast dye solved

All doubts.

The weaver stiffens the cotton yarn

with a paste made of wheat flour.

This paste, known as Pan, .symboliz-

ed pride. The yarn, like a mystic, is

made to speak thus :

—

" Don’t apply more ‘paste
'

to me. Weaver !

”

The bobbin of the weaver's shuttle

is called Nali. “ Main Nali julahe

dir* (I am the Weaver's bobbin)

is the refrain of an old song
; the

mystic wanders like the moving

bobbin. In another mood the

mystic says, Main nikke soot di

aiti " ( I am a skein of fine yarn.

)

Like similes arc taken from almost

every kind of village labour.

Ananda K. Coomaraswamy, who
has celebrated the “ Song-Words of

a Punjabi Singer,
" ^ speaks of their

“ most definite folk-character, " of

their windy freshness, " of the

passionate simplicity of the words,

"

and of the solidity and noble

gravity of the tune.
"

“Death," a beautiful lament for the

Beloved, expresses also Ihe attachment

of the Punjabi j)cople to their land : in

its tliird line, with pathetic helpless-

ness a woman prays her lord to return

from the land of Death, as if he had

gone away from home to another part

of India or perhaps emigrated in

search of work.

Who knows if one of the songs

that Huxley heard at Lahore® was

not by BulJhe Shah, the Sufi poet

of the Punjab, many of whose songs

are astonishingly popular alike with

accomplished inusiciaiLs and with

the ])eople ? Bullhe Sliah’s Debate

of Love and Law has the mystic

trend the folk mind recognises at

once, and though it is not a folk-

song in the strict sense, the people

have always loved it. Hour by hour

Shara, or the laws of dogmatic

religion, want to forbid man to

express the free voice of Ishk, or

^Mark the influence of Persian Suft poetry. The God-fearing tiller of the soil would

not drink
; nor would the young girls at a spinning-bcc ever have flasks of wine and cups

with them.

* Art and Swadeshi.
( Ganesh and Co., Madras.)

• Rotunda ( 1032 ), p, 984.
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Love, for God. The mystic listens

to no Shara, he walks on the path of

Ishk. So goes the poet's song,

originally known as Kaji.

Love and Law are quarrelling !

My lienrt’s doubt, O let rue clear:

Law's questions and Love's answers

All, O saint, I'll tell (pray, hear) !

I .aw says :
" Cio to the Mullah,

Learn principles and morals !

"

Love says :
" A single letter is enough,

O shut up all the books.
"

J.aw' says :
“ Lathe five tinies (a day ),

Worship alone in the temple. ”

Love says :
" Your worship is false,

I
I
you think as separate

(
from God ).

’*

Law says :
“ Have shame !

Stop this illumination !

”

Love says: “What's this veil lor ?

r.et the vision be open !
''

Law says :
“ Go inside the mosciue;

Perform the duty of prayer.

Love say^s :
“ Go to the wine-house

;

Drinking read the Naphal i)rayor.
“

. Law says :
" Let’s go to heaven

;

Heaven's fruit we’ll eat.
’’

J.ove says : “O, I’m the ruler there

;

With my hatids the fruits I’ll distribute.
’’

Law says: “Go, believer, and perform the

Hajf;

The Shat bridge you’ll have to cross.
’’

Love says :
“ The i^elovt d’s door is the

Ka'aba
;

From there I won't stir.
’’

Law says :
“ On the cross

We had placed Shah Mansur.
"

Jvovt says :
“ () you did well

;

You made him enter the Beloved’s door.”

Love’s rank is the highe-st Iieaven !

The creation's crown it is

:

He created out of Love

Bullha, the humble man born of dust !

Each moment of I>ove is life

reborn for the mystic. wSome secret

warmth leads him into a dancing

measure. An old peasant once told

me :

—

“ I am a piece of marble. Day and

night Love chisels mo. I know no

temple or mosque. Onward I dance

to meet my Beloved. I go from one

field to another. In the fields lives my
soul. Not in heaven, but in the fields

lives my Beloved. That is why they

bear croi)S. And he lives in me, in my
little life, little like a pool, and lo!

He flows with me into a river.
”

Heer, the peasant-princess of

Punjabi poetry, with her Beloved,

Kanjha, has come to life in the

mystic songs. The mystic likens his

soul lo Heer, the fairest girl of her

land, who met her Beloved, Ranjha,

in death
;

Heer herself becomes

Ranjha when she meets him in her

hearl.^ Again and again, Hecr’s

Beloved, Ranjha, inspires the folk-

songs that grow one from another.

''Ready for tlie Journey,** if we

may call it so ( for folk-songs do not

always have titles ), a little song

translated from Western Punjabi, is

illustrative of the deep-rooted

yearning of the human soul for the

Beloved.

stay yc who'll stay licre,

I t-laiul ready for the journey !

Separation's cry came in !

In the stirrup I put my foot,

.\u(J lo ! I’ve mounted !

You are proud, O tree !

Lo 1 oil your lieacl comes

The wood-handled a.KC !

O, it cut you all to pieces !

^ See Bullhe Shah's song : Rauiha Raujha Kardi ni main, ape Ranjha hoee ; s^addo ni

mainu Dhido Ranjha, Heer na akho kocc ! Ranjha main vich main Ranjhe vick, hor khial na

koee ; main nahin oh ape hai apni ap karc ^* /...( Uttering the name of Ranjha, yc

maidens, I’ve inyscll become Ranjha. Call me Dliulo Ranjha
;
none should call me Heer.

Banjha within me : I within Ranjha
;
no other thought is there! 1 exist no more: He

Himself exists: He Himself amuses Himself!

)
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Some pieces arc picked up and burnt \

Some become rafters in a palace

!

Some meet my Lord Ranjha !

Sighingly some stand and yearn !

Sassi, known well even in Sindhi

poems and songs, is another heroine

()[ Punjabi love-poetry
;
her Beloved,

Puimu, like Ranjha, has come to

symbolize the divine Beloved and

Sassi, like Heer, stands for the human

soul.^ The scene in the burning

desert, where the rose-footed Sassi

wanders in search of her Beloved,

expresses metaphorically the human

sours tireless striving after union

with God. Sassi addresses the desert

thus :

—

Tell me, O desert, if you saw anywhere

The black shc-camcl of my nuniiu ?
-

Where 1 meet my Punnu,

Blessed indeed wall be that spot

!

And :

—

What do you see, O pitiless dc'-ert ?

My rosy feet have been all roasted !

At last I'll meet Ihiniiu, the Mcjon ;

At a slow pace or in Iiastc !

Here stands Deatli ; she winks at me !

Imiiiotleralely she lauglis

!

Death is false ; the grave is false !

Who'll kill Sassi?

Tiinnu lives in my tyes !

It’s all Ilis illumination !

Wait a little, D grave !

Behold Love's miracle !
^

Sohni is another sister of Heer

and Sassi
; her perfect love for

Mahiwal has become an emblem of

divine love in mystical folk-songs.

In these songs Sohni is still seen

crossing the river Chenab to meet

her beloved, Mahiwal. Sohni's sister-

in-law, who knew her secret, one day

replaced her baked pitcher by an

unbaked one in the bushes on the

bank of the river. And at the usual

hour at night Sohni came and took

the pitcher to cross on it the deep,

wide waters to meet Mahiwal
;
per-

haps she perceived the trick, but

where was th(^ time to return honu'

to got the baked pitcher ? Since

Mahiwal, who used to come liimst'lf

to meet tier, had been indisposed for

some days, Sohni took courage

immediately and entered the ('la'iiah

on the unbaked pitcher. In songs,

we tind her pitcher giving way in

the water
;
she is being drowned.

“ Do not eat my eyes, ye crocodiles,

my eyes alone, for i'll see iny

Beloved, " we hear her saying. AM
my flesh eat if you like, except my
eyes.

"

Soliui hursolf is drowned.

Bill luT soul still swims in the Chenab

With all its mystic vitality, IIkj

folk-song persists in Punjal)

;

the Sufi, to whom tlie search

for the Beloved is the gr(?at reality,

immortalizes the adventure of Sohni.

Devkndra Satyarthi

‘
. .Hir and Ranjha and Sassi and Puiinii in all probability were of Indo-Se.ythian

origin, but the poets have overlaid them with Muslim colours. . -I.ajwanti Rama Krislina.

Punjabi Sufi Pods,
{
Oxford University Press

)

^ Compare Hashim, the I'unjabi Suli poet : Orak vakal kaihar dian kookan sun pallhat

dhal jave ! Jis dachi mcra Ptmnii kharia shala oh dojakh vich jave ! Va us vehu virh

virhon vang Sassi jar jave! Hashim maul pave karvanan tnkhm zaminon jave !
(
bile’s last

moiiients ! Cries of Death’s agony ! Hearing them a stone would melt. The sh.e-camol, that

carried away iny r*unnu, O Lord, may she go to hell! Or may she fall in love
(
with somC'

one), suffer in desertion and be burnt like Sassi! May death fall on the caravans, says

Hashim, and their seed ( trace
) be removed from the earth !

)

® The story goes on to tell that Sassi's soul met Punnii in his dream and when he,

having freed himself from parental tics, came to Sassi's grave in the desert he fell dead on it.

As if by miracle, the grave opened and putting out her arms Sassi received her Beloved
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GANDHIJI ON THE “ GITA

The iiilluonce of the Ciila on

Ganclhiji’s life and character is well

known. He is never tired of telling us

what he owes to that great scripture.

In a beautiful and characteristically

Hindu phrase he calls the Gita his

mother who has taken for him the

place of his long-lost earthly mother.

He has also called it his spiritual

dictionary, his book of daily reference.

Ho has translated it into his own

mother-longue—Gujarati—with an in-

troduction on the message of the Gita.

There he says that he has endeavoured

to enforce the meaning of the Gita

in his own conduct for an unbroken

period of forty years. He published

his own English translation of this

introduction more than ten years ago,

in VowHg India of bth August 1931.

Rut earlier than that ( 12th November

1925 )
lie had written a long article in

Young India on the meaning of the

Gita, These two, together with his

famous address on tlie Gita to the

students of the Jicuares Hindu

University during August 1934, would

l)ractica]ly suffice for a .study of liis

opinions on the Gita. But we can

never have too much on ajiy subject

from Gandhiji’s pen. Therefore we
are thankful to Shri Jag Parvesh

Chander for including in the collection

before us not only tliesc three important

items but also almost all tliat Gandhiji

has said in a causual way on the Gita

in his Young htdia, his Harijan and
his autobiography. Only we wish

that all the extracts given here had

been arranged in chronological order.

That would have enabled us to see

whether there had been any develop-

ment in Gandliiji's thoughts on the Gita.

Gandliiji calls his Gujarati tran.slation

of the Gita, Anasakti Yoga or the

Yoga of detachment and renunciation.

According to him, llie object of the

Gita is to show in the clearest possible

language the most excellent way to

self realisation. Tliat way is renuncia-

tion—renunciation nut of action, but

of the fruit of action.

T’li" is tli<' centre* round wliicli the Giia

is woven. Tliis reuiincintion is the central

sun rouTid which devotion, knowledge and

tlsc n'st revolve like planets.

Following in the footsteps of the

Gita, Gandhiji argues that as long as

wc arc cont'incd in the prison-house of

the body we are forced to act, and

every action of ours is bound to be

imperfect, tainted by sin. How to get

over this sin-tainted action ? The Gita

answers, by dcsirelcssncss, by renounc-

iiig the fruit of action, by dedicating

all our activities to the Deity and

surrendering ourselves to It body and

soul. And for this renunciation right

knowledge is required, and for

preventing the knowledge from running

riot and bect)miiig a mere intellectual

feat, devotion is required. Jnana is

not mere intellectual knowledge, nor

Bhakti mere soft-hearted effusiveness.

Both of them have to stand the test of

action and of renunciation of action.

(
Free India*Gita the Mother. I 5v M. K. (tanoui

;
edited bv ]ag I'.mivesu C'H.\NDiiR.

Fublicatioii.s, Commercial Bldgs., 'fhe Mall, Laborc.'Us. 2/4)
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At this point' in his exposition of

Karma-Yoga as taught in the Gita

Gaiidhiji draws our attention to two

significant details : First, renunciation

of the fruit of action docs not mean

mere indifference to the result. On

the contrary, he says ;

—

In regard to every action one must know

tlie result that is expected to follow, the

means thereto and the capacity for it

In other words, in the name of the

renunciation of the fruit of action we

should not be reckless in our actions.

The Gita itself lends support to this

view in the following verse which

deserves to be quoted more often than

it is :

—

Any action which is undertaken through

ignorance, without regard to consetiuences

or to loss and injury and without regard to

one’s capacity is said to be a tamasic action.

XVIII. 25

Secondly, Gandhiji says tlial the

renunciation of the fruit of action docs

not mean absence of fruit for the

renouncer, it only moans al)seiice of

hankering after fruit. As a matter of

fact, he who renounces tJie fruit reaps

a thousandfold. Even wJion the action

fails he has his abundant spiritual

reward. As the Gila puts it, lie who

does good never comes to grief.

But the most interesting feature of

Gandhiji's exposition of the Gita is

that he deduces all liis principles of

Satyagraha from its teaching. He
goes even further and says, “As a

Satyagrahi I can declare that tJie Gita

is ever presenting me witJi fresh

lessons. “ From the Gita doctrine of

Swadharma he deduces the law of

Swadeshi. According to him “ Swadeshi

is Swadharma applied to one's imme-
diate environment. “ One's duty is

first to one’s own immediate neighbours.

He who runs to the ends of the earth

for service to mankind fails in his duly

to his neighbours who are in need.

He wlio supports the mill-owners in

England or Japan by buying foreign

cloth is guilty of having neglected the

starving weavers of his own country.

Charity should begin at home, though

it may extend afterwards according to

its capacity. From the Gita, again.

Gandhiji deduces his faith in the

.spinning-wliecl for India. He (jiiotcs

the well-known verses in the thin]

chapter on the Yajna-chakra or the

wheel of sacrifice, and says that karin.i

there means physical labour, and tliat

in tlie peculiar conditions of India tli^"

fittest and tlie most acceptable sacrificial

labour with which we can serve the

world is spinning. Ho defines Yajna as

an act ilirected to the welfare of otliers,

done without desiring any return, and

fileads that spinning should be raised

to the rank of a daily Maha-Vajna.

But the most important deduction

whicli (iandliiji draws from the Gita is

his gospel of non-violence. To inaii\’

this may seem very startling, as the

Gila was deJivereil on a batlle-fiehl.

But tlie contradiction is only apparent

and Gandhiji s logic is unassailable. He

docs not .say that the Gita teaches

non-violence directly, but that non-

violence is the inevitable result if its

teaching is faithfully followed. The

steps in his argument may be arranged

thus :

—

(i) Tlie jicrfect renunciation which

the Gila teaclies is impossible without

perfect observance of Ahimsa in every

shape and form. In fact, Ahimsa is

included in dcsirclessness.

(ii) Himsa is impossible without

anger, without attachment, without

hatred. And the Gita strives to carry
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US to a state beyond Sattva, Rajas and

Tamas—a state that evidently excludes

anger, attachment and hatred,

(iii) In the descriptions of the

perfect man given by the Gita there is

no reference at all to physical warfare.

(iv) The real theme of the Gita is

self-realisation and its means, namely,

renunciation of the fruit of action. The

fight between the two armies is only an

occasion to expound the theme. I'lie

Mahahharata is a profoundly religious

book, largely allegorical, in no way

meant to be a hi.storical record in the

sense that modern historical books are.

(v) Even the great epic of which

the Gita is a part has not estaldisJied

the necessity of physical warfare. On
the contrary, it has proved its futility

by showing the miserable state of the

actors after the war.

(vi) Arjuiia in the Gita is not a

conscientious objector, nor Krishna an

advocate of violence, as some absurdly

suppose, 'fhe former believed in war. He
had fought the Kanrava armies many
times before. The cjuestion before him

was not one of non-violence, but whether

he should slay his nearest and dearest

in a just war. And Krishna is some-

thing more than a mere lustorical

character. In the Gila He is conceived

as a perfect incarnation, teaching man-

kind through Arjuna the means to self-

realisation.

(vii) If it is difficult to reconcile

certain verses in the Gita with the

teaching of non-violence, it is far more

difficult to set the wiiole of the Gita in

the framework of violence.

(viii) Himsa will go on eternally in

this strange world. The Gita shows

the way out by its teaching of Yoga.

But it also shows that escape through

cowardice is not the way. Far better

than cowardice is killing and being

killed in battle.

(ix) To say that the Gita teaches

violence or justifies war because advice

to kill w*is given on a particular occasion

is as wrong as to say that Him.sa is the

law of life because a certain amount of

it is inevitable in daily life.

(x) The Gita is not, of course, a

treatise 011 non-violence, nor was it

written to cfmdemn war. Hinduism

has never certainly condemned war as

Gandhiji does. But Hinduism is ever

evolving. It is a progressive revelation,

an eternal quest after truth. The Gita

itself is an instance in point. It has

given a new meaning to the old terms

Yoga, Karma, Yajna and Sanyasa and

thereby revolutionized Hindu religious

thought. Gandhiji claims that in giving

a new meaning to Yuddha, viz., non-

violent battle, he has onlv followed in

the footsle])s of our great forefathers

and has in no way strained the leaching

of Hinduism.

Tliero seems to be no doubt that the

ideal karma-yogin de.scri])ed in the Gila

is for all practical purposes a Sat}’a-

grahi. For he lias no trace of anger,

ill-will or hatred in him, he is free from

attachments, he is absolutely sellles^i,

he is unmoved hy siiccess or failure;

he has comjdetely surrendered himself

to God and he works in the world

only to carry out the divine will.

Such a character is obviously in

harmony with a background of non-

violence rather than of violence. The

fact is, that Indian .spirituality through-

out its long Iiistory has been slowly but

steadily progressing in the practice of

non-violence. From the Vedas to the

Upanishads, from the Upanishads to

the Avatar of the Gita, from the Avatar

of the GiUi to the Founders of Jainism
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and Buddhism and from them to the

prophet of Satyagraha—there has been

a steady march.

The Gita says :

—

Surrender all thy actions to me and light

—with thy mind in unison with the spirit and

free from every desire and trace of self and

all thy passion spent.

Buddha says :

—

Moreover, brethren, though robbers who
are highwaymen, sliould with a two-handed

saw carve you in pieces limb by limb, yet if

the mind of any one of you sliould be offended

thereat, such an one is no follower of my
Gospel.

Gandhiji says :

—

I am. not a visionary. I claim to be a

practical idealist. The religion of non-violence

is not meant merely for the Rishis and Saints.

It is meant for the common people as well.

Non-violence is the law of our species as

violence is the law of the brute. The spirit

lies dormant in the brute and he knows no

law but that of physical might. The dignity

of man requires obedience to a higher law—

to the strength of the si^irit. I have ventured

to place before India the ancient law of self-

sacrifice.

The line of development here is

obvious.

D. S. Sarma

HEROES AND HEROINES IN ANCIENT DAYS

At the back of all human life and

attitude are thoughts, beliefs, patterns

and ideals of behaviour, and particular

sorts of impulsion to conduct which

distinguish people from people and

make each one's response or reaction

characteristic. India's is oik; .such type

and derives from th.e peculiar cast of

its history and its background of j>hi-

lo.sopliy, religion and traditions. It is

an ancient land lull of interesting

experiments in individual and institu-

tional living. Its epics and legends

have contributed as much to the making

of the national character as the Vedas,

the Upanishads and the Smritis. More :

the influence of the former in shaping

and .sustaining tlie national character

has been perhaps the greater.

Mr. G. A. Natesan, who before now
has published many valuable books, has

recently brouglit out a nev/ kind of six

selections dealing within a brief com-

pass with this precious, live heritage of

India. And here is a garland of thirteen

stories strung by Shri A. M. Srinivasa-

chariar, an able iiandit who condenses

each story in the poet's own words.

Shri V. Narayanan translates them in

easy, clear and correct English so as to

bring out tlic quality of the original in

liis rendering. A few opening .sentences

help to .acquaint us with the source and

the general drift of the theme. Taste

and judgemenl have gone into the work

;

fur the selection—-except perhaps of the

last where the sublimity of a divine

wedding is not realised as poetry or as it

deserves- is uncxce])tionable
;
and the

translation is happy. Occasionally one

may quarrel with a word or a jflirasc or

the manner of the translation, but that

does not matter. If the stories arc not

all on the same artistic level and stress

more the ethical side of life, or idealise

in plenty, it is a feature, not a fault.

The purpose of the Mahahharata etc.,

was not primarily artistic but that of

* Thp (Jpfikhyanamala : A Garland of Stories. Condensed in the Poets* Own Words
by Panuit a. M. Srintva.sachariar

; tran.slatcd by V. Narayanan, m. a., m. l. (G. A.

Natesan and Co., Madras. He. 1/4)
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holding up models of conduct for later

men to emulate and to be inspired

by. Incidentally they are social and

psychological documents also ; wc
hear in them the authentic note. To
understand them is to understand

basic India. The stories give more
than a glimpse into its heart which

beats ever steadfastly, loyally and

courageously for truth and for the

larger moral and social values. The

hold of the poets is firm on the things

of this life and of the hereafter. Today

the need for understanding ihis heritage

is as important to us as it is to others

who look at us critically— since wc are

at the crossroads and are being called

upon to make a choice between the

national and the more Occidental

modern modes of life, thought and

organization.

Sir C. P.Raniaswainy Aiyar introduces

this Uprikhydnanulla with a valuable

foreword and indicates how our epics

and Vuranm should be approached or

accepted. Since eleven out of thirteen

of these selections arc taken from the

Ramayana and the Muhabliarata, his

statement that these “are today the

foundation of Hindu ethics and in both

arc expounded and dramatised all those

trutlis connected with Kanna and

rebirth and destiny and the essential

uniformity and inflexible justice of the

Divine Law wliich form the psycho-

logical bedrock of Hinclii life," deserves

Freedom: Its Meaning, Planned and

edited by Ruth Nanda Anshen.

( George Allen and Unwin, Ltd.,

London. i6s,

)

It is the task of scholars and thinkers

at the present time, writes Benedetto

Croce in his contribution to this

attention.

Whatever be the temptation to

belong to other nations and to affect

other modes under the stress and strain

of contemporary need, the spirit of

Savitri, Damayanti and Sukaiiya, the

wifely wisdom of Draupadi, the idyllic

and tender affection of Anasuya for

Sita are pictures of woman and the

womanly ideal which, wc believe, India

will long cherish. And none of these

are weak or exploited types of woman-

hood.

No less will tlie individualist daring

and striving of Viswamitra, and the

almost thoughtless and fateful liberality

of Kama and vSibi. be examples.

Harischandra is uniciuc as a King who,

fulhlling himself, successfully petitions

the Gods for the boon of taking all his

people with him to heaven as a condi-

tion to his own ascension. If Trisanku

was not able to go to heaven in the

flesh, such a gift is vouchsafed to

Sibi, the essential difference in motiva-

tion, character and benelicence between

the two explaining the difference in

result. Among the stories, those of

Sakuiilalfi, Sukanya, Savitri and Nala

are all —and the last most of all—among

the loveliest in the world's literature.

Editor, translator and publisher, all

deserve our thanks for re-presenting to

us tlicse pictures of glory which for

ever remain fresh and beautiful.

V. SiTARAMIAH

comprehensive symposium,

to keep the concept of freedom precise and

clear, to broaden it and work out its

philosophical foil iidations. That is the

contribution that may properly be required

of us in the many-sided struggle that is laid

upon us to resurrect the ideal and restore life

under freedom.
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Professor Haldane says the same

more briefly :

—

The position of freedom in the modern
world is so precarious that its preservation

and extension require not only good-will, but

all the thought which we can devote to it.

To further this end a series of

volumes, of which this is the first, is

being planned, to be known as the

“Science of Culture Series,*’ the aim

being to break down the boundaries of

specialised knowledge and to synthesize

fundamental contemporary ideas, much
as Diderot and his fellow liumanists of

the eighteenth century integrated tlie

knowledge of their day. A clarification

of thought is the necessary basis for

fruitful action and there is no subject

more momentous today for the future

of Man than tiic meaning and value of

Freedom. In “ Democratic ” countries

freedom had tended to become identi-

fied with liberalism. But, as Thomas

Mann writes,

Liberalism, spiritually and cconouikally, is

the form which life took at a given ]>eriod

;

it marked tlio spirit of tliose times. And
times changed, but frficdoin is an iiiiinortal

idea, winch docs not age with tl.e spirit of

the times and vanish.

It is immortal because it is of the

divine essence of human personality.

It is with this mctajdiysical mystery

of human personality that Jacques

Maritain is chiefly concerned in an

outstanding essay, and this is his

conclusion :

—

God is free from all eternity
; more exactly.

He is subsistent freedom. Man is not born

free unless in the basic potencies of his being :

he becomes free, by warring upon himself

and thanks to many sorrows
; by the struggle

of the spirit and viitue
; by exercising liis

freedom he wins liis freedom. So that at

long last a fieedom better tlian he expected
is gwen him. Vroni the beginning to the end
!t is truth that liberates liim.

So to think out the nature of freedom

is not enough. To know it, we need

to learn to live it. It is a religious

value as well as an intellectual concept.

John Maemurray recognises the same

truth when he insists that freedom can

only be found in a nexus of human
relationships in which the primacy of

real community is maintained over the

functional nexus of organised society.

The field, he writes,

in wliich freedom has to be won or lost is not

the field of economics or politics, of

committees and rules. It is rather the field

which has hitherto been the undisputed

domain of religion. An age that has put

religion fiside without even recognizing the

need to put something in its place has already

lost the sense of freedom and is ripe for the

organization of tyranny.

Yet the problem of freedom docs in

fact extend into every field of human
thought and activity and in this

volume wc have an array of eminent

tliinkers qualincd to examine it from

every angle, whether of i)hilosop]iy,

science, sociology, politics, ethnology,

education, ]:>sycJiolog3^ or religion. The

names of Bergson, Dewey, Einstein,

Harold Easki, Bertrand Russell and

Whitehead among its contributors, in

addition to tliose already mentioned

and others of e(pial authority, will

suggest liow ricli a syiitlicsis of thouglit

it contains. Freedom, as so many of

these writers repeat, is a paradox. It

is born (^f an acceptance of necessity,

of rcs])orisibility, of obligation. It is

soinctliing much more fundamental

than the right to express opinions. It

involves a lidelity to truth on every

level and it can only be won by being

shared. Perhaps, as one or two of

these writers hope, the awful necessity

of these times will compel us to create

it.

Hugh PA. Fausskt
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The Discipline of Peace. By K. E.

Barlow. ( Faber and Faber, Ltd.,

T^ondoii. 8.9.
)

This is a stiniuJatiiig, timely and

important book. Tt is the work of a

practising medical man. lie writes

well, which few doc'tors do. The
genesis of his line of tliought may, or

may not, have been that Medical

Testament which was j:)roduced, a few

years ago, by a medical committee of

the County Palatine of Chcsiiire.

In any case, it has tlie same approach

to the problem which confronts man on

Planet Earth, namely, how successfully

to adjust himself to his erivinaiment,

to achieve health, and to eliminate the

root causes of war, which, owing to

his intellectual capacity and spiritual

myopia, now tlireatcn the extinction of

his sj)ecies.

The pro})osition, broadly stated, is

this: the foundation of life upon <‘arth

rests upon the fruit of the earth and

the good soil whence it proceeds. And
that, conseqiuMitly, man must relate

hiinseli to the soil, looking upcm its

conservation as the Fir.<t Trust imposed

upon him by his environment. And

that all his activities must be commend-

ed or condemned as they achicx e or

thwart this basic comlition of his

well-being.

The author, w’ho is, for tlic uninstruct-

cd, too addicted to the abstractions of

]dnlosopliy, passes from ecology to soil

erosion, the place of man in nature, the

results of the impact of modern science

upon the fertility of the earth, and the

r61e played by machines.

Accepting the correctness of Dr.

Barlow’s diagnosis, one is at once faced

by tile problem of w^ays and means.

Take a single instance of the obstacles

that obstruct the road to the reorgauiza-

tion of modern life at every turn.

Sir Albert Howard, who revived

and systematized the ancient Chinese

methods of humus production and

demonstrated its supreme value for

many years in Indore, Central Prov-

inces, has been faced, not by the weight

of a scientific refutation, but by vested

interests.

The method advocated by Howard

for the maintenance of soil fertility

rested upon the return to the soil of

that which is taken from it by man

:

vegetable and animal wastes. Its wdiole-

sale apjilication, liowever, would have

destroyed a vast chemical industry.

It is difficult to see what otlier reason

may be advanced to explain the slow

rate of acceptance of the method among
agriculturalists.

VoY this is no Tiiatter of rival theories,

but t)f that which has been proven in

England ( most remarkably, perhaps,

by Captain R. G. M. Wilson, R. E., at

Surlleet
)
and elsewhere in the world.

If it be true, as this autiior holds,

and this reviewer believes, that the

foundation of man's life on eaith rests

upon the soil, tlien the problem is

twofold, hirst the universal recognition

of this fact
;
secondly, the elimination

of tlioso vested interests, of corporations

and sovereign states, wliicli stand

between man and this heritage of plenty

and well-being.

Dr. P>arlow’s book should play,

jiarticularly at this juncture in history,

an important j\art in awakening in men
unused to sucii thoughts, the idea of

the soil as the source of well-being. It

is the work of a mind that can take the

long, broad view
;
of an original mind

enriched with learning.

If the reviewer might venture a

suggestion it would be that Dr. Barlow
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should provide for the reader concerned

with the soil, but for whom this book
might prove too hard going, a simplified

presentation of his thesis.

Discipline of Peace gives the reader

much : but it also demands much
;
and

in these days men’s minds, agitated by
the violent flux of events, attend with

dilhculty to the words of the philosopher

who would gain their ear as they pass.

The Path to Reconstruction: A Brief

Introduction to Albert Schweitzer s

Philosophy of Civilization. By Mrs.

C. E. B. Russ?:ll.
(
Adam and Cliarles

Black, I-td., London. 3s. bd.)

Mrs. Russell's introduction to Albert

Schweitzer’s Philosophy of Civilization

is an excellently compressed exj)osition
;

in a very short space she has lucidly,

sparely and with the deepest sincerity

set out the main features of Schweitzer’s

thought and teaching in a way that

makes them wholly acceptable. She
will certainly achieve her aim of

persuading her readers to iiiv’estigate

Schweitzer's bo<iks for themselves

;

which is not to say that her book should

not be read for its own (pudities.

Schweitzer entered the ranks of the

great teachers when he sacrificed a

distinguished career as musician and
theologian to go to Africa as a mission-

ary doctor
;
we can believe the teaching

of a man who puts his own teaching

into practice, and there is no doubt at

all that Schweitzer is one of the great

forces of human illumination in our day.

He speaks directly to our condition,

with the fullest understanding of what
has happened to our civilization and of

Shri Ramanlal Vasantlal Desai
A hhinandangranth. ( Commemoration
Volume)

(
R. R. Sheth and Co., Prin-

cess Street, Bombay 2. Rs. 2/8

)

It is just over a decade since Shri

Ramanlal ( whose first books bear the
date 1919-20

)
leapt into fame, in

1930-311 with Divya-chakshu, a novel
of the Satyagraha movement then in

full swing. From that time onwards

It would be a pity, indeed, if any man
whose work today is with the shaping

of tomorrow, missed this book, and for

that adequate reason it is sincerely to

be hoped that Dr. Barlow’s diagnosis

of the ills of humanity will be heard,

and the remedj^ he indicates pondered
by all who still have hope for the

future of mankind.
Georgk Godwin

what must happen to men and women
if they are to be the instruments

of its rescue and preservation. It is

regrettably possible tliat his optimism,

though the sign of a moving faith in

human nature, has less grounds than

he hopes. However that may be, Jiis

jfliilosopliy, based u])oii a reverence for

all forms of life, is certainly the dynamic
needed by a social ortler characterized

by what it is not fantastic to c:i,!l

reverence for death. And Schweit/er’s

reverence for life is no mere sentimental

and “ liiiinanitariaii " conc(q)t
; we must

reach it as the outcome of true thought

(in the (ajleridgcaii sense of thinking

with-feeling), and accept it with an

essentially religio-philosophic ability to

form, and to act ii])on, a world-view

based ii])on living and creative rea.soii.

There may be other terms in whir fi

Schweitzer's wisdom could he couclied
;

but that it is wisdom of the truest and

profoundcst order, and of the order

most needed today, there can be no

doubt. In making this clear to us,

Mrs. Russell’s admirable little l)ook, to

which both the mind and the heart of

the reader make response, does a

distinct scmce.
R. II. Ward

his literary career has been trailing

ever brighter “ clouds of glory,’' shed-

ding light and loveliness in almost

every home of educated—and especial-

ly, young—Gujarat, by his eminently

readable novels and short stories. The

presentation to him, therefore, of this

small Commemoration Volume of writ-

ings by affectionate, understanding

relatives, friends and fellow-writers on
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the occasion of his 51st birthday in

May last is a tribute as well deserved
as it is spontaneous.
The book contains about forty

articles— four in English, one each in

Marathi and Hindi, and the rest in

Gujarati. A j)crusaJ of tlic J^nglish

articles alone
(
hy^ among otliers, Mr.

S. V. Mukerjea and Dr. B. Bhat-
tacharya

)
would give the reader some

real idea of llic general nature, art and
thought of the renowned autlior’s novels
as also of liis gif)wing idealism and tine

cliaracter, liis very remarkable intel*

lectual gifts, the. nor.e-t(.>o-easeful con-
ditions under which Ik* has to write,

and ( most precious of all
)

his rich

humanity.

The Gujarati contributions are of

A Biographical Dictionary of Pitranic

Pemmages. By Akshaya Kcmari
Dkvi. (Vijaya Krishna Brothers, 31,
V'ivfkaiianda Road, Calcutta. Re. i/-)

Tijis brief biograpliical reference-book

of Vodic and Puranic names seems to

have assimilated tlic results of recent

arc.lijcological discoveries and anthropo-
logical resoarche.s. It attem])ts to

suggest the names of ciU'resjxmding

ligures fiaan (he Egyptian, Greek or

Roman mythologies and to indicate the

Tiicial affinities of the Puranic ligures.

Thus we are told that Prajapati is

Orion, that Piishan i< the (ireck Pan
andi the Roman Faunus ; that the

Vakshas are the Australoids, that the

the Rakshasas are Negroes, that the

Danavas are Caspians and so on.

This is all interesting, no doubt, but
it is equally hazardous to ascribe to

the mythological ligures a racial indi-

viduality merely on the evidence of

anthropological similarities between
personages whose characteristics are

described in the Puranas, and the living

specimens of a particular race.

The Vedic gods present greater

difficulty. They need to be approached
from the stand-p(;int of an evolutionary

mythology inasmuch as they had been
changing with the vicissitudes of Vedic
life. Corresponding to the several

three kinds : some give interesting

personal reminiscences of the ever-

amiable Ramanlal; others appraise the

novelist's excellent work
;
and poems

and writings on literary subjects are

another kind of cordial tribute paid
to him by some prominent Gujarati

waiters on the occasion { fittingly

celebrated at Baroda on May i6th
with a sumptuous banquet by the

Committee to whose warm-hearted
efforts we owe thi.s volume also),

d'hese last arc also welcome, but the

greater value of most of the reminis-

cences ami appraisals lies in the fact

that they will be helpful and illuminat-

ing to the future historian in the final

estimate of both the man and the

author.

ViJAYARAI K. VAIDYA

stages in such evolution, different traits

came to bo attached to particular divin-

ities, c. g., the present book describes

the \ edic god Pushan as the Greek Pan
and as tlie “ god of Hocks." Contro-

vt'Tsy has raged among Vedic scholars

as to whether he is a solar or a lunar

deity or whether his chief characteris-

tic, ‘‘ increase-giving," is compatible
with the acceptance of Pushan merely

as a j)astoral divinity. Scholars like

Olden berg have deiinitcly doubted
the suggested similarity to the Greek
Pan. Suggestions, on the. contrary, are

not few, seeking to connect this Vedic
God with the Scandinavian Thor and
the (ireck Hermes. All this should

convince us that this branch of knowl-

edge is still in the fluidic stage of

jK)ssible hy})othesis and one fears that

such a facile association of the Vedic

gods and the personages of the Indian

mythologies with those of other coun-

tries may, in the present state of our

knowledge, lead to too easy acceptance

of important conclusions without un-

questionable corroboration

.

The book, moreover, lacks design.

No indication is given as to how the

names are arranged. Otherwise, it

contains a large body of information

both interesting and valuable.

V. M. Inamdar



CORRESPONDENCE

IS THERE NEED FOR A NEW “ GITA " ?

[Our esteemed contributor Dr. R. Naga Raja Sarma and Shrimati

M. A. Ruckmini, Madras High Court advocate by profession but a Sanskritist by

avocation, here express their reactions to Mr. S. K. George's article “Wanted —

A

New Gita ’’ which appeared in the July 1942 issue of ruE Aryan Path. Their

letters present very much the same point of view, ft is not the only one on

this important subject, nor does it coincide with our own, but it is our j)olicy to

allow contributors free expression of opinion within the limits set by our

impersonal, non-partisan and unsectarian aims. Our own attitude, which was

suggested in the editorial introduction to Mr. George's article, is, briefly, that it

is a new approach, not a new Gila which is wanted, that Krishna enjoined on

his disciple the fearless performance of <luty without self-interest hut that Ih*

also taught him Universal Brotherhood and inculcated the s[)irit of disj)assio!i in

action—even in seemingly violent action. l‘he (7 //^ is not a book for Hindus

only; it is a l;)0ok of universal wisdom for all mortals.—En.J

As the view presented by Mr. S. K.

George in The Aryan Path for July

1942. under the title “ Wanted—

A

New Gita
”

is typical of a persistent

misunderstanding of the main message

of the Gita, I request 3 011 to allow me
to point out that philosophically tliero

is no need whatsoever for a “ New
Gita “ as the time-honoured extant

Gita is i)erfectly adequate for the

full satisfaction of the metaphysical,

moral and other thought-needs of

aspirants and genuine seekers of

spiritual Truths. 1 sec that the

editorial note itself constitutes a

corrective to Mr. George's contribu-

tion. The note, however, being too

brief, may not serve its purpose so

well as a detailed examination of the

contentions of Mr. George. Let me
say at the outset that Mr. George's

claim that we have gone Ix^yond the

sense of duty, the morality, implied in

the ('Ata on this subject “ is not

substantiated by Hie facts. The (tv

for a “ New (Ata “ is like tlie cry of

a school-chilli for a new book before

it has touched the old.

Mr. George remarks, “ We go to

ancient scriptures to hud answeis for

our modern proldems.” 1 cni})hatically

assert that we do wo/. Modern

Christians throughout the world do not

go to the Bible to hud answeis for their

pressing problems. Nor do Vedaniins

go to tJie GUa for answers to theirs.

If a Vedantin is relieved of his purse

by a gentleman of the liigliway, lie

does not consult the Gita I He in-

stinctively approaches a police-outpost

.

But Mr. George is clearly mistaken

in judging that the Gita is not concern-

ed with the problem crucial for us

today . . . the rightness or otherwise of

the use of violence. ''
I do not sec

how the problem is crucial today. It
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is as old as mankind. The author of

the Gita being a perfect psychologist

( far superior to those who today dabble

in modern Experimental Psychology

and kill rabbits and guinea-pigs

)

advocated violence for well-known

persons under well-known circum-

stances, and on well-known occasions.

He likewise condemned violence for

others, under different circumstances

and on different occasions. The issue

of violence ?;<?. non-violence is artificial,

and is the outcome of an inferiority

complex. Weak people always sv/ear

by non-violence, and the strong always

by violence.

Christ did not sloj) wars. Ibiddha

did not. Mr. M. K. Gaiidln will not.

According to Hindu computation, tlie

Kali -age is advancing. As it advances,

worse things are in store for mankind,

not the universalization of non-violence

and the conversion of Hitler and

Mussolini into orange-rol)C(i Buddhist

monks or Veda n tic sanyasi.s !

1 do not think Mr. George’s citation

of a translation of a stanza by Edwin

Arnold would support the G/7a’s having

condemned those “who seek to find

texts to suit their occasions. ” Why
has Mr. George not cited chapter and

verse? I would then immediately

demonstrate that either the citation was

irrelevant or Edwin Arnohl liad not

caught the correct import of the stanza.

I would furtlicr tell Mr. George that

there is no harm, no philosopiiic

impropriety, in finding texts to suit

occasions. In the history of Indian

philosophy heads have been broken

over texts ! Dvaitins and Advaitins,

who have reached conclusions poles

apart, have both cited texts to suit their

purposes.

Mr. George must know that lliiidu

thought counsels manslaugfiter in war-

fare. ( See the Raja-dharma Parva of

the Mahahharata.

)

Krishna’s attitude

to war must be deemed most rational.

War is a biological or adjustmental

necessity on a par with epidemics and

destructive natural phenomena like

earthquakes. And a Kshatriya must

fight. Against this Mr. Gec/rge urges

that “ distinctions ajid tendencies. . .are

not irremediable. ” I am afraid Mr.

George has completely ini.sunder.stood

the mission of religion, etlucation and

niu<lern psychology. None of these

would claim that its mission was the

conversion of linmanit}^ into a fraternity

of saints. There are no “ acceiited

ideals.” The average Hindu or

Vedaiilin today violates his ideals as

many times as there are hours in the

day. So does the Christian. If there

is no rigid cla.ssifiration of “Svadliar-

ma,” there ca.n bo no rigid “accepted

ideals” oil her. The ideals so-called

are in fact nadnle and vidatile.

Again, I am afrai«l Mr. (ieorge has

grievously misunderstood tlic mis.-ion

of BiuklJia. Ibiddha never [)rctended

or claimed to couvrrt every Tom, Dick

and Harry into a saint. And T am
surprised io see ^Ir. George constructing

a -t«)ta]ly unlonable interpretation on

tlie “belief that sattvic elements are

pre^viii in all men. ” The belief has

neitiior faiUnal nor speculative sanction.

1 would invite Mr. George’s attention

to ('hapter ih of the Gita, particularly

to St.inzii 20 ill which the Lord emphat-

ically declares that some are destined

for eternal damnation. Neillier Bud-

dha’s nor Krishna’s appeal was ever

indiscriniinatel}* made to all.

Rhetoric is no substitute for reason.

The rhetorical (pieslion wlu tlier God

incarnate, would counsel a bomber to
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do bus duty regardless of the civil

population that must be destroyed, is

immature. X or Y having chosen the

career of a bomber must do his duty as

directed by his commander, regardless

of the sentimental objection that the

civil population would be destroyed.

It was open to him to have declared

himself a conscientious objector and

refused to light at all

!

Incidentally, I do not see why appeal

to loss of reputation should be judged

‘'not on a particularly high plane.'*

If a person j^rofessedly a philosopher

does not behave like a pliilosopher,

there must result loss of reputation
;
if

a warrior does not behave like a warrior,

there must be loss of reputation. I am
unable to sec why an ap])cal io loss of

reputation should not be used to gal-

vanise a sentimentalist into dynamic

activity. It is all too easy to talk

glibly of a man of conviction to whom
“ good name is the last thing. " Very

often such “ conviciioii ” is terribly

error-ridden and such men of convic-

tion care eagerly for their good name
in a small hero-worshipping coterie.

I would thus indicate the main

Vedantic conclusions: The 67/^ is es-

sentially Brahma-Vidyu
(
Science of the

Absolute). It is likewise Yoga-sasira

I have read with interest the amazing

but thought- provoking article in The
Aryax I^ATJf, “ Wanted —A New Gita.

’*

It is indeed laudable tiiat the writer

has ge^ne into the subject with a sincere

spirit of enquiry and a genuine wish to

study the Gita in a new light and to

consider if it ran be apj)Iiod to modern

IToblenis. But in spite of his declaration

at the outset t\\at wlieu \vc go to tlie

ancient scriptures “ we ought not to

seek somehow to wrest answers from

(practical psycho-physical discipline).

I do not think Mr. George is quite

correct when he observes that the

‘"eternal wisdom of the Gita** lies in

“ its doctrine of Nishkama-karma.

That is only one of tlie many means to

a sj)ecific end. The eternal wisdom of

the Gita refers to an exalted goal, which

is nothing short of perfect and complete

freedom from the transmigratory career.

Its main message is how the eligible can

secure that freedom. For the Gita*s

message of immortality is addressed to

the Adhikari (eligible)
;
the Gita never

claimed to convert a donkey into a

Derby-winner.

We have not correctly understood

the exalted spiritual message of the

Gita. Wc have nut even made a serious

and lionest attempt to do so. Emphat-

ically we have not gone beyond its

intellectual and moral implications.

There is thus no need for a new Gita

today or at any time, for the matter of

that, as Mr. George might realise if he

would care to go through niy contribu-

tion “ The Truth about the Gita, "

published in The Aryan Path for

February 1934.

R. Naga Raja Sak.ma

Triplicancy

Madras.

II

them to suit our needs " but “ ought

rather to understand the problems

these ancient texts were faced with and

the an.swers they gave to them in the

light of their historical setting, ” he has

set aside that very standard in his own

article by proj)()iin(ling two interesting

interpretations. The first is that the

rigid classification of men into different

classes and castes, whether on the

principle of heredity or on that of

dominant qualities, is no longer held to
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be unalterably valid and the second,

that war may have been a good thing,

a necessary thing, at certain stages of

man's evolutionary career, but is

definitely no longer such under modern

conditions.

First, as regards caste. In spite of

all progress in material civilisation,

even the most democratically organised

human communities have not passed

beyond the stage of distinctions of

caste and creed. If there is not the

distinction of caste by birth there is

no transcending of caste by quality and

by wealth, even in the most civilised

Western countries. That distinction

of man from man which is dependent

upon the innate difference in men’s

temperamental qualities and endow-

ments can never be wi]jcd away

altogether, so long as mankind continues

to be what it is ( a spirit clothed in

llesh ). So caste is bound to exist as

long as human limitation has its })Iace

in mankind, in some form or other and

under some name or other.

The manifestation of ine(iualily in

society is natural and inevitaldc,

however much the manner of that

manifestation might vary from time to

time and place to place. For no model

n

would make the as.sertion that all men

are equal, in spite of all the boasted

theories of individuali.sm and democra-

cy. There is still the bane of colour

and blood. The problem of the Negroes

remains still unsolved. Gaiidhiji has

declared emphatically :

—

They have no right to talk of protecting

democracy, ami protecting civilisafitm and

human freedom, until the canker of white

superiority is destroyed in its entiret y.

The statement that Sdttvic ele-

ments are present in all men ” should

be taken with its own obvious limita-

tions. It is one thing to say that all

men have the potentialities of Sattvic

character and a totally different thing

to say that they are actually Sattvic.

If that were true we should need no

philosophy of conduct like the Ci/a nor

an incarnate God like Krishna. Ti;o

world would have come to an end long

ago. On that same level is the practic-

ability of the Ahimsa principle in this

war-minded world. When each nation

under the plea of preserving its own

nationality flies at the throat of every

other nation, when each Government is

concentrating all its resources to dis-

cover the best means of maximum
dostrnction possible within the mini-

mum time and human means, the

writer’s plea of Ahimsa seems to me to

be a cry in the wildcrnes.s. I am afraid

the writer is confusing the ideal with

tile actual under tlie glamour of the

principle.

That Ahimsa was possible to the

most elevated man is evident from the

Clfa itself

When the dweller in llie bovly has cr(3sse(l

over these three qualities, wl'ience all bodies

iiave been ])rodnced. liberated fniin birth,

death and uid age and sorrow, he drinketh

the nectar of iiuuiortality.

Sir S. Radliakrishnan has stated it

in another form :

—

The re.ility of evil has become a part of

the accepted code of philosopliy . . . .Who can

withstand the temptation to regard evil as

a fundamental reality, who that lives in this

age to witness. . .such unspeakable atrocities

of civiW^ed I'.urope. in tlic twentieth century ?

T'h.it it re(\uires a very high degree

of self-control and mastery over pass-

ions to dcliieve the Bvahmic qualities is

more than once stressed in the Gifa by

its emphasis on the three degrees of

Sattvic, Rajasic and Tainasic charac-

fcrisfics, and its placing of Ahimsa in
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the srfme category ns Truth and other

spiritual qualities. The despair of the

author of the Gila of seeing tlie world

rise to the vSattvic level of conduct is

clearly seen in his statement in Cliapter

XIV, Sloka 20, already quoted. The
inventions of dive bombers, secret

weapons, poison gas, and what not, are

jToof positive of tlie direction of tlie

mentality of the people.

The second argument of the writer,

that war is no longer necessary, takes

one by snrjwise. I wonder what other

scale of justice he has invented to

weigjj the propriety or impropriety of

the claims of the dilfereni nations of the

]wesent world. No nation on earth would

venture i):i the ghastly destruction of

men and materials for the mere

])le;;sure of it. I wouhl say ratht'r the

nations are diiAtai reluctantly to war

by unforeseen ('irciimstances. I think

that ^^•as what Krishna meant when

lie said to .\ijiina that nature won Kd

imi'ol him to tight, however a \ er.se he

mi,L, lit l;e to }):ntici})ating in the war.

J'X'en the most niiliiant helligereiil

would not admit that Ik; had no

jnslili.ible camse m <!crjare war.

'h’.ce begun, tlie war leads on i!ie

nations to iiuiie and. in(*re atrtxdons

conseonea]( es, umaxperled and evui

imdrcaint of Iw tiie nations tliein-elxes.

T!ie defeated nati(a: caunct be ex['((Te(l

to remain euhn and ]M-si\'e when it 1
'='

being flav<<l, neither would, the vie-

torious iiatiou remain saiidied with llu-

particuhir victrnv, whieh would, (jiiite

likely, be followed by defeat if further

defence measures were* imt resort<xl to.

It is useless to try to limit the eflects

of war. One tiling leads to another in

a chain of .‘cqncnces the limit or end

of which ov<‘Ti God may not envisage.

If llic (, j\ il pojailatimi is alta('ked and

has to suffer the consequences, it is an

inevitable and a necessary evil in this

present state of affairs.

Under the present circumstances the

distinction between civil and military

population pales into insignificance.

The ])eo])lc at large are so anxious about

tJie results of the war, because of the

war consciousness roused in them by

the leaders of the nation, that they are

willing to .sncrilice their lives and

pro])(Tty provided the disintegration

of tlieir em|>irc could be i)revcnted.

ITum.'in nature changes little and the

fighting instinct is one of its cliarac-

tcTistics which has not been absolutely

controlled yet. Moreover, most wars

iire in the cause of freedom and

ilemocrai'y and also they are a cure for

the <iVcrjx>pulation of the world.

When once war is declanxl neither

the war weajions iior the accuracy of

aim would mak(' it possible to isolate

the civil ]X)jailation in a water-tight

rom]>artmeut from tlie military, out of

the realm of danger. If the snl>je('tsof a

riati(m are entitled to tin* benefits of a

v ictorious war, equ.ally so must they he

-ul/jcct t(j the disa‘^trous cousequeucr.s

v\hic]i an* inevitabh*. The civil pojaila

tions a.re as niucli feeders of war as food,

amnimiil ions (*to. Tliey have to l)e

fodder for the. guns as all the prodin'ls

of tile country are used for military

puroo.ses. Moieuv(*r, the actual doalh

calamities could l)e considered negli-

gible when ('ompuled against tlie lasting

l eneiits to .i successful nation. h\'eii

Smriti writers tolerated the sacrifice

of a few in the interest of a larger

number. The present death calamities

are a microscopic minority which

has to be tolerated or excused in the

present state of affairs. If destructive

power is developed during war time
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recuperative powers are also beinf^

developed side by side with it.

Just as disease and pain in one part

of the body have their own wcakeninf:^

influence on the wholes human system,

the war is also a national disease, which

could at best only be cured by peace

pacts, treaties, disarmament conferences

and Leaf^ue of Nations Covenants and

not avoided altogether. That is why

the Mahabharaia, of which the (riia

forms only a i)art, rc('ognised a code of

('(Uiduct kiujw^n as A path Dharma, as

distinguished from Mohsha Dharma.

The Visvarupa Adhyaya of tlie Gita

itself may be taken as a pictnres(iue

description of the fact that ghastly

destruction of the State is unavoidable.

For Arjuna himself, to Ins horror and

surprise, sees all ll.e ferocious con-

sequences of the war with his divine eye.

So I would conclude by saying that

we have not gone beyond the sense of

duty, morality and ethics inculcated

in the present Gita. We are still far,

far awMV from any hope of reaching the

highest ideal propounded in the Gita,

the universal transformation of all into

Sattvic men. One has only to read

the newspapers to judge of the state

of morality prevalent among modern

civilised nations.

So what we w^'^nt is not a new Gita

to replace the old one, but only a proper

altitude of approaching the old Gita

itself with a reverent mind. Wider

sympathy wdth our brethren, a true

iiTiderstanding of the \'iew^-point of

others, a sympathetic heart which is

moved by the rlowai-trodclen people and

an unflinching devotion to God are

counselled by the Gila and mark

the ideal for the realisation of w^hich

mankind must stri\’e hard.

M. A. Ruc’KMIni

Triplicanr, MLidtaa.

THE MENACE OF RACIALISM

May 1 avail myself of tlie hospitality

of your pages to express the apprehen-

sion which a trend in current writing

aro':sos ? I should like to sound a

W’aniing note against tlie appeal to mob

instincts wdiicli some waiters and

agitators—not all of tliem by any

inears iiTiS[)onsibIe demagogues- are

ba.sing on the false and dangerous Nazi

disliuclioii betw'oen superior and in-

ferior races, tlioiigh tliey try to make

it palatable to the world hy foisting it

on ti)c unsuspecting public in an aiiti-

Gcnnan disguise. It is not sufficient

to disagree wuth the Nazis only as to

who should be regarded as infc'rior

races, Jews, Indians and Negroes, or

tiernians, Japanese, etc. If w c accept

the rdicialist principle at all, it will soon

sjiread ov(t tfie W’orld
:
soon all the

nations will again be clasdfied into

born slaves and l>orn rulers, and the

coknir tpiesiion will intensify to new

a^’oibity. Then only one step more and

WT* shall simplify our hucnsic methods

after the Nazi model, the race te.^^t

deciding the guilty party.

Do not s.iy that lUcso arc phantasies

;

they are the U\gical consequence, of the

acccjUance of racial dhscriininalion, of

wliatever typo it may bo. Recently

several I'nglish as well as American

critics have drawn attention to a certain

contemporary current of literature

appealing to the mob which tries to

infiltcr anti-Semitism as well as con-

tempt for the coloured races in the

specious guise of auti-Gcrmauism and
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xenophobia. As long as we believe

that in this war moral values as well as

material ones are at stake—justice,

humanity, liberty and the equality of

nations and races—as long as we stick

to the concept of our great religions, as

w<41 as of our moralists and lawgivers,

that every person must be judged on

his or her individual merits and moral

qualities, we must needs disapprove of

every sweeping discrimination on racial

lines falling alike on guilty and innocent,

even if pleas for such discrimination

be introduced through the back-door in

an anti-German disguise.

The more I feel all the unspeakable

horrors of this time, the more I believe

that only justice, stern and bloody, but

just and impartial

^

can save Europe,

and that indiscriminate hatred and

revenge must bring its hnal suicide in

new butcheries; and tlie more I Ix'lievo

that only the collaboration of all

persons of good-will can rebuild wiiat

is worthy to survive of the past glories

of Europe, and that the perpetuation

of old antagonisms and disciiminations

will lead to its disappearance altogether

between the growing giants of America

and Russia.

A plea in extenuation must be

admitted for some of the preachers of

such subversive doctrines. The bitter-

ness of a shattered life has clouded the

outlook of many victims of these bloody

times. Hatred has blinded them to the

meaning of life and they are not aware

of the possible drastic consequences of

their words. But w ithout condemning

those whose jiidgnuuit has been wairped

by suffering, T still feel it a public duly

to denounce teachings which not only

contribute to falsifying the war aims

proclaimed by the British and American

Governments, but also, in their indirect

consetiuences, wdll be detrimental both

to the jewash and the Indian coinmuni

ties.

I fully realize, lu)W'ever, that all sm h

criticism will be of little avail as lon,:^

as we cannot show’ to tlie distracted

peoples of our time the deeper meaning

of this crisis, the new \istas ot life

wdiich will arise from the prtsenl

horrors, mnv aims w'liich are woith

lighting for
;
and that hatretl will h(‘

tlie stop-gap of tliis aimlessness as long

as only lip-service is paid to tin-

religious and moral values on which

onr civilization, nay. c\aTy civiliz.itioii

has grow n.

Poona. (i. 11

Can the white man and the coloured man ever come together in any sort

of co-operation ? That is the crux of the future. In the answer to that

question is the answer to where and w^hen this war will end. A truce wdiich

does not take into account the (juestion and the answ’cr will be only a tempoiaiy

breathing sj)ace for recuperation for yet a greater pha.se of the* w^ir. II

Americans deny the question and evade the answer, if they ignore it as a

matter of jjolicy and diplomacy, it is simply to behave like the ostrich, because

in Asia no one denies it or evades it. In India it is the burning (picslu'n,

whose flames leap higher every hour ; in Burma it is a raging hre
;
in Java, yes,

and in the Philippines and in China.

—Pearl S. Buck in The New York Times Magazine, 31 st May i<j4-



ENDS AND SAYINGS

A move to ol)scrve October 4th as

World Day for Animals has been

inaugurated by the English Branch of

the World League against Vivisection

and for Jhotcction of Animals. The

objects of this observance are to direct

attention to the wrongs inllicted on

animals and to direct thought and

action to their abolition. Api)eals have

been issued to obsc'ryc the day every-

where and the observance will be

successful if it can spread tlie rea]i>ation

that animals are entitled to ju^tice and

to immunity from cruelty uo less than

ourselves. We refuse to animals the

treatment which as fellow-beings they

deserve, because we are sellislt and they

inartieiilato. We e\i)l<ut tla ir hel])-

lessuess. We iniliet u]K)U them name-

less cruelties in the name of science.

We treat them as insensate things for

sport and amusement. The riglit to

slaughter them for human cmisuinj^tion

is widely taken for granted.

We claim to have given them leg-

islative protection in India under the

I’reviuition of Ca iielty to Animals Act

of 1S90. Its ])resence 011 (he statute-

book is a complacent assurance of our

good but hardly oi^orative intentions,

serving cliicny to mask i)ur a]Mthy.

As was pointed out by Mr. Vasin

\tmus in bis paper on “ Calilt' Poison-

ing in Imlia *' n ail at tlie Medico-Legal

Society Meeting at Patna on ;)V*th July

194'^. that Act does not cover even so

'‘’•migrant an ollenee as poisoning.

ends of verse

And sayings of philosophers,**

Hudibras

World Day for Animals is dedicated

to St. Francis of Assisi^ whose love for

our furred and feathered younger

brothers is well known. But long

before Saint Francis, India had heard

the message of Aiiimsa. One greater

than St. Francis walked our Indian

soil and taught men to be pitiful and

kind. Sir Edwin Arnold in The Light

of Asia shows us Gautama taking the

limping lamb upon his neck and later,

at King Bimbisara’s court, pleading so

movingly for mercy to the weak that

“ the might of gentleness’' conquered

tile priests tiiemselvos, waiting to

sac ri lice.

Ab 11 . P. Blavaisky wre^te in 1886,

Wlifii tlu‘ wi'rkl feels convinced. . .that

annii.iN are creatures as eternal as we
ouiM'lves, \ tioii and oilier poriiianent

t'Miures. d.aily inihiUil (-n the poor brutes,

will, aite! icdliri^ furtii an outburst of

nuiliM'ii iiiMis and tlu» at.s from t-ociety general-

ly, Ion I' all ia>\ eriiment'i lo ]nit an end to

liaiM* baibaruu-. .md ‘'l.au’olul practices.

If war has ;my good by-product, it

is to I)f ing li> nations an awarenos.s of

past follies and an appreciation of the

need for intelligeiu plans for the future.

That is why wo liear so much about

the New \\\)rld Order. The Fabian

Society, with chavacievistic outspoken-

ness, seeks to direel di.scusskw on

pro]ier lines by
]
4acing before Ikilain

issues which tlie war has claritied and

facts wliiclt it can no longer ignore. A

IPt*;./ (U: llic r:i!urL io BrUisJi SociaHsfs,
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No. 256 of the Tract Series issued by

a committee of the Fabian Society,

warns of the danger of reintroducing in

Europe completely independent nations,

instead of a federation subject to a

central economic control. It is be-

coming increasingly obvious that the

stable ordering of the world after the

war must necessarily involve socialism

in one form or another. The hour of

unearned privilege has struck. No
programme of reconstruction can be

successful unless it opens to peoples

sunk in poverty the road to economic

and political parity with those now

more favoured. The brochure includes

a heartening declaration of faith in the

rights of man as man.

Wo must (.•om[*lotoIy di^iutograte our

imperial system in respect to its political

and economic domiiintion of the dependent

people. .. .An empire based on fully equal

rights of citi/.eiishii) for all its peoples may
be justifiable, and indeed gieatly proforuble

to the breaking up of large ]iolitie.al units

into a multiplicity of small Sfnto^ Loo weak

to stand alone. Hut the a])StjIute condition

of such a commoinvcaltli is tliat there shall

be no racial discriniiiiatioii among its ]K!oples,

and that in planning its ei onomic and social

development no h-fs weight .shall be given

the claims of men whose sJdns arc bla( k or

brow’n or yellow than to those of its white

citizens.

The principle is .sound. The attitude

which the Committee gratifyingly .sees

as necessary will “ exclude any return

to imperialist exploitation of native

iabour, or to the claims to jirominence

of a narrow class of white settlers and

officials.”

Science and Culture for August 194-^,

in its editorial comments on Shri Sudhir

Sen’s article on " Tlie Economics of

Food and Nutrition, ” (juotes some
pregnant words from an editorial in

Nature <jf March 1942 :

—

There are huge blocks of human life, in

India and China for example, where the

standard of diet is not of the same order as

the minimum proposed by the Technical

Commission of the League of Nations or as

the stiindard of diet of Western Muro])e.

Europe, excluding the U. S. S. R., with a

population little more than f)nc third of that

of Asia consumes more cereals and six times

as much meat.

This is a significant commentary on

the poverty of the average Indian and

on his capacity to inirchasc food. What
lie is able to procure is hardly sufficient

to keep him alive. Knowledge of food

value.s might help .somewhat, hnt his

scanty budget does not permit him to

worry overmuch about the nutritive

value of the stuff Ik* r an afford to buy

for himself and liis family. With the

hic.redildy low average iiicoiru*, the

deliciency and, fr(*(pu‘nt ly, the absence

of some of the most iiujiortant jirotec-

tive foods, like milk and milk*])rndu('ts,

is, though shocking, not surjirising.

The ])rol.)lem ot underfeeding and

malnutrition is e.ssentially e(‘onomic.

Though att(‘m})ts at securing better

nutrition tlirougii intelligent adjust

-

ment of family budgets ;ire welcome,

the n‘siilts must he h .ss gralifying

attcmjils to ameliorale tin* (jcoiKunic

condition of the masses. Slni Siidliir

Sen therefore Tiglilly mgi's that it is

national waste lo purchase eommodities

from abroad which could be produced a.^

cheaply at home. Through a scieiitilie

reorganisation of our ag-riniltiire it

possible lo enhaiK'O the yield, to

improve the cpiality and thus to provide

money’s worth in terms of nutritive

value. The drastic curtailment in the

import of food* stuffs imposed by war

conditions should prove to us a lesson in

self-sufficiency and a stimulus to an

efficient plan of exploiting our untapped

resources so that, with impro\ed
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economic conditions, tiie problem of

food and nutrition will gradually solve

itself.

But such large-scale planning de-

mands co-ordinated effort and such a

lead as a Ministry of Food could give.

The Editor of Science and Culture

expresses suria ise that there is no such

Ministry for India, in view of the

importance of the problem here.

If affluence breeds indulgence it slow-

ly and steadily leads towards bank-

ruptcy, material and s])iritual. This is

as true of individuals as of nations and

empires. The cyclic course of civilisa-

tion reflect s itself in individual and

national fortunes whirli are but the

components of the entirety of hunnui

progrtss. Histoiy ab(jiiiids in instances

of the decline and fall of nations and it

is an unihlelligu'it a])pi(‘ach which ex-

plains such decline and fall in tcrrn> of

cataclysms like wars and invasions.

Wars have their c.iuses deeper than

mere aggressive nuaitality and territo-

rial acc]uisitivcn<'ss. It is a significant

approach to “ the deeper Cctuses of

war, ” tlierefori?, which i)r. H. (i.M t/

makes in liis article under that title in

the August Neii Revieie wlun Ik* says

that the following of cruel w.ii'- chc^fly

upon periods of comparative prosperity

and cultural progias.s is not men*

accident.

The scope for ecomanic development

within national frontiers must neees

sarily be limited. Failure to appreciate

either the limits of .such possible

development or tfie need for harnionv

and balance betwexm nations leads to

a reckless race for new opportunities

and to ignoring the rights and the

duties involved. Resix^nsible thus for

dissatisfaction from without, such

quick and easy progress tends also to

undermine the moral factors which

keep tlie different social strata in prop-

er balance. It tlius becomes responsible

for unrest within by making of the

leader and the pioneer a master
;
oi the

servant, a slave. Economic Tiiachinery

becomes heavy and class distinctions

l)ecome inflexible. It is such condi-

tions that make war possible and even

inevitable. Dr. Goetz warns, therefore,

that “Nothing could... be more disas-

trous than to light this war in a .spirit

of mere revenge.’* However necessary

the punishment “of those ambitious

political and military adventurers who
have let loose :dl the furies on man-
kind” that piinisliTTic nt alone is not

sufficient.

It is not punishment that can per-

manently che('k crime, but the removal

<;f the conditions which breedi crime.

The biiild(Ts of the fiiliire peace of the

world must remove the conditions

wliirjj j)reci])itaie war. This reform,

Dr. Goetz thinks,

ran bi* ;ii onlv by a rrtiirn from

loMirorjl to rlrrihU v.iluc.>. N )t t!ie gloriu-

r.iiivui ut t!i'‘ ^r.iic >n- ol tia* nation wiiicli

.ur univ Lrn.’pni.ii) ulr.us. . . .p.v;t the worship

ol init(ri.il < !\ ili.Mtion nhii h is only iiuin's

instroTiirnt, m l tl'.r blind brlirf in a mira^-

ulcu'- V nir li\ •'!'ir,r Mri.)r;iv' or political

. . . Hut a rcMvai ol leligious sense

which \sill give a new meaning to our hh*. oi

huinanitv amJ ^rod-will wliiJi will sinoijth

Miir iiUt rrriaiioii.s. id' whirli w.ll give

c\tTvl>otiv hi-i due .'uire. . . .

li is a symi)athctic study of different

peoples’ philosopliics that can knit to-

gether humanity into a. iiarmonioiis

iiuily. Such a study gives to the open-

minded student the most intimate and

the inv'‘st characteristic thought of the

people in crystallised form. In these

days, when the future is being planned
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on the basis of international under-

standing and on the basic fact of

common humanity, it is a welcome sign

that the Western w'orld is evincing

an increasing interest in Oriental

philosophies, as can be seen from the

Spring 1942 number of Philosophic

Abstracts. Dagobert D. Runes liimself,

the Editor of that bibliographic jouninl

as well as of The Dictionary of Philos-

ophy which is reviewed in that issue,

mentions in the preface to Jiis Diction-

ary that “ In any such c()nsj)ectus, it is

increasingly recognized that the Orien-

tal philosophies must be accorded amjde

sjxice beside those of the western

world. ” Tlie discussion of Chinese,

Hindu, Persian and Jewish philosopiiies

in A Popular History of Philosophy by

Mr. Maurice M. Kauniiz is another

indication of a growing trend.

India’s contribution to plulosof)hy

has not been .small, rolorame and

sympathy towards fedlow Ijcings, .1

recognition that the goal of all philoso-

phies is ]):isically tlio same, tliese were

stressed as much by the ancient

scriptures as l)y the great saint of

modern India, Swami Kamakrislina, in

honour of whose rentenary was pub-

lished The Ciillural Hcritiqic of India,

reviewed ni Philosophic A}}stracls by

R. B. Winn. .Ap]>ropri.ite]y, therefore,

that work o])ens with what the reviewer

calls “ Rabindranatli Tagore's inspired

words dedicated to the Sjurit of India ”
:

I l^'vo InUi.'i, Vk*' anso I rultival*' tlu*

idolatry of gi;o,(.jraphy . . because she has

throned) tumultuous a^es tlie liviiit;

words that liave issued fiuiii tJie illuminated

• on adousiiess i>l lier ^;p at sons.

Scientific research today is regiment-

ed by the Uni led Nations, as wtII as

by I'ic A.\i.s, towards a single purpose

—the effective prosecution of the war.

The orientation of scientific research in

every warring country is therefore

determined by the national demand
which has pressed it into service. The

question is raised editorially in Endeav-

our for April whether such co-ordina-

tion, useful and necessary in time of

war, would also be useful and desirable

in times of peace, when only complete

State control could achieve it.

None can deny the value of co-ordina-

tion in any branch of inquiry. The

failure to pool results, no less than the

absence of a clearing-hon.se of informa-

tion on current j)rojccts, .spells endless

duj)iication and dcqdorable waste in

time and energy. Without, moreover,

a broader outlook, a more synthetic

vision, a more ])urpo.seful direction,

research in the various branches of

knowledges is like'ly lo remain unrelated

and thus iinlielpfiil to the j)n)gres.s of

humanity towards a better understand-

ing of life and of nature, towards the

a|)preciation that all life is one.

t.'o-ordination is iiec(‘s.sary and tlie help

of the Stale in achieving it may be

mo>t \'al liable.

But the question of State control

stan<U on a dilhuent footing. Olheial

regimentation (»f workers can yield only

a dreary medio rity. Endeavour warns

against “ any attempt to convert

.scienee from a willing collaborator into

a regimented slave."

There are three main motives for

s('ientiric reseaich --intellectual curios-

ity, altruism and the profit motive,

lu pure science the first frequently

preponderates, in applied science, it is

often ancillary to the tliird. Altruism

i.s a characteristic of the high-souled

scientist in cither field. Many scientists
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\n both fields riglitly value knowledge

in terms of its applicability to the

amelioration of human conditions and

the disinterested research of the pure

scientist may, in tlie long run, be no

less fruitful in benefits—and even in

profit— than the cpiick results souglit

by the votary of applied scit. iice.

Many a coiirc])! that lias revolu-

tionised science- -from the half-law

which dawned on Newton wlien his

famous ap])lc fell, and which he

christened “ gravity, " to the (|uautuni

theory of light radiation, ('onceived by

Planck as he was walking to a S( ieiitihc

meeting—lias come to its discoverer as

a flash of intuition. Ihc scientihe

mind must he allowed a measure ot

detachment, leisure f or brooding and

sufficient freedom from immediatt^

demands to keep tlio casement open to

the winds of thought. As tlie h<litor

of Endeavour remarks.

Imagin'- m-wton, with no

physn*.s or inathmi.itM t (!inp‘'lh'tl U) spoi"!

his (lavs rh'vising n<‘\^ im-th< <ls for a-^sa yiiv.^

hnllion, tau.cd.w coininan'lod h> oi aostonj:

to UisoovtT “ .^onu tliing " or mnsfein

instructed by a goveininent d« partn.ent tv>

rhe: k the tables ol sevi-n-ni;nrc logantiiins
'

The Editorial call deserves to he

widely heard :

—

l.,et us indeeil ha\c na)!*- i » -opi iatior,

more pooling of information, more
j
iirpo-.rlul

and economical direction ot lesi’anli, but let

us resolutely withstand the deadening leturs

of buream racy

MisccMiceplion as to the naluie and

purpose of liistory is largely responsible

for the neglect of its study. Kcganied

as a record of dates and names, its im-

portance is hardly appreciated. U would

be easy to agree with tliis facile view

and neglect history if only the [last ever

died. But, as Buchner wrote, ' The

whole past of the Earth is nothing but

an unfolded present." And the con-

verse is equally true. Sliri K. Visva-

natlian, writing on "‘Indian History

:

Its Study and Teaching" in The

Educational Review for July 1942, points

out that “the spirit of ernpiiry in history

ought to be not the wliat, but the how

nnd why of things." It is a common
complaint that our ancestors wrote no

history. But tliis is a misconception.

Shri V'i.^vanatlian demands

1»() not the Vedas, the Pur.ina:,, tlic Ppa-

nishaih. the Si>;r/.'Z5. the Ramay ayia, and the

Maha}>harata, tlic Rc.jiViif ir.gini, tlie many
'^*hiiln and h^heira mahalniyas, tlie Jataka’i

and t!-«‘ i'iihnkas, and many <'ther San.skrit

and l‘a!i work^ tell ns sr^metl.ing nbuut the

life of our anLC^to;^ ? Are they not. as such,

history b'K-.ks ?

In respect of mediacvnl and modern

India, parti.san writing misleads more

llian it helj)s. “A knowledge of liistory

rerd iii."t(>ry is broadeuing ami human-

ising," killing narrowuc.ss and placing

man in Ills ])ri)per relation to other men.

Among the lessons which the present

and the future can learn from the past

is why nations and iihstitulions have

arisen, grown, declined. Among the

other lesstms of history which Shri

X’i'^vanathan citis are the fundaiiiental

vinitv of Imiia and the iiuiulntable fact

lliat democracy was known in ancient

Imiia and went to the West with

civilisation.

Though the Indian mind recognises

the relativity of liiiman standards, it

also, as Sliri S. XatarajTn jK>ints out,

recogni^s ll:e divine at the heart of

the universe, striving towards which

is the main force behind human prog-

ress, and which, bringing to man an

awMrciioss of his dignity as a human

being, inspires him to self-elevation.

This is true of politicians as of
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others. The question, therefore, whether

absolute ethical standards have any

place in politics-—raised by Dorothy

Fosdick in the June Political Science

Quarterly and discussed editorially by

The Indian Social Reformer of 29th

August—is pertinent. Dorothy Fosdick

thinks that there are two ly]K‘s

of men—those wlio presui)pos(* and

those wlio altogether deny the existence

of an absolute ethical standard in

politics. To the former class she assigns

Gandhi ji, George Lansbury and William

Jennings Br^an and to the latter the

dictators of Europe. Tiie latter grouj)

is again diviiled into the Machiavellians

who exalt power* over considerations

of right and wrong, and the Neo-

Machiavellians who subslit 11 te. social

justice or political order for the principle

of power.

If evidence w'oiv needed to j)rove the

necessity of ctliical standards in politics,

the })rescnt world chaos is tii<‘re Indore

our eyes- -the ro.sult of the woelul

neglect of sucli standards. 'J'he politics

of. misused jjower may claim more

.spectacular results
;
but are they last-

ing? If there is to be reacti<»n- and

there bound to be—what is tliere to

commend such politics ?

Political order and social justice

are good slogans only unh;ss their

promoters accej)t moral considerations

in securing them, for the simple reason

that or(l(T and justice cannot evolve

out of wdiat is not moral. A stage in

human j)rogress has beem rttached when

thinking about the security and welfare

of isolated j)olitical units has been

proved to be inadequate. ‘‘Patriotism,

as Edith (.‘avell said, “ is not enough.
”

Politicians who j^romise progress to

their country at the expense of other

nations betray a sad lack of the broad

outlook, the synthetic view. Thc.se arc

po.ssibU‘ only if moral considerations

prevail. The temporary success of

expediency as a j)olitical])olicy probably

makes Dorothy Fosdick attempt a

reconciliation, under a tlu-ory of relative

ethics which cannot take us far.

Neither ex])ediencv, howevtT .specioii.s,

nor failures, however discouraging, must

shake man’s innate faith in tlie universal

a}>plicability of moral princij)les in

the (.‘(induct of affairs. The world of

politics is an exln'inely practical W'orld

but ils ministers overlook at their ptail

and ours the ne(‘d for the long view

and the moral motive.

It is ]jerha|>s iniivitalile that inter-

nati(Hnd ethics should show some lag

behind the highest individual moral

code. Nations an‘ made up of all the

individuals W'ho comjxise (hem and the

average man is j)erh.q)s as far from tla*

positive implications (jf loving liis

jicighbour as himself as his government

is fnmi af tive concern for othcT nations’

welfare. But the average man is not a

cut throat or a pickpocket. He accepts

at least in theory the obligation not to

exploit his neighbour. It W'ould be .1

step forward if his government (aught

up with him in that.
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and lost among the host—as does the evening

star to those who tread their path in darkness.

—The Voice of the Silence
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THE RE-EMERGING PATTERN

Three centuries ago this year saw, the Brahmins of India. Aryabhata,

on January 8th, the death of one the earliest astronomer of India,

great scientist, Galileo Galilei, and calculated the revolution of the earth

the birth of another, Isaac Newton, as scientifically as Archimedes and

on Christmas Day, 1642. the modern astronomers. The Greek

Galileo with his heliocentric astronomer Aristarchus of Samos in

theory, and Newton with his theory the third century n. taught that

of gravitation, have exerted a pro- the eartli revolves around the sun

found influence on modern thought, and moveth circularly about her

All honour to both for their honestv, own centre. ” Pythagoras had

their open-mindedness, their courage brought the teaching three centuries

and their industry! It is not to before from Middle Asia where it had

detract from any of these to recog- been taught for many ages;

nise that the discoveries for which (ialileo availed himself of the

posterity honours both were not Pythagorean manuscripts, with

original but were restatements of whose doctrines Newton also was

truths once well known. For, as familiar. (lalileo, moreover, was

Newton himself wrote. Restate- anticipated nearer his own day in

ment is a service only less valuable some of his theories, not only by

than inspiration itself.
" Copernicus but also by William

Galileo’s theory of the elemental Gilbert of Colchester. Newton found

vortices had been taught by Anax- most valuable clues in the writings

agoras two thousand years before, of that medieval mystic and nurs-

Thc law of vortical movement in ling of the genii, Jacob Boehme.

primordial matter was in fact learned Newton s profound mind, reading

by the Greeks from the Egyptians, between Boehnic s lines, was able to

They had it from the Chaldeans, fathom his spiritual thought and to

who in turn had been the pupils of translate it for the scientific thinker.
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Sir Isaac, one of the most religious

men of his day, could fortunately

not foresee the uses to which his

teachings would long be put by the

upholders of a mechanistic universe.

Newton held to the Pythagorean

corpuscular theory, and what is his

^'exceedingly rare ethereal medium'*

but the Ether of the ancients ? The

direction in which his great mind

was working is evident from his

leaving open the question whether

the agent causing gravity is material

or immaterial. This, with a liberal

interpretation of liis personal working

God, opens tlic door to the ancient

conception of guiding and operative

intelligences behind the natural

forces. His theory of gravitation

itself, faulty because incomplete,

echoes however feebly the doctrine

of magnetic attraction and repulsion.

The great Pattern of the manifest-

ed universe, and of the evolutionary

scheme in the impersonal and

universal Mind, was grasped by the

first Scientists. It was handed down

in trust to their successors and by

them recorded. But time and

superstition made a jig-saw puzzle

of the Cosmic Plan, as far as the

perception of men in general was

concerned. Since then, the effort

of successive generations of seekers,

w^ho inherited the pieces without the

Pattern, has been directed chiefly to

study of the separate bits.

The original Pattern, how-^ever,

was never lost to the consciousness

of the Self-realized Ones. But for

long ages they have had to work in

secrecy and silence, dropping hints,

like precious pearls, far and wide

apart, into minds prepared to receive

them. Such minds of larger vision

have attempted synthesis and have

found that certain facts dovetailed

with others. Those who followed,

using their findings, have carried

further the reconstruction of a

portion of the Plan. The work of

none is independent of his predeces-

sors' efforts, and so the credit for no

achievement belongs wholly to om?

man.

This continuity of knowledge and

this interlinking of effort and of

liiought afford most powerful proof

of human unity. So the liarmonious

Pattern, still only dimly .sensed but

gradually re-emerging ever farther

into public ken, bears its own

evidence, beyond gainsajing, that

the world is one. Science has

discovered many parts and correla-

tions of that Pattern since Isaac

Newtons day. But each is still

only a rediscovery, a restoration of

the lines perceived how many ages

since

!



A GREAT INDIAN ARTIST
[ Shri Gurdial Mallik, himself a server at Santiniketan who carries self-

effacement to a fine art, writes here on a congenial theme. Of Shri Nandalal

Bose the late Shri Mahadcv Desai wrote truly some five years ago : ‘^Nandababu
is not a Bengal artist, he is an Indian artist, and he would go to the ends of

India to lay the flower of his art at the feet of Mother India.”—-Ed.
)

Man has a dual personality —that

of the artisan, using the term in the

sense of the bread-winner, and that

of the artist, who creates for his

visions forms of beauty which are a

joy for ever. But as only the spirit

can be, and is, the true artist, the

true artist is always a man of the

spirit. All others who in our modern

world of glamour and greed pass

muster as artists are more often

than not counterfeit coins.

Such an artist of the purest ray

serene is Shri Nandalal Bose, who is

entering on the si.xticth year of his

present earthly existence. He is

the most famous student of Shri

Abanindranath Tagore, the founder

of the present-day Indian School of

Pa’nting. But he has also the

fervour and the fragrance of an

initiated disciple, his master being

the (jod-man of Dakhshineshwar.

Thai is why he has what tlio mystics

characterise as ‘'drunken con-

sciousness” (secret and ceaseless

wonder at the Eternally Ineffable)

and ” divine shame, ”
/. c.. tlu!

perpetual sense of the smallness of

one’s own self in Its presence.

Apropos of this ” divine shame
”

of his, a story may be told here.

Once a distinguished visitor came
to Santiniketan—that shrine of the

ecstasy and the idealism of the Poet

Rabindranath Tagore, where Shri

Nandalal Bose is high-priest of the

temple of art. As he went round the

place he saw, among other things,

the gallery of pictures, through

which he was led by a short-statured,

.square-shouldered, simply clad, bare-

headed, barefooted and bespectacled

gentleman with a bright foreliead

and beaming eyes and a face a la

Ajanta fresco. The guide conducted

him from painting to painting,

mentioning the name of the artist

who had executed each, except that

(T the one who had to his credit the

well-known picture, " Dance of

Shiva.” The visitor, too, struck by

its bewitching beauty, forgot to ask

who liad created that masterpiece.

At the conclusion of his visit, as he

was leaving the Santiniketan Guest-

house for the Bolpur Station, he said

to the writer, ” I have enjoyed

immensely my short stay here.

What with the interview with the

Poet, the soul-stirring music of the

students and the carnival of colour

in the Kala-Bhavana (Art Gallery) it

has been an unending feast of joy.

But my one regret is that I could

not meet Shri Nandalal Bose.”

“ Of course you have met him,”

was the rejoinder, ” It w'as he who
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conducted you through the Art

Gallery this afternoon.”

And the departing visitor was

filled with astonishment and, per-

haps, with not a little of repentance

for having failed to recognise the

far-famed, yet bumble-looking artist.

The truth is that Sliri Nandalal

Bose believes in scif-effacement.

And rightly, for every artist worth

his salt knows that it is the song

that matters and not the singer. So

humility is his outstanding attribute

and his shining adornment. What
a lesson to the jniblicity-hunting

artists of today !

Shri Nandalal was born at Kliarag-

pur, in Darbhanga State, in i«S8

His father was a very skilful State

linginoer, whose name was a byword

for smipuloiis honesty. And it is

said that at the time of (le])arting

this life he enjoined upon his chil-

dren ever to be “clean of heart and

hand.” His inotlier had a rich vein

of religious devotion. Shri Nandalal

has inherited the twin virtues of

skill and spirituality from his par-

ents. He had his education uj) to

the undergraduate standard w’lien

his “dx’inon ” or “ jeevan-devata
”

as Rabindranath would say ( whose

influence he had already consciously

felt when, at the age of nine, driven

by a mysterious impulse, he had

painted his first picture of Shiva)

compelled him to exchange the book

for the brusli. The same beneficent

influence brought him into contact

with Shri Abaiiindranath Tagore

who had, only a few years before, at

the encouragement of tliat great-

hearted Englishman Mr. E. B.

Havell, rescued Indian art from its

slavish following of foreign masters.

And the meeting of teacher and

pupil at Calcutta was an event in

the annals of the New India which

is in the making. For, as it has

turned out, Shri Nandalal has been

acclaimed on all hands as “ the legal

heir” to the illuminating traditions

in indigenous art established by the

illustrious founder of the Bengal

School of Painting.

During his period of pupilship at

Calcutta, not only were Shri Nanda-

lal’s inherent aslhetic potentialities

dev(*loped under the dynamic influ-

ence of Shri .\banindranalh, but his

spiritual S('nsibiUties also were

fostered in tiu' shadow of Dakhslii-

neslnvar. In this w’a.v, the divine

dispenser of his destiny illustrated

in him th(' tiuth that art and

religion are the two sidt's (d the s('lf-

same shield of life. Aiul the unfolfi-

ment (d tiiis truth was quirkened

subsequently in the solitude, sun-

shine and shade of Santiniketan, to

wdiich forest sanctuary Shri Naiuldal

shifted from the money-minded,

nerve-racking, noisy old metropolis.

For over two decades now Shri

Nandalal has been in charge of the

art department of the Visva-lfliarati

—the international centre of culture.s

at Santiniketan. His coming there

fulfilled a long-folt need of the Poet’s

institution. Not only did he give an

emphasis to the a‘sthetic turn which

the Poet liad already imparted to the

academic education of our times, but

also he became his handmaiden in
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the creation of a colourful, yet simple,

stage for the performance of the

Poet’s plays. His own credo as an

artist and art-teacher could not be

summed up better than in the state-

ment which he madi; to a newspaper

several years ago ;

—

We are m.'ircliing towards the Un-

known because it is only the present

that exists for ns and not the past or

the future.

We are Indian because we are trying

to keep u]) the Indian .spirit although,

irrespective of style and technique, we

welcome everything that has life. arce])l

with regard all that tlu^se who come in

touch with us have lo ollrr.

Ami it is tor this reason that we do

not allacli much importance to tech-

ni(|ne and worship liie.' -the spiiil of

the living.

Nature inspires us aiul the jvist. Th«3

past experiences (.»l the world guide ns.

We have tried to express uur jt.»y

liecause Art is llit^ e.xpiessiun oi joy

( anunda
)
of life.

i'liC above is an oeho of the incs.s-

age of the paiiiaads, especially of

the Ishopiinisiid, wliieh Shri Naiula-

lal, through eoiitimious iiiedit;itiun

and practice in his life, has sirivea

to make his own.

“We worship life” -this is the

key-note of liis creative art as well

as of his daily Citiuliict. rheiefure

he is against realism (Who Sidd, by-

the-by, Aj)i)earances are dece])-

tivc ”
? )

in the one and snobbery in

tlie other. His principal instruction

to his pupils is always to try to see

the Spirit behind the form, the Real-

ity behind the fact, llie Wonderful

behind the commonplace. I wo perti-

nent anecdotes may be related here.

A fresher ( and every fresher has a

similar tale to tell) once asked him

wliat subject he should draw. The

teacher replied forthwitli, “ Anything

that meets the eye
;
for instance, the

flower, the donkey, etc. ” The would-

be pupil stared hard at the artist as

if the latter were joking, 'fhe artist

noticed this and at once whipping

out of his ])ocket a blank card and a

pencil--his constant companions —
ilrew a sketcli of the donkey grazing

in the field near-])y.

Tlu‘ pupil watched him as lie drew.

And no <(a)ner was the sketch finished

than he exclaimed in accents of

ecstasy, ''Maslcy Mahiishyc ( Sir

teacher), eoiihl the donkey be so

be<iutiful ?

”

“ Of course, ” rejoined the teacher,

“if one lias the eyes to see with.”

And such a vi^ion of the wonderful

he has in a very large measure.

Referring to this gift of his the Poet

Ral)iudranath Tagore sings in his

pi>* in, “ U) tlic Painter ”
:

—

Vtiii maker of pi('turcs, a ceaseless

trav« lK*r among men aiul tilings,

n)imuing (hem iii) in your not of vision

aiul bringing them out in lines

far above their social value and

market price.

li.vei yoiie has ready access to Shri

Xaiulalal, be he an artist or not. He

can never stand it for any one, how-

soever highly placed, to treat with

discourtesy or indifference a fellow

human being. On one occasion he

percei\'ed that a certain official friend

of his received, with invariably iron-
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ed“Out courtesy, only those who were

considered **
big '' by the man of the

world, while others were often some-

what neglected by him, almost to the

point of rudeness ( though the official

concerned called it ‘'plain-speak-

ing”) ! So Shri Nandalal thought

of curing his friend of this uncon-

scious insult to humanity and waited

for an opportune moment to bring

home to him the unrighteousness of

his behaviour. At last a favourable

opportunity afforded itself. He saw

one day an ass standing outside the

building where the official in question

worked. It was afternoon. The

official was absorbed in his files.

Going in, the artist informed him

that an august visitor was waiting

outside to meet him and then he

himself slyly slipped out of the back-

door. Tlie official immediately stood

up and, straightening the creases in

his clothes, went out posthaste to

welcome the visitor. What he felt

on seeing the latter may better be

imagined than expressed. But he

caught the hint which the humorist

in the artist wished to convey to him,

for ever since he has been more polite

to all and sundry.

Shri Nandalal has a keen but

chaste sense of humour. Not seldom

does it border on a child-like play-

fulness, which peeps out in his

sketches, in the autograpli books and

in the sparkling sallies on art with

wffiich his conversation is usually

sandwiched. He has also the docility

and the impressionability of the

child at the one end, as he has the

intuition and the dynamism of the

adept at the other. His art, like his

humanity, is all-embracing. He
kneels at once in the presence of the

Beautiful, whether it comes to the

door of liis heart or through the

windows of eyes or ears, in tlie guise

of a good soul, a scene, a sketch, or

a good song. It is a pity that he,

whose whole being is vibrant with

the rhythm of life, has not cultivated

music; otherwise there is no doubt
that he would have become also a

musician of note.

To look at Shri Nandalal Bose’s

pictures, such as the “ Buddha's
Renunciation,” “ Uma’s Grief,

”

"Shiva Drinking Poison,” "Shiva
Mourning over Parvati ” or " Chait-

anya,” is a spiritual tonic as well as

an unforgettable experience. His
" subjects ” walk forth out of the

finite confines of the canvas and
speak to you as if they w'crc stand-

ing face to face with you. liven if the

subject which he has chosen is tradi-

tional and familiar his re-interpreta-

tion of it in the light of his own
spiritual wisdom endows it with a

newness akin to the newness of

creation which a poet feels afresh

every morning. And no wonder, fur

is not his creed "We worship Life”?

And Life never ages or becomes

extinct or ugly. It is because of

this attitude c)f his that Shri Nanda-

lal is a Yogi, too. Translating freely

what tlie l\)et Rabindranath has

said in one of liis poems, dedicated

to Sliri Nandalal :

—

You were horn in a room outside

which the mystery of colour keeps

guard. Sitting there you build a nest

of form for the worn-out travellers on

the path of life to rest.

You imprison in your lines the Eter-

nal Wonder. May your brush be like

the matted hair of Shiva,—the source

of the waters of life

!

Gurdial Mallik



THE MAN AND THE WORD
[ 1 he late Mrs, C. A. F. Rhys Davids makes some interesting points in

this posthumous article in examining the development of certain Buddhistic

concepts.

—

Kd.
j

Some eleven years ago I helped,

with this subject, to start the organ

of a Heidelberg society founded to

promote the study of the lUiddhism

of Eastern Asia. The Editor's tragic

collapse in mental health, combined

perhaps with cultural uni)reparedne3s

in others to ''carry on," doomed the

undertaking to speedy decease-' any-

wTiy I never heard more about it.

Through the columns of this more

stable enterprise, I seek to give, in a

slightly revised form, to what 1 then

said, a second chance to pr(.)Voke

thought.

My aim is mainly to show man,

with his ever-changing values, and

the word ever seeking to express

these, being stimulated in change as

an effect of " changed skies," His

clringing values man may express

either by a new emphasis through

repetition, by a new placing of words,

by a new meaning or by new woiils.

And with his new values will go

corresponding devaluations.

The changed sky (or soil) may well

be a fertile source in the changing of

values. \Vc may therein look for

new dev^elopments, full of interest.

For the new is never to be despised

as new. Always it is significant of

movement
;
and nothing is so fatal

to man as non-movement ;
nothing

is so unnatural. But the new is not

ever the better, though the better

will ever be tlie new. When the

now is also the better, it is when the

man (the real "man," not body and

mind only) is, in the new, lifted on

to a nobler plane. It is when the

man values "man" as being, or as

capable of being, of a higher worth

than that at which he was valued

before. But a new teaching which,

because of certain conditions evoking

it, declares lliat the very man is but

a name for tliat which is "not got

at," and then goes on to declare that

he does not really exist (save as body

and mind) is not both a new and a

better, li i.s a devaluing, an un-

worthing of the man.

But other new valuations gave the

lie to this lowered outlook. And I

would suggest—suggest only, for

it is a big subject—that we may find

instances of this in term and mean-

ing, sueii as the transference of the

Buddhist world-mandate helped to

make emerge.

Thus, in the term ^otra-bhu

:

"be-

come of the family," we have a word

emphasizing a man's quitting the

7}uimhihi or "world" of the many-folk

(puihiiijiitiii) for the uhindala of them

who minded the things that really

mattered, things not of this world

only, but of the beyond (lokidiata).

He has just quitted ;
no more ;

he is

ranked at the bottom of the ladder

of aspiring effort. Now this word
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emerges at a late stage in Pali litera-

ture. This may be seen at a glance

in the useful article s. v. in the Pali

Text Society's Dictionary
;

better

seen if the references be consulted.

TheMHindu Questions of North India

shows no interest in the term. But

in writers who came under the

influence of Ceylon we witness a

certain promotion undergone by the

concept. The ^otrabhfi, narneJy, is the

jhayin in tlie topmost stage of jhiina

but one, that of appanCi or ecstasy.

These writers are Buddhaghosa,

Buddhadatta, and Aiuiruddha, later

than they, to mention no otliers.

I cannot here go into this change

of emphasis in jhuna itself. I only

suggest, that wlien Buddhism ceased

to be Indian only, and provincial at

that, wlicn tlu* one link between

followers belonged no longer only to

Jainbiidipa, ” but was an inter-

national faith, dhamma or sjsanu,

the need for such a word as “one of

the family” (tribe or clan or gens, if

y(ju will) would emerge. A corre-

sponding dev(*IopnK‘jit was worded

in the mandate of Jesus, both in liis

own mission-experience and again

later in Paul’s epistles.

The greater benelit felt after in

such a community-term as ,qolra hhu

is a valuation of the believer as a

man among fellow-men, not as one

isolated, or seeking only his own
welfare, but as one of a family, and

seeking his welfare in consequence

as bound up with theirs. It is tiuis

a worthier valuation of the moral

man in the Sasana than such as had

preceded it, even in the case of the

saint. I say “ felt after ”
;
that it

was more than this, that it was

clearly and fitly conceived, I doubt.

It needed a later time, a fuller call,

to bring out such a phrase, for

instance, as St. Paul's pusa pairia

en ouranois kai cpiges ; and we can

hardly be said even yet to have

risen to such a valuation.

I find another term emergent yet

later, with new emphasis. 1 am
thinking of sukii, the Pali salti. An
ancient w’ord, it is in early Pali rare

and unemphasized. 1 find it onix* only

in the Digha Kikaya: yalhCisailim

yatJhIbidam
(
according to ability and

strength. I do not find it in the

Milinda Questions] it is in the

('ommentaiies that wi* meet with it

emphasized, ]>ut whether ('imje-

varain or ('eyion led in tliis emplnuds

I cannot s.i}’. J)hamma])r»Ia on tin*

Udclna e(juat(‘s Upt' with salti:

Ihiddliaghosa, on tie “seven tnais-

iires,”“ distingnislie ; a satli einagy,

a salti of the mantra, a sutli of

ow’iiership and a salti of fruition.

The rising vogue of Sakti in India

may lut res])onsible for tliis strengtli-

eiied usage, reaching at that time

no further. Later yet w'e meet

with the term in Bnrmese Buddhism,

in such comjiouiuls as janakasalti,

puccayasaiti, the latter in the writings

of Ariyavanisa. With him it has a

forced value, belonging rightly only

to the man. Namely, the cause

(paccaya) is, in being transferred

^ 10*at, feiv'iur, ardour, energy.
‘ Digha Cuniiuentary, i,
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to the effect, fjiven a fictitious will-

value.

Sattif in fact, is a not unworthy
equivalent for that fundamental

factor in man, the will, so j^oovly

worded in India, because so squeezed

aside by over-attention given to the

man as contcmplator, rather than

as him who looks-ahead-lor and him

who reacts-to. And had Buddhism

grasped the kernel of its Founder's

mandate, and seen in the \\ay a

figure of man as wilier, as ehoosiT,

this emergence of $aiti iiiiglit have

been earlier, and have b(‘('n mon*

worthily cxidoited. As it was, ihe

Founder liad to make use—and great

use-“Of words for, not will, but modes

of willing.^ As it is, saiti as used by

tlie rommentatens is an (‘itort to get

at a lU'W and ampler v;duing of the

man in words, liowever faultily

applied.

la't us next consider not only a

word, but adiscipline nf high iinporr-

ance in Sakya from the first, and

which, when transplanteel to other

sk’»'‘s underwent an inteiw-.ting

renascence. I refer with a set purpose

to dhyana or jhdna

:

brooding, or

musing ( in the Shakespearian sense ).

The purpose which it w.is found to

serve at the birth of Sakya, I have

plentifully discussed cLsewliere. This,

briefly, is that the purpose was not

that of Yoga as introversive, nor as

the merely, mainly negative, prepar-

atory cxcrcivse, which is all that

survives in formulas. It was the

* vayawa, paJhajt j.

* Vitakka. '

* Vicara,

seeking access to, in order to converse

with, men of other and better worlds.

This view is based on Icft-in

"

Pitaka evidence and, as such, merits

the careful attention as yet denied it.

Here I would only bring out the

transformation undergone in the

concept of jhdna, when it took root

eastwards, in the soil of Japan, in

Zen culture. As such, it appears to

have n'gaincd that central well-

spring of llie man: his nature, his

objective*, which was originally

iccogni/cd in Voga-dhyana, but

which became blurred and lost in

ihiddliism grown agnostic and carth-

])ouik1. Not that Ztai is a replica

of Yoga. It is mf>re positive, more

self-conceiUrdted, less .super-personal

than ^'oga. It is still Buddhist, in

that it s<‘eks the divine in man,

iMtiier than to develop man into, or

raise man up to, tlie divine. It bids

the man look within, not beyond

himself.

So mud] by way of general com-

ment. Hut ill detail also we may
note an interesting advance on jhana-

stages as defined in Abhidliamma.

In these (
Pali) definitions, the first

factor which ,
in the formulas, is to

be eliminated is attention in

thought.” 'I'liis older term wliich,

in the Suttas, stands for just

“thought," is, in Abhidliamma,

more specifically defined as “ the

adjusting, fixing, focussing, super-

posing of the mind." Mental discur-

siveness^ in the attending subject had
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to go also. After that there would

appear to be left, in awareness, only

emotional factors, which also have

to go, leaving bare hedonic neutrality

and purged attention.

But in Dr. Suziiki’s account of

zazen (jhdna), “attention-in-thought*'

is declared to be “to aim at keeping

the mind well poised and at directing

attention on any point one wills."^

Now it would be difficult better to

word the exact opposite of the aim

in “first jhana" in the Pali Abhi-

dhamma. In the original Sakyan

purpose of jhCina, psychic develop-

ment was the main desideratum

;

hence it was necessary to cut off the

usual this-world channels of atten-

tion. Bare attention was the best

vantage-point : the attitude, once

more to repeat myself, of the boy

Samuel: “Speak, lord, for thy

servant liearcth !’* But in the divert-

ed, distorted jhana of the Pitaka

formula, the blotting out of the sense

messages, as perceived and heeded,

is in contrast to the prescribed con-

temf)lativc di.scursivcness said here

to be necessary for zen, or zaznt.

I do not wish to step out of my
own narrower range to press any

greater nearness of zen to yoi^a.

Zen, as compared with this, is rel-

atively impersonal. In yoga the

“man’* is in full view from first to

last. It is the man, and not his

“mind” that is before us, the man
seeking vision of, oneness with, the

Divine Spirit in himself. Who he

himself is :—Man transcendent as

akin to man under earth conditions,

yet Man above and beyond the best,

the finest he has yet realized. To
realize, not as yet that, but the

dawning of its truth :—this brings

him a spiritual relea.se (mOkslia) from

subjection to body and mind as

being, in any essential way, himself.

So that he can truly say :

—

This, here, is my true kinsman
;
I can

no other than be with him
;
won to

evenness and unity with him : then only

become I really he who I nin.^

In the man as “ more-man, ” we

come finally to the most interesting

form of growth undergone by

Buddhism on a new soil. Arahan,

meaning in the Vedas just “ worthy

person, ” makc.s a curious fresh dtHntt

in the Pitakan Vinaya. We find a

rival to the new teacher Gotama

claiming the? title, in virtue, not of

saintly w'orth, but of psychic hyper-

will-powvr. At the same time new

converts to“ Sakya,” the leaching of

the Sakj’a-sons, wath no such creden-

tials, are called .\ralians. These, in the

5?///n-Pitaka, would be called just

Stream-winners, i.c., conva rts, arahan

having Ix'come reserved for achieve-

ment in the highest, or fourth, stage

of the Way. Such, it w-as held, had

not just begun the (picst of spiritual

wayfaring; they had finished, “done

what was to be done, ” with nothing

left to do save mystically to pass

out [nir-van’). This was an inevit-

able result of monastic Buddhism s

extending its world-lorn theory of

111 to life in other worlds also, ceasing

* Journal of the Pali Texts Society, 1906-07, pp. 9 ft.

* Mahahharata. "Moksa.”
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to regard these with any earnestness

as so many opportunities for further

becoming, and losing all vital

interest in them—an attitude so akin,

alas! to our own.

True, it was a worthy thing to

have a working ideal of the man.

And, had he been in this con-

ceived as he really was, i. e., as no

mere “ fivefold bundle,’' bodily and

mental, it might have, perhaps

w^ould have, checked the harm that

bundle ” theory worked. More

likely it was a theory stunting tlie

idealizing imagination of men from

developing, under other conditions,

to a more-human excellence, and

ultimately to a morc-tlian-human

realization.

And there was tins defect in the

arahan ideal: its over-concern with

the Arahan's own salvation. The

three Arahan-formulas ol the

Pilakas,' to mention only these,

leave this in no doubt. I know of

but one passage in the Canon where

the worthy disciple professes on holy

dayi to copy the Arahans in

compaission for the welfare of all

breathing things.” This is in the

probably quasi-original talk to

Visakha ascribed to Gotaina.-

It were probably truer to call pre-

occupation with one’s own salvation

Indian, rather than just Buddhist.

The Indian, speaking in vague

generalization, did and, I have

gathered, does favour preoccupation

as desirable. To give but one

instance : Sir Francis Younghusband

^ Cf. s. V., Pali ( P. T. S. ) Dictionary.
* Anguttara-Nikaya, the ''Threes.”

has told how, in Mid-India, he, as

one of a queue, saluted a seated

sannyasin, and expressed apprecia-

tion of the holy man’s absorption

in high matters—this ( said in the

vernacular
)
met with an accepting

grunt—and also with the furthering

of the welfare of others. Whereupon
the sannyasin broke into a laugh

and said : What have I to do

with the welfare of others ? It

takes me all my time to mind my
own welfare.” I did not gather that

modesty dictated this disclaimer.

And in face of such testimony, we

cease to wonder that India has pro-

duced only one missionary religion

within our ken.

And in so far as Hinayana Bud-

dhism was genuinely responsible for

any foreign missions
(
and I have

ventured to maintain Asoka was not),

it was a distinction to have broken

away both from this and its own

ideal. But, under changed skies,

we witness the arahan theory trans-

formed into the bodhisattva ideal,

wherein the leading preoccupation

lia-s become just the welfare of

others. Still a " person,” still the

real man,” the bodhisat reveals the

true “ moro-than man ” in the man.

He is the man-idea at its highest

conceived power. And the later

Buddhism of India reveals this ideal

in the Founder’s aspiration :

—

What if I were now to make resolve,

that having attained supreme enlighten-

ment. launching the dhamma-ship, and

bringing the lltiwy across the ocean of
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wayfaring, I should after that pass

utterly on ? ^

This bodhisaitva development shows

us the resurrection of him ‘‘ who was

rejected of men*' in being held to

be not real, non-existent save in his

instruments, body and mind. There

was, it is true, in Mahayana lip-

acquiescence in this in the term

nirdtman. This was the mission-stuff

brought to China from Ceylon, long

after missions teaching “ the man "

will have got thither, banned as they

were at Patna. In bodhisaitva, the

satta

:

being, man, came again into

his own, and that in a way worthy

of Gotama, the much maligned.

Here, more worthily than in arahan ,

.

the worthy-man,” has the man
who is experiencer (vedaka) and

agent (
kdraka ), wilier, chooser,

doubter, believer, valuer, found the

word—found it because he set value

on what he sought to name.

C. A. F. Rhys Davids

^‘THE INQUIRER'^

It is a matter for congratulation that

a journal like The Inquirer, "Organ of

Unitarian Christianity and Free Relig-

ious Fellowship,” should have reached

its centenary with spirit of quest

undaunted. Appropriate to its title,

"I seek after Truth” is printed above

its leading article on nth July, 1942,

as it was on July 9, 1842 when its first

issue appeared.

All religious reforms have begun as

protestant movements. All have been

attempts to break the moulds of rigid

rites and dogmas that forbid inquiry.

The Unitarian Movement was no

exception. But protests, being nega-

tive, however necessary, must be sterile

unless followed by new formulations of

vital truth. And the only preventive

of subsequent crystallisation around

these in turn is the assiduous cultivation

of the open mind. Orthodoxy in

religion has weakened throughout the

World in the hist hundred but the

open mind has never been more needed

than in our day (4 nnlitant pnliti{.d

icicologic.s.

P. M. Oliver writes appropriately in

this emtenarv issue on "The Kternal

Wayf.irer.” "Today,” he writes,

wr < l.imonr ff>r a npwr,rdor. I>ut in nil this

talk there is Ijttie of rhe (|ursting *:piiit. . .

.

'fie' new order is tn bf a thing of niap-=,

chtirUTs and A- ts of riirli.nr.rnt, of rules anvl

irgiilations. . . . ,\r.d vrt ]HThaps it is not a

new order that is needed so nuifl'i as a new

spiiit. Witlioiit a new fpirit tl:e ten points

uf the .Atlantic Thtirtcr may be as vain as tlie

fourteen points of I’lesident Wilsun. Witluuit

a ncA' ‘'pirit social, politital and ccoTH)mi<’

change niav be as dry bones, a lump that i<

not leavened.

With it, much could be accomplished

even within the existing frame. Men

inspired by the spirit of quest, Mr. Oli-

ver holds, are tlie world’s great need

today.

^ Nidana-Katha, introduction to the Jataka book.



FOLK-SONGS, LEGENDS AND MYSTICISM
[ This is tile fourth and last in the series of Shrl Devendra Satyarthi’a

articles.—

E
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IV.—CREATION MYTHS
The potential seed of mysticism,

which is the creation of the same
folk mind tliat gives a common
natural vitality to its language and

finds spontaneous similes and meta-

phors, that creates numberless songs

and legends and stories—the precur-

sors of literature in almost all lands

—tliis must always liave been there.

Mysticism can never liave been alien

to the folk mind.

The folk mind is marvellously tlie

same in all lands
;
the memory of its

jo\s and sorrows, tlie liirili of its

hopes and dreams in the fields and

forests, its faith in tlie good earth

tiiat changes far less than modern

man may think, its oral Iradinuii of

])oetry, its similes and meta])hors,

ail the.^e show a striking similarity.

it also acijuircs its own local

colour in each couiitiy. Anatole

I'rance once wrote -

In songs as in the prose legends the

unity of the piopular themes is plainly

a])j)arent Old, eternal stories, }>as.s-

ing from country to coiiniry, take on

the lilies of the sky, tlie mountains and

the rivers, and become iinraegnated

with the odours of the earth. It is

precisely this that gives tlieni their

subtle shades and tJicir fragrance; they

absorb, as honey docs, a savour of the

soil. Something of the minds through

which they have pas.scd remains in

tlicm; and this is why they are dear

to us.

The story-teller in every land, in

every small village, has always been

popular. Storic's which have their

origin in the blood of the people are

far older than the oldest kingdoms

known to liislory
; some of them,

born of the (lypsy genius, have

crossed the barriers of language and

of distance.

Here is Aeta Bhokta, the Santal,

or rather Hor (literally, man), as

the three million Santals have called

themselves, generation after genera-

tion. He is more a singer than a

story-teller. His village is Kad-har

Beer, near Dumka, in Bihar. Tlie

legend of “ Two Birds, " called " Has

Jlasil, ” one male and the other

teinale, is iiitere.sting. Tlie fore-

fathers of tlie Santals, Aeta Bhokta

tells me, were born of the eggs of the

mother bird.

* “ Hihiri Pipiri was the original

hirlhplace of our forefathers. Wo must

liave left this legendary land far behind

somewhere. W'liere ? We know not.

For wc luivc been always on the move.

And we have ever travelled towards

the rising sun.
”

The eternal problem of man’s

journey in quest of something higher

does not escape the Santal legend.

The Santals are no longer a wan-

dering people ;
Aeta Bhokta, though

poor, is happy in his little village.

He sings. He leads the festival
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dances, and he lives on the sap of

legend, the mysterious travel-story

of his soul.

And the Gypsies of Europe, whose

language still recalls India, their

original home, and who know more

of love and freedom than of duty

and possession, have a time-honoured

legend to tell us :

—

In the beginning wc were all birds

;

we had wings
; we flew high over trees

and mountains to gather our daily food.

“And we were birds flying toward

warm countries.

“We left one region for another when

the season was about to change...

when the leaves on the trees yellowed,

when worms and other crawling things

were beginning to burrow their holes.

“ After a great hunger, we once came

upon a region fat with grain, the like

of which we had never seen. Wc
swooped down and ale ourselves so full

we were too heavy to ri.se on our wings

again. So wc remained that night

amidst the grass and grain-straw. In

the morning, instead of flying away, we

listened to our stomachs and ate again.

Thus remaining in that field from day

to day, we became heavier and heavier,

hopping instead of flying. Then the

leaves began to yellow on the trees

;

the worms and other creatures of the

earth crawled into their holes
;
the cold

winds began to blow, but wc could not

fly aw’ay.

“ The grass was tiiinning. The

grain-straw was getting dry. We, too,

watching the crawling things, began to

shake the grain from the blade, gath-

ering it in heaps with our wings and

shoving it into holes. The fluff of our

wings crusted, glued, and thickened.

The wings took the shape of arms and

hands. And as we were no longer able

to fly, we dug holes on the shores of the

rivers and on the sides of mountains.
“ We are birds. Our arms are two

stilted wings. Wc never can see a

mountain without desiring to get to the

top. But we cannot fly. We must

crawl up there.

“ The Calo people, the Gypsies, will

get their wings back some day. Birds

again I

" ^

And the philosophy of the Gypsies

shares the basic note of mysticism.

Thus they ha\'e been singing genera-

tion after generation of tlie eternal

journey in (pjcst of .something new,

something beyond, touching their

dreams :

—

“ Worldly goods which you possess

own you and destroy you. Love must

be like the blowing wiiul, fresh aiul

invigoialiiig. Capture the wind witliin

wails and it becomes stale. Oi)en tents,

open hearts. Let the wind blow.
"

-

The Gypsy folklore hears the

ancient call of the Aitraya Bralimuna,

wherein a song, addressed to Rohit,

with “ Chraivaiti chraivaiti (“Walk

on, O walk on
! )

as its refrain, is

the gospel of the traveller.

Sarat Chandra Roy’s The Kharias

{Man in India Office, Ranchi), is a

mine of Kliaria folklore. The artless

simplicity of the aboriginal people's

songs and legends has a charm of its

own. The songs mostly keep time

with the dances; and the legends

^ The Stcry of the Gypsies. By Konkad Bercovici. (Cosmopolitan Book Company,
New York, pp. 7.2-3 )

* Ibid., p. 31.
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that never stale breathe life into

Nature that partakes of the moods

of the people.

The Kharia people in Ranchi

District, in the Guinla sub-division,

tell the following Legend of Creation,

God first created the earth. And

soon the earth was adorned with

vegetation. Then one day Ponomosor

(Sanskrit, Prameshwar), the Supreme

Deity, made two images out of clay,

one of man and the other of woman.

These images He put inside the

hollow of a banyan. Drop by drop,

the banyan's milk fell into the

mouths of tlie images. So tiny

received life and began to grow.

They left the tree one day and

made their home in a cave. They

had no idea of garments
;
they lived

on fruit and roots. They loved each

other. One day the woman gave

birth to a child. Again and again,

they begot many children. Tlie race

of man then multiplied beyond

expectation. And they had to face a

scarcity of food. “Give us another

kind of food, O good (md!” men

prayed.

Then God sent a violent storm.

It blew the leaves of the trees high

into the sky. And the leaves were

transformed into birds, big and

small after the sizes of the leaves

themselves. It was God’s magic.

Man killed the small birds, and

there was no scarcity of food.

But the vultures, who lived on

small birds, also multiplied. Most

of the small birds became food for

men and women. What then should

the vultures eat? “Give us food,

good God !” prayed the vultures.

Now men had begun to cut the

fruit-trees. And God was greatly

displeased with them for their high-

handedness. Soon God sent a great

flood. Men, women and children

beyond number were drowned. For

no less than eight days did the

devouring flood rage. Then it sub-

sided. But some clever families had

escaped and gone to the hill-tops.

The vultures were glad. They had

men’s dead bodies for food.

Once again God was displeased,

d'liis time the clever vultures prayed,

“ (live us food, good God !

”

“ You have already got plenty of

food, my creatures!" said God.

“Men are o])stinate," replied the

vultures. “They do not honour you.

1'hey lied away to the hill-tops

when you sent the llood."

This time God’s wrath took the

shape of a hre, or rather a rain of

lire. I'or .seven days and seven

nights, hour by hour, tlie tire blazed

constantly and destroyed man’s

sons from the earth. Only a brother

and a sister survived through the

help of Sembhu Kaja and Dakai

Rani, the king and queen of the^

subterranean kingdom and of marshy

places. 'Fhe birds, too, survived

;

for they could lly in the sky.

Then one day God pondered over

the matter and repented of his cruel

acts, of the llood and the great fire

ho had sent to destroy his own

creation. He ordered the birds to

go and find out if any man and

woman had survived . The Dhechna,

that lucky bird who is a chonkidar
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or sentry, was made a leader. And
the other birds, the crow, the old

Bhandari or store-keeper, the Kuhu,

the Kotwar or police-officer, and the

Lipi, the cook, all had to obey his

orders.

In the beginning all birds were

white. But during the search for

man's progeny, the Dhechiia sat all

the time on the Burat trees
;
the

crow, too. So they became black.

Tlie Ktihu, who sat now on trees,

now on the ground, turned brown-

black. The Lipi always sat on the

ground, and so she is brown. They

searched and searched, and every

night they came and gave an account

of their search to God.

Now the crow was becoming fat,

while the other birds grew thinner

day by day. Once again God

wondered. “ I am far, iny God,"

said the crow, for I am hopeful of

my success
;
the others are disheart-

ened."

The crow had already traced out

the brother and ilie sister concealed

in a Jovi, or marshy patch, but

there were many fruit peels lying

there and he would go every day

and eat gluttonously. One da3^ he

brought the news to God. It was

a great occasion. After all one man
and one woman were still alive.

God went all the way to meet tlie

King and Queen of the subterranean

region. '* It is not good, I.ord, to

destroy even the last survivors,

"

said Dakai Rani, for she thouglit

God had come to kill the last man
and woman.

“ I have changed my mind. Give

me my man and woman—my off-

spring—back. I shall look to their

safety. " So hearing, Dakai Rani

handed over the man and the

woman, who still looked frightened.

No more fear, little souls!" said

God.

And addressing Dakai Rani, God

spoke again: “You shall have

henceforth seven sliares of the race

of man, while I'll take only one.
"

Dakai Rani persists. The Kharias

would not forget her. She lives in

the subterranean kingdom
;
her sway

over the springs and pools and

marshy land is still strong. The

Kharias throw the Anta rice and

powdered turmeric on spring and

pool and marshy ground. .No Kharia

dares to cultivate marshy land, for

that would be an open insult to

Seinbhu Raja and Dakai Rani.

And when a man dies, his one

sliare, his soul, goes on (}od’s path,

and his seven shares, his body, must

go naturally to Dakai Rani's uiulei-

grouiid world.

And ev(‘n so, like the Kharias, llie

(ionds and tlic Mundas and the

Onions of Chhola Nagpur have their

own legends
;

and their Creation

Legends, loo, though varying iu

development, have similar seeds.

The legend-teller, amidst all the

aboriginal tribes of India, is a man

of consequence. Legends, which seem

to unlock the mystery of the world's

creation, are a window to the

people's mind, to their inborn mystic

quest, and are not " a disease of

language, " as Max Muller seems to

call them. They are not all fiction.
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Their warp and woof belong to the

history of a people's culture.

The folk mind will outlive king-

doms
;
it will always work. Its voice

is the voice of liumanity
; its songs,

its similes of life and death blended

with mystic inlluence, its legends,

even its proverbs and riddles, all

seek after harmony and hope, all

search for some hidden meaning. It

has its diverse moods
;
but all reveal

a certain unity in a common sincer-

ity. Its roots want nourishment and

they have found instinctively their

appropriate soil. Folk-songs and

legends, like their masters, seek a

higher truth of life.

Devendra Satyarthi

THE FUTURE WORLD

In these days when one cannot safely

predict even the immediate future, it

is with legitimate anxiety that the

average man, for whom M. Andre

Maurois writes in The AVu” York Tivies

Magaziuc of 2()th Marcli, asks “Will

the world ever be tlie same ?
” Tlie

war over, will the world return to its

peaceful round of life in the old way ?

Will one see ag«ain what M. !kIanrois

nostalgically euphemises ns “ tiie same

abundance, the same freedom, the same

love of justice, the same confidence of

men in man ?
” He secs that such a

mighty cultural crisis cannot leave the

world unshaken, tliat economic exhaus-

tion will be a grave tlircat to Euro-

pean civilisaton and that a Nazi victor}'

might mean an ideological revolution.

But he thinks that the U, S. A. with

its resources and supplies should be

able to see the war through without

receding far in material civilisation.

But is it not obvious that something

was wrong wntli the tree that has borne

such lethal fruit ? One hopes that not

for nothing is this war being so ruth-

lessly fought. If an identical world is

to emerge out of the present chaos, tlie

suffering will have been in vain. If all

the talk about a new w^orld order has

any meaning, then there must emerge

something different —a irtic democracy

—a world ordered on the basis of

freedom, justice and fair-play for all

nations, race*^, individuals. The an-

swer to the question “ Will the world

ever be the same ?
” depends therefore

upon what humanity decides to do with

its civilisation at this hour of its trial

and crisis. In settling its supreme

problem, man ruTist summon faith in

his higher .-elf. It is with the aid of

tills greater self that he has to deter-

mine the character of the future world.

Andre Maurois says

Even if the external world never is the

same ag.iiii in our lifetime, there is at least

one world that will not change as long as

wo defend it : that is the world w'ithin us.

No Eanzor divisions, no dive bombers can

roiKjucr the Kinj^dom of God and, so long as

th.it Kingdom survives. Man the Undaunted

w'ill s{>on try again to make the world iu its

image.

He may succeed in the measure of

his recognition of how sorry a caricature

of that Kingdom his pre-war efforts

had produced.



AMBITION—LEGITIMATE AND
ILLEGITIMATE

[
Ambition, which Miss Elizabeth Cross discusses here as an educationist

and a thoughtful student of human nature, has been called ** the first curse :

the great tempter of the man who is rising above his fellows.” And yet not

only is it a necessary teacher of the lesson that “to work for self is to work

for disappointment,” but also, well directed, it is, as she implies, a powerful

motor force for human service.—Ed. ]

In the Western world we all seem

to mean one thing when we describe

a man as ” ambitions
;
we mean

that he has ” push,” that he means

to get on ”
; in fact, to most of us

it means someone well wortli avoid'

ing ! This may seem an exaggerated

view, and perhaps an unfair one,

for there arc a few people still

with ambitions of a loftier nature,

ambitions to make tlic world a bettor

place, to discover the cure of .some

disease, but on the whole it is the

unworthier ambitions that are the

most common.

In addition to the realistic type

of ambitious man w'e have the

extremely common ” day-dreamer.”

The day-dreamer is just as self-

centred as the go-getter
;
he is often

equally selfish and self-indulgent

;

but he takes the easy path of

imagining future triumphs without

taking any of the hard steps to

make them real. The majority of

our books of fiction, our films and

our plays all cater for the day-

dreamer and save him tlie trouble of

even creating his own fantasies.

From the point of view of

psychological development and social

welfare both the “ambitious” man
and the day-dreamer arc dangerous

and we need to modify our educa-

tional system so that we can direct

our children’s aims and ambitions

into healthier and more worth-while

channels.

Let us try to understand some-

thing of the p.sychology of the

conv('ntional ambitious man, and so

avoid a repetition of the unfortunate?

determining faetors. I'irst of all, it

.seems fairly obvious that those who

have some inordinate ambition to-

wards amassing great wealth oi

power are suffering from a desire, to

compensate some inherent lack. We
are all used to hearing overfed mag-

nates describe their early ragged

youth, or tell how unpopular tliey

were and how unsuccessfully they

fared with their .school lessons.

Others have overcome social draw-

backs, or even physical defects.

From investigation it appears that

nearly all men who set great store

by money have had unhappy child-

hoods, experiencing a lack of

parental love. Thus it would seem

that a calm and affectionate home

in early years kills any immod-
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crate ambition towards great power

and wealth.

We can trace many of the less

violent ambitions back to some
youthful set-back also although, as

these are so common and also

comparatively harmless, they cause

less anxiety. However, any frantic

desire to “go one better than the

neighbours ” or to “ keep up appear-

ances " or “ not to lose face ’*
is in

some manner destructive to a full

and happy life and so needs to

be amended. Children and young

people who have been set an espec-

ially high standard by parents or

teachers and who have failed to

succeed in their tasks are apt to

bury these unhappy memories in the

depths of the unconscious and from

there many strange and unreasonable

ambitions will spring. Repressions,

too, give rise to many unserviceable

ambitions, e. g,, a sense of guilt may
be translated into a passion for

cleanliness in the home beyond all

normal requirements.

T!ie day-dreamer is even commoner

than the fantastically ambitious and

even more in need of treatment.

Wliy is the day-dream so dangerous ?

Surely it may be the beginning of

great and noble actions ? Some of

our purest poetry and our most far-

reaching social reforms, have, it is

true, been born, first of all, as a

vision or day-dream in some sym-

pathetic mind. Rut, and it is a

very potent but, millions more of

excellent schemes, millions of kindly

and self-sacrificing actions have

been still-born merely because their

authors remained content with the

dream and never troubled about the

reality.

Take the man, or the woman, who
is dissatisfied with his present w^ork.

He feels it to be unworthy, to be of

little importance and of no social

value. He imagines himself in some

other job. Perhaps the woman feels

drawn tow^ards nursing the sick, or

towards going to some far country

or into the homes of the poorly paid

w^orking folk who need help. She

sits and dreams of this
;
she fancies

herself clothed in the uniform that

means help and succour; she sees

herself welcomed by a frantic family
;

she experiences their gratitude when
she saves their sick child. She

feels grand ! In fact she feels so

much better after this that she goes

back to her perfectly idiotic and

useless life, having expended a

vast amount of creative energy on

nothing: No one is any the better

for her day-dream. The woman may
oven feel an unpleasant shock w’hen

she arrives at her work and finds

no one as clianning to her as the

imaginary folk in her dream and so

she snaps back and the atmosphere

is even worse.

lliose wlio spend a large portion

of their time absorbing “ escape

literature or films are in an equally

precarious psychological position,

'fhey are using energy, particularly

creative energy, in imagining them-

selves in exciting or satisfjdng

positions instead of taking the first

steps to render their own lives

complete, and harmonious. Day-
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dreaming, which, in moderation,

might prove the right soil for the

growth of worthy ambition, becomes

its death-bed instead.

The adult who finds himself snared

by false and unworthy ambitions

can best escape by resolute self-

examination ( although he may need

help from some skilled adviser

)

paying particular attention to his

early memories of childhood and try-

ing to find out in what way his real

self falls short of the ideal and the

normal. We are all self-deceivers,

however, and it is quite possible that

those in the clutch of antisocial

ambitions may find themselves

disguising their real motives. The

man ambitious for power or for

money may fancy himself as a social

benefactor, able to bestow munificent

gifts upon hospitals, to endow librar-

ies and otherwise to aid humanity. He
must re-examine his motives in the

light of true democracy, understan-

ding that it is better for everyone to

have the opportunities to earn ben-

efits, to be paid a fair wage and to

be free to dispo.so of it in liis own
way than to be a grateful but

helpless slave?.

Those of us who have any part in

the education of children and young

people must try to lift their ambitious

aims onto worthier planes, and must

also help the children to realise

their own creative capacities to the

full. If a child is able to develop

naturally and freely, making use of

his own special abilities by means of

carefully graded exercises
(
physical,

mental and artistic ), he will be in

a position to realise actual ambitions

without falling into dangerous and

impossible day-dreams.

Another important matter to

realise is that as children emerge

from the ego-centric stage into a

more communal development they

are ready for some direction of

the ambitious impulses. They arc

anxious to feel a part of the adult

world, to feel that they can make

some contribution to the general

w^elfarc of society. They are ready

for hero-worship. In the past wc

have presented them with many of

the worst characters possible as

heroes—ruthless soldiers, hard-heart-

ed exploiters, men whose careers

will bear no impartial investigation.

Surely, it is time we faced up to this

and rewrote our history books with

a little more regard to truth and

morals ! Children today know a great

deal about Napoleon and jehngis

Khan and Hitler, but very little

concerning Socrat(-s or Asoka ov

even Jesus (diri^t f who, on the

whole, has been relegated as a

boringly ‘'meek and mild” watery

character.

)

In this matter of direction of

ambition we must try to stress the

value of co-operation, choosing

people who have started movements

that have bettered mankind and

showing how tliey have depended on

countless unknown licroes to bring

their ambitions to fruition. I he

child must understand the value of

his or her daily efforts to lead a busy

and co-operative life. He must bo

shown how a household of unselfishly
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happy people radiates good-will and
benefits the whole community and
how he can influence those with

whom he works by trying to under-

stand their needs and to fit in with

them.

It is no good our being merely

negative in dealing with ambition.

If we turn out one devil and leave

a void, who knows what worse devils

may rush in ? No, the old conception

of the ambitious man must be thrown

away completely, but we must have

a positive aim to put in its place.

Instead of a desire for self-glorifica-

tion let us show the value of self-

realisation, so that each one is able

to exercise his powers to the utmost

THE GANGA

The Report for 1941 of the Sir

Ganga Ram Trust Society of Lahore is

interesting. Its propaganda against

imicrensible social taboos Iia^ l.»eeii

effective. Nearly three tlu>usaiul

widows were helped to remarriage

during the year. The do^lilute have

teen relieved. Vocational training

and guidance and siip]»ort to deserving

students liave been gi^•cn. Free

medical aid to sufferers irrespective of

caste or creed bears further witness to

the late Founder’s breadth of ]>hilan-

thropic vision. The Lady Maynard

for the common good.

I should like to quote a very

simple story of what seems to me to

be the epitome of a good ambition.

It is this. Once, not so long ago,

an old countryman lay dying. His

lawyer came to help settle his affairs,

as he had a famous business, making

farm waggons. Apparently there

was very little money to be disposed

of. “ Why, Mr. George, ” said the

lawyer, “ Fm surprised that a famous

cart-makcr like you has so little

money to leave. I thought you*d

have made a deal of money.
”

“ No, ” said the old man happily,

“ I haven't made any money, but

Vve ynude a gurt loi of good carts. ”

Elizabeth Cross

RAM TRUST

Industrial School has Sikh as w’ell as

Hindu students. Noteworthy’ also is

ihe Maynard ‘Ganga Ram Prize of Rs.

3000 -. It is awardable triennially for

discovery or invention helpful in

eiiliancing agricultural production in

the ruiijah 011 a i)aying basis. And it

is “(g>en throughout the world to all,

irres}>ecli\ e of caste, creed or occupa-

tion .

’
’ Too many trusts are earmarked

for jxirticular communities. Sir Ganga

Ram dedicated himself to the cause of

suffering humanity.



REWARD FOR CURIOSITY

[
Is it “ The Spirit of Absolute Honesty, '* whom Mr. Leslie W. Taylor

here commiserates, that is deserving of our sympathy, or poor, half-blind

Humanity, who drives it into exile ? He closes on a note of disheartenrnent but

we hold with Walt Whitman that

** What we believe in wails latent forever through all the continents.

Invites no one, promises nothing, sits in calmness and light, is positive and composed,

loiows no discouragement.

Waiting patiently, wailing its time. ’*—Ed.
j

Encouraged by Vanity, and

making Freedom the excuse for my
journeys, I endeavoured hopefully

to escape from the Valley of

Ignorance and to scale the Hazardous

Mountains of Knowledge. So engross-

ed in my task did I become, that

the sheer joy of Adventure alone

eased the bitterness of my repeated

failures, until 1 was finally persuaded

to accept the Inevitable and to return

to my confinement in the world of

Little Men.

True, my eager eyes would not

rest even then, and in my painful

search for Truth, my Optimistic

Soul would not be said Nay, so

that I suffered untold agonies in the

Mist of Self-deception. Peace I

might have found had my Imagina-

tion possessed no wings but, growing

restless and re.sentfnl, it contrived to

make me frantic with its innumerable

flights into the Great Unknown.

Hence my unhappy position ! For

while thus engaged I unfortunately

made the acquaintance of The

Spirit of Absolute Honesty and ever

since, my discomfort here has been

intensified to such proportions, that

I contemplate fearfully upon the

ultimate fate of my nervous mental-

ity.

He ( The Spirit of Absolute

Honesty *'
)
is a comparative Stranger

to this Industrious Earth, for he can

only attend the Doings of man wdien

invited so to do and, he tells mo,

these moments have been very rare

indeed.

The memory of long empty

centuries behind Him, the prospect

of dark lonely ages before Him,

weighs u})on His poor tearlc.ss heart

so heavily, that one feels acutely the

utter Hopelessness of His existence--

so much .so, that the Hood of icc-cokl

Regret that instinctively follows

threatens to melt one’s Backbone.

But Tears avail nothing in that

iin.spoilt place where no human being

lias ever breatlied.

The winds of 'Fime whistled

through His ribs, and as He stood

there alone, beyond the vast Horizon

of h'riendship, where the Warm
Breeze of Affection cannot penetrate,

His parched bones thrown into bold

relief against the background of

Eternity, He touched iny hand with

the eagerness of a child and breathed

into my nostrils the Spirit of Truth
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I had so tirelessly sought.

Being by nature impulsive, I was

so impressed by the Dignity of His

bearing, the depth of His patience,

and the Strength of His faith, that

I embraced Him suddenly, as one

would attempt to share the callous

injustice thrust upon a weak beloved

friend—a display of Sympathy in

the face of Hopelessness when

nothing one can do will ease the

burden or change the circumstances

one little jot—and with that, I bade

Him farewell.

Farewell indeed, for my lack of

Courage and apparent unwillingness

to make Him my lifelong Friend,

has f)roved iny undoing, and I am
condemned forever to the ^lisery of

Inaction in the cramped and sheltered

surroundings of my former abode.

The Thrill of Adventure has gone,

and the Fire of Enthusiasm is

quenched for all time, so that only

a Dead grey cinder remains. Desire

is but a Prisoner of the earth, held

Captive by the Chains of Reality

and Self-Reproach, and Man's

ingratitude to Man ” is no longer

a mere paraphrase of a line of Poetry.

Beauty sits in Rags and cackles in

mock Pleasure, like a crazy witch

who haunts the Alleys of Industry

and lives on the Refuse left by

careless inhabitants. Justice has

become an Unmusical Comedy that

entertains me during the hours I

would reserve for Sleep, so that now
I perceive the Wraith of Despair

hovering near my elbow like a hungry

vulture W'aiting for a sign of

Weakness.

Woe is me—Woe is me ! My
present slate is worse than the last

and this—Tliis must be my rew'ard

for Curiosity.

Leslie Walker Taylor

'I'he antidote against modern materialism lies obviously in the contem-

plative life, in man becoming philosophic. 1 do not know whether I am a

Taoist. 1 simply have not thought of the t|uestion. But I do know that

Taoism is a powerful deterrent against the excesses (^f the external life.

Without calling oneself a Taoist- -since I liearlily dislike all isms—an educated

man must c<)me to have a unified and j^hilosophic view of him.sclf, of his

fcllow-incn, of life, and the universe, fhe jaocoss of education mainly consists

in clearing oneself of a number of foolish j)resumptioiis, humbugs, and prejudices

that beset tlie common man's mind. Some of the commonest assumptions and

presumptions that are dangerous to a man’s spiritual life are our worship of

wealth and power and success, and beliefs in luck, adversity, and triumph over

others, and the reality of the material world. For all these illusions of the

material world, Taoism has rather specific antidotes.

—

Lin ^ utang



CHRISTIANITY IN ENGLAND
[ We publish here the second of the Rev. Leslie Belton’s articles on this

important subject.—

E

d.
]

II.—ORTHODOXY OR LIBERALISM

No survey of religious trends in

Britain can overlook the remarkable

development in recent years, and

not only as a result of the pressure

of war, of a new spirit of fraternity

among the Christian churches. This

co-operation takes two forms. One

is seen in the movement towards

reunion which, in spite of manifest

difficulties, may yet succeed in iron-

ing out the sharper denominational

differences and achieving a rapproche-

ment within the doctrinal sphere.

The other, avoiding all questions of

dogma, seeks common ground in

ethical principles for tlie sake of

social action.

This latter movement antedates

the war but only during the past

two years have Roman Catholics

shown any willingness to act in

concert with their Protestant bretli-

ren, and
.
the alliance is still

precarious, strictly limited to the

major purpose of promoting Christian

thought and action in matters of

social and moral w'elfare. It is none-

the-lcss a happy sign of the times

that in the English city wdiere the

writer now resides no fewer than

thirty-six interdenominational study

groups embracing adherents of all

the churches are engaged in exam-
ining and reporting on questions

affecting the life of the community.

Whether this new development

will continue after the war when

tension is relaxed cannot now be

foreseen. The adhesion of the Cathol-

ics is improbable unless adversity

compels Rome to modify her exclu-

sive claims, for questions of dogma

are bound sooner or later to obtrude

even in the ctliical sphere. On the

question of religious education, for

instance, tlie Catholic and Protestant

views are bound to conthet. Concord,

even co-operation, betw'een Catholics

and Protestants can be only a fa<;ade

covering irreconcilable divergences.

Rome’s claims are wholly incompat-

ible with the more tolerant, if still

orthodox, atino.sphere of the reform-

ed communions.

Even the common front which

Protestantism itself piesents to the

world is cris.s-cr()ssed with opposing

loyalties which will render the

establishment of a united Church no

easy achievement. What divides

them, however, is not so much

theology and creed ( if w'e exclude

the Unitarians) as questions of

churcii order arising out of their

origin and history, questions of slight

importance to readers of The Aryan

Path. What unites them is their

common loyalty to the Lordship of

Jesus Christ to whom worship is

offered as “ the only-begotten Son of
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God—very God of very God—Who
for us men, and for our Salvation

came down from heaven, and was
incarnate by the Holy Ghost of the

Virgin Mary, and was made man.
This extract from the Niccne

Creed represents the definitive ortho-

dox Christian doctrine which all

Christians must unfeignedly believe.

In actual fact many Christians do

not unfeignedly believe it though

they may profess it, a distinction

whose reality depends upon the

believer's facility in interpreting

plain words metaphorically rather

than in the precise meaning they

were meant to convey. Individually.

Christians may confc'ss to doubts of

the creeds
;
even a bishojL the late

Dr. H. Hensley Henson, can declare

that there exists today “ a vlangerous

chasm between the language of the

(.‘reeds and the thought of educated

Western (Tiristians, ” hut these

historic formularies slil! remain

sacrosanct and arc occasionally

invoked as a standard and tost of

orthodoxy. The creeds are still the

cement of the Church, binding all

orthodox Christians into a common,

but visibly unrealised, c'ommuuion.

Modernists may thrust the creeds

into the background and call for

revision or the omission of crecdal

recitations from public worship, but

the Unitarians remain llie only

Christian body in Europe who collect-

ively repudiate the creeds as a

standard of faith, and 1)>^ so doing

exclude themselves from the main-

stream of Christian tradition.
*’ The

final authority, says the Unitarian, is

not a Church, a Book, or a Creed

but the conscience, reason and

spiritual perceptiveness of man him-

self. Loyalty to truth is the only

valid test. There is thus a founda-

tion of humanism in the Unitarian

stand-point, and a leaning towards

universalism. That is why the Unita-

rian is usually able to appreciate

the value of other great religions

with more insight and less reserve

than his orthodox colleague.

It is, however, one of the anom-

alies of the Protestant churches that

even professing traditionalists may
hold views on doctrine scarcely less

heretical than those of their more

openly rebellious brethren and yet

still 1)0 accepted, if sometimes on

sufferance, as members of an ortho-

dox body. Within the mainstream

you are ecclesiastically approved,

and yo]i are safe. Outside it you

are disapproved as a sectary and

a heretic ;
moreover, the British

Broadcasting Corporation will ignore

your existence. This authority is,

in all religious matters, emphatically

“ mainstreamish and persistently

averse to allowing the privilege of

the microphone to any declared

herolie or non-Christian believer. It

adopts this safeguarding . attitude

regardless of the fact that orthodox

Christians are decidedly a minority

in the country and regardless also of

the other vcVigions which the peoples

of tlie Commonwealth profess. No

Buddliist or Hindu may expound his

faith and all minority movements

arc proscribed in the land of religious

freedom. Dogma calls the tune all
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the time, and the tune is invariably

a variation on the credal theme—

a

preposterous situation in a country

which prides itself on its liberty.

Genuine religious liberty would

involve not only tiie personal right

to profess one's own convictions

in private and in public but also

equity in the apportionment of such

privileges as a national institution

like the B. B. C. can bestow.

Orthodox Christianity also calls

the tune in religious education, or

soon will if opponents of credal

Christianity raise no vigorous protest.

Children, it is said, are growing up

in ignorance of the Christian religion.

Even if this be true, and the facts

hf^ve been wildly exaggerated, it

affords no justification for introduc-

ing dogmatic teaching into the

national schools, a procedure which

would give the custodians of ortho-

doxy the opportunity they want and

might well lead to the reimposition of

religious tests. Only an '^Tpprovcd"

teacher would be allowed to teach

religion
;

the more enlightened

teacher would not be approved.

In theology also, as in religious

practice, conservatism is now in the

ascendant and liberalism in decline.

A neo-orthodoxy lias arisen to

emphasise the transcendence of God

and the iniquity of man, an emphasis

which in its extreme form, in the

theology of Dr. Karl Barth, denies

any community of being between the

divine and the human. God can

descend to man but man cannot

ascend to God. Even in its more

moderate and more acceptable form.

neo-orthodoxy implies the reasser-

tion of dogma as an indispensable

element in the Christian Faith and

an essential of the Christian Revela-

tion. In Jesus Christ, says Dr.

Nathaniel Micklcm ( Principal of

Mansfield College, Oxford), we find

‘‘very God come to seek and save

the lost." The death of Jesus was

the “crucifixion of the Incarnate

Word, " a unique historic event.

Yet religious liberalism is not dead,

as some notable recent books by

W. E. Hocking, J. B. Pratt, John C.

Bennett and others, mostly Amer-

icans, are continuing to prove. It is

clear, though, that liberalism needs

restating, 'fhe liberal influence is

mildly apparent, side by side with a

rigid traditionalism, in the Report on

Christian Doctrine in the Church of

England published in 193b. A forth-

coming volume sponsored by English

Unitarians containing the report of

a Commission on a h'ree Religious

Faith is designed to show that

religious liberals are determined to

combat the present dogmatic trend,

in the interest not of an alternative

particularism but of a spiritual phi-

losophy more profound and more

universal than that whicli orthodoxy

presents, and of a Faitli that is

consonant with traditional values

and modern insiglits alike. Religious

liberals are aware of the weak points

in their ca.se
;

Professor Keinhold

Niebuhr, recent Gifford Lecturer,

presses the charge and points the

challenge. The challenge will be.

met. A new religious liberalism will

arise to enhearten and to direct the

makers of tlie world that is to be.

Leslie Belton



NEW BOOKS AND OLD

A PHILOSOPHY
This work cont.iins tlie tlircc Sir

George Slnnloy Lectures at the Uni-

versity of Madras, on poetry, its

natures, cjuality and function. An
appendix on W. IL Yeats illustrates

the thesis. Many philoso})hical, literary

and psycliological tlicories hearing on
the subject arc brought in and distinc-

tions are made with a clear perception

of the essentials. The first two lectures

are critical of other attitudes and

prepare the ground for the third, which

formulates positively tlic author’s own
position. Criticism will naturally fasten

on that. We shall comment on the

implications of his concept ot Poetry

as Monad and roetry as Conimunica-

tion.

Profes.sor Kabir is linn on the

philosophical griMUKl. Only we wish

that the Indian .Tstlietic tl.oory tlic

Rasa
(
Emotion

)
and Dhvani ( Sngges-

tioM
)

Scliools had also been prcs.'^ed

int(* service. A line like Matumata’s

which defines the spirit of Art as

Siyati Krta \iyavui Rahiiam,

Hlvdaihti uiuyim, A ujnyalHirul.mijUhi.

\avttra.'.arnrif (tiii , . .

.

( Constrained by no rule or onlinance,

rich with Delight, imlepondeiit of all

c-\tcrnal control,

and glowing with all the nine emotions ),

and the postulation of a sympathetic

cultured reader in tune with any type

of poetical expression at tlic rocept ion-

end of Poetry and Art would liavc

t>een helpful to him. His accpiaintance

with both the theory and craft of

• Poetry, Monads and Soi'ifty. 13y He:

(The University of Calcutta. 3 /-

)

OF POETRY. ^

poetry is intimate, a qualification

which Leibnitz, whose Monadology has

inspired him, did not, alas, possess.

7'hc advantage of being himself a

practitioner in Poetry—and no one

who is not at least potentially a poet

l;as a right to talk about the function

of Poetry, be says— is very real.

A ^lonad is a throbbing unit of life,

light and energy, and the soul of the

Poetr\^ Monad is said to be the

communication oi an imaginative

experience which draws from a back-

ground of half-revealed mysteries

;

Society i.s the basis and necessity of

this communication
;

its supreme

mystery is in a beauty whose secret is

exquisite suggestiveness. If this

lighting on the concept of the Monad
is a stroke of luck,,^it can also get him

iiito as bad a quandary as he sees other

explanations falling into. What would

be convenient as simile or metaphor

l)rcaks down if worked into elaborate

cor^e^pondence and identities.

He first discusses the theory that

the function of poetry—which is but

its nature considered dynamically—as

useful or pleasure-giving ; and as

instructive or morally improving. Both

the utility and the pleasure concepts

are, however, soon rejected as not

e.'iseiUial. The explanations offered

by Arnold, 'ioJstoy, Professors Joad

and Richards—that poetry is “crit-

icism of life ” or that “ it educates and

liberalises the emotions ”
;
that it “ is

ki.wcN Kaiur. Sir George Stanley Lecture.s,
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a guide to action”; that it “is an

instrument of evolutionary purpose

facilitating the emergence of a new

level of consciousness”; that it

“evokes emotion to help take up

fitting attitudes towards things, ” that,

involving as it docs " the whole Soul

of man,” “it becomes the necessary

channel for the reconstitution of

order, ” though refined-looking, arc

similar in kind and, therefore, commend

themselves no better.

Aristotle’s Mimesis as more “ Imita-

tion of life ” is also not very satisfying.

But Mimesis would be satisfactory if

more liberally interpreted as “ imitat-

ing [not life, but] a conception or

imagination of life
”—a tine distinction

to make though not without its own

difFiculties. So would Katharsis be, as

“leading to the enjoyment of an

imaginative experience for its own sake,

unintluenccd by the necessity of any

responsive action. ” J^'or the Pity and

Terror which are generated in Tragedy

are sought and enjoyed. Mimesis and

Katharsis are complementary. The

former

provides us witli a vivifi imagination of

significant experience and Katharsis is our

ability to withhold the act at the height of

energy and enjoy experience for its own sake.

And Katharsis itself

is not a mere therapeutic device, whether by

purgation, abreaction or inoculation or a

religious purification, or even a psycliological

sublimation.

The elements which enter into

Poetry’s make-up arc mentioned:

sincerity, skill, experience and com-

munication of a fre.sli inspiration.

Poetic activity is as disinterested as

children’s play, and Poetry is a jiroduct

of creative imagination distinguished

by “freedom and fluidity.” A poem

is an individual concrete whole “ inter-

nally complex and externally free”;

“ not an element in a system of reality

which is ’ subject ’ to practical and

cognitive implications” or to relations

“of use, causality, time, change, etc.
”

“ When permanent form is given to

the uniquely significant experience

wliich is isolated from the flux of things

and contemplated for ils own sake,
”

Art (here. Poetry) has functioned.

PYom such a description to calling

Poetry a Monad or the world of Poetry

a world of Monads is but a step.

Professor Kabir should, we think,

have developed fully the possibility of

the latter so as to build it into a scheme

of the aisthetic predication of all

Reality. A few (lueslious may then

be asked : Is it tin* j)oem which is tlie

Monad or is it Poetry itself, thegni;r.

as distiuguished from other brandies

of Lit(‘rature and Art or from the

poetry of a singh' poet, instinct with

particular character and hearing his

signature ? Or is it poetry as j>orceivt(l

or uiiderstf)0(l after it is (Mn])odied in a

poem ? Though he is careful to state

that experience, expression am
commiiuication are dilfereiit facets of

the same act,” conception, projection,

and reception have cadi their special

ciupha.scs, their special forms of

recognition, technique and judgment.

There seem to be two strands in his

exposition if not e\'cn in his thought :

one at the level of the emergence of

a poem and the other at that of the

conception of a generalised process,

devclojung wdiich wc get an {dl-inclu-

sivc, almost archety})al Monad of

monads, of which individual poetry-

monads arc live-member-organisnis,

all poetry being conterminous with all

reality iesthetically grasped, and in
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its kind eternal. But to this world
of poetry new members arc continually
added by the work of the poets from
outside this grand order of existences,

bringing an accession of wealth and
variety to the Microcosmic monad,
perhaps even so as to modify its total

expressiveness.

I he method of inquiry adopted here,

skirmisliing all along the line, is brill-

iant, but leaves us panting. The face

of the sulqect is worked up not so much
in bold or integrated lines as i)resented

through innumerable successive small

strokes of the brush. Terms like

Imagination, Beauty, Form, Expe-
rience, Exjjrossion, Intuition, have all

had emotional and partisan associations

in controversy, s|)lintcis whereof have
been strewn over the entire held of

the Hist(;ry of Art. If instead of the

present method- -rigoianis, earnest and
curious in purpose and vision certainly,

a preliminary study of the poetical

quality was made in a poem (for

Poetry is, aft<T ail, poeni.s ), or in

.several varieties and grade.s of poetic

composition, greater clarity would have

been acljie\’ed. A degret' of ab>traction

is no doubt inovit.ible in all ]'hilosoph-

ical iiuiuiry, wliicli tleals luoie with

kinds and generalisaticui them with

data or particular analysis; but the

other method would avoid iiiucii

“ cerebral revery.’'

As it i.s, the di.^cus.sion at some points

seems more logistic and subtle tlian

useful or giving real direction. Ami
we need direction; For example, wliat

makes a beautiful })neiu j^oetical or

otherwi.se ? Wliat fiirtl)er elements go

into it if " great
"

be inqH)rled as a

criterion in criticism ? Is llicre a

possibility of any pure poetry whose

^expressiveness is not analysahle in

terms of a definite prose scn.se but

wdiicli works through suggestion, asso-

ciation, feeling-tone and atmosphere ?

How much, again, does meaning-struc-

ture gain or lose from the more
purely formal and technical elements ?

Expression can be intuitive, sensa-

tional, reflective, descriptional, and
even technical, in and through each of

which the impulse to form attains to

finished articulation.

Then, liow much is poetry perceived

by differences in the level and culture

of the readers ? How much signif-

icance is added to a major poem in the

interpretation of it and the responses

it evokes through time ? Is the

suggestion, for instance, of the themes
in the Orcstfia or in Macbeth and
Hamlet or in the greater epics, after

centuries of illuminating criticism and
interpretation, the same as in the

minds of .'Eschylu.s and Shakespeare or

of their own audiences ?

Shall we say that these poetry

monads are " finite and imperfect

entities wliicli are striving all along to

1)0 infinite and perfect, " as the

laihnitzian monads do? How much
wonhi these be appreciated for their

poetry in tlie ordinary parlance? If

tile poeny i.s the poem’s significance,

in what docs that inhere? In all

tho.se “ fabrics of meaning” which

countlo.'^s generations of men build

ronnvl it or take from it— philosophical,

ethical, social, artistic ? How is all

this likely to help ns in distinguishing

the poetical from tlic unpoetical

aspects of, .say, Paradise Regained, the

second j>art of Faust, The Dynasts or

The Testament of Beauty? A con-

seituencc of the method employed here

is the relegation to comparative

unimportance of all those considera-
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tions of the medium, the technique and

the form of poetry, which for one

school have almost been its distinctive

feature, and of the distinctions between

kinds and levels of performance.

The author's preoccupation with the

monad has eliminated the consideration

of many aspects of interrelation

between poetry and society. In the

monadic character of poetry, reference

to society is said to be necessarily

contained. In a poem the personal

and the social objective are held in an

inseparable and live unity. Society is

mirrored in it
;
as in a context of time,

no doubt, but essentially and for all

time. And the more elements in

interrelation included in it, the greater

is the poetry. And, as society is

implied in communication, communica-

tion is implied in ex])ression.

This brings Professor Kabir to ccjuat-

ing poetic expression with coninumica-

tion. He is sensing the difficulties of

this position
;

for he raises the extra-

asthetic (piestion, why should tlie poet

otherw'ise publisli Ids poem at all ? Jf

an audience is not present the j)()et

writes for himself, if not in fact, in

principle. But then is communica-

tion a constitutive clement ? An
urgency to exjiress is felt. A meaning

or a spirit is in pos.scs.sion and must be

thrown off. At best, a poem i.s a

record. And, because words have a

meaning to all who know them and can

feel their irnj)act, the expression

achieves communication. Communica-

bility is there by virtue of the medium
between artist and percciver. Mal-

larme's statement that “ Poetry is

written not with ideas but with words,"

though extremely ])ut is a})t to be

forgiitten - words which arc symbols,

evocative of imagery, having sense

qualities, rhythm, meaning, suggestion,

historical or other association, provo-

king faith and prejudice. They are

used by a person who has, as Bergson

puts it,

a natural (ietachmeiit, one innate in the

structure of sense or consciousness, which at

once reveals itself by a virginal manner, so to

speak, of seeing, learning or thinking.

The poem’s '' unrelatcdness " breaks

down here because of the use of

words; for tlieir meanings, rhythms,

qualities and movement arc bricks

ready-made and a too precious or

private use of these not only impairs

the value of the currency but, with it,

the quality of the communication.

The author fully notes the poetic

process as it arises in the excited

sensibility of one who is capable of

intense imaginative experience; as it

drives through with a lieightened

awiireiioss of the significance of tilings

and relations
;
as a charge or clarity ol

mood or feeling striK ture wlioso dom-

inant emotional lojie seizes, organizes

and articulates a single beautiful form

cjf ex[>n*ssiun in and tliroiigh words.

A i)t)ein is then born c(nitaining not

only the j)articnlar “ Ihrling vi.doii ot

one gifttal i)ers(m hut the Social and

the Ra( ial Ihiiver.se. " For all ]H)etiy

derives ins|)iratioii from “ the ha.sic

|)iiineval, nndiffen‘ntiat(‘d levels (d

instinct and feeling which constitute

thb racial I'nconscious "—the matrix

for all inspiration, noticed often as

“ the irrational and involuntary ele-

ment ” in poetry. Time is thus linked

with history and an eternity of growing

significance—each new work of art

holding the essence of all the artistic

work that has been done before it and

in its turn modifying all that by

demandiiig to be incorporated in it.
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One would have liked, however, to

hear a little more about the medium,

for “ sensitiveness to a medium as

medium, " and mastery of it. are part

at least of the heart-essence of Art, more

especially as it relates to the varied

substance of tlie Arts. ” Professor

Kabir’s discussion of the nature of

words as })oetry sliapes, throu^^h metre,

imagery and melaplior, and his treat-

ment of meaning need to be fuller

to aid us in perce])tion, discrimination

and enjoyment, lie is perhaps hard on

the term personal
;

lie uses it as too

nearly synonymous with the purely

private. So is he liard on Science:

though its method and temper are

different, its perception can he as clean

and clear, as disinterested and free

from a sense of the juacliral, as the

icstlictic experience. It is not. Dewey

declares,

the al'SOiicf of desire or thoiieht but

their thorouj;h iiu orpoiatiuii jHicej tual

expciicnce wliii li cliuun s tl.e ii 'jthct’.c

ex\KMicnce.

What shall we say of the coiuempla-

tion of the Nebular Hypothesis or of

the Expanding rniverse, or of the

mo'uent when Creative or Emergent

Evolution ex]»hinalioiis lit u]> whole

vistas of imagination and \ ision in the

minds of their hrst di.‘-eoverers An

intuitive gras]) of reality is ti.ere as

well. TIic nature and mode ff tormula-

tion only are diflcrent. it is the

omolionahsen.>uous expressiniis Nshich

are the diffeieiitia in an.

Sentences like “ the subject-matter

of Poetry never changes nor grows

stale ” or, that that of “ great poetry is

always commonplace or trite'* appear

a trifle too simple. If the lines that

cling to memory in Shakespeare are

trite observations like ripeness is all,'*

is such observation not informed with,

coloured by and compact of all those

essences and the play of meaning which

Jiave pre])ared us for that utterance

like whose fullilment it stands out ?

Again, are Wordsworth’s “ Ode ” and

the ** Lines on the Tintern Abbey " so

easy in appeal to the young inexpe-

rienced cliild ” and to the unlettered

peasant *’
? Or, arc these poems not

among Wordsworth’s best ? The auth-

or’s ban on Hunger as a possible source

of inspiration may also liave to be

lifted, e\en in the light of liis own

slat(.inon t s elsewl lore

.

The rioie on Yeats pays tribute to a

j>oet, tlie jinrity and the integrity of

wli(*i:e vision and performance have

won for liiin nniversal regard. In this

appomli.x. howcNcr, Professor Kabir

lets in sentiment and even a mild

mysticism. And tran^^cendental,” on

which he could be caught frowning

earlier, is used hiirly fre(]ucnlly.

ihit all this is nibbling criticism of

an extremely stimulating, well-thought-

out and well written book on a subject

which has lascinalod the tinest minds

of the worUl.

V. SlT.\R.\MlAH
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The Confession of an Octogenarian.

By L. P. Jacks. ( George Allen and

Unwin, Ltd., London. 15s.)

Towards the end of his autobiography.

Dr. Jacks remarks that “in writing

this book I have found, as it were, an

airraid shelter for the mind, temporary

but effective. I shall be glad if it

serves the same purpose for anyone

who reads it.
" It is true that his

volume has the power to serve such a

purpose, but the image is the wrong

one, too much suggesting a merely

passive running or hiding away from

terrible reality. I would rather think

of it in terms of a soldier's or warden's

or first-aid man’s steel helmet, giving

him courage and confidence—in addi-

tion to a certain measure of protection

—

as he sallies forth to do liis necessary

job in the teetJi of whatever danger may
threaten. For it has, in a world all

too full of strife and peril and cruelty

and suffering, a sanitary quality in its

warrant of human goodness, human

sanity, human integrity and human

aspiration. Men fail of their dreams,

and blunder into shattering disaster,

but (one feels as one reads) if there is

this stuff in them, they will and must

come through ; the lad word will not

be disaster.

Dr. Jacks writes a good deal of the

Common Man, moaning broadly what

some migJjt call the “whole" or

“ organic " man, but in a less esoteric

sense lie is a good deal of a common

man himself, born liiimbly of “ the

people" and never tinning his face

from them through many years of

academic, intellectual and spiritual

eminence. In telling id his boyhood

home and family, tlie .stress is always

on his identity, hardly ever on his

difference, and this it is wliich enables

him to bring his parents, his childhood

and his youth so vividly to life, with

humour and fidelity. The result is a

section, small but deep, cut into the

solid unsensational core of ordinary

English living, rich, bitter, honest,

frank. The steps in his progress are told

with quiet, unpretentious, unpretend-

ing precision—from schoolmaster to

theological student, from student to

Unitarian minister, from minister in

Liverpool and Birmingham to an

Oxford lectureship in philosophy and

editor.sliip of the world-known Hihhert

Journal. He has also to tell of travels,

of encounters with known and un-

known, of endeavours and of points

of view.

It is perhaps too much to ask of a

pliiIoso])Iier's autobiography that it

makes conq^letely clear even tlie bases

of his outlook, but th(‘ reader knowing

no more of Dr. Jacks than this one vol-

ume may well wish to have heard more

of the ste|)s by wliich he conceives his

licsired “ comj)leling of the Refoiina-

tion " (“ till it reacheii a jujint where

no Authority was recf.-guised save that

of the living God "
)
as coming about.

In that great work not only all

Christian denominations but the lead-

ing religions also of the Ka.st had in

his broad-minded view their part to

play, ami al.'^o central to it stood

“ the idea of tlie sj)iritual universe

as Ptolemaic, witli the Common Man

at the centre of it
;
the idea of religion,

not as a possession wliii li some men

have anil others have not, but nniver

sally present when the Common Man

expresses himself in his wholeness, and

therefore independent of churcli-and-

chapol j)atronagc; the idea, even, of a

union between the spiritual culture ot

East and West." Almost always he
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realised religion as greater tlian any
single creed’s expression of it, though

it must be added tliat some of his

later views on the New Testament arc

not easy to lit into so broad a picture.

Disillusioned by “ reconstruction
”

(or the lark of it) after the last

Grand Strategy : Thu Search for

Victory. By H. A. Sakgkaunt and
Geoffrey West.

(
Jonathan Cape,

Ltd., London. 8.s. bd
.

)

There was a time wlien wars were

won more or less on j)iire niilitarv

strategy. But under the swiftly chang-

ing modern r()nditions, when both the

methods of war and its repercussions

on .social life are clianging swiftly, wars

can be (ought and won only by those

nations who are most romj)r(‘]i(*n>ivcIy

awake to all the relevant (.lianga s wlii< li

the war in\'ol\’os—and not merely are

aware of them but able to ste]^ ahead

by actively initiating them, 'liiat is

the hehl for the grand straLegi>t, who

looks beyond the war to the subsequent

peace. The ba.sis of grand strategy is,

therefore, the reciiirocal relationship

subsisting between war and tlie >»>( iety

in wliich it occurs. So war i.^ viewed,

not as something extraneous, hut as a

social activity .shaped by, and in its

turn shaping, the partici]Viling system^

of government and society alike, tirand

strategy accordingly adopts a broader

view than any military strategy does.

The last war provtal tliat mere

military success could not secure the

democracies a safe future. Within less

than fifteen years of the imposed peace

they saw that crippling ludeiunities

and the suppression of all juogre.ssive

activities in the defeated nation not

only could not act as effective deterrents

^^nt proved dangerous incentives to

World War, he looks to the immediate

future with many doubts. But in

‘The final destiny of the Common Man”
his faith is complete, and this grave,

brave, noble, human book manifests it

imwavcringly.

Geoffrey West

preparation for a retaliatory war. If

today the democracies want assurance

that a new Versailles will not lead to a

new Munich they must seek it in their

l)eace aims and in their ideas of re-

constructing the world after the war.

d'he authors believe that the faults of

t]:c last peace can be avoided by under-

standing the true nature of war, by a

true aj)prcciation of the implications of

victory and by faith in such creative

leadership as is to be found in Stalin,

Koo^e.velt and Churcliill.

It is a pardonable but a dangerous

temptation for the victors to attempt

liie o\]doitation of victory by fantastic

l'‘r()tostations. Allied propaganda insists

that they arc the Good fighting the

I'Ail—an insistence that might easily

seek to ju.slify retributive punishment

(knmany. But the scope of grand

strategy must extend to a plane where

siicli narrow considerations yield place

to the re-educating of Germany to the

conviction that Nazism is an obsolete

strategy which ]>ulls back in the race of

progress.

With the war still in progress it is

undoubtedly difficult to foresee how

such constructive idealism can be made

to work in practice. Grand strategy

must, however, concern itself with

making it prevail rather than with

attempt iiig the impossible alternative

which the authors suggest—that nation-

al energies should be kept at a high

pitch of efficiency both in actual
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capacity for the arts of peace and in

{)otential capacity for the most modern

forms of war, so that few would wish

and none would dare to hazard military

cJiallenge.

With all their good intentions, how-

ever, tlic authors seem to entertain the

complacent illusion that tlie liberation

of oppressed Europe and tlie establish-

ment of some kind of peace there will

solve the problems created by this war.

They seem to be concerned about the

future security of the democracies of

Poetry and Prophecy. By N, Ker-

shaw Chadwick. ( Cambridge I'niver-

sity Press. 7.S. i^d.

)

This small volume, packed with facts

gleaned in obscure fields, is a welcome

attempt at synthesis. The similarities

,
in tradition and in ritual betwoem

peoples scattered from Polynesia to

Tibet and frean rgnruia to Northern

Siberia bear strong evidence to human

unity. E.xccpt in Europe, the outstaml-

ing motif of oral literature as of mantic

practices is the “ (juest for immortality,

the effort of men and women to master

matter by spirit. " Europe has always

shown a “predominant preoccupation

of man with himself—his almost total

absorption in his temporary pliysical

life.'' But “in Asia, in Polynesia,

even in Africa, man’s chief intellectual

preocciipation.s and speculations are

with spiritual adventure. " It has

indeed, as Mrs. Chadwick suggests,

a special rofrcslinit-jit and value* for us fo find

that still, among the vast majority of nmn>
kind, the principal adventures take place, not

on th(i field of battle, but in the mind of man.

the West. But unless they boldly face

the facts and conceive a comprehensive

scheme for the future in which all the

suppressed nations of the world shall be

helped to a position of parity with those

who claim to be the guardians of peace,

their protestations will be empty

slogans. It is a question of the peace

of the world and not merely of tlie

West. Grand strategy, to deserve the

name, must evolve something which

will secure world peace.

V. M. Inamdar

And the similarities noted rule out,

Mrs. Chadwick believes, the possibility

of independent origin. Her conclusions,

based on twenty yeriis’ research in

oral literature, seem to h;ncl no

support to civilisation’s having orig-

inated in .savagery. She questions any

relatioiisliip between the culture of

today’s backward coiuinimitie.s and the

I

hy|)otlieti(Ml
^

culliire of truly “ pnim-

itive " or early man. Mr.'s, ( hadwiek

believes that retracing' the j)eripheral

cultures’ hi.'^tuiy b\ mcan.s only of

known facts will make it clear that

the farther back \vc can carry our rcseairhcs

th.c liiglirr the* culture becnnies, and the more

the innuefliale sources of tliesc cultures tend

to (. onverj'i! . . . .It is pait the value of tlic

oral trariitinns and culture of eomiuunilics on

the outer edge of the Worhl that they have

proMTVi-d lor us. . . rcHectioiis ol the Jong

lorgotten spiritual life and ait of the great

c.ivilisHtionsof the past. . . .Neither ritual nor

traditu)!! arc piiiuitive, but comparatively

kite growths. It is. indeed, to be suspected

that the most primitive peoples living to-cJa>’

arc not originators, but the hciis of millciiuia

of culture, impel tctitly transmitted and now

deteriorated often beyond recognition.

Ph. D.
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From the Ends of the Earth. By
Mary Trevelyan. (Faber and Faber,

Ltd., London. 7s. bd.)

For more tlian twenty years Student

Movement House, in the Bloomsbury
district of London, has provided a
centre of fellowship and reconciliation,

where students from all over the world

have felt at home. For nearly half

that time the House has been under

the inspiring and inspired leadership of

Mary Trevelyan, who has written this

fascinating account of her adventures

in the service of students. She tells

sadly of the growing tendency to

institute a colour-bar in London life.

“ Very often a coloured man, searching

for lodgings, will hnd the door is

slammed in his face.”

II. I., from Madras, is in a slal*’ <d imsory

and fury, as two I’.nglish ^iils with wlunn hv

lias bnen vrry fiu-ndlv. visiting their home

and so C)n, have written to him to say ec

must not crmi'* again, they li.i\c dfvoloprd

" f olour cnn'«t ioiiMU^'S
"

In 1037 Trevelyan liavcllo.tl

round tlie world, \isiting sTudentswho

had once been frc(iue:Uersof the House,

and who had returned to tiicir own

countries. She found one of th.ein an

.\ngliran clergyman who, Ihviuso <*1

his colour, may not cjUor the lingiidi

(dub in a certain city oi the Last,

although some of the Club members

come to his Fburch and listen to his

sermons ! She also found how ditbculi

is the position of the “ Fngland-return-

odman” in India, and how hard ho

finds it to obtain satisfactory employ

ment. At the end of Jior book she

prints a valuable and discerning report

on this problem, in the course of wliicb

these wwds occur

At the very most I should say that I met

live men ( i. <?., F.ngland-returncvi men in

India
) who have fallen on their Icet econom-

ically, not, of course, counting the men who
have gone into the Indian Civil Service. . .

.

Seriou.s and wide.sprcad unemployment is,

therefore, the first fact which these young
men must grasp on their return home, and
many of them, and their parents, must regret

the amount of time and money spent on.

obtaining Imglish degrees.

Further East Miss Trevelyan noticed

a poster outside a public park, which

may go some way towards exjdaining

subseipient events. It read, ‘‘Chinese

and Dogs not admitted.”

In America, she saw the immense
Inteniational Hoihses established by
the Rockefeller Foundation

;
but found

that for economic reasons such heavy
rents have to be charged for rooms in

these that a very small proj)ortion of

foreign students can afford to live in

them. She comes to the conclusion

that the policy followed by Student
Movement House is the right one, viz.,

not to attempt to provide a residential

chib, Imt to let the students make
their own arrangements for living

accommodation, giving them in the

House tlie opportunity to obtain food

.mil recreation and to enjoy a real

international fell(;\vship.

In folltAving thi.s policy she has done
work of incalciilai)lc value. One student

r<'turnc‘i from Abyssinia after most
tragic experiences there came to see the

House, whore he liad formerly been so

hai^py in London, and said to her. “ I

expect you will wonder why I have

come back to see yon. It was because

I wislied to know if the House was still

hero, and I sec that it is the only thing

in my life that has remained.
”

Miss Trevelvan liopes, and wc may
all join ardently in the samehotx', that

iiflor the war tlie Ilonso will bo able to

make an important contribution to the

povtce of the world by banding on to

the students of the next generation a

groat and living tradition of inter-

national friendship.

J. S. IIOYLAND
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Christocracy. By John Middleton

Murry. (Andrew Dakers, Ltd., Lon-

don. 6s.

)

The Sennon on the Mount. By C. F.

Andrews.
(
George Allen and Unwin,

Ltd., London. 6s.

)

The resounding title of Mr. Murry's

book is a little misleading, though he

justifies it as being as good a name
as any for a politj^ which preserves

alive and kindles to fresh flame those

fading sparks in our society which once

caused it to illuminate the world.’*

That is the polity which he has striven

to expound. It is a compromise be-

tween what a pure Christianity would

affirm and what contemporary necessity

demands. Although a convinced pac-

ifist himself, he knows that tlie vast

majority of his fellow-countrymen are

not. It is for them and to them he

writes in the belief that enough of

Christian imagination still survives

amongst them, particularly in tlie

deep-rooted habit of liberty and tolera-

tion, for Britain to contribute soni(‘-

thing of unique ini])ortance to the

saving or at leai^t tlie salvaging of

human values at a time wlien they

seem in danger of being everywhere

submerged. To hold such a faith now
requires a considerable act of faitli.

But Mr. Murry cannot be accused of

not taking a good look at the worst.

His book is throughout sombrely

realistic and his interpretation of the

causes wliich made the horrors of tiie

pre.sent world-revolution inevitable, in

particular the co-existence of universal

industrialization and sovereign nat-

ionalism, emphasises strongly the

heavy responsibility of Britain with the

other victorious powers of the last war.

His analysis of tlie present war-.sit nation

is equally trenchant, above all of the

folly of the blind pursuit of the chimera,

total victory, which can only end, as

he writes, in a spiral of steady descent

towards the abyss of moral exhaustion

and domestic violence.*’ In pleading

that Britain should coniine herself to a

war of defence, liascd as always in her

history on sea-pinvor, and should refuse

to be drawn into Continental invasion,

he may well be .speaking too late. For

Britain’s strategy is no longer in her

own hands. But the reasons he gives

are cogent and have expert opinion

behind them. Ilis view of the close

relation between Russian and German

totalitarianism may cause offence to-

day. But while he errs soinclirnes l>y

o\er-simj)Jifyijig and by not (]iialifyiiig

enough, in essentials I believe what

he says to unanswerable. It is

because he refuses to think in any

terms of ah'stra<'t idealism, keej)-

ing .always close to the real Jiumrin

particulars, that lie is qnalilied to

inter]^ret the spirit and the ]•att(In of

a title democracy as no projvigaiidist

can. Certainh^ the kind of socialism

of whirli he skeU]ie> iIk* outline in

tlic latter j)art of his botjk is tlie

only human altcrn.'itive to revolutions

of mechanical violence. Would that

everyone in autliority might read his

hook and understand ii.

'riie late C. F. Andrews, as Tagoic

wrote in his Foreword to The Sermon

on the Mount, was a great friend of

humanity, of the poor and of India.

The dee]) sincerity of his Christianity,

that of a man who always felt it mure

important to live his faith tlian to

write about it, is manifest in this last

book of his, composed in a hospital on

the Ridge of Delhi to which he had

retired for rest after ycar.s of overwork.

Only in one or two places docs he
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treat directly of the evils of today.

But when he does, he has no doubt

that both war and tlie economic and
imperialist system underlying it are

abhorrent to a Christian conscience.

Most of his book is a commentary, verse

by verse, on Christ's teaching in the

Sermon on the Mount. It convinces

and inspires by having been lived,

rather than by any striking originality.

Hugh I'A. Fausset

CORRESPONDENCE

IS THERE NEED FOR A NEW “GITA"?

After reading the two replies to tliis

question in the October number of The

Akyan ]b\TH I am teinj4cd to add a

third. For I feel that, in tlie words of

Milton: “The hungry sheep look up

and are not fed."

i'irst of all, Mr. S. K. George in his

original article in tlie July i.ssue pleads

“ for historical realism in the understan-

ding of all sciipturcs." It is, of course,

d reasonable plea. But at the same

liii’.e we 111 list not forget that the

historical circunistaiices in wiiich a

sciipture is born form but theperisliable

par. of it. The scieiitilic ide;is and tlie

sucLii concejHions of the age which we

tiiid embtHldoi.! in a sciiptiu’c are only

the husk wliicli co\eis the living seed.

Take, for instance, the beliefs that we

lindin the New 'restainent that disease

is caused by evil spirit.s and that the

world was going to come to an end

very soon. Even Jesus Christ wd.s not

above such beliefs. But dots tins fact

in any way invalidate His teaching or

make it out of dale Christ’s teach-

ing is throughout coloured by the

apocalyptic ideas of His age. But

that does not make us feel the need of

a new Gospel.

Similarly, in the Gila we have the

beliefs connected with caste and the

u.se of war as a ])olitical instrument.

Tlie fact that these are embedded in

the Gita should not blind us to the true

import of that scripture. The teaching

of the Gita is not in any way limited

by these conceptions. On the other

liand, a careful reader w'ill find that

these conceptions tliemselvt s are divest-

ed of their content in tlie light of the

transcendent teaching of the scripture.

Svadhanna, for instance, is nut conneci-

evl with birth or heredity so much as

with Svabhava or one's own nature,

and we are taught tliat "he who does

the duty iinposeil on him by his own
nature inciir.s no sin." Tiie Biiagavaii

of the Gita addressing a Hindu prince

of His time could not but speak in terms

of the caste system, as Jesus Christ

addressing the Hebrew' people of His

time could not but speak in terms of

the chosen peojile. And yet we know
now’ that tlic belief that God created

the Hindu caste system belongs to the

same order of ideas as tlie belief that

(lod entered into a covenant with the

Hebrews.

Similarly the violence of war in the
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Gita belongs only to the scaffolding of

that scripture. On the other hand, as

Mahatma Gandhi repeatedly points

out, non-violence is the inevitable

result if the central teaching of the

Gita is faithfully followed. For violence

on the battle field is impossible without

hatred and anger and cruelty, whereas
the whole aim of the Gita is to make us

act without the slightest trace of passion

of any kind. The ideal man whom the

Gita portrays so often would be totally

out of harmony with a background of

violence. Such a character can arise

only out of perfect non-violence. The

Bhagavan of the Gita by His teaching

undermines almost completely the

position of violence. He takes the

whole substance out of violence, leaving

only tlie outer shell. And in our clay

Mahatma Gandhi asks us to take the

last step, to throw away even the sliell

and accept the ideal of non-violence in

its entirety, both in substance and in

form. In this respect, tliorefore, we

may say that his gospel of Satyagraha

is only the fulfilment of the Gita.

Mr. George may call it a “New if

he likes, though Gandhiji would be the

first to disclaim that name for his

teaching, for lie calls the Gita his spir-

itual Mother and claims that he is only

following in lier footsteps. So the need

is not for a “New Gita,'' nor even for

a new approach to tlic (dd Gita, but for a

correct understanding of what is and is

not eternal in the Gita.

At the same time one need not be

provoked by the question, “ Is there

need for a New Gita ?” On the contrary,

one should welcome it as a sign of

“divine discontent'^ and desire for

progress. For no serious student of

comparative religion in our days can

say that such and such a scripture or

such and such a prophet is the final

word in religion. As God has not ceased

to exist. His revelations to men cannot

be said to have come to a stop. We do

not know how many new scriptures,

how many new Avatars and prophets

will have to come before man reaches

his journey's end—especially when we
see wJiat a mess he has made of tlie

scriptures and prophets already sent

to him. He is now apparently at one

of the most difficult corners of his way
up t!ie hill. And he cannot turn that

corner unless ho makes up liis mind to

give up once for all the abomination of

ilie violence of war. Tliendore, we are

afraid tliat tlio^e wiio p(‘rsist in saying

that ill any particular scripture or tlie

teaching of any particular jirojiliet there

i.s sanction for war for ;l11 time are only

making out a case for tlie inevitahle

su])erscssion of tliat sv ripturt' or that

projihct. For no mi>readiiig of any

scripture or miuinderstaiuling of any

prophet (‘an t ver sto]) tiie mighty

drama of the spiritual evolution of our

species on this planet. At the worst,

it can only delay its progress.

D. S. Sakm\
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The question whether the post-war

world will be tlie same is occupying tlie

attention of not a few. Everyone

seems to agree that the war will have

been fought in vain should tlie status

quo be maintained. Mr. J. B. Priestley,

inaugurating in Picture Post of 27th

June a series on “Britain's Silent

Kevolution,” believes that the war has

saved England from an incipient decay.

It has introduced an approach to

socialism and has levelled to some

extent the “fantastically gross and

really sinful imapialities.” The regi-

mentation of every efiort towards

effective war offers tlie nalitin, Mr.

Priestley thinks, a lesson in planned

industry for national welfare in peace-

time. The concessions wliich everyone

is called upon to make for the national

])urposc should continue even after

iiostilities cease. That hading of indi-

viuual sacrifice for the collective well-

being might lav the foundations of a

creative democratic society of tlie

future.

The rationing systems admit in

principle the right of everyone to “a fair

share of what is essential to a decent

life."

And must of us cannot sor that this

principle should be dead right in hut

wrong in 103S. and wrung again in

The W’ar has served as a corrective

of false values. To Mr. Priestley it

.seems unthinkable that society's “tatt-

ered and idiotic fancy-dress ball"

should ever start again, but time will

" ends of verse

And sayings of philosophers
”

Hudibras

show. Reforms imposed from without

are ephemeral. Individuals not a few

have no doubt seen the light, but

human nature in the mass changes

slowly. Hence the timeliness of long-

range reforms while a common danger

iiisj)ires the spirit of unity and readiness

to sacrifice.

The sense of frustration w^Lich

darkens the political lirrnament is

explained by Mr. \'ertion Bartlett, M.B.,

in the second article, lie lays it partly

to the failure of those who enter

Parliament to realise their independent

responsibilili(S and the duty ow’ed to

their elect()rs. In the third article

Mr. (j. I). H. Cole thinks that the war

can mean the end of unemployment.

It is necessary only tliat, in the post-

war W'orld, industry be planned with

the national welfare in view and the

distribution c»f labour ordered on an

inleliigent basis, lie foresees not only

jobs fur all, but jobs imlillcd. And

he implies the folly of squandering,

tlii\)ngli ma>s unemployment, the coun-

try’s greatest productive resource

—

the labour of human hands.

None can doubt the sound purpose

and the noble ideal which inspires these

three eminent people. It is reassuring

to be told that there will be no return

to pre-war conditions, but what is the

guarantee ? Such a consummation will

he hard to achieve as long as the

internal organisation of a self-governing

State bases itself upon capitalist profit

making— even if accompanied by
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political democracy. Tlie only sound

foundation will be a carefully planned

democracy of wider dimensions. : The
'*ncw civilization " promised after the

present chaos will be worth the name
only if it can assure opportunity for

all, in every country of the world.

Under the caption “ Common Needs

and Common Sense, " The New States-

man and Nation of nth July gives

some valuable suggestions to the official

propagandist. Talk of a return to

j)re-war conditions fails on deaf ears.

Rosy liopes unrelated to presumptive

realities deceive no one. There is no

getting around the fact, so naively put,

that Britain dues still look like an

Imperial Power "—sirangely like, in-

deed ! There is, as the writer points

out, no proof of any of the hue phrases

such as “greater etpiality " and “a
People's War "

unless we are able to i>rodii..e a pr(>grainme

which will tit into tiie century ol the common
man-' a phrase which now iiicaiis soiiielhini^

positive in the* Soviet l/nion, ^onielhin^ hoj»e-

fill in tlic I'liitc*:! States, something wistfully

de.sired in the loiile'd Kingdom, and siunelhing

that still looks like hypo<.iisy among tlie

subjeit pv(;pl*‘s ui tlie i'.mpiie.

Kll'ective propaganda h.is its own

utility in the prosecution of war, but

propaganda, in order to be effective,

must have the support of irulJifiil

promise and earm st intention lu fullil.

The open disclaimer tliat the Atlantic

Charter refers to countries like India

was one of the things that undermined

faith in ilie L'liited Nations' propagan-

da. It is not in the West alone that

the “common man" resides. It i.s

a fact wdiich bears any amount of

repetition, ai d one which tho.se who
wish tlial their propaganda should not

be ignored as “mere propaganda"

must squarely face, that every partic-

ipant in the present war has a right to

demand assurance that he will not be

left out in the planning of the post-war

world. Unless such an assurance can

be extended to all peoples who arc

helping in the war, conviction will be

hard to bring to the doubters that the

common enemy that is being fought

today is not merely the aggressiveness

of Germany, Italy or Japan, but “an
economic and social muddle which

denies to the common man freedom,

peace, security and a full sluire of the

good things wliicli his labour helps to

produce.
"

East or Wtsl, the liollow ring of

mere words cannot deceixe hearers into

taking for granted th(‘ declaration of a

pious purpose. It has gut to be pruved

and proved subslantially.

“ J^juai Rights for Asia, Too " is tijc

subject of a .signilicaiit article by

Francis B. Sayre, U. S. High Coinmis-

siuner to llie l’liiHjj])ine Elands.
(
The

New York Times Mii^arTne, Jai\

194a) Only a deal -cut pn^grainnic

baracd on liiiriian hrctlierliood ( an unite

the j>eoplejs uf the wuiid to win the war

and to win the peace to follow, he

declares.

If iltiiimraiy mi^aris aiiylluiig it means

equalit) ot oppui luait y. l aith in deiiiui racy,

the .Aiueiican faitli, means eijuality i>t

tiinil y e\t( luled to all |;eoi»ies, to ail

laee:., to all creeds, to ul) classes. It is an

ail-emhrat mg laitli and it exteiul.s into the

political Kpliere, the economic siiliere, the

social .sjdicrc and the spiritual .spheie ol lilc*.

The .\meiican lailh leaves no room lor class

arrogance or racial discrimination. All imm

are not cipial in their attainments or their

capacities or their abilities, but to all must

be given CMpiaiity of opportunity, lhat is

tlie democr.ilic faith audit is the only faith

upon whi<.h an euduiing civilization can be

built.
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This is admirable, however hard to

square with the treatment accorded

Negroes in the U. S. A.

The problems of Asia, Mr. Sayre

insists, cannot be divorced from those

of Europe and America. The world

has become a unit and “ any disease

which attacks one part attacks the

whole body. " Mr. Sayre is a high

official. He is circumspect. He does

not label his shafts with tJieir destina-

tion, but they hiid their mark. "The
United States, " he writes, “ is not

lighting to bolster up or to re-establish

the evil practices of Ninetcenlli Century

imperialism. The United States is

fighting still for human rights, as she

did in 1776.
”

What those rights are is brouglit out

in another article in the same issue.

Under the caption "We Hold These

Truths, ” Henry Steele Cominager

writes of the signing in that year of

the Declaration of Indei'Ciidcnce. That

Declaration opens on a note that will

resound as long ns a government exists

that ^!uos not derive its powers from

the consent of the governed ;

—

Wiicn in the Course of human events, it

bccomt.- necessary for one ];eopU' to ilissolve

the poli;;»cal bands which Iiave connected

them with another, and to assume among the

Powers of the earth, the separate and eipial

.station to which the 1-aws of Nature and of

Nature’s (iod entitle them, a decent respect

to the opinions of mankind retpiires that they

should declare the causes which impel them

to the separation.

Everyone is convinced that war is an

evil but the conviction that it is a

necessary evil seems to die hard. Rea-

son which distinguishes man from the

lower world of creation should be a

better arbiter than any mad orgy of

mutual destruction. The Nation and

the State exist tor man, not man for

them, and if any fancies that he can

live happily only at the expen.se of

another’s life or happiness he is still on

the outskirts of the jungle. The wiser

way and the really human w'ay i.s

mutual help, good-will and co-opera-

lion.

Since tlie outbreak of the present

war the " New World Order ” has

received anxious attention from every

section of humanity. The veteran

thinker Dr. Bhagavan Das of Benares,

to whose viev/s wc liavt* more than once

of late referred in The Aryan Path,

has sent us a i)aniphlct on Th^. Funda-

mmlal Psychological Principles of Social

Reconstruction (and ” A British-Indian

CommoniL'calih" ). In it he outlines a

bencv()lent paternalism in a democratic

frame.

\ Tlieosopliist of more than half a

century’s stnruling, Dr. Bhagavan Das

rigJitly stresses the fundamental mess-

age of Theosophy—Universal Broth-

erhood. Unless that basic truth is

accepted and put into practice, there is

little hope for the future. It is not a

question of single individuals’ accepting

the ideal and putting it in practice in

their personal lives. The task is bigger

still. Dr. Bhagavan Das describes the

tendency

to go on simply feeling the tine sentiment of

Human Brotlierhood and simply making

Comparative Study, decade after decade. . .

without actively, striving to promote the

general welfare of that Universal Brotherhood

in all departments of life.

He has concrete suggestions. He
urges agreement among associations

of humanist scientists and avowedly

pliilanthropic bodies with centres in

many countries, upon a few simple

basic principles of the desired New
Social Order.
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In order to educate public opinion

in such ideas Dr. Bhagavan Das has

prepared a questionnaire Which outlines

the philosophy of human relationships

and shows how only .an essentially

spiritual and non-separative attitude

can save the embroiled world. . “The
legislator must be above all prejudices

of race, creed, caste, colour ot sex.
”

Not the legislator only, but' also the

administrator, the judge and the map
in the street, before a new and better

order can be established and maintain-

ed !

Dr. Bhagavan Das is perfectly right

when . he says that the promised New
World Order is not the concern of

tomorrow but of today, that the

business of the New Order is not to

clear the wreckage of the^ present war

but to stop this war now and to make

the recurrence of such wreckage im-

possible irf future. The brociiurc will

repay perusal.

Dr. Olaf Stapledon’s “Sketch-Map

of Human Nature
( Philosophy, July

1942 ) <fflers a pattern in which

psychological and ethical factors both

find place. He sets out to show that

though “at bottom identical with the

beasts'* man is “ in a limited but all-

important manner unique. " He argues

also that

one consequence of his uniqueness is moral

experience, and that in human n.nture prop-

erly understood, a moral goal is very clearly

revealed.

More significant is the differentiation

which Dr. Staplcdon makes between

the upper and the lower unconscious.

Subconscious and supcrconscious would

be less unwieldy terms. The psychol-

ogists generally liavc failed to recognis/'

this distinction, to their loss. Th^^

lower unconscious [Vhich' psycho-*^

analysis daqgeronsly activates] epm-
prises, according to the article, man's

subhuman animal mature. It included

also whateveri, “ Owing f<fhs relatively

archaic and primitive character, ' fe

not normally intrdspectable." Dr.

§tapiedon limits the upper unconscious,

as we wouldrnot, to the outcome of the

impact of circumstances upon the

individuid. He defines it, however, as^
'

'

'

“
, .>

all in him which is thrustin|; towards 4 greater

clarity of vision, a greater dglicacy of feeling,

a greater integrity of action/ than is as yet

possible to his conscious nature.

Consciousness and the upper un-

conscious clash when incipient, more

‘lucid or more integrated desires of the

latter conflict with established conscious

desires.

Most significant of all, perlin[)s,

is Dr.’ "Stapledon's yisualisation of

“ personality-in -community “ as the

right goal of action, the way of fulfil-

ment. “
‘ Community * is a distinctively

Jiuman attribute of hiinian society.
”

Without it “ a |)erson is but a frost-

bitten seedling. ” True community

stands in contiast aiik(? “with the

beast’s blind gregaritnisness and the

human egotist's sham conittuinity of

mere self-seeking within the law. It

means not uniformity Init liarojony

in diversity—‘'mutual enrichment, mu-

tual valuing, and mutual responsibil-

ity.
"

Behind the struggle between imperial 13iit-

ain and imptrial Germany, behind th#

conflict between democratic and totalitarian

ideologies, and cutting right across this

clcavage^JiiliiUtMiyiU^glo between the old

society and

will for a new kind of society,.

'\W(yfld'Wide, coherent, controlled by the will

x|o make the most of the human species and

.consciously, creatively, planned for that end.
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